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Introduction 

Them1odynnmics is the science of energy transfer and its effect on th.e physical 
properties of substances. It is based upon observations of common experience 
which hnve been formulated into thermodynamic laws. These laws govern the 
principles of energy conversion. The applications of the thermodynamic laws and 
principles are found in all fields of energy technology, notably in steam and 
nuclear power plants, internal combustion engines, gas turbines, air conditioning. 
rcfrigcralion, gas dynamics.jet propulsion, compressors, chemical process plants, 
and direct energy conversion devices. 

1.1 Macroscopic Vs Microscopic Viewpoint 

There a.re two poi111s of view from which the behaviour of matter can be studied: 
the macroscopic and the microscopic. In the macroscopic approach, a certain 
quantity of matter is considered. without the events occurring at the molecular 
level being taken into account From the microscopic point of view, matter is 
composed of myriads of molecules. If it is a gas, each molecule at a given instant 
has a i:crtaio position, velocity, and e.nergy, and for each molecule these change 
very frequently as a result of collisions. The behaviour of the gas is described by 
summing up the behaviour of each molecule. Such a study is made in microscopic 
or Sl(llisfit ul 1/1er111odynn1111t.s. Macroscopic thermodynamics is only concerned 
witlt the t:ffects of the action of many molecules, and. these effects can be 
perceived by human senses. For example, the macroscopic quantity, pressure, is 
the uvemge 111te of change of momentum due to all the molecular collisions made 
on a unit area. The effects of pressure can be felt. The macroscopic point of view 
1s not concerned with the action ofindividual molecules, and lhe force ona given 
unit area can be measured by using, e.g., a pressure gauge. These macroscopic 
obsc~vations arc completely independent of the asswnptions regarding !he nature 
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of matter. All the results of classical or macroscopic thennodynamics can, 
however, be derived from the microscopic and statistical study of matter. 

1.2 Thermodynamic System and Control Volume 

A thermodynamic system is defined as a quantity of matter or a region in space 
upon which attention is concentrated in the analysis of a problem. Everything 
external to the system is called the surroundings or the environment. The system 
is separated from the surroundings by the system boundary (Fig. I.I). The 
boundary may be eitherfued or moving. A system and its surroundings together 
com.prise a universe. 

1 Boundary 

G 
Surr01Jndfngs 

- Boundary 

8
J neroyout 

m 

( Surroundings 

Energy in 

No mass transfer 

fig. l,l A tlurmodynamic l]Slfflf Fig. 1.2 A dosed s,sltfn 

There are three classes of systems: (a) closed system, (b) open system and (c) 
isolated system. The closed system (Fig. 1.2) is a system of fixed mass. There is 
no mass transfer across the system boundary. There may be energy transfer into 
or out of the system. A certain quantity of fluid in a cylinder bounded by a piston 
constitutes a closed system. The open system (Fig. 1.3) is one in which matter 
crosses the boundary of the system. There may be energy transfer also. Most of 
the engineering devices are generally open systems, e.g., an air compressor in 
which air enters at low pressure and leaves at high pressure and there are energy 
transfers across the system boundary. The isolated system (Fig. 1.4) is one in 
which there is no interaction between the system and the surrounding. It is of 
fixed mass and energy, and there is no mass or energy transfer across the system 
boundary. 

Energy in / Boundary 

~

~r_.,,. Massout 

\ Sr- Surroundings 
'-- ~ .. 

Energy out Mass in 

,C;J 
Surroundings 

No mass or energy transrer 

Fig. 1.3 An optn systmt Flg. U An isol.attil $JSltm 

If a system is defined as a certain quantity of matter, then the system contains 
the same matter and there can be no transfer of mass across its boundary. 
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However, if a system is defined as a region of space within a prescribed boundary, 
then matter can cross the system boundary. While the former is called a closed 
system, the latter is an open system. 

For thennodynamic analysis of an open system, such as an air compressor 
(Fig. 1.5), attention is focussed on a cenain volume in space surrounding the 
compressor, known as the control ••olume, bounded by a surface called the 
control surfoce. Matter as well as energy crosses tl!e control surface. 

/ijr out 

i 
Heat ,, 

Work I 

1 
[ Motor 

1 
Air compre5SOr .,. . 

I 

I _....__r .~ ..... -.. -------·----- --'---'· -·--

t \ __ Control volume 

Alrin 

Fig. 1.5 Control 110/111111 and control S1Jrfa" 

A closed system is a system closed to matter flow, though its volume can 
change against a flexible boundary. When there is matter flow, then the system is 
considered to be a volume of fixed identity, the control volume. There is thus no 
difference between an open system and a control volume. 

1.3 Thermodynamic Properties, Processes and Cycles 

Every system has certain characteristics by which its physical condition may be 
described, e.g., volume, temperature, pressure, etc. Such characteristics are called 
properties of the system. These are all macroscopic in nature. When all the 
properties of a system have definite values, the system is said to exist at a defmite 
state. Propenies are the coordinates to describe the state of a system. They are the 
state variables of the system. Any operation in which one or more of the properties 
of a system changes is called a change of state. The succession of states passed 
through during a change of state is called the path of the change of state. When 
the path is completely specified, the change of state is called a process, e.g., a 
constant pressure process. A the.rmodynamic cycle is defined as a series of state 
changes such that the final state is identical with the initial state (Fig. 1.6) 

Properties may be of two types. Intensive properties are independent oflhe 
mass in the system, e.g., pressure, temperature, etc. Extensive properties are 
related to mass, e.g., volume, energy, etc. If mass is increased, the values oftbe 
extensive properties also increase. Specific extensive properties, i.e., extensive 
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properties per unit mass, are intensive properties, e.g., specific volume, specific 
energy, density, etc. 

t 

ll 

~. 
2 

- " e-b A proc,ess 
1-2-1 A cycle 

fig. u A Jn'«CU atsd • 9ru 

1.4 Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Systems 

A quantity of matter homogeneous throughout in chemical composition and 
physical structure is called a phase. Every substance can e.xist in any one of the 
three phases, viz., solid, liquid and gas. A system c.onsisting of a single phase is 
called a homogeneous system, while a system consisting of more than one phase 
is known as a heterogeneous system. 

1.5 Thermodynamic Equilibrium 

A system is said to exist in a state of thermodynamic eq11illbri11m when no change 
in any macroscopic property is regjstered, if the system is isolated fr-0m its 
surroundings. 

An isolated system always reaches in course of time a state ofthennodynamic 
equilibrium and can never depart from it spontaneously. 

Therefore, there can be no spontaneous change it1 any macroscopic property 
if the system exists in an equilibrium state. Thermodynamics studies mainly the 
properties of physical systems that are found in equilfbrium states. 

A system will be in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium, iflhc conditions for 
the following three types of equilibrium are satisfied: 

(a) Mechanical equilibrium 
(b) Chemical equilibrium 
(c) Thermal equilibrium 

In the absence of any unbalanced force within the system itself and also 
between the system and the surroundings, the system is said to be in a state of 
mechaniml equilibrium. If an unbalanced force exists, either the system alone or 
both the system and the surroundings will undergo a change· of state till 
mechanical equilibrium is attained. 
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lfthere is no chemical reaction or transfer of matter from one pan of the system 
to another, such as diffusion or solution, the system is said to exist in a state of 
chemical equilibri11nr. 

When a system existing in mechanical and chemical equilibrium is separated 
from its surroundings by a diathenn.ic wall ( diathennic means 'which allows heat 
to flow') and if there is no spontaneous change in any property of the system, the 
system is said to exist in a state of thermal equilibri11m. When this is not satisfied, 
the system will undergo a change of state till thermal equilibrium is restored. 

When the conditions for any one of the three types of equilibrium are not 
satisfied, a system is said to be in a noneq11ilibri11m state. If the none~uilibrium 
of the state is dne to an nnbalanced force in the interior of a system or between the 
system and the surrounding, the pressure varies from one part of the system to 
another. There is no single pressure that refers to the system as a whole. Similarly, 
ifthe nonequilibrium is because of the temperature of the system being different 
from that of its surroundings, there is a nonuniform temperature distribution set 
up within the system and there is no single temperature that stands for the system 
as a whole. It can thus be inferred that when the conditions for thermodynamic 
equilibrium are not satisfied, the states passed through by a system cannot be 
described by thermodynamic properties which represent the system as a whole. 

Thermodynamic properties are the macroscopic coordinates defined for, and 
significant to, only thermodynamic equilibrium states. Both classical and 
statistical thermodynamics study mainly the equilibrium states of a system. 

1.6 Quasi-Static Process 

Let us consider a system of gas contained in a cylinder (Fig. 1.7). The system 
initially is in equilibrium state, represented by the propcrtiesp1, v1, t1• The weight 
on the piston just balances the upward force exerted by the gas. If the weight is 
removed, there will be an unbalanced force between ihe system and the 
surronndings, and under gas pressure, the piston will move up till it hits the slops. 

fig. 1.7 Transition bttween two tquilihrium stalls l!y an unbalan"d fa,ct 
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consideration, and SFn is the component of force normal to 6A (Fig. 1.13), lhe 
pressure p at a point on the wall is defined as 

_ r oF. 
p - 5_.!11_., oA 

,5A 

~ 
~ 

Fig. 1.13 Definition ofpmsm 

The pressurep at a point in a fluid in equilibriwn is the same in all directions. 
The unit for pressure in the SI system is the pascal (Pa), which is the force of 

one newton acting on an &rea of I m2• 

l Pa= I N/m2 

The unit of pascal is very small. Very often kilo-pascal (kPa) or mega-pascal 
(MPa) is used. 

Two other units, not within the SI system of units, continue to be widely used. 
These are the bar, where 

I bar= 10s Pa= 100 kPa = 0.1 MPa 

and the standard atmosphere, where 
1 atrn = 101.325 lcPa = 1.01325 bar 

Most instruments indicate pressure relative to the atmospheric pressure, 
whereas the pressure of a system is its pressure above zero. or relative to a perfect 
vacuum. The pressure relative to the atmosphere is called gauge pressure. The 
pressure relative to a perfeci vacuum is called c,bsolute pressure. 

Absolute pressure = Gauge pressure + Atmospheric pressure 
When the pres.sun: in a system is less than atmospheric pressure, the gauge 

pressure becomes negative, but is frequently designated by a positive number and 
called vacuum. For example, 16 cm vacuum will be 

76-16 
-----,,;- x 1.013 = 0.08 bar 

Figure 1.14 shows a few pressure measuring devices. Figure (a) shows the 
Bourdon gauge which measures the difference between the system pressure inside 
the tube and atmospheric pressure. It relies on the deformation of a bent hollow 
iube of suitable material which, when subjected to the pressure to be measured on 
the inside (and atmospheric pressure on the outside), tends to unbend. This moves 
a pointer through a suitable gear-and-lever mechanism against a calibrated scale. 
Figure (b) shows an open U-tube indicating gauge pressure, and Fig. ( c) shows an 
open U-tube indicating vacuum. Figure (d) shows a closed U-tube indicating 
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absolute pressure. If p is abnospheric pressure, this is a barometer. These arc 
called U-tube manometers. 

lfZ is the difference in the heights of the fluid columns in the two limbs of the 
U-tubc [Fig. (b) and Fig. ( C) ), p the density of the fluid and g the acceleration due 
to gravity, then from the elementary principle of hydrostatics, the gauge pressure 
p1 is given by 

p 

T 
z 

J_ 
Hg 

p 

(8) {b) 

Evacuated-
p p 

Hg 

Hg 

(C) (d) 

Fig. 1.U Pressure gauges 
(a) Bourdon gauge 
(6) Open U-tuhe indicating gauge prmurt 
(c) Open U·tuhe indicating vaaium 
(d) Closed U-tube indicating absolute pressure 

[ kg m] p = Zpg m·--
g m l S2 

== ZpgNlm2 
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If the tluld is men:ury having p = 13,616 kg/m3, oue metre head of mercury 
column is equivalent to a pressUI11 of l.3366 bar, u shown below 

1 m Hg= Zpg =Ix 13616 x 9.81 
= 1.3366 x IOs N/m2 

= 1.3366 bar 
The manometer is a sensitive, accurate and simple device, but it is limited to 

fairly small pressure differeotials and, because of the inertia and friction of the 
liquid, is not suitable for fluctuating pressures, unless the rate of pressure change 
is small. A diaphragm-type pressure transducer along with a cathode ray 
oscilloscope can be used to measure rapidly lluctuating pressures. 

l.10.3 Specific Volume and Densily 

Volume (JI) is !he space occupied by a substance and is measured in m3• T.he 
specific volume (v) of a substance is defined as the volume per uo.it mass and is 
measured in m3/kg. From continuum consideration the specific volume at a point 
is defined as 

I
. .5Y 

fl= 1m -
$Jr ... ,n,·om 

where 6Y' is the smallest volume for which the system can be considered a 
continuwn. 

Density (p) is the mass per unit volume of a substance, which has been 
discussed earlier, and is given in kg/m3. 

p = !!!. 
'Cl 

In addition to m3, another commonly used unit of volwne is the litre (I). 
11 = 10-3 m3 

The specific volume or density may be given either on the basis of mass or in 
respect of mole. A mole of a substance has a mass numerically equally to the 
molecular weight ofihe substance. One g mol of oxygen has a mass of 32 g and I 
kgmol (or kmol) of nitrogen, has a mnss of28 kg. The symbol ii is used for mol;ir 
specific volume (tn>3/kmol). 

1.10.4 Enrrgy 

Energy is the capacity to exert a force through a distan.ce, nnd manifests itself in 
various fonns. Engineering processes involve the conversion. of energy from one 
form to another, the transfer of energy from place to place, and the storage of 
energy in various forms. utilizing a working substance. 

The unit of energy in the SI system is Nm or J (joule). The energy per unit mass 
is the specific energy, the unit of which is J/kg. 

"'; 
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1.10.5 Power 

The rate of energy cmnsfer or storage is called power. The unit of power is watt 
(W), kilowatt (kW) or megawatt (MW). 

1 W = 1 J/s = I Nm/s 
l ltW = 1000 W 

1.11 History of Thermodynamic., 

The latter luilf of the eighteenth century ushered man into the modem world of 
machinery and manufacture, and brought about cataclysmic changes in the social, 
economic and political life of the people. The historians have called it the 
Industrial Revolution. It began. in England due to a fortuitous combination of 
many factors. There was bustling creative activity in science and technology 
during this period in England, with the appearance of a galaxy of some brilliant 
individuals. The invention of the steam engine gave an impetus to this activity, 
and for the first time made man free from the .forces of nature. The names of 
Savery, Newcomen and notably James Watt are associated with this invention. 
Watt brought about considerable improvement in the performance of the steam 
engine, which began to be widely used in coal mines, iron metallurgy and textile 
mills. George Stephenson introduced steam engine for rai.l transport, and Robert 
Fulton used it in steam boats. A variety of industries grew up, and man gradually 
entered intn the modem machine age. The advent of steam engine also gave 
stimulus to the binh of thennodynamics. Thermodynamics is said to be tile 
"daughter" of the steam engine. 

There was once a young inventor who thought that he could produce e.nergy out 
of nothin,g. "It is well known", said he, "that an electrical motor convens 
electrical energy into mechanical energy and that an electric generator converts 
mechanical energy into electrical energy. Why not then, use the motor to run the 
generator and the generator to ftlll the motor, and create thereby an endless supply 
of energy"? But this is never to happen. A hypothetical device which creates 
energy from nothing is cal.led a perpetual motion machine of the first kind, a 
PMM I. Like the proverbial touchstone which changes all metals into gold, man 
attempted to find such a PMM I for long long ye3rs, but it 111rncd out to be a wild 
goose chase. In fact, the development of the principle of conservation of energy 
has been one of the most significant achievements in the evolution of physical 
science. The first recognitio·n of this principle was made by Leibnitz in 1693, 
when he referred to the sum of kinetic energy and potential energy in a 
gravitational force field. Energy is neither created nor destroyed. Energy 
manifests in various fonns and gets transformed from one form to another. 
Through gentle metabolic processes, a day labourer gradually transforms the 
chemical energy of the food he eats and the oxygen be breathes into heat, sound 
and useful work. Work was always considered a form of energy. The concept of 
heat was.however a very actively debated scientific topic. Until the mid.dJe of the 
nineteenth century, heat was regarded as an invisible colourlc.ss. weightless, 
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• odourless fluid that flowed from a body of higher caloric to a body of lower 
caloric. This was known as the caloric theory of heat, first proposed in 1789 by 
Antoine Lavoisier { l 743-1794), the father of modem chemistry. When an object 
became full of caloric, it was then. said to be saturated with it. This was the origin 
of the terms "saturated liquid", "saturated vapour" etc. that we use in 
thermodynamics today. The caloric was said to be conserved and it was 
indestructible. The caloric theory was, however, refuted and heat was confirmed 
as a fonn of energy in the middle of the nineteenth century leading to the 
formulation of the first law of thermodynamics. The names which stand out in the 
establishment of the frrst law we.re Benjamin Thompson (1753-1814), fames 
Prescott Joule (1818-1889} and Julius Robert Mayer (1814-1978). 

Benjamin Thompson, an American born in Massachusetts, did. not support the 
revolt against the British during the American war of independence, and in l 775 
he left for England where he took up government service. On a trip to Germany, 
be met the prince of Bavaria who off'c:red him a job. He introduced many reforms 
in the govemm.ent for which the title of Count von Rumford was conferred on 
him. While boring brass cannon hole, Cowit Rumford noticed that there was a 
continuous heat release. How could the caloric fluid be co.nserved, when it was 
being produced continuously by mechanical friction? .From the established 
principle of conservation of mass, a true fluid ca.n he neither created nor 
destroyed, so heat could not be a fluid if it could be continuously created in an 
object by mechanical friction. Rumford conceived that heat was "a kind of 
motion" and the hotness of an object was due to the vibrating motion of the 
particles in the object. On his return to England, be became a member of the 
Royal Society, and later founded the Royal Institution for the Advancement of 
Science. Rumford married the widow of Lavoisier and lived in Paris for the rest 
of his eventful life. 

In the early forties of the nineteenth century, James P. Joule and Julius R. 
Mayer almost simultaneously set forth the idea that heat transfer and mechanical . 
work were simply different fonns of the same quantity, which we now recognize 
as energy in transit. In some modem treatme.nts of engineeri.Jig thermodynamics, 
Joule's name alone is attached to the establishment of the equivalence of"heat" 
and "work''. The published record; however, shows that the idea of convenibility 
of heat into work was published independently by Mayer in May. 1842 and Joule 
in August, 1843. For an important aspect in the history of the first law, is the fact 
ibat both Mayer and Joule had difficulty in getting their papers published and in 
being taken seriously by their established contemporaries. 

Robert Mayer was a doctor in a ship in the East Indies and from physiological 
observations, he believed in a principle of couscn'ation of energy. He derived 
theoretically, the mechanical heat equivalent based on the calorimetric data of 
Joseph Black of Glasgow University. Mayer tried to publish his paper but 
remained unsuccessful for a long time. His despair was so great that he attempted 
suicide by jumping from a window, but he only broke his two legs. He was placed 
in an asylum for some time. In. later years, however, he was given some measure 
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or m:ognition and honoured equally wilh Joule in establishing the mechanical 
theory of heal 

Mayer 111ped that an amoUllt of gas needs to be heated more at constant 
pressure than at constant volume, because at constant pressure it is free to dilate 
and do work against the atmosphere, which in today's notations becomes: 

mcp AT- me., 11.T; P _, JV (1.2) 

Using thecP and elev constants that were known in bis time, he estimated the 
left-hand side of the equation in calories, while the right-hand side was known in 
mechanical units. He thus established numericalJy the equivalence between these 
unjts. lfthc relation 

Pv=RT (1.3) 

is used in Eq. (1.2), Mayer's argument reduces to 

cp-cv=R (1.4) 

This classic relationship between the specific heats of an ideal gas is called 
Mayer's equation; while the ideal fa& equation of slate, Eq. (1.3), w-as first 
derived by Clapeyron [Bejan, 1988). 

Joule was the ultimate experimentalist. His experiments seem to be the direct 
continuation of those of Rumford and the gap of some fony years between the two 
investigations appeared puzzling to some authors. Joule's first discovery from his 
rnel\SUrements was that the flow of current in a resistance, is accompanied by the 
development of heat proportional to the resistance. He concluded that caloric was 
indeed created by the flow of current. He was firmly convinced that there existed 
some conservation law or a generat nature and hence set out to investigate 
whether the conversion of the various forms of energy is governed by definite 
conversion factors. He considered the conversion of chemical, electric, caloric, 
and mechanical energy fom1s in all combinations. The determination of the 
mechanical cqnivalent of heat fotllls the central part of his experiments, the results 
of which can be summed up in the general relation: 

W=JQ (1.5) 

whereJis tbe mechanical equivalent of heat. Joule's experiments suggested that 
this relation may have universal validity with the same numerical value ofJunder 
all conditions. 

Joule communicated 1he resul1s of his experiments to the British Association 
for the Advancement of Science in 1843. It was received with entire incredulity 
and. general silence. In 1844 a paper by Joule on the same subject was rejected by 
the Royal Society. To convince the skeptics, be produced a series of nakedly 
simple experiments whose message proved impossible to refute. From the point 
of view of mechanical engineers, the most memorable among U.1ese experiments 
was the beating of a pool of water by an array of paddle wheels driven by falling 

• Adrian Bejan. ''Re.~earch into the Origins of Engineering Thcnnodyn.amics", ln.1. 
Comm. Heat Ma.vs Trt111sfer, Vol. IS. No. S, 1988, pp S71-S80. 
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weights. He discussed in 1847, before the Briti,h Association at Ox.ford, his 
e:it,perimental results in which he suggested that the water at the bottom of the 
Niagara waterfall ( 160 feet high) should be warmer than at the top (by 0.2°F). 
From the thennal expansion of gases Joule deduced that there should be a "zero 
of temperature", 480°F below the freezing point of ice. This was the first 
suggestion of absolute zero. Although these results failed to provoke further 
discussion, ii created interest in a young man who only two years ago bad passed 
from the University of Cambridge with the highest honour. The young man was 
William Thomson, who later became Lord Kelvin. He somewhere stated that it 
was one of the most valuable recollections of his life. Michael Faraday was also 
present in the 1844 Oxford meeting, and he communicated Joule's paper "On the 
Mechanical Equivalent of Heat'' to the Royal Society in 1849. 

The paper ultimately appeared in its Philosphical Trnn.sactions in 1850. 
Even while Joule was perfecting the experimental basis ofthc cnccgy law now 

called the Mayer-Joule principle, Herman Ludwig von Helmohltz ( I 821- 1894) 
published in 1847, bis famous essay on the conservation of force. In this work. he 
advanced the conservation of energy as a unifying principle extending over all 
branches of physics. Helmholtz, like Mayer, was a physician by profession and 
self-taught in Physics and Mathematics. He also faced great difficulties in getting 
his paper published in professionaljoumals. 

In the history of classical thermodynamics, one thinks of only the closed system 
formulations of the first law which were delibcraled by 1he pioneers as stated 
above. In engineering thermodynamics, however, open system fonnulations are 
of prime interest. The first law for open systems was first slated by Gustave Zeu
ner, as part of the analysis of tlow systems ihat operate in the steady state. 
Zeuner's fom1ula for 1he heat transfer rate to a stream m in steady flow and 
without shaft work in present notations is given to be: 

dQJm = d (11 + .PrJ + v 212 + gz) 11.6) 

The reference of this formula is found in Stodola's classic treatise on steam 
turbines, first published in the German language in 1903. 

The first person to invent a theory simultaneously involving tbc ideas of 
conservation and conversion of energy was the young French military engineer 
Nicolas Leonard Sadi Camot ( 1796-1832). The strikingly original ideas of 
Carnot.'s work make it among the most brilliant new departures in thcoretica.l 
physics. Salli Carnot was the son of Napoleon's general, Lazare Carnot. and was 
educated at the fomous Ecole Polytcchnique in Paris. Between 1794 ,:nd 1830, 
Ecole Polytechnique had such famous teachers as Lagrange, Fourier, Laplace, 
Ampere, Cauchy, Coriolis, Poisson, Gay-Lussac. and Poiseuillc. A.Her his formal 
education Carnot chose a career as an army officer. Britain was then a powerful 
military force, primarily as a result of the industrial revolution broughi about by 
the steam engine. French technology was not developing as fast as Britain's. 
Carnot was convinced that France's inadequate utilization of steam power had 
made it militarily inferior. He began 10 study the fundamentals of steam engine 
technology, and in 1824 he published the results of his study in the form of a 
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brochure "Reflection on the Motive Power of Heat and on Machines Fitted to 
Develop that Power". Carnot was trained in the basic principles of hydraulics, 
pumps and water wheels at the Ecole Polytecbnique. During Carnot' s time. 
caloric theory of heat was siill persisting, and the water wheel as the major source 
of mechanical power was gradually getting replaced by the steam engine. Carnot 
conceived that the power of a steam engine was released, as the heat .fluid or 
caloric fell from the high temperature of the boiler to the lower temperature of the 
condenser, .in much the same way that water falls through a water wheel to 
produce mechanical shaft work output. Carnot stated, "The motive power of a 
water wheel depends on its height and the quantity ofliquid. The motive power of 
heat also depends on the quantity of caloric used and on the height of its fall, i.e., 
the difference of temperatures of the bodies between which the exchange of 
caloric is made". 

Till Carnot's time thermodynamics was developed primarily on an empricial 
basis provided by chemistry. Carnot approached an engineering problem, the 
efficiency of heat engines, In terms of entirely new concepts with the steam engine 
serving as the stimulus. Carnot observed that the existence of temperature 
d.i fferences is a necessary condition for producing mechanical work by means of a 
heat engine. He simplified the problem to its bare essentials and stipulates, that 
this system, consisti1.1g essentially of a working substance. should exchange heat 
with its surroundings only at two fixed temperatures. In order to conceptualize 
such a situation, he i.ntroduces the idea of heat reservoirs. Two important 
conclusions emerged from Carnot's work: 

1. No one could build a water wheel that woo.Id. produce a continuous work 
output unless water actually entered and exited the wheel. If water with a certain 
kinetic and potential energy entered ihe wheel, then the same amount of water 
with a lower energy must also exit the wheel. It is thus impossible to make a water 
wheel that converts all the energy of the inlet water into shaft work output. There 
must be an outflow of water from the wheel. 

If this idea is extended to a steam engine by replacing the water by heat fluid 
caloric-, it can be concluded that when caloric at a certain energy le~·el 
(temperature) enters a work producing heat engine, it must also exit the heat 
engine at a low energy level (temperature). Thus a continuously operating heat 
engine that converts all of its caloric (heat) input direclly i.nto work ouiput i~ not 
possible. This is very close to the Kelvin-Planck statement of second law as it is 
known today. 

2. The maximum efficiency of a water wheel was independent of the type of 
the liquid and depended only on the inJet and outlet flow energies. The maximum 
efficiency of the steam engine (or any heat engine) depends only on the 
temperatures of the high and low temperature lhennal reservoirs of the engine and 
is independent of the working fluid. To achieve the maximum ctl1ciency there 
must not be any mechanical friction or other losses of any kind. 

Only at the age of 36, Sadi Carnot died of cholera following an attack of scarlet 
fever. The significance ofCamot's work was not recognized until 1850, when 
Rudolf Clausius ( 1822-1888) and William Thomson ( 1824-1907) worked out a 
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clear fonnulation of the conservation of energy principle. Carnot's first 
conclusion was then called the second law of thermodynamics by Clausius, and 
Thomson used Carnot's second conclusion to develop the concept of absolute 
temperature scale. Thermodynamics is thus said to have originate<! from. the 
"clumsy puffing of the early steam engines" and is often called "the daughter of 
steam engine". 

Carnot's ideas were so revolutionary that they were largely ignored. Soon after 
Carnot's death, Emile Clapeyron (1799-1864), a French mining engineer, 
strengthened Carnot's ideas by using more precise mathematical derivation. 
Clapeyron constiucted its thennodynamic cycle by deducing that it must be 
composed of two reversible isothermal processes and two reversible adiabatic 
processes. It is now known as Carnot's cycle. It was the first heat engine cycle to 
be conceptualized. No other heat engine can equal its efficiency. 

Clapeyron was later able to derive a relation for the enthalpy change of the 
liquid to vapour phase (hrg) in terms of pressure, temperature and specific volume. 
This provided the first equation, now called the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, 
representing the first order phase transition, which could be used to estimate a 
property that is not directly measurable in terms of properties that arc directly 
measurable. Clapeyron's equation is now most easily derived from one of 
Maxwell 's equations. 

WilJiam Thomson (1824-1907), who bc,came a professor of natural 
philosophy at the University of Glasgow i.n 1848 at the age of 24 only, rejected 
the caloric theory of heat and for the first time used the tenns "thermodynamics" 
and " mec.hanical energy". Apart from the deducti.on of the absolute temperature 
scale, Thomson worked with Joule from 1852 to 1862 in a series of experiments 
to measure the temperature of gas in a controlled expansion and propounded the 
Joule-Thomson cffe<:t for real gases. 

Rudolf Julius Emanuel Clausius (1822-1888) realised. that there were two 
distinct Jaws at work, the first law due to Joule and Mayer and the second law as 
expounded by Carnot. He defined the internal energy U. Although both Kelvin 
and Clausius use<I the function Qt(jT for some years, Clausius recognized the 
value of this function and to describe it he coined the word "entropy" from the 
Greek word "tropee" meaning "transfonnation" and assigned it the symbol S. 
Clausius in 1865, summarised the first and second laws ofthennodynamics in the 
following words: 

"'Die Energie dcr Welt isl konstant. 
Die Entropie der Welt strebt einem Maximum zu'' 
whioh is translated as 
"The energy of the world is constant. 
The entropy of the world tends toward a maximum". 
The world here means the universe, the system and the surroundings together. 
These statements made a strong impression upon a young student, Max Karl 

Ernst Ludwig Planck (1858-1 947). He was educated at the universities of 
Munich and Berlin. In his autobiography be stated,, "One day l happimed to come 
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across the treatises ofRudolfClausius, whose lucid style and enlightening clarity 
of reasoning made an enormous impression on me, and I became deeply absorbed 
in his articles, with an ever increasing enthusiasm. I appreciated especially his 
exact fonnulation of the two laws of thermodynamics, ahd the sharp distinction, 
which he was the first to esiablish between them". In 1897, Planck1 demonstrated 
lhe close connection between the second law and lhe concept of reversibility. He 
stated the second law as the impossibility of a cyclic device which prodnccs 
positive work and exchanges heat with a single reservoir. Similar statement was 
also made by Kelvin, and is now recognized as Kelvin,Planck siatement of second 
law. Poincare2 in 1908, extended the work of Planck and prescribed a complete 
structure of classical thermodynamics. 

The property, entropy, plays a steller role in thennodynarnics. It was 
introduced via the concept of heat engines. In 1909. the Greek mathematician 
Caratbeodory proved the existence of entropy function mathematically without 
ihe aid of Carnot engines and refrigerators. Caratheodory' s statement of second 
law may be stated as: "In the neighbourhood of any arbitrary state PO of a pbysical 
system, there exist neighbouring states which are not accessible from P0 along 
quasi-static adiabatic paths". From the standpoint of the engineer and physicist it 
is entirely mathematical in form and devoid of physical insight. 

William John Macquom Rankine (1820-1872) defined the thennodynamic 
efficiency of a beat engine and showed the usefulness of p-v diagrams as related 
to work. He wrote the first text book on thermodynarnics3

, and was the first to 
work out the thermodynamic cycle for the adiabastic cylinder steam engine, now 
known as Rankine cycle for a vapour power cycle. 

In 1862, tb.e cycle used in modem gasoline-powered I .C. engines was proposed 
in a patent issued to Alphonse Beau de Rochas ( 1815- 1893). The first practical 
engine was, however, built by Nikolous August Otto (1832-1891) which was 
demonstrated at the Paris Exposition in 1878. Otto fought many legal battles with 
Beau de Rochas for production of these engines, but finally lost to him. 

Captain John Ericsson (1803-1889) was a Swedish engineer who marketed 
small solar-powered and coal-fired hot air engines. Rev. Robert Stirling 
( 1790- 1879), an English parish minister, patented a practical heat engine in 1816 
that used air as the working fluid. In theory, the cycle used in the Stirling engine 
approaches the ideal cycle later proposed by Carnot ( 1824 ). 

George Bailey Brayton (1830- 1892), an American engineer, marketed an I.C. 
engine with a separate combustion chamber, where combustion of fuel occnrred 

I. M. Planck, Treatise a11 Ther,rwdyllamics ( 1897), CnlnSlaa:d by A. Ogg, Longman and 
Green; London, 1927. 

2. H. Poincare, T1termodynamiq11e, Gauthier-Villars. Paris, 1908. 
J W.J.M. Rankine, "Ma1111al of the Stea11t Engine and othu Prime Mowirs", 1859 

going th.roug!l 17 cditioM, as mentioned by Robert Balmer in "Therowdy11amfd', 
West Publishing Co., 1990, page 399. 
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at about constant pressure. This cycle later fonncd the basis for modern gas 
turbine plants. · 

Gottlieb Daimler (1834- 1900) obtained a paient in 1879 for a multicylinder 
automotive engine, which was conunercially successful. Dr. Rudolf Christian 
Karl Diesel (1858-1 913) studied at Tecbnische Hochschul.e in Munich. He 
designed large steam engines and boilers. He later developed in I 897 an I.C. 
engine with fuel injection which resembled the modern diesel engine. Failing 
health, continuing criticism and serious fiqancial setbacks beset Diesel who in 
1913 di.sappeared from a boat crossing the English channel in a moonlit night. 
Josiah Willard ·Gibbs (1839-1903) is often regarded as the most brilliant 
thermodynamicist produced in the USA. He received the first doctorate degree in 
engineering in the USA (Yale University). He contributed significantly in mar,iy 
areas of thermodynamics like heterogeneous systems, phase rule, physical 
chemistry and statistical thermodynamics. Some of his very important papers 
were published in obscure journals iike Connecticut Academy of Sciences, and 
remained unknown to most scientists. Only after his deaih, these were discovered. 

SOLVED ExA.MPLF.S 

Example 1.1 The pressure of gas in a pipe line is measured with a mercury 
manometer having one limb open to the atmosphere (Fig. Ex. l.l ). If the 
difference in the height of mercury in lhe two limbs is 562 nun, calculate the gas 
pressure. The barometer reads 761 mm Hg, the acceleration due to gravity is 9. 79 
m/s2

, and the density of mercury is 13,640 kg/m3
• 

Fig. Ez. 1.1 

Solution At the plane AB, we have 
p=po+pgz 

Now 

Po""Pgro 
w·here z0 is the barometric height, p the density of mercury and Po the aimospheric 
p.ressure. 
Therefore 

p =pg(z + z0) 

= 13,640 Jcg/m3 x 9.79 m/s3 (O.S62 + 0.761) m 
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.. 177 >< 103 N/m2 .. 177 kPa 
= 1.77 bar= 1.746 atm Ans. 

Example 1.2 A turbine is supplied with steam at a gauge pressure of 1.4 MPa. 
After expansion in the turbine the steam nows into a condenser which is 
maintained at a vacuum of 710 mm Hg. The barometric pressure is 772 mm Hg. 
Express the inlet and exhau.st steam pressure in pascals (absolute). Take the 
density of mercury as 13.6 x .I o3 lc.g/m . 
Solution The atmospheric pressure p0 

Inlet steam pres.sure 

Condenser pressure 

= pgz0 = 13.6 >< l03 lqym3 x 9.81 m/s2 x 0.772 m 
= 1.03 x tos Pa 

= ((1.4 >< 106) + (l.Ol x 10s)] Pa 
= lS.03 x 10s Pa 
= 1.503 MPa Ans. 

= (0.772 -0.710) m x 9.81 mJt.2 x 13.6 x 103 kglm3 

= 0.827 X 104 Pa 

= 8.27 kPa Ans. 

REvlEW (lUESrIONS 

1.1 What do you undersiand by macroscopic and microscopic viewpoints? 
1.2 ls tbennodynamics a misnomer for the subject? 
1.3 How does the subject of thermodynamics diJTer from the concept of heal 

transfer? 
1.4 What is the scope of classical thermodynamics? 
1.S What is a thermodynamic system? 
1.6 What is the difference between a closed system and an open system? 
I. 7 An open system defined for a fixed region and a control volume m synonymous. 

Explain. 
1.8 Define an isolated system. 
1.9 Distinguish between the tenns ' change of state', ' path' , and 'process·. 
1.10 What is a thermodynamic cycle? 
1.11 What are intensive and extensive properties? 
1.12 What do you mean by homogeneous and heterogeneous systems? 
1.13 Explain what you understand by thermodynamic equilibrium. 
1.14 Explainmechsnical, chemical and themial equilibrium. 
I. .15 What is a quasi-51.ltic process/ What is its characteristic feature? 
1.16 What is the concept of continuum? How will you deline density and pressure 

using this concept? 
1.17 What is vacuum? How can it be measwed? 
1.18 What is a pressure transducer? 
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PROBLEMS 

I.I A pwnp discharges a liquid into a drum at the rato of 0.0032 m)/s. The drum, 
I.SO min diameter and 4.20 min length, can hold 3000 kg of the liquid. Find the 
density of the liquid and the mass flow rate of the liquid handled by the pump. 

1.2 The acceleration of gravity is given as a function of elevation above sea level by 
g "' 980.6 - 3.086 X J0-6 If 

where g is in cmts2
, aod His in cm. If on aeroplane weighs 90,000 Nat sea level, 

what is the gravity force upon it at 10,000 m elevation? What is the percenlage 
differeoce from the sea-level weight? 

1.3 Provcihat the weight of a body at an elevation ff above sea-level is given by 

w .!!!l. ( d )2 
s g0 d+2H 

where d is ihc diameter of the earth. 
1.4 The fU'St artificial earth satellite is rcpor1ed to have encircled the earth at a speed 

of 28,840 km/h and its maximum height above the earth's surface was stated to 
be 916 km. Taking lbc mean diameter of the earth to be 12,680 km, and a.~suming 
the orbit to be em:ular, evaluate the value of the gravitational acceleration at this 
height. 
The mass oflhe satellite is n:ported lo have beffl 86 kg at sea-level. Estimate !he 
gmvitational foT1;e ~ting on the satellile at the operational altitude. 

Ans. 8.9 m/s2; 76S N 
l.S Convert the following readings of pressure to kPa. assuming that the barometer 

reads 760 mm Hg: 
(a) 90 cm Hg gauge, (b) 40 cm Hg vacuum, (c) 1.2 m H20 gauge. (di 3.1 bar. 

1.6 A 30 m high vertical column of a fluid of density 1878 kg/m3 exists in a place 
where g = 9.65 m!s2• What is the pressure at the base of the column? 

Airs. 544 kPa 
I. 7 Assume that the pressure p and the specific vol.umc v of the atmosphere are 

related according to the equation pvu .. 2.3 x I o3, where p is in N/m1 abs and v 
is in m3/kg. The acceleration due to gravity is constant at 9.81 mls1• What is the 
depth of atmosphere. necessary 10 

produce a pressure of 1.0132 bar at 
the earth's surface? Consider the Steam at pressure, p 

atmosphere as a fluid column. 
Ans. 64.8km 

1.8 The pressure of steam flowing in 
a pipe line is meas11Rd with a 
mercury mo.nometer, shown in 
Fig. P. 1.8. Some steam condenses 
into water. Estimate the steam 
pressure in kPa. Take the density 
of mercury as 13.6 x HY kfm3. 
density of water as l.03 kg/m· , the 
barometer reading as 76.1 cm Hg. 
and g 11$ 9.806 m/sl. 

.. 

T .:.· 
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T ~ 
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Fig. P.1.8 
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1.9 A vacuum gauge mOWJled on a condenser n:adi. 0.66 m Hg. What is the abtolutc 
prcuwe in the c:otldenser in kPa when the atmospheric pressure is 101.3 kPa? 

A.IIS. 8.8 kP11 
1.10 The basic barometer can be used to measure the height of a building. If the 

barometric readings at the top and at the bottom of a building are 730 and 760 
mm Hg, respectively, determine the height of the building. Assume an average 
air density of 1.18 kg/m3• 

Iii I, 



Temperature 

2.1 Zeroth Law of Thermodynamics 

The property which distinguishes thermodynamics from other sciences is tem
perature. One might say that temperature bears as important a relation to ther
modynamics as force does to statics or velocity does to dynamics. Tempera
ture is associated with the ability to distinguish hot from cold. When two bodies 
at different temperatures are brought into c,ontact, after some time they attain a 
common temperature and are then said to exist in thermal equilibrium. 

When a body A is i11 thermal eq11ilibri11m with a body B, and also separately 
with a body C. then B and C will be in thermal eq11ilibri11m with each other. 

This is known as the zeroth law of thermodynamics. It is the basis of tem
perature measurement. 

ln order to obtain a quantitative measure of temperature, a reference body is 
wed, and a certain physical characteristic of this body which changes with 
temperature is selected. The changes in the selected characteristic may be taken 
as an indication of change in temperature. The selected characteristic is ca.lied 
the thermometric property, and the reference body which is used in the detenni
nation of temperature is called the thermometer. A very common thennometer 
consists of a small amount of mercury in an evacuated capillary tube. In this 
case the extension of the mercury in the tube is u~ed as the thermometric prop
erty. 

There are five different kinds ofthennomcter, each with its own thmnomctric 
property, as shown in Table 2.1. 

2.2 Measurem.eot of Temperature-the Reference Points 

The temperature of a system is a property that detennines whether or not a 
system is in thennal equilibrium with other systems. If a body is at, say, 70°C, 
it will be 70°C, whether measured by a mercury-in-glass thermometer, resist-

I I I• I'. 111 
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ance thennometer or constant volume gas tbennometer. If Xis the tbennomet
ric property, let us arbitrarily choose for the temperature common to the ther
mometer and to all systems in thermal equilibrium with it the following linear 
function of X: 

Table 2.1 11inmomtlm and 11itrmomtlric Prop~ties 

Thern,o,neter 

I. Constant volume gas thermometer 
2 Constant pressure gas thennometer 
3. Eleclrical resistance thcnnomcicr 
4. Thermocouple 
S. Mercury-in-glass thennometer 

Tller,nometr/C' 
property. 

Pressure 
Volume 
Resistance 
Thennal e.m.f. 
Length 

8 (X) = aX, where a is an arbitrary comtant. 

If X1 corresponds to 6 (X1), lhen X2 will correspond to 

9(Xi) · X2 
x, 

that is 

Symbol 

p 

" R 
£ 

L 

(2.1) 

Two temperatures on the linear X scale are to each other as lhe ratio of the 
corresponding X's. 

2.2.1 Method in Use Before 1954 

The thennometer is first placed in contact with the system whose temperature 
6 (X) is to be measured, and then in contact with an arbitrarily chosen standard 
system in an easily reproducible state where the temperature is 8 (X1) . Thus 

6(X1) _ X1 
6(X) -7 (2.2) 

Then lhe thennometer at the temperature 8 (X) is placed in contact with 
another arbitrarily chosen standard system in another easily reproduciblci state 
where lhe temperature is 8 (X2). It gives 

8(X2) _ X2 
8(X) - X 

From Eqs (2.2) and (2.3) 

6(X1) -8(X2) 
8(X) 

(2.3) 

1 I 1 ,,1 ' ,, 
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or 
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8(X) = 8(X,)- 6(Xz) ·X 
X. -X2 

(2.4) 

If we assign an arbitrary number of degrees to the temperature in.terval 
6(X1) - 6(X;J, ihen 6(X) can be calculated from the measurements of X, X1 
and Xz. 

An easily reproducible state of an arbitrarily chosen standard system is called 
a fixed point. Before 1954, there were two fixed points: (a) the ice point, the 
temperature at which pure ice coexisted in equilibrium with air-saturated water 
at one atmosphere pressure, and (b) the steam point, the temperature of equilib
rium between pure water and pure steam at one atmosphere pressure. The 
temperature interval, 8(X1) - 8(X2) , between these two fixed points was cho
sen to be I 00 degrees. 

The use of two fixed points was found unsatisfactory and later abaudo.ued, 
because of (a) the difficulty of achieving equilibrium between pure ice and air- • 
saturated water (since when ice melts, it surrounds itself only with pure water · 
and prevents intimate contact with air-saturated water), and (b) extreme · 
sensitiveness of the steam point to the change in pressure. 

2.2.2 Method in Use After 1954 

Since I 9S4 only one fixed point has been in use, viz. , the triple point of water, 
the state at which ice, liquid water and water vapour coexist in equilibrium. The 
temperature at which this state exists is arbitrarily assigned the value of 273.16 
degrees Kelvin, or 273.16 K (the reason for using Kelvin's name will be 
explained later); Designatin,g the triple point of water by 81, and with X. being '. 
the value of the thermometric property when the body, whose temperature 9 is 
to be measured, is placed in contact with water at its triple point, it follows that 

Therefore 

or 

Bi= aX; 
81 273.16 

a .. -=---
X1 Xt 

9=aX 

= 273.16,X 
x, 

9= 273.)6_.K. 
Xi 

(2.S) 

The tempeniture of the triple point of water, which is an easily reproducible 
state, is now lhe standard fixed point of thermomttry. 

2.3 Comparison of Thermometers 

Applying the above principle to the five lhennometcrs listed in table 2.l, the 
tcmpenitures a.re given as 

Iii I, 
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(a) Constant volume gas the.rmometer 8{P) = 273.16L 
P, 

(b) Constant pressure gas thermometer 8(V) = 273.16.!::. 
V. 

(c) Electric resistance thcm1ometcr 8(R) = 273.16 ~ 

(d) Thermocouple 8(£) = 273.16.£ 
E, 

(c) Liquid-in-glass thermometer 8(£)"' 273.16..f_ 
I., 

ff the temperature of a given system is measured simultaneously with each 
of the five thennometers, it is.found that there is considerable difference among 
the readings. The smallest variation is, however, observed among difft.-rent gas 
the.nnometers. That is why a gas is chosen as the standard thermometric sub
stance. 

2.4 Ideal Gas 

It bas been established from experimental observations that the p - v - T 
behaviour of gases at a low pressure is closely given by the following relation 

pv = RT (2.6) 

where R is the universal gas constant, 8.3143 J/mol K and i; is the molar 
specific volwne, m3/gmol. (see Sec. 10.3.). Dividing Eq. (2.6) by the molecular 
weightµ., 

~=ff ~~ 
where vis specific volume, in m3/kg, 811d R is the characteristic gas constant. 

Substituting R = ii Iµ I/leg K, we get in terms of the total volume 'Y of gas, 

P'Y=nRT 
P'Y=mRT {2.8) 

where II is the number of 111ole11 end m is the mass of 1he gas. Equa1ion (2.8) can 
be written for two states of the gas, 

P1J-i = .f2fi 

r. 1i 
(2.9) 

Equation (2.6), (2. 7) or (2.8) is c.alled the ideal gas equation of state. At very 
low pressure or dc.nsity, all gases and vapour approach ideal gas behaviour. 
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2.5 Gas Thermometers 

A schematic diagram of a constant volume gas thennometer is given in Fig. 2.1. 
A small amount of gas is enclosed in bulb B which is in communication via the 
capillary tube C with one li.mb of the mercury manometer M. The other limb of 
the mercury manometer is open to the atmosphere and can be moved vertically 
to adjusl the mercury levels so that the mercury just touches lip L of the 
capillary. The pressure in the bulb is used as a thennometric property and is 
given by 

P"'Po+ PMZg 
where Po is lhe atmospheric pressure and PM is lhe density of mercury. 

Po 

lh-
L~ M-n-· 

F!eX.ible tubl11g 

Fig. 2.1 Corutont iYJlumt gas IAmnometn 

When the bulb is brought in contact with the system whose tempera!Ure is to 
be measured, the bulb, in course of time, comes in thennal CQuilibrium with the 
system. The gas in the bulb expands, on being heated, pushing the mercury 
downward. The flexible limb of the manometer is then adjusted so that the 
mercury again touches the lip L. The difference in mercury level Z is recorded 
and lhe pressure p of the gas in the bulb is estimated. Since the volwne of the 
trapped gas is constaD.t, from the ideal gas equation, 

llT= X...dp (2.10) 
R 

i.e. the temperature in.crease is proportional to the pressure increase. 
In a constant pressure gas thcnnometer, the mercury levels have to be 

adjusted to keep Z constant, and the volume of gas V, which would vary with 
the temperature of the system, becomes the thcnnometric property. 

llT= .E..llV 
R 

I ! !!I 

(2.11) 
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i.e. the temperature increase is proportional to the observed volume increase. 
The constant volume gas thermometer is, however, mostly in use. since it is 
simpler in construction and easier to operate. · 

2.6 Ideal Gas Temperature 

Let us suppose that the bulb of a constant volume gas lbennometcr contains an 
amount of gas snch that when the bulb is surrounded by water at its triple point, 
the pressure Pt is I 000 mm Hg. Keeping the volume V constant, let the following 
procedure be conducted: 

(a) Su1TOund the bulb with steam condensing at I atm, determine the gas 
pressure p and calculate 

8=273.16 _I!_ 
1000 

(b) Remove some gas from the bulb so that when it is SUITOunded by water 
at its ttiple point, tbe presstue p1 is 500 mm Hg. Determine the new values of p 
and then e for steam condensing at I atm. 

8 = 273.16 _f!_ 
500 

(c) Continue reducing the amount of gas in the bulb so that p, and p have 
smaller and smaller values, e.g., Pt having, say, 250 mm Hg, 100 mm Hg, and 
so on. At each value of Pt calculate the corresponding 8. 

(d) Plot 8 vs. p, and extrapolate the curve to the axis where Pt = 0. Read from 
the graph 

lim8 
p,-+O 

The graph, as shown in rig. 2.2, i.ndicatcs that although the rcad.ings of a 
constant volume gas thennometer depend npon the nature of the gas, all gases 
indicate the same temperature asp, i.r lowered and nrade to t1pproach zero. 

A similar series of tests may be conducted with a constant pressure gas 
thermometer. The constant pressure may first be taken to be I 000 mg Hg, then 
500 nun Hg, etc. and at each value of p, the volumes of gas V and V1 may be 
recorded when the bulb is surrounded by steam condensing at 1 atm aod the 
ttiple point of water, respectively. The correspondfog value of 8 may be calcu
lated from 

6'=' 273.16 ..!:'... 
V. 

and 8 vs. p may be plotted, similar to fig. 2.2. It is found from the experiments 
that all gases indicate the same value of() asp approach zero. 

Since a real gas, as used in the bulb, behaves as an ideal gas as pressure 
approaches zero (which would be explained later in Chapter 10), the ideal gas 
temperature T is defined by either of the two equations 

"I' I II 
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-Pb mm Hg 

Fig. 2.2 Ideal gas tcnpenturt for steam point 

T= 273.16 lim _e_ 
P, 

Pt~ 0 

= 273.16 lim X. 
V. 

p-+0 

where 9 has been replaced by T to denote this particular temperature scale, the 
ideal gas temperature scale. 

2.7 Celsius Temperature Scale 

The Celsius temperature scale employs a degree of the same magnitude as that 
of the ideal gas scale, but its zero point is s.hit\ed, so that the Celsius temperature 
of the triple point of water is 0.01 degree Celsius or 0.01°C. If t denotes the 
Celsius temperature, then 

t = T- 273.lS0 

Thus the Celsius temperature t, at which steam condenses at I atm. pressure 

t, = T, - 273.IS0 

= 373.15 - 273.IS 

"' 100.00°c 

Similar measurements for ice points show this temperature on the Celsius 
scale to be 0.00°C. The only Celsius temperature which is fixed by definition is 
that of the triple point. 

2.8 Electrical Resistance Thermometer 

1n the resistance thermometer (Fig. 2.3) the change in resistance of a metal wire 
due to its change in temperature is the thermometric property. The wire, fre-
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quently platinum, may be incorporated in a Wheatstone bridge circuit. The plati
num resistance thermometer measures temperature to a high degree of accu
racy and sensitivity, which makes it suitable as a standard for the calibration of 
other thermometer... 

In a restricted range, the following quadratic equation is often used 

R = Ro(l + At + Br) 

where R0 is the resistance of the platinum wire when it is swrounded by melting 
ice and A and B are constants. 

----~/ 

./ 

Fig. 2.3 Resistance thermometer 

2.9 Thermocouple 

A thermocouple circuit made up from joining two wires A and B made of 
dissimilar metals is shown in Fig. 2.4. Due to the Seeback effect, a net e.m.f. is 
generated in the circuit which depends on the difference in temperature between 
the hot and cold junctions and is, therefore, a thermometric property of the 
circuit. This e.m.f. can be measured by a microvoltmeter to a high degree of 

Wire A 

f( __ w_ 1re_8~ 

Test Junction 

:-··· ... ·• 
/ - To potentiometer 

, ...... . 
I ; 

I ., 

I·~ Copperwin,s 
1----s----,..+--'--i 

Ice-water mixture 

Fig. 2.4 'lllermocouplt 
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accuracy. The choice of metals depeods largely on the temperature range to be 
investigated, and. copper-constantan, chromel-alumel and platinum-platinum
rhodium are typical combinations in use. 

A thermocouple is calibrated by measuring the thennal e.m.f. at various 
known tempera'tures. the reference junction being kept at 0°C. The results of 
such measureme.1tts on most thennocouples can usually be represented by a 
cubic.equation of the form 

.,• e=a+bt+cr+df 

where £ is the thermal e.m.f. and the constants a, b, c and dare different for 
each thermocouple. 

The advantage of a thermocouple is that it comes to thermal equilibrium wiih 
the system, whose temperature is to be measured, quite rapidly, because its 
mass is small. 

2.10 International Practical Temperature Scale 

An international temperature scale was adopted at the Seventh General 
Conference on Weights and Measures held in 1927. It was not to replace the 
Celsius or ideal gas scales, but to provide a scale that could ~e easily and rapidly 
used to calibrate scientific and industrial instruments. Slight refinements were 
incorporated into the scale in revisions adopted in 1948, 1954, 1960 and 1968. 
The international practical scale agrees with the Celsius scale at the defining 
fixed points listed in Table 2.2. The temperarure inten'al from the oxygen point 
to the gold point is divided into three main parts, as given below. 

Table 2.2 Tt111pvatures of Fixttl Points 

Normal boiling point of oxygen 
Triple point of waler (standard) 
Normal boiling point of water 
Normal boiling point of sulphur 
(Normal melting point of zinc-suggested 
as an alternative to the sulphur point) 
Normal melting point of antimony 
Noffllal melting point of silver 
Normal melting point of gold 

-182.97 
+0.01 
100.00 
444.60 

419.SO 
630.50 
960.80 

1063.00 

(a) From O to 6606 C A platinum resistan.ce. thermometer with a plattnum wire 
whose diameter must lie between 0.05 and 0.20 mm is used, and the tempera
ture is given by the eqnation 

R = RJ.. l + At+ Br) 

where the constants R0• A, and B are computed by measurements at the ice 
point, steam poinl, and sulpbnr point. 
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(b) From - 190 to O'C The same platinum resistance thennometer is used, 
and the temperatwe is given by 

R = Roll +At+ Br+ C(t - 100) r] 
where Ro, A and B are the same as before, and C is determined from a 
measurement at the oxygen point. 

(c) From 66-0 to 1063°C A thermocouple, one wire of which is made of 
platinum and the other of an alloy of 90% platinum and 10% rhodium. is used 
with one junction at 0°C. The temperature is given by the formula 

e~o+ht+cr 

where a, b, and c are computed from measurements at the antimony point, 
silver point, and gold point. The diameter of each wire of the thermocouple 
must lie between 0.35 to 0.65 mm. 

An optical method is adopted for measuring temperatures higher than the 
gold point. The intensity of radiation of any convenient wavelength is compared 
with the intensity of radiation of the same wavelength emitted by a black body at 
the gold point. The temperature is then determined with the help of Planck's law 
of thermal radiation. 

SOLVED ExAMPu:s 

Example 2.1 Two mercury-in-glass thermometers arc made of identical 
materials and are- accurately calibrated at 0°C and I00°C. One has a tube of 
constant diameter, while the other has a tube of conical bore, ten per cent 
greater in diameter at I00°C than at 0°C. Both thermometers have the length 
between O and 100 subdivided uniformly. What will be the straight bore 
thermometer read in a place where the conical bore thennometer :-cads S0°C? 
Solution The volwne of mercury in the tube at t°C, Vi, is given by 

V1 = Vo [l + tJ (t - to.)) 
whe.re V0 is the volume of mercury at 0°C, {J is the coefficient of volume 
expansion of mercury, and t0 is the ice point temperature which is 0°C. The 
volume change of glass is neglected. 

Therefore Vi - V0 = P Y0 t 

The temperature t is thus a linear function of volume change of mercury 
V',- Vo). 

Therefore ~Yo.,100 =jJV0 ·100 
~Y0,.,50 = P f/0 · SO 

.1fo_.so "" 1.. 
.1Yo.,100 2 

i.e., the 50°C, the volume of mercury will be half of that al I00°C, for the 
straight bore thermometer (Fig. Ex. 2.la). 
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But if the bore is conical (Fig. Ex. 2.lb), inercwy will till up the volume 
ACDB. which is Jess than half of the mercury volume at 100°C, i.e., volume 
AEFB. Lett be the true temperature when mercury rises half the length of the 
conical tube ( lhe apparent temperature being 50°C). Let EA and FB be ex.tende~ 
to meet at G. Let I represent the leugth of the thennometers and ( the vertical 
height of the cone ABG, as shown in the figure. Now, 

and 

Again 

or 

or 

or 

/' d I 
1+1'=1.1d=u 

!= 10 

-'-'-=...!!.... 
I' +/12 CD 

CD= .!Q~.J = 1.05d 

..... 

10 
dJ'o-100 = Vo · fJ · 100 

dJ'o.-1 = V0 {3 t 
~Vo-, . = _,_. 

~V0-100 100 
Volume ACDB = _1_ 

100 VolumeAEFB 

..!.~(l.05d)2 X 10.5/ ..:'..!.~d2 ·10/ 
34 · 34 =-l-
.!..!.(l ·Id/x111 - l~d2·10/ 100 
3 4 3 4 

1.05 X 1.05 xJ0.5 - JO = _ I_ 

l.lxl.lxll-to 100 

t = l.SS X 100 = 47.7°C Ans. 
3.31 

r--1.1d----, 

so•c 

I 

I 
I 

>- I 
I 
I 

. 

f F 
100' C 

O' C 

-I 
(a) 

Fig. Ez 2.1 
(b) 
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Example 2.2 The e.m.f. in a ihermocouple with the test junction at t°C on gas 
thennometer scale and reference junction at ice point is given by 

e = 0.20 t-5 x 1~ r2 mV 

The millivoltmeter is calibrated at ice and steam points. What will this 
thermome&er read in a place where the gas thermometer n:ads 50°C? 
Solutio11 At ice point., when t = 0°C. e = 0 m V 

At steam point, when t = 100°C, e = 0.20 x 100 - 5 x 10-1 x (100)2 
= ISmV 

At t= S0°C, e= 0.20 x SO- S x 10-1 (50)2 = 8.75 mV 
When the gas thermometer reads S0°C, the thermocouple will read 

lOO X 8.75, or 58.33°C Ans. 
IS 

REVIEW QUESTIONS 

2.1 What is the zeroth law of thermodynamics? 
21 Define thermometric property. 
2.3 What is a thermometer? 
2.4 Wh.at is a fixed point? 
2.5 How many fixed points were used prior to 1954? What are these? 
2.6 What is the standard fixed point in thcnnomctery? Define it. 
2.7 Why is a gas chosen as the standard thermometric subsiance? 
2.8 What is an ideal gas? 
2.9 What is the difference between the universal gas conslllllt and a characteristic 

gas constant? 
2. IO What is a constant volume gas lhermomc:u:r? Why is it pn:fem:d to a (;()IIS!alrt 

pmlllwe gaa thermometer? 
2.11 What do you understand by the ideal gas temperature scale? 
2.12 How can the ideal gas temperature for 1hc steam point be measured·? 
2.13 What is the Celsius temperature scale? 
2.14 What is the advantage of a thcnnocouple in temperature measurement? 
2.15 How does the resistance ihennometer measure tempemture? 
2.16 What is the need of the international practical temperature scale? 

PROBLEMS 

2.1 The limiting value of the ratio of the pressure of gas at the steam point and al 
the triple point of water when the gas is kepi at constant volume is found to be 
1.36605. What is the ideal gas temperature of the steam point? 

2.2 In a c-ODStant volume gas thermometer the following pairs of pressures read· 
ings were taken at the boiling poinl of water and the boiling point of sulphur, 
respectively: 
Water b.p. 50.0 JOO 200 300 
Sulphur b.p. 96.4 193 387 S82 
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The numbers are the gas pressures, mm Hg, each pair being taken with the 
same amount of gas in the thermometer, but the successive _pairs being taken 
with different amounts of gas in the tbennonM:tcr. Plot the ratio of Si,,p.: Hpb.p. 
against the reading at the water boiling point, and extrapolate the plot to zero 
pressure at the water boiling point .. This gives the ratio of Sb.p.: H20b.p. on a 
gas thennometer operating at zero gas pressure. i.e., an ideal gas thermometer. 
What is the boiling point of sulphur on the gas scale, from your plot? 

A.n.r. 445°C 
23 The resistance of a platinum wire is found IO be 11,000 ohms at the ice point, 

1 S.247 ohms at the steam point, and 28.887 ohms at the sulphur point. Find the 
c:oostanta A aoo JJ in the equation 

R = R<)(l + .4t + Bl) 

and plot R apinst I in the rang,: O to 660°C. 
2.4 When the n:fm:nce junction of a thermocouple is kept at the ice point and the 

test junction is the Celsius tempen11we ,. and e.m.f. £ of the 1hmnocouple is 
given by the equation 

e •ar + br 
where a= O • .:!O mV/deg, and b = - SO x 10--' mV/deg2 

(a) Compute the e.m.f. when t = - 100°C, 200°C, 400°C, and 500°C, and draw 
graph of £ against , in this range. 

(b) Suppose the e.m.f. e is taken as a ihennomeiric property and thal a 
temperature scale 1• is dc:fined by tbc linear equation. 

,• =a e+ll 

and th.at ,. - 0 at the ice point and ,• • 100 at the steam point. Find lhe 
numerical wlu~ of a' and b' 1111d draw a graph of t against ,•. 

(c) Find the vah1es oft• whent,. _ 100°c. 200"C, 400°C, and soo•c, and dnw 
a giaph of ,• agalnst t. 

(d) Compare the Celsius scale with the t• scale. 
2.5 The temperature t on a thermometric scale is defined in ierms of a propeny K 

by the relation 

1•alnK+b 

where a and b are constams. 
The values of Kare found to be 1.83 and 6.78 at the ice point and the b1eam 

point, the temperatures of which are assigned the numbers O and 100 
respeciively. Determine ihc temperature corresponding io a reading of K equal 
io 2.42 on the thennomcter. 

Ans. 2 l.346°C 
2.6 The resistance of the windings in a certain, motor is found to be 80 ohms at 

room temperature (2S0 C). When operating at full load under steady state 
conditions, the motor is switched off and the resistance of the windings, 
immediately measured again, is found to be 93 ohms. Th.e windings are made 
of copper whose resiSl3nce at temperature t°C is given by 

R, .. Ro [ I + 0.00393 t) 

where R0 is the resislance at 0°C. Find the temperature attained by the coil 
during full load. 

tins. 70.41°C 
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Work and Heat Transfer 

A closed system and its surroundings can interact in two ways: (a) by work 
transfer, and (b) by heat transfer. These may be called e11ergy interactions and 
these bring about changes in the properties of the system. Thermodynamics 
mainly studies these energy interactions and the associated property changes of 
the system. 

3.1 Work Transfer 

Work is one of the basic modes of energy transfer. In mechanics the action of a 
force on a moving body is identified as work. A force is a means of transmitting 
an elTect frotn one body to another. But a force itself o.ever produces a physical 
effect except when coupled with motion and hence it is not a form of energy. An 
effect such as the raising of a weight through a certain distance can be performed 
by using a small force through a large distance or a large force through a small 
distance. The product of force and distance is the same to accomplish the same 
effect In mechanics work is defined as: 

Tire "WOrk is done by a force as it acts upon o body moving in the direction of 
the force. 

The action of a force through a distance (or of a torque through an angle) 
is called mechanical work since other forms of work can be identified, as 
discussed later. The product of the force and the distance moved parallel to the 
force is the magnitude of mechanical work. 

In thermodynamics, work transfer is co.nsidered as occurring between the 
system and. the surroundings. Work is said to be do11e by a system if the sole 
effect on things external to the system can be reduced to the raising ofo weight. 
The weight may not actually be raised, but the net effect external to the system 
would be the raising of a weight. Let us consider the battery and the motor in 
Fig. 3. I as a system. The motor is driving a fan. The system is doing work upon 

I I •I ' ,, 
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the surroundings. When the fan is replaced by a pulley and a weight, as shown 
in Fig. 3.2, the weight may be raised with the pulley driven by the motor. The 
sole effect on things external to the system is then the raising of a weight. 

[1'~ . .._~--~·; 
~ Surroundings 

~ 
• 
'-- s~ tioundarV 

Fig. 3.1 &ltffJ·motor syslnn driuing a fan 

Pulley 

ig ·- l~H=tb I . ! 
i + - i t 

ii Battery I W 
I ' Weight 

\.~ 
--Syi111m tioundary 

Fig. 3.2 Work lransfrr from a systtm 

W7ien work is done by a system, it is arbitrarily taken to be positive, and 
when work is done on a system, it is talu!n to be negative (Fig. 3.3.). The symbol 
Wis used for worlc transfer. 

w 

G --w E) 
Surroundings Surroundings 

(a) Wis postUve (b) W Is negatlw 

Fig. 3.3 Work inuradion IHtwem a sysum. and l}rt sur1ourulini1 

The unit of work is N . .m or Joule [I Nm= I Joule]. The rate at which worlc is 
done by, or upon, the system is known as power. The unit of power is J/s or watt. 

I I ,, 11 I II 
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Work is one of the forms in which a system and its surroundings can interact 
with each other. There are various types of work transfer which can get involved 
between them. 

3.2 pdV-Work or Displacement Work 

Let the gas in the cylinder (Fig. 3.4) be a system having initially the pressure Pi 
and volume Vi. The system is in thermodynamic equilibrium, the state of which 
is described by the coordinates Pi , V1• The piston is the only boundary which 
moves due to gas pressure. Let the pis
ton move out to a new final position 2, 
which is also a thermodynamic equi
librium state specified by pressure p 2 
and volume V2• At any intermediate 
point in the travel ofthe piston, let the 
pressure be p and the volume V. This 
must also be an equilibrium state, 
since macroscopic properties p and V 

V2 j; -- . ......... •, 

Fig. 3.4 pdV work 

are significant only for equilibrium states. When the piston moves an 
infinitestimal d.istance di, and if 'a' be the area of the piston; the force F acting 
on the piston F = p .a. and the infinitesimal amount of work done by the gas on 
the piston 

<tW= F· di= pad/= pdV (3.1) 

where dV = ad/ = infinitesimal displacement volume. The differential sign in 
. d W with the line drawn at the top of it will be explained later. 

When the piston moves out from position I to position 2 with the volume 
changing from V1 to V2, the amount of work W done by the system will be 

II. 

W1-2 = j pdV 
"i 

The magnitude of the work done is 
given by the area under the path 1- 2, 
as shown in Fig. 3.5. Since p is at all 
times a thermodynamic coordinate, all 
the states passed through by the sys
tem as the volume changes from V1 to 
V2 must be equilibrium states, and the 
path 1- 2 mu.st be quasi-static. The pis
ton moves infinitely slowly so that 

Q. 

i 
.• ~.1. .. 1 

Vz 

Fig. 3.5 Q.uasi•statie fldV work 

every state passed through is an equilibrium state. The integration f pd V can 

be performed only on a quasi-static path. 
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3.2.1 Path Function anti Point Function 

With reference to Fig. 3.6, it is possible to take a system from state 1 to state 2 
along many qnasi-static paths. such as A, B or C. Since the area under each 
curve represents the work for each process, the amount of work involved in 
each case is not a function of the end states of the process, and it depends on the 
path the system follows in going from state I to state 2. For lhis reason, work is 
called a path .function, and it Wis cm i11exacr or imperfect differential. 

P1··----~
1 

Q. 

l P2 -- --- > 2 
: I 
: ! . ' 

-v 
Fig. 3.6 Work-a path function 

Theanodynamic properties are point functions, since for a given state, lbere 
is a definite value f'or each property. The chan.ge in a thermodynamic property 
of a system in a change of state is independent or the path the system follows 
during the change or state, and depends only on lhe initial and final states of the 
system. The difforentials of point functions are exact or perfect differentials, 
and the integration is simply 

y, 

/dY,,,J'2 -Y1 

>'i 
The change in volume thw depends only on the end states of the system 

itrcspective of the path the system follows. 
On the other hand, work done in a quasi-static process between two given 

slates depends on the path followed, 

Rather, 

2 

f dW .e W2 -W1 
I 

2 

Jdw = w1_2 or 1W2 
I 

To distinguish an ine~t differential d· W from an euct differential dVor dp 
lhe differential sign is being cut by a line at its top. 
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From Eq. {3.1), 

(3.2) 

Here, l ip is called the i11tegrating factor. Therefore, an inexact differential 
(t W when multiplied by an integrating factor 1/p becomes an ex.act differential 
dV. 

For a cyclic process, the initial and final states of the system are the same, 
and hence, the change in any property is zero, i.e. 

fdV=O,fdp=O,f dT=O (3.3) 

where lhe symbol f denotes lhe cyclic i.ategra.l for lhe closed path. Therefore, 

the cyclic integral of a property is always zero. 

3.2.2 ptlY-Work tn Yarwus Quast-Static Processes 

. (a) Constant pressure process (Fig. 3.7) (isobaric or isopicstic process) 
It. 

W1-2 = j pdY= P<V2- Y1) (3.4) 
l'i 

(b) Constant volume process (Fig. 3.8) (isochoric process) 

w1_2 = J pdY = o (3.S) 

V1 V2 
--+V 

t " [·········11 ·1 

~~ 
-v 

Fig. 3.7 Constant pmrurt procm Ftg. 3.8 O/,uta11l 110U11111 proms 

(c) Process in which pV"' C (Fig. 3.9) 
V, 

W1_2 = j pdV, pV= p1 V1 = C 

Vi 

p = (P1Vi) 
V 

(3.6) 



(d) Process in which pVn = C, where n is a comtant (Fig. 3.10) 
pJ/n = Pi 11,n = P2 J/2n = C 

Cl. 

t 

P
= (p,Y,") 

JI" 
•2 

w,_2 = I pdV ,, 
= v.JP1V." ·df 

JI" 
'1 

= CP, Jlj) [ ,,... + I ]"2 
-n+ I Yi 

- PiJii" (V.1...., J/1-- 1-n 2 - I J 

= P,.J'ln X J-;1-n -Pi.Jli" X Y,1-n 

1-n 

= P1Jli - P2J'z = PiJ'i 1- J!L [ ( )
n-1/a] 

n-1 n-1 Pt 

pV=C 
- (Ou.esilltalic} 

2 

--v -v 

(3.7) 

Fig. 3.9 Procu., in whidt p V = constant Fig. 3.10 Process in which pV" = constant 

3.3 Indicator Diagram 

An indicator diagram is a trace made by a recording pressure gauge, called the 
indicator, attached to (he cylinder of a reciprocating engine. This represents the 
work done in one engine cycle. Figure 3.11 shows a typical engine indicator. 

The same gas pressure acts on both the engine piston P and (he indicator 
piston /. The indicator piston is loaded by a spring and it moves in direct 
proportion to the change in pressure. The motion of the indicator piston causes 
a pencil held at the end. of the linkage L to move upon a strip of paper wrapped 
around drum D. The drum is rotated about ils axis by cord C, which is 
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Fig. 3.11 £neirie indu:ator 

connected through a reducing motion R to the piston P of the engine. The 
surface of drum D moves horizontally under the pencil while the pencil moves 
vertically over,the surface and a plot of pressure upon the piston vs. piston travel 
is obtained. 

Before tracing the final indicator diagram, a pressure reference line is 
recorded by subjecting the indicator to the atmosphere and tracing a line at a 
constant pressure of one atmosphere. 

The area of the indicator diagram represents the magnitude of the. net work 
done by the system in one engine cycle. The area under the path 1-2 represents 
work done by the system and the area under the path 2- 1 represents work done 
upon the system (Fig. 3.12). The area of the diagram. ad, is measured by means 
of a planimeter, and the length of the diagram. /dt is also measured. The mean • 
effective pressure (m.e.p.) Pm is defined in the following way 

P = ad xK 
m /d 

where K is the indicator spring constant (N/cm2 x cm travel). Work don.e in one 
engine cycle 

J 
t 

Represents wOfk done 
in orie engine cycle 

Area, a,, 

- - ~~~--.... 1 
2 

1 atm 

- Piston travel 
- volume 

Fig. 3.12 Indicator diagram 
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= (pm ·A) L 

where A = cross-sectional area of lhe cylinder 

= : d, where D is the cylinder diameter 

and L = stroke of piston, or leng1h of cylinder. 

Let Nbe tbe revolutions per min.ute (r.p.m.) of the cr,mkshaft. In a two stroke 
cycle, the engine cycle is completed in two strokes of the piston or in. one 
revolution of the crankshaft. ln a four-stroke cycle, the engine cycle is 
completed in four strokes of the piston or two revolutions of the cranksha.ft. 

For a two-stroke engine, work done in one minute= Pm ALN, and for a four
stroke engine. work done in one minute = p., ALN/2. 

The power developed inside the cylinder of the engine is called indicated 
po'K'er {IP), 

Pm.AL( Nor li)n 
IP= 2 kW 

60 
(3.8) 

where Pm is in kPa and II is the number of cylinders in the engine. 
The power available at the crankshaft is always less than this value (IP) due 

to friction, etc. and is calleJ tbe broke power (BP} or shaft power (SP). If ct> is 
the angular velocity of the crankshaft in radian/sec, then 

BP= T t» (3.9) 

where Tis the torque transmitted to the crankshaft in mN. 

BP= 21CTN 
60 

where N is the number of revolutions per minute (11>m). 
The mechanical efficiency of the engine, l'lmecb• is defined as 

BP 
,,,_~ = w 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

An engine is said to be double-aciing. if the working fluid is made to work on 
both s.ides of the piston. Such an engine theoretically develops twice the amount 
of work developed in a single-acting engine. Most reciprocating steam engines 
are double-acting, and so are many ma.tine diesel engines. Internal combustion 
engines for road transpon are always single-1\ct.ing. 

3.4 Other Types of Work Transfer 

There are forms of work other than pd V or displacement work. The following 
11re the additional types of work transfer which may get involved in system
surroundings interactions. 

(a) Electrical Work When a cwrent flows through a resistor (Fig. 3.13), 
taken as a system. there is work transfer into the system. This is because the 
cum:nt can drive a motor. the motor can drive a pulley and the pulley can raise 
a weight. 
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~my 

Fig. 3.13 Electrieal work 

The current now, J, in amperes, is given by 

/ = dC 
d1' 

-=45 

where C is the charge in coulombs and r is time in seconds. Thus dC is the 
charge crossing a boundary during time dr. If Eis the voltage potential. the 
work is 

dW =E· dC 
=Eidt 

2 

W"" J £/dT 
I 

The electrical power will be 

W = lim dW =El 
dr .... o df 

This is the rate at which work is transferred. 

{3.12) 

(3.13) 

(b) Shaft Worlr. When a shaft, taken as the system (Fig. 3.14), is rotated by a 
motor, there is work transfer into the system. This is because the shaft can rotate 
a pulley which can raise a weight. lfT is the torque applied to the shaft and d9 is 
the angular displacement of the sha.ll. the shan work is 

2 

W= J Td8 (3.14) 

and the shaft power is 

{3.15) 
I 

where cu is the angular velocity and Tis considered a constant in this case. 

Sy,11,m boundary 

T 

Motor L_ ,. 
N Shaft 

Fig. 3.14 Sl,aft work 

(c) Paddle·Wheel Work or Stirring Work As the weight is lowered. and 
the paddle wheel turns (fig. 3.15), there is work transfer into the tluid system 

, I ,,, 1,1 I ,,, l\1a1cri~ 
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which gets stirred. Since the volume of the system remains constant, J pd V = O. 

If m is the mass of the weight lowered through a distauce dz and Tis the torque 
transmitted by the shaft in rotating through an angle dB, the differential work 
transfer to the fluid is given by 

dW = mgdz = Td8 

and the total work transfer is 

2 2 2 

W= J mgdz = j W'dz = j Td(J 
I I I 

where W' is the weight lowered . 

. - - System 
/ 

w 

Weight --...._ 

Fig. 3.15 Paddlt-whetl work 

(3.15) 

(d) Flow Work The flow work, significant only in a flow process or an open 
system, represents the energy transferred across the system boundary as a 
resnlt of the energy imparted to the fluid by a pump, blower or compressor to 
make the fluid flow across the control volume. flow work is analogous to 
displacement work. Let p be the fluid pressure in the plane of the imaginary 
piston, which acts in a direction ·normal to it (Fig. 3.16). The work done on this 
imaginary piston by the external pressure as the piston moves forward. is given 
by 

d' Wilow= pdV, 

cp Pi. V1,A1 

m, ~ ------------------! 
=.t4l1 : 

Imaginary ~ : i Boundary 
Piston 7 ; :_......-

dV j i 
: : 

' 
' 
' 

' 

Fig. 3.16 Flow wbrk 

I I ii , I, 

(3.16) 
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where d Y is the volume of fluid element about to enter the system. 

ct Wno,. = J1ll dm (3.17) 

wberedV-vdm 
Therefore, flow worlc at inlet (Fig. 3.16), 

(dWnow)in = P1V1dm1 (3.18) 

Equation (3.18) can also be derived in a slightly different manner. If the 
normal pressure p1 is exerted against the area A1, giving a total force (p1 A1) 

against the piston, in time dt, this force moves a dis!ance V 1dt, where V I is the 
velocityofflow(piston). The work in time dt isp1 A1 V1dr, or the work per unit 
time is p1 A1 V 1• Since the flow rate 

A1V1 dm1 w,=--=--
v1 dr 

'the work done in ti.me dt becomes 

(<t Wnow)m .. Pi V1 dm1 

Similarly, flow work of the fluid element leaving the system is 

( (t W Oow)oui "'P2 Vz elm 2 

The flow work per wiit mass is thus 

Wno,. = J1ll 
It is the displacement work done at the moving system boundary. 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(e) Work Done in Stretching a Wire Let us consider a wire as the system. 
If the length of the wire in which there is a tension 'f is changed from L to 
L + dL, the infinitesimal amount of work that is done is equal to 

<tW=- :TdL 

The minus sign is vsed because a positive value of dL means 8D expansion of 
1he wire, for which work must be done on the wire, i.e., negative work. For a 
finite change of length, 

2 

W=- I !!dL (3.21) 
I 

If we limit the problem to within the elastic limit, where E is the modnlus of 
elasticity, s is the stress, tis the strain, and A is the cross-sectional area, then 

::r = sA = EEA, since .!. = E 

dE=~ 
L 

£ 

ct W .. - 7 dL = - Ee Al de 

1, ' 
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2 AEL W=-Ad fed£= --(tj-er) 
I 2 

(3.22) 

(f) Work Done In Changing the Area or a Surface Film A film on the 
surface of a liquid has a surface tension. which is a property of the liquid and the 
surroundings. The surface tension acls to make the surface area of the liquid a 
minimum. It has the unit of force per unit length. The work done on a 
homogeneous liquid film in changin,g its surface area by an infinitesimal amount 
dA is 

aw-- <1dA 

where <1 is the surface tension (Nim). 

l 

W=- f <1dA 
I 

(3.23) 

(g) M.agnetiu.tlon of a Panmagnette Solid The work done per unit volume 
on a magnetic material through which the magnetic and magnetization fields are 
uniform is 

and 

d: JV= -Hdl 

W1_2 =-1 Hdl 
11 

(3.24) 

where H is the field strength, and 1 is the compo.uent of the magnetization field 
in the direction of the field. The minus sign provides that an increase in mag
netization (positive dJ) involves negative wock. 

The following equations summarize the different fonns of work transfer: 
Displacement work 

(compressible Ouid) 

'Electrical work 

Shafi work 

Surface film 

Stretched wire 

2 

W= f pdV 
i 2 

W= f EdC= f Eld·r 
I I 

2 

W= f Td9 
I 

2 

W=- J C1d4 
I 

' 
W=-1 fdL 

I 

(3.25) 
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2 

Magnetised solid W=- J Hdl 
I 

It may be noted in the above expressions thnt the work is equal to the integral 
of the product of an intensive propeny and the change in its related extensive 
property. These expressions are valid only for infinitesimally slow quasi-static 
proccssc.s. 

There are some other forms of work which can be identified in processes Chat 
are not quasi-static, for eKample, lhe work done by shearing forces in a process 
involving friction in a viscous fluid. 

3.5 Free Expansion with Zero Work Transfer 

Work u:amfcr is identified only at the boundaries ofa system. It is a boundary 
phenomenon, and a form of energy in transit crossing the boundary. Let us 
consider a gas separated from the vacuum by a partition (Fig. 3.17). Let the 
partition be removed. The gas rushes to fill the entire volume. The expansion of 
a gas against vacuum is calledfree expansion. Ifwe neglect the work associated 
with the removal of partition, and consider the gas and vacuum together as our 
system (fig. 3.17a), there is no work transfer involved here, since no work 
crosses the system boundary. and h.eoce 

2 2 

J <tW= 0, although J p dV.e 0 
I I 

If only the gas is taken as the system (fig. 3.17), when the partition is 
removed there is a change in the volume of the gas, and one is tempted to 

2. 

calculate lhe work from lhe expression f pd JI. However, this is not a qua.sisratic 
I , 

process, although the initial and final end states arc in equilibrium. Therefore, 
the work cannot be calculated from this relation. The two end. states can be 
located on lhe p-1' diagram and tb.ese are joined by a dotted line 
(Fig. 3.17c) to indicate that the process had occurred. However, if the vacuum 
space is divided into a large number of small volumes by panirions and the 
partitions are removed one by one slowly (Fig. 3.17d), then every state passed 
through by the system is an equilibrium state and the work done can then be 

2 

estimated from the relation J pdf'(Fig. 3.17e), Yet, in free expansion ofa gas, 
I 

there is no resistance to the Ouid at the system boundary as the volume of the 
gas increases to till up the vacuum space. Work is done by a system to 
overcome some resistance. Since vacuum does not offer any resistance, there 
is no work: transfer involved in l'ree expansion. 

• I ,, Ill 1 ' " 
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(d) 

Fig. 3.17 Free o;pa,ssion 

3.6 Net Work Done by a System 

1 

' ' ' ' 

1 

' ' ' ', 2 .... _ .. 
V 

(c) 

',, ..... 2 

-v 

(e) 

Olten different fonns of a work transfer occur simultaneously during a process 
executed by a system. When all these worlc interactions have been evaluated, 
the total or net work done by the system would be equal to the algebraic sum of 
these as given below 

w IDlal = w dl,ploccmtal + w .tar + w clc,;criul + w t1unJli + ... 

3. 7 Heat Transfer 

Heat is defined as the form of energy that is transferred across a boundary by 
virtue of a temperature difference. The temperature difference is the 'potential' 
or 'force' and heat transfer i.s the ''llux'. 

The iransfer of heat between two bodies in direct contact is called conduc
tion. Heat may be transferred between two bodies separated by empty space or 
gases by the mechanism of radiation through electro.magnetic waves. A third 
method of heat transfer is convection which refers to the transfer of beat be
tween a wait ,and a fluid system in motion. 

The direction of heat transfer is taken from the high temperature system to 
the low temperature system. Heat flow into a system is taken to be positive, and 
heat flow out ofa system is taken as negative (Fig. 3.13). The symbol Q is used 
for heat transfer, i.e., the quantity of heat transfc1TCd within a certain time. 

Heat is a fonn of energy in transit (like work transfer). It is a boundary 
phenomenon, since it occurs only at the boundary of a system, Energy transfer 
by virtue of temperature difference only is called heat transfer. All other energy 
interactions may be termed as work transfer. 

I I! ii I + II 
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Quasl-S!8tic 

t 
2 2 

- Az1la: Heet Ira~ 

Fig. 3.19 Rlprtsenl4tio,a of work lta,ufn- and luat transfn- in quaJi·Jtatic 
prottuu on p·u atld T·1t "'"'ditllJUS 

Just like displacement work, !he heat transfer can also be written as tbe integral 
of the product of the intensive property T and the differential change of an 
extensive property, say X (Fig.3. l 9b). 

2 2 
Q1_2 = j It Q = j TdX (3.26) 

I I 

lt must also be valid for a quasi-static process only, and the heat transfer 
involved is represented by the area under the path 1- 2 in T-X plot (Fig. 3.19b). 
Heat transfer is, therefore, a path function, i.e., the amount of heat transferred 
when a system changes from a state I to a state 2 depends on the path the system 
follows (Fig. 3.19b). Therefore, IJQ is an inexact differential. Now, 

dQ=TdX 

where Xis an extensive property and dX is an exact differential. 

dX= l.1Q 
T 

(3.27) 

To make (f Q integrable, i.e., an exact differential, it must be multiplied by an 
integrating factor which is, in this case, I IT. The extensive property Xis yet to 
be defined. It has been introduced in Chapter 7 and it is called 'entropy'. 

3.9 Specific Heat and Latent Heat 

The specific heat of a substance is defined as the amount of beat required to 
raise a unit mass of the substance through a unit rise in temperature. The symbol 
c will be used for specific heat. 

c = _g_ J/lcg K 
m·!lt 
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where Q is the amowit of heat transfer (J), m, the mass of the substance (kg), 
and tt, the rise in temperature (K.). 

Since heat is not a property, as explained later, so the specific heat is qualified 
with the process through which exchange of heat is made. For gases, if the 
proces_-. is at constant pressure, it is cp, and if the process is at constant volume, 
it is c •. For solids and liquids, however. the specific heat does not depend on the 
process. An elegant manner of defining specific heats, cv and cP' in temis of 
properties is given in Secs 4.5 and 4.6. 

The product of mass and specific heat (me) is called the heat capacity of the 
substance. The capital letter C, CP or C_., is used for heat capacity. 

The latent heat is the amount of.heat transfer required to cause a phase change 
in unit mass of a substance at" c:,mstant pressure and temperature. There are 
three phases in which matter can exist: solid. liquid. and vapour or gas. The 
late11t heat of fusion (/fJ is the amount of heat transferred to melt unit mass of 
solid into liquid. or to freeze unit mass of liquid to solid. The latem heat of 
vaporization (/, .• 1,) is the quantity of heat required to vaporize unit mass ofliquid 
into vapour, or condense unit mass of vapour into liquid. The late11t heat of 
s11hlimation (/,uh) is the amount of heat transferred to convert unit mass of solid 
to vapour or vice versa. lru is not much affected by pressure, whereas lw,p is 
highly sensitive to pressure. 

3.10 Points to Remember Regarding Heat 
Transfer and Work Transfer 

(a) Heat transfer and work transfer are the energy interactions. A closed 
system and its surroundings can interact in, two ways: by heat transfer 
and by work transfer. Thermodynamics st,1dies how these interactions 
bring about property changes in a system. 

(b) The same effect in a closed system can be brought about either by heat 
transfer or by work transfcL Whether heat transfer or work transfer has 
taken place depends on what constitutes the system. 

(c) Both heat transfer and work transfer are boundary phenomena. Both are 
observed at the boundaries of the system, and both represent energy 
crossing the boundarie.s of the system. 

(d) ft is wrong to say 'total heat' or 'heal content' of a closed system, 
because heat or work is not a property of the system. Heat, like work. 
cannot be stored by the system. Both heat and work are the energy in 
transit. 

( e) Heat transfer is the energy interaction due to temperature difference only. 
All other energy interactions may he termed as work transfer. 

(f) Both heat and work are path functions and :nexact differentials. The 
magnitude of heat transfer or work transfer depends upon the path the 
system follows during the change of state. 
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SOLVED EL\MPLEs 

Example 3.1 Gas from a bottle of compressed helium is used to inflate an 
inelastic flexible balloon, originally folded completely flat to a volwne of O,S 
m3• If the baromete.r reads 760 mm Hg, what is the amount of work done upon 
the atmosphere by the balloon? Sketch the system before and after the process. 
Solution The firm line P 1 (Fig. Ex. 3.1) shows the boundary of the system 
before the process, and the dotted line P2 shows the boundary aner the process. 
The displacement work 

Wd"" J pdY+ J pdV .. pb.V+O 
11111cm Bolzlt 

= 101.325 ~ xO.S m3 

m 
= S0.66 kJ 

This is positive because work is done by the $)'stem. Work done by the 
atmosphere is -S0.66 k.J. Si.nee the wall of the bottle is rigid, there is no p dY
work involved in it. 

It is assumed that the pressure in the balloon is almosphcric at all times, since 
the balloon fabric is li.ght, inelastic and unstrc$$Cd. If the balloon were elastic 
and stressed during the filling process, the work done by the gas would be 
greater than S0.66 kJ by an amount equal to the work done in stretching the 
balloon, although the displacement work done by the atmosphere is still 
- S0.66 kJ. However, if the system includes both the gas and the balloon, the 
displacement work would be S0.66 kJ, as estimated above. 

,·····-r Pz 
/ •. Final volume 

/ ~ of balloon = 0.5 m3 

P=760mmHg 
= 101.32511Pa 

\ / 
', / Balloon 

initially flat 

P1 

Helium bottle 

~ -,-,,...-;,-,,..,..,,..,,.,..j,7;;777 

fig. Ez. 3.1 
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Example 3.2 When the value of the evacuated bottle (Fig. Ex. 3 .2) is opened, 
atmos~heric air rushes into it. If the atmospheric pressure is IO I .325 kPa, and 
0.6 m of air (measured at atmospheric conditions) enters into the bonle, 
calculate the work done by air. 

vatve 0.6 m3 of atm air 

lnltiel boundary 

Final bounda,y 

Po1m = 101.325 kPa 

Flg • .F..1.:.3.2 

Solution The displacement worlc done by air 

Wd= j pdV+ f pdV 
8onle Frw-u 

lxNndaJy 

=O+p~V 
= IOI.325 lcN/m2 x 0.6 m3 

= 60.8 kJ 

Since the free-air boundary is contracting, the work done by the system is 
negative (~Vbeing o.egative), and the sWTOundings do positive work upon the 
system. 

Example 3.3 A piston and cylinder machine containing a fluid system has a 
stirring device in the cylinder (Fig. Ex. 3.3). The piston is frictionless, and it is 
held down against the fluid due to the atmospheric pressure of I 01 .325 kPa. The 
stining device is turned 10,000 revolutions with an average torque against the 
fluid of l.275 mN. Meanwhile the piston of 0.6 m diameter moves out 
0.8 m. Find the net work transfer for the system. 

SyalBm I• 0.3 m I 

L. ....... i j ! 
r----------t ) f 

fig. EL 3.3 

! p= 101.32kPa 

w. 1 r .; 
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Solution Work done by the stirring device upon the system (Fig. Ex. 3.3). 
W1 =2JJTN 

= 2if x 1.275 >< 10,000 Nm 
= 80 kJ 

This is negative work for the system. 
Work done by the system upon che swroundings 

W2 =(pA)·L 

= 101.325 ~ x !. (0.6)2 m2 X 0.80 m 
m 4 

= 22.9 kJ 

This is positive work for the system. Hence, the net work transfer for the 
system 

W ~ W1 + Wz = - 80 + 22.9 = - 57.l kJ 

Example 3.4 The following data refer to a 12-cylinder, single-acting, two
sh'oke marine diesel engine: 
Speed-ISO rpm 

Cylinder diamcter- 0.8 m 
Stroke of piston-1.2 m 
Area ofindicator diagram- 5.5 x 10-• ml 
Length of diagram-0.06 m 
Spring value--147 MPa per m 
Find the net rate of work transfer from the gas to the pistons in kW. 

Solution Mean effective pressun:, Pw is given by 

ad • 
Pm = - x spnng constant 

14 

S.5 x 10-4 ml x 
147 

MPa 

0.06 m 
= l.3S MPa 

One engine cycle is completed i.n two strokes of the piston or one revolution 
of the crank -shaft. 
:. Work done in one minute 

=pru.LA.N 

= 1.35 X 1(0.8)2 X 1.2 x ISO= 122 MJ 

Since the engine is single-acting, and it has J 2 cylinders, each contributing 
an equal power, the rate of work transfer from the gas to the piston is given by 

W = 122 >< 12 MJ/min 
=24.4 MJ/s 
= 24.4 MW= 24,400 kW 
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Example 3,5 It is n:quired to melt 5 tonnes/h of iron from a charge at I s•c to 
mol.ten metal at l650°C. The melting point is 1535°C, and the latent heat is 270 
kJ/kg. The specific heat in solid state is 0.502 and in liquid state (29.93/atomic 
weight) kJ/kg K. If an electric furnace has 70% efficiency, find the kW rating 
needed. If the density in molten state is 6900 kg/m3 and the bath volwne is three 
times the hourly melting rate, find the dimensions of the cylindrical furnace if 
the length to diameter ratio is 2. The atomic weight of iron is 56. 

Solution Heat required to melt I kg of iron at l 5°C to molten metal at I 650°C 
= Heat re(tuired to raise the temperature from 15°C to 1535°C 

+ Latent beat + Heat required to raise the temperature from 
1535°c to 1650°c 

= 0.502 (1535 - 15) + 270 + 29.93 (1650- 1535)/56 
= 763 + 270 + 61.5 

= 1094.5 kJ/kg 

Melting rate ~ 5 x 103 kg/h 
So, the rate of heat supply required 

= (5 X lif X 1094.5) kJ/h 
Since the furnace has 70% efficiency, the rating of the .furnace would be 

= Rate of heat supply per second 
Furnace etrciency 

= 5 X 103 X )094.5 - 217 X 103 kW 
0.7x3600 

Volume needed= 3 x 5 x 
103 

m3 = 2.18 m.l 
6900 

If d is the diameter llnd I the length of the furnace 

or 

and 

1E d11 = 218 m3 

4 

1E d2 x2d=218m3 

4 
d= 1.15 m 
/=2.30m 

Ans. 

Ans. 

Example 3.6 If it is desired to melt aluminium with solid state sp.ecific heat 
0 .. 9 kJ/kgK, latent heat 390 kJ/kg, atomic weight 27, density in molten state 
2400 kg/m3 and final te,nperat~ 700"C, find out how much metal can be 
melted per hour with the above kW rating. Other data are as in the above 
example. Also, find the mass of aluminium that the above furnace will bold. The 
melting point of aluminium is 660°C. 

Solution Heat required per kg of aluminium 

Iii I, 
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~ 0.9 (660- 15) + 390 + 29·93 (700- 660) 
27 

= 580.5 + 390 + 44.3 
= 1014.8 kJ 

Heat to be supplied= !Ol4.S = 1449.7 kJ/kg 
0.7 

With the given power, the rate at which aluminium can be melted 

= 2.l 1 X 103 X 3600 kg/h 
1449.7 

= 5.39 tonneslh 

Mass of aluminium that can be held in the above furnace 

= 2.18 x 2400 kg 
= 5.23 toMes 

REvlEw Q.UE.fflONS 

Ans. 

Ans. 

3.1 How can a closed system and is swroundings interact? What is the effect of such 
interactions on ihe system? 

3.2 When is work said to be done by a system? 
3.3 What arc positive and negative work interactions? 
3.4 What is displacement work? 

2 

3.S Under what conditions is !he work done equal to f pdV? 
I 

3.6 What do you Wld.cnWl.d by path function and point ftznctioo? What &("C ex.tict 
Cid incuct ditfmntials? 

3. 7 Show that work is a path function, and not a property. 
3.8 What is an indicator diagram? 
3.9 What is mean effective pressure? How is it measured? 
3.10 What are the indicated power and the brake power of an engine? 
3.11 How does the cum:nt nowing through a resistor represent wortr. ·transfer? 
3.12 What do you undersl'1Dd by now work? Is i.t different from displacement work? 
3.13 Why does free expansion have zero work transfer? 
3.14 What is heat trm1Sfer? What are its positive and negative directions? 
3. IS What are adiabatic and diathermic walls? 
3.16 What is an integrating factor? 
3.17 Show that heat is a path f\lllction and not a property. 
3 .18 What .is lhe difference between work irnnsfer and heat transfer'] 
3.19 Does heat lr.lllsfer inevitably cause a temperature rise? 

II 1\ 
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3.1 (a) A pump forces 1 m3/mln of water horizontally from an open well to a closed 
tank where the pressure is 0.9 MPa. Compute the work the pump must do 
11pon the water i,1 ao hour just to force the water into the 1ank against the 
pn:ssute. Sketch the system upon which the wort is done beforl! and after 
the pl'0CCS$. 

Ans. 13.31 kJ 
(b) If the work done as above upon the wate.r had been used solely to raise the 

same amount of water vertically against gravity without change of pressure, 
how many meters would the water have been elevated? 

(c) If the work done in (a) upon the water had been used solely to accelerate the 
water from zero velocity without change of pressure or elevation, what 
velocity would the water have reached? If the work had been used to 
accelerate die water from an initial velocity of IO mis, what would the final 
velocity have been? 

3.2 The pi~ton of an oil engine, of area 0.0045 m2, moves downwards 7S mm. 
drdwing in 0.00028 m) of fresh air from the atmosphere. The pressure in the 
cylinder is unifonn duri.ng the process at 80 kPa, while the atmospheric pressure 
is 101.325 kPa, the dilTercncc being due to the Aow resistance in the induction 
pipe and the inlet valve. Estimate the displacement work done by the air finally 
in the cylinder. 

Ans. 21 J 
3.3 Ao engine cylinder bas a piston of area 0.12 mi and contains gas at a pressure of 

1.5 M.Pa. The gas expands according ttl a process which is represented by a 
straight line on a pressure-volume diagr.im. The final pressure is 0.15 MPa. 
Calculate the work done by the gas on the piston if the stroke is 0.30 m. 

An.,. 29.1 U. 
3.4 A mass of LS kg of air is rompn:ssed in a qu.a.si•static proa9S from 0.1 MPa to 

0. 7 MPa for wbiehpv =constant.The initial density ofair is 1.16 kg/m3
• Find the 

work done by tbe piston to compress the air. 
Ans. 251.62kJ 

3.S Am.us of gai; is compn:sst'd in a qua.si•slatic procns from 80 kPa, 0.1 ml to 0..4 
MPa. 0.03 m3• Assuming that the pressure and volume arc n:lated by 
pu" "' constant, find the work done by the gas $yStem. 

Ans. - 11.83 U 
3.6 A si.ogle-cylinder, double-acting, reciprocating water pump has an indicator 

diagram which is a rectangle 0.075 m long and 0.05 m high. The indicator spring 
constant is 147 MPa per m. The pump runs at 50 rpm. The pump cylinder 
diameter is 0.1 Sm and the piston stroke is 0.20 m. Find the rate in kW at which 
the pii!On does work on lbe water. 

Ans. 43.3 kW 
3.7 A single-cylinder, single-acting. 4 stroke engine of 0.15 m bore develops an 

indicated power of 4 kW when running at 216 rpm. Calculate the area of the 
indicator diagram that would be: obtained with an indicator having a spring 
constant or 25 x I 06 N/m3• The length of the indicator diagram is 0.1 times 1be 
length of the stroke of the engine. 

Ans. 505mm2 
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3.8 A six-cylinder, 4-stroke gasoline engine is run at a speed of2520 RPM. The an:a 
of the indicator card of one cylinder is VIS • I 03 mm2 and its lengtb is 
51!.5 mm. The spring constant is 20 x 1Q6 N!m3

• The bore of the cylinders is 
140 mm and the piston stroke is 150 mm. Determine the indicated power, 
assuming that each cylinder contributes an equal power. 

.4ns. 243.S7 kW 
3.9 A closed cylinder of 0.2S m diameter is fitted with a light frictionless piston. The 

piston is retained in position by a catch in the cylinder wall and lhc volume on 
one side of the piston contains air at a pressure of750 kN/m2

• The volume on the 
other side of the piston is evacuated. A helical spring is mounted coaxially with 
the cylinder in this evacuated space io give a force of 120 N on the piston in ibis 
position. The catch is released and the piston travels along the cylinder umil it 
comes to rest aller a stroke of 1.2 m. The piston is then held in its position of 
maximum travel by a ratchet mechanism. The spring fon:e increases linearly with 
ihe piston displacement to a final value of 5 kN. Calculate the work done by the 
compressed air on the piston. 

At1s. 3.07 kJ 
3.10 A steam turbine drives a ship's propeller through an 8 : I reduction gear. The 

average resisting torqueimposed by the water on the propeller is 750 x I 03 N and 
the shaft power delivered by the turbine to the reduction gear is 15 MW. The 
turbine speed is 1450 tpm. Determine (a) the torque developed by the turbine, (b) 
the rower delivered to the propeller shaft, and (c) the net rate or working of the 
reduction gear. 

Ans. (a) r~ 98.84 km N. (b) 1.4.235 MW, (c) 0.765 MW 
3.11 A fluid, co.ntained in a horizontal cylinder lined with a fric1ionless leakproof 

piston, is continuously agilated by means of a stirrer passing through the ~'Ylinder 
cover. The cylinder diameter is 0.40 m. During ihe stirring process lasting 10 
minutes, the piston slowly moves out a distance of 0.485m against the 
atmosphere. The net work done by the fluid during the process is 2 kJ. The speed 
of the electric motor driving the stirrer is 840 rpm. De1ermine the torque in the 
shaft: illld the po wet output of the motor. 

Ans. 0.08 mN, 6.92 W 
3.12 At the beginning of the compression stroke of a two-cylinder internal combus

tion engine the air is at a pressure of IO 1.325 kPa .. Compression reduces the 
volume to 115 of its original volume. and the law of compression is given by 
pv1

·2 = constant. If the bore and stroke of each cylinder is 0.15 m and 0.25 m. 
respectively, detennine the power absorbed in kW by compression strokes when 
the engine speed is such that each cylinder undergoes 500 compression strokes 
per minute. 

Ant. 17.95 kW 
3.13 Determine the cotal wort done by a gas sysu:m following an expansion process 

as shown in Fig. P. 3.13. 
Ans. 2952 MJ 

so A 8 

j 

I (\ 

' I I 
0.2 i 0.4 

- -+-V.m3 

Fig. P. 3.13 
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3.14 A system of volume V contains a mass m of gas at prc1;surcp aod tempcmturc T. 
The r.nacroscopic propenies of the system obey the following relationship: 

(p+ ;z )<v-b)%111RT 

where a, b, and R arc constants. 
Obtain an c,q,ression for 1he displacement work done by the syslem during a 
constant-temperature expansion from volume V1 to volume 1'2• Calculate th:e 
work done by a system which contain.~ 10 kg of this gas expanding frorn I m3 to 
10 m3 at a temperature of 293 K. Use the values a= 15.7 x 104 Nm4

, b"' 
1.07 x W-2 m3, and R ~ 0.278 kJ/kg-K. 

Ans. 1742.14 kJ 
3.15 lf a gas of volume 6000 cm3 and at a pressure of 100 kPa is compressed 

quasistaticalty according to pV2 ~ constant until the volume becomes 
2000 cm3

• dciermine the final pressure and the work transfer. 
Ans. 900 It.Pa, 1.2 kJ 

3.16 The flow energy of0.124 m3/min oh fluid croSliinga boundary to a system is 18 
kW. Find the p.cessurc at this point. 

3.17 

3.18 

3.19 

3.20 

3.21 

Ans. 764 k.Pa 
A milk chilling unit can remow heat from the milk at the rdte of 41.87 MJ/h. 
Heat l.caks into the milk from the surtoundings at an average rate of 
4.187 MJ/h .. Find the time required for c0<1ling a batch of 500 kg of milk from 
45°C to s•c. Take the cP of milk to be 4.187 kJ/kgK. 
680 kg of fish at 5°C are 10 be frozen and stored at- l 2°C. The specific heat of 
fish above freezing point is 3.182,, and below freezing point i.s 1.717 kJ/kgK. TI1e 
Jreezing point is - 2°C. and the latent heal of fusion is 234.5 kJ/kg, How much 
he-.it must be removed to cool the: fish. and what per cent of this is latent heat? 

,btr. 186.28 MJ, 85.6% 
A horizontal cylinder fined with a sliding piston contains 0.1 m1 of a gas at a 
pre.~sun: of I alm. The piston is restrained by a Ii.near spring. In the initial state. 
the gas pressure inside the cylinder just balances the atmospheric pressure of I 
atm on the outsi.de of the piston and the spring exerts no force on the piston. The 
gas is then heated reversibly until its volume and pressure become0.16 m3 and 2 
atm, respectively. (a) Write the equation for the relation between the pressure 
and volume of the gas. (b) Calculate the work done by the gas. (c) Of the tolul 
work done by the gas, how much is done aga.in.st the atmosphcn:'1 How nJucb is 
done agairull the spring'r 

An.v. (a)p(N/m2,l = 2.026 x 106 V - 1.013 x to' 
(bl 7,598 J, (c) 5,065 J, 2.533 J 

An elastic sphere initially has a diameter of 1 m and contains a gas at a pressure 
of I attn. Due to heat transfer the diameter of the sphere increases to 1.1 m. 
During the heating process the gas pressure inside the sphere is proponional io 
the sphe.re dfamet.er. Calculate tbc work done by the gas. 

Aiu. 18.4 Id 
A piston-cylinder device colllains 0.05 m3 of a gas initially at 200 k.Pa. At this 
state. a linear spring having a spring constan1 of 150 k.Nllll is. touching the piston 
but exerting no force on it. Now heat is transferred to the gas. causing the piston 
to rise and to compress the spring until the volume inside the cylinder doubles. If 
the cross-sectional area of the piston is 0.25 m2• determine (a) the final prcs.<1ure 

,,I, 
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imide the ql.i.ocler, (b) the Cota! 1IIOric done by the gas, and(c) the &ac«ioo oflhis 
1IIOric donc against the spring to compress iL 

Ans. (a) 320 kPa, (b) 13 k.J, (c) 3 kJ 
3.22 A piston-cylinder device, whose piston is resting on a set of stops, initially 

contains 3 kg· of air at 200 kPa and 27°C. The mass of the pis1on is such that a 
prcssun: of 400 kPa is required 10 move it. Heat is now lnlllllfcrred to the air until 
its volume doublc-s. De-tcrminc ihc work done by 1he air and the total heat 
transferred to the air. 

Ans. 516 kJ, 2674 kJ 

I I ,, 111 
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First Law of Thermodynamics 

Energy can be in two forms: (a) energy in transit, like heat and work transfer 
observed at the boundaries of a system, and (b) energy in storage, where energy 
is stored eithermacroscopical(y by virtue of motion, position or configuration of 
the system, or microscopically in the molecules or atoms constituting the system. 

4.1 First Law for a Closed System 
Undergoing a Cycle 

The traru.ferofheat and the performance of work may both cause the same effect 
in a system. Heat and work are different forms of.the same entity, called energy, 
which is conserved. Energy which enters a system as heat may leave the system 
as work, or energy which enters the system as work may leave as beat. 

Let us consider a closed system which consists of a known mass of water 
contained in an adiabatic vessel having a thermometer and a paddle wheel, as 
shown in.Fig. 4.1. Let acerfai..o amount ofwork W1_2 be done upon the system by 
the paddle wheel. The quantity of work can be measured by the fall of weight 
which drives th.c paddle wheel through a .Pulley. The system was initially at 
temperature 11, the same as that of atmosphere, and after work transfer let the 
temperature rise to t2 . The pressure is always I atrn. The process 1-2 undergone 
by lhe system is shown in Fig. 4.2 in generalized thermodynamic coordinatesX, 
Y. Let the insulation now be removed. Tbe system and the surroundings interact 
by heat transfer till the system returns to the original temperature t 1, attaining the 
condition of thennal equilibrium with the atmosphere. The amount ofheat transfer 
Q2_1 from the system during this process, 2-1, shown in Fig. 4.2, can be 
estimated. The system thus executes a cycle, which consists of a definite amount 
of work input W1_2 to the system followed by the transfer of an amount of heat 
Q2_1 from the system. It has been found that this W1_2 is always proportional to 
the beat Q2-1, and the constant of proportionality is called the Joule's equivalent 
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Fig. <4.1 .Adiabatic work 

or the mechanical equivalent of heat. In the simple example given here, there are 
only two energy transfer quantities as the system performs a thermodynamic 
cycle. If the. cycle involves many more beat and work quantities, the same result 
will be found. Expressed algebraically. 

(t W)<y,:lc ~ J (tQ).y<lc (4.1) 

where J is the Joule's equivalent. This is also expressed in the form 

where lhc symbol f denotes the cyclic integral for the closed path. This is the first 

law for a closed system undergoing a cycle. It is accepted as a general law of 
nature, since no violation of it has ever been demonstrated. 

In the S.I. system of units, bolh heat and work are measured in lhe derived 
unit of energy, the Joule. The constant of proportionality, J, is therefore unity 
(J= I Nm/J). 

The first law of thennodynamics owes much to J.P. Joule who, during the 
period 1840-1849, carried out a series of experiments to investigate the 
equivalence of work and heat. ln one of these experiments, Joule used an 
apparatus similar to the one shown in Fig. 4.1. Work was transferred to the 

r:~~-· 
1 

-x 

Fig. 4.2 Cycle compkted lry a systcm with two nie,gy illteractions: 
adiabatic work transfcr w,_z!ollowtd lry luat transfer (b.1 
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measured mass of water by means of a paddle wheel driven by the falling weight. 
The rise in the temperature of water was recorded. Joule also used mercury as the 
fluid system, and later a solid system of metal blocks which absorbed work by 
friction when rubbed against each other. Other experiments involved the 
supplying of work in an electric current. In every case, he fonnd the same ratio (.I) 
between the amount of work and the quantity of heat that would produce identical 
effects in the system. 

Prior to Joule, beat was considered to be an invisible fluid flowing from a body 
of higher calorie to a body of lower calorie, and this was known as the caloric 
theory of heat. It was Joule who first established that heat is a form of energy, 
and thus laid the foundation of the first law of thermodynamics. 

,.2 Fint Law for a Closed System Undergoing 
a Change of State 

The expression (l:W)cycle = (!Q)cyde applies only to systems undergoing cycles, 
and the algebraic summation of all energy transfer across system boundaries is 
zero. But if a system undergoes a change of state during which both heat transfer 
and work transfer are involved, the net energy transfer will be stored or 
accumulated within the system. If Q is the amount of heat transferred to the system 
and W is the amount of work transferred from the system during the process 
(Fig. 4.3), the net energy transfer (Q - W} will be stored in the system. Energy in 
storage is neither heat nor work, and is given the name internal energy or simply, 
the energy of the system. 

Therefore Q-W=M 

where Mis the increase in the energy of the system 

or Q=M+W (4.2) 

Here Q, W, and Mare all expressed in the same units ( in joules). Energy may be 
stored by a system in different modes, as explained in Article 4.4. 

If there are more energy transfer qnantitics involved in the process, as shown 
in Fig. 4.4, the first law gives 

(Q2 + Q) - Q1) = l:J.E + (W2 + W3 - W1 - Jf'4) 

a 
~e ---~w 

Surroundings 

Fig. 4.3 Heat atu:l work inlnact{ons of a 
S]Slnn witlt its J11rroundings in a 
process 
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I 

~ ~-L\ -;~l 
3 I System,. / .. Q1 

W1 
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' w. 
W2 

Surroundings 

Fig. 4.4 S,itm·ntrroundi"81 inttraenon in 
a proceu inoolDing many mngy 
jlru:u 
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Energy is thus conserved in the operation. The first law is a particular 
fonnulation of the principle of the conservation of energy. Equation (4.2) may 
also be considered as the definition of energy. This definition docs not give an 
absolute value of energy E, but only the change of energy AE for the process. It 
can, however, be shown that the energy has a definite value at every state of a 
syscem and is, therefore, a property of the system. 

4.3 Energy-A Property of the System 

Consider a system which chang.es its state from state I to state 2 by following the 
path A, and returns from slate 2 to siate 1 by following the path B (Fig. 4.5). So 
the system undergoes a cycle. Writing the first law for pathA 

Q,. = 1:i.E,. + w,. (4.3) 
and for path B 

QB=AEe+ Wa 
The processes A and B together constitute a cycle, for which 

(l:W)eycle = (l:Q)cy.lc 
or w,. + W8 = Q11 + Q8 

~ ~-~=~-~ 
From equations (4.3}, (4.4), and (4.5), ii yields 

(4.4) 

(4.S) 

AEA = -AE9 (4.6) 

Similarly, bad the system returned from state 2 to state I by following the path 
C instead of path B 

AEA =-AEc 
Prom equations (4.6) and (4.7) 

AEa =Mc 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

Therefore, it is seen that the change in energy between two states of a system is 
the same, whatever path the system may follow in undergoing that change of 
state. If some arbitrary value of energy is assigned to state 2, the value of energy 
at state I is fixed independent of the path the system follows. Therefore, eoergy 
has a definite value for every state of the system. Hence, .it is a point function and 
a property of the system. 

- v 
Fig. 4.5 Energy- a p,optrty of a system 

"' I ol 
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The energy Eis an extensive property. The specific energy, e = Elm (Jlkg). is 
an intensive property. 

The cyclic integral of any property is um, because the final state is identical 

with the initial state. f dE = 0, f dJI = 0, etc. So for a cyi:;le, the equation (4.2) 
reduces to equation (4.1). 

4.4 Dill'erent Forms of Stored Energy 

The symbol E refers to lhe total energy stored in a system. Basically there are two 
modes in which energy may be stored in a system: 

(a) Macroscopicenergymode 
(b) Microscopic energy mode 

The macroscopic energy mode includes the macroscopic kinetic energy and 
potential energy of a system. let us consider a Ouid element of mass m having 

the ceotre ofmaM velocity V (Fig. 4.6). The macroscopic kinetic energy EK of 
the nu.id element by virtue of its motion is given by 

mP'1 

EK=-2-

lf the elevation of lhe fluid elem,:nt from an arbitrary datum is z, then the 
macroscopic potential energy EP by virtue of its position is given by 

EP .. mgz 

The microscopic energy mode refers to the energy stored in the molecular and 
atomic structure of the system, which is called the molecular internal energy or 
simply i,iternal energy, customarily denoted by the symbol U. Matter is 
composed of molecules. Molecules are in random themial motion (for a gas) with 
an average velocity v, constantly colliding witb one another and with the wall.s 
(Fig. 4.6). Due to a collision, the molecules may be subjected to rotation as well 

Fig. ,.6 Maaosupic a,uJ miaoswpic entrg1 

I !I I! I 
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as vibration. They can have translational kinetic energy, rotational kinetic en
ergy, vibrational energy, electronic energy, chemical energy and nuclear energy 
(Fig. 4. 7). If £represents the energy of one molecule, then 

£= E;,...,. + £,.,. + £..,.1, +£chem+ C,,1cr:1ronic + Euuclear (4.9) 
If N is the total number of molecules in the system, then the total internal 

energy 
U=Ne (4.10) 

Transiatlonal KE Rolatlonal KE Vibrational Energy 

0 - 0 
\\ I/ 

0 
Nudear binding energy 

'--Eledron spin 0 9l'ld Ro1811on 

Eledn>n ene,vy 

Fig. 4..7 Various wmponm/J of intmral mtTlJ sltJrtd in a mol«vil 

In an ideal gas there are no intermolecular forces of attraction and repulsion, 
and the internal energy depends only on temperature. Thus 

U=/(T)only (4.11) 
for an ideal gas 

Other forms of energy which can also be possessed by a system are magnetic 
energy, electrical energy and surface (tension) energy. In the absence of these 
fonns, the total energy E of a system is given by 

E=Er.+Ep+ U (4.12) 
,,____.. -macro nucro 

wheR EK, Ep, and U refer to the kinetic, potential and internal energy, 
respectively. In the abse.nce of motion and gravity 

Er.= 0, Ep= 0 

E=U 

and equation ( 4.2) becomes 
Q=6U+ W (4.13) 

1 I +1• h I • I ,I 
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U is an extensive property of the system. The specific internal energy II is equal to 
Ulm and its wtit is J/kg. 

In I.be differential fonns, equations (4.2) and ( 4.13) become 

dQ=dE+dW 

dQ=dU+ctW 

where d W = d W ,.,,w + d W shaft + d W e1u1nut + ... , 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

considering the ditreRnt forms of work traosfer which may be p~nt. When 
only pd V work is present, the equations become 

or, in the integral form 

dQ =dE+pdV 

ctQ = dU + pdV 

Q =AE + I pdV 

Q=A.U+ JpdV 

4.5 Specific Heat at Constant Volume 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

The specific heat of a substance at cO'll8t.llnt volume cv is defined as I.be rate of 
change of specific internal energy with respect to temperature when the volume is 
held constant, i.e. 

For a constant-volume process 
r. 

(A.u)v= /cv·dT 
1j 

(4.20} 

(4.21} 

The first law may be written for a closed stationary system composed of a unit 
mass of a pure substance 

Q=A.u+W 

or dQ =du-t dW 

For a process in the absence of work other than pd V work 

dW=pdY 

dQ=du+pdv 

When the volume is held c-0nstant 

(Q)v = (A.u)v 

(Q)v = f c.,dT 
1j 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 
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Heat transfem:d at constant volume increases ihe internal energy o.fthe system. 
If the specific heat of a substance is defined in tenns of heat transfer, then 

Cv=(!~l 
Since Q is not a property, this definition does not imply that c v is a property of 

a subslance. Therefore, this is not the appropriate method of defining the specific 
heat, although (dQ)v = dll. 

Siru:e 11, T, and v are properties, c. is a property of the system. The product 
mcv = Cy is called the heat capacity at constant volume (J/K.). 

4.6 Enthalpy 

The enthalpy of a substance, h, is defined as 
h=u+pr, 

It is an intensive property of a system (Id/kg). 

(4.24) 

Internal energy change is equal to the heat transferred in a constant volume 
process involving no work oihcr than pdY work. From equation (4.22), it is 
possible to derive an expression for the heat transfer in a constant pressure 
process involving no work other than pdV work. ln such a process in a closed 
stationary system of unit mass of a pure substance 

dQ=du+pdv 
At constant pressure 

pdv = d(pv) 

( d Q)p .. du + d(ptl) 

or (d"Q)P = d(11 + pr,) 

or (d"Q)p = dh (4.25) 

where h = 11 + pv is the specific enthalpy, a property of the system. 
Heat transferred at constant pressure increases the enthalpy of a system. 
For an ideal gas, the enthalpy becomes 

h=u+RT ~2~ 

Since the internal energy of an ideal gas depends only on the temperarure 
(Eq. 4.1 I), the enthalpy of an ideal gas also depends on the temperature only, i.e. 

h = f(T) only (4.27) 

Tola) enthalpy H = mh 

Also 
and 

H= U+pJI 
h = Him (Jlkg) 

4.7 Specific Heat at Constant Pressure 

The specific heat at constant pressure cP is defined as the rate of change of 
enthalpy with respect to temperature when the pressure is held constant 

• : ,. :11·: II • 
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C -(;}") 
p ar 

p 

(4.28) 

Sin~ J, , T and p are propenies, so cP is a propeny of the system. Like '\-, cp 
should not be defined in terms of heat transfer of consiant pressure, although 
(dQ)p=dh. 

For a constant prcsgwc process 

(~l,)p = f cP ·dT (4.29) 
1j 

The first law for a closed stationaty system of unit mass 

Again 
d:Q=du+pdv 

ll=u+pt, 
dh =du+ pdV + vdp 

= dQ+ vdp 

dQ =dh-vdp 

.. (dQ)p =dh 
or (Q)p = (&lt)p 

:. From equations (4.19) and (4.20) 

r. 
(Q)p = ]cpdT 

1j 

(4.30) 

c,, is a property of lhe system, just like c.,. The heat capacity at constant pressure 
cp is equal to mcp (J/K). 

4.8 Energy of an Isolated System 

An isolated system is one in which there is no interaction of the system with the 
SWTOWl.dings. For an isolated system, d Q = 0, (t W = 0. 

The first law gives 

or 
dE=O 
£=constant 

The energy of an isolated system is always constant. 

4,9 Perpetual Motion Machine of the First Kind-PMM1 

The first law states the general principle of the conservation of energy. Energy i., 
neither created nor destroyed. but only gets transformed from one form to 
another. There can be no machine which would continuously supply mechanical 
work without some other fonn of energy disappearing simultaneously (Fig. 4.8). 
Such a fictitious machine is called a perpetual motion machine of the first kind, 
or in brief, PMMI. A PMM I is thus impossible. 

"I' ' II 
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The wnverse oflhe above statement is also true, i.e., there can be no machine 
which would continuously consume work without some other form of energy 
appearmg ~mmhancously (Fig. 4.9). 

Q Q 

I Engine ] - ,.. W E}-w 
Fig. U A PMMI Fig. 4.9 Tl1t conoerst of PMMI 

4.10 Limitations of the First Law 

The first law deals with the amounts of energy of various forms transferred 
between the system and its surroundings and with changes in the energy stored in • 
the system. It treats work and heat interactions as equivalent forms of energy in 
transit and does not indicate the possibility of a spontaneous process proceeding 
in a certain direction. It is the second law which assigns a quality to different 
fonns of energy, and also indicates lhe direction of any spontaneous process. 

Example 4,1 A stationary mass of gas is compressed without friction from an 
initial state of0.3 m3 and 0.105 MPa to a final state of0.15 m3 and 0.105 MPa, 
the pressure remaining constant during the process. Th.ere is a transfer of 3 7 .6 kJ 
of beat from the gas during the process. How much does the internal energy of the 
gas change? 

Solution First law for a stationary system in a process gives 
Q=llU+ W 

or 

Here 
r. 

W1-2 = jpdY= p(Yi - J-i) 
Yi 

=0.105 (0.15-0.30) MJ 
=- lS.75 kJ 

Q,_2 = -37.6 kJ 

:. Substituting in equation (I) 
-37.6 lcJ = U2 - U1 - IS.75 kJ 

(l) 

U2 - U1 = - 21.85 kJ Ans. 

• I , I I I, . 
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Toe internal energy of lhe gas decreases by 2 l .85 kJ in the process. 

Example ,.2 When a system is taken from state a to state b, in Fig. Ex. 4.2, 
along path acb, 84 kJ of beat flow into the system, and the system does 32 kJ of 
w'ork. (a) How much will the heat that flows into the system .l!ong path a db be, if 
th:e work done is 10.5 k.J? (b) When the system is returned from b to a along the 
curved path, the work done on the system is 21 kJ. Does the system absorb or 
liberate heat, and how mucb of lhe heat is absorbed or liberated? (c) If u. = 0 and 
Ud = 42 kJ, find the heat absorbed in the processes ad and db. 

Solution 

Webave 

(a) 

(b) 

--v 
Fig. Ex. U 

Q,cb = 84 kJ 
watb = 32 kJ 

Q..:0 = ub - u. + w acb 

Ub - U1 = 84 - 32 = S2 kJ 

Q,db = ub - u. + w lldb 
= S2 + 10.5 
= 62.S kJ 

Q1,..a = U1 - Ub + W1,..a 
=-52-21 
=-73 kJ 

Toe system liberates 73 kJ of heat. 

Ans. 

Ans. 

Ans. 

(c) W ldb = W..i+ wdl, = W..i= 10.S kJ 

.Now 

Q.d = U4 - u. + W ..i 
= 42 - 0 + JO.S = 52.S kJ 

Q.db = 62.5 kJ "' Q..i + Qdb 
Qdl> = 62.S - 52.S = 10 kJ Ans. 

Example 4.3 A piston and cylinder machine contains a fluid system which 
passes through a complete cycle of four processes. During a cycle, the sum of all 
heat transfers is -170 kJ. The system completes I 00 cycles per min. Complete the 

I ! I! I 
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following table showing I.he method for each item, and compute I.he net rate of 
work output in kW. 

Process 
a-b 
b--c 
c-d 
d-a 

Solution Process a-b: 

Process b-c: 

Process c-d: 

Process d-a: 

Q {kJ/mill) 
0 

21,000 
-2,100 

W (Ir.I/min) 
2,170 

0 

Q=il.E+ W 

0=.0£+2170 

llE = -2170 .lcJ/min 

Q=il.E+ W 

21,000 = AE+ 0 
AE = 21,000 lcJ/min 

Q=AE+W 
-2100--36,600+ W 

W = 34,500 lcJ/min 

I,Q = - 170 kJ 
cycle 

The system completes l 00 cycles/min. 
Qab + Qt.: + Q.d + Qda = - 17,000 lcJ/min 

0 + 21,000- 2,100 + Qd& = - 17,000 
Qda = - 35,900 lcJ/min 

Now f dE = 0, since cyclic integral of any property is zero. 

tiEIH) + tiEk + AEo...i+ ti.E.,._,. =O 
- 2,170 + 21,000- 36,600 + AE.,._,. = 0 

The table becomes 

Proce.ts 
a-b 
b--c 

ti.E6-a = 17,770 lcJ/min 

Wd-a = Qo.1-, - AEtJ..-, 
=-35,900-17,770 
= - 53,670 kJ/miu 

Q(kJ/min) 
0 

21,000 

W(kJ/min) 
2,170 

0 

i!E (k.llmin) 

-36,600 

AE(kJ/min) 
- 2,170 
21,000 

' " 
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Since 

c-<I 
d-a 

Rate of work output 

-2,100 
-3~.900 

34,500 
- 53,670 

1:Q=l:W 
.,.Clo cycle 

-36,600 
17,770 

= - 17,000 kJ/min 
=-283.JkW Ans. 

Example 4.4 The internal energy of a certain substance is given by the 
following equation 

II = 3.S6 p11 + 84 

where u is given in .Id/kg, p is in kPa, and vis in m3/kg. 
A system composed of 3 kg of this substance expands from an initial pressure 

of 500 kPa and a volume of0.22 m3 to a final pressure IOO kPa in a prQCess in 
which pressure and volume arc related by pri·2 = constant 

(a) lf lhe expansion is quasi-static, find Q, AU, and W for the process. 
(b) J.n another process the same system exp~nds according to the same 

pressure-volwne relationship as in part (a), and from the same initial sinte 
to the same fmal state as in part (a), but the heat transfer in this case is 30 
kJ. Find the work transfer for this process. 

(c) Explain the difference in work. transfer in pacts (a) and (b). 

Soludon 
(a) 

Now 

For a quasi-static process 

u - 3.56 p'O + 84 

l\U = U2 - U1 = 3.S6 (p2 V2 - Pi Vi) 

AU= 3.56 (pl V2-P1V1) 

Pi v/2 
= P2v/i 

( 
p )1/1.2 5 111.2 

Y2 = Y, p: = 0.22( l) 
= 0.22 x 3.83 = 0.845 m3 

6.U = 356 (1 x 0.845 - 5 x 0.22} ltJ 
= -356 X 0.255 = -91 kJ 

W= jpdV= P2J'i - P1V. 
r l -n 

Ans. (a) 

= (1 X 0.845- 5 X 0.22)100 = ll7.5 kJ 
1-1.2 

Q=6U+W 

= -91 + 127.5 = 36.5 kJ ANS. (a) 

"I' I II 
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(b) Here Q • 30 ll 
Since the end states are the 3!Ulle, t:,.U would remain the same as in (a). 

W=Q-1:,.U 
= 30 - (-91) 

= 121 kl Ans. (b) 

(c) The work in (b) is not equal to J pdY since the process is not quasi-static. 

Example 4.5 A fluid is confined in a C)'.linder by a spring•loadcd, frictionless 
piston so sthat the pressure in the fluid is a linear function, of the volume 
(p = a + b V). The internal energy of the fluid is given by the following equation 

U=34+3.1SpV 

where U is in kJ, p in kPa, and Vin cubic metre. If the fluid changes from an 
initial state of 170 kPa. 0.03 m3 to a final state of 400 kPa, 0.06 m3

, with no work 
other than that done on the piston, tind the direction and magnitude of the work 
and heat transfer. 
Solution The change in the internal energy of the fluid during the process. 

Now 

U2- U1 =3.15 CP,iV2-P1Y1) 
= 315 (4 x 0.06- 1.7 x 0.03) 
= 315 x 0.189 = S9.S kl 

p=a+bJI 

170 =a+ bx 0.03 
. 400 = a + b >< 0.06 

From these two equations 
a = - 60 lcN/m2 

b = 1661 kN/ms 

Work transfer involved during the process 
r. r. 

W1_2 = 1 pdV = f ca+ bY)dY 
Yi •i 

v,,2 _ "i2 
=a(~-Yi)+b 

2 

= (;; - Yi>[ n + t< Yi + Yi)] 
= 0.03 m3[-6o kN/m2 + 

7
~
67 :S x 0.09 m3

] 

= 8.SS kJ 

Work is done by the system, the magnitude being 8.55 ll. 

' " 
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:. Heat transfer involved is given by 

Q,_2 = U2 - u, + W,_2 
"'59.5 + 8.55 
= 68.05.kJ 

68.05 kJ of beat flow into tbe system during the process. 

REVIEW QUESTIONS 

4.1 State the first law for a closed system undergoing a cycle. 
4.2 Whal was the con1Tibu1ion of J.P. Joule in establishing the first law'! 
4.3 What is the caloric theory ofhcat? Why was it rejected'! 
4.4 Which is the propeny introduced by the first law'? 
4.S State the first law for a closed system undergoing a change of s1a1e. 
4.6 Sbow that energy is a properly of a system. 
4. 7 What arc the modes in which energy is slorcd in a system'! 

~77 

4.8 Define intema.l energy. How is energy stored in molecules and atoms'/ 
4.9 What is the difference between the standard symbols of E and U'! 
4.10 What is the. difference between heal and internal energy? 
4.11 Define enthalpy. Why does the cn1halpy of an ideal gas depe"l'ld only on 

tempcrn1un:'? 
4.12 Define the specific heals at constant volume and cons1ant pressure. 
4.13 Why should specific heal not be defined in tenns of heat transfer'~ 
4.14 Which property of a system increases when heat is transferred: (-,) at constant 

volume, (b) at constant press11re? 
4.15 Whal is a PM MI? Why is ii impossible'! 

PROBLEMS 

4.1 An engine is tested by means of a water brake at I 000 r:pm. The measured torque 
of the engine is I 0000 mN and the water consumption of the brake is OS m3/s, its 
inlet temperature being 20°C. Calculate the water temperature at exit, assuming 
that the whole of the engine power is ultimately transfonned into heat which is 
absorbed by the cooling water. 

An.,. 20.5°C 
4.2 lb a cyclic process, heat minsfers are + 14.7 kJ, - 25.2 kJ. - 3.S6 kJ and 

+ 31.5 kJ. What is tile net work for lhis cycle process? 
Ans. 17 .34 kJ 

4.3 A slow chemical reaction takes place in a fluid at the constant pressure of 0.1 
MPa_ The fluid is surrounded by a perfect heat in~,i.lator during lhe reaction which 
begins at st.ate I aod ends at state 2. The insulntio11 is then removed and I 05 kJ of 
beat flow to the surroundings as the fluid goes to stnte 3. The following wua are 
observed for the fluid at states 1. 2 and 3. 

Stale 
I 

l(•C) 
20 

.ii' 
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2 
3 

0.3 
0.06 

For the fluid sySlem, calculate E1 and E3, if E1 = 0 

370 
20 

Ans. £1 a - 29.7 kl, £3 • - J 10.7 kJ 
4.4 During one qcle 1he working flaid in an engine engages in rwo worir. 

interactions: IS kJ to the fluid and 44 kJ from the fluid, and three heat 
interaetions, two of which an: known: 75 le.I to lhe fluid and 40 kJ from the fluid. 
Evaluate the magnitude and direction of the third beat transfer. 

Ans. -6kJ 
4.5 A domestic refrigerator is loaded with food and the door closed. Owing a certain 

period the machine consumes I kW h of energy and the internal energy of the 
system drops by 5000 kJ. Find the net heal transfer for the system. 

Ans. - 8.6 M1 
4.6 1.S kg ofliqwd having a c.an&Wrl ,pecmc beat of2.S kJ/kg K is stined in a wcll

imulatcd chamber cau.,ing lhe tempm1twe co rise by 1 S°C. Find 4£ and W fur 
the process. 

Ans. /J.E = 56.25 kJ, W = - 56.25 kJ 
4.7 The same liquid as in Problem 4.6 is stirred in a conducting chamber. During the 

process 1.7 kJ of beat arc transferred from the liquid to the surroundings, while 
the temperature of the liquid is rising by 15°C. Find /J..E and Wfor ihe process. 

A.ns. tJ.E = 56.25 kJ, W = S1.9S kJ 
4.8 The properties of a certain fluid an: related as follows 

u = 196 +0.718 t 
pV z 0.287 (I+ 273) 

where u is the ~i>ecific internal energy (kJ/kg), t is in °C, p is pressure (kN/m2
), 

and vis specific volume (m3/kg). 
For this fluid, find c. and cP 

Ans. 0.718, 1.005 kJ/kg K 
4.9 A system composed of2 kg of the above .fluid expands in a frictionless piston and 

cylinder machine from an inil.ial state of I MPa, IOO"C to a final temperature of 
30°C. If then: is no heat transfer, ftnd lhe net work for the process. 

An.,. IOO.S2 kJ 
4.10 If all lhe work in the expansion of Problem 4.9 is done on the moving piston, 

show that the equation representing the path of the expansion in the pv-plane is 
given by pvu = constant. 

4.11 A stationary system consistingof2 kg ofthenuid of Problem 4.8 expands in ao 
· adiabatic process according to pv 1•2 "'constant. The initial conditions are I MPa 

and 200°C, and the final pressure is 0.1 MPa. Find W and tJ. U for the process. 

Why is the wort 11'8.Mfer not equal to J pd r? 

Ans. ff's 216.83, l!U O - 216.83 kJ, j pdV ; 434.4 kJ 

4.12 A mixture of gases expands at constant pressure from I MPa, 0.03 m3 to 0.06 m1 

with 84 kJ positive heat transfer. There is no work other than that done on a 
piston. Find .1. E for the gaseous mixture. 

Ans. S4 kJ 
The same mixture expands through the same siaie path while a stirring device 
does 21 kJ of work on the system. Find t.E, W, and Q for the process. 

Ans. 54 kJ. - 21 kJ, 33 kJ 

d I I II I I II 
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4.13 A mass of 8 kg gas expands within a flexible container so that the p-v 
relationship is of the fonn pvi.2 = const. The initial pressun: is I 000 kPa and the 
initial volume is I m3• The final pressure is 5 kPa. If specific internal energy of 
the gas decreases by 40 kl/kg, find the heat transfer in magnitude and direction. 

Ans.+ 2615 lcJ 
4.14 A gas of mass I.S kg undergoes a quasi-static expansion which follows n 

relationship, p = o + bV, where a and b are constants. The initial and final 
pressures are 1000 kPa and 200 kPa respectively and the corresponding volumes 
are 0.20 ml and 1.20 ml. The specific internal energy of the gas is given by the 
relation 

11 ; 15 pv - 8HJ/lcg 
where p is in kPa and v is in m3/lcg. Calculate the net heat transfer and the 
maximum illtemal energy oflhe gas anaincd during expansion. 

Ans. 660 kJ, 503.3 kJ 
4.15 The heat capacity at constan1 pressure of a unain system is a function of 

temperature only and may be expressed as 

C = 2.093 + 41·87 J/K 
P I+ 100 

where t is the temperature of the system in °C. The system is heated while it 
is mainillined at a pressure of l atmosphere until its volume increases from 
2000 cm3 to 2400 cm1 and its tempcratun: increases from 0°C to 100°C. {a) Find 
the magnitude of the heat interaction. (b) How much docs the int.emal energy of 
the system increase? 

Ans. (a) 238.32J (b) 197.79 J 
4.16 An imaginary engine receives heat and docs work on a slowly moving piston at 

such rotes that the cycle of operation of I kg of working fluid can be represented 
as a circle 10 cm in diameter on a p-v diagram on which I cm = 300 k.Pa and 
I cm = 0.1 m3/kg. (a) How much work is done by each kg of working lluid for 
each cycle of operation? (b) The thennal efficiency of an engine is def med as the 
ratio of work done and heat input in a cycle. If the heat rejected by the engine in 
a cycle is I 000 kJ per kg of working fluid, what would be its thermal efficiency'? 

Ans, (a) 2356.19 kJ/kg, (b) 0.702 
4.17 A gas undergoes a thennodynamic cycle con~isting of three processes beginning 

at an i.niiial state where p, = l bar, V1 = I. 5 m3 and U1 = 512 kJ. The processes 
arc as follows: 
(i) Process 1-2: Compression withpV = constant top2 = 2 bar, U2 = 690 kJ 

(ii) Process 2--3: W2l ·= 0. Q23 = - 150 kJ, and 
(iii) Process 3-1: W31 = + 50kJ. Neglecting KE and PE changes, dcten:ni11e 

the heat interactions Q12 and Q31 • 

Attr. 74 kJ. 22 kJ 
4.18 A gas undergoes a thermoy1u:mic cycle cons.isting of the follO\ving processes: 

(i) Process 1- 2: Constant pressure p = 1.4 bar. 111 = 0.028 m\ W12 = 10.5 kJ. 
(ii) Process 2- 3: Compression with pV = constant.. U3 = U1, (iii) Process 3- 1: 
Constani volume, U1 - U3 = - 26.4 lcJ. There are no significani changes in KE 
and PE. (a) Sketch the cycle on ap-V diagram. (b) Calculate the net work for the 
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4.19 

4.20 

4.21 

4.22 

cycle in kJ. (c) Calculate the heat transfer for process 1-2 (d) Show thai 

IQ•IW. 
-,.1< c,d• Ans. (b) - 8.28 kJ, (c) 36.9 kJ 
A certain gas of mass 4 kg is contained within a piston cylinder assembly. The 
gas undergoes a process for which pVI.> = constant. The initial state is given 
by 3 bar, 0.1 nl . The change in internal energy of the gas in the process is 
112 - u 1 = - 4.6 kJ/kg. Find the net heat transfer for the process when. the final 
volume is 0.2 m3• Neglect the changes in KE and PE. 

Ans. - 0.8 lLI 
An electric gener,llur coupled to a windmill produces an aver.ige electrical power 
output of5 kW. The power is used to charge a storage battery. Heat.transfer from 
the battery to the surroundings occurs at a constant rate of 0.6 kW. Determine the 
total amount of energy stored i.n the battery in 81, of operation. 

Ans. 1.27 x lOs kJ 
A gas in a piston-cylinder assembly undergoes two processes in series. From 
state I to state 2 then: is energy transfer by heat to the gas of 500 kJ. and the gas 
does work on the piston amounting 800 kJ. The second process. from state 2 to 

state 3. is a i:onstant pressure compression at 400 kPa, during which there is a 
heat iransfer from the gas amounting 450 kJ. The following data are also known: 
U1 - 2000 kJ and U3 ~ 3500 kJ. Neglecting changes in KE and PE, calculate the 
change in volume oft.he gas during process 2- 3. 

Ans, - 5.625 nl 
Air is contained in a rigid well-insulated rank with a volume of 0.2 m3• The tank 
is fitted with a paddle wheel which transfers energy to the air at a constant rate of 
4 W for20 min. The initial density of the air is 1.2 kg/m3. If no changes in KE or 
PE occur, determine (a) the specific volume at ihe final state. (b) the change in 
specific internal energy of the air. 

A,u. (a) 0.833 m3Jkg. (b) 20 ltJ/kg 

fll I 



First Law Applied to 
Flow Processes 

5.1 Control Volume 

For any system and in any process, the first law can be written as 
Q=tt.E+ W 

where£ represents all fonns of energy stored in the system. 
For a pure. substance 

£=EK+ Ep+ U 

where EK is the K.E., Ep the P.E., and U the residual energy stored in the 
molecular structure of the substance. 

Q=tt.Er..+tt.EP+tt.U+ W (5.1) 

When there is mass transfer across the sytcm boundary, the system is called an 
open system. Most of the engineering devices are open systems involving the 
now of fluids through them. 

Equation (5.1) refers to a system having a particular mass of substance, and is 
free to move from place to place. 

Consider a steam turbine (Fig. 5.1) in which steam enters at a hlgb pressure, 
does work upon the turbine rotor, and then leaves the turbine at low pressure 
through the exhaust pipe. 

If a certain mass of steam is e-0nsidered as the thenn.odynamie system, then the 
energy equation becomes 

Q =tt.EK +tt.Ep+ tt.U+ w 
and in order to analyze !he expansion process in turbine ihe moving system is to 
be followed as it travels throngh the tnrbine, taking into account the work and 
heat interactions all the way through. This method of analysis is similor to that of 
Langrange in fluid mechanics. 

I I •I• 11 ' ' 
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i MOYtng syetem 

_.\ I~ / ----------- Control autfaca 
/ 

Q 

:> 
/: .... w 

I ~ 

:o 
Shall 

- Exhaust pipe 

Fig. 5.1 Flow ptt>ttu invokiin,g work and luat intnaction.s 

Although the system approach is quite valid, there is another approach which 
is found to be highly convenient. Instead of concentrating attention upon a certain 
quantity of fluid, which constitutes a moving system in flow process, attention is 
focussed upon a cenain fixed region in space called a control volume through 
which the moving substance flows. This is simi.lar to th.e analysis of Euler in fluid 
mechanics. 

To distinguish the two concepts, it may be noted U1at while the system (closed) 
bonndary usually changes shape, position and orientation relative to the observer, 
the control volnme boundary remains fixed and unaltered. Again, while matter 
usually crosses the control volume boundary • no such flow occurs across the 
system boundary. 

The broken line in Fig. 5.1 represents the surface of the control volume which 
is known as the control surfuce. This is the same as the system boundary of the 
open system. The method of analysis is to inspect the control surface and account 
for all energy quantities transferred through this surface. Since there is mass 
transfer across the control sw:face, a mass balance also has to be made. Sections 
l and 2 allow mass transfer to take place, and Q and Ware the heat and work 
interactions respectively. 

5.2 Steady Flow Process 

As a fluid ·flows through a certain control volume, its thermodynanic properties 
may vary along the space coordinates as well as with time. If the rates of flow of 
mass and energy through the control surface change with time, the mass and 
energy within the control volume also would change with time. 

'Steady flow' means that the rates of flow of mass and energy across the 
control surface are constant. 

In most engineering devices, there is a coostant rate of flow of mass and energy 
through the control surface, and the control volume in course of time attains a 
steady state. At the steady srare of a system. any thermodynamic properry will 
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have a fued value at a particular location, and will not alter with time. 
Thennodynamic properties may vary along space coordinates, but do not vary 
with time. 'Steady state' means that the state is steady or invariant with time. 

5.3 Mass Balance and Energy Balance in a 
Simple Steady Flow Process 

In Fig. 5.2, a steady flow system has been shown in which one stream of fluid 
enters and one siream leaves the control volume. There is no accumulation of 
mass or energy within lhe control volume, and the properties at any location 
within the control. volume are steady with time. Sections 1.1 and 2.2 indicate, 
respectively, the entrance and exit of the fluid across the control surface .. The 
following quantities are defined with reference to Fig. 5.2. 

dQ 
~ 

: Flowoul : 1-2-~~ftT 
~ !.' Steady now devic:8 1 : 

~~ y l • z T : di'"" : 

j· ~ -------~~~=- -;::'.___ c... I 
/ 777 777 / 7 77 /7777 ,777 77 7 77// / // / 7/777 

Fig. 5.2 Sttady ffew Process 

A1, A2-(:ross-section of stream, m1 

w1, w2-mass flow rate, kg/s 
P1,p2-pressure, absolute, N/m2 

v1, v2-specific volwne, m3/kg 
u1, ur-specific internal energy, J/kg 
V 1, V2- velocity, mis 
21, Z2-elevation above an arbitrary datum, m 

d'Q -net rate of heat transfer th.rough the control surface, J/s 
df 

dW. d,r" -net rate ofworlt t:ran.sfer through the control surface, J/s 

exclusive of work done at sections I and 2 in transferring the Ouid through the 
control surface. 

t-time,s. 
Subscripts I and 2 refer to the inlet and exit sections. 

I I !I !! I 
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5.3.1 Mass Balanu 

By the conservation of mass, if there is no accumulation of mass within the control 
volume., the mass flow rate entering must equal the mass flow rate leaving, or 

WI "'W2 

or A1V1 = A2V2 

VI V2 
(5.2) 

This e<juation is known as the equation of ,·ontinuity. 

5.3.2 Eftetgy Balance 

In a flow process, the wor.k transfer may be of two types: the external work and 
the flow work. The external work refers to all the work transfer across the control 
surface other than that due to normal fluid forces. In engineering thennodynanucs 
the only kinds of external work of importance are shear ( shaft or stirring),wor.k 
and electrical work. In Fig. 5.2 the only extema.l work occurs in the form of shai\ 
work, Wx. Theilow work, as discussed in Sec. 3.4, is the displacement work done 
by the fluid of mass dm.1 at the inlet section 1 and that of mass dm2 at the exit 
section 2, which are (-p1 v1dm1) and (+p2v2dm2) respectively. Therefore, the total 
work transfer is given by 

W = w. - P1t11dm1 + P2'U2dm2 (5.3) 

ln the rate form, 

or · .... , (5.4) 

Since there is no accumulation of energy, by the conservation of energy, the 
tolal rate of flow of all energy streams entering the control volume must equal the 
total rate of flow of all energy streams leaving the control volume. This may be · 
expressed in the following equation. 

w,e, + ltQ = w2e2 + d.W 
df df 

Substituting for ";' from Eq. (S.4) 

ltQ ltW: 
w1e1 + - = w2e2 + .::..:..:..L - WtP11:11 + w2P2V2 df df 

(5.S) 

where e1 ande2 refer to I.he energy camed into or ou.t of the control volume with 
unit mass of fluid. 
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The specific energy e is given by 
e=ek+e-P+u 

y2 
= 2 +Zg+u 

Substituting the expression fore in Eq. (5.5) 

( Vf ) dW, =w2 ~ +T+Zig + dr" 
where It= u+ pv . . 

And,since 

Dividing Eq. (5.7) by !7 
dm 

let W = W1 = W2 = -
df 

-.:::=85 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

Equations (5.7) and (5.8) are known as steady flow energy equations 
(S.F.E.E. ), for a single stream of fluid entering and a single stream of fluid leaving 
the control volume. All lhe tenns in Eq. (5.8) represent energy flow per unit mass 
of fluid (11kg) whereas all the terms in .Eq. (5.7) represent energy flow per unit 
time {11kg). The basis of energy flow per wiit mass is usually more convenien.t 
when only a single stream of fluid enters and leaves a control volwne. When more 
than one fluid stream is involved the basis of energy flow per unit time is more 
convenient 

Equation (5.8) can be written in the following form, 

w-·w Q-W, =(h2 -h1)+ 
2 

+ g(.l:?-Z1) (5.9) 

where Q and W1 refer to energy transfer per unit mass. In the differential fonn, 
the SFEE becomes 

1 I +• nl h I II 
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rtQ- crw. = dh + vdv + gdl (5.10) 
When more than one stream of Ouid enters or leaves the control volume 

(Fig. 5.3), the mass balance and energy balance for steady flow are given below. 

(1)·~--------.1 3' 
1 , r 

w, -=-1 : I --• W3 

0'J: ~-<l ow, 
C.V. .;-. "cit 

{ 2 1: _ ... ; 
W2 • 

( 4 1 

~ l- ' 

1!.i' --·,._ dO ····~·····~ :~:··· ' ( ~ ) 

dt 
Fig. 5.3 Sttady flow />r0cw in11ohiing two fluid slteams at tM 

i1116t and e:cit of th, co'lllrol 11oltlmt 

Mass balance 
W1 +W2 = W3 + W4 

A1V1 A2V2 _ A3V3 . A4V4 --+-----+--
v, Vz VJ V4 

Energy balance 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

The steady flow energy equation applies to a wide variety of processes like 
pipe line flows, beat transfer processes, mechanical power generation in engines 
and turbines, combustion processes, and nows through nozzles and diffusors. 1n 
certain problems, some of the terms in steady flow energy equation may be 
negligible or zero. But it is best to write the full equation first, and then eliminate 
the terms which are unnecessary. · 

5.4 Some Examples of Steady Flow Processes 

The following examples illustrate the applications of the steady flow energy 
equation in some of the engineering systems. 

5.4.1 Nozzk and Inffiuor 

A nozzle is a device which increases the velocity or K.E. of a fluid at the expense 
of its .PreSSIIR! drop, whereas a diffusor increases the pressure of a fluid at the 
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expense of its X.E. Figure 5.4 shows a nozzle which is insulated. The steady flow 
energy equation of the control surface gives 

Fig. 5.4 Sttady flow p,ouss in11olving ont fluid stream at 
tht inltt and at txit of tht rontrol uolume 

Here dQ = 0, d "~ = 0, end the change in potential energy is zero. 
dm dm 

The equation reduces to 

v2 vi 
"· + _1 "' h2 + _2 

2 2 
The continuiiy equation gives 

(5.14) 

w= A1V1 = AzV2 (5.15) 
V1 V2 

When the inlet velocity or the 'velocity of approach' V I is small compared to 
the exit velocity V2• Eq. (5.14) becomes 

y2 
h, =-h,+ - 2 

• 2 

or V2 ~ .J2(h1 - h2 ) m/s 

where (Ir 1 - h2) is in J/kg. 
Equations (S.l4}and{S.1S) hold good for a di~or as well. 

5.4.2 Throttling De11ice 

When a fluid flows through a constricted passage, likr a panially opened valve, 
an orifice, or a porous plug, there is an appreciable drop in pressure, and the tlow 
is said to be throttled. Figure 5.5 shows the process of throttling by a partially 
opened valve on a fluid flowing in an insulated pipe. In the steady. flow energy 
Eq. (S.8). 

111 I I II 
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~ =O 4Wx =O 
elm ' dm 

Control surface 
Fig. 5.5 Flow tlirougl, a 11al111 

and the changes in P.E. are very small and ignored. Thus the S.F.E.E. reduces to 

v2 v2 
"• + -· =112+-2 2 2 

Often the pipe velocities in throttling are so low that the K.E.tenns are also 
negligible. So 

lr1 = hi (5.16) 

or the enthalpy of the fluid before throttling is equal to the enthalpy of the fluid 
after throttling. 

s.,.3 Tu,bi11e and Comp,uso, 

Turbines and engines give positive power output, whereas compressors and 
pumps requue power input. 

For a turbine (Fig. 5.6) which is well insulated, the flow velocities are often 
small, and the K...E. ien:is can be neglected. The S.F.E.E. then becomes 

m 

Fig. 5.6 Flow llrrouglr a lurbi,u 
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Ir Ir 
4W1 

1= 2+-
dm 

w. = (/,, - hz) 
m 

-=89 

It is seen that wor:k is done by the fluid at the expense of its enthalpy. 
Similarly. for an adiabatic pump or compressor, work is done upon the fluid 

and Wis negative. So the S.F.E.E. becoqies 

h1 =h2- w. 
m 

or 

The enthalpy of the ·fluid increases by the amount of work input. 

5.4.4 Heat E:«lul11gn 

A heat exchanger is a device in which heat is transferred from one fluid to another. 
Figure 5.7 shows a steam condenser, where steam condensers outside the tubes 
and cooling water flows through the rubes. The S.F.E.E. for lhe C.S. gives 

Fig. 5.7 Sttam condmstr 

w0 h 1 + w1 1r2 = wch3 + w1 h4 

or w1(1r2 - h4) .= we (lr3 - h1) 

Herc the K.E. and P.E. terms arc considered small, there is no external wor:k 
done, and energy exchange i.n the form of heat is confined only between the two 
fluids, i.e., there is no external heat interaction or heat loss. 

Figure 5.8 shows a steam desuperheater where the temperature of the 
superheated steam is reduced by ·spraying water. If w1, w2, and w3 are the mass 
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flow rates of lhe injected water, of the steam entering, and of the steam leaving, 
respectively, and hi, h2, and h3 are the corresponding enthalpies, and ifK.E. and 
P.E. terms are neglected as before, the S.F.E.E. becomes 

w1h1 + w2h2 = w3h3 

and the mass balance gives 

w1 +w2 =w3 

Hioh temperabJn, steam 

Wz 
1 2 2 

,---~--- - -·---·, 
. ! v- c.s. 

/;~\ fi I"-~~ 
0 \VI ! 

i -----------1 , .... ................... ............ .} 

Fig. 5.8 Steam desupr,luatn 

5.5 Comparison of S.F.E.E. with Euler and 
Bernoulli Equations 

The steady flow energy Eq. {S.8} can be written as 

-1 -1 

!Q =(h2-h1)+ V2 -V, +(Zz-Z,)g+ dWx 
dm 2 dm 

In the differential form the S.F.E.E. becomes 

(S.17) 

where (l Q and d" w. refer to unit mass of the substance. Since J, = u + pv and 

i!Q = i!11 + pdv (for a quasi-static path involving only pdv-work), Eq. (5.17) can 
bewrinenas 

du+pdV e::du+pdV + Vdp+VdV +gdZ+ 4W, 

For an inviscid frictionless fluid flowing through a pipe 

Vdp+VdV+gdZ=O (5.18) 
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This is the Euler equation. If we integrate between two sections I and 2 of the 
pipe 

or 

2 2 2 

Jvdp+ Jvdv+ Jgdl =O 

For an incompres.siblc fluid, v = constant 

y2 y2 
v(pz-p,)+-2 __ 1 +glZ2-Z,)=O 

2 2 
Since the specific volume vis the reciprocal of the density p, we have 

Pi v.2 Pl vf -+-+Z1g= -+- +Zig 
p 2 p 2 

p y! 
- + - + Zg = constant p 2 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

This is known as the Bernoulli equation, which is valid for an inviscid 
incompressible fluid. It can also be expressed in the following fonn 

(5.22) 

where v is constant and fl ( ... ) means • increase in ... 
The S.F.E.E. es given by Eq. (5.18) or Eq. (5.17) can be written with (11 + pv) 

substituted for h, as follows: 

Q- w~ = ~( u + pv + ~
2 

+ gZ) (5.23) 

A comparison of Eqs (5.22) and (5.23) shows that they have scvcml tcnns in 
common. However, while the Bernoulli equation is restricted to frictionless 
incompressible fluids, the S.f.E.E. is not, and is valid for viscous compressible 
fluids as well. The Bernoulli equation is, therefore, a special limitiug case orthe 
more general steady flow energy equation. 

5.6 V a.riable Flow Processes 

Many now processes, such as tilling up and evacuating gas cylinders, are not 
steady. Such processes can be analyzed by the control volume technique. 
Consider a device through which a fluid is flowing under non-steady state 
conditions {fig. 5 .9). The rate at which the mass offluid within the control volume 
is accumulated as equal to the net rate of mass flow across the control surface, as 
gi.ven below 

dmv •· dm1 dm2 d'r =w1-w2= df-df 
where mv is the mass of fluid within the control volume at any instant. 

(5.24> 
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Over any fmite period of time 
.6fflv;;~,-~2 (S.25) 

,;o L c.s. 
dr 

--······~·······'"-'"'"'" ------! 

Fig. 5.9 Var.i<lble flow p,oass 

T~e rate of accumulation of energy within the control volume is equal to the 
net rate of energy flow across the control surface. If Ev is the energy of fluid 
within the control volwne at any instant. 

Rate of energy increase= Rate of energy inflow - Rate of energy outfiow 

( vf ) 4W. -Wz h2 +-+Zig ---
2 df 

Now Ev=(u+ '";
2 

+mgZt 

where m is the mass of fluid in the control volume at any instant. 

dEv = ..!...(u + m V
2 

+ ,,.gz) 
df df 2 V 

( vf )dm, dQ = IJi+-+Z,g -+-
2 df df 

-(11:i + v] + Z:zg) dm2 _ dW. 
2 df df 

(5.26) 

(S.27) 

Figw:e S.10 shows an these energy flux quantitice. For any fini~ time i.nn:rval, 
equation (5.27) becomes 

' " 
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dQ 
cir 

.. !!.._/ U • mVZ • mg,,\ V 
dr \ 2 7 

-=93 

, ............................ , .......... : wa(1tz +J/- + Z111) 
' c.s. 

Fig, 5.10 ErteTJ jlwcu in an 11,uteady r,stnn 

~v= Q- W,. + J( h1 + ';,2 + Z1g }1m1 

- J( "2 + vf + Z2g) dmz (5.28) 

Equation (5.26) is the general energy equation. For stead.y flow, 

dEv 7r=o. 
and lhe equation reduces to Eq. (5.7). For a dosed system w1 = 0, w2 = O, lhen 
from Eq. (5.26), 

or dEv = 4Q- d"W .. or, d"Q = dE + d"W,. 
as obtained earlier. 

5.7 Example of a Variable Flow Problem 

Variable flow proce.,;ses may be analyzed eitl1er by the system technique or the 
control volume technique, as illutrated below. 

Consider a_process in which a gas bottle is filled from a pipeline (Fig. 5.11). In 
the beginning the bottle contains gas ofmassmrat statep1, t1, v1, h1 and 111• The 
valve is opened and gas flows into the bottle till dle mass of gas in the bottle is m2 
at state p2, t2, v2, 112 and u2• The supply to the pipeline is very large so that the 
state of gas in the pipeline is constant at Pp, tp, vp, hp, uP' and VP. 

Sy1tem Technique Assume an envelope (which is extensible) of gas in the 
pipeline and the tube which would eventually enter the bottle, as shown in 
Fig. 5.11. 
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w 
Val"'8 Q 

Fig. 5.11 Botllt-Jilling proeess 

Energy of the gas before filling 

E, = m1u1 -t- (m2 - m,) ( Vf +Mp) 

wherc(m2 -m1) is the mass of gas in the pipeline and tube which would enter the 
bottle. 

Energy of the gas after filling 
E 2 = m2u2 

llE =E2-Et = "'2"2 -[ m1111 + (m2 -m1>(V; + "P )] (5.29) 

The P.E. terms are neglected: The gas in the bottle is not in motion, and so the 
K.E. tenns have been omitted. 

Now, there is a change in the volwne of gas because of the collapse of the 
envelope to z:ero volume. Then the work done 

W = Pp W2 - Y1) = Pp[O -(m2 - m 1)vp) 

o: - (m2 - "'1) Pp VP 

:. Using the first law for the process 
Q=llE+ w 

= m,u2 - m1111 -(m2 - m1{ V; + Mp )-{m2 - m1)ppVp 

=m2u2 -m1u1 -(m2 -m1)(V; +",) 
which gives the energy balance for the process. 

(5.30) 

Control Volume Technique Assume a control volume bounded by a control 
surface, as shown in Fig. 5.11. Applying the energy Eq. (5.27) to this case, the 
following energy balance may be written on a time rate basis 
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dEv = 4Q + (h + v; ) dm 
dT dT P 2 dT 

Since.(I" \lm9 VP an: constant, the cq':JBtion is integrated to give for the tolal 
process ·· ·· · 

Now 

Mv=Q+ (Ir"+ Vf }m2-m1) 

Mv = U2 - U1 = m~u~ - m1u1 

Q=m2ct2-m1U1-(~+ Vf }m2-m1) 

This equation is the same as Eq. (5.30). 
Ifm1 = 0, i.e., the bottle is initially evacuated, 

Q = ffl2U2 - mi( h11 + 1 ) 
,,2 

Again, if Q = 0 and hp» T, 
0 = m2u2 - m2hP 

o~. 112 = " " = up + pPvP 

Thus, flow work (ppvp) is convened to increase in molecular internal energy 
(u2 - up). 

If the gas is assumed ideal, 

cv T2 = c11 TP 
or, T2 = yTP 

If TP = 27 + 273 "' 300 K. then for air 
T2 = 1.4 x 300 = 420 K 

or, '2 = 147°C 
Therefore, in adiabatically tilling a bottle with air at 27°C, the gas temperature 

rises to 147°C due to the flow work being converted to internal energy increase. 

5.8 Discharging and Charging a Tank 

Let us consider a tank discharging a fluid into a supply line (Fig. 5.12). Since 

d JY" = 0 and dm,n = O. applying fi~t law to lhe control volume, 

dUv = 4Q+ (Ir+ ~
2 

+ gz )°"' dmout (5.31) 

Assuming K..E. and P .E. of the fluid to be small and 4 Q = 0 
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c.s. 
...................... .. ................... 1 

• c.v. . . ............................ -................... -.---..... -.-·-····-·' 

d(mu} =helm 
mdu + udm = udm + pv dm 

dm du 
- =-
m pv 

Again V = vm = const. 
vdm+mdv=O 

dm dv 
or - =--

m V 

From Eqs (5.32) and (5.33), 

du dv 
pv ti 

d(u + pz,) = 0 

or dQ=O 

which shows that the process is adiabatic and quasi-static. 
For charging the tank 

J (lldm);,, = &Uv = m2u2 - m1u1 

m,/Jp = m2u2 - m1u1 

(S.32) 

(5.33) 

(5.34) 

where lhe subsc:riptp ~fets to the cou.stant state of the fluid in the pipeline. If the 
tame is initially empty, m1 = 0. 

m,/Jp=mi"l 
Since 

mp=m2 

1,p = Uz 
Enthalpy is converted co iJlternal energy. 

I Ill 
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If Che 11uid is an ideal gas, the temperature of the gas in the tank after it is 
charged is given by 

or 
CpTp-cvT2 

Tz=rTP (5.35) 

SOLVED ExAMl'LEs 

Example 5.1 Air flows steadily at the rate of 0.5 kg/s through an air com
pressor, entering at 7m/s velocity, 100 kPa pressure, and 0.95 m3/kg volume, and 
leaving at 5 mis, 700 kPa, and 0.19 m3/kg. The internal energy of the air leaving 
is 90 Id/kg greater than that of the air entering. Cooling water in the compressor 
jackets absorbs heat from the air at the rate of 58 kW. (a) Compute the rate of 
sba.ft work input to the air in kW. (b) Find the ratio of the inlet pipe diameter to 
outlet pipe diameter. 
Solution Figwe Ex. 5.1 shows ·the details of the problem. 

v,a7mls 
P1 = 100 kPa 
v1 = 0.95 m31kg Liz"' ("1 + 90) IW/kg 

Q=-58kW 

Fig. Es.. 5.1 

· (a) Writing the steady flow energy equation., we have 

w(u
1 

+ p
1
v

1 
+. Vi2 + Z

1
g) + ~ 

2 df 

d ~ [ vf - v? ] dQ :.--=-w(u2 -u1)+(P:iv2 -p1vi)+ +(Z:z-Z1)g +-
df 2 df 

d~ = -0.5 kg [90 !l_ + (7 X 0.19-1 X 0.95)100.!!_ 
M s kg kg 

+<52_72)x10-' kJ +o]-sskw 
2 kg 

= ~.s [90 + 38 - 0.0121 k.1/s -ss kW 
= -122 kW An.t. (a) 

,, "' • !I ' 
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Rate of work inpu.t is 122 kW. 
(b) From mass balance, we have 

_ A1V1 _ A2V2 w------
v, 1'1 

A, - V1 • V2 = 0.95 X .s - 3.57 
A.2 V2 VI 0.19 7 

!!L "' .J3.S7 = 1.89 
dz 

.Ans. (b) 

Example 5.2 .In a steady flow apparntus, 13 5 kJ of work is done by each kg of 
fluid. The specific volume of the fluid, pressure, and velocity at the inlet are 
0.37 m3/kg, 600 kPa, and 16 mis. The inlet is 32 m above the floor, and the 
discharge pipe is at floor level. The discharge conditions are 0.62 m3 /kg, I 00 k:Pa, 
and 270 mis. The total heat loss between the inlet and discharge is 9 kJ /kg of 
fluid. In flowing through this apparatus, docs the specific internal energy increase 
or decrease, and by how much? 

Solution Writing the steady flow energy equation for the control volume, as 
idiown in Fig. Ex. S.2. 

i W: 135 kJ 

V1 ,.16m/a 

z, =32m 

0= -9.0kJ 

c.v. 

~ 
. '-------' I 
• -------- ----- ____ J 

fig. EL 5.2 

1'2"' 0.82 m1 fkg 

Pz" 100~3 

v;=270m/s 
Z,=O 

v2 - v2 d:W. d'Q 
u,-uz=(pzVz-p,v,)+ i I +(Zi-Z1)g+ --• - ·-

2 dm dm 

= (I X 0.62 - 6 X 0.37) X 102 + <2102 - }
62

) >< lO-l 
2 

+ (- 32 >< 9.81 >< 10-3) + 13.S - (- 9.0) 

= -160 + 36.4.S -0.314 + 13.S + 9 
= 20.136 kJ /kg 

Specilic internal energy decreases by 20.136 kJ. 

ill I ' " 
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Example 5.3 In a steam power station, steam flows stedily through a 0.2 m 
diameter pipeline from the boiler to the turbine. At the boiler end, the steam 
conditions are found to be:p,. 4 MPa, t ,. 400°C, h = 3213.6 kJ/kg, and V "" 0.073 
m3 /kg. At the turbine end, the conditions are fowtd to be: p = 3 .S MPa, r = 392°C, 
h= 3202.6 kJ/kg, and v = 0.084 m3/k.g. There is a heat loss of8.5 kJ/ kg from the 
pipeline. Calculate the steam flow rate. 

Solution Writing the steady flow energy equation for the control volume as 
shown in Fig'. Ex. S.3 

V1
2 (tQ Vi d lf'x 

lr1 + - +Z1g+ - =h2 + - + l'JS+ --
2 dm 2 dm 

I ... ;=z;f~:~-- ~· J 

din = - 8.5 k.J /kg 

Fig. Ex. 5.3 

Herc, there is no change in datum, so change in potential energy wit.I be zero. 

Now A,V, = A2V2 

and 

V1 Vz 

A1 V1 V2 V2 0.084 V2=--·-=-·V1 =--V1 =l.lSV1 

dWX =O 
dm 

v, A2 V1 0.073 

y2 dQ y2 
h1 +-1 + - =hi+-2 

2 dm 2 

(V:12 - v:,2) )( 10-l dQ 
-~~~-- = h, - lr2 + -

2 dm 
= 3213.6-3202.6 + (-8.S) 
=2.S kJ/kg 

Vf (l .152 - 12) = 5 X 103 

vi2 = 15,650 m2/s2 

V1 = 125.1 mis 

:. Mass tlow rate 
Av: .!. x (0.2)2 m2 >< 125.1 mis 

'W"' _, _, = _4~--------v, 0.073 m3 /kg 
= S3.8 kg/s Ans. 

I I !I !! I 
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Eu.mple s., A certain water beater operates under steady flow conditions 
receiving 4.2 kg/s of water at 75°C temperature, enthalpy 313.93 kl/kg. The 
water is heated by mixing with steam which is supplied to the beater at 
temperature 100.2°C and enthalpy 2676 kJ/kg. The mixrure leaves the beater as 
liquid water at temperature l00°C and enthalpy 419 kJ/kg. How much steam 
must be supplied to the heater per hour? 

Solution By mass balance across !he control surface (Fig. Ex. SA) 
WI +w2=W3 

By energy balance 

Mixture 

Fl&, E:&. 5.4 

( v; ) dW,. 
"'W3 113+-+Z,s +--

2 df 

By the nature of the process, there is no shaft work. Potential and kinetic 
energy terms are asswned to balance zero. The heater is assumed to be insulated. 
So the steady flow energy equation reduces to 

W1/r1 + W2/r2 = W3/r3 

4.2 )C 3)3.93 + W2 X 2676= (4.2 + W2) 419 
W2 c 0,196 kg/S 

=705 kg/h Ans. 

Example 5.5 Air at a temperature of I S°C passes through a heat exchanger at 
a velocity of 30 mis where its temperature is raised to 800°C. It then enteB a 
turbine with the !i811le velocity of 30 mis and expands until the temperature falls to 
650°C. On leaving the turbine, the air is taken at a velocity of 60 mis to a nozzle 

"' ' " 
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where it expands until the temperature has fallen to 500°C. If the air flow rate is 
2 kg/s, calculate (a) the rate of heat transfer to the air in. the heat exchanger, (b) 
lhe power output from the turbine assuming no heat loss, and ( c) the velocity at 
exit from the nozzle, assuming no heat Joss. Take the enthalpy of air as h = 9. 
where cp is the specific heat equal to l.005 lcJ/k:g Kandt the temperature. 
Solution As shown in Fig. Ex. 5.5, writing the S.F.E.E. for the heat exchanger 
and eliminating the terms not relevant, 

i Ir, + ;
2 

+ Zig) + Q1-2 .. i h2 + 1 + .lzg) + W1-2 

wll, + Q1-2 ""~·l,2 

Q1-2 = w(ilz - h,) = wcP (t1 - t1) 

= 2 X l.005 (800 - l.S) 

=2.01 X 785 
= 1580 lcJ/s 

,, = 1s•c. 'L=aoo•c 
v, "' 30 mis, V2 = 30 mis 
t3 = 650"C. V3 = 60 mis 

4 = 500"C, ii,= 1 

Fig. Ex. 5.5 

Energy equation for the turbine gives 

i vf + "2) = wh3 + w 1 + Wr 

vf - Vf + (h2 - hy = Wylw 
2 

(l0
2 

-
601

) >< 10-
3 

+ I 005 (800 - 650) = W,'w 2 . 

WT = -1.35 + I so. 75 
w 

= 149.4 kJ/k:g 
w, = 149.4 >< 2 lcJ/s 

Ans. (a). 

= 298.8 kW Ans. (b) 

I I ti !! I 
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Writing the energy equation for the nozzle 

y3 y2 
_l + h3 = _4 + h4 
2 2 

vf-vf 
2 

== cp(t3 - t4) 

V;-V,2;; 1.005 (650 - 500) X 2 X 103 

;; 30 I.SO x 103 rn2 ls2 

V] "i' 30.15 X l<J4 + 0.36 X 104 

-= 30~51 x I04 m2/s2 

:. Velocity at exit from the nozzle 
V4 =554m/s Ans. (c) 

Example 5.6 The air speed ofa turbojet engine in flight is 270 mis. Ambient 
air temperature is - 15°C. Gas temperature at outlet of nozzle is 600°C. 
Corresponding enthalpy values for air and gas are respectively 260 and 
912 kJ/kg. Fuel-air ratio is 0.0190. Chemical energy of the fuel is 44.5 MJ ikg. 
Owing to incomplete combustion 5% of the chemical ene.rgy is not relcao;cd in the 
reaction. Heat loss from the engine is 21 kJ/lc:g of air. Calculate the vei-.>city of the 
exhaust jct. 

Solution Energy equation for the turbojet engine (Fig. Ex. 5.6) gives 

Fig. Ex. 5.6 

w.(1t.+ v; J+wrE,+Q:w,(h,+ Vi +E,) 

( 260 + 
2702

; w-J) + 0.0190 >< 44500- 2'.. 

= I 0190 912 + 8 + O.OS O.Ol9 x 44500 ( 
vi x io-3 ) 

. 2 1.019 

( 
yz X 10-3 ) 

260+36.S+84S-21=1.019 912+ '
2 

+42 

,, tll f It f 
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v2 
- 1 = 156 x 103 m2/s2 

2 

V1 = .J31.2· >< 100 mis 

Velocity of exhaust gas, V 
1 
= 560 mis 

-=103 

Ans. 

Example 5.7 In a reciprocating engine, the mass of gas occuping the clearance 
volume ismc kgatstatep1, 111, v1 and hi. By opening the inletvalve,m,kgof gas 
is taken into the cylinder, and at the conclusion of the intake process the state of 
the gas is given by p2, u2, v2, h2• The state of the gas in the supply pipe is constant 
and is given by Pp• "P' VP' hp, V p· How much heat is transferred between the gas 
and the cylinder walls during the intake process? 
Solution Let us consider the control volwne as shown in Fig. Ex. 5. 7. Writing 
the energy balance on a time rate basis 

dEv = dQ _ a W + (~ + v; ) dm 
df df df 2 dt 

YaJve ,r-C.S. 
- -- -- -- -- -- -- - ___ f_ __ - -- --- - -- -- ---------------

Gas inlet 
i 

~ ........... . 

0 CD 
Fig. Ex. 5.1 

With hp and VP being constant, the above equation can be integrated to give for 
the total process 

Now 

A Ev= Q- W + ( hp + Vf )m, 
fl£.= U2 - U1 "'(me+ m,, u2 - m_u1 

Q =(me +m,)112 - m.u, -m{ ~ + vf) + W Ans. 

Example 5.8 The internal energy of air is given by 

U = Uo + 0.7181 
where u is in kJ/kg, u0 is any arbitrary value of u at 0°C, kJ/kg, and t is the 
temperature in °C. Also for air,Pv = 0.287 (t + 273), where pis in kPa and vis in 
mJ/kg. 

I I I h I I (III 
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A mass of air is stirred by a paddle wheel in an insulated constant volume tank. 
The velocities due to stirring make a negligible contribution to the internal energy 
of the air. Air flows out through a small valve in the tank at a rate controlled to 
keep the temperature in the tank constant. At a certain instant the conditions are 
as follows: tan.k:volwne 0.1.2 m3

, pressure I MPa, temperature 150°C, and power 
to paddle wheel 0.1 k.W. Find the rateofOow ofairout of the tank at this instant. 
Solution Writing the energy balance for the control volume as s.hown in 
Fig. Ex. 5.8 

dEv = dW -(h ) dm 
df df p df 

Waa0.1 kW 

Fig. F.x. 5.8 

Since there is no change in intemal energy of air in the tank, 

where 
Let 

Att"C 

or 
At l50°C 

Ii. dm = OW 
p df df 

hp =11.+ pt). 

u = 0 at t=OK=-273°C 
U =Mo+ 0.718 I 
0 =Mo+ 0.7)8 (- 273) 

Uo "'0.7)8 X 273 kJ/kg 

II =0.718 X 273 +0.718 t 
= 0.718 x (t + 273) kJ/kg 

hp= 0.718 (t + 273} + 0.287 (I+ 273) . 
\ = 1.005 (t + 273) 

hp .. 1.005 X 423 

=425 kJ/kg 

dm l dW 
df .. 'i;Tt 

t I ,, 111 
' " 
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= 0.1 kJ/s = 0.236 x io-3 lcgls 
425kJ/kg 

-= 0.845 kg/b 

This is the rate at which air flows out of the tank. 

-=105 

Example 5.9 A well-insulated vessel of volume V contains a gas at pressurep0 

and temperature t0• The gas from a main at a uniform temperature t 1 is pumped 
into the vessel and the inflow rate decreases exponentially with time according to 
,;, = m0 e-•t, where a is a constant. Dctcm1ine the pressure and temperature of the 
gas in the vessel as a function of time. Neglect the K.E. of the gas entering the 
vessel and assume that the gas follows the relation 

pv = RT, where T= t + 273 

and its specific h.eats arc constant. 
(i) If the vessel was initially evacuated, show that the temperature inside the 

vessel is independent of time. 
(ii) Determine the charging time when the pressure inside the vessel reaches 

that of the main. 

Solution Since the vessel is well-insulated, Q = 0 and there is no external work 
transfer, W = C. Therefore, 

dEv h dm h . -in: 
-- .. 1-= 1in0e 

d1' d1' 
where h1 is lhe enthalpy of the gas in lhe main. 

On integration. 

h1mo 
E=E0+-- (1-e...,.t) 

a 
where £ 0 is ihe initial energy of the vessel at the beginning of the charging 
process, i.e. E = E0 at r = 0. Neglecting K.E. and P.E. changes, by energy balance 

Again, 

On integration, 

dm . _ 
df = moe 

where M0 is the initial mass of the gas. Eliminating Mfrom Eqs (l) and (2), 

{Mo+ : 0 ()-e-n)} 11-M0uo 

"'o -= -(l - e )(1o11 + RT1) 
a 

(1) 

(2) 

I ! !I I! ' 
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"'o -et Mffv(T-TrJ=-(l-a ){c,(T1 -T)+RT1} 
a 

MocvTo + "'o (I - e-af)cp7j 
T= -.---... a-------.---

{Mo + : 0 (l-e-l'l}}c. 

p= MRT =...JL{Moc,To + mo (l-e-l'f)c r.} 
Y Ye. a P 

m0R 
=Po+ --;;-v-(1 - e-at)rT1 

The above two equations show the temperature and pressuce of lhe gas in the 
vessel as l'unctions of time. 

(i) U M0 = 0, T= yT1, i.e., the temperature inside the vessel becomes 
independent of time and is equal to yT1 throughout the charging process. 

(ii) The charging process will stop when pressure inside the vesel reaches that 
of the main. The charging time can be found by setting p = p 1 in the 
pressure relation 

moRr1i moR ,.., P,-Po"'------e gT1 aY aV 

By rearrangement, 

r = - .!. hi [• - (Pt - Po )-a_V_] 
a moRr1i 

REvIEw gUESTIONS 

S.l Explain the system approach and the control volume approach in the analysis of 
a flow process. 

5.2 What is a steady flow process? What is steady state? 
S.3 Write the steady flow energy equation for- a single stream entering and a single 

stream leaving a control volume and explain the various terms in it. 
S.4 Give the differential form ofihe S.F.E.E. 
S.S Under what conditions docs the S.F.E.E. reduce to Euler's equation? 
S.6 How does Bernoulli's equation compare with S.F.E.E.? 
S. 7 What will be the velociiy of a Ouid leaving a nozzle, lfthe velocity of approach is 

very small? 
5.8 Show that the enthalpy of a fluid before throttling is equal 10 that a·fter throttling. 
S.9 Write the general energy equation for a variable now process. 
5.10 What is the system technique in a bottle-filling process? 
5.11 Explain the control volume technique in a variable now process. 

I I II• 111 1 · I! I "-1 
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PllOBLEMS 

5.1 A blower handles I kgfs of air at 20°C and consumes a power of IS kW. The inlet 
and outlet velocities of air arc I 00 mis and I SO mis respectively. Find the exit air 
temperature, assuming adiabatic conditions. Take cp of air as 1.005 kJ/kg-K. 

Ans. 28.38°C 
5.2 A turbine operates under steady flow conditions, receiving steam at the following 

state: pressure 1.2 MPa, temperature I 88°C, enthalpy 2785 kJ/kg, velocity 
33.3 mis and elevation 3 m. The steam leaves the turbine at the following state: 
pressure 20 kPa, enthalpy 2512 kl/kg, velocity I 00 mis, and elevation Om. Heat 
is lost to the surroundings at the rate of0.29 kJ/s. If lhe rate of steam flow through 
the turbine is 0.42 kg/s, what is the power output of the tuJbine in kW? 

Ans. 112.51 kW 
5.3 A nozzle is a device for increasing the velocity of a steadily flowing stream. At 

the inlet to a certain nozzle, the enthalpy of the fluid passing is 3000 kJ/kg and 
the velocity is 60 mis. At the discharge end, the enthalpy is 2762 kJ/kg. The 
noule is horizontal and there is negligible heat loss from it. (a) Find the velocity 
at exit from the nozzle. (b) If the inlet area is 0.1 m2 and the specific volume at 
inlet is 0.187 m3/kg, find the mass flow rate. (c} If the specific volume at the 
nozzle exit is 0.498 rihkg, find the exit area of the nozzle. 

Ans. (a) 692.S mis, (b) 32.08 kg/s (c) 0.023 m2 

5.4 In an oil cooler, oil flows steadily through a bundle of metal tubes submerged in 
a steady steam of colling water. Under steady flow conditions, the oil enters at 
90°C and leaves at 30°C, while the water enters at 25°C and leaves at 70°C. The 
enthalpy of oil at t°C is given by 

h = I.68 , + 1 o.s x ao·• 1 kl/kg 
What is the cooling water flow required for cooling 2. 78 kg/s of oil? 

Ans. 1.473 kg/s 
S.S A thermoelectric generator consists of a series of semiconductor elements 

(Fig. P. S.S), heated on one side and cooled on the other. Electric cum:nt flow is 
produced as a result of energy transfer as heat In a particular experiment the 

Fig. P.5.5 

. 
1 I , r I ,1,, l>.la,Cria 
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current was measured to be 0.5 amp and the electrostatic potenti3l at {I) was 0.8 
volt above tbat at (2). Energy transfer as heat to the hot side of the generator was 
taking place at a r.itc of S.S wans. Determine the rate ol'energy transfer as heal 
from the cold side and the energy conversion efficiency. 

At!$. Q1 • S. l watts, 11 - 0.073 
S.6 A turbocompressor deliver., 2.33 m3/s of air at 0.276 MPa. 43°C which is heated 

at th.is pressure 10 430°C and finally eitpanded in a turbine whicb delivers 
1860 kW. During the expansion, there is a beat transfer of 0.09 MJls to the 
surroundings. Calculate the turbine exhaust temperature if changes in kinetic 
and potential energy are negligible. Take cp a 1.005 kjlkgK 

A11s. IS7°C 
S.7 A reciprocating air compressor takes in 2 m1/min at 0.11 MPa, 20°C which it 

delivers at 1.5 M.Pa. I. I 1°C to an aflercooler whc.ro the air is cooled at constant 
pressure to 2S°C. The power absorbed by the compressor is 4. l5 kW. Determine 
the heat transfer in (a) the compressor, and (b) the cooler. State your assumptions. 

Ans. - 0.17 kJ/s, - 3.76 ld/s. 
S.8 l.n a water cooling tower air enters at a height of I m above the ground level and 

leaves at a height of 7 m. The inlet and outlet velocities are 20 mis and 30 mis 
respectively. Water entei:s al a height of8 m and leaves at a height ofO.S m. The 
velocity of water al entry and ex.it are 3 mis and I mis n:spcctively. Water 
temperatures arc 80°C and 50°C at the entry and exit respectively. Air 
temperatures are 30°C and 70°C at ihe entry and exit respectively. Tiie colling 
tower is well insulated and a fan of 2.25 kW drives the air through the cooler. 
Find the amount of air per second required for I kg/s of water flow. The values of 
er of air and water are 1.005 and 4.1871kg K respectively. 

,411.r. 3.16 kg 
5. 9 Air at 101.325 kPa, 20°C is iaken into a gas iurblne power plant al a velocity of 

140 mis through an opening of 0.1 S m2 cross-sectional area. The air is 
compressed heated. expanded through a rurbine, and ex.baustcd at 0.18 MPa, 
150-C through an opening of 0.10 mi cross-sectional area. T11e power output is 
375 kW. Calculate the net amount of heat added to the air in kJ/lcg. Assume that 
air obeys the law pt• ~ 0.287 (t + 273) whe1e p is the pressure in kPa v is the 
spccilk volume in m3/kg, and, is the temperature in •c. Take er= l.005 kJ/kg K . 

.4ns. 150.23 kj/kg 
S.10 A gas llows steadily through a rotary compressor. The gas enters the compressor 

at a temperature of I 69 C, a pressure of I 00 kPa. and an enthalpy of 39 l.2 kJ1kg. 
The gas leaves the compressor at a temperature of2459 C, a pressure of 0.6 MPa. 
and an entha.lpy of 534.5 kJ/Jcg. There is tJO heat transfer to or from the gas as it 
flows through the compressor. (a) Evaluate the eKtemal work done per unit mass 
of gas assuming the gas velocities at entry and exit to be negligible. (b) Evaluate 
the cxtemal work done per uo.it mass of gas when the gas velocity at entry is 
80 m/s and that at ex.it is 160 mis. 

A11s. 143.3 kJ/kg, 152.9 kJ/kg 
S.11 The steam supply to an engine comprises two streams which mix before entering 

the engine. One stream is supplied at the rate of 0.01 kg/s with an enthalpy of 
2952 kJ/kg and a velocity of 20 mis. The other stream is supplied at ihe rate of 
0.1 kg/s with an enthalpy of2569 kJ/kg and a velocity of 120 mis. At the c:x.it 

"I' 
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from the engine the nuid leaves as two streams, one of water at the rate of0.001 
kg/s with an enthalpy of 420 kJ/kg and the other of steam; the Huid velocities at 
the exit are negligible. The engine develops a shaft power of 25 kW. The heat 
transfer is negligible. Evaluate the enthalpy of the secoud cxii stream. 

A11s. 2401 kJ/kg 
S.12 The stream of air and gasoline vapour. in the ratio of 14:1 by mass, enters a 

gasoline engine at a temper.1ture of 30°C and leaves as combustion products ai a 
tempetllture of 790•c. The engine has a specific fuel consumption of 
0.3 kg/kWh. The net heat transfer rate from the fuel-air steam to the jacket 
cooling water and to the surroundings is 35 kW. The shaft power delivered by the 
engine is 26 kW. Compute the increase in the specific enthalpy of the fuel-air 
s~am. assuming the changes in kinetic energy and in elevation to be negligible. 

A11s. - 1877 kJ/kg mixture 
5.13 An air turbine forms part of an aircraft refrigerating plant. Air at a pre.ssure of 

295 kPa and a tcmperdture of58°C nows steadily into the turbine with a velocity 
of 45 mis. The air leaves the turbine at a pressure of 115 kPa, a temperature of 
2°C, and a velocity of 150 mis. The shaft work delivered by the turbine is 
54 kJ/kg_ of air. Neglecting changes in elevation. determine the magnitude and 
sign of the he.at uansfer per unit mass of air Oowing. For air, take cP = 
1.005 kJ/lcg X. and the enlhalpy h "'cP t. 

Ans.+ 7.96 kJ/kg 
5.14 In a turbomachiochandliug an iocomprcssible Ouid with a density of 1000 kghn3 

the conditions of the Oniil at the rotor entry and ex.it are as given below 
Inlet Exit 

Pressure 1.15 MPa 0.05 MPa 
Velocity 30 mis IS.S mis 
Height above datum IO ro 2 m 
If !ht volume now raie of lhe nuid is 40 m3 /s, eslimate the net energy transfer 
lrom the fluid as work. 

A11s. 60.3 MW 
5.15 A room for four persons has two fans, each consuming0.18 kW power, and three 

100 W lamps. Vent.ilation air at the rate of 80 kg/h enters with an enthalpy of 
84 kJ/kg and leaves with an enthalpy of 59 kJ/kg. If each person puts out heat al 
the rate of 630 kg/h determine the rate at whicb heat is to be removed by a room 
cooler, so that a steady state is maintained in the room. 

S.16 

5.17 

AIIS. 1.92 kW 
Air nows steadily at the rate of 0.4 kgfs through an air com~ressor. entering at 
6 mis wid1 a pressure of I bar and a specific volume of0.8S m /kg. and leaving at 
4.S mis with a pressure of 6.9 bar and a specific volume of 0.16 m3/kg. The 
internal energy of the air leaving is 88 kJ/kg greater ihan that of the air entering. 
Cooling water in a jacket, surrounding the cylinder absorbs heat from the air al 
the .rate of 59 W. Calculate the power required to drive the compressor and the 
inlet and outlet cross-sectional areas. 

(.411s. 4S.4 kW, 0.057 m2, 0.0142 m2) 

Steam flowing in a pipel.ine is at a steady state represented bypP' ' P' up, up, hp and 
V r· A small amount of the total flow is led througb a small tube to an evacuated 
chamber which is allowed to fill slowly until the pressure is equal to the pipeline 
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pressure. lftbcrc is no heat transfer, derive an eKpression for the final specific 
internal energy in the chamber, in terms of the propelties in the pipeline. 

5.18 The internal energy of air is given, at ordinary temperatures, by 
u:u0 +0.718r 

where u is in Ju/1cg, u0 is any arbitrary value of u at 0°C, kJ/lcg, and t is 
temperature in •c. 
Also for air, pv = 0.287 (I+ 273) 
wbere pis in kPa and vis in ml/kg. 
(a) An cvacuat.cd bottle is fitted with a va]ve through which air from the 

atmosphere, at 760 mm Hg and 25°C, is allowed to flow slowly to fill the 
bottle. If no beat is transferred to OT from the air in the boitle, what will its 
lempent~ be when lhe pres.sure in w bottle reaches 760 nw Hg? 

Ans. 144.2°C 
(b) lfthe bottle initially contains 0.03 m1 of air at 400 mm Hg and 2S°C, what 

will Ille tempm1ture be when the pn!s.sute ill Ille bottle reaches 760 mm Hg? 
Ans. 7 l.6°C 

5.19 A pressure cylinder of volume /1 contains air at pressure p0 and temperature 70• It 
is to be filled from a compressed air line maintained at cons.tan! pressure p1 and 
temperature T1• Show that the temperature of the air in the cylinder after it has 
been charged to the pressure of the line is given by 

T= 71j 

I+ k(1.!i._-1) 
P1 To 

5.20 A smal.l reciprocating vacuum pump having the rate of volume displacement Vd 
is used to evacuate a large vessel of volume V. The air in the vessel is maintained 
at a constant temperature T by energy transfer as heat. lf the initial and final 
pressures are p 1 and Pi respectively, find the time taken for the pressure drop and 
the necessary energy transfer as heat during evacuation. Assume that for air, 
pV= mR.T, where mis the mass and R. is a constant, and u is a function of Tonly. 

[ Ans.t = L In 12-; Q=(p1 - .Pi) v] 
v.. Pl 

[Hint: dm - - p(.Vd·dt)l(R1) = V dpl(R1)]. 
5.21 A tank containing 45 kg of water initially at 45°C has one inlet and one exit with 

equal mass flow r.ues. Liquid water enters at 45°C and a mass flow rate of 270 
kg/h. A cooling coil immersed in the warcr removes energy at a rate of 7.6 kW. 
The water is well mixed by a paddle wheel with a power input of 0.6 kW. The 
pres.~ures at inlet and eKit are equal. Ignoring changes in KE and PE. find the 
variation of water temperature with time. 

A11.r. T<= 318 - 22 [I - exp {- 6r)) 
5.22 A rigid tank of volume O.S m3 is initially evacuated. A tiny hole develops in the 

wan. and air from the surroundings at I bar, 21•c leaks in. Eventually. the 
pressure in the tank reaches I bar. The process occurs slowly enough that heal 
transfer between the tank and the surroundings keeps the temperature of the air 
inside ihe tank constant at 2 l.°C. Detcnninc the amount of bent transfer. 

Ans. -50kJ 



Second Law of 
Thermodynamics 

6.1 Q.ualitative Difference between Heat and Work 

The first law of thermodynamics states that a certain energy balance will hold 
when a system undergoes a change of state or a ther.modynamic process. But it 
does not give any information on whether that change of state or the process is al 
all feasible ornot. The first law cannot indicate whether a metallic bar of uni.form 
temperature can spontaneously become wanner at one end and cooler at the other. 
AU that the law can state is that if this process did occur, the energy gained by one 
end would be exactly equal to that lost by the other. It is !he second law of 
thermodynamics which provides the criterio11 as to the probability of various 
proce.ues. 

Spontaneous processes in nature occur only in one direction. Heat always 
flows from a body at a higher temperarure to a body at a lower tempemrure, water 
always flows downward, ti.me always flows in the forward direction. The reverse 
of these never happens spontaneously. The spontaneity of the process is due to a 
finite driving potential, sometimes called the 'force' or the 'cause', and what 
happens is called the 'flux '. the 'current' or the 'effect'. The typical forces like · 
temperature gradient, concentration gradient, and electric potential gradient., have 
their respective conjugate fluxes of hea1 transfer, mass transfer, and flow of 
electric current. These transfer processes can never spontaneously occur from a 
lower to a higher potential. This directional law puts a limitation on energy 
transformation other than that imposed by the first law. 

Joule's experiments (Article 4.1) amply demon.Strate that energy, when 
supplied to a system in the form of work. can be completely converted into heat 
{work transfer -+ internal energy increase ~ heat transfer). But the complete 
conversion of heat into work in a cycle is not possible. So heat and work are not 
complerely interchatrgeuble forms cif energy. 

1,, •s li.\ 11 
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When work is converted into heat, we always have 

W-=tQ 
but when heat is converted into work in a complete closed cycle process 

Q.?. w 
The arrow indicates the di~tion of energy transfonnation. This is illustrated 

in Fig. 6.1. As shown in Fig. 6. I (a), a system is taken from state 1 to state 2 by 
work transfer W1_2, and then by heat transfer Q2_1 ihe system is brought back 
from state 2 to state l to complete a cycle. It is always found that W1_2 = Q2_1• 

But iftbe system is taken from state I to state 2 by 11eat transferQ1_2, as shown in 
Fig. 6. l(b), then the system canot be brought back from state 2 to state I by work 
transfer W z.-i· Hence, heat cannot be converted completely and continuously ipto 
work in a cycle. Some heat has to be rejected. In Fig. 6. l(b), W2_3 is the work 
done and Ql- l is the heat rejected. to complete the cycle. This underlies the work 
ofSadi Carnot. a French military engineer. who first studied this aspect of energy 
lramifonnation (1824). Work is said to be a high gr"de energy and heat a fow 
grade e,iergy. The complete conversion of low grade energy into lrigli grade 
energy in a cycle is impossible. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6.1 Q.ualitatiu distinction btlwttn lttal and work 

6.2 Cyclic Heat Engine 

for engineering purposes, the second law is best expressed in terms of the 
conditions which govern lhe .production of work by a thermod.ynamic system 
operating in a cycle. 

A heat engine cycle is a thennodynamic cycle in w.hich there is a net heat 
transfer to the system and a net work transfer from the system. The system which 
executes a heat engine cycle is called a heat engine. 

A heat engine may be in the form of a mass of gas coo tined in a cylinder and. 
piston machine (Fig. 6.2a) or a mass of water moving in a steady flow through a 
steam power ;,lant (Fig. 6.2b). 

In the cyclic beat engine, as represented in Fig. 6.2(a), heat Q1 is transfe1Tcd to 
the system, work W !: is done by the sy8tem, work We is done upon the sys.tern, and 
then heatQ2 is rejected from the syste1"' The system is brought back to the initial 
state through all these four successive processes which coustitute a heat engine 
cycle. In Fig. 6.2(b) heat Q1 is transferred from tbe furnace to the water in the 
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boiler to fom, steam which then works on the turbine rotor to produce work Wr, 
then the steam is condensed to water in the condenser in which an amount Q2 is 
rejected from the system, and finally work WP is done on the system (water) to 
pump it to the boiler. The system repeats the cycle. 

o > 2 

Q 

(a) 

Fumace ~-~J :~ ;_, ~J,.. Wr 

01 L__.;:.___ _ [ ,.. Sea. River 0< 
H2o Condenser ~· 021.--

'-----1 Annoeph&,e 

t_y) Pump 
\ 

(b) WP 

Fig. 6.2 Cyclic h.tat tlflint 

(a) Heat mgine qck pnfarmtd by a cwud systrm undngoingfour successfot energy 
intmzctions wit/a tile sunoundifl&J 

(b) Heat tngine ']tk pnfa,mtd by a sttady flow system inltTatling wit/a tht 
nmoundi'ltgJ as shown 

The net heat transfer in a cycle to either of the heat engines 

Qnot = Q, -Qi (6.1) 

and the net work transfer in a cycle 

Wne, = Wr - Wp (6.2) 

(or Wne1 = WE - We) 

By the first law oflhem,odynamics, we have 

rQ"' rw 
<ycl, eycle 

Q ... ,,: WIICI 
or Q, - Q2 "' WT - Wp (6.3) 

· Figure 6.3 represents a cyclic heat engine in lhe fonn of a block diagram indi
cating the various energy interactions during a cycle. Boi.ler (8), turbine ( 1), con
denser ( C), and pump (P). all four together constitute a heat engine. A heat engine 
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is here a certain quantity of water un· 
dergoing the energy interactions, as 
shown, in cyclic operations to produce 
net work from a certain heat input. 

The function of a heat engine cycle 
is to produce work continuously at the 
expense of heat input to the system. So 
the net work Wroe, and heat input Q1 
referred to the cycle are of primacy 
interest. The efficiency of a heat engine 
or a heat engine cycle is defined as 

H20(I) 01 H20(g) 
I 

r
,-r7""", 

'I. -~a .t ~ 
Wp - ;P 7:" ~ Wr 

:ir. - c ....... 

, 
02 

Fig, 6.11 Cyelic Mill nwine 111il/t nie,g, 
irilmlctio,u r,pmtntrd. in a 
l,bd; diagrattt 

T/ = Net work output of the cycle 
Total heat input to the cycle 

= w ... 
Q, 

(6.4) 

From Eqs (6.1), (6.2), (6.3), and (6.4) 

_ W.,., W1 - Wp _ Q. - ~ 'l - --= ___._......_ 
Q, Q, Q, 

'1 = I-~ 

"' 
(6.5) 

This is also known as the thermal efficiency of a heat engine cycle. A beat 
engine is very olten called upon to extract as much work (net) as possible from a 
certain heat input, i.e., to maximize the cycle efficiency. 

6.3 Energy Reservoirs 

A thennal energy reservoir (TER) is defined as a large body of infinite heat 
capacity, which is capable of absorbing or rejecting an unlimited quantity of heat 
without suffering appreciable changes in its thermodynamic coordfoates. The 
changes that do take place in the large body as heat enters or leaves are so very 
slow and so very minute that all processes within it are quasi-static. 

The thennal energy reservoir TER11 from which heat Q1 is transferred to the 
system operating in a heat engine cycle is called the source. The tbennal energy 
reservoir TERL to which .beat Q2 is rejected from the system during a cycle is the 
sink. A typical source is a constant temperature furnace where fuel is continuously 
burnt, and a typical sink is a river or sea or the atmosphere itself. 

A mechanical energy reservoir (MER) is a large body enclosed by an adiabatic 
impem1eable wall capable of storin,g work as potential energy (such as a raised 
weight or wound spring) or kinetic energy (such as a rotating tlywheel). All 
processes of interest within an MER arc essentially quasi-static. An MER 
receives and delivers mechanical energy quasi-statically. 

, I "' 1\1 ,. I) ' ,, 
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Figure 6.4 shows a cyclic heat engine exchanging beat with a source and a sink 
and delivering WM in a cycle to an MER. 

TERL 
(Sink) 

Fig. 6., Cyclic f1tal "'ifitu (CHE) with soum o,ul sillA 

6.4- Kelvin·Planck Statement of Second Law 

The efficiency of a beat engine is given by 

11 = woe. = 1- Q2 
Q, Qi 

Experience shows that w ••• < Q 1, since heat QI transferred to a system cannot 
be completely converted to work in a cycle (Artfole 6.1 ). Therefore, 17 is less than 
unity. A heat engine can never be l 00° efficient. Therefore, Q2 > 0, i.e., there has 
always to be a beat rejection. To produce net work in a thermodynamic cycle, a 
heat engine has thus to exch.ange heat with two reservoirs, the source and the sink. 

The Kelvin-Planck statement of the second law states: It is impossible for a 
heat engine Jo produce 11et work ill o complete cycle if it exchanges lteai 011/y 
with bodies at a single fixed temperature. 

IfQ2 = 0 (i.e., w ••• = Q1, or 11 = 1.00), the heat engine will produce net work 
in a complete cycle by exchanging heat with only one reservoir, thus violating the 
Kelvin-Planck statemeni (Fig. 6.5). Such a heat engine is called a perpetual 
motion mac/tine of the second killd; abbreviated to PMM2. A PMM2 is 
impossible. 

A heat engine has, therefore, to exchange heat with two thennal energy 
reservoirs at two different temperatures to produce net work in a complete cycle 
(Fig. 6.6). So long as there is a diffe.rence in temperature, motive power 
(i.e. work) can be produced. If the bodies with which the heat engine exchanges 
heat are offinite heat capacities, work will be produc-ed by the heat engine till the 
temperatures of the two bodies are equalized. 

Iii I, 
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,, 

Flg. 6.5 A PMMZ 

Sink at 12 

Fig. 6.6 Htat t1Vfinl produri111 ntl f:Clork iJI a 
<yd, 6J udtaa,i111 lttaJ at two dijfrrnl 
tmpnatln'u 

If the second law were not true, it would be possible to drive a sbip across the 
ocean by extracting heat from the ocean or to nm a power plant by extracting heat 
from the surrounding air. Neither of these impossibilities violates the fi.rst law of 
thermodynamics. Both the ocean and the surrounding air contain an enonnous 
store of internal enc11,,y, which, in principle, may be c;,ttracted in the fonn of a 
flow of heat. There is nothing in the first law lo preclude the possibility of 
converting this heal completely into worlt. The second law is, 1berefore, a separate 
law of nature, and not a deduction of the 6rst law. The first law denies the 
possibility of creating or destroying energy; the second denies the possibility of 
utilizing e.nergy in a particular way. The continual operation of a machine that 
creates its own energy and thus violates the first law is called the PMMI. The 
operation of a machine that utilizes the internal energy of only one TER, thus 
violating the second law, is called the PMM2. 

6.5 Clausius' Statement of the Second Law 

Heat always flows from a body at a higher temperature to a body at a lower 
temperature. The reverse process never occurs spont.aneously. 

Clausius· statement of the second law gives: It is impossible to construct a 
device which, operating ill a cycle, -will produce no effect other than the transfer 
of heat from a cooler to o hotter body_ 

Heat canot !low of itself from a body at a lower temperature to a body at a 
higher temperature. Some work must be expended to achieve this. 

6.6 Refrigerator and Heat Pump 

A refrigerator is a device which, operating in a cycle, maintains a body at a 
temperature lower than the temperature of the surroundings. Let the body A 
(fig. 6.7) be maintained at t2, which is lower tbao the ambient temperature t1• 

Even though A is insulated, there will always be he-dt lea'kage Q2 into the body 
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from the surroundings by virtue of the temperature difference. ln order to 
maintain, body A at the constant temperature 12, heat has to be removed from the 
body at the same rate at which heat is leaking into the body. This- heat (Q2) is 

. absorbed •by a working fluid, called the refrigerant. which evaporates in the 
evaporator E1 at a temperature lower than t2 absorbing the latent heat of 
vaporization from the body A which is cooled or refrigerated (Process 4-1 ). The 
vapour is first compressed in the compressor C I driven by a motor which absorbs 
work We (Process l-2), and is then condensed in the condenser C, rejecting the 
latent heat of condensation Q 1 at a temperature higher than that of the atmosphere 
( at t 1) for heat transfer to take place (Process 2-3). The condensate then expands 
adiabatically through an expander (an engine or turbine) producing work We, 
when the temperature drops to a value lower than t2 such that heat Q2 flows from 
the body A to make the refrigerant evaporate (Process 3-4). Such a cyclic device 
of flow through E1- Ci-Cr E2 is called a refrigerator. In a refrigerator cycle, 
attention is concentrated on the body A. Q2 and Ware of primary interest. Jost 
like efficiency in a heat engine cycle, there is a performance parameter in a 
refrigerator cycle, called the coefficiem of performance, abbreviated to COP, 
which is defined as 

Atmosphere 
t, 

01 

(a) 

Fig. 6.7 A cyclic uf,igtration plant 

COP = Desired effect = Q2 

Worlc input W 

Atmosphere 
att1 

Body A 
at 12 

(bl 

(COP] = ~ (6.6) 
ref Qi -Qi 
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A heat pump is a device which, operating in a cycle, maintains a body, say B 
(Fig. 6.8), at a temperature higher than the temperature of the surroundings. By 
vinuc of the temperature difference, there will be heat leakage Q1 from the body 
to the surroundings. The body will be maintained at the co.nstant temperature t 1, if 
heat is discharged into the body at the same rate at which heat leaks out of the 
body. The heat is extracted from lhe low temperature reservoir, which is nothing 
but the atmosphere, and discharged into the high temperature body B, with the 
expenditure of work W ln a cyclic device called a heat pump. The working fluid 
operat.cs in a cycle tlowing through the evaporator £ 1• compressor C1, condenser 
C2 and expander £ 2, similar to a refrigerator, but the attention is here focussed on 
the high temperature body B. Here QI and W arc of primary interest, and the COP 
is defined as 

COP=ja_ w 
[COP] = Q. H.P. Q. -Q_z 

From equations (6.6) and (6.7), it is found that 

[COPJ11.P. = (COP],..,+ I 

(6.7) 

t6.8) 

The COP of a heat pump is greater than the COP of a refrigerator by unity. 
Equation (6.8) expresses a very interesting feature of a heat pump. 

Since Q1 = [COPJH.P. W 
=(COPre,+ l)W (6.9) 

Q1 is always greater than W. 
For an electtical resis1ance heater, if Wis the electrical energy consumption, 

then the heat transferred to the space at steady state is W only, i.e., Q1 = W. 
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A I kW eleclric heater can give I kW ofheatat steadysta.teand nothing more. 
In other words, I kW of work (l1igh grade energy) dissipates to give l kW of heat 
(low grade energy), which is thennodynamically inefficient. 

However, if this electrical e.oergy Wis used to drive the compressor of a heat 
pump, the heat supplied Q1 will always be more than W, or Q1 > W. Thus, a heat 
pump provides a thermodynamic advantage over direct heating. 

For heat to flow from a cooler to a hotter body, W cannot be zero, and hence, 
the COP (both for refrigerator and heal pomp) canot be infinity. Therefore, 
W>O, and COP <oo. 

6.7 Equivalence of Kelvin-Planck and 
Clausius Statements 

At first sight, Kelvin-Planck's and Clausius· statements may appear to be 
unconnected, but it can easily be shown that they are virtually two parallel 
statements oJ tbe second law and are equivalent in all respects. 

The equivalence of the two statements will be proved if it can be shown that 
the violation. of one statement implies the violation of the second, and vice versa. 
(a) Let us first consider a cyclic heat pump P which transfers heat from a low 
temperature reservoir (f:i) to a high temperature reservoir (i1) with no other effect, 
i.e., with no expenditure of work, violating Clausius statement (Fig. 6.9). 

W=O·· 

HotR-*att1 

01 

~{"II ._/ p 

01 

I ·~ I 
Cold Reservoir at t2 

Flg. 6.9 Violation ef tlu Clausil/.S staltmtnl 

Let us assume a cyclic beat engine .E oper;iting between the same thcnnal 
energy reservoirs, producing W0ct in one cycle. The rate of working of the heat 
engine is such that it draws an amount of heat Q1 fror• the hot reservoir equal to 
that discharged by the heat pamp. Then the hot reservoir may be eliminated and 
the heat Q1 discharged by the heat pump is fed t.o the heat engine. So we see that 
the heat pump P and the heat engine E acting together constitute a heat engine 
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operating in cycles and producing net work while exchanging heat only with one 
body at a single fixed temperature. This violates the Kelvin-Planck statement 

(b) Let us now consider a perpetual motion machine of the second kind(£) 
which produces net work in a cycle by exchanging heat with only one thermal 
energy reservoir (att1) and thus violates the Kelvin-.Planck statement (Fig. 6. JO). 

Let us assume a cyclic heat pump (P) extracting heat Q2 from a low 
temperature reservoir at t2 and discharging heat to the high temperature reservoir 
at t1 with the expenditure of work W equal to what the PMM2 delivers in a 
complete cycle. So E and P together constitute a heat pump working in cycles and 
producing the sole effect of transferring heat from a lower to a higher temperature 
body, thus violating ihe Clausius statement. 

Fig. 6.10 Violation of the Ktlvin-Plantk stalemrnl 

6.8 Reversibility and Irreversibility 

The second law of thennodynamics enables us to divide all processes into two 
classes: 

(a) Reversible or ideal process. 
(b) Jm:versible or natural process. 
A reversible process is one which is perfonned in such a way that at the 

conclusion of the process. both the system and the surroundings may be restored 
to their initial states, without producing any changes in the rest ofthc universe. 
Let the state of a system be represented by A (Fig. 6.1 1), and let the system be 
taken to stateB by following the pathA-8. lfthe system and also the surroundings 
are restored to their initial states and no change in the universe is produced. then 
the process A.-B will be a reversible process. In the reverse process, the system 
has to be taken from state B to A by fol.lowing the same path .8- A. A reversible 
process sl1ould not leave any trace or relic to show that the process had ever 
occurred. 

"I' 
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(b) 

Fig. 6.11 Rromihlt fn'<>ass 
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A reversible process is carried out infinitely slowly with an infinitesimal 
gradient, so that every state passed through by the system is an equilibrium 
state. So a reversible proce.ss coincides with a quasi.static process. 

Any natural process carried out with a finite gradient is an irreversibl.e process. 
A reversible process, which consists of a succession of equilibrium states, is an 
idealized hypothetical process, approached only as a limit. It is said lo be an 
asymptote to reality. All spontaneous processes are irreversible. 

6.9 Causes of Irreversibility 

Broken eggs, spilt milk, bumt boats, the wasted ye.ars of indolence that the locusts 
have eaten are merely proverbial metaphors for irreresibility. 

The irreversibility of a process may be due to either one or both of the 
following: 

( a) Lack of equilibrium during the process. 
(b) Involvement of dissipative effects. 

6.9.1 J"eversilJility due to Lack of Equilibrium. 

The lack of equilibrium (mechanical, thermal or chemical) between the system 
and its surroundirtgs, or between two systems, or iwo parts of the same system, 
causes a spontaneous change which is irreversible. The followin_g are specific 
examples in this regartl: 

(a) Heat Transfer th.rough a Finite Temperature Difference A heat 
transfer process approaches reversibility as the temperature difference between 
two bodies approaches zero. We define a reversible heat transfer_process as one 
in which beat is transferred through an infinitesimal temperature difference. So to 
transfer a finite amount of heat through an infinitesimal temperatnre difference 
would require an infinite amount of time, or infinite area. All actual heat transfer 
processes are through a finite temperature difference and are, therefore, 
irreversible, and the greater the temperature difference, the greater is the 
irreversibility. 

We can demonstrate by the second law that the heat transfer through a finite 
temperature difference is irreversible. Let us assume that a source alt A and a si.nk 
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att8 (tA > to) arc available, and let QA-B be the amount of heat flowing from A to 
B (Fig. 6.12). Let us assume an engine operating between.A and B, taking heat Q1 
from A and discharging heat Q2 to B. Let the heat transfer process be reversed, 
and Qa-A be the heat flowing fromB to A, and let the rate of working of the engine 
be such that 

Q2 = QB-A 

(Fig. 6.13). Then the sink B may be eliminated. The net result is that E 
. produces net work Win a cycle by exchanging heat only with A, thus violating 

the Kelvin-Planck statement. So the heat transfer process QA-B is irreversible, 
and Q11_,... is not possible. 

Source A. t"' 

Sink 8, t8 

Fig. 6.12 Htal trans.for l/lro11glt a finite 
te111peraturt diffmnu 

Source A, IA 

o, 

Sink 8, fs 

Fig. 6.13 lleaJ tran.rfer through a finite 
t#llptralllrt diffn-, u 
irrroersihk 

(b) La.ck of Pressure Equilibrium within the Interior of the System or 
betwee.n the System and the SurroW1dlu~ When there eitists a difference 
in pressure between the system and the surroundings, or within the system itself, 
then both th.e system and its surroundings or the system alone, will undergo a 
change of state which will cease only when mechanical equilibrium i.s 
eatablished. The revese of this process is not possible spontaneously without 
producing any other effect. That the reverse process will violate the se.cond law 
becomes obvious from the following illustration. 

(c) Free Expansion Let us consider an insulated container (Fig. 6.14) which 
is divided. into two compartments A and B by a thin. diaphragm. Compartment A 
contains a mass of gas, while compartment B is completely evacuated. If the 
diaphragm is punctured, the gas in A wm expand into B until the pressures in A 
and B become equal. This is known as free or unrestrained ex_pansion. We can 
demonstrate by the second law, that the process of free expansion is irreversible. 

To prove this, let us assume that free expansioo. is reversible, and that the gas 
in B returns into A wiih an increase in pressure, and B becomes evacuated a.,; 
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before (Fig. 6.15). There is no other effect. Let us install an engine (a machine, 
not a cyclic beat engine) between A and B, and permit the gas to expand through 
the engine from A to B. The engine develops a work output Wat the expense of the 
internal energy of the gas. The internal energy of the gas (system) in B can be 
restored to its initial value by heat transfer Q (= W) from a source. Now, by the 
use of the reversed free expansion, the system can be restored to the initial state of 
high pressure in A and vacuum inB. The net result is a cycle, in which we observe 
that net work output W is accomplished by exchanging heat with a single 
reservoir. This violates the Kelvin-Planck statement. Hence, free expansion is 
irreversible. 

The same argument will hold if the compartment B is not in vacuum but at a 
pressure lower than !hat in compartment A (case b). 

Fig. 6.14 Frtt txparuion 

r 
w 

Fig. 6.15 Suond fuw demonstrates that 
frtt txpa,uilm is irmmibu 

6.9.2 J,m,ersi/Jility dill! to Dissipative Effects 

The irreversibility of a process may be due to the dissipative effects in which 
work is done without prodncing an equivalent increase in the kinetic or potential 
energy of any system. The transformation of work into molecular internal energy 
either of the system or of the reservoir takes place through the agency of such 
phenomena as friction, viscosity, ioelasticity, electrical resistance, and magnetic 
hysteresis. These effects are known as dissipative effects, and work is said to be 
dissipated. Dissipation of energy means the transition of ordered macroscopic 
motion into chaotic molecular motion, the reverse of which is not possible without 
violating second Jaw. 

(a) Friction Friction is always present in moving devices. Friction may be 
reduced by suitable lubrication, but it can never be completely eliminated. If this 
were possible, a movable device could be kept in continual motion without 
violating either of the two laws of thermodynamics. The continual motion of a 
movable device in the complete absenc,e of friction is known as perpetual motion 
of tire third kind. 

That friction ma.kes a process irreversible can be demonstrated by the second 
Jaw. Let us consider a system consisting of a flywheel and a brake block 
(Fig. 6.16). The flywheel was rotating with a certain rpm, and it was brought to 

4,111 Matcria 
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rest by applying the friction brake. The distance moved by the brake block is ve.ry 
small, so work transfer is very nearly e.qual to zero. Ifllle braking process occurs 
very rapidly, there is little heat transfer. Using suffix 2 after braking and suffix l 
before. braking. and applying the first law, we have 

~fJ-~, 
: 'i ---··---·-----J 

'- SY9tem boundary 

Fig. 6.16 /mvnsibility dut to dissipativt tjfut lik1 friction 

Q,-2 = E2 - E, + W1-2 

O= £2 -£1 +O . 
E2 =E1 (6.10) 

The energy of the system (isolated) remains constant. Since the energy may 
exist in the forms of kinetic. poten1ial. and molecular internal energy, we have 

mV2 mV:2 

U2 + --2
- + mZzg"" U1 + -. - 1- + mZ1g 

2 2 
Since lhc wheel is brought to rest, V 2 = 0, end. !here is no change in P .E. 

mV'.2 
V2 =V1+--1 (6.11) 

2 
Therefore, the molecular internal energy of the system (i.e., of the brake and 

the wheel) increases by the absorption of the K.E. of the wheel. The reverse 
process. i.e. , the conversion of chis increase in molecular internal energy into 
.K..E. within the system to cause the wheel to rotate is not possible. To prove it by 
the second law, let us assume ihai it is possible, and imagine the following cycle 
with three processes: 
Process A: Initially, the wheel and the brake are at high temperature as a result.of 
the absorption of the K.c. of the wheel, and the flywheel is at rest. Let the 
flywheel now start rotating al a particular rpm at the expense of the internal 
energy of the wheel and brake, the temperature of which will then decrease. 
Process 8: Let the flywllecl be brought to rest by using its K.E. in rnising weights, 
with no change in ternpcrdtuTe. 
Process C: Now let beat be supplied from a source to the flywheel aml the brnke, 
to restore the system to its inilial state. 

Therefore, the processes A, B. and C together constitute a cycle producing 
work by 1:xchanging heat with a single reservoir. This violates tbe Kelvin-Planck 
statement, and it will become a PMM2. So the braking process. i.e., the 
transfonnation ofK.E. m10 molecular internal energy. 1s irre1,ersible. 

Ill, I II 
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(b) Paddle-Wheel Work Transfer 
Work may be transferred into a system 
in an insulated container by means of a 
paddle wheel (Fig. 6.17) which is also 
known as stirring work. Here work 
transferred is dissipated adiabatically 
into an increase in the molecular inter-

-=125 

nal energy of the system. To prove the Fig. 6.17 Adiabatic work traruftt 
irreversibility of the process, let us as-
sume that the same amount of work is deli vercd by lhe system at the expense of its 
molecular internal energy, and the temperature of the system goes down 
(Fig. 6.18). The system is brought back to its initial state by heat transfer from a 
source. These two processes together constitute a cycle in which there is work 
output and the system exchanges heat with a single reservoir. It becomes a 
PMM2, and hence the dissipation of stirring work to internal energy is irrevers
ible. 

Fig. 6.18 l11romibility dut to di.uipation of st11ing work into intttnal tnergy 

(c) Transfer of Electricity through a Resistor The flow of electric current 
through a wire represents work transfer, because the curre·nt can drive a motor 
which can raise a weight. Taking the wire or the resistor as the system (Fig. 6.19) 

· and writing the first law 

Q,.2"' U2 - u, + w,.2 
Here both W1_2 and Q1• 2 are negative. 

W1-2 = U2 - u, + Q, - 2 (6.12) 

A part of the work transfer is stored as an increase in the internal energy of the 
wire (to give an increase in its temperature), and the remainder leaves the system 
as heat. At steady state, the internal energy and hence the temperature of the 
resistor become constant with respect to time and 

(6.13) 

~ Resistor (sysLem) 
I ~""':""'."" I 

- --,-'vvvvvvvv~ w 
," o 

Fig. 6.19 lmnmibility due to di.uipation oftltctrical work into i11ttrnal tntrgy 

1, t I r 11 H 
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The reverse process, i.e., the conversion of heat Q,_2 into electrical work 
W1_2 of the same magnitude is not possible. Let us assume that this is possible. 
Then heat Q1_2 will be absorbed and equal work W1-2 will be delivered. But this 
will become a PMM2. So the dissipation of electrical work into internal energy or 
heat is irreversible. 

6.10 Conditions for Reversibility 

A natural process is irreversible because the conditions for mechanical, thermal 
and chemical equilibrium are not satisfied, and the dissipative effects, in which 
work is transformed into an increase in internal energy, are present. For a process 
to be reversible, it must not possess these features. If a process is performed 
quasi-statically, the system passes through states ofthennodynamic equilibrium, 
which may be traversed as well in one direction as in the opposite direction. ff 
there are no dissipative effects, all the work done by the system during the 
performa11ce of a process in one directio11 can be returned to the system d11ring 
the reverse process. 

A process will be reversible when it is performed in such a way that the system 
is at all times infinitesimally 11ear a state of thermodynamic equilibrium and in 
the absence of dissipative effect of any form. Reversible processes are, therefore, 
purely ideal, limiting cases of actual processes. 

6.11 Carnot Cycle 

A reversible cycle is an ideal hypothetical cycle in which all the processes 
constituting the cycle are reversible. Carnot cycle is a reversible cycle. For a 
stationary system, as in a piston and cylinder machine, the cycle consists of the 
following four succc-ssive processes (Fig. 6.20): 

~ AdlabaUc cover (BJ ~ 

-~ 
/ ·- System '- Adlabellc 

i---- Sink, 12 

Fig. 6.20 Comol luat mginNtaliona,y ry1ttm 

I I +j+ .. , 11,11 
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(a) A reversible isothermal process in which heat Q1 enters the system at t 1 
reversibly from a constant temperature source at t1 when the cylinder cover is in 
contact with the diathennic cover A. The int.emal energy oftbe system increases. 

From First law, 
(6.14) 

(for an ideal gas only, U1 "' Ui) 
(b )A reversible adiabatic process in which the diathermic cover A is replaced 

by the adiabatic cover B, and work W8 is done by the system adiabatically and 
reversibly at the expense of its internal energy, and the temperature of the system 
decreases from t 1 to t2• 

Using the first law, 
(6.1 S) 

(c) A reversible isothermal process in which Bis replaced by A and heat Q2 
leaves the system at r2 to a constant temperature sink at 12 reversibly, and the 
internal energy of the system further decreases. 

From the first law, 

-Qi"' U4 - U3 - WJ--4 (6.16) 

only for an ideal gas, U) = U4 

(d) A reversible adiabatic process in which B again replaces A, and work WP 
is done upon che system reversibly and adiabatically, and Che internal energy of 
the system increases and the temperature rises from t2 to t1• 

Applying the first law, 
(6.17) 

Two reversible isotherms and two reversible adiabatics constitute a Carnot 
cycle, which is represented in p-v coordinates in Fig. 6.21. 

Summing up Eqs (6.14) to (6.J7), 

Q1 - Q2 = (W,_2 + W2_3) - < wl-4 + w 4--1) 

or r Qnet= r wl>t'I 

()'de C)'(lc 

A cyclic heat engine operating on the Carnot cycle is called a Carnot heat 
engine. 

Q. 

t ,r Rev. isolherm (t1) 

Fig. 6 .. 21 Carnot CJClt 
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For a steady flow system, the Carnot cycle is represented as shown in 
Fig. 6.22. Here heat 01 is transferred to the system reversibly and isothennally at 
t1 in the heat exchanger A, work WT is done by the system reversibly and 
adiabatically in the turbine (8), then heal 02 is transferred from the system 
reversibly and isothermally at t2 in the heat exchanger (C), and then work Wp is 
done upon the system reversibly and adiabatically by the pump (D). To satisfy the 
condiiions for the Carnot cycle, there must not be any friction or heat transfer in 
the pipelines through which the working fluid flows. 

(1) ! Sourot!, t1 
'j" ... , - --1-0-,-----' 

; -Flow l ; , -1- 11 -

i 
i 

t 11 Heat exchanger (A) 

Pump(O) 

Heat &xd'langer (C) 
1 (3 ) 

;/S~ 
i-"" boundary 

! lz 
' 

1-Flow , ···········-····,·······----- to, ····--·--- ·----· 
G) j sink,t2 

6.12 Reversed Heat Engin.e 

Since all the processes of the Carnot cycle are rt:ven;ible, it is possible to imagine 
that the processes are individually reversed and carried out in reverse order. When 
a reversible process is reversed., all tht: energy transfers associated wid1 the 
process are reversed in direction. but remain the same in magnitude. The reversed 
Carnot cycle for a steady now system is shown in Fig. 6.23. The reversible heat 
engine and the reversed Carnot heat engine are rep.resented in block diagrams in 
Fig. 6.24. If E is a reversible heat engjne (Fig. 6.24a), and if it is reversed 
(Fig. 6.24b). the quantities Q1, Q2 and W remain the same in magnitude, and only 
their directions are reven.ed. The reversed heat engine 3 takes heat from a low 
temperature body, dischorges heat to a high temperature body, and receives an 
inward !low of network. 

The nPmes heat p11mp and refrigerator a.re applied to the reversed heat engine, 
which have already been discussed in Sec. 6.6, where the working fluid flows 
through tbe compressor (8). condenser lA>, expander (D), and evaporlltor (Cl to 
complete the cycle. 

,, It ' 
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1 ,, 

... ·······-·····-·············1£.······················, 
~ r,;,-1_ ""--Flow , - Syslem 

- ~ ;;/ boundry 
Heat exctoanger (A) 

i-- Wr 

Heat exchanger (C) 

-Aow .. . ............................ ll2··························· 

, 12-1 
Fig. 6.23 &vnud Carnot heat mgirll·Sltady j1DuJ prows 

f"'A°'\ 
D E. B _ ,.. Wr Wp ... 
\.. c/ _,.. 

I W,..,=W,.-Wp 

Oi t 
j 

12 

(a) 

o, 

, .,. A''\ 
,;>:1B

1
- Wr 

\. C / ~ r- W,,..= Wr-Wp 

(b) 

Fig. 6.2' Carnot luat mgi'nt and mmrd Camot lltal mgi'nt shown in /,lot/.: diagrams 

6.13 Carnot's Theorem 

It states that of all heat engines operating between a given cons1am temperature 
source 011d u given co11s1emt temperature sink, none htis a liigher efficiency 
tha11 a reversible e11gine. 

Let two heat engines EA and E8 operate between the given source at 
temperature t 1 and the given sink at temperature t2 as shown in Fig. 6.25. 

Let EA be any heat engine and £8 be a11y reversible heat engine. We have to 
prove that the efficiency of E8 is more than that of EA. Let us assume that th is is 
not true and TIA> 1111 • Let the rates of working of the engines be such 1ha1 

QIA =Q1e= QI 

Since '1A > '111 

I I +! It 1111 
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L ... _-,-__ s_ou_r_ce_;_',_...,.... _ _J 

1... l ~. 
~ w, ITp-% 
r~ r~ 

Fig. 6.25 Two cyclic luat engines E_. and E8 optTating bttwun the 
same soum and sink, of wliid1 E8 is mmihle 

WA> We 

Now, lett.'8 be reversed. Since £,8 is a reversible heat engine, the magnitudes 
of heat and work transfer quantities will remain the same, but their directions will 
be reversed, as shown in Fig. 6.26. Since WA > W8, some part of W" (equal to 
We) may be fed to drive the reversed heat engine 313• 

Soutce, t, 

r- -Sink.ft 

Flg. 6.26 E8 is rru,md 

Since Q1" = Q18 = Q1, the heat discharged by 38 may be supplied toE .•• The 
source may, therefore, be eliminated (Fig. 6.27). The net result is that EA and 30 
together con.stitute a heat engine which, operating in a cycl.e, produces net work 
WA - W0 , while exchanging heat with a single reservoir at t2. This violates the 
Kelvin-Planck statement of the second law. Hence the assumption that 'IA > 118 is 
wrong. 

Therefore fie~ '7A 

.. , . 
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Sink, 12 

Fig. 6.27 E., aru! 38 togetlur oi<>late llte K·P flatmfflt 

6.14 Corollary of Carnot's Theorem 

The efficiency of all reversible heat engines operating between the same 
temperature levels is the same. 

Let both the heat engines EA and £8 (Fig. 6.25) be reversible. C.et us assume 
rt;. > 718 . Similar to the procedure outlined in the preceding article, if £ 8 is 
reversed to run, say, as a heat pump using some part of the work output (WA) of 
engine E", we sec that the combined system of heat pump £0 and engine E,,, 
becomes a PMM2. So 71A cannot 'be greater than 718. Similarly, if we assume 
170 > 1/;. and reverse the engine£.,., we observe that718 cannot be greatcrthan IJA· 

Therefore rt A : 71s 
Si.nee the efficiencie.s of all reversible heat engines operating between the same 

heat reservoirs are the same, the efficiency of a reversible engi11e is independent 
of the nah1re or amount of the working substance undergoing the cycle. 

6.15 Absolute Thermodynamic Temperature Scale 

The efficiency of any beat engine cycle receiving heatQ1 and rejecting heat Q2 is 
given by 

(6.18) 

By the second law, it is necessary to have a temperature difference (t1 - t2) to 
obtain work of any cycle. We know that the efficiency of all heat engines 
operating between the same temperature level.s is the same, and it is independent 
of the working substance. Therefore, for a reversible cycle (Carnot cycle), the 
efficiency will depend solely upon the temperatures /1 and 12, at which heat is 
transferred, or 

(6.19) 

where/signifies some function of the temperatures. From Eqs (6.18) and (6.19) 

Ill" ii . 
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1 - ~ = f (t1, tz) 

In terms of a new function F 

t =F(t1, t2) (6.20) 

If some functional relationship is assigned between t1, 12 e.nd Q,tQ2, the 
equation becomes the definition of a temperature scale. 

Let us consider two reversible heat engines,£1 receiving heat from the source 
at t1, and rejecting heat at t2 to £2 which, in tum, rejects heat to the sink at t3 
(Fig. 6.28). 

H&at raserwlr, 11 _J 
O; 

Heat reservoir, 13 

Fig. 6.28 Time Oamol mgiMi 

Now 

EI and £2 together constitute W1othcr heat engine £1 operating between t I and t3• 

~ =Fft I) {b \ I• 3 

Now 

or 

~ ; Q1l<lJ 
Q.z Q,, IQJ 

(6.21) 

The temperatnres t 1, t2 and t3 arc arbitrarily chosen. The ratio Q1/Q2 depends 
only ont1 andt2, and is independentofr3• Sor3 will drop out from the ratio on the 
right in equation (6.21). Afl:er it has been cancelled, the numerator can be written 
as ¢(t1) , and the denominator as ~(12), where 9 is another unknown function. 
Thus 

I I ,, Ill I 11 i I II 
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Since ~(t) is an arbitrary function, the simplest possible way to define the 
absolute thennodynamic temperat11re Tis to let ~( I) = T, as proposed by Kelvin. 
Then, by definition 

~=_!i_ 
Q2 ~ 

(6.22) 

The absolute thennodynamic temperature scale is also known as the Kelvin 
sc(l/e. Two temneratures on ihe Kelvin scale bear the same relationship to each 
other as do th.e heats absorbed and rejected respectively by a Carnot engine 
operating between two reseivoirs at these temperatures. The Kelvin temperature 
scale is, therefore, independent of the peculiar characteristics of any particular 
substance. 

The heat abSC'' • 1 Q1 and the heat rejected Q2 during the two reversible 
isothermal processes bounded by two reversible adiabatics in a Carnot engine 
can be measured. In defining the Kelvin temperature scale also, the triple point of 
water is taken as the standard reference point. For a Carnot engine operating 
between reservoirs at temperatures T and T,. T1 being the triple poiat of water 
(fig. 6.29), arbitrarily assigned the value 273.16 K. 

_Q_ = .L 
g T, 

T= 273.16 _Q_ 
{it 

(6.23) 

If this equation is compared with the equations given in Article 2.3. rt is seen 
that in the Kelvin scale. Q plays the role of thermometric property. The amount 
of heat supply Q changes with change in temperature.just like the thermal emfin 
a thennocouple. 

It follows from the Eq. (6.23), 

T=273.16 _Q_ 
'?c · 

that the heat transforrcd isothermally between the given adiabatics decreases as 
. the temperature decreases. Conversely, the smal.ler the value of Q, the lower the 

corresponding T. The smallest possible value ofQ is zero, and the corresponding 
Tis absolute zero. Thus. if a system undergoes a reversible isothermal process 
without transfer of heat, the temr>erature ai which this process takes place is called 
lhe absolute zero. Thus. at absolute ::ero. on isotherm and an adiabatic are 
identical. 

That the absolute thennodynamic tempemture scale has a definite zero point 
can be shown by imagining a series of reversible engines, extending from a source 
at T1 to lower temperatures (Fig. 6.30). 

I I ,, Ill I 
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Since 

T1 J 

Fig. 6.29 Carnot heat tt!gint wit/r 
sink 4' triple point of waur 

Fig. 6.30 litat tll8ints operating in mus 

or 

Similarly 

and soon. 
IfT1 - T2 "" T2 - T3 .. T3 - T4 .. ... , assuming equal temperature intervals 

Q, - Q2 = Q2 - Q3 = Q1 - Q4 = ... 
or W1 = W2 = W3 = ... 

Conversely, by making the work quantities performed by the engines in series 
equal (W1 .. W2 = W3 = ... ),we will get 

T1 - T2 .. T2 - T3 = T3 - T4 "' ••• 

I h I I I h j • II 
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at equal temperatu.re intervals. A scale having one hundred equal intervals 
betwe,en the steam point and the ice po.int could be realized by a series of one 
hundred Carnot engines operating as in Fig. 6.30. Such a scale would be 
independent of the working substance. 

If enough engines are placed in series to make the total work output equal to 
Q1, then by the first law lhe heat rejected from the last engine will be zero. By the 
second law, however, the operation of a cyclic heat engine with zero heat rejection 
cannot be achieved, although it .may be approached as a limit. When the heat 
rejected approaches zero, the temperature of heat rejection also approaches zero 
as a limit. Thus it uppeors that a definite zero point exists on the absolute 
temperature scale bur this point ca1111ot be reached witho11t a violation of the 
second law. 

Thus any ott:ainable value of absolute temperature is always greater than ze.ro. 
This is also known as the Third Law of Thermodynamit.~~ which may be stated as 
follows: It is impossible by any procedure, no matter /row idealized, to reduce 
any system lo the ab$olute zero of temperature in a finite number of operations. 

This is what is called the Fowler-Guggenheim statement of the third law. The 
lhird law itself is an independent law of nature, and not an extension of the second 
law. The concept of heat engine is not necessary to prove the non-attainability of 
absolute zero of temperature by any system in a finite number of operations. 

6.16 Efficiency of the Revel'llible Heat Engine 

The efficiency of a reversible heat engine in whicb beat is received solely at T1 is 
found to be 

or _1j-1i 
1'1,cv - 1j 

It is obscived here !hat a, T2 decreases, and T1 increases, the efficiency of lhc 
reversible cycle in~ases. 

Since 11 is always less than unity. T2 is always greater than zero and positive. 
The COP of a refrigerator is given by 

(COP~,,-~=-1-
Q, - Qi Ja. - l 

(b 

For a reversible refrigerator, using 

Ja. "'Ii. 
Qi 7; 

1i [COP ,.,,rl.n, : --
1j -Ti 

(6.24) 
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Similarly, for a reversible heat pump 

[COPH p] = _T._i -
. • rev 7j-7i 

6.17 Equality ofldeal Gas Temperature and 
Kelvin Temperature 

(6.25) • . 

Let us consider a C!lfllot cycle executed by an ideal gas. as shown in Fig. 6.31. 

Q. 

t 

-1' 

fig. 6.31 Carnot ry<lt of an idnl gu 

The two isothermal processes a-b and c-d a.re represented by equilateral 
hyperbolas whose equations are resp~ctively 

pY=nR 81 

and pY=nR 82 

For any infinitesimal reversible process of an ideal gas, the first law may be 
written as 

ltQ- C, dB+ pdY 

Applying this equation to the isothermal process a-b. the heat absorbed is 
found to be ,. .,. 

J I nR81 O Yb Q1 = pdV= --dV::anR I In-
~~ r.y V. 

Similarly. for the isothennal process c-d, the heat rejected is 

Q1 = nRfJi In V. 
v~ 

e vb 
1 ln -

Q, - V. 
~ - 9, Jn V, 

- V.1 
•• • hi h 

{6.26) 
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Since the process b-c is adiabatic, the first law gives 

-Cd6=pdY= nRe dY 
" V 

9 
_1_ 1 C d9 = In ~ 
nR 91 V e vb 

Similarly. for the adiabatic process d--(J 

or 

or 

9 
_1_ 1 CV dfJ = In v.i 
nR 9 6 V. 

2 

tn V. = In v.i 
l'b V. 
~ = Jld 
Vi, V. 
Vi. =. V. 
V. v.i 

Equation ( 6.26) thus reduces to 

Q. - e, ~-e; 
Kelvin temperature was defined by Eq. (6.22) 

_q._ = Ii_ 
Qi T2 
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(6.27) 

(6.28) 

If 9 and T refer to any temperature, and 91 and T. refer to the triple point of 
water, 

8 T 
Bi - 7; 

Since 81 = T, = 273.16 K, it follows that 
8= T (6.29) 

The Kelvin temperature is, therefore, numerically equal to the ideal gas 
temperature and may be measured by means of a gas thermometer. 

6.18 Types of Irreversibility 

It has been discussed in Sec. 6.9 that a process becomes irreversible ir it occurs 
due to a finite potential gradient like the gradient in temperature or pressure, or if 
there is dissipative effect like friction, in which work is transfonned into internal 
energy increase of the system. Two types of irreversibility can be distinguished: 

(a) Internal irreversibility 
(b) Exte.mal irreversibility 

I ! I! I 
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The inferno/ irreversibility is caused by the internal dissipative effects like 
friction, turbulence, electrical resistance, magnetic hysteresis, etc. within the 
system. The external irreversibility refe.rs to the irreversibility occurring at the 
!>')'Stem boundary like heat interaction with the surroundin.gs due to a finite 
temperature gradient. 

Sometimes, it is useful to make other distinctions. If the irreversibility of a 
process is due to the dissipation of work into the increa.qe in internal energy of a 
system, or due to a finite pressure gradi.ent, it is called mechanical irreversibili
ty . If the process occurs on account of a finite temperature gradient, it is tllermq/ 
irreversibility, and if it is due to a finite concentration gradient or a chemical 
reaction, it is called cltemica/ irreversibility. 

A heat engine cycle in which there is a temperature difference (i) between the 
source and the working fluid during heat supply, and (ii) between the working 
fluid and the sink dwing heat rejection, exhibits external thennal irreversibility. 
JJ the real source and sink are not c.onsidered and hypothetical reversible 
processes for heat supply and heat rejection are assumed, the cycle can be 
reversible. With the inclusion of the actual source and sink, however, the cycle 
becomes externally irreversible. 

SOLVED ExAMPLEs 

Example 6.1 A cyclic heat engine operates between a sonrce temperature of 
800°C and a sink temperature of 30°C. What is the least rate of heat rejection per 
kW net output of the engine? 

Solution For a reversible engine, the rate of heat rejection will be minimum 
(Fig. Ex. 6.1). 

T1 = 1073 K 
Sollrce 

5'!lk 
T2 : 303 K 

w=o1-o2=111w 

Fig. E:&. 6.1 



Now 

Now 

=I_ 30+ 273 
800+273 

= l-0.282=0.718 

w: 
~ = """"' = 0.718 Qi 

l 
Q1 .. 0.

718 
.. 1.392 kW 

Q2 = Q1 - Waet = 1.392 - I 
=0.392kW 

This is the least rate of heat rejection. 
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Example 6.2 A domestic food freezer maintains a temperature of- 15°C. The 
ambient air temperature is 30°C. If heat leaks into the freezer at the continuous 
rate of 1.75 .kJ/s what is the least power necessary to pump this heat out 
continuously? 
So/11tion Freezer temperature, 

T2 =-15 + 273 .. 258 K 
Ambient air temperature, 

T1 = 30 + 273 = 303 K 

The refrigeraior cycle removes heat from the freezer at the same rate at which 
heat leaks into it (Fig. Ex. 6.2). 

I Ambient air T1 = 303 K 
L __ ~ __ ___, 

w 

Freezer r2 = 258 K 

0 2 = 1.75 kJ/s 

Fig. Ez. 6.2 

For minimum power requirement 

~=~ 
7i 1j 
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QI = ~;; X 303 = 2.06 kJ/s 

W=Q,-Q2 
= 2.06 - I. 75 = 0.31 kJ/s 
=0.31 kW 

Example 6.3 A reversible heat engine operates between two .reservoirs at 
temperatures of 600°C and 40°C. The engine drives a revers.ible refrigerator 
which operates between resetvoirs at temperarures of 40°C and - 20°C. The heat 
transfer to the heat engine is 2000 kJ and the net work output of the combined 
engine refrigerator plant is 360 kJ. 

(a) Evaluate the heat transfer to tbe refrigerimt and the net heat transfer to the 
reservoir at 40°C. 

{b) Reconsider (a) given that the efficien.cy of the heat engine and the COP of 
the refrigerator are each 40% of their maximum possible values. 

Solution (a) Maximum efficiency of the heat engine cycle (Fig. Ex. 6.3) is given 
by 

t 
W=360kJ 

Fig. Ex. 6.3 

,. = 1 - Ti = 1 - fil = 1 - 0.3S8 = 0.642 
'IIIIIX 1j 87) 

Again 
Jt; 
Qi =0.642 

H'1 = 0.642 X 2000 = 1284 kJ 

Maximum COP oftbe refrigerator cycle 

(COP)m:u = _!}___ = 253 ... 4.22 Tz - 7j 313- 253 

Also COP=~ =4.22 
ff; 

Since W1 •• W2 = W = 360 kJ 

I II 1\ I II 



W2 = W1 - W = I 284 - 360 = 924 kJ 

Q4 = 4.22 X 924 = 3899 kJ 
Q3 = Q4 + W2 = 924 + 3899 = 4823 kJ 
Qi= Q, - w, = 2000-1284 = 716 kJ 

Heat rejection to the 40°C reservoir 
= Q2 + Q) = 716 + 4823 = 5539 Ju 

(b) Efficiency of the actual heat engine cycle 

''1 = 0.4 l'.lmJJJt = 0.4 X 0.642 
W1 = 0.4 X 0.642 X 2000 

= 513.6 kJ 
W2 = 513.6-360 = 153.6 kJ 

COP of the actual refrigerator cycle 

Therefore 

COP= ~ = 0.4 x 4.22 = 1.69 
Hi 

--= 141 

Ans. (a) 

Q4 = 153.6 x l.69 = 259.6 kJ Ans. (b) 

Q:, = 259.6 + 153.6 = 413.2 kJ 
Q2 = Q, - w, = 2000-513.6 = 1486.4 kJ 

Heat rejected to the 40°C reservoir 
= Q2 + Q3 = 413.2 + 1486.4 = 1899.6 kJ Ari.,. (b) 

Example 6.4 Which is the more efTec:tive way to increase the efficiency of a 
Carnot engine: to increase T1, keeping T2 constant; or to decrease T2, keeping T1 
constant? 

Solution The efficiency of a Carnot engine is given by 

JJ=l- .fi 
1j 

If 12 is constant 

( :~ t? = ;~ 

As T1 increases, l'.I increases, and the slope( :i, ) decreases (Fig. Ex. 6.4.1 ). 
I Tz 

If T1 is constant, 

((Jr/) =-..l 
07i T1 7i 

As T2 decreases, ri increases, but the slope ( :ii t
1 

remains constant 
(Fig. Ex. 6.4.2). 

•· h I 1 1111' • ;°li.1a1crit1 
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1.0 ·················,·---·- ·- · · 
1.0 

,:::, I:." 

t t 
-r, 1~ 

-r2 
Fig. Ex. 6.U Fig. Ex. 6.4.2 

Also ( ~11 ) = 1 and ($1-) = _ T.T; 
o1j Tz 1j 07i T1 I 

Since T, > T2, ( :ii t, > ( ;i. l
2 

So, the more effective way to increase the efficiency is to decrease T2• 

Alte.matively, let T2 be decreased by 6Twith T1 remaining the same 

- I 7; -JiT 11,- -~--
Ti 

If T1 is increased by ihe same 6 T. T2 remaining the same 

r. 
f'/2=1-~ 

7j + liT 

Then 

_ 1i 1i -JiT 
'11-112-1j+JiT- 1j 

_ (7j - 7; )liT + (iiT)1 
- 7j(7j + JiT) 

Since T1 > T2, (111 - 712) > 0 
The more effective way to increase the cycle efficiency is to decrease T2• 

Example 6.5 Kelvin was the firstto point outthe thermodynamic wastefulness 
of burning fuel for the direct heating of a house. It is much more economical to use 
the high temperature heat produced by combustion in a heat engine and then to 
use the work so developed to pump heat from outdoors up to the leinperature 
desired in the house. In Fig. Ex. 6.5 a boiler furnishes heat Q1 at the high 
temperature T1• This heat is absorbed by a heat engine, which extracts work IV 
and rejects the waste heat Q2 i.nto the house ai T2. Work Wis in tutn used. to 
operate a mechanical refrigerator or beat pump, which extracts Q3 from outdoors 
at temperature T., and rejects Q' 2 ( where Q' 2 = Q3 + W) into the house. As a result 

"I' ' " 
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of this cycle ofopcrations, a total quantity of heat equal toQ2 + Q' 2 is liberated in 
the house, against Q1 which would be provided directly by the ordinary 
combustion of the fuel. Thus the ratio (Q2 + Q' i)IQ1 represents the heat 
multiplication factor of this method. Detcnnine this multiplication factor if 
T1 = 473 K, T2 = 293 K, and T3 = 273 K. 

Solution For the reversible heat engine (Fig. Ex. 6.5) 

Also 

or 

~=!i.. 
Q, 7j 

Q2 = Q, ( i.) 
w 7i-7i 11=-=--
Q1 1j 

W= 1j - Tz ·Qi 
7i 

For the reversible heat pump 

COP = ~ = ___2i._ 
W T2 -T3 

Q'- T, 1i-1; Q 
2- --"--·---· I Tz-1; 7i 

:. Multiplication factor (M.F.) 

1,1 It 
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or 
Tf -1i7; + 7i1j - Tf M.F. = -=---"-''--....._....___,,__ 

1j(T2-T,) 

or M.F. = 1;Cli -7j) 
1j(Tz -7j) 

Here T1 = 473 K, T2 = 293 Kand T3 = 273 K 

M.F. = 293 ( 473 - 273) = 2930 = 6_3 
473(293 - 273) 473 

Ans. 

which means that every kg of coal burned would deliver the heat equivalent to 
over 6 kg. Of course, in an actual case, the efficiencies would be less than Carnot 
efficiencies, but even with a reduction of 50%, the possible savings would be 
quite significant. 

Example 6.6 It is proposed that solar energy be used to warm a large collector 
plate. This energy would, in tum, be transferred as heat to a fluid within a heat 
engine, and the engine would reject energy as heat to the atmosphere. Experiments 
indicate that about 1880 kJ/m h of energy can be collected when the plate is 
operating at 90°C. Estimate the minimum collector area that would be required 
for a plant producing I kW of useful shaft power. The atmospheric temperature 
may be assumed to be 20°C. 

Solution The muimwn efficiency for the heat engine operating between the 
collector plate temperature end the atmospheric temperature is 

T2 293 
n = I - - = I - - = 0 192 
··-~ 1j 363 . 

The efficiency of any actual heat engine operating between these temperatures 
would be less !ban this efficiency. 

W I kJ/s Qmin = --=-- = 5.21 kl/s 
1'mv. 0.192 

= 18,800 kJ/h 

:. Minimum area reqcired for the collector plate 

= 18,800 = 10 mi 
1880 

Ans. 

Example 6.7 A reversible heat engine in a satellite operates between a hot 
reservoir al T1 and a radiating panel at T2• Radiation from the panel is 
proportional to its area and to T/ For a given work output and value of T1 show 

that the area of the panel will be mioimwn when 1i = 0.75. 
1j 

I I ,, 11 I II 
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Detenn.ine the minimum area of the panel for an output of 1 kW iflhe constant 
of proportionality is 5.67 x 10-ll W/m2K.4 and T1 is 1000 K.. 

Solution For the heat engine (Fig. fa. 6.7), the heat rejected Q2 to the panel 
(at T2) is equal to the energy emitted from the panel to the surroundings by 
radiation. If A is the area of the panel, Q2 cc AT2

4
, or Q2 = KATt, where K is a 

constant. 

Now w r.-ri 11=-=--
Q1 1j 

or _W_ = Jl!_ = Qi = KA'Tt 
7i-7i 7i 1i T2 

=KAT/ 
w w 

A"" 3 = J 4 K1i (1j - 7i) K{1jT2 - Tl) 
For a given W 1111d T1, A will be minimum when 

~ =- !!:_ (3T1Tf-4riHT111-T2
4r2 = O 

d7; K 
Since (T1Ti - T24r 2 ~ 0, 3T1Ti = 411 

T2 = 0.75 Proved. 
1j 

A , = W 
nun K(0.75)3 7j3(7j - 0.757j) 

W 256W 
K .E_ r, = 27 KT/ 

256 I 

Here W = I kW, K = 5.67 x 10-s W/m2 K\ and T1 = IOOO K 

A = 256x lkW x m2K~ 
" 11n 27 X 5.67 X 10-8 W x ( 1000)4, K" ,. Iii I 1111 ( I II 
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2S6x 103 2 
~~~~~~~~~m 

27 x S.67 x 10-3 x 1012 

z0.1672 m2 Ans. 

REVIEW QUESTIONS 

6.1 What is the qualitative di.lTerence between heat and work? Why arc heat and 
work not completely interchangeable fonns of energy'! 

6.2 What is a cyclic heat engine? • 
6.3 Explain a heat engine cycle performed by a closed sysiem. 
6.4 Explain a heat engine cycle performed by a steady now system. 
6.5 Define the thermal eflicicncy of a heat engine cycle. Can lhi5 be IOO%? 
6.6 Draw a block diagram showing the four energy interactions of a cyclic heal 

engine. 
6.7 What is a thermal energy reservoir? Explain the terms 'source· and 'sink' 
6.8 What is a mechanical energy reservoir? 
6.9 Why can all processes in a TER or an MER be assumed to be quasi-static? 
6.10 Give the Kelvin-Planck statement of the second law. 
6.1 I To produce net work in a thermodynamic cycle, a heat engine has to exchange 

heat with two thermal reservoirs. Explain. 
6.12 What is a PMM27 Wby is it impossible? 
6.13 Give the Clausius' statement of the second law. 
6.14 Explain the operation of a cyclic refrigerator plant with a block diagram. 
6.15 Define the COP ofarefriger:ator. 
6.16 Whal is a beat pump? How does it differ from a refrigerator? 
6.17 Can you use the same plant as a heat pump in winter and as a refrigerator in 

swnmer? Explain. 
6.18 Show that the COP of a ht'at pump is g.n:eler than the COP of a n:frigc:rator by 

unity. 
6.19 Why i.s direct heating ihermodynamically wasteful? 
6.20 How can. a heat pump upgrade low grade waste heat'! 
6.21 Establish the equivalence of Kelvin-Planck and Clausius statements. 
6.22 Whal is II reversible process? A reversible process should not leave any evidence 

to show that the process had ever occurred. Explain. 
6.23 How is a rcvct"Siblc process only a limiting process, never to be attained in 

practice'! 
6.24 All spontaneous processes are irreversible. 'Explain. 
6.25 What are the causes of irreversibility of a process? 
6.26 Show thai heal transfer ihrough a finiie iemperature difference is irreversible. 
6.27 Demonstrate. using the .second law. that free eKpansion is irreversible. 
6.28 What do you uoderstaod by dissipative effects? When is work said to he 

dissipated? 
6.29 Explain perpetual motion of the third kind. 
6.30 Demonstrate using the second law how friction makes a process irrevcr.;ible. 
6.31 When a rotating wheel is brought to re.st by applying a brake, show that the 

molecular in.tcmal encrgyofthe system (of the brake and the wheel) increases. 

1 : ., i1 I ·1 II • 
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6.32 Show that uie dissipation of stirring wort to internal energy is irrc-m:siblc. 
6.33 Show by IIKOlld 1Kw t.bal lhe dissipation of electrical wort into internal energy or 

heal is im:venible. 
6.34 Whal is a Carnot cycle? What are the four processes which constitute the cycle? 
6.35 Explain the Camot heat engine cycle executed by: (a) a stationary system. and (b) 

a steady flow system. 
6.36 What is a reversed heat engine? 
6.37 Show that the efficiency of a reversible engine operating between two given 

constant temperatures is the maximum. 
6.38 Show that the efficiency of aU reversible beat engines operating between the same 

temperature levels is the same. 
6.39 Show that the efficiency of a n:versible engine is i.ndependent of the nature or 

amount of the working substance going through the cycle. 
6.40 How docs the efficiency of a reversible cycle depend only on the two temperatures 

at which heat is transferred? 
6.41 What is the absolute tberrnodynamic tcmperatu.re scale? Why is it called 

absolute? 
6.42 How is the absolute scale indepdent of the woddng substance'! 
6.43 How does Q play the role ofthennomctric propeny in the Kelvin Scale'l 
6.44 Show that a definite zero point exists on the absolute temperature scale but that 

this point cannot be reached without a violation of the second law. 
6.45 Give lhe Fowler-Guggenheim statement of the third law. 
6.46 Is the tbird law an extension of the second law? Is it an independent law of 

nature'l Explain. 
6.47 How does the efficiency of a reversible engine vary as the source and sink 

temperatures are vnried? When docs the efficiency become 100%? 
6.48 For a given T2, show ihat lhe COP of a refrigerator increases as T1 decreases. 
6.49 Explain how the Kelvin temperature can be measured with a gas thennomt:ter. 
6.50 Establish the equality of ideal gas temperature and Kelvin temperature. 
6.5 J What do you understand by internal irreversibility and external irreversibility? 
6.52 Explain mechanical, lhcnnal and chemical im:versibilities. 
6.S3 A CW11ot engine with a fuel burning device as soim:r and a heat sink cannot be 

treated as a revetsible plant. Explain. 

PROBLF.MS 

6.1 An inventor claims to have developed an engine that take.~ in 105 MKJ at a 
temperature of 400 K. rejects 42 MJ at a temperature of 200 K, and delivers 
I 5 kWh of mechanical work. Would you advise investing money to put this 
engine in the market? 

6.2 lf a .refrigerator is used for heating purpose.s in winter so that the atmosphere 
becomes the-oold body and the room to be healed becomes the ho1 body. how 
much heat would be available for heating for each kW inpu1 to the driving motor? 
The COP of tbe refiigerator is 5, and the electromecluanical efficiency of the motor 
is 90'%. How does this compare with resislance heating? 

An,. S.4 kW, lkW 

Iii I, 
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6.3 Usiag an engine of 30% lhfflnal efficiency of drive a iefrigerator having a COP 
of S, what is the heat inpuit into the engine for each MJ n:moved from the cold 
body by che retiigerator? 

AM. 666.67 lcJ 
lf this system is used as a heat pump, bow many M] of heat would be available 
for heating for each MJ of heat input to the engine? 

Ans. 1.8 MJ 
6.4 An electric storage battery which can exchange heat only with a constant 

temperature atmosphere goes through a complete cycle of two processes. In 
process 1-2, 2.8 kWh of electrical work now into the ba1tery while 732 kJ of heat 
now out to the atmosphere. During process 2- 1, 2.4 kWh of work now out of the 
battery. (a) Find 1he heat transfer in process 2- 1. (b) If the process 1- 2 has 
occurred as above, does the first Jaw or the second law limit the maximum 
possible work of process 2-1? Wbat is the maximum possible work? IC) If the 
maximum possible work were obiained in process 2- 1, what will be the heat 
transfer in the process? 

(a) - 708 kJ (bl Second law, W2._1 = 9348 kJ (c) Q2_1 = 0 
6.S A household refrigerator is maintained at a temperature of 2°C. Bve.ry time the 

door is opened, warm material is placed ins.ide, introducing an average of 420 JcJ. 
but makin9 only a small change in the temperature of the refri9era1or. The doods 
op<:ned 20 times a day, and the refrigerator ope.rates at 15% of the idea.I COP. The 
cost of work is 32 paise per k Wl1. What is lhe monthly bill for thi.s refrigcrato(? 
The atmosphere is at 30°C. 

A,u. Rs. I 5.20 
6.6 A heat pump working on lhe Carnot cycle takes in heat from a reservoir al s•c 

and delivers heat to a reservoir at 60"C. The heat pump is driven by a reversible 
heat engine which takes in heat from a reservoir at 840°C and rejects heat to a 
re.servoir at 60°C. The reversible heat engine also drives a machine that absorbs 
30 kW. If the heat pump exiracts J 7 kJ/s from the s•c reservoir, detennine (a) 
lhe· rate of heat supply from the 840°C source, and (b) the rate of beat rejection to 
the 60°C sink. 

Ans. (a) 47.6 l kW; (b) 34.61 kW 
6.7 A refrigeration plant for a food store operate.~ with a COP which is 40%, of the 

ideal COP of a Carnot of rcfri9arator. The store is to be maintained at a 
temperature of -5°C and the heat transfer from the store to the cycle is al the rate 
of 5 kW. Lfl1eat is transferred from the cycle 10 the atmosphere at a tem·peratuce of 
25°C, calculate ihe power required to drive the plant and the heat discharged to 
the atmosphere. 

A.ns. 4.4 kW, 6.4 kW 
6.8 A heat engine is used to drive a heat pump. The heat transfer.; from the heat 

engine and from the heat pump are used to beat the water circulating through the 
radiators of a building. The effici.ency of the heat en9ine is 27o/o and the COP of 
the heat pump is 4 .. Evaluate the ratio of the heat transfer to the ci.reulaiing water 
to the heat transfer io the heat engine. 

Ans. 1.81 
6.9 If 20 kJ are added to a Carnot cycle at a temperature of 100°C and 14.6 kJ are 

rejected at o•c, dctenninc the location of absolute zero on the Celsius scale. 
A11s. - 270.37°C 

111' I II 
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ti. IO Two reversible heat engines A and B arc arranged in series, A rejecting beat 
directly to B. Engine ii receives 200 kJ at a temperature of 42 I 0C from a hot 
source, while engine Bis in communication with a cold sink al a temperature of 
4.4°C. lf the work output of A is twice that of B, find (a) the intcnncdiatc 
temperature between .4 and 8, (b) tJ.1e efficiency of each engine, and (c) the heat 
rejected 10 the cold sink. 

Ans. 143.4°C, 40% & 33.5%, 80 kJ 
6.11 A hcai engine operates between the maximum and minimum temperatures of 

671°Cand 60°Crcspcctivcly, with an efficiency of50%ofthc appropriate Carnot 
efficiency. It drives a heat pump which uses ri.ver water at 4.4°C to heat a block. 
of flats in which the temperature is to be maintained at 21.J •c. Assuming that a 
temperature difference of I I. I °C exists between the working fluid and the river 
water, on the one band, and the required room temperature on the other, and 
assuming the heat pump to opera!\! on the reversed Carnot cycle, but with a COP 
of 50% of the ideal COP, find ihc heat input to the engine per unit heat output 
from the heat pump. Why is direct beating thcnnodynamically moro wasteful? 

An.r. 0.79 kJ/kJ heat inpu1 
6.12 An ice-making plant produces ice a1 atmospheric pressure and at 0°C from water 

at o•c. The mean temperature of the cooling water circulating through the 
condenser of the refrigerating machine is I 8°C. Evaluate the minimum electrical 
work in kWh required to produce I lo1me ofice. (The enthalpy offusion of ice al 
atmospheric pressure is 333.5 kJ/lcg). 

An,.1·. 6.11 kWh 
6.13 A reversible engine works between three thermal reservoirs, A, Band C. The 

engine absorbs an equal amount of heat from the thennal reservoirs A and B kept 
at temperatures.TA and T0 respectively, and rejects heat to the thermal reservoirC 
kept ai temperature Tc. The efficiency of the e-ngine is a times ihe efficiency of 
the ccversible engine. which works between the two reservoirs .4. and C. Prove 
that •· 

T,._ = (2a - I) + 2(1 - a) r,. 
Te Tc 

6.14 A reversible engine operates between temperatures T1 and 7\71 > n. The energy 
rejected from ihis engine is received by a second reversible engine at the same 
temperature T. The second engine rejec.ts energy al temperature T2 (T2 <.1). Show 
that (a) temperature Tis the arithmetic mean of tempera1ures T1 aod T2 if the 
engines produce the same amount of work output, and (b) temperature T js the 
geometric mean of tempcramn:s T1 and 72 if lhe engines have the same cycle 
efficiencies. 

6.IS Two Camol engines A and Bare connected in seri.cs beiween two thermal 
reservoirs main111ined at 1000 Kand JOO K respcct.ively. Engine A receives 
1680 kJ ofbcat from the high-temperature reservoir and rejects heat to the Carnot 
engine B. Engine B takes in heat rejected by engine A and rejects heat to the low
temperature reservoir. If en.gines A and B have equal thermal efficiencies, 
determine (a) the heat rejected by engine B, (b) tl .. ~ temperature at which heat is 
rejcc:tcd by engine A, and (c) the work done during the process by engines A and . 
B respectively. lf engines A and 8 deliver equal work, detenninc (d) the amount 
of heat taken in by engine B, and (e) the efficiencies of engines A and 8. 

Ans. (a) 168 kJ, (b) 316.2 K. (c) 1148. 7, 363.3 kJ. 
(d) 924 kJ, (e) 45%. 81.8%. 

' . ,. ·,d : ii • l II 
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6. I 6 A heat pump is to be used lo heat a house in winter and then reversed to cool the 
house .in swmner. The interior temperature is to be maintained at 20°C. Heat 
transfer through the walls and roof is estimated to be 0.525 kJ/s per degree 
temperature di fferenc.c between the inside and outside. (a) If ihe outside 
temperature in winter is 5°C, what is the minimum power required to drive the 
heat pump? (B) If the power output is the same as in part (a), what is the 
max.im1l1li outer temperature for which the inside can be maintained at 20°C? 

Ans. (a) 403 W. (b) 35°C. 
6.17 Consider an engine in outer space which operates oil the Carnot cycle. The only 

way in which heat can be transferred from the enging is by radiation. The rate at 
which beat is radi1ned i.s proportional to the fourth power of the absolute 
temperature T2 and to the area of the radiating surface. Show that for a given 
rower output and a given T1, the area of the radiator will be a minimum when 

E...,1. 
7i 4 

6.18 11 takes 10 kW to keep the interior ofa cenain house at 20°C when the outside 
temperature is 0°C. This heat flow is usually obtained directly by burning gas or 
oil. Calculate the power required if the 10 kW heat flow were supplied by 
operating a reversible heat put with the house as the upper reservoir and the 
outside surroundings as the lower reservoir. 

A1is. 0.6826 kW 
6.19 Prove lhat lhe COP of a reversible n::frigc:nitor operating betwttn rwo given 

temperatures is the maximwn. 
6.20 A house is to be maintained at a temperature of 20°C by means of a heat pump 

pumping heat from the atmosphere. Heat losses through the walls of the house 
are estimate<l at 0.65 kW per unit of temperJlure difference betwc.en the inside of 
tlu: house and the atmosphere. (a) If the atmospheric temperature is - 10°C, what 
is the minimum power required to drive the pump? (b) It is proposed to use the 
same heat pump to cool the house in summer. ~or the same room temperature, 
the same heal loss rate, and the same power input lo the pump. what is the 
mall.inmm pennissible atmospheric temperature? 

Ans. 2 kW, S0°C. 
6.21 A solar-powered heat pwnp n?eeivcs heal from a solar collector at Th, rejects heat 

to the atmosphere at r •. and pumps heat from a cold space at r,. The three beat 
transfer rates are Qh, Q •. and Q< respe.ctivcly. Derive an expression for the 
minimum ratio Qt!Q,. in tcm1.s of the three temperatures. 
lf Th = 400 K, T, = 300 K, T< = 200 K, Qe= 12 kW, what is the minimum Qh? If 
the collector captures 0.2 kW/mi. whal is the minimum collector area required? 

Ans. 24 kW, 120 mi 
6.22 A heat engine operating between two reservoirs at 1000 K and 300 K is used to 

drive a heat pump which extracts heat from the reservoir at 300 Kat a rate twice 
\hat at which ihe engine rejects heat to it. If the efficiency of the engine is 40"/o of 
the maximum possible and the COP of the heat pump is 50% of the maximum 
possible, what is the temperature of the reservoir io which the heat pump rejects 
heat? What is the rate of heat rejection from the heat pump if the rate of heat 
supply lo the engine is SO kW? 

Am. 326.5 K, 86 kW 
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6.23 A reversible power cycle is used to drive a reversible heat pump cycle. The power 
cycle takes in Q1 heat units al T1 and rejects Q1 at li, The heat pump abstracts Q4 

from the sink at I 4 and discharge.., Q3 at r,. Develop an expression for the mtio 
QiQ1 iu terms of the four temperatures. 

Ans. ~ = T,(Ti - T2) 
Q, 1j(T1 - T4) 

6.24 Prove that the following proposiiions are logically ei1uivalent: (a) A PMM2 is 
impossible, (b} A weight sliding at constant velocity down a frictional inclined 
pfane executes an irreversible process. 

6.25 A heat engine receives half of its heat supply at IOOO Kand half at 500 K while 
rejecting heat to a sink ai 300 K. What is the muimum possible thermal 
efficiency of this heat engine? 

AN. 0.55 
6.26 A heat pump provides 3 x I 04 kJ/h to maintain a dwelling at 23°C on a day when 

the outside temperature is o•c. The power input to the heat pump i.s 4 kW. 
Detennine the COP of the heat pump and compare it with the COP of a reversible 
heat pump operating between the reservoirs at the same two temperatures. 

Ans. 2.08, 12.87 
6.27 A reversible power cycle receiver energy Q1 from a reservoir at temperature T1 

and rejects Qi to a rccscsvoir at temperature Ti. The work developed by the power 
cycle is used to drive a reversible heat pump 1.hat removes energy Q' 2 from a · 
reservoir at tempera.lure i 1 and reject~ energy Q' 1 to a rcse.rvoir at iempcratun: 
T\. (a) Determine an expression for the ra.tio (1 /Q1 in tenns of the four 
temperatures. (b) What must be the relationship of the tcmperarurcs T1, T1, r2 
and r 1 for(! alQ, to exceed a value ofunity'l 

g· T.'( T. r. } r. T. Ans. (a) _L = 1 1 - 2 {bl ....L < -!. 
Q1 7i(7i' - Ti). T{ Tj' 

6.28 When the outside tempcroture is - l0°C', a rcsidc111ial heat pump must provide 
3.5 x 106 kJ per day 10 a dwelling to maintain its temperature at 20°C. IJ 
electricity costs Rs. 2.10 per kWh. find the minimum theoretical operating cost 
for each day of operation. 

A11s. Rs. 208.83 

·"; 
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7.1 Introduction 

The first law of thennodynamics was stated in tenns of cycles first and it was 
shown that the cyclic integral of heat is equal to the cyclic integral of worlc. When 
the first law was applied for thermodynamic processes, the existence of a 
property, the inter.nal energy, was found. Similarly, the second law was also first 
stated in terms of cycles executed by systems. When applied to processes, the 
second law also leads to the definition of a new property, known as entropy. If the 
first Jaw is said to be the law of internal energy, then second law may be stated to 
be the law of entropy. In fact, thermodynamics is the :study of three E's, namely, 
energy. equilibrium and entropy. 

7.2 Two Reversible Adiabatic Paths Cannot 
Intersect Each Other 

Let it be assumed that two reversible adiabaticsA C a.nd BC intersect each other at 
point C (Fig. 7. l ). Let a reversible isothenn AB be drawn in such a way that it 
intersects die reversible adiabat.ics atA and 8. Tbe three reversible processesAB, 
BC, and CA together constitute a reversible cycle, and the area included 
represents lhe net work output in a cycle. But such a cycle is impossible, since net 
work is being produced in a cycle by a heat engine by exchanging heat with a 
single reservoir in the processAB, which violates the Kelvin-Planck statement of 
the second law. Therefore, the assumption of the intersection of the reversible 
adiabatics is wrong. Through one point. there can pass only one reversible 
adiabatic. 

Since two constant property lines can never interse<:t each other, it is inferred 
that a reversible adiabatic path must l'l!present some property, which is yet to be 
identified. 

I I I• 11 ! 
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Fig. 7..1 .wvmptior, of two ,tvmiblt adiahatics intmtcting tat/1 othtr 

7.3 Clausius' Theorem 

Let a system be talc.en from an equilibrium state i to another equilibrium statejby 
following the reversible path i-f (Fig. 7.2). Let a re\lersible adiabatic i-a be 
drawn through i and another reversible adiabatic b-fbe drawn through f Then a 
reversible isotherm a-b is drawn in su.ch a way that the area under i-a- b-f is 
equal lo the area \lnder i-f Applying the lirst law for 

- 11 

Fig. 7.2 Rtversihle path substitu~d /Jy lwo rtvmible adial>atics and a reversible isothnm 

Processi-/ 
Q,_1 = Ur- U, + W;r 

Process i-a-b-f 

Since 

W;r= W..i,r 
:. From Eqs (7.1) and (7.2) 

Q1r= Qiobr 

Since 
= Qia + Q,1> + Qbf 

Qia = 0 and Q1,,= 0 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

Iii I, 
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Qif=Q.b 

Heat transferred in the process i-f is equal to the heat transferred in the 
isothennal process u-b. 

Thus any reversible path may be substituted by a reversible zigzag path, 
between the same end slates, consisting of a reversible adiabatic followed by a 
reversible isotherm and then by a reversible adiabatic, such that the heat 
transferred during the isothermal process is the same as that transferred dwing 
the original process. 

Let a smooth closed curve representing a reversible cycle (Fig. 7.3) be 
considered. Let the closed cycle be divided into a large number of strips by means 
of reversible adiabatics. Each strip may be closed at the top and bottom by 
reversible isotberm.s. The original closed cycle is thus replaced by a zigzag closed 
path c,onsisting of alternate adiabatic and isothermal processes, such that the 
heat transferred during all the isothen:nal processes is equal to the heat 
transferred in the original cycle. Thus the original cycle is replaced by a large 
number of Carnot cycles. If the adiabatics are close to one another and the 
number of Carnot cycles is large, the saw-toothed zigzag line will coincide with 
the original cycle. 

For the elemental cycle abed. dQ1 heat is absorbed reversibly at 71, and 4Q2 
heat is rejected reversibly at T2 

l 
r, 
a 

---... v 

O!iginal n,~rsible 
circle 

Fig. 7.3 A rt1Jmi/Ju cycl, splil into a la,g, numbtr of Carnot eye/ts 

dQ, = ltQ2 

r. 1i 
If heat supplied is iaken as positive and heat rejected as negative 

dQ1 + dQ2 =O 
1j T2 

Similarly, for the elemental cycle efgh 

I I 'I+ d I • • 11 t I II 
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If similar equations arc written for all lhc elemental Carnot cycles, lhen for 
the whole original cycle 

or 

4Q1 d:Qi dQ3 dQ.. 
--+--+--+--+···=O 

1j 1i 7; T4 

f dQ =O 
R T 

(7.3) 

The cyclic integral of dQIT for a reversible cycle is equal to :zero. This is 
known as Clausius' theorem. The letter R emphasizes the fact that tbe equation 
is valid only for a reversible cycle. 

7 .4 The Property of Entropy 

Let a system be taken from an initial equilibrium state i to a final equilibrium 
state/by following the reversible path R1 (Fig. 7.4). The system is brought 

J l ! 
• I 
' 

/~2 

R, 

f 
~ ,.._ _ _._,..,. ______ _ 

-v 

Fig. 7.4 TID11 rnmillle patlu R1 and R2 between two ,pililiri11111 sl4tls i and f 

back from f to i by following another reversible path R2• Then the two paths R 1 
311d R2 together constitute a reversible cycle. From Clausius' theorem 

f 11i = O 
R1R2 

The above integral may be ~placed as <he sum of two integrals, one for path 
R1 and lhe olher for path R2 

f I 

J dQ + J dQ =O 
; T r T 

ll1 R2 

or 
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Since R2 is a reversible path 

t ctQ r d"Q 

fr=!r 
lt1 R1 

( 

Since R1 and R2 represent any two reversible paths, J .!!fl is independent of 
i T 
It 

the reversible path connecting i and f. Therefore, there exists a property of a 
system. whose value at the final stIJtef minus its value at the initial state i is equal 

( 

to J dQ. This property is called entropy, and is denoted by S. IfS; is the enttopy 
r T 
R 

at the initial state i, and Sr is the entropy at the final state f. then 

f ctQ Ir =Sr-Si (7.4) 
I 

When the two equilibrium states are infinitesimally near 

d"Qa =dS 
T 

(7.5) 

where dS is an exact differential because S is a point function and a property. 
The subscript R in d'Q indicates ihat heat ctQ is transfemd reversibly. 

The word 'entropy' was first used by Clausius, taken from the Greek word 
'tropee' meaning 'transformation'. It is an extensive property, and has the unit 
J/K. The specific entropy 

s= L J/lcg K 
m 

If the system is taken from an initial equilibrium state i to a final equilibrium 
state /by an irre~-ersible path, since entropy is a point or state function, and the 
entropy change is independent of the path followed, the non-reversible path is to 
be replaced by a reversible path to integrate for the evaluation of entropy ch.ange 
in the irreversible process (Fig. 7 .S). 

I 
I 

.... ! 

l I . I 
i 

i.i.----.. :, 
Rev. palh 

which replaces 
the ln&v. 

paih 

t ~~',,j' T 
(L Ac1ual t---,' 
[ lnev. path · I i 
r -../ b45 i 
S; ---.. S Sr 

Fig. 7.S Jnugration tan be done only on a rroersible path 

r I •1, 111 
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s,-S; =Id~ = (~lmvpalh 
I 

(7.6) 

Integration can be perfonned only on a reversible patll. 

7.4.1 Temperatv,e·Enlf'0/11 Plot 

The infmitesimal change in entropy dS due to reversible heat transfer <fQ at 
temperature Tis 

dS- 4Q,... 
T 

If d·Q,..v = 0, i.e., the procei,s is reversible and adiabatic 

dS=O 
and S= constant 

A reversible adiabatic process is, therefore, an isentropic process. 
Now 

or 

dQ,..v=TdS 
I 

Q..,., = J TdS 
i 

The system is taken from i to f reversibly (Fig. 7.6). The area under the 
r 

curve J T dS is equal to the heat transfened in the process . 
. i 

For reversible isothennal heat transfer (Fig. 7.7), T = constant. 

T I 

l 

Fig. 7.6 Atta undtT a ttvmiblt path on Fig. 7.7 Revmil>lt isothmnal lual transfer 
tltt T·s plot represents lual tra111f tt 

f 

Q_. =TI dS= T(S,- SJ 
i 

For a reversible adiabatic process, dS = 0, S = C (Fig. 7.8). 
The Camot cycle comprising two reversible isothenns and two reversible 

adiabatics forms a rectangle in the T-S plane (Fig. 7.9). Process 4-1 represents 
reversible isothermal heat addition Q1 to the system at T1 from an e,ctemal 

•. ,. :11·, ii . 
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r r L_' ___ _ 

.E;JQ, 1 - -- T, 

-1...w~ } 

• w, 0, 2 ~:, 

- s -->-S 

Fig. 7.8 Reomihlt adiabatic /J 
/.Jtnlropi, 

Fig. 7.9 Camot 9"t 

source, process 1-2 is the reversible adiabatic expansion of the system 
producing WE amount of work, process 2-3 is the reversible isothennal heat 
rejection from the system to an extemal sink at T2, and process 3-4 represents 
reversible adiabatic comp.ression ofihe system consuming We amount of work. 
Area 1 2 3 4 represents the net work output per cycle and the area under 4-1 
indicates the quantity ofheat added to the system Q1• 

~- 1i(S.-S,)-T2(~ -S3) 
1lC-llrMc ~ Q, - 1j ( Si - s. ) 

= 1j-1; =1- 1i 
1j 1j 

an.d W"" = Q1 -· Q2 = (T1 -T2) (S1 -S4) 

7.5 Principle of Caratheodory 

The property "entropy" was here introduced through the historical route as 
initiated by the engineer Carnot and elaborated by the physicists Kelvin and 
Clausius. Starting with the statement expressing the impossibility of converting 
heat completely into work, or the impossibility of spontaneous beat flow from a 
colder to a hotter body, an ideal beat engine of maximum efficiency was 
described. With the aid of this ideal engine, an absolute temperature scale was 
defined and the Clausius theorem proved. On the basis of the Clausius theorem, 
the existence of an entropy function was inferred. 

In 1909, the Greek mathematician Caratheodory proved the existence of an 
entro.py function without the aid of Carnot engines and refrigerators, but only 
by mathematical deduction. Let us consider 3 system whose states are 
detennined by three tbennodynamic coordinateu, y and z. Then the first law in 
differential form may be written as 

dQ = A<h + Bdy + Cdz-, 

where A, B, and Care functions ofx. y 1111d z. The adiabatic, reve.rsible 1Iansition 
of this system is subject to the coodition 

dQ=A<h + Bdy+ Cd==O 

I !I It I 
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which leads to the mathematical slalemenl of the second law as: 
/11 the ne;ghbourhood of any arbitrar,1 initial state P0 of a physical :ryste,n 

there uist neighbouring states which are not accessible from Pf/ a/011g quasi
static adiabatic paths. 

It follows from Carntbeodocy's theorem that this is possible if and only if 
there eltist functions T and S such that: 

d:Q = Adx+ Bdy + Cdz = TdS 

Thus, by stating the second law in terms of the inaccessibility of certain 
states by adiabatic paths, and by using a matl1emalical theorem (for U1c proof 
see Hsieh), Caratheodory inferred the Cltistence of an entropy function and an 
integrating factor connected with the Kelvin temperature. 

7 .6 The Inequality of Clausius 

Let us consider a cycle A.BCD (Fig. 7.10). Let AB be a geneml process, either 
reversible or irreversible, while the other processes in the cycle are reversible. 
Let the cycle be divided into a number of elementary cycles, as shown. for one 
of these elementary cycles 

-t' 

Fig. 7 .10 /ntiputlity of CltJClli14 

d(h 
11-1-

dQ 

where ttQ is the heat supplied at T, and dQ2 the heat rejected at T2• 

Now, the cfticiency of a general cycle will be equal to or le$S d1an the 
efficiency of a reversible cycle. 

I - d"2 ~ [1 - d(h J 
dQ dQ 

n:v 

I I ,, ill I I II 
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or 

or 

Since 

or c!Q S tQi , for any process AB, n:vcrsible or ineversible. 
T 7; 

For a reversible process 

(7.7) 

Hence, for any process AB 

(7.8) 

Then for any cycle 

f (!is fds 
Since entropy is a property lllld the cyclic integral of any property is zero 

(7.9) 

Th.is equation ii known as Che intqUality of Clausius. It provides the criterion 
of th'1 reversibility of o cycle. 

If f 4f = 0, the cycle is reversible, 

f 4f < 0, Che cycle is irreversible and possible 

• d I ' " 
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f 'i > 0, the ~le is impossible, since it violales the second law. 

7.7 Entropy Change In an Irreversible Procesa 

For any process undergone by a system, we have from Eq. (7.8) 

or 

tQ < ds 
T -

(7.10) 

This is further clarified if we consider the cycles as shown in Fig. 7. t I, 

2 

A~/7 
/ 

.' C 

1 \~ 

- s 
Flg. 7.11 EntrOf!! drangt in an imvmihk process 

where A and B are re\lenibte processes and C is an irreversible process. For the 
rnemble cycle consisting of A and B 

or 
2 dQ I dQ J-=-J-
1 T 2 T 

(7.11) 

A B 

For the irreversible cycle consisting of A and C, by the inequality of Clausius, 

f dQ = j~+ J~ <O 
T I T 2 T 

(7.12) 

A C 

From Eqs (7.11) and (7.12), 

I I ,, ill I II I I II 
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I I _ J dQ + J dQ <O 
2 T 2 T 
B C 

I dQ I (tQ 

[r>[r (7.13} 

B C 

Since the path B is reversible, 

I I 

/ dQ = / dS 
2 T 2 

(7.14) 

B B 

Since entropy is a property,entropy changes for the paths Band C would be 
the same. Therefore, 

I I 

/dS.,,/dS 
2 2 
B C 

From Eqs (7.13) to (7.15), 

I I f dS> f ltQ 
1 2 T 
C C 

Thus, for any irreversible process, 

dS> ltQ 
T 

whereas for a reversible process 

or 

dS .. dQ.,,,. 
T 

Therefore, for the general case, we can write 

(7.15) 

(7.16) 

The equality sign holds good for a reversible process and lhe inequality sign 
for an im:versible proce&S. 
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7.8 Entropy Principle 

For any infut.itesimal process undergone by a system, we have from Eq. ( 7. I 0) 
for the total mass 

For an isolated system which does not undergo any energy interaction with 

the surroundings, 4 Q = 0. 

or 

Therefore, for an isolated system 

For a reversible process, 

dS, ... =O 
S= constant 

For an irreversible process 

dS;so > 0 

(7.17) 

It is thus proved that the entropy of an isolated system can never decrease. It 
always increases and remains constant only when the process is reversible. 
This is known as the principle of increase of entropy, or simply the entropy 
principle. It is the quantitative general statement of second law from the 
macroscopic viewpoint. 

An isolated system can always be formed by including any system and its 
surroundings within a single boundary (Fig. 7.12). Sometimes ihe origiual 
system which is then only a part of the isolated system is called a 'subsyste,n'. 

- System 

~ , - ~ 
~ ~ .... 

0 

- Svrroundings isolated 
(oomposite) system 

Flg. 7.12 isolated :rystnn 

The system and the surroundings together (the univcn;e or the isolated 
system) include everything which is affected by the process. For all possible 
processes that a system in the given surroundings can undergo 

d.~univ <!: 0 
or dS,ys + dS,urr <!: 0 (7.18) 

Eutropy may decrease locally at some region within the isolated system, but 
it must be compensated by a greater increase of entropy somewhere within the 
system so that the net effect of an irreversible process is an entropy increase of 

I I +! It !111 



the whole system. The entropy increase of an isolated system is a measure of 
the extent of irreversibility of the process undergone by the system. 

Rudolf Clausius summarized the first and second laws of thermodynamics in 
tbe following wonts: 

(a) Die Encrgie der Welt ist Constllllt. 
(b) Die Entropic der Welt strebt einem Muimwn zu. 
[(a) The energy of the world (universe) is constant. 
(b) The entropy of the world tends towards a maximum.} 

The entropy of an isolated system always increases and becomes a maximum 
at the state of equilibrium. If the entropy of an isolated system varies with some 
parameter x, then there is a certain valne of x. which maximizes the cnttopy 

( when ~ = 0) and repn:sc:nts lhe equilibrium state (Fig. 7.13). The system is . 

then said to exist at tbe peak of the entropy bill, and dS = 0. When the system is 
ot equilibrium, any conceivable change in entropy would be zero. 

- ----::,--,----.s.,_ 

Eq111Ub11um 
, etate 

/ 

X. 
-x 

fig. 7.13 E,juilibrium sl4ll of an isolated, rystmi 

" 7.9 Applications of Entropy Principle 

The principle of increase of entropy is one of the most important laws of 
physical science. It is the qnantitative statement of the second law of 
thermodynamics. Every irreversible process is accompan.ied by entropy 
increase of the universe, and this entropy increase quantifies the extent of 
irreversibility of the process. The higher the entropy increase of the universe, 
the higher will be the irreversibility of the process. A few applications of the 
entropy principle are illustrated in the following, 

7.9.1 Transfer of heat thr911&lt a Finiu Temperature Difference 

Let Q be the rate of heat tnm.,fcr from n:servoir .4 a1 T1 to reservoir B at T1, 

T1 > T2 (Fig. 7.14). 
For reservoir A, t:.S" = - QIT1• Jt is negative because heat Q flows out of the 

reservoir. Fo.r reservoir 8, t:.58 = + QIT2• It is positive because heat flows into 

• ' ... "' • !! ' 
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:----------------! Syste:=ry ,--·---·-···i 
i I T1 1 · ------------------------------ ---J I T2 I· L.. _____ _;_r-------------- -- -------------·-·1_:_ ___ dJ 

Res8Mllr A Reservoir a 
Fig, 7,U Heat trarufn through a finite tnnperaturt dif!nmct 
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the reservoir. The rod connecting the reservoirs suffers no entropy change 
because, once in the steady state, its coordinates do not change. 

Therefore, for the isolated system comprising the reservoirs and the rod, and 
since entropy is an additive propeny 

S=SA + S8 

.6S,miv 
= 6S,.. + Me 

or t,.S. =-Jl.+Jl.=Q·1j-Ji 
UNV 7j T2 1iT2 

Since T1 > T2, 4Sw,iv is positive, and the process is irreversible and possible. 
If T1 = T2, ASuniv is zero, and the process is reversible. If T1 < T2, AS.,,;., is 
negative and the process is impossible. 

7.9.2 Mm1t1 of Two .Fl11ids 

Subsystem I having a fluid of mass m 1, specific heat c 1, and temperature t 1, and 
subsystem 2 consisting of a fluid of mass m2, specific heat c2, and temperature 
t2, comprise a composite system in an adiabatic enclosure (Fig. 7.15). When tb._e 
partition is removed, the two fluids mix together, and at 

Fig. 7.15 Mui,,,; of two fluids 

Adiabatic 
endosu111 

equilibrium lettrbe the final temperature, and t2 <tc<t1• Since energy interaction 
is exclusively confined to the two fluids, the system being isolated 

m1 c1(t1 -11) = m2 c2 (t1- t2) 

I I 'I• d I ' • II I 
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Ir= m1 c1t1 + m2c2h 

m1c1 + m2c2 

Entropy change for the fluid in subsystem I 

•s -1 dQ,... _ Tl m,c,dT _ 1 Tf 
,.. 1 - --- J--- -m1c1 n-

li T 1i T 7i 
tr+ 273 

=m1c11n---
t1 +273 

This will be negative, since T1 > r,. 
Entropy change for the fluid in subsystem 2 

Tl m2c2dT r, t1 + 273 
~S2 = J--- = m2 c2 In - = m:ic2 In _,__ __ 

y1 T 7i t2 + 273 

This will be positive, since T2 < r, 
ASu.n,v = AS1 + 6S2 

r, r, ~m1c1 lo-+m2c1 1n -
7j T2 

ASuniv will be positive definite, and the mixing process is irreversible. 
Although the mixing process is irreversible, to evaluate the entropy change 

for the subsy~tems, the irreversible path was replaced by a reversible path on 
which the integration was perfonncd. 

lfm1 = m2 =m and c1 = c2 = c. 

and 

r.2 
AS · =mcln-f-u,uv 1j .72 

.,. _ m1c11j .._ m2c21i ,,-
m1C1 +m2c2 

AS · = 2 me In (7j + l;)/l 
...,.. .JT., T.z 

This is always positive, since the arithmetic mean of any two numbers is 
always greater than their geometric mean. This can also be proved geometri
cally. Let a semi-circle be drawn with (T1 + Ti) as diameter (Fig. 7.16). 

Here, AB = T1, BC = T2 and OE = (T1 + T2)12. It is known that 
(DB)2 = AB · BC= T1T2. 

Now, 
DB .. .Jr., T2 

OE>DB 

i; + 1i - lf.Y 
--2- - "'' '2 

1, 11! , !1 , 
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~I-
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/ i \ 

( \ 
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i+----T1---- - T2~ 

0 8 

Fig. 7.16 Gtofllllrifal proof to Jhow tAat g.m < a.,n. 
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7 .9.3 Maximum Work Obtainable from Two Finite Bodies 
at Temperatures T1 and Tz 

Let us consider two identical finite bodies of constant heat capacity at 
te.mperatures T1 and T2 respectively, T1 being higher than T2• If the two bodies 
arc merely brought together into thermal contact, delivering no work, the final 
temperature Tr reached would be the maximum 

,.._ 1j+Tz ,,----
2 

ff a heal engine is operated between 
ihe two bodies acting as thermal cn
ergy reservoirs (Fig. 7.17), part of the 
heat withdrawn from body J is con
verted to work W by the heat engine, 
and the remainder is rejected lo body 
2. The lowest attainable tinal tempera
ture Tr corre5p0nds to the delivery of 
the largest possible amount of work, 
and. is associated with a reversible 
process. 

As work is delivered by the heat 
engine, the temperature of body I will 

_L.__ 
I ---,, I 

H.E. ·~ ... W=Q1 - ~ 

~ 
Fig. 7.17 Muimum work ol!Ui1ti:16lt 

fr- ta,o finite /Jadiu 

be decreasing and that of body 2 will be increasing. When both the bodies atiain 
the final tempenitW'C Tr, the heat engine will stop operating. Let the bodies 
remain at constmt pressure and undergo no change of pbllse. 

Total heat withdrawn from body I 
Q1 =C11 (T1 -T,) 

where C11 is the heat capacity of the two bodies at constant prellllure. 
Total heat rejected to body 2 

Q2 "'Cp (T,- T2) 

1,1 It 
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:. Amount of total work delivered by the heat engine 

W=Q,-Q2 
=Cp(T1 +T2 -2T,) (7.19) 

For given values of Cp, T1 and T2, the magnitude of work W depends on r,. 
Work obtainable wi I.I be maximum when Tr is minimum. 

Now, for body 1, entropy change /lS1 is given 'by 

j t dT T. 
/lS1 = C. -=C tn-L 

P T P T. 
Ti I 

For body 2, entropy change M 2 would be 

l dT T. 
llS2 = C -=C Jn_L 

P T P T, 
Ti 2 

Since the working fluid operating in the heat engine cycle does not undergo 

any entropy change, AS of the working flnid in heat engine ~ f dS = 0. 

Applying the entropy principle 

llS..,;v ~ 0 

c, In Tr + c, In 7j, ~ O 
1j 1i 

l 

C 1n.2i....~o 
p 7i 1i 

From equation (7.20), for Tr to be a minimum 

r.2 
C In-'- =O 

" 1j·Tz 

r,2 
ln - 1- =O= In I 

7i 1i 
Tf= ./Tj·Tz 

For W to be a maximum, T1 will be Jr. 72 . From equation (7.19) 

Wmax = Cp(T1 + T2 - 2Jr., 72 = Cp ( ff. -./f;)2 

(7.20) 

(7.21) 

The final temperetures of the two bodies, initially at· T1 and T1, can range 

from (T1 + T2)/2 with no delivery of work to Jr., T2 with maximum delivery of 
work. 

7.9.4 Ma.nm•m Work Obtainable from a Finiu Body an.d a TER 

Let one of the bodies considered in the previous section be a thennal energy 
reservoir. The finite body has a thermal capacity CP and is at temperature T and 

I !!I ii I + II 
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l._ aody T i 

l~~w 
ro - w 

r- ·-~ - 1 
I To 

the TER is at temperature T0, such that 
T > T0. Let a heat eng.ine operate be
tween the two (Fig. 7 .18). As heat is 
yvithdrawn from the body, its tern· 
perature decreases. The temperature 
of the TER would, however, remain 
unchanged at To- The engine would 
stop working, when the temperature 
of the body reaches T0• During that 
period, the amount of work delivered 
is W. and the heal rejected to the TER 
is (Q - W). l11en 

Flg. 7 .18 Ma1tim11m work obt4i11t1fllt 

111/1t11 ont of //it bodits ii a TER 

Tp dT T. 
6S'eoc1 = J C - = C In ....Q.. 

y TPr p r 

!!.SHE-= j dS= 0 

Q-W 
l!.SnR=~ 

l!.S · =C In To+ Q-W 
univ p T To 

By the entropy principle. 

l!.Suniv ;!: 0 

C In To + Q- W ~ O 
P T To 

or CP In T.To ~ W - Q 
To 

or W-Q ~c In To 
To P T 

or W~Q+ T0 Cpln ~ 
To wnw = Q+ ToCp In T 

or, Wltlll<=cp[(T-To}-To In~] {7.22) 

7.9.5 Processes bhibtting btmaal Mechanical lm11ersibility 

(i) hotbermal Dissipation of Work Let us consider the isothermal 
dissipation of work through a system into the internal energy of a reservoir, as 
in the flow of an electric current I through a resistor in contact with a reservoir 

! ! " ' 
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(Fig. 7.19). At steady state, the internal energy of the resistor and hence its 
temperature is constant. So, by first law 

W"'Q 

. . ... ·-· ......... . ,....--, c.v. 

'--t'}f!!'!Y.' .. ~ .. -... :-
Q 

Surr. 
al T 

Fig. 7.19 Extm1al mtd1anieal irrtvmibility 

The flow of current represents work transfer. At steady state the work is 
dissipated isothermally into heat transfer to the surroundings. Since the 
surroundings absorb Q units of heat at temperature T, 

tJ.s. = Q = !f. 
IUtt T T 

At steady stale, &Ssys = 0 

(7.23) 

The irreversible process is thus accompanied by an entropy increase of the 
universe. 

(ii) Adiabatic Dissipation of Work Lei Wbe the stirring work supplied to a 
viscous thennally insulated liquid, which is dissipated adiabatically into internal 
energy increase of the liquid, the temperature of which increases from Tj to Tr 
(Fig. 7 .20). Since there is no flow of beat to or from the surroundings, 

~s.WT=o 
To calculate the entropy change of the system, the original irreversible path 

(dotted line) must be replaced by a reversible one between the same end states, 

(a) 

fig. 7.20 Adiabatic diuipatio11 of work 

--
p=c 

-s 
(b) 

I I 'I• .. , 1 ' 11+ I II 
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i and f Let us replace the irreversible performance of work by a reversible 
isobaric flow of heat from a series of reservoirs ranging from T, to Tr to cause 
lhe same change in the siatc of the system. The entropy change of the system 
will be 

_ r <JQ _ r C'pdT _ Tr 
6S•Y•- f 7-f-r--CP Inf, 

I l 

It R 

where CP is the heat capacity of lhe liquid. 

(7.24) 

which is positive. 

7.10 Entropy T.ransfer Mechanisms 

Entropy can. be transferred to or from a system in two fonns: heat transfer and 
mass flow. In contrast, energy is transferred by work also. Entropy transfer is 
recognised at the system boundary as entropy crosses the boundary, and it 
represents the entropy gained or lost by a system during a process. The only 
form of entropy interaction associaled with a fixed mass or closed system is 
heat transfer, and thns the entropy transfer for an adiabatic closed system is 
zero. It is being explained below in more details: 

(a) Heat Transfer Since dS = dQ,.., , when heat is added lo a system d Q is 
T 

positive, and the entropy of the system increases. When beat is removed from 
the system, dQ is negative, and the entropy of the system decreases. 

Heat ttansferred to the system of fix.ed mass increases the internal energy of 
the system, as a result of which the molecules (of a gas) move with higher 
kine1ic energy and collide more frequently, and so the disorder in the system 
increases. Heat is thus regarded as disorganised or disordered energy transfer 
which increases molecular chaos (see Sec. 7.16). If beat Q flows reversibly 
from the system to the surroundings at T0 (Fig. 7.21), lhc entropy increase of 
the sur:ronodings is 

6S =JL 
sun To 

The entropy of the system is reduced by 

&S ..,_.Q_ 
•Y• To 

The temperatnre of the boundary where heat transfer oc.curs is the constant 
temperature T0• lt may be said that the system has Jost t-ntropy to the 
surroundings. AJtcmatively. one may state lhat the surroundings have gained 

1 I 1• :11: i1 , 
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entropy from the system. Therefore, there is entropy transfer from the system 
to the su1Toundings along with heat flow. In other words, since the beat inflow 
increases the molecular disorder, there is flow of disorder along with heat. The 
sign of entropy transfer is the same as the sign of heat transfer: positive, if into 
the system, and negati1•e, if out of the system. 

Fig. 7.21 Entropy trarisfer along witlt. luatjlow 

On the other hand, there is no entropy transfer associated with work. In 
Fig. 7.22, the system delivers work to a flywheel, where energy is stored in a 
fully recoverable form. The flywheel molecules are simply put into rotation 
around the axis in a perfectly organised manner, and there is no dissipation and 
hence no entropy increase of the flywheel. The same can be said about work 
transfer in the compression of a spring or in the raising of a weight by a certain 
height. There is thus no entropy transfer along with work. Ir work is dissipated 
adiabatically into internal energy increase of the system (Subsection 7.9.5), 
there is an entropy increase in the system, but there is as such no entropy 
transfer to it. 

Work is thus entropy-free, and no entropy is transferred with work. Energy 
is transfen:ed with both heat and work, whereas entropy is transferred only 
with heat. The first law of thermodynamics makes no distinction between heat 
transfer 11J1d work. It considers them as equals. The distinction between heat 
transfer and work is brought about by the second law: an energy interaction 
which is accompanied by entropy transfer is heat transfer, and an energy 
interaction which is not accompanied by entropy transfer is work. Thus, only 
energy is exchanged during work interaction, whereas both ene:-gy and entropy 
are exchanged duri,rg heat transfer. 

(b) Mus Flow Mass contains entropy as well as energy, and the entropy and 
energy of a system are proportional to the mass. When the mass of a system is 
doubled, so are the entropy and energy of the system. Both entropy and energy 
are carried into or out of a system by streams nf matter, and the rates of entropy 
and energy transport into or out of a system are proportional to the mass flow 
rate. Closed systems do not involve any mass flow and thus any entropy 
transport. When an amount of mass m enters or leaves a system, an entropy of 
amount ms. s being the specific entropy, accompanies it. Therefore, the entropy 
of a system increases by ms when the mass of amount m enters it, and decreases 
by the same amount when it leaves it at the same state. 

I I 'I+ d I • 1-.lalcria 
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Fig. 7.22 No ttllropy transfer awng with work transfer 

7.11 Entropy Generation in a Closed System 

The entropy of any closed system can increase in two ways: 

(a) by heat interaction in which there is entropy transfer 

-=173 

{b) internal i.n:eversibilities or dissipative effects in which work (or K.E.) is 
dissipated into incemal energy increase. 

If ct Q is the infinitesimal amount of heal tr81lsferred to the system through 
its boundary at t.emperature T, the same as lhat of the surroundings, lhe enU'opy 
increase dS of the system cao be expressed as 

dS = d,.S + d;S 

= aQ +d-S T I 
(7.25) 

when: d.S is lhe entropy increase due to ex.ternaJ heat interaction and d;S is the 
entropy increase due to internal irreversibility. From Eq. (7.25), 

(7.26) 

The entropy increase due to internal irreversibility is also called entropy 
production or entropy generation, Sgcn· 

In other words. the entropy change of a system during a process is greater 
than the entropy transfer (<tQ/1) by an amount equal to the entropy gener.ited 
during the process within the system (d;S), so that the elltropy l,alarn:e gives: 

Entropy change = Entropy transfer + Entropy generation 

llS,.,._., = M1r11m.,. + llS,.,,,. 
which is a verbal statement ofEq. (7.25) imd i11ustrate.d in fig. 7.23. 

lt may so happen that in a process (e.g. , the expansion of a hot fluid in a 
turbine) the entropy decrease of the system due to beat loss to the surroundings 

[-J <ti J is equal to the entropy increase of the system due to internal 

I ti I! I 
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Entropy cha11ge of system 
" En1r0py transler (with 0) 
+ Entropy generation 
(by W. due to dissipation 

Fig. 7.23 Illustration of du entropy transfer and tnlropy {lrududion WTl(tpu. 

irreversibilities such as friction, etc. (J dis), in which case the entropy of the 

system before and aller the process will remain the same (J dS = 0) . There.fore. 
an isentropic pracess need ,wt be a<ii<lbatic or reversible. 

But if the ise11tropic process is reversible, iJ must he adiabatic. Also, if the 
isemmpic process is adiabatic. it cannot but be reversible. An adiabatic process 
need 1101 be isentropic, .fince entropy can also increase due to friction etc. 8111 if 
the process is adiabatic and reversible. it must be isentropic. 

or 

For an infinitesimal reversible process by a closed system, 

ct QR= dUi + pdV 

If the process is irreversible, 

dQ.=4U1+d:W 

Since U is a property, 

dUk "'dU1 

<fQll -pdY= <fQ1 -4 W 

[ <ti l = ( di )1 + pd v; aw (7.27) 

The difference (pdY - dW) indicates the work that is lost due to 
irreversibility, and is called the lost work d'(LW), which approaches zero as the 
process approaches reversibility as a limit. Equation (7.27) can be expressed in 
the fonn 

dS=~+ d,S 

Thus the entropy of a closed system increases due to heat addition { d.s) and 
intemaJ dissipation ( d,S). 

"I' ' " 
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In any process executed by a system, energy is always conserved, but 
entropy is produced internally. For any process between equilibrium states I 
and 2 (Fig. 7.24), the first law can be written as 

or 

2 2 

J d"Q- J d"W=E2 -E1 
I 1 

Energy Energy 
transfer chani1c 

Q1-2 = E2 - E1 + W1-2 
r-- eoundary 

Sy,tem 
1- ....... 2 

SurrouodiFIIJS 

r, ~ 
T / ; dO "'crw 

1 (Heat Transfer) (Wort Trall$fer) 
(Bounda,y- -' • 

TempenalUnt) 

f ~ (Enrropy Tn1.11e<er) 

Fig. 7.24 SclimuJ.lic of a (kiseil ,ysltm interaclilfl wil.lr it.I 1urTau,u/irv;, 

By the second law, 

2 4Q 
S2-S1 ~ J-

1 T 
It is only the transfer of energy as heat which is accompanied hy entropy 

transfer, both of which occur at the boundary where the temperature is T. 
Work interaction is not accompanied by any entropy transfer. The entropy 

2 dQ 
change of the system (S2 - S1) exceeds the entropy transfer J--. The 

I T 
difference is produced internally due to im:vccrsibility. The amount of entropy 
generation S

8
.,, is given by 

2 4Q 
s2-s, - J T ~ S8.., (7.28) 

I 
Entropy .l:n1ropy entropy 
~ha1111e llllll<fer production 

S8.,, t? 0 

The second le.w states that, in general, any thermodynamic process is 
accompanied by entropy generotjon. 

Ill I II I ' II 
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Process l-2, which does not generate any entropy (S,00 = 0), is a reversible 
process (Fig. 7.25). Paths for which Sgon > 0 are considered ii:reversible. Like 
heat transfer and work transfer during the process 1-2, the entropy generation 
also depends on the path tile system follows. Saen is, therefore, not a thermody
namic propeny and it Sa•• is an inexact differential, although (S2 - S1) depends 
only on the end states. In the differential form, Eq. (7.28) can be written as 

2 

-s 
Fig; 7.25 Entropy gmtTation dtptnds an tilt pat!t 

dS =dS- &Q 
""' T 

(7.29) 

The amount of entropy generation qllantifies the intrinsic irreversibility 
of the process. If the path A causes more entropy generation than path B 
(Fig. 7.25), i.e. 

(Sgeo)A > (S,.Ja 
the path A is more irreversible than path Band involves more 'lost work'. 

If heat transfer occurs at several locations on the boundary of a system, the 
entropy uansfer term can be expressed as a sum, so Eq. (7.28) takes the fonn 

S:z - s1 .. I Qi + stffl (7.30) 
j Ti 

wh~ Q/T; is the amount of entropy transferred through the portion of the 
bowidacy at c.emperature 1j. 

On a time rate basis, the entropy balance can be written as 

dS = I Qj + s 
dt j 1j , ... (7.31) 

where dS/dr is the rate of change of entropy of the system, iJp; is the rate of 
entropy transfer tluough lhe portion of the boundary whose instantaneous 
temperature is 1i, and s,en is the rate of entropy generation due to irreversibilitics 
within 1he system. 

111 ,, ii ' 
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7.12 Entropy Generation in an Open System 

In an open system, there is transfer of three quantities: mass, energy and 
entropy. The control surface can have one or more openings for mass transfer 
(Fig. 7 .26). It is rigid, and there is shaft work transfor across it. 

~ Surroundings in9 

~/~~~-" <! 
volume \ -::::... 

s c.s. 
Surface 

M E t 
Tempenib.ire. r~ ___.,/ "--

. I " , --- (Shaft WOiie 
(Enitopy Translef _ ,.. f d (Heat Transfer Transfet Rate) 

Rat&) I Rate) 

Fig. 7.26 SchntoJic qf 011 ofKn s,st,m atMI. its illlcraelion wit.Ii 1Mrro11isdi7W1 

The continuity equation gives 

~. ~. dM .._.m1 - L."'• = --
; • d'I' 

(7.32) 

net mass 1111.e of mua 
transfer rate accumulation 

in the CV 
The energy eq11ation gives 

L'"• h+-+gz -Im. h+-+gZ +Q-w.ti~ ( 
v2 ) ( v2 ) . . oE 

; 2 i • 2 • at 
(7.33) 

nee rate of energy rate of energy 
l' .imfc:r a1:eWT1ulatian in the CV 

The .te..,ond law inequality or the entropy principle gives 

~. ~. Q as 
.... mis, - L.m•s• + - S ~ 
i • T at 

(7.34) 

net rate of entropy rate of increase of 
I.ran.sf er entropy of the CV 

Here Q represents the rate of heat transfer at the location of the boundary 

where the instantaneous temperature is T. The ratio Q/T accounts for the 

entropy transfer along with heat. The tenns ,ii,si and ,i,~. account, respectively, 
for rotes of entropy transfer into and out of the CV accompanying mass flow. 
The rate of entropy increase of the control volume cxceds, or is equal 10, the net 
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rate of c.ntropy transfer into it. The differenc.e is the entropy generated within 
the control volume due to ineversibility. Hence, the rate of entropy generation is 
given by 

s ,. as - I, m·s· + I, m s - Q 
11'11 df i II • C. T 

(7.35) 

By the second Jaw, 

sgtn ~ o 
lf the process is reyersible, S800 = 0. For an irreversible process, s, .• > 0. 
The magnitude of S gen q11:3nti fies th~ irreversibility of the process. If systems 

A and B operate so that (Sgc.JA > (S8•0) 8 it can be ~aid that the system A 
operates more irreversibly than system B. The unit of Sg•• is WIK. 

At steady state, the continuity equation gives 

(7.36) 

" 
the energy equation becomes 

o= Q- w.,, + ~m;(1r+ !:+gz)_ - I,m.(1a + V
2 

+ gz) 
I 2 I e 2 e 

(7.37) 

and the entropy equation reduces to 

o = Q + I,m,s, - I,mc-1., + sscn 
T i • 

(7.38) 

These equations often must be solved simultaneously, together with 
appropriate propeny relations. 

Mass and energy are conserved quantities, but entropy is not generally 
conserved. The rate al which entropy is transferred out must exc.eed the rate at 
which entropy enters the CV, the difference being the rate of entropy generated 
within the CV owing to irreversibilities. 

For one-inlet and one-exit control volumes, the entropy equation becomes 

O= % + m(s1 -s2) + s,.., 

7.13 First and Second Laws Combined 

By the second law 

4Qn:v= TdS 

and by the first law, for a closed non-flow system, 

dQ=dU+ pdV 

(7.39) 
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Again, the enthalpy 

Entropy 

TdS=dU+pdV 

H=U+pV 

dH=dU+pdV+ Vdp 

= TdS+ Vdp 

TdS = dH - Vdp 

-=179 

(740) 

(7.41) 

Equations (7.40) and {7.41) are the thermodynamic equations relating the 
properties of the system. 

Let us now examine the following equations as obtained from lhe first and 
second laws: 

(a) (t Q = dE + d: W- This equation holds good for any process, reversible 
or irreversible, and for any system. 

(b) (t Q = dU + pd· W- This equation holds good for any process undergone 
by a closed stationary system. 

(c) dQ = dU + pdV- This equation holds good for a closed system when 
only pdV-work is present. This is true only for a reversible (quasi-static) 
process. 

(d) ct Q = TdS-This equation is true only for a reversible process. 
(e) TdS = dU + pdV- This equation holds good for any process reversible 

or irreversible, undergone by a closed system, since ii is a relation among 
properties which arc independent of the path. 

(f) TdS = dH - Vdp-This equation also relates only the propenies of a 
system. There is no path function tem1 in the equation. Hence the 
equation holds good for any process. 

The use of the term 'irreversible process' is doubtful, since no irreversible 
path or process can be plotted on thennodynamic coordinates. It is more logical 
to state tbat 'the change of state is irreversible, rather than say 'it is an 
irreversible process'. A natural process whic.h is inherently irreversible is 
indicated by a dotted line connecting the initial and !iDal states, both of which 
arc in equilibrium. The dotted line has no other meaning, since it can be drawn 
in any way. To determine lhe entropy change for a real process, a known 
reversible path is made to connect the two end states, and integration is 
performed on this path using either equation (e) or equation (f), as gi.ven above. 
Therefore, the entropy change of a system between two identifiable equilibrium 
states is the same whether the intervening process is reversible or the change of 
state is irreversible. 

7.14 Reversible Adiabatic Work in a Steady 
Flow System 

ln. the differential form, the steady now energy equation per unit mass is given 
by Eq. (5.11), 

11Q = dh + VdV + gdZ + d: Wx 

,, i,I I I II 
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For a reversible process, <t Q = Td.r 

Tds = dh + VdV + gdZ + <fW1 

Using the property relation, Eq. (7.41), per unit mass, 

Tds = dh - t'dp 

in Eq. (7.42), we have 

-oop = VdV + gdZ + (tWa 

On intergration 

2 vi -J vdp=6T+Wx 
I 

If lhe changes in K.E and P.E. are neglected, Eq. (7.44) reduces to 
2 

W,.=-I vdp 
I 

If (f Q = 0, implying ds = 0, the property relation gives 

dh =vdp 
2 

or h.z-h1 = J vdp 
I 

From Eqs (7.45} and (7.46), 

2 

wx = "1 -Az = - I vdp 
I 

2 

(7.42) 

(7.43) 

(7.44) 

(7.45) 

(7.46) 

(7.47) 

The integral-j vdp represenlS an area on the p-v plane (Fig. 7.27). To make 
I 

the integn1tion. one must have a relation between p and v such as pu' = constant. 

b 

a 

I !I It I 
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2 

w1_2 = ;,, - h2 = - J vdp 
I 

= area 12 ab I 
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Equation (7.47) holds good for a steady flow work-producing machine like an 
engine or turbine as well as for a work-absorbing machine like a pump or a 
compressor, when the fluid undergoes reversible adiabatic expansion or 
compression. 

It may be no1.ed that for a closed stationary sys~m like a gas confined in a 
piston~linder machine (Fig. 7.28a), the re-versible work done would be 

2 

w,~ = J pdV= Area 12 cd 1 
I 

r C,S. 
·····-··········!. •.•.•.•.•...•. . 

2 ·-·---·-·-·-·-···-·-·-·-·---·-

Q. 

t 

b 

~ "'···['... 
Q. 

t 
2 

II 

d _., 
C -11 

{a) (b) 

J'li. 7.28 Rntrsibu work trans/tr In (a) a cloud syslnn and (b) a s/tad7 flow system 

The reversible work done by a steady flow system (Fig. 7.28b) would be 

2 

W1_2 =- j vdp = Arca .12 ab I 
I 

2 
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7.15 Entropy and Direction: The Second Law-A 
Directional Law of Nature 

Since the entropy of an isolated system can never decrease, it follows that only 
those processes are possible in nature which would give an entropy increase for 
the system and the surroundings together (the universe). AH spontaneous 
processes in nature occur only in one direction from a higher to a lower 
potential. and these are accompanied by an entropy increase of the universe. 
When the potential gradient is infinites.i1n.1l (or zero in the limit). the entropy 
change of the universe is zero, and the process is reversible. The second law 
indicates the direction in which a process takes place. A process always occurs 
ill such a dircctio11 as to cause ,m increase i11 the entropy of the universe. The 
macroscopic change ceases only when the potential gradient disappears and the 
equilibrium is reached when the entropy of the universe assumes a maximum 
value. To detennine the equilibrium state of an isolated system it is necessllJ)' to 
express the entropy a.~ a function of certain properties of the system and then 
render the function a maximum. At equilibrium, the system (isolated) exists at 
che peak of the entropy-hill, and dS = 0 (Fig. 7 .13). 

TI1e natural direction of events in which entropy increases indicates tne 
'arrow of time' which results from the universe not being in thermodynamic 
equilibrium. It undergoes a namrc1I e11olllrion and inexorably approaches the 
state of equilibrium. 

7.16 Entropy and disorder 

Work is a macroscopic concept. Work involves order or the orderly motion of 
molecules, as in the expansion or compression of a gas. The kinetic energy and 
potential energy of a system represent orderly forms of energy. The kinetic 
energy of a gas is due to the coordinated motion of all tbe molecules with the 
same average velocity in the same direction. The potential energy is due ro the 
vantage position taken by the molecules or displacements of molecules from 
their normal positions. Heat or thermal energy is due to the random thermal 
moti.on of molecules in a completely disorderly .fashion and tbe average velocity 
is ze.ro. Orderly energy cao be readily converted into dis.orderly energy. e.g., 
mechanical and electrical energies into internal energy (and then heat) by 
friction and Jou.le effect. Orderly energy can also be convened into one another. 
But there are nmural limitatio11s on the conversi<m of disorderly energy imo 
orderly energy. as delineated by the sec(lt1d law. When work is dissipated into 
inte.mal energy, the disorderly motion of molecules is increased. Two gases, 
when mixed, represent a higher degree of disorder than when they are separated. 
An irreversible process always tends to take the system (isolated) to a state of 
greater disorder. It is a tendency oo the part of nature to proceed to a state of 
greater disorder. An isolated system always tends to a state of greater entropy. 
So there is a close link between entropy and disorder. It may be stated roughly 
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that the entropy of a system is a measure of the degree of molecular dis{)rder 
exi.fting in the system. When heat is imparted to a system, the disorderly motion 
of molecules increases, and so the entropy of the system increases. The reverse 
occurs when heat is removed from the system. 

Ludwig Boltzmann (1877) introduced statistical concepts to define disorder 
by attaching to each state a thermodynamic probability, expressed by the 
quantity rv; which is greater the more disordered the state is. The increase of 
entropy .implies tha.1 the system proceeds by itself from one state to another 
with a higher them1odynamic probability (or disorder number). An irreversible 
process goes on until the most probable state (equHibrium state when Wis 
maximum) corresponding to the maximum value of entropy is reached. 
Boltzmann assumed a functional relation between S and W. While entropy is 
additive, probability is multiplicative. If the two parts A and B of a system in 
equilibrium are considered, the entropy is the sum 

S=S,. + S8 

and the thennodyna.mic probability is the product 

w~ w,..w8 

Again, S = S (W), S,. = S( Jf'.,.), and S8 = S(W8) 

S(W) ~ S(Jf',.W8) = S(W,.) + S(W8) 

which is a well-known functional equaton for the logarithm. Thus the famous 
relation is reached 

S=Kln W (7.48) 

where K is a constant, known as Boltzmann constant. 111is is engraved upon 
Boltzmann's tombstone in Vienna. 

When W = l, which represents the greatest order, S = 0. This occurs only at 
T = OK. This state cannot be reached in a finite number of operations. This is the 
Nemst-Stmon statement of third law of thermodynamics. In the case of a gas, 
IV increases due to an increase in volume V or temperature T. In the reversible 
adiabatic expansion of a gas the increase in disorder due to an increase in volume 
is just compensated by the decrease in disorder due to a decrease in temperature, 
so that fhe disorder number or entropy remains constant. 

7 .17 Absolute Entropy 

It is important to note that one is interested only in the amount by which the 
entropy of the system changes in going from an initial to a final slate, and not in 
the value of absolute entropy. In cases where it is necessary, a zero value of 
entropy of the system at an arbitrarily chosen standard state is assigned, and the 
entropy changes arc calculated with reference to this standard state. 

7.18 Entropy and Informatio.n Theory 

The starting point of information theory is the concept of uncertainty. Lei us 
define an event as an occurrence which can result in one of the many possible 
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outcomes. The outcome of the event is known only after it has occurred, and 
before its occurrence we do not know which one of the several possible 
outcomes will actually result. We are thus uncertain with regard to the outcome 
before the occurrence of the event. After the event has occurred, we are no 
longer uncertain about it. lf we know or can assign a probability to each one of 
the outcomes, then we will have some information as 10 which one of the 
outcomes is most likely to occur. 

For example, let us consider the throwing of a dice and try to guess the 
result. Each event of turning l, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 bas a probability of 1/6. If it is 
told that lhe result is odd, lhe probability of a correct guess is 1/3. If it is told 
further that the number is not a 3, the probability of the correct guess becomes 
1/2. rt is ihus seen that the smaller the probability, greater is the uncertainty. 

The amount of information conveyed by a message increases as the amount 
of uncertainty regarding the message becomes greater. The more it is known 
about the message a source will produce, the less the uncertainty, and less the 
in(ormation conveyed. The entropy of communication theory is a measJJre of 
this uncertainty conveyed by a message from u source. 

As stated earlier, in information theory a value of uncertainty is associated 
with each outcome of an event. Let us denote the uncertainty about an outcome 
whose probability is p. The knowledge of Ibis uncertainty depends on certain 
characteristics given below: 

1. The uncertainty u aboo.t an event A with possible outcomes N1, N2, ••• 

depends upon the probabilities p1, p2, ••• of these outcomes, or: 

11 = f(p,, Pi, ... ) 

If p, is the probability of the i•th outcome: 

"= /(pi) 
2. The wicertainty ·u is a mo)\otonic .fwlction of the probability of the 

outcome p and it decreases with increasing probability, or: 

du/dp < 0 

3. When the probability p = I, the uncenainty 11 = 0. 
4. The uncertainty about two independent events A and B taken together as 

one should be the sum of lhe uncertainties about A and B iaken 
separately, 

"(A, B) ="A+ "e 
In other words, uncertainty is an additive property. In the case of 
probabilities, however, 

p(A., B) =PA· Pa 

The fun.ctional relationship between u and p can be derived. as in 
Eq. (7.48), 

(7.49) 

"' 
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where K is a constant. Since pis always less than 1, u is always positive. 
S. If the event has a very large number of outcomes, an average value of 

uncertainty for the outcomes of the event is significant. 
If p 1, p2, p3, •.• be the probabilities of the outcomes of an event with 

uncertainties u1, u1, 113, ... , then the average value of the uncertainty for the 
event as a whole is given by the expectation value of tlie uncertainty <u>, 
which is written as: 

<11> = L P; 11, 

i 

Since p/s are probabilities, 

I.A= 1 
i 

Again,. since u; = - K In Pi, 

therefore, <si> = I, P; 11; = - K I, P; In Pi 
; i 

(7.50) 

The measure of uncertainty can be used to de.fine the amount of infonnation 
contained in a message. The infonnation in a message has the effect of reducing 
or eliminating uncertainties. We, therefore, define the information I in a 
mtts.:sage as the decrease in uncertainty as a result of m::eiving the me&liage, or 

/=11,-112 (7.51) 

where 111 and u2 arc the uncertainties before a.nd after receiving the message 
respectively about the outcome with which the message is concerned. Using 
Eq. (7.49), 

(7.52) 

where p 1 and p2 are the probabi.lities before and after receiving the message 
respectively. 

l( the message removes the uncertainty completely giving complete 
information about the outcome, u2 = 0 and I= u1• lo genera.I, information is 
equal to the uncertainty. When we are dealing with many outcomes with their 
associated uncertainties, we can define the average or expected value of the 
infonnation, 

<I>= <u>"' -KI,P. lnp; 
i 

(7.53) 

The eKpected value ofinfonnation is also called entropy in information cheory 
and is desiguated by th.c symbol S, so that 

S =-KI,p; lnp; (7.54) 
I 

Th.is is known as Shannon ·.r forniula. 

Iii It 
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7.18.1 Statistical Formalism 

Let Y1, V2, ••• Jlc are the values of the various outcomes, and p 1, p2, ••• , Pc arc 

the probabilities associated. Let V is known as the average value of all the 
outcomes, which is the same as the expected value. The equations of constraint 
are: 

!pi= I 

'I.p;V, = <V-> = V (7.55) 

If p;'s are given, then V can be estimated from the above equation. But if V 
is given and p'; s are required, then we have c unknowns, viz., p 1, p2, ••• , p~, and 
only two equations. If c > 2, the problem is indetenninate. If one set of p'; s is 
chosen arbitrarily, some outcomes are certainly overemphasized. The problem 
is then how to avoid bias in selecting a certain set of p', s. Tbe answer according 
10 E.T. Jaynes is to assign that set of values of p'; s which is consistent with the 
given infonnation and which maximizes the uncertainty. This is the principle of 
minimum prejudice, enunciated by Jaynes in the following words: 

"The le"st prejudiced or most unbiased estimate of probabilities is rhut 
assignment which maximizes the entropy S, subject to the given i11formation ", 

The entropy S represents the uncertainty of an evenl, which is to be 
maximized: 

S "" - K !. p, In p, (7.54) 

subject to the two constraints of Eq. {7.55). Lagrange's method of undeter· 
mined multipliet'! (see Chap. 21) will be used for the solution. Differentiating 
Eqs {7.54) and (7.55) 

or, 

Idp, =:0 

Ip; dpi =O 
dS = - K [I. lnp, dp, + L:lp,) = 0 

I. In P; dp; = 0 

(7.56) 

(7.57) 

(7.58) 

where V ,s are held constant and dS = 0 for S to be maximum. Multiplying 
Eq. (7.56) by ,land Eq. (7.57) by {J and adding to Eq. (7.58). 

I(ln P; + A + PY;] dp1 = 0 (7 .59) 
where ,land fJ are the Lagrange's multipliers. Since dp;'s are non-zero, 

In p, + A + /W; = 0 
or P; = e-i. e·flV, 

The Eq. (7.60) represents a set of c equations: 
P1 = e·>. e-llV1 

P2=e->.e-l1V2 

Pc = e·). e·P v. 

The above equations are the desired unbiased set of p'; s. 

iii I 

(7.60) 

(7.61) 
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or 

Again. 
C LP; = I,e-.le-/ill', = I .~, 

_. I 
~ = :,Ee-llv, 

.t = In I,e-pv, 

From Eq. (7.60}, 

e-pv, 
Pi= I.e-/JV, 

Thus • .t has been estimated. Using Eq. (7.SS) 

LY;e-Pv, _ 
I.Pi f'; = L -fJV = V 
; e ' 

(7.62) 

(7.63) 

(7.64) 

Since P is known, {j can be detennined. The entropy can be expressed 
in temts of l and P as: 

S = - K 1: P; [- .t - /jV,) 
= KA.l:pi + K fJE p; Y; 

S = K.t + KP <Y> (7.65} 

The above procedure is referred to as the Jaynes· formalism. 

7.18.2 Information Theory Applud to a System of Particles 

Let us consider a system having a large number of particles. According to the 
quantum theory (see Chap. 19). the energy that the system can have is discretely 
distributed. The system cannot have any energy, bui only certain values of 
energy levels. Let us denote by P; the _pcobability or the energy level E:;. A high 
probability signifies that the corresponding energy level is more frequently 
attained by the system, i.e,, the system can be found for longer durations or 
time in that energy level. The problem is to determine the most probable state or 
the system subje.ct to the constraints imposed by the nature of the system. 
Usually, the average energy of the system, -which is also the expectation energy 
<E> is known by physical measurements. 

Therefore, 

and 
<E> = !p;E; = E 
l:p, = I 

In stati.stical thermodynamics, one proceeds to determ.ine the numbe.r of 
microstates corresponding to the most probable rnacrostaie of the system 
(see Chap. 19). corresponding to the thermodynamic equilibrium state when W 
is maximized to yield S = K In W. The entropy signifies the uncertainty inherent 
in lhe system. 

, Ill I, 
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Jaynes' fonnalism can be applied here. The outcomes are the various possible 
energy levels corresponding to the various macrostates of the system. The 
probabilities P; of the energy levels are to be determined according to the 
principle of minimum prejudice, snbject to the constraints, 

l:P; = I 

Ipi£; 
=<E> 

Maximizing the uncenainty or the entropy: 

S=-Kip; lnpi 

we get the probability distribution, as obtained earlier in Eq. (7.60) 
Pi= e-,.. e-Pti (7.66) 

where i = te-11<'1 which is the partilionfimction (z) of the system (as explained. 
in Chap. 19). The maximum value of the entropy is then (as in Eq. 7.65), 

S = K). + k/J <E> (7.67) 

By considering the ideal distribution of an ideal gas, we can identify /J as 
I/KT (Chap. 19), where K is the Boltzmann constant. Thus, the probability 
distribution of energy levels is temperature dependent (Eq. 7.66). 

7.18.3 lnform.atton Theory and Clauical Thn,nod:,n.a,mics 

Classical thcnnodynamics usually treats the concepLS of heat 1111d work as 
primitive. The information theory, however, considers heat and work as derived 
quantities. The expectation energy is given by: 

<E> =I.p;£; 

Differentiating, 

d<E> = l:£; dpi + l:p; d£i (7.68) 

Thus, the observable energy of the system can be changed by changing 
either the probabilities, p;, or the pennissible states, Ei or both. 
The entropy S = - K Ipi lo Pi 

shows that a change in the system's energy of the P;·typc will change the 
entropy as well, the change in the energy of the e1-type not affecting the entropy. 

Let us consider changes of the e,type. If a force Fi acts on a system at the 
quantum state i and produces a 1,mall djspla.cement dx, the internal energy of the 
system changes by d£i, so that 

F= dE; 
' ax 

If the probability that the system is in slate i is p,, the expectation force is: 

<F> = I.p; F, 

Therefore, <F> = _ tp- dE, 
I OX (7.69) 

" "' • !! ' 
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By analogy for a fluid, the pressure is: 

OE· 
p=-tp; d; 

Work done in a reversible process: 

From Eq. (7.70), 

-=189 

(7.70) 

dW.=-I.,;de, (7.71) 
Thus, the reversible work does nol produce any cltange in tlte entropy of the 

system. 
From Eqs (7.68) and (7.71 ) 

d<E> = te; dp, - 4 w, 

or 

or d'Q + ('1 W,- cf .U') = 2:e; dp; (7.72} 

Thus, the heat transferred, dQ, and the lost work, (dW,- dW) are responsible 
for changes in p1, and therefore, the e11tropy of the system. It is shown that 
entropy of a system changes due to external interaction by heat transfer (d.s) 
110d due to internal dissipative effect (d,r). In absence of any dissipative effect, 

4Q,=tt; dp, 

Substitutingp, = e_. e-llc, in Eq. (7.69), 

Therefore, 

Now,ff'=:te-11«. 

<F> =-r.e-). e-/Je; dt1 

d.t 

-P 'l -Pc, 
<F>=-e-~ p ox 

} ar.e-/JE, 
<F> = --...-- --,,--

/Jie-/fr1 ch 

= l._!_[1nEe-iir,]=l. a.t 
fJ ox fJ dx 

By analogy for a fluid, the pressure is: 

l 'i),t 
p=71 av 

{7.73) 

(7.74) 

1,1 It I II 
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It is noted that .t depends on /j as well a.& e, and hence on volume V. 
Now, S= Kl+K{J<E> 

dS= Kdl + K<E> d/j + Kfj d<E> 

= K[ ( ~~ )v d{j + ( :! ), dV] + K<E> d/j + Kfjd<E> 

Now, <E> = !pi E; = u -~ e- llti · Ei 

Therefore, 

Since 

or, 

= Ie; e-Pe, = -[ ol] 
Ie-lJ£; o/J V 

dS=K[dA.] d/j+ [dA.] dV ap v av P 

-1 :~ t d/j+ K/J d<E> 

= K{Jp d V + K{Jd<E> 

I 
/j= KT 

dS= pdV + dE 
T T 

TdS= dE+ pdV 

[From Eq. 7.74] 

(7.75) 

which is a well-known equation of classieal lhennodynamics. For a reversible 
process, 

and from first law, 

lfQ=dE+«!W 

lfQ. = dE + pdJ' 

From Eqs (7.75) and (7.76), 

dS= ltQ, 
T 

(7.76) 

(7.77) 

This is in conformity with the classical formula for entropy. However, tlte 
entropy is a funJumental concept in injormation theory and not a derived 
function as in classical thermodynamics. 

7.19 Postulatory Thermodynamics 

The property 'entropy' plays the central role in thermodynamics. In the 
classical approach, as fol.lowed in this book. entropy is introduced via the 

•• h I I h I • • II 
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concept of the heat engine. lt follows the way in which the subject of 
lhennodynamics developed historically mainly through the contributions ofSadi 
Carnot, Jarpes Prescott Joule, William Thomson (Lord Kelvin), RudolfClausi'us, 
Max Planck and Josiah Willard Gibbs. 

In the postulatory approach, as developed by H.B Callen (sec Reference), 
entropy is introduced. at the beginning. The development of the subject has been 
based on four postu.lates. Postulate I defines the equilibrium state. Postulate I.I 
introduces the property 'entropy' which is rendered maximum at the final eqni
librium state. Postulate Ill refers to the additive nature of entropy which is a 
monotonically increasing function of energy. Postulate IV mentions that the 
entropy of ,my system vanishes at the absolute zero of tcmpcratue. With the 
help ofthese postulates the conditions of equilibrium under different constraints 
have been developed.. 

SOLVED ExAMPLF.s 

Example 7.1 Water flows through a turbine in which friction causes the water 
temperature to rise from 35°C to 37°C. If there is no heat transfer, how much 
does the entropy of ibe water change in passing through the turbine? (Water is 
incompressible and the process can be taken to be a constant volume.) 

Solution The presence of friction makes the process irreversible and causes an 
entropy increase for the system. The flow process is indicated by the dotted line 
joining the equilibrium states l aud 2 (Fig. fa. 7.1). Since entropy is a state 
property and the entropy change depends only on the two end states and is 
independent of the path the system follows, to find the eniropy change, the 
irreversible path has to be replaced by a reversible path, a.s shown in the figure. 
because no integration can be made on a path other thau a reversible paih. 

... 
t 
i 

1310 K ~. •~· •~· -·- .. 2 

Reve~ible path 
"- connecting lhe inibal 

and final equilibrium 
&18189 

Fig. Ex. 7.1 

T2 = 37 + 273 = 3 IO K 
T1 = 35 + 273 = 308 K 

Iii I ' II 
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We have 

Basic and Applitd Tlurmodynamics 

4Qrev~ TdS 

dS= mcvdT 
T 

7i ~-s. ="'cvlnr. 
l 

=IX 4.187 In 310 

308 
= 0.0243 kJ/K Ans. 

Example 7.2 (a) One kg of water at 273 K is brought into contact with a heat 
reservoir at 373 K. When. the water has reached 373 K. find the entropy change 
of lhe water, of the heat reservoir, and of the universe. 

(b) If water is heated from 273 K to 373 K by first bringing it in contact with 
a reservoir at 323 K and then with a reservoir at 373 K. what will the entropy 
change of the universe be? 

(c) Explain how water might be heated from 273 K to 373 K wilh almost no 
change in the entropy of th(? universe. 
Solu1ion (a) Water is being heated through a finite temperature diflcn:ncc 
(Fig. Ex. 7.2). The entropy of water would increase and that of the reservoir 
would decrease so that the net entropy change of me water (system) and the 
resevoir together would be positive definite. Water is being heated irreversibly, 
and to find the entropy change of water, we have lo assume a reversible path 
between the end states which are at equilibrium. 

)

~ servoir 
373K / ,J 

Q 

t-·) 
~ / 

Fig. Ex. 7.2 

(.6 ('\ = f 4Q = J mcdT :: lffC In 1i. 
"""•"" T T T. T1 I 

=Ix 4.187 In 121 = l.'.305 kJ/K 
273 

' I ,,, !I I! I 
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The reservoir temperature remains constant irrespective of the amount of 
heat withdrawn from it. 

Amount of heat absorbed by the system from the reservoir, 
Q = J X 4.187 X (373 - 273) = 418.7 kJ 

:. Entropy change of the reservoir 

(~S) = _ _Q. = _ 418.7 = -1.122 kJ/K 
"" T 373 

:. Entropy change of the universe 

(M)univ = (ds),,,.,_ + (6S)M 
= 1.305 - 1.122 = 0. 183 kJ/K Ans.{a) 

(b) Wamr is being heated in two stages, first from 273 K to 323 K by bringing 
it in contact wilh a reservoir at 323 K. a.nd lhen from 323 K to 373 K by bringing 
it in contact of a second reservoir at 373 K.. 

nu. dT 3'3lC dT 
(M),..11n = J me-+ J mc-

21) lC T 323K T 

=4.187 (1n ;;; +In;;;) =(0.1673 +0.1441)4.187 

= 1.305 kJ/K 

(M} = _ 1 X 4.187x (323 - 273) = -0.647 kJ/K 
real 323 

(Mk. 
11 

= _ IX 4.187 X (373 - 323) = _ O.S6 kJ/K 
373 

(M)w,, V = (~S)""ter + (4S)re, I + (6S)~ 11 

= 1.305 - 0.647 - 0.56 
= 0.098 kJ/K Aris.(b) 

(c) The entropy change of the universe would be Jess and less if the water is 
heated in more and more stages, by bringing the water in contact successively 
with more and more heat reservoirs, each succeeding reservoir being at a higher 
temperature than the preceding one. 

When water is heated in in.finite steps, by bringing it in contact with an 
infinite number of reservoirs in succession, so that at any instant the tempera
ture difference between the water and the reservoir in contact is infinitesimally 
small, then the net entropy change of the universe would be zero, and the water 
would be reversibly heated. 

Example 7.3 One kg ofice. at - 5°C is ellposed to the atmosphere which is at 
20°C. The ice melts and comes into thermal equilibrium with the atmosphere. 
(a) Determine the entropy increase of the universe. (b) What is lhe minimum 
amount of work necessary to convert the water back into ice at - 5°C? cP of ice 
is 2.093 kJ/kg Kand the latent heat of fusion of ice is 333.3 kJ/kg. 

,, lol I 
' " 
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Solutio11 Heat absorbed by ice Q from the atmosphere (Fig. Ex. 7.3.1) 

Fig. F.z. 7.3.1 

= Heat absorbed in solid phase + Latent heat 
+ Heat absomed in liquid phase 

= 1 X 2.093 X (0 -- (--5)) + 1 X 333.3 + 1 X 4.187 X (20 -- 0) 
= 421.S kJ 

Entropy change of the atmospher. 

(.:\S) = _ Q = .... 427.5 = -1.46 kJ/1( 
ann T 293 

Entropy cbS11ge of the system (ice) as it gets heated from -S°C to 0°C 
2
" dT . 2B 

(ASJsyt<em = J mcp - = l x 2.093 In - = 2.093 x 0.0186 
268 T 268 

= 0.0389 kJ/K 

En11opy change of the system as ice mel15 at 0°C to become water at 0°C 

333.3 
(6S11),y,tem = 

273 
= 1.22 kJ/K 

Entropy change of water as it gets heated from 0°C to 20°C 

293 dT 
(M111>-c.m"' J mcl' -T = I x 4.187 In 

293 
""0.296 kJ/K 

-,- 273 273 

Total entropy change of ice as it melts into water 

(~101A1 = 6Si + .:\Sn + Mm 
= 0.0389 + 1.22 + 0.296 

= 1.5549 kJ/K 

The en11opy-temperature diagram for the system as ice at -5°C converts to 
water at 20°C is shown in Fig. Ex. 7.3.2 
:. Entropy increase of the universe 

(~univ = (.:\S),,...,an + (~•IJ!I 

= 1.5549 - 1.46 = 0.0949 kJ/K Ans. (a) 

' " 
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293K 4 -·-·-·-·················-···· ···-···-···-·········· ···-
.... 

t ,n K ••••. . •.. . rr.7777lii':,'7'7nf!:S 

268K 

----s 
Fig. Ex. 7.3.2 

(b) To convert 1 kg of water at 20°C 
to ice at-5°C, 427.S kJ of heat have to 
be removed from it, and the system has 
to be brought from state 4 to state I 
(Fig. Ex. 7 .3 .2). A refrigerator cycle, as 
shown in Fig. Ex. 7.3.3, is assumed to 
accomplish this. 

The entropy change of the system 
would be the same, i.e. S4 - S1, with 
the only difference that its sign will be 
negative, because heat is removed 
from the system (Fig. Ex. 7.3.2). 

(t\S)•Ytl= = S1 - S4 
(qegative) 

w 

Atmosphere 
at293 K 

1 kg Water at 20°C 
to Ice at - S"C 

Fig. Ex. 7.3.3 
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System 

The entropy change of i.he working fluid in the refrigerator would be zero, 
since it is operating in a cycle, i.e., 

(~r=O 

The entropy change of the atmosphere (positive) 

(t\S)- = Q;W 
:. Entropy change of the universe 

(M>wuv = (LlS),ystcm + (L\S),cr + (t\S)aun 

-= (S1 - S•) + Q + W 
T 

By the principle of increase of entropy 

(L\S)wuv or i1olated system~ 0 

[<s1 -s.>+ Q;w] ~ o 

f IJ II 
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Q+W ~(SrS1) 
T 

w~ T(S4 - s,) - Q 

ffclNII, = 7lS4 - S1) - Q 
Q= 421.S k1 
T=293K 

Sr S1 = 1.5549 kIIK 

W(min) - 293 X l.5549 - 427.5 
= 28.5 kJ Aiu. (b) 

Example 7., Two identical bodies of co.nstant heat capacity are at the same 
initial temperature T;. A refrigerator operates between these two bodies until 
one body is cooled to temperature T2• If the bodies .remain at constant pressure 
and undergo no change of phase, show that the minimum amount of work 
needed to do this is 

w,mm> = cl'( ;: .. 1i - 27;) 
Solution Both the finite bodies A andB are initially at the same temperature~. 
Body A is to be cooled to temperature T2 by operating the refrigerator cycle, as 
shown in fig. Ex. 7.4. Let r { be the final temperature of body B. 

w 

Fig. Elt. 7.4 

Heat removed from body A to cool it from T; to T2 

Q = Cp(T;- T2) 

where CP is the constant preasure heal capacity of the identical bodies A and B. 
Heat dischaIBed to body B 

= Q + W = CP (7i - T.) 

Work input, W 
= Cp(Ti. - T;) - Cl' (T; - 12) 

= Cp (T2 + T2 - 27;) (7.4.1) 

1, "' • !! ' 
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Now, th.e entropy change of body A 

liS,. = f CP .!!I= C11 In 72 (negative) 
T, T T; 

The entropy change of body .B 

• t' f c dT C I r; (p .. u.,B = 11 - = P n - os1hve) 
T, T 1j 

Entropy c:hangc (cycle) of refrigerant = 0 
:. Entropy change of the universe 

(6S>..,,,v = Ll.S,. + liSs 
r. T,' 

= C In ---1... + C In _1... 
p r. p T; 

By the entropy principle 

(~$)univ ~ 0 

( C In T, + C. In T{ ) 2: 0 
p T; p 1i 

CP!n 7;;2 ~ O (7.4.2) 
7i 

In equation (7.4.1) with Cp, T2, and T, being given, W will be a minimum 
when T2 is a minimum. From Eq. (7 .4.2), the minimum value of r 2 

would correspond to 
T. T-' 

C. In -Ll.. = 0 = In I 
p T; 

r,2 
T;=-·-

1i 
From equation (7.4.1) 

W.< ·l=C (T,,2 +T~-21) m,n p T, • , 
2 • 

Proved. 

Example 1.5 Three identical finite bodies of constant heat capacity are at 
temperatures 300, 300 and I 00 K. If no work or heat is supplied from outside, 
what is the highest temperature to which any one of the bodies can be raised by 
the operation of heat engines or refrigerators'! 

Solution Let the three identical bodies A, B, and C having the same heat 
capacity C be respectively at 300 K, 100 Kand 300 K initially, and let us operate 
a beat engine and a refrigerator, as shown in Fig. Ex. 7.5. Let Tr be the final 
temperature of bodies A and B, and r; be the final temperature of body C. Now 

I I ,, 111 I I II 
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(AS) = C In ..IL_ 
" 300 

(6S)8 .. C In _Tr 
100 

r: 
(AS)c = C In _r 

300 
(65>.t.l! = 0 

(6S)...r= 0 
Fig. Ex. 7.5 

where C is the beat capacity of each of the three bodies. 
Since (6S)wuv 2 0 

( r. r. T.') C In 
3

C:O + C In l C:0 + C In 
3

;
0 

2 0 

Cln 1f Tf ~ o 
9,000,000 

r.2 r: 
For minimum value of Tr, C In ~ = O = In J 

9xl0 

Now 

T/ Tf = 9,000,000 

01 = C(300 - T,) 
02 = C(Tr- 100) 
04 = C(T'c- 300) 

Q, = Heat removed from body A 
= Heat discharged to bodies B and C 

= 02 + o .. 
C(300 - Tr)= C (Tr- 100) + C (Tr - 300) 

7r= 700-2Tr 

r; will be the highest value when Tr is the minimum. 

From equations (7.5.1) and (7.S.2) 

'ff (700-271) = 9,000,000 
2T(- 700 T( + 9,000,000 = 0 

or fr= !SOK 

From Eq. (7.S.2) 

(7.5.1) 

(7.S.2) 
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r; = (700- 2 x 150)K 

=400K 

Example 7.6 A system has a capacity at constant volume 

Cy=Ar 

where A= 0.042J/K.3. 

The system is originally at 200 K. 
and a ther.nal reservoir at I 00 K is 
available. What is the maximum 
amount of work that can be recovered 
as the system is cooled down to the 
temperature of the reservoir? 
Solution Heat removed from the 
system (Fig. Ex. 7.6) 

I 
Reserv04r 

100 K 

Since 

Fig. Ex. 7.6 

[ 
Tl ]100 K 

=0.042 -
3 200 K 

= 0.042 JIK.3 (1003 - 2003)K3 = -98 x 103 J 
3 

100 K 100 K 

( Al"\ J Cv dT = J 0.04272 ~ .....,,,y,tem = 
2(IOK T 200,c T 

= 0.042 J/K.3 [I002 _ 2002]K2 
2 

=-630J/K 

(/JS) = Qi - W = 98 x 10
3 

- W JIK 
~· T...,. 100 

(6.s')wor\iQJ flu.id io K.E. = 0 
(/JS)w,iv = (.6.S)•Y*m + (/JS),.. 

= _ 630 + 98 X 103 
- W 

100 
(.6.5)..,;v 2: 0 

_ 630 + 98 X 103 
- W ~ O 

100 

980 - J!... - 630 2: 0 
100 

I I 11! 

An~. 

ii I + II 
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~~350 
100 

w,m, = 35,000 J = 3S kJ Ans. 

Example 7.7 A fluid undergoes a reversible adiabatic compression from 
0.5 MPa, 0.2 m3 to 0.05 m3 according to the law. pv1·3 = constant. Detennine 
the change in enthalpy, internal energy and entropy, and the beat transfer and 
work transfer during the process. 
Solution 

TdS=dH- J'dp 

For the reversible adiabatic process (Fig. Ex. 7.7) 

dH= Vd,p 

- v 
Flg. f.x. 7. 7 

p 1 .. O.S MPa, Y1 "' 0.2 m3 

Y2 "" 0.05 m3,p1J'°1 = P2Yf 

P2 =pi ( ~ r 
- 0.S x ( 0.20 )1.3 MPa 

0.0S 
= 0.5 x 6.061 MPa 
= 3.0305 MPa 

P1J'i'1 = pVri. 

( 
JI:" )1/sl 

Y= l!L!..... 
p 

fdH= jYdp 
H1 Pl 

1, 11! , !1 , 



E11tropy 

= (p vn)t1n Pt - Pt 
( 

1-1/n 1-Q/D) 

1 I 1 -1/n 

= n(Plft - P1Yi) 
11- l 

= 1.3(3030.S >< O.OS - SOO >< 0.2) 
J.3-1 

= 223.3 kJ 

H2-H1 =(U2 + Pl Vz)-(U, + Pt V,) 

"'(U2 - U,)+(p2 V1-P1V1) 

Uz - U, = (H2 - Hi)- (p2V2 - P1V1) 
= 223.3 - S 1.53 
=171.77kl 

S1 -S1 =0 
Q1-l =O 
Q1_2 = U2 - U1 + W

1
_
2 

W1_, = U1 - U2 =-171.77 kJ 

-=201 

Ans. 

Ans. 

Ans. 

Ans. 

Ezample 7.8 Air is flowing steadily in an insulated duct. The pressure and 
temperature measurements of the air at two stations A and Bare given below. 
Establish the direction of the flow of air iu the duct. Assume that for air, specific 

heat cP is constant at l.OOS k.1/kg K. It= cP T, and ; = 0·:7 
, where p, r, IIJ:ld 

Tan: pn:BSll.ll: (in kPa), volume (in m3/kg) a.o.d temperature (in K) respectively. 
Station A Station B 

Pressure 130 kPa 100 kPa 
Temperature so•c 1J0c 

Solution From property .relation 

Td.r = dh - oop 
ds=~-r,dp 

T T 
For two states at A and B the entropy change of the system 

•p Tl cPdT "P dp 
J ds = J-T- - J 0.287-
1A TA PA p 

TB Pe 
SB -SA= 1.005 In - -0.287 In -

TA PA 

= LOOS In 273 + 13 - 0.287 In IOO 
273 + so 130 

' h I h I+ 
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= - 0.1223 + 0.0753 

= -0.047 kJ/kg K 
(&S>iysi.rn = - 0.047 kJ kg K. 

Since the duct is insulated (&S)SWT = 0 

(&S>uruv = -0.047 lc.J/ltg K 

This is impossible. So the flow must be from B to A. 

Example 7.9 A hypothetical devic.e is supplied with 2 kg/s of air at 4 bar, 
300 K. Two separate streams of air leave the device, as shown in figure below. 
Each stream is at an ambien.t pressure of I bar, and the mass tlow rate is the 
same for both streams. One of the exit streams is said to be al 330 K while the 
other is at 270 K. The ambient temperature is at 300 K. Determine whether such 
a device is possible. 

Sol11tion The entropy generation rate for the conlrOI volume (Fig. Ex. 7.9) is 

Now, 

ssm = I,m.s. - I,m;si 
= m~2 + m~3 - m1s1 

= '"1!2 + '">13 - ( '"1 + iit3).f, 
= ntz{S1 - s1) + m3(s3 - s,) 

1i P2 s2 -s1 =cJ>ln- -Rln -
7j P1 

= 1.005 ln 330 - 0.287 ln _!_ 
300 4 

= 0,494 kJ/kgK 

7; p3 s3 -s1 =cpln- -Rln -
7i P1 

= LOOS ln 270 - 0.287 In .!.. 
300 4 

= 0.292 kJ/kgK 

S..., = I X 0.494 + l X 0.292 
=0.786kW/K 

Since Sgen > 0, the device is possible. Such devices actually exist and are 
called vortex tllbes. Although they have low efficiencies, they are suitable for 
certain applications like rapid c-0oling of soldered parts, electronic compo11ent 
cooli.ng, cooling of machining operations and so on. The vortex tube is 
essentially a passive device with no moving parts. It is relatively maintenance 
free and durable. 

f I! ii I 
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\ . 
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Fig. Ez. 7.9 
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Example 7.10 A room is maintained at 27°C while the surroundings are 
at 2°C. The temperatures of the inner and outer surfaces of the wall (k = 
0. 71 W/mK) are measured to be 21°C and 6°C, respectively. Heat flows steadily 
through the wall Sm x 7 min cross-section.and 0.32 min thickness. Determine 
(a) the rate of heat transfer through the wall, (b) the rate of entropy generation 
in the wall, and ( c) ihe rate of total entropy generation· with this heat transfer 
process. 
Solution 

Q = kA t,.T = 0.71 ..:!!...... x (S x 7)m2 x (ll-6)K 
L mK 0.32m 

= 1164.84 W Ans. (a) 

Taking the wall as the system, the entropy balance in rate form gives: 

dS,n11 _ • • dt - S1n111ra + s,.n.wall 

-~Q . 
0 - ,i., T + Sp.wall 

0 = 1164.84 _ 1164.84 + S 
294 279 g<1>.will 

Rate of entropy generation in the wall 

S8 • .,.w,U = 4.175 - 3.962 = 0.213 W/K Ans. (b) 
The entropy change of the wall is zero duri.ng thfa pnx:ess, since the state 

and hence the en.tropy of the wall does not change anywhere in the wall. 
To determine the rate of total entropy generation during this heat tr-.insfer 

process, we extend the system to include the regions on both sides of the wall, 

dSIOIAI - • • dt - S1n11arer + Sge11.io1a1 

0 -~Q+s· 
- ,i., r ..... ,01.11 

O = 1164.84 _ 1164.84 + S 
300 275 ~,ue1,I 

S...,.1.,..1 = 4.236 - 3.883 = 0.353 WIK Ans. (c) 
,, Ill I ' II 



7.1 Show that through one point there can pass only one reversible adiabatic. 
72 State and pcove Clausius' Theroem. 
7.3 Show that entropy is a propc!ty of a sysiem. 
7.-4 How is the entropy change of a rc.versiblc process estimated? Will it be 

different for an irreversible process between the same end states? 
7.S Why is the Carnot cycle on T-s plot a rectangle? 
7.6 State the principle of Caratheodory_ How is ·lhe existence of entropy function 

inferred? 
7.7 Establi.,h lhe i~ualiiy of Clausius. 
7.8 Give lhc crileri.a of-m1ibility, imvm1ibliliiy and impo1S11ibility ofa lhenno

dynamlc cycle. 
7.9 What do you understand by the entropy principle? 
7.10 Wbeo the system is at equilibrium, why would any conceivable change in 

en1ropy be zero? 
7.11 Why is the entropy increase of an isolated system a measure of the extent of 

irreversibility of the process undergone by the system? 
7.12 How did Rudolf Clausius summarize the first and second laws of thermody· 

n.am.ics? 
7.13 Show that the transfer of heat through a finiie. tentpera1ure diffe.rence. is 

irreversible. 
7.l4 Show that the a diabatlc mixing of two fluids is irreversible. 
7.lS What is the maxmium work obtainable from two finite bodies at temperatures 

T1 and T2? 
7.16 Determine the maximum work obiaioable by using one finite body at 

temperature T and a thermal energy reservoir at temperature T0, T > T0 • 

7.17 What arc the causes of entropy incrcllSC? 
7.18 Why is an iscntropic process not necessarily an adiabatic process? 
7.19 What is the reversible adiabatic work for a steady flo111 system when K.E. and 

P.E. changes arc negligibly srnaJI? How is it difTeren.t from that for a closed . 
stationary system? 

7.20 Under what conditions is the wor.k done equal to (a) J p dv, (b) - J v dp? 
7.21 Why are ihe equations 

TdS:dU+pdY . 

. TdS .~ dH - Vdp 

valid for any process between two equilibrium cod states? 
7.22 Why is the second law called a directional law of nature? 
7.23 How is entropy related io molecular disorder in a system? 
7.24 Show ihat entropy varies logarithmically with the disorder number. 
7.25 What do you undeniand by perfect order? 
7.26 Give the Nemst-Simon statement of the third law of thermodynamics. 
7.27 Why does entropy n:main constant in a reversible adiabatic process? 
7.28 What do you understand by the postulator:y approach of thermodynamics? 
7.29 What do you understand by 'lost work'? 
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7.30 The amount of entropy generation quantifies the intrinsic irrcversiblity of a 
process. Explain. 

7.31 Show that s,,,. is not a lhennodynamic propeny. 
7.32 Give the expression for the eniropy gcncmion rate for a cootrol volume of a 

steady now system. 
7.33 What is the entropy generation in the isothermal dissipation of work? 
7.34 What is the entropy generation in the adiabatic dissipation of work? 
7.35 What do you understand by entropy transfer? Why is entropy transfer 

associated with heat transfer and not with work lransfer? 
7.36 What is the relation between probability and uncertainty of an ev.ent'! How is 

entropy defined in communication theory? 
7.37 State the .five characteristics on which the uncenainty of 11D event depends. 

What is the expecution value of uncenainty? 
7.38 Define infonnation and explain its relation with entropy. What is Shannon's 

formula? 
7.39 What is bias? State and explain the principle of minimum prejudice. 
7.40 Explain the procedure of Jaynes' formalism to prove: 

S = KA+ X.fj<V> 

7.41 Explain how information theory is applied to a system of particles. What is 
panition function? 

7.42 Explain the relation of infonnation theory and classical thermodynamics. 
7.43 How do the heat transfer and the lost work affect changes in p, and hence the 

cniropy of a system? 
7.44 Since infonnarion theocy considers heat and W"Ork ai: derived quantities, show 

that for a reversible process: 
(a) O" W. = - I.p. dt; = p dJI 
(b) d: Q + [d: w, - It W) .. I.E; dp, 

{c) O" Q, = TdS 
7.45 Explain how entropy is a fwidlLID.l!rttal concept in info.nnation lhc:ory and not a 

derived fwK:tion as in classical lhennodynamics. 

PROBLEMS 

7.1 On the basis of the first law fill in the blank spaces in the following table of 
imaginary beat engine cycles. On the basis of the second law classify each 
cycle as reversible, irreversible, or impossible. 

Cycle Temperat1,1re Raie of Heat Flow Rate of work Efficiency 
So1,1rce Sink Supply Rejection outpiit 

(a) 327°C 27°C 420 k.J/s 230 k.J/s ... kW 
(b) 1000°C 100°C ... kJ/min 4.2 MJ/min ... kW 65% 
(c) 750 K 300 K ... kJ/s ... kJ/s 26 kW 600/o 
(d) 700K 300K 3 kW ... kW 2 lcW 

7.2 TIii: latent heat of bion of water at o•c is 335 kJ/kg. How much does the 
cniropy of 1 kg of ice change 1111 it melts into water in uch of lhe following 
ways: 

I I !!I ii I + II 
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{a) Heat is supplied reversibly to a mixture of ice and water at 0°C. (b) A 
mixtun: of ice nnd water at o•c is stirred by a paddle wheel. 

1:J Two kg of water at 80°C are mixed adiabatically with 3 kg of water at 30°C 
io a consla.Qt pressure procen of I atmosphere. Find the increase in the 
entropy of lhe total mass of water due to the mixing process Ccp of waier = 
4.187 kJ/kgK). 

Ans. 0.0592 U/K 
7.4 In a Carnot cycle, heat is supplied at 3S0°C and reject~"<! at 27°C. The working 

fluid is water which, while receiving heat, evaporates from liquid at 350°C to 
sieam at 350°C. The associated entropy change is 1.44 kJ/kg K. (a) If the cycle 
operates on a siationaiy mass of l kg of water. how much is the work done per 
cycle, and how much is the beat supplied.! lb) If the cycle operates in steady 
flow with. a power output of 20kW, what is the steam flow rate? 

Ans. (a) 465.12, 897.12 kJ/kg, (b) 0.043 kg/s 
1.5 A heat engine receives reversibly 420 kJ/c-ycle of heat from a source at 327°C, 

and rejec,is hear reversibly to sink at 27°C. There are n.o other heat transfers. 
For each of the three hypothetical amounts of heat rejected, in (a). {b). and (c) 
below, compute the cyclic integral of i!Qlr. From these results show which 
case is irreversible, which reversible, and which impossible: (a) 210 kJ/cycle 
rejected, (b) IOS kJ/cycle rejected, (c) 315 kJ/cycle rejected. 

Ans. (a) Reversible, (b) Impossible, (c) Irreversible 
7.6 In Fig. P. 7 .6, abctJ represents a Carnot cycle bounded by two reversible 

adiabatics and two reversible isothenns at temperatures T1 and T2 (T1 > T2). 

The oval figure is a reversible cycle, where heat is absorbed at temperatures 
less th:in, or equal to, r1, and rejected at temperatures greater than, or equal to, 
T1• Provo that the efficiency of the oval cycle is less than that of the Carnot 
cycle. 

--... v 
Fig. P. 7.6 

7.7 Water is heated ai a constant pressure of 0.7 MPa. The boliag pomus 
164.97°C. The init.ial temperature of water is 0°C. The latent heat of evaporation 
is 2066.3 kJ/kg. Find the increase of entropy of water, if the final state is steam. 

A11s. 6.6967 kJ/kg K 
7.8 Ooe kg of air initially at 0. 7 MPa. 20°C changes to 0.35 MPa. 60°C by the three 

reversible oon•llow processes, as shown in Fig. P. 7.8. Process t-,i-2 co1isists
of a constant pressure eitpansion followed by a constant volume cooling, 
process 1 ·b-2 an isothermal expansion followed by II constal\t pn!ssure 
expansion, and process l-c-2 an adiabatic expansion followed by a constant 
volume heating. Determine the changes of internal energy, enthalpy, and 

,, 
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entropy for each process, and find the work transfer and heat transfer for each 
process. Takes cP • 1.005 and c. c 0. 718 kJ/kg, K and assume the specific 
heats to be constant. Also assume for air pv = 0.287 T, where pis the pressure 
in kPa. V the specific volume in m3ikg; and Tthe temperature in K. 

r Rev. lso~rmal 

- v 

Fig. P. 7.8 

r 0,35Mpa. 
eo•c 

7.9 Ten grammes of water at 20°C is convened into ice at -1o•c at constant 
atmospheric pressure. Assuming tbe specific heat of liquid water 10 remain 
constant at 4.2 J/gX. and that of ice to be half of this value, and taking the 
latent heat of fusion of ice at 0°C to be 335 J/g, calculate the total entropy 
change of the system. 

Ans. 16.02 J/K 
7.10 Calculate the entropy change of the universe as a result of the following 

processes: 
(a) A copper block of 600 g mass and with CP of 150 J/K at i00°C is placed in 

a lake at s•c. 
(b) The same block, at 8°C. is dropped from a height of 100 m into the lake. 
(c) Two such blocks, at 100 and 0°C, are joined together. 

Ans. (a) 6.63 J/K. {b) 2.095 J/K, (c) 3.64 J/K 
7.11 A system maintained al con.~tant volume is initially ai temperature T1, and a 

heat n:s.ervoir at the lower temperature T0 is available. Show that the maximum 
work recoverable as the system is cooled to T0 is 

w~c.[<r.-ro)-foln i] 
7.12 A body of finite mass is originally at temperature T1 which is higher than that 

of a reservoir at tcmper,1ture T2. Suppose an engine operates in a cycle 
between the body and the reservoir unt.il it lowers the tempc-rature of the body 
from T1 to T2, thus extracting heat Q from the body. If the engine does work w; 
then it will reject heat Q-W to the reservoir at T2• Applying the entropy 
principle. prove that the ma11imum work obtainable from the engine is 

we ... , = Q - T2(S, - S2) 

where S1 - S2 is the entropy decrease of the body. 
rr the body is maintained at constant volume having constant volume heat 
capacity C, = 8.4 kJ/K which is independent of temperature, and if T1 ~ 373 K 
and T2 = 303 K, detennine the maximum work obtainable. 

An.r. 511. 96 k,J 

"' 
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7.13 Each of three identical bodi.es satisfies the equation U = CT, where C is the 
heat capacity of each of the bodies. Their initial temperatures are 200 J<. 250 K, 
and 540 K. If C = 8.4 kJ/K, what is the maximum amount of work that can be 
extr-.1cted in a process in which these bodies are brought to a final common 
temperature'! 

Ans. 756 lcJ 
7.14 In the temperature ranse between o•c and 1oo•c a particular system 

maintained at constant volume has a heat capacity. 

C,=A+28T 

with A =0.014 J/K and 8 .. 4.2 >< 104 J/K2• 

A heat reservoir at o•c and a reversible work source a.re available. What is the 
maximwn amount of work that can be tnlnsferred to lhe n:vcnible work source 
as the syStem is cooled from I OO"C to the temperatw-c of the n:-sc:rvoir? 

Ans. 4.508 J 
7.15 A reversible engine, as shown in Fig. P. 7.JS, during a cycle of operation 

draws S MJ from the 400 K reservoir and docs 840 k.J of work. Find the amount 
nnd direction of heat inleraction with other reservoirs. 

Ans. ~ = + 4.98 MJ Q3 = -0.82 MJ 

10.,~ ·---[Ir i20ri ,~ _Jo,.SMJ 
~)-

t W=840kJ 

Fig. P. 7.15 

7.16 For a nuid for which pv/T is a constant quantity equal to R. show that the 
change in specific entropy between two states A and 8 is given by 

Tf Cp Pe s6 -sA= -dT-Rln-
T" T PA 

A fluid for which R is a constant and equal to 0.287 kJ/kg K, flows steadily 
through an adiabatic machine, ente.ring and leaving through two adiabatic 
pipes. In one of these pipes the pressure and temperature are S bar and 450 K 
and in the other pipe the pressure and temperature are I bar and 300 K 
respectively. Determine which pressure and temperature refer to the inlet pipe. 
For the given temper.1ture range, <'p is given by 

cP =aln T+b 

whc:rc T i~ the numerical value of lhe absolute temperatu,e and o ~- 0.026 
lcJ/kg K, b ~ 0.86 kJ/kg K. 

Ans. S9 -SA= O.OS09 kJlkg K. A is the inlet pipe 

" "' ' !1 ' 
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7.17 Two vessels. A and B. each of volume 3 ni3 may be connected by a tube 
of negligible volume. Vessel A conbins air at 0.7 MPa, 95°C, while vessel 
B contains air at 0.35 MPa, 205°C. Find the change or entropy when A 
is connected 10 8 by working from the first princi1,1cs ,md assuming the 
mixing to be c-0mpletc and adiabatic. For air take the relations as given in 
Examples. 7.8. 

Ans. 0.947 kJ/K 
7.18 (a) An aluminium block (t·P = 400 J/kg K) with a mass of 5 kg is initially at 40°C 

in room air al .20°C. It is cooled reversibly by transferring heat to a completely 
reversible cyclic beat cngiDC until ibc block. reaches 20°C. The 20°C room air 
serves as a constant temperature sink for the engine. Compute (i) the 1.1hange 
in entropy for the block. (ii) the change in entropy for the room air. (iii) the 
work done by the engine. 
(b) If the allli'llinium block is allowed to cool by natural convention 10 room 

ak, compute (i) the change in entropy for the block, (ii) the change in 
entropy for the room air (iii) the net change in entropy for the universe. 

Ans. (a) - 134.2 J/K, + 132 J/K, 1306 J. (b) - 132 J!K. + 136.5 J/K. 4.5 J/K 
7.19 Two bodies of equal heat capacities C und temperatures T1 and T2 form an 

adiabatically closed sys.telJl. Whal wm tbe fiDal temperature be if one lets this 
sys1em come to equilibrium {a) freely? (b) reversibly? (c) What is the maximum 
work which can be obtained from this system'? 

7.20 A resistor of 30 ohms is main1aincd at a conslJlnt tempemure of 27°C while: a 
cwrent of 10 amperes is allowed to flow for I sec. Detennine the entropy 
change of the .resistor and lhe universe. 

Ans. (AS},..,_ z O. (L~.S)..;, = 10 J/K 
If the rcsistOf initially at 27°C is now insulated and lhe same cum:nt is passed 
for the same time, determine the entropy change of ilie mistor and the 
universe. The specific heet of lhc: resistor is 0.9 ltJ/kg K and the mass of the 
resistor is 10 g. 

Ans. (~ooh : 6.72 J/K 
7.21 An adiabatic vessel contains 2 kg of water al 25°C. By paddle-wheel work 

transfer, the temperature of water is increased to 30°C. If the specific heat of 
water is assumed cons1a11t at 4.187 kl/kg K. find the entropy change of the 
universe. 

Ant. 0.139 kl/K 
7.22 A copper rod is of length I m a.nd diameter 0.0 1 m. One end of the rod is al 

100°c, and the 0th.er at 0°C. The rod is perfectly insulated along its length and 
lhe thennal conductivity of copper is 380 W/mK. Calculate 1he rate of heat 
tr.ms fer along ihe rod aod the ..rate of entropy production due to irreversibility 
of this heat traostcr. 

Ans. 2.985 W, 0.00293 WIK 
7.23 A body of eonstanl heat capacity CP and at a te'llperaturc Ti is put in contact 

with a reservoir at a higher temperature r,. The pressure remains constant 
while the body comes to equilibrium with the rcscr\'oir. Show that the entropy 
change of the universe is equal to 

cp[i; ~ Tr -10(1 + T; ;, 7i )] 

I I II I 
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.Prove that this entropy change is positive. 

z1 -cl .r• 
Given: ln(I +x)'"'.l'- - -t ~ - - + ··• -

2 3 4 
wherc.r< I. 

7.24 An insulated 0. 7S kg copper calorimeter can containing 0.2 kg water is in 
equilibrium at a temperaiurc of 20°C. Ao experimenter now places O.OS kg of 
ice at 0°C in lhc calorimeter and encloses the latter 'Wi tb a heat insulating 
shield. (a) When all lhe ice has melted and cquilibr,um has been reached, what 
wilt be the temperature of water and the can? The specific beat of copper is 
0.418 kl/leg Kand the latent heat of fusion of ice is 333 kJ/kg. (l>) Compute the 
entropy inccease of the universe resulting from the process. (c) What will be 
the minimum work needed by a stirrer to bring back the iempcraturc of water t.o 
200C? 

Ans. (a)4.68°C, (b) 0.00276 kJ/K, (c) 20.84 kJ 
7.25 Show that if two bodies of thennal capacities C1 and C2 at temperatures T1 and 

T2 are brought to the same temperature T by means of a reversible heat engine, 
then 

lnT'"' C1 1n1j+C2lnT2 
C1 +C1 

7.26 Two blocks of metal. each having a mass of 10 kg and a specific heat of0.4 kJ/ 
kg K. are at a tempenuure of 40°C. A reversible refrigerator receives heat from 
one block and rejects heat lo the other. Calculate the work required to cause. a 
temperature difference of I 00°c between the two blocks. 

Ans. 32 kJ 
7.27 A block of iron weighing IOO tg and having a temperature of I00°C is 

immersed in SO kg of water at a temperature of 20°C. What will be the change 
of entropy of the combined system of iron and water'] Specific heats of iron 
and water are 0.4S and 4.18 kJ/kg K respectively. 

Am. 1.24 kJ/K 
7.28 36 g of water at 30°C are converted into steam at 250°C at conS1ant 

atmospheric pressure. The specific heat of water is assumed constant at 4.2 JI 
gK and the latent heat of vaporization at I 00°C is 2260 Jig. For water vapour, 
assume p V= niRTwhere R = 0.4619 kJ/kg K. and 

C 
; -a+bT+cf.wherea-3.634, 

b = 1.195 x 10-3 K"1 andc,.0.13S x 10"6 K-: 

Calculate the entropy change of the system. 
Ans. 273.1 J/IC. 

7.29 A 50 ohm resistor carrying a constant curreot of I A is kept at a cons1ant 
temperature of 27°C by a stream of cooling water. ln a time interval of I s, 
(a) what is the change in entropy of the resistor'! (b) What is the change in 
entropy of the universe? 

Ans. (a) 0, (b) 0.167 J/'K 
7.30 A lumpofice with a mass of LS kg at an initialtempuatute of260 K mell.9 atlbe 

pte$$U11: of I bat as a result of hear transfer from !he environment. After some 

,, ! ' 
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time has elapsed the resulting water anains the temperature of the 
environment. 293 K. Calculate the entropy production associated with this 
proce:ss. The latent heat of fusion of ice is 333.4 kJlkg. the specific heats of ice 
and water an: 2.07 and 4.2 kJ/kg K respectively, and ice melts at 273,15 K. 

Ans. 0.1514kJ/K 
731 An ideal gas is compressed reversibly and adiabatically from s1.1te a 10 state 

b. It is then heated reversibly at constant vo.lwne to state c. After e,i.panding 
reversibly and adiabatically 10 state d such that Tb = Td, the gas is again 
reversibly heated at consiant pressure to slate e s.uch that T. - T •. Heat is then 
rejected reversibly from the gas at constant volume till it returns lo slate u. 
Express r. in terms of Tb and T". If Ti, ~ 555 Kand T. = 835 K, estimate T1 • Take 
y= 1.4. 

7:Y+I 
An.t. T,= 7,313.29K r. 

7.32 Liquid water of mass IO kg and temperature 20°C is mixed with 2 kg of ice at • 
5°C till equilibrium is reached at I atm pressure. Find the entropy change of 
the sy~1em. Given: cPofwater= 4.18 kJ/kg K.cP ofice = 2.09 kJ/kg Kand latent 
heat of fusion of ice -= 334 kl/kg. 

Ans. 104.9 J!I( 
7.33 A thermally insulated 50-obm resistor carries a cum:nt of I A for 1 s. The initial 

temperature of the resistor is I 0°C. Its mass is 5 g :and its specific heat is 
0.85 J/g K. (a) What is the change in entropy of the resistor? (b) What i.s the 
change in entropy of the universe? 

Ans. (a) 0.173 J/K (b) 0.173 J/K 
7.34 The value of cP for a certain substance can be represented by cP =a+ bT. (a) 

Determine the heat absorbed and the increase in entropy of a mass m of the 
substance when its temperature is increased at constant pressure from T1 to 
Tz. (b} Find the increase in the molal specific entropy of copper, when 
the temperature is increased at constant pressure from 500 to 1200 K.. 
Given. for copper: when T= 500 K, cP - 2S.2 x ta3 and when T • 1200 K. 
cP • 30.1 x l<Y J/kmolK. 

AIIS. (a)m[ a(T2 -1j )+ f<Tf - 7j2 >] 111[ aln i + b(~ - 7j)] 
(b) 23.9 kJ/k.mol K 

7.35 An iron block of unknown mass at ss•c is dropped into an insulated tank that 
contains O, I m3 of water at 20°C. At the same time a paddle-wheel driven by a 
200 W motor is activated to stir the water. Thennal equilibrium is established 
after 20 min when the final temperature is 24°C. Detennine the ma.u of the iron 
block and the entropy generated during the process. 

Ans. 52.2 kg, 1.285 kJ/K 
7.36 A piston-cylinder device contains 1.2 kg of nitrogen gas at 120 kPa and 27°C. 

The gas is now compressed slowly in a polytropic process during which 
pVIJ = constant.The process ends when the volume is reduced by one-half. 
Dctennine the entTopy ch.Inge of nitrogen during this process. 

Ans. - 0.0615 kJ/K. 
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7.37 Air enters a compressor at ambient conditions of96 kPa and 17°C with a low 
velocity and exits at I MPa, 327°C. and 120 mis. The compressor is cooled by 
the ambient air at 17°C at- a rate of 1.500 kJ/min. The power input to the 
compres.sor is 300 kW. Oct.ermine (a) the mass now rate of air and (b) the raie 
of entropy generation. 

Ans. (a) 0.85 l kg.ts, (b) 0.144 kW/K 
7.38 A gearbox operating at steady slate receives 0. I kW along the input shaft and 

delivers 0.09.5 kW along the output shaft. The outer surface of the gearbox is 
at so•c. For the gearbox, determine (a) the rate. of heat transfer, (b) the rate at 
which entropy is produced. 

Atts. (a)-0.005 kW.(b) l.54x 10-skW/K 
7.39 At steady state, an electric inotor develops power along its output shaft at the 

r.ite of 2 kW while dr.awing 20 amperes at 120 volts. The outer surface of the 
motor is at S0°C. For the motor. determine the rate of heat transfer and the rate 
of entropy generation. 

Ans. - 0.4 kW, 1.2.4 x io-·3 kW/K 
7.40 Show that the minimum theoretical work input required by a refrigeration 

cycle to bring two .finite bodies from the same initial temperature to the final 
temperatures of T1 1111d T2 (T2 < T1) is given by 

W mil = 111c (2(T1 Ti)'12 
- T1 - T1) 

7.41 A rigid tank coniains an ideal gas at 40°C that is being ~1irred by a paddle 
wheel. The paddle wheel docs 200 kJ of work on the ideal gas. It is observed 
that the temperature of the ideal gas remains constant during this process as 
l rewlt of heat transfer between the syslem and the surroundings at 25°C. 
Delermine (a) Ille eno:opy change of the ideal gas and (b) the total entropy 
generation. 

Ans. (a) 0, (b) 0.671 kJ/K 
7.42 A cylindrical rod of length L insulated on its lateral surface is initially in 

contact at one end with a wall at temperature T1 and at the other end with a 
wall at a lower temperature T2• The temperature within the rod initially varies 
linearly with position x according to: 

1'(.r) ,. f1 - 1j - Ji X 
l 

The rod is insulated on its ends and eventually comes to a final equilibrium 
state where the temperature is T,. Evaluate Tr and in terms of T1 and Ti, and 
show that the amount of entropy generated is: 

S •1'!(;[1 + In Tr+ _!i._ In Tz - __ li_ In 7j] 
~ 1j-~ lj-~ 

where c is the specific heat of the rod. 
AIIS. r, .. er,+ r1112 

7.43 Air nowing throll8h a horizontal, insulalcd duc:t was studied by stvdenu in a 
Laboratory. One mident group measured the pressun:, icmperatun:, and 
velocity at a location in the duct as 0.95 bar, 67°C, 7S mis. At another location 
the respective values were found to be 0.8 bar, 22°C, 310 mis. The group 
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neglected to note the direction of flow, however. Using the kno\1/1\ dat11. deter• 
mine lhe dim:1ion. 

Ans. Flow is from right to left 
7.44 Nitrogen gas at 6 bar, 21 °C entcrn an in.sulated c-0ntrol volume operating at 

steady slate for which Wc~v. ~ 0. Half of tbe nitrogen exits the device at I bar, 
82°C and the other half exits at I bar, - 40°C. The effects of KE and PE are 
negligible. Employing ihe ideal gas model, decide whether the device can 
operate as described. 

Ans. Yes, the device can opcr.il.t' as described 
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Available Energy, Exergy 
and Irreversibility 

8.1 Available Energy 

• The sources of energy can be divided into two groups, viz. high grade energy and 
low grade energy. The conversion of high grade energy to shaft work is exempted 
from the limitations of the second Jaw, while conversion oflow grade energy is 
subject to them. 

The examples of two kinds of energy are: 
High grade energy Low grade energy 

(a) Mechanical work (a) Heat or thermal energy 
(b) Electrical energy (b) Heat derived from nuclear fission or 

(c) Water power 

(d) Wind power 
(e) Kineticenergyofajet 
(t) Tidal power 

fusion 
( c) Heat derived from combustion of fossi I 

fuels 

The bulk oflhe high grade energy in the fonn of mechanical work or electrical 
energy is obtained from sources of low grade energy, such as fuels, through the 
medium of the cyclic heat engine. The complete conversion oflow grade energy, 
heat, into high grade energy, shaft-work, is impossible by virtue of the second .law 
of thermodynamics. That part of the low grade energy which is available for 
conversion is referred to as available energy, while the part which, according to 
the second law, must be rejected, is known as 11na11ailable energy. 

Josiah Willard Gibbs is accredited with being the originator of the availability 
concept. He indicated that environment plays an important part in evaluating the 
available energy. 

, I , I I I, . 
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8.2 Available Energy Referred to a Cycle 

The maximum work output obtainable from a certain beat input in a ~yclic heat 
engine (Fig. 8.1) is called the availab/eenerg)'(A..E.), or the available part of the 
energy supplied. The minimum energy that has to be rejected to t~e sink by the 
second law is called the U11avai/able energy (U.E), or the unavailable part of the 
energy supplied. 
Therefore, Q1 = A.E. + U.E. 
or w"""' = A.E. = QI - U.E. 

For the given T1 and T2, 

1i 
Tim-= 1-r. 

For a given T1, Tfrcv will increase with the decrease of T2• The lowest 
practicable temperature of heat rejection is the temperature of the surroundiTtgs, 
To 

and 

Let us co.nsider a finite process x-y, in which heat is supplied reversibly to a 

heat engine (Fig. 8.2). Taking an elementary cycle, if d Q1 is !he heat received by 
the engine reversibly at T1, then 

1i-To To dWmu =-- ctQ1 =4Q1 - -4Q1 .. A.E. 
1j 7j 

I Y/ 
T1 ' <101 I ro, .... , 

T1 

~=AE ti A 
~U.E. 

To 
2 -s 

Flg, 8.1 Auila6lt tnUI unal'Oilabl.t Ftg. 8.2 .4Mifaoflity of ffltrg} 

ltlll'f:I in o cydl 

For the heat engine receiving heat for th.e whole prv.:essx-y, and rejecting heat 
at T0 
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or 
or 
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y y_ '1 r,-
J d:Wma, = J dQ1 - J ;, 4Q, 
" "' X I 

W,,... =A.E. 
= Q,y - T0 (sy - .~~) 

u.E. = Q"Y- w"""' 
U.E. = T0(sy - sJ 

(8.2) 

The unavailable energy is thus the product of the lowest temperature of heat 
rejection, and the change of entropy of the system during the process of supplying 
heat (Fig. 8.3). The available energy is also known as e:urgy and the unavailable 
energy as energy, the words first coined by Rant (1956) . 

.... 

t Available 
ene,vy, « exel'IJY 

11 W.,_=Wi.y 
i,-,..~~~~~---· To 

UnaY&ilable 
energy 

= To(S,-&,c) 

8.2.1 D«rease in Availdle Energy t11hffl Heal is 
Traneferred dsf'Oflllt. a Finiu Temperalure Difference 

Whenever heal is transferred through a finile lemperature difference. there is a 
deaea.se in the availability of energy so transferred. 

Let us consider a reversible heat engine operating between T1 and T0 
(Fig. 8.4). Then 

Q1 = T1 &. Q2 = T0 t.s, and W = A.E. = (T1 - T0) t.s 

__ ,,..,$ 

Fig, 8.4 Canltll t:ytk 

Let us now assume that heat Q1 is transferred through a fiuite temperature 
difference from the reservoir or source at T1 to the eugine absorbing heat at r., 
lower than T1 (Fig. 8.S). The availability of Q1 as received by the engine at. r 1 

• I ''• II + II I I II 
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lower than T1 (Fig. 8.5). The availability of Q1 as m:eived by the engine at 7j 
can be found by allowing the engine to operate reversibly in a eycle between 7j 
and T0 rec:c:iving Q1 and rejecting Q2• 

Now 
since 

Since 

and 

.... 

t 

01 

l " + , ·o~·-- r1 
- --t f T·T'1 

~·
2 1 f .._ __ _,,b--1 ~ t - - To 

l- os 0? /,..,i..... rncreste in 
I" A unavailable 1....-~~~~~L..:...o'-L<:..,:__ 

1 t:.s' I energy 
I of , 1 

--s 
Fig. 8.5 lncmue in unallDila.hlt entr(!J d1Jt to luat trans/tr 

through a finite tnnpvat11re dif!ntnu 

Q, =T, &=7j &' 
T1 > T'1, :. &' > & 

Q2=To& 
Q'2=To&' 
ti..s' > ti..s :. Q' 2 > Oi 
W'=Q,-Q'2= T1 ti.s' - T0 ,ls' 
W = Q1 - Q2 "' T1 6s - T0 ti.s 

W' < W, because Q'2 > Q2 

Available energy or exergy lost due to irreversible heat transfer through finite 
temperature difference between the source and the working fluid dwing the heat 
addition process is given by 

W- W' = 0'2 - Q2 
=To(&'-&) 

or, decrease in A.E. = T0 (A{ - &) 

The decrease in available energy or exergy is thus the product of the lowest 
feasible temperature of heat rejection and the additional entropy change in the 
system while receiving heat irreversibly, compared to the case of reversible heat 
transfer from the same source. 

The greater is the temperature difference (T1 - T'i ), the greaier i.s the beat 
rejection Q' 2 and the greater will be the unavailable part of the energy supplied or 
anergy (Fig. 8.5). Energy is said to be degraded each time it flows through a finite 
temperature difference. 

Iii I , 
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8.2.2 Aoailable Enerc:, from a Finiu Energy So11rce 

Let us consider a hot gas of mass "'a at temperature T when the environmental 
temperature is T0 (Fig. 8.6). Let the gas be cooled at constant pressure from state 
I at temperature T to state 3 al temperature T0 and the heat given up by the gas, 
Q 1, be utilized in beating up reversibly a working fluid of mass m .,,f from state 3 to 
state I along the same path so that the temperature difference between the gas and 
the working fluid at any instant is zero and hence, the entropy increase of the 
univers.e is also zero. The working fluid ex,pands reversibly and adiabatically in 
an engine or turbine from state I to state 2 doing work W 6, and then rejecu heat 
Q2 reversibly and isothermally to retwn to the initial state 3 to complete a heat 
engine cycle. 

Here, 

... 

i 

4 

Fig. 8.6 Availabk 111ngy of a fi11itt ttltrt:J 1011rc, 

Q1 =m1 cp
1
(T-To)=111..r<i>..t,(T-T0) 

= Ami l-t-5-3-l 

'"• cp• .. "'wfCll,,f 
1f dT T. 

4S,... - J m8 cP, T .. m1~, In ; (negative) 
T 

T 

tlS-<= J m...ccM dT =m...ccMln ! (positive) 
To T •o 

Munlv .. Mp + M..,r""' 0 

Q2 .. T0 flSwt = T0 m,.,cPw, In ~ = Area 2--4-S- 3 

Available energy"' Wn,,n 

=Q,-Q2 

II ' 



T =m c (T-T,)-T0 m c In -g P, s Pc r
0 

= Area 1-2-3-1 
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Therefore, the available energy or exergy of a gas of mass m
1 
at temperature T 

is given by 

AE=mgCp [cT-fo)-foln.!.) • To 
(8.4) 

This is similar to Eq. (7.22) derived from the entropy principle. 

8.3 Quality of Energy 

Let us assume that a hot gas is flowing through a pipeline (Fig. 8. 7). Due to beat 
loss to the surroundings, the temperature of the gas decreases continuously from 
inlet at state a to the exit at state b. Although the process is irreversible, let us 
assume a reversible isobaric path between the inlet and exit states of the gas 
(Fig. 8.8). For an infinitesimal reversible process at constant pressure, 

mcpdr 
dS'""-

T 

Fig. 8.7 Httlt loss from a fr.at gas flowi,ig tA,011gh a {'iptlint 

1-

1 
b 

__ _.,..$ 

T' 1 

a 

Fig. 8.8 EntrgJ 911ali17 at slate 1 is superior to that at statt 2 
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dT = ...L... 
dS mcp 

(8.5) 

where mis the mass of gas Rowing and cP is its specific heat. The slope dT/dS' 
depends on the gas tempcratun: T. As T increases, lhe slope incll!ases, and if T 
decreases the slope decreases. 

Let us assume that Q units of heat are Inst to the surroundings as the 
temperature of the gas decreases from T'1 to r"1, T1 being the average of the two. 
Then, 
Heat loss Q~mcp(T', - r;) 

=T1 6S1 

Exergy lost with this heat loss at temperature T1 is 

W1 = Q-T0aS1 

(8.6) 

(8.7) 
When the gas tempcratun: has reached TiT2 < T1 ). let us assume that the same 

heat loss Q occurs as the gos temperature decreases from 1i to r;. T2 being the 
average temperature of the gas. Then 

Heat loss Q = mcp (r2 - T'2) = Ti aS2 (8.8) 
Exergy lost wilh this heat loss at temperature T2 is 

W2 = Q- To aS2 (8.9) 

From Eqs (8.6) and (8.8), since T1 > T2 
6S1 <aS! 

Therefore, from Eqs (8.7) and (8.9), 

W1> W2 (8.10) 

The loss of exergy is more, when beat loss occurs at a higher temperature T1 
than when the same heat loss oocurs al a lower temperature T2• Therefore, a heat 
loss of I kJ at, say, I 000°C is more harmfol than the same heat loss of I kJ at, 
say, 100°C. Adequate insulation must be provided for high temperature fluids 
(T>> T0) to prevent the precious beat loss. This many oot be so important for low 
temperature fluids (T- T0), since the loss of available energy from such fluids 
would be low. (Similarly, insulation must be provided adequately for very low 
temperature fluids (T <<To) to prevent heat gain from surroundings and preserve 
available energy.) 

The available eneq,,y or exergy of a fluid at a higher temperature T1 is more 
than that at a lower temperature T2, and decreases as the temperature decreases. 
When the fluid reaches the ambient temperature, its eKergy is zero. 

The second law, therefore, affixes a quality to energy of a system at any state. 
The quality of energy of a gas at. say, I 000°C is superior to that at. say, I 00°C, 
since the gas at 1000°C has the capacity of doing more work than the gas at 
I 00°C, under the same environmental conditions. An awareness of this energy 
quality as of energy quantity is essential for lhe efficient use of our energy 
resoun:es and for energy conservation. The concept ofavailable energy or exergy 
provides a useful meas11re of this energy quality. 

!• "' ' 
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8.3.1 Lau, of Degradation of Enert:'J 

The available ene.rgy of a system decreases as its temperature o.r p.ressure 
decreases and approaches that of the surroundings. When heat is transferred from 
a system. it.s temperature decreases and hence the quality of its energy 
deteriorates. The degradation is more for energy loss at a higher temperature than 
lhat at a lower temperature. Quantity-wise the energy loss may be the same. but 
quality-wise the losses are different. While tire first law swtes that energy i.v 
always conserved quantity-wise, the seco,uJ lmv emphasizes that energy always 
degrades quality-wise. When a gas is throttled adiabatically from a high to a low 
pressure, the enthalpy (or energy per unit mass) remains the same, but there is a 
degradation of energy or available work. The same ho?ds good for pressure drop 
due to friction of a tluid flowing through an insulated pipe. lf the first law is the 
law of conservation of energy, the second law is called the law of degmdlllio11 of 
en.ergy. Energy is always conserved, but its quality is always degrade<l. 

Article 8.2. L which shows how energy gets degraded by thermal irreversibility 
and produces less useful work can be explained in a little different w11y. Let two 
bodies I and 2 of constant heat capacities C1 and C2 be at temperatures T1 and T2 
(T1 > T~). These arc connected by a rod and a small quantity of heat Q tlows from 
I to 2. The total change of entropy is: 

/!,S = /!,S 1 + 1!,S2 = Q[_!_ - ....!..] > 0 lsince T1 > T2) 
r2 7i 

The entropy will continue to increase till Lhcnnal equ.ilibrium is reached. 
Let us now suppose that instead of allowing heat Q to lfow from I to 2, we 

used it to operate a Carnot engine and obtain mechanical work. with T0 as the sink 
temperature. The ma.1timum work obtainable is: 

W1=Q[1- ~ J 
If, however. we first" allow Q to flow from l to 2 and then use it co operate the 

Carnot engine, we obtain: 

W2=Q[1-~]<W1 

Thus, in the course of the irreversible heat conduction che energy has become 
degraded to the extent that the u~eful work has been decreased by 

AW= W1 - W2 = 70 /!,S 

The increase in entropy in an irreversible change is chus o mellSW'C of the extent 
to wb.ich energy becomes degraded in that change. Conversely, in order to extract 
lh.c maximum work from a system, changes must be pcrfonned in a reversible 
manner so that total entropy (/!,S•)' + l!,S,..,'} is conserved. 

lt is worth pointing that if the two bodies were allowed to reach thennal 
equilibrium (a) by heal conduction and (b) by operating a Carnot engine betw1.-en 
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them and extracting work, the final equilibrium temperatures would be different 
in the two cases. In the first, U1 + U2 is consented and the final temperature is: 

Tf'JI- C11j + C2T2 

r - c,+C2 

In the second ca.se,S1 + S2 isconseived and W=-!J.U (-AU1 + Ui)(·: ltW = 
dQ-dU, < TdS-dU so that (t Wmax =-dU). In the isenttopic process, !he final 
temperature is given by: 

r/5> = rf•'<c, +c2> r1C/f.c, • cv < r,cu, 

If C1 = C1 = C, T["> = 1j + 72 and 71s) = (T1TJ112 

2 
The difference in final temperature is due to the lower value of the total internal 

energy which rc.5ults from work having been done at the expense of internal 
eDctgy (see An. 7.9.3). 

Similarly, it can be shown that due lo mechanical irmvenibility also, energy 
gets degraded so tlw the degradation of energy quality is a u.niversal principle. 

8.4 Maximum Work. in a Reversible Process 

Let us consider a closed stationary system undergoing a .reversible process R from 
state l to Stille 2 by interacting with the surroundings at Po, T0 (Fig. 8.9). Then by 
the first law, 

... 
t 

Surround.-igs 
Po,To 

\--............. {~~ • "4f! 1·~2 
... ' ' 

. . ' 0 W 

··· ....... \ 
•. 2 

- ~& 

Fig, 8.9 Maximum work dtit11 ~ a cl4std "JSklll 

(8.11) 

If the process were i.rreversible, as represented by the dotted line l, connecting 
the same equilibrium end states, 

QI= Ui- u, + w, (8.12) 

Therefore, from Eqs (8.11) and (8.12), 

Qa-Q1 = W11. - W1 (8.13) 
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Now, 

and 

By the second law. 

A.vail.abk En~. Exergy and lrrtvmibility 

M"""=S2 -S1 

Mflllf=- ~ 

Muniv:2:0 

For a reversible process, 

M · =S2 -S1 - ~ =O 
un,v To 

Q1t = To (S2-S1) 

For an irreversible process, 

Mwuv> O 

S2-S1-~ >O 
To 
Qi <To(S2-S1) 

From Eqs (8.14) and (8.1 S). 

Q11.>Q1 
Therefore, from Eqs (8.13) and (8.16), 

WR>W1 

-=223 

{8.14) 

(8.1 S) 

(8.16) 

(8.17) 

Therefore, the work done by a closed system by interacting only with the 
swroundings stpo, T0 in a reversible process is always more than that done by it 
in an irreversible process between the same end stat1ls. 

8.4.1 Work done in all Rnersible Processes is the Same 

Let us assume two reversible processes R1 and R2 between the same end siates I 
and 2 undergone by a closed system by exchanging energy only with the 
surroundings (Fig. 8.10). Let one of the processes be reversed. 

... 
t 

- $ 

Surroundings 
Po,To 

Syslem 
~ 1·>-2 

w 

Fig. 8.10 £pal r.tJOrk dou in all rt'llirm6lt ro,usts bttwmt t!u sarn, n,d slates 
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Then the system would execute a cycle l-2-1 and produce network 
represented by the area enclosed by exchanging energy with only one reservoir, 
i.e. the surroundin.gs. This violates the Kelvin-Planck statement. Therefore, tire 
two reversible processes must coincide and produce equal amounts of work. 

8.5 Reversible Work by an Open System 
Exchanging Heat only with the Surroundings 

Let us consider an open system exchanging energy only with the surroundings at 
constant temperature T0 and at constant _pressure Po (Fig. 8.11). A mass dm1 
enters the system at state l, a mass dn12 leaves the system at state 2, an amount of 
heat <tQ is absorbed by the system, an amount of work d· Wis delivered by the 
system, and the energy of the system (co.ntrol volume) changes by an amount 
d(E).,. Applying the first law. we ha,·e 

To 

dW.,.. :: OW+ ow. 
000 

S .... I ow. ~ ui::;;•ngs r- ·-. .:..C-~-® 

v,2 ... . -~~ ---······ ~-0/ : . . ~ V 2 \ 
<lffl,(h1 + 2 + 11l',l : 0 ·: dmz 1J..i + -

2
2 +g~} 

: m'iJ2 
·---~;;;-": d (U+ 2 + mgz) 

w : I: ~ 
:. · · · · · · ----- ------· · · · · -~·~: . . · i'-c.s. a 

Fig. 8.1 J Rnmihk work do,u hy 011 open IJSlnfl wliil.t ,ullolflilllf htat only 
with lM SU1Tf)UUi"lf 

11:Q + dm1 ( lr1 + ;_
2 

+ gz1 )-dm2 ( h2 + 1 + g:2 )- 4 JV 

=dE.,= { U + "'t +mgz t (8.18) 

For lhe maximum work, the process must be entirely reversible. There is a 
temperature difference between the control volume and the surroundings. To 
make the heat transfer process reversible, let us assume a reversible heat engine E 
operating between the two. Again, the temperature of th.e fluid in the control 
volwne may be di ffcrcnt at different points. lt is assumed that heat transfer occurs 
at points of the control surface u wbcre the temperature is T. Thus in an 
infinitesimal reversible process an amount of heat d·Q0 is absorbed by the engine 
E from the surroundings at temperature T0, an amount of heat d·Q is rc_icctcd by 
the engine reversibly to the system where the temperature is T, and an amount of 
work d If!, is done by 1he engine. For a reversible engine, 



df2o = <tQ 
T0 T 

T, «w. = dQ0 - d'Q= dQ· ; - dQ 

or dW.=dQ(; -1) (8.19) 

The work d W, is always positive and is independent of the direction of beat 
flow. When T0 > T, heat will flow from lhe surroundings to the system, d Q is 
positive and hence d We in Eq. (8.19) would be positive. Again, when T0 < 7', beat 
will flow from the system surroundings, d Q is negative, and hence d' w. would 
be positive. 

Now, since lhe process is reversible, che entropy change of the system will be 
equal to the net entropy transfer, and SP= 0. Therefore, 

(8.20) 

Now, the maximum work is equal to the sum of the system work dWand lhc 
work d w. of the reversible engine E. 

(8.21} 

From Eq. (8.19). 

dWmu =dW + dQ(; -I) (8.22) 

Substituting Eq. (8.18) ford Win Eq. (8.22). 

d Wmu;. d Q + dm, ( h1 + ~
2 

+ g::, )- dm2 ( h2 + V! + 8Z2) 

-d[ U + mt + mgz]+i1a( ~ -1) 

= dm1 ( h1 + ''.I + g;:I )-dm2 ( h2 + V! + 8Z2) 

[ 
mV

2 
] dQ -<I U+--+ingz +-T0 

2 a T 
(8.23) 
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On sobstituting the value of d' QIT from Eq. (8.20), 

4'Wmu = dmi( h1 + ;_
2 

+ 8%1 )-dm2 (hi+ 1 + 8Z2) 

--if[ U + m;
2 

+ mg: l + T0 (dS- dm1s1 + dm~i) 

4' W mu.= c1m{ h1 - To,S1 + ~l + gz1 )- dm2 ( hi - Tosi + 1 + gz2) 

[ 
mV2 ] 

--ii U-ToS+-
2
-+mgz" (8.24) 

Equation (8.24) is the general expression for the maximum work of an open 
system which exchanges heat only with the surroundings at T0, p0• 

8.5.1 Juuersibh Work in a Steady Flow Process 

For a steady flow process 

dm1 =dm1 =dm 

and d[ U- T0 S+ m;
2 

+ mgzl "'O 

Equation (8.24) reduces to 

4'Waw,; = c1m[( h1 - Tos1 + ;_
2 

+ gz1 )-(1r2 -Tos2 + VJ + gz2 )] (8.25) 

For total mass flow, ihe integral fonn of Eq. (8.25) becomes 

If' max= ( H1 - foS1 + m ;,2 + mgz, )-( H2 - ToS:i + m ;/ + mg::2) 

The expression (H -T0S) is called the Keenan function, B. 

(
. mV1

2 
) ( mVf ) wmu = !Ji + -2-+ "'8%1 - Bi+ -2- + mc:i2 

= lf1 - lf2 

(8.26) 

(8.27) 

where ff IS called the availability function of a steady flow process given by 

mV2 

lfl=B+ -2-+mgz 

On a unit mass basis, 

Wmax=(h1-ToJ'1+ ;_
2 

+gz1)-(h2-Tos2+ V! +gz2) 

I I !!I ii I + II 
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(8.28) 

lf K.E. and P.E. changes are neglected, Eqs (8.27) and (8.28) reduce to 

w_=B1-B2 

and per unit mass 

-(H1 - T~1)-(H2 -ToS-i) 
= (H1 - H2) - To(S1 - S2) 

w INllt = b1 - b2 
· = (/,1 - n;i) - 70 (s1 - s;i) 

8.5.2 Rlversiblt Work in a Closed System 

For a closed system, 
dm1 = dmz = 0 

Equation (8.24) then becomes 

where 

dW"'"=-d[U-foS+ m;2 +mgzl 
=- d(E- ToS)0 

mV2 
E=U+--+mgz 

2 

(8.29) 

(8.30) 

For a change of state of the system from the initial slate I to the final state 2, 

Wmu =£1 -£2 - T0 (S1-S2) 

= (E1 - ToS1)-(E2-T~;) (8.31) 

Ifthc K.E. and P.E. changes arc neglected, Eq. (8.31) reduces to 

Wmu = <U1 - ToS1)-(U2 - ToS2) (8.32) 

For unit mass of fluid, 

w_ = (u1-u2)-T0 (s1 -.s:J 
.. (u, - f <>11) -(112 - Tof2) (8.33) 

8.6 Useful Work 

All of the work Wofthe system with a flexible boundary would not be available 
for delivery, since a certain portion of it would be spent in pushing out the 
atmosphere (Fig. 8.12). The useful work is defined as the actual work delivered 
by a system less the work performed on. the atmosphere. If 111 and V2 are the 
initial and final volume of the system andp0 is the atmospheric pressure, then the 
work done on the atmosphere is p0 (V2 - V1) . Therefore, the useful work Wu 
becomes 

I I!! I II I 
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_..·@-;., 
( Initial 

\ Boundaly 

i>o,T0 \,, ••••• • ____ _ .•••••• ..-4--- Final 
Surroondin911 Boundary 

(Atmosphere) 

Flf. 8.12 Work t{ont by a clostd systtm in pus/ting out tltt atmosplurt 

Similarly, the maximum useful work will be 

(WJ- -W--po(Vz- Y1) 
In differential form 

(dWJ,_ =dW- -podY 

(8.35) 

(8.36) 

Jn a steady now system, the volume of the system does not change. Hence, the 
maximum useful work would remain the same, i.e., no work is done on the 
atmosphere, or 

(8.37) 

But in the case of an unsteady-flow open system or a closed system, the volwne 
of the system changes. Hence, when a system exchanges heat only with the 
atmosphere, the maximum useful work becomes 

(d W11)mu = ctW,_-p0 dY 
Substiruting dW rrw< from Eq. (8.24), 

(dWJmax = dm1 ( h1 -Tosi+ ~
2 

+ g:1 )-dm2 ( "2 - Tosi+ V! + gz2) 

-d[ U + p0Y - T0S+ m;
2 

+ mgz l 
This is the maximum useful worlc: for an unsteady open system. 
For tbe closed system, Eq. (8.38) reduces to 

(dWJ"""' =-d[ U + p0Y-ToS+ '";
2 

+ mgz l 
=-d [E+PQ JI-ToSL, 

(WJ,,.. =£, -Ez+Po (Y, - Yz)- To(S1-Si> 
IfK.E, and P.E. changes are neglected, Eq. (8.40) becomes 

(W.,),,.. = U1 - U2 + Po (Y1 - Y2)- T0 (S1 - S2) 

This can also be written in the following form 

( w .. ) ...... = (U, + Po Y, - ToS1)- ( U2 + PoY2 - T oS'2) 

"I' 

(8.38) 

(8.39) 

(8.40) 

(8.41) 

(8.42) 

' " 
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.. ~, -'2 
where • is called the C1vailabiliiy functio11 for a closed system given by 

, .. u+p0Y-T~ 
The useful work per unit mass becomes 

(Wu)max .:o (111 + PoV1 - To,1"1)- (uz + Por>2 - To,1"2) (8.43) 

8.6.1 Muimum Useful Work Obtainal>k when the System 
&c.hanges Heat u,ith a T1Jmnal Rum,oir in, Addition 
to the Atmosphere 

If the open system discussed in Sec. 8.5 exchanges heat with a thennal energy 
reservoir at temperature TR in addition to the atmosphere, the maximum useful 

work will be increased by d QR ( l - ~ ) , where i! QR is the beat m:eived by the 

system. For a steady !low process, 

(WJmu'"' w_ = ( H1 - ToS1 + m:l + mgz1) 

( 
mV} ) ( 10 ) - H2-To.s':i+-2-+111gz2 +Q11. l-Ta. 

= \V1 - ¥'2 + QR( 1 - ~ ) (8.44) 

For a closed system 

{Wu)mu = W"'..,. -po (Vi - Y1)+ QR ( 1- ~) 

or (W11)mu = £ 1 - E2 + Po (V1 - Y2)- T0(S1 - S2) + QR ( 1- ~ ) (8.45) 

lfK.E. and P.E. changes are neglected, then for a steady/low process: 

(W11),.... ~ (H1 - H2)- T0 (S1 - S2) + Q11. ( 1- ~) (8.46) 

and for a closed system: 

(W11)ow"' U, - U2 + Po<J'1 - V2)-TJ..S1 -Si)+ Q11. ( 1- ~) (8.47) 

8. 7 Dead State 

If the state of a system departs from that of the sll.rfoundings, an opportunity 
exists for producing work (Fig. 8.13). However, as the system changes its state 

I I! ii I + 11 
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towards that of the surroundings, Lhis opponunity diminishes, and it ceases to 
exist when the two arc in equilibrium with each other. When the system is in 
e<1uilibrium with Lhe swtoundings, it must be in pressure and temperature 
equilibrium with the surroundings, i.e., at p0 anq T0. Jt must also be in chemical 
e({Uilibrium. with the surroundings, i.e., th.ere should not be any chemical reaction 
or mass transfer. The system must have zero velocity and minimum potential 
energy. This state of the system is known as the dead state, which is designated 
by affixing subscript 'O' to the properties. Any change in the state of the system 
from the dead state is a measure of the available work that can be e1ttracted from 
it. Farther the initial point of the sysiem from the dead state in te.lTllS of p, t either 
above or below it, higher will be the available energy or exergy of the system 
(Fig. 8.13). AU spontaneous processes terminate at the dead state. 

Q. 

t Dead 
State 

. 1-
t I 

Availabillly 
0 t - - - --T - -Po 

A~iability 

1' 

(a) 

lsothelm 
81 T0 

(b) 

Fig. 8.13 ADailal>u work of a 11stttr1 dtCTeosts /lS its s/!Jtt apprflO&MS Po, To 

8.8 Availability 

Whenever useful work is obtained during a process in which a finite system 
undergoes a change of state, the process must terminate when the pressure and 
temperature of the system have become equal to the pressure and temperature of 
the surroundings,p0 and T0, i.e., when the system has reached the dead state. An 
air engine operating with compressed air taken from a cylinder will continue to 
deliver work till the pressure of air in the cylinder becomes equal to that of the 
sur.roundings,p0. A certain quantity of exhaust gases from an internal combustion 
engine used as the high temperature source of a beat engine will deliver work 
until the temperature of the gas becomes equal to that oflhe surroundings, T0• 

The availability (A) of a given system is de.lined as the maxim11m use/ti/ work 
(total work minus pdV work) that is obtainable in a process in which the system 
comes to equilibrium with its surrormdings. Availability is thus a composite 
property depending on the state ofboth the systetn and surroundings. 

8.8.1 A,ailulility i• a Steady Flow Process 

The rcvenible {maximum) work associated with a steady flow process for a single 
flow is given by Eq. (8.26) 

"I' o II 
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W-=(H,-ToS1 +m;i2 +mgz1)-(H2 -ToS2 +m:f +mgr2 ) 

With a given state for the mass entering the control volume, the maximum 
useful work obtainable (i.e., the availability) would be when this mass leaves the 
control volume in equilibrium with the surroundings (i.e., at the dead state). Since 
there is no change in volume, no work will be done on the atmosphere. Let us 
designate the initial state of the mass entering the C.V. with parameters having no 
subscript and the final dead state of the mass leaving the C.V. with parameters 
having subscript 0. The maximum work or availability, A, would be 

A~(H-ToS+ mt +mgz)-(H0 -T~0 +mg%o)=~-¥o (8.48) 

where yi is called the availability function for a steady flow system and VO= 0. 
This is the availability of a system at any state as it enters a C. V. in a steady now 
process. The availability per unil mass would be 

a=(lr-To.s+ ~
2 

+gz)-(lr0 -TQS0 +gz)=~-% (8.49) 

If subscripts I and 2 denote the states ofa system entering and leaving a C.V., 
the decrease in availability or maximum work obtainable for the given system· 
surronndings combination would be 

w_ =a,-a2= 11'1- ~2 

= [(11, -Tosi+ i,2 + g.:1 )-<ho -Toso+ gzo)] 

-[(1rz-To.so+ Vf +gz2)-<1io-ro1o+aro>] 

v?-vf 
.. (h1 - h2)- To (s1 - s2) + 2 + g(:1 - z2) 

lfK.E. and P.E. changes an neglected. 

Wm,..= (h1 - TQS1)-(lri-TQSi) 
=b, -b2 

where bis the specific Keenan function. 
If more than one flow into and out of the C. V. is involved. 

w ...... = l:m; V,; - l:m.,Y,., 
j j 

8.8.2 AvaUabilily in a Nonjlow P7otess 

(8.50) 

Let us consider a closed system and denote its initial state by parameters without 
any subscript and the final dead state with subscript 'O'. The availabiliiy of the 
system A, i.e., the maximum useful work obtainable as the system reaches the 
dead state, is g,iven by Eq. (8.40). 

• I ••, I! I !! I 
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A =(WJnw: = E-E0 + p0 (V- V0)-To(S-S0) 

= ( U + mt + mg.z: )-(U0 + mg.z:t>) + p0( V- V0)- T0(S- S0) (8.51) 

If K .. E. and P.E. changes are neglected and for unit mass, the availability 
becomes 

"= u - u0 + p0(v- v0)- T0 (s - s0) 

= (u + Por, - T&1) - (uo-PoVo -ToJo) 
= ~-~ (8.52) 

where~ is the availability function of the closed system. 
If the system undergoes a change of state from I to 2, the decrease in 

availability will be 

a=(~,-'°)-(~-~) 

-~,-~ 
= (u1 - u2) + p0 (v1 - r,2)- T0(s1 - s2) (8.53) 

This is the max.imum useful work obtainable under the given surroundings. 

8.9 Availability In Chemical Reactions 

In many chemical reactions the reactants are often in pressure and temperature 
equilibrium with the surroundings (before the reaction takes place) and so are the 
products after the reaction. An internal combustion engine can be cited as an 
example of such a process if we visualize the products being cooled to 
atmospheric temperature T0 before being discharged from the engine. 

(a) Let us first consider a system which is in temperature equilibrium with the 
surroundings before and after the process. The maximum work obtainable during 
a change of state is given by Eq. (8.31 ), 

w....,. = £ 1 - E2 - T0(S1 - S2) 

= ( U1 + m;f + mg.z:1 )-( U2 + m;J + mgz2 )-To(S1 -S2) 

If.K.E. and P.E. changes are neglected, 
w _ = U1 - U2 - T0 (S1 - S2) 

Since the initial and final temperatures of the system are the same as that of che 
surroundings, T1 = T2 = T0 = T, say, then 

(WT)IIIIL'< = (U1 - Uz)r- 1lS1 - S:Jr (8.54) 
Let a property called Helmholtzfunction F'be defined by the relation 

F= U-TS (8.55) 

Then for two equilibrium states I and 2 at the same temperature T, 

(F1 - F,i>f = (U1 - U1)r- TtS1 - S2>,, (8.56) 

"I' 
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Fro.m Eqs (8.54) and (8.56), 

(Wr)- = (F, - F2tr 

or W1 S (F1 - F1h 
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(8.57} 
(8.58) 

The wo.r.k done by a sysiem in any process between two equilibrium states at 
the same temperature during which the system exchanges heat only with the 
environment is equal to or Jess 1han the decrease in the.Helmholtz functio.n of the 
system during the process. The maximum work is done when the process is 
reversible and the equality sign holds. If the process is irreversible, the work is 
less than the maximum. 

(b) Let us now consider a system which is in both pressure and temperature 
equilibrium with the surroundings before and after the process. When the volume 
of the system increases some work is done by the system against lhe surroundings 
(pdV work), and this is not available for doing useful work. The availability of the 
system, as defined by Eq. (8.51), neglecting the K.E. and P.E. changes, can be 
expressed in the form 

A= (W.Jmu = (U + PoY- To,S)-(Uo + Po'Yo -ToSo) 

= ~-'° 
The maximum work obtainable during a change of slate is the decrease in 

availability of the system, as given by Eq.(8.SJ) for unit mass. 

(Wu)mu =A, -A2 = ~1- ~2 

= (U, - U2) + PoW1 - Y2) - To(S1 - S2) 
lfthe initial and final equilibrium states of the system are at the same pressure 

and temperature of the surroundings, say p 1 = p 2 ; Po = p, and T1 = T2 = T0 = T. 
Then, 

cw .. > .... = (U1 - u~p. 1 + P< r'i - Y2lp. r - ns1 - s,.>p. r 
The Gibbs junctions G is defined as 

G=H-TS 
=U+pV-TS 

(8.59) 

(8.60) 

Then for two equilibrium states at the same pressure p and temperature T 

(G1 - G1)p. r = (U1 - Uz)p. r + p(Y1 - Yi\i. r -T{S, - S1\. r (8.61) 

From Eqs (8.59) and (8.61) 

(W .. ),.... = (G, -G2)p,T 
p. T 

( W)p.T S ( G1 - G2)p, r 

{8.62} 

(8.63) 

T1le decrease in the Gibbs function of a system sets an upper limit to the work 
that can be performed, exclusive of pdV work, in any process between two 
equilibrium states at the same temperature and pressure, provided the system 
exchanges heat only with the environment which is at the same temperature and 
p.ressure as the end states of the system. If the 'Process is irreversible, the useful 
work is less than the maximum. 

,, Iii I 
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8.10 Irreversibility and Gouy-Stodola Theorem 

The actual work d.one by a system is always less than the idealized reversible 
work, and the difference between the two is called the irreversibility of the 
process. 

(8.64) 

This is also sometimes refened to as 'degradation' or 'dissipation'. 
For a non-flow process between the equilibrium states, when the system 

exchanges beat only with the environment 

I= [(U1 - U,)- TJS1 - S2)J-((U1 - U2) + Q] 
= T0 (S2-S1)-Q 
= T o(M>sy,tcm + To(AS)surr 
= To{(M),y<lffll + (M)1unl (8.65) 

/~O 
Similarly, for the steady flow process 

I=W-.-W 

=[(o,+m;l +mgZ1)-(~+mt +mgii)] 
-[(H,+m;l +mgz1)-(H2 +m;f +mgz2)+a] 

= T JS2 - S1) - Q 
= To(~.,_,.+ To(~..,. 
= TJ!J.S,.,_ + SSlllf) = T~ (8.66) 

The same e,cpression for irreversibility applies to both flow and non-flow 
processes. The quantity T0 (~S,y....,, + M....,) represents an increase in unavailable 
energy ( or anergy). 

The Gouy-Stodola theorem states that the rate of l.oss of available energy or 
exergy in a process is proportional to the rate of entropy generation, S800• If 
Eqs (8.65) and (8.66) are written in the rate fonn, 

i = W1o,1 = T011Suaiv = ToSJffl (8.67) 
This is known as the Gouy-Stodola equation. A them1odynamically efficient 

process would involve minimum exergy loss with minimum rele of entropy 
generation. 

8.10.1 Applteatu>ns of Gouy-Stodola EtJUation 
(a) Heat Transfer through a Finite Temperature Difference If heat 

transfer Q occ\llS from the hot reservoir at temperature T1 lo the cold reservoir at 
tcmperatw:e T2(Fig. 8.14a) 

II ' 
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Fig. 8.14 DulTudion of aoailabk work or e:cn1r1 f,y luat ITa,ufrr 
througlr a finite t1111ptratart diffirttl(t 
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ff the heat transfer Q from T1 to T2 takes place through a reversible engine£, 
the entire work output Jf'is dissipated in the brake, from which an equal amowtt 
of heat is rejected to the reservoir at T2 (Fig. 8.14b). Heat transfer through a finite 
temperature difference is equivalent to the destruction of its exergy. 

(b) Flow with Friction Let us consider the steady and adiabatic now of an 
Ideal gr:u through Ille segment ofa pipe (Fig. 8. lSa). 

By the fint law, 

and by the second law, 
Tds =dh vdp 

2 2 dlr 2 2 J ds .. J--J .E..dp =-f .E..dp 
I IT IT IT 

f Insulation f 
, vad/f(////( //C(! s,"7".7"7"7"7"'77--,..,...,,...,....,.-,..._ Bz 

--j-... -fl'- (mb) out 

,')77777?7777777777~/ 
' . 

P, <lp=p,-Pt P;, 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 8.15 l"111t1sibili(y In a dua du, to fluid ftiaion 
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sacn = j mds=-7mR dp =-mR 1n 121.. 
1 p1 P P1 

=-mR to ( 1- ~:) = -m R(-!~) 
- .R lip -m -

Pi 

1n(1- lip) = _lip ,since lip <I 
Pi Pi Pi 

where 

and higher terms are neglected. 

w,.,.1=s,-s2 

= m[(h1 - T<,S1)- (h2 - Tr,S,) 

= ffl To(S2 - s,) 

= T0S = m RT0 lip 
pn Pt 

(8.68) 

(8.69) 

The decrease in availability or lost work is proportional to the pressure drop 
(¥) and the mass flow rate (m). It is shown on the right (Fig. 8.ISb) by the 
Grassman11 diagram, the width being proportional to the availability (or exergy) 
of the stream. It is an adaptation of the Sankey diagram used for energy transfer 
in a plant. 

(c) Mixing of Two Fluids Two streams I and 2 of an incompressible fluid or 
an ideal gas mix adiabatically at constant pressure (Fig. 8.16). 

CD 
"'~~ . 

.. ,
7
, ~WI±'. 

' m.s 
;';,,.,;:Y --41",4=n:r~,,. 

pvx_ ,f'?/'\ 0 
mz ,· ~ '\. Insulation 

0 
(a) (bl 

Fig. 8.16 lrrronsibility due '" mixi11g 

Here, m I + ,;,2 = lft3"' m(say) 

Let 1711 x= _ __,__ 
m1 +m2 
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By the first law, 
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Availabu Enngy, &ngy and Irrmersibility 

m1h1 + mi1,2 = (m1 + m2)h3 
.xh1 + (I - .x)h2 = lt3 
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The preceding equation may be written in the following fomt, since enthalpy is 
a function of temperature . 

where 

By the second law. 

or 

or 

or 

.xT1 + (I -x)T2 = T3 

7i = .r + (I -.x)f (8.70) 
1j 

T. -r= ...1.. 
r. 

SIIC" = "1)S3 - ln1S1 - 1nzS2 

= ms3 -.xms1 - (I -.x)ms2 

sg,rn -.- = (s; - si) + x(s2 - s1) 
Ill 

=c In 1j +.re In Tz 
p 7j p 1j 

:: =ln (~)(iir 
N. = In ( i; ) rt• 

I 7j rt" 
N. = In T; l 1j 

I (7i /7j)'- X 
(8.71) 

where N, is a dimensionless quantity, called the efltropy generation number, 

given by sg • .t ,i,cp. 
Substituting T/T, from Eq. (8.70) in Eq. (8.71), 

N. =In .r+-r(l-.x) 
s ,rl-x (8.72) 

If.r = I or r = I, N, becomes zero in each case. The magnitudeofN1 depends on 
:c and r. The rate ofloss of energy due to mixing would be 

• . • X + 't'(I - .r) 
Wioe1 "' I = T0mcp In r' _" (8. 73) 

8.11 Availability or Exergy Balance 

The availability or exergy is the maximum useful work obtainable from a system 
as it reaches the dead state (p0 , t0). Conversely, availability or exergy can be 

r l r, L I I t_h11 M , 11 
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regarded as the minimum worlc required to bring the closed system from the dead 
state to the given state. The value of exergy cannot be negative. If a closed system 
were at any state other than the dead state, the system would be able to change its 
state spontaneously toward the dead state, This tendency would stop when the 
dead state is reached. No work is done to effect such a spontaneous change. Since 
any change in state of the closed system to the dead state can be accomplished 
with zero work, the maximum work (or exergy) ca,mot be negative. 

While energy is always conserved, exergy is not generally conserved, but is 
destroyed by ineversibilities. When the closed system is allowed to undergo a 
spontaneous change from lhe given state to Ille dead state, its exergy is completely 
destroyed without producing a·ny useful work. The potential lo develop work that 
exists originally at the given siate is thus completely wasted in su.eh a spontaneous 
process. Therefore, at steady state: 

1. Energy in - Energy out = 0 
2. Exergy in - Exergy out = Exergy destroyed 

8.11.1 &nt:J Balance/or a Closed Sy,tem 

For a closed system. availability or exergy transfer occ\11'8 through heat and work 
interactions (Fig. 8.17). 

1st law: 

2nd law: 

Boulldaly W1 _ 2 

Fig. 8.17 btrtJ balantt far a dosed ,ysttm 

2 

E2 -E1 = f dQ- W1_2 
I 

S2-S1-f[ 1] ~sim 

(8.74) 

(8.75) 

• I ••, 11! I !I I 
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Since, 
A2 -A,= E2 - E1 + prJY2 - 1'1)- To(Si - S1} 

A2 -A,=!( I - -~ }tQ -[W1-2 - Po<V2 - Vt)] -T oS,cn (8.76) 

Change Excrgy transfer Exergy transfer faergy 
in ei,;ergy wi1h heat with work destruction 

In the form oflhe ntte equation, 

dA 
= r[1- 1o J~ [ W- Po!~] i (8.17) 

df j 1} 
Rate of Ra1e of ci,:ergy Rate of CJ\crgy Rate of cxcrgy 

change of transfer wi1h heal tr.ansfer as work Joss due to 
exergy Qi at the boundary where dVldt is irreve111ibilities 

where the instantaneous the rate of 
temperature is 7j change of syscem 

volwnc 

For an isolated system, the exergy balance, Eq. (8.77). gives 
h.A =-/ 

(• ToS..,J 

(8.78) 

Since I> 0, the only processes allowed by the second law are those for which 
lhe exergy of the isolated system decreases. Jn other words, 

The exergy of Off isolated system con n~-er iffcrvase. 
It is the couffterpart of the entropy principle which slates that lhe entropy of 

an isolated system c:an never decrease. 
The exergy balance of a system can be used to determ.ine the locations, types 

and magnitudes oflosses (waste) of the potential of energy resources (fuels) and 
find ways and means to reduce these losses for making the system more energy 
efficient and for more effective use of fuel. 

8.11.2 E:mgJ Balanee for a Steady Flo• System 

lstlaw: 

2nd law: 

or 

1ft Y.2 
H1 + --1 + mgZ1 + Q1..,i 

2 

(8.78) 

(8.79) 

I I ,, ill I I II 
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c.s. 

--~ c.v. 
m, ----+------'"-_~ 

Ta Ql-2 

Fig. 8.18 &trt;J ltola11et fo, a sttody flow system 

From Eqs (8.78) and (8.79). 

S 
Y.;.l - Vil 

H2 -H1-T0( 2 -S1)+m 
2 

+mg(Z2 -Z1) 

= J(1- To )aQ- w,_2 -1 
I To 

(8.80) 

or A2-A1= j(1-To)dQ-W1.2-/ 
I Tq 

(8.81) 

ln the form of rate equation at steady state: 

;( 1- ~ }i; -Wc.v. + m(a,, - ar2 ) - ic.v. = O (8.82) 

v.2 - vf . 
whcrea11 -ar

1
=(h1 -h2)-T0(s1-s2)+ 

2 
+g(Z1-Zz)and[l -T./1j]Q; 

"'· time rate of e.xergy transfer along with heat Qi occurring at the location on lhe 

boundary where the instantaneous temperature is f;. 
For a single stream entering and leaving, the exergy balance gives 

[ I -
70 JQ + a, - W - ar, = j_ (.8.83) Tom ·•m im 

faergy in Excrgy ou1 Exergy loss 

8.12 Second Law Efficiency 

A common measure on energy use efficiency is the first law efficiency, 'Ii· The 
first law efficiency is delined as the ratio of the outpui energy of a device to the 
input energy of the device. The first law is concemed only with the quantities of 
energy, and disregards the forms in which the energy exists. It does not also 
discriminate between tlie energies available at different temperatures. It is the 
second law of thermodynamics which provides a means of assigning a quality 
index to energy. The concept of available energy or exergy provides a useful 
measure of energy quality (Sec. 8.3). 

' ' .,. ,, " ' 
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With this concept it is possible to analyze means of minimizing the 
consumption of available energy to perfonn a given process, thereby ensuring the 
most efficient possible conversion of energy for the required task. 

The second law efficiency, 1711, of a process is defined as the ratio of the 
minimum available energy (or exergy) which must be consumed to do a task_ 
divided by the actual amount of available energy (or exergy) consumed. in 
performing the task. 

_ minimum exergy intake to perfonn the given task 
T/ - ·---

11 actual exergy intake to perfonn the same task 

or llu = A;• (8.84) 

where A is the availability or exergy. 
A power plant ronvens a .fraction of available energy A or W....,. to useful work 

W. For the desired output of W, Am111 = Wand A = W -· Here, 

w 
l == W max - Wand 1711 = ~ (8.85) 

ma. 

Now 

w w w....,. 
r'/1"'-;--·--

Q, w"""' Q, 
= r'/1r 17camo, (8.86) 

T/u=-1'1_1 _ 
Tic-

(8.87) 

Since W mu= Q.( 1 - ; ). Eq. (8.87) can also be obtained directly as follows 

rtu= ( W To) =_!L 
Qi 1 - r rrCamoc 

If work is involved, Amin== W(desired) and ir heat is involved, Amin = 

Q(1-;). 
If solar ene,:gy Q, is available at a reservoir storage temperatW'C T, and if 

quantity of heat Q1 is transferred by the soler collector at temperature T1 , 

then 

'11 == Q. 
Q. 

and 
_ exergy output 

71u - • 
citergy 111put 

I I !I !! I 
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-Q.(1-t) 
- <1(1- ~) 

l - To 
= T/1 ~ (8.88) 

l - To 
T. 

Table 8.1 shows availabilities, and both 171 and '1u expressions for several 
corrunon thermal tasks. 

Produce work, W0 

.' Add heat Q. to 

re&ervoit at T. 

Table 8.1 T, > T, > To > T, 

"= w. 
Amin'"Wo 

Wo 111'"-
W; 

A...., 
1111=A 

1111~11. 
(electric mowr) 

"= W; 

Am1o = Q,( I - ~ ) 
•111 = Q. 

W; 

•rt11=11.(1- ~) 

(heal pump) 

A .. Q,(1- ~) 
Am,n= Wo 

Wn 111~-Q, 
1 

1111=1JJ·--
1- To 

7; 

(heat engine) 

A=Q.(1-;,) 

Am;. = Q.( I - ~ ) 
'11 = Q. 

Q, 

1- To 
r. 

'10~'11~ 
1- -

T, 

(solar water heater) 

!, "' ' !• ' 
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Ex1ract heat Q. from cold 

A .. q.(1- ~) rescrvior a1 r. (below A= W; 

ambien1) Aan=Q.( ~ -1) A.., = Q,( ~ -I) 
•11,= Q. 

w, •111 • .!?!_ 
Q, 

•ira=~{ ~ -1) [ r, _1 l • T,, 
11ri~111--.. 

1- To 
T, 

(~ti:igcnitor-electric (Rcti:igmlor-heat 
motor driven) openat.ed) 

•Strialy speaking, it is COP. 

In the case of a heat pump, ihe task is to add heat Q, to a .reservoir to be 
maintained at temperature T, and the input shaft work is IV;. 

COP - ~ - ,r1• say 
1 

(COP) = _2i_ = Q.. = .l?!_ 
aw: T,. - To W; Ami,, 

Q (1 -To) 
'111 = ~n = • T. 

A W; 

'hJ = ~I ( 1 - ~ ) (8.89) 

Similarly, expressions of 171 and 17n can be obtained for other thennal tasks. 

8.12.1 Matching End Use to Source 

Comb\lstion of a fuel releases the necessary energy for the tasks, such a.'I space 
beating, process steam generation and heating in industrial furnaces. When lhe 
products of comb11.stion are at a temperature much greater than that required by a 
given task, the end use is not well matched to the source and results in inefficient 
utilization of the fuel burned. To i.llustrate this, let us consider a closed system 
receiving a heat transfer Q, at a source temperature T, and delivering Q. at a use 

• ' '" "' • !! ' 
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temperature r. (Fig. 8.19). Energy is lost to the surroundings by beat transfer at a 
rate Q1 across a portion of the surface at T1• At steady stale the ener$)' &nd 
availability rate balances become. 

Q, 

·-· ........... J .. -· / :! 
4 i ~ ~ 

r.__..,.....c_ -------··--·-· ........... .. :'-r. , ,( . 
Surroundings L System Boundaly 

To 

Fig. L 19 Eflicimt mtTlJ uti/iqltion from sttond law 11iewpoint 

(8.90) 

(8.91) 

Equation (8.90) indicates thal.1.he energy c:anied in by heat tnu1sfcr Q, is either 
used, Q,, or lost to the sWTOundings, Q1• Then 

(8.92) 

The value of 11, can be ip.creased by increasing insulation to reduce the loss. 
The limiting value, when Q1 "'0, is 'Ii= I (100%). 

Equation (8.91) shows lhat the availability or exergy carried into lhe system 
accompanying the heat transf~ Q., is ei~er transferred from the system 
accompanying the heat transfers Q1 and Q1 or destroyed by irreversibilities 
within the system, i. Therefore, 

Q (1 _ To ) 1 _ To 
• T. r. 

'In = . ( T.• ) = 111 ~ 
Q J--2- 1--

, T, T, 

(8.93) 

Both 'Ii and 'lu indicate how effectively the input is converted into the product. 
The parameter 'Ii does this on energy basis, whereas 1Jn doe.sit on.an availability 
or exergy basis. 

For proper u.tilization of exergy, it is desirable to make IJ, as close to unity as 
practical and also a good match between the source and use temperatures, Tr and 
T,. Figure 8.20 demonstrates the second law efficiency against the use tempera· 
ture r. for an assumed source temperature T, = 2200 K. It shows that IJu tends to 
unity ( l 00%) as r. approaches Tr The lower the T1 , the lower becomes the value 
of 1711• Efficiencies for three applications, viz., space heating at r. ""320 K. proc-

"I' 
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ess steam generation at T4 = 480K, and heating in industrial furnaces at r. = 700 
K. arc indicated on the figure. It suggests that fuel is used far more effectively in 
the high temperature use. An excessive temperatures gap between r, and r. 
causes a low 'In and an inefficient energy utilization. A fuel or any energy source 
is consumed efficiently when the first user temperature approaches the fuel tem
perature. This means that the fuel should first be used for high temperature ap
plications. The heat rejected from these applications can then be cascaded to ap
plications at lower temperatures, eventual! y to the task of, say, keeping a building 
warm. This is called energy cascading and ensures more efficient energy utiliza
tion. 

1.0 

0 

IJu ,.. 1 
A& r.-..,,._ T, 

0.6112 - Heabng in Fumaoe 

0.434 .~ P,ocess Steam Generation 

0 072.,... Space Heating 

300 500 1000 

- r.(inK) 

1500 2000 

Fig. 8.20 £ffitt of w, tnt1ptrot1m T. ,m lht montl law tf/iritn(J 
(T, = 2200 K, T0 = 300 K, 111 = 700'I,) 

8.12.2 Furtltn IUrutration.s of Second Lau, Effitieru:ia 

Second law efficiency of different components can be expressed in different 
fonns. It is derived by using the exergy balance rate, as given below: 

(a) Turbines The steady state exergy balance (Fig. 8.21) gives: 

w 

Fig. 8.2) Utrr:J l>olanct of II lurhint 

I I .,. 111' ·,1,111 I II 
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If there is not heat loss, 

Th di ffi
. Wlm 

e secon awe . 1c1ency, 1Jn = a,, - a,1 

(b) Compre11or and Pump Similarly, for a compressor or a pump, 

and 

w i --:- = a12 - a,, + -:-"' ,,, 
_ a,1 -a,, 

1111- -Wtm 

(8.94) 

(8.95) 

(8.96) 

(c) Heat Exchanger Writing the exergy balance for the heat exchanger, 
(Fig. 8.22) 

r[1- ~ ]Q; - Wc.v. +[m11 a,, + m.a,,]-[mb Ori+ mca(41- ic.v. = 0 

If there is no heat transfer and work transfer, 

"'h {a,, - a,21 = m.[a,. - a,l] + i 

11n = me [ 0 t4 - 0 ,1 J 
,nb [a,1 - a,,) 

Flg. 8.22 E.zngy bab111u of a /1101 txdu111gtr 

(8.97) 

(8.98) 

(d) Mixing of Two Fluids Exergy balance for the mixer (Fig. 8.23) gives: 

[I To ]Q· · · ,., · l - T., + m1ar, + m2ar1 = "c.v. + rn3ar1 + c.v. 

If the mixing is adiabatic and since Wc.v. = 0 and 1111 + m2 = ,;,J·· 
m1 [a,

1 
- a,

1
1 = m2 [a,, - a~) + i (8.99) 

" ' 
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HOIS~~ .0 

, ' ,,4Q.ua/LL.l , '.-!, :/ 

' " ' , m.i 
,;r , 

" . m:z 
Ccldstream 

Fig. 8.23 Extrgy loss dut to mixing 

and 

(8.100) 

8.13 Comments on Exergy 

The energy of lhc universe, like its mass, is constant. Yet at times, we are 
bombarded with speeches and articles on how to "conserve" energy. As 
engineers, we know that energy is always conserved. What is not conserved is the 
exergy, i.e., the useful work potential of the energy. Once the exergy is wasted, it 
can never be recovered. When we use energy (electricity) to heat our homes, we 
are not destroying any energy, we are merely converting it to a less use'ful form, a 
form of less exergy value. 

The maximum useful work potential of a system at lhe specified state is called 
exergy which is a composite property depending on the state of the system and the 
surroundings. A system which is in equilibriwn with its surroundings is said to be 
at the dead state having zero exergy. 

The mechanical forms of energy such as KE and PE are entirely available 
energy or exergy. The exergy (IJ') of thermal energy (Q} of reservoirs (TER) is 
equivalen.t to lhe work output of a Carnot heat engine operating betwee.n the 

reservoir at temperature Tand environment at To, i.e., W =Q[t - ~ J. 
Th.eactual work Wduringa process can be determined from the first law. If the 

volwne oflhe system changes during a process, pan oflhis work (W su,r) is used to 
push lhe surrounding medium at consiant pressure p0 and it cannot be used for any 
useful purpose. The difference between the actual work and the surrounding work 
is called useful work, w. 

W11 = W - W nn = W - Po<V2 - Y1) 

W ,_ is zero for cyclic devices, for steady flow devices, and for system with fixed 
boundaries (rigid walls). 

I I !!I ii I + II 
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The maximwn amount of useful work that can be obtained from a system as it 
undergoes a process between two specified states is called rever,vib/e work, W =· 
lflhe final state oflhe system is lhe dead state, the reversible work and the exergy 
become identical. 

The difference between the reversible work and useful work for a process is 
called irreversibility. 

I = W.ev - W11 = T0 SIIP> 

i =T0 SVo 
For a total reversible process, W rev= w. and I = 0. 
The first law efficiency alone is not a realistic measure of performance for 

engineering devices. Consider two heat engines, having e.g., a ih.ennal efficiency 
of, say, 30%. One of the engines (A) is supplied with heat Q from a source at 
600 Kand the other engine (8) is supplied with the same amount of heat Q from 
a source at I 000 K. Both the engines reject heat to the surroundings at 300 K. 

(WA)rn = Q( I - !!~) = O.SQ, while ( W ,J.,1 = 0.3Q 

Similarly, 

(Wa)"" = Q( I -
1
3!~) = 0.7Q, and (W8 ) .. 1 = 0.3Q 

At first glance, both engines seem to convert the same frllction of heat, that 
they receive, to work, ihus performing equally weU from the viewpoint of the first 
law. However, in the light of second law, the engineB has a greater work potential 
(0.7Q) available to it and thus should do a lot better than engine A. Therefore, it 
can be said that engine Bis performing poorly relative to engine A, even though 
both have the same thermal efficienc)'. 

To overcome the deficiency of the first law efficiency, a second law efficiency 
11n can be defined as the ratio of actual thennal efficiency to the maximum 
possible thermal efficiency under the same conditions: 

1/1 l'lu·--
1/rev 

So, for engine A, 1111 = 0.3/0.5 = 0.60 
and for engine B, 1Ju = 0.3/0.7 = 0.43 

Therefore, the engine A is converting 60% of the available work potential 
(exergy) to useful work. This is only 43% for the cngineB. Therefore, 

l'lu = TJ... = W., (for heat engines and other work producing devices) 
TJ,.,. w_ 

7111 = COP = w..,. (for R"frigerators, heat pwnps and other work 
COPm- If;. 

absorbing devices) 
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The exergies or a closed system ( f) and a flowing fluid stn:am ( in are given on 
unit mass basis: 

; = (u - uo) - T0{s - s0) + prJ.v - vo) kJ/kg 
.,2 

y,= (Ii- h0)- T0(s-.s0) + 2 + grkJlkg 

Revermle Work &pressions 

(a) CycUc Devices 
Wee,= 1/rcv Q1 (Heat engines) 

- Wn,v = Qi (Refrigerators) 
(COPccv>a.r. 

- w..,. = Qz (Heat pumps) 
(COPn,v)HP 

(b) Closed System 

WJtV = u, - Uz-TrJ.S, -Sv + Po0'1 - Y2) 
= m<;, - ~) 

(c) Steady Flow System (single lltream) 

Wrev = w{(1ri + 12 

+ gr, -Tos, )-( ~ + 1 + gr2 -Tos2 )] 

= m{V,1 -1P2) 

When thu ;ystem exchanges heat with another reservoir at temperature Tk other 
than the atmosphere, 

w,,,.,=m(y,1 -y,2)+Qa(1- ~) 
The first law efficiency ls defined as the ratio of energy output and energy 

input. while their difference is the energy loss. Likewise, the second law 
efficiency is defined as the ratio of exergy output and exergy input and their 
difference is irteversibility. By reducing energy loss, first law efficiency can be 
improved. Similarly, by reducing im:versibilities, the second law efficiency can 
be enhanced. 

SOLVED ExAMPLES 

Example 8.1 In a certain process, a vapour, while condensing at 420°C, trans
fers heat to water evaporating at 250°C. The resulting steam is used in a power 
cycle which rejects heat at 35°C. What is the fractioo of the ava.ilable eoergy io 

I I ,, Ill I "' ' " 
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the beat transferred from the process vapour at 420°C that is lost due to the 
im:versible heat transfer at 2S0°C? 

Sollltion ABCD(Fig. Ex. 8.1) would have been the power cycle, if there was no 
temperature di ff-erence between the vapour condensing and the water evaporating 
and the area under CD would have been the unavailable energy. EFGD is the 
power cycle when the vapour condenses at 420°C and the water evaporates at 
250°C. The unavailable energy becomes the area under DG. Therefore, the 
increase in unavaiJable energy due to irreversible 'beat transfer is represented by 
the area uDder CG. 

Now 

o, 
A 1---t-~-r-· ···· ··· T1 = 420 + 273 = 693 K 

I ~ . F , 
Er-- . ...--· 

1 
r·T1 =250+273=5231< 

D~ ~-1~~- JQ·T0 =35+273=308K . 
~-·~::t_.., I'~ 

LL..!.::::.-...... Increase ill uoavail.able 
k----- 6.s' • i energy 

-s 
Fig. Es. 8.1 

Q1 .. 11&.S"" r 1/lS 

l!,S' = 7i 
l::,S r. 

W' = work done in cycleABCD 
"'(11 -To)AS 

W' = Work done in cycle EFGD 
= (11 - T0)J,S 

The fraction of energy that becomes unavailable due to irreversible heat 
transfer 

,: W - W' = To(M' -1::.S) _ ro(-~- -l) 
W (1j - 7<,)M - (1j - T0 ) 

= fo(1j -1j) = 308(693-S23) 
7j'{7j - To) S23(693 - 308) 

=0.26 Ans. 

Example 8.2 In a steam boiler, hot gases from a fire transfer beat to water 
which vaporizes at constant temperature. In a certain case, the gases are cooled 
from. l 100°C to 550°C while the water evaporates at 220°C. The specific heat of 
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gases is l .OOSkJ/kgK, and the latent heat of water at 220°C, is 1858.5 kJ/kg. All 
1he heat transferred from the gases goes lo the water. How much docs the total 
entropy of the combined system of gas and water increase as a resuJt of the 
irreversible heat transfer? Obcain the result on the basis of l kg of water 
evaporated. 

Uthe temperature of the surroundings is 30°C, find the increase in unavailable 
energy due lo iJTeversible heat transfer. 

Solution Gas (,i, ,) is cooled from state I to state2 (Fig. Ex. 8.2). For reversible 
heat transfer, the working fluid tw.f.) in the heat engine having the samecP would 
have been heated alon,g 2- 1, so that at any instant, the temperature difference 
between gas and the working tluid is zero. Then 1-b would have been the 
expansi.on of the working fluid down 10 1he lowest possible temperature T0, and 
the amount of heat rejection would have been given by the area <1bcd. 

550°C 
2 

. 1 1100'C o, <I'~ 

Increase in 
o, r unavailable 
I I energy 

""' 22o·c--------- ~ 
f 7 mw 

a'----~~-----+rb,...,.;,...,....,~o 

J:: ~~!as =- -~ f 

d l~--- ~s H20 ::_ _ _ 4 

T0 =30+273 
=303K 

-s 
Fig. Ex. 8.2 

When water evaporntes at 220°C as the gas gets cooled from 1100°C to 550°C, 
the resulting power cycle has ao unavailable energy represented by the ace:we/d. 
The increase in unavailable energy due to irreversible heat transfer is thus given 
by area befc. 

Entropy increase of I kg water 

(A('\ = Latent heat absorbed = 1858.S = 3.77 kJ/kg-K 
~ ...... ,,., T (273 + 220) 

Q1 = Heat transferred &om the gas 
= Heat absorbed by water during evaporation 

= m8 cP,(1100 - 550) 
= l X 1858.5 kJ 

,;, _r = 1858.S = 3.38 kJ/OC 
lrPJ 550 

111 1, 
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T.i «Q Tr . dT 
M,,_= Ir= m,cP, T 

r,1 T11 

- m c 1n Ts2 ""3.38 1n 823 
I P, fg1 1373 

=- 3.38 X 0.51 
= - I. 725 kJ/K 

MIOlal = (AS)waaier + (6S'.lau 
= 3.77 - l.725 = 2.045 kJ/K 

Increase in unavailale energy 
• To(AS)-i .. 303 x 2.045 

=620kJ 

A,is. 

Ans. 

Example 8.3 Calculate the available energy in 40 kg of water at 75°C with 
respect to th.e surroundings at 5°C, the pressure of water being I aLro. 
Solution Iftbe water is cooled at a constant pressure of 1 attn from 75°C to 5°C 
(Fig. Ex. 8.3) lbe heat given up may be used as a source for a series of Carnot 
engines each using the surroundings as a sink. It is asswned that the amount of 
energy received by any engine is small relative to that in the source and the 
temperature oflbe source does not change whi.le heat is being exchanged with the 
engine. 

Let us consider that the source has fallen to temperatU?e T, at which level there 
operates a Carnot engine which takes in heat at this temperature and rejects heat 
at T0 = 278 K. If os is the entropy change of water, the work obtainable is 

t 

where 8s is negative. 

SW= --nr(T-T0 )6s 

273 + 75 : 348 K 

U.E. 

-s 
Fig. Ex. 8.3 

cPOT 
6W=-40(T-T0)T 

=-40cP(1- ~ )sr 

To=278 K 

I I !!I ii I + II 
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With a very great number of engines in the series, the total work (maximum) 
obtainable when the water is cooled from 348 K to 278 K would be 

w(max) -A.E.--lim I40cp(1- To )~r 
3-'a r 

= J8 

40cP(1 ~ To )dr 
21a T 

= 40cp [<348- 278) - 278 ln ;;: ] 

=40 X 4.2 (70 - 62) 

= 1340 kJ 
Q1 = 40 X 4.2 (348 - 278) 

.. 11 ,760 kJ 

U.E. = Q, - Wimax1 
= 11,760- 1340 = 10,420 lt.J 

A11s. 

Eu.mple 8.4 Ca.lculate the decrease in available energy when 25 kg of water 
at 95°C mix with 35 kg of water at 35°C, the pressure being taken as constant and 
lhe temperature of the surroundings being l 5°C (cP of water= 4.2 kJ/kg K). 

Solution The available energy or a system of mass m, specific heat c", end at 
temperature T, is given by 

A.E. =mcP /(1- ~ )dr 
To 

(A.E.)25 = Available energy of 25 kg of water at 95°C 
273+~ 

= 2S x 4.2 f ( I - 288 )d T 
27l+IS f 

= !OS [<368- 288) - 288 In ;:: ] 

= 987.49 kJ 

(A.E.)JS = Available energy of35 kg of water at 35°C 

= 147 [<308 - 288)- 288 ln ;~:] 

=97.59 kJ 

Total available energy 

(A.E.)I.Ololl =- (A.E.h, + (A.E.)3s 
= 987.49 + 91.S9 
= 1085.08 kJ 

I I ,, ill I II I I II 
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After mixing, if tis the fin.al temperature 
25 X 4.2 (95 - t) = 35 X 4.2(1- 35) 

25 x·95 x 35 x 35 t=------
25+35 

=60°C 
Total mass after mixing = 25 + 35 = 60 kg 

(A.E.)ro = Available energyof60 .kg of water at 60°c 

= 4.2 x 60 [ (333 - 288} - 288 In ~!!] 
= 803.27 .kJ 

:. Decrease in available energy due to mixing 
=- Total available energy before mixing 

- Total available energy after mixing 
= 1085.08 - 803.27 
= 281.81 kJ Ans. 

Example 8.5 The moment of inertia of a flywheel is 0.54 kg·m2 and it rotates 
at a speed 3000 RPM in a large heat insulated system, the temperature of which is 
l 5°C. If the kinetic energy of the flywheel is dissipated as frictional beat at the 
shall: bearings which have a water equivalent of 2 kg, find the rise in the 
temperature of the bearings when the flywheel bas come to rest. Calculate the 
greatest possible amount of this heat which may be returned to the flywheel as 
h.igb-grade energy, showing how much of the original kinetic energy is now 
unavailable. What would be the final RPM of the flywheel, ifit is set in motion 
with lhis available energy? 
Solution Initial angular velocity of the 'flywheel 

_ 2trN1 _ 2,rx3000 _
3142 

di 
(di -~ -

60 
- • . ra S 

Initial available energy oftbe flywheel 

= (K..E.)initial = f 1etr, 

=0.S4kgm2 x(314.2}2 nf 
s 

= 2.66 x 104 Nm = 26.6 kJ 
When this K.E. is dissipated as frictional heat, if t:.t is lhe temperature rise of 

lhe bearings, we have 
water equivalent of lhe beariop x rise in temperature= 26.6 kJ 

t:.t = 26·6 ... 3. l 9°C Ans. 
2 X 4.187 

t I ,, 111 
' II 
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:. Final temperature of the bearings 

t,= 15 + 3.19 = 18.19°C 

-=255 

The maximum amount of energy which may be returned to the flywheel as 
high-grade energy is 

291.19 

A.E. = 2 x 4.187 J (t - 288 
)dr 

2sa T 

= 2 X 4.187[(291.19-288}- 288 ln 291.19 ] 
288 

= 0.1459 kl 

The amount of energy rendered unavailable is 

U.E. = (A.E.)inilial -(A.E.),.!IIITlllblell!llllg).,.Mrgy 

= 26.6-0.1459 

=26.4S41 kJ 

Since the amount of energy returnable to the flywheel is 0.146 kJ, if w2 is the 
final angular velocity, and the flywheel is set in motion with this energy 

or 

0.146 X JO)= _!_ X 0.54 Ci>i 
2 

"'i = 
146 

= 540.8 
0.27 

(l)z = 23.246 rad/s 
If N2 is the final .RPM of the flywheel 

(l)z = 23.246 = 2 A' N2 

60 

N = 23.246 x 60 = 222 RPM 
2 2 X .If 

Ans. 

Example 8.6 Two kg of air at 500 kPa, 80°C expands adiabatically in a closed 
system until its volume is doubled. and its temperature becomes equal to that of 
the surroundings which is at 100 kPa, 5°C. For this process, determine (a) the 
maximum work, (b) the change in availability, and ( c) the irreversibility. For air, 
take c. = 0.718kJ/kg K, 11 = c.Twbere cv is constant, andpV= mRTwhere pis 
pressure in kPa, Vvolume in m3, m mass in kg, Ra constant equal to 0.287 kJ/kg 
K, and Ttcmpcraturc in K 

Sol11tio11 From the propeny relation 

TclS' = dU + pd JI 

the entropy change of air between the initial and final states is 

2 2 2 f clS'= J mcvdT + J mRdV 
I I T I JI 

I I! I !I I 
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or 7; Vz S2 - S1 = me In - + mR In -
V 1i Vi 

From Eq. (8.32), 
W,,,.. = (U1 -U-i)-To (S1 -S-i) 

= m [ c,, ( 1j - Ji) + T0 ( c, In ii + R In ~ ) ] 

= 2 [o.718(80- S) + 278,(0.718 ln 278 + 0.2871n l] 
. 353 I 

= 2 (53.85 + 278 (- 0.172 + 0.199)) 
= 2 {53.85 + 7.51) 
= 122.72 kJ Ans. (a) 

From Eq. (8.42), the change in availability 

= f1 -'"1, 

The irreversibility 

From the first law, 

= CU, - U2) - To(S1 - S-i) + Po<Vi - V-i) 
= w_ + Pr/..Y1 - V-i) 
= 122.72 + p0(V1 - 2V1) 

_ 122.72- 100 x 2 x 0.287 x 3S3 
500 

= 82.2 kJ 

I ~ W inu. -11>1 - W IC\ 

W act = Q - 6.U = - llU = U1 - U2 

f = ui - U2 - To(S, - Si)- Ui + U1 

= To(S2-S1) 

= To(AS),ys••m 
·For adiabatic process, (.dS),WT = 0 

I= r0[mc.,ln 1; + mRlo Yi] 
1j Yi 

= 278 >< 2 [ 0.718 In ~~~ + 0.287 ln 2] 

= 278 X 2 (--0.172 + 0.199} 
= 15.2 kJ 

Ans. (b) 

Ans. (c) 

Example 8.7 Air expands through a rurbine from SOO kPa, 520°C to I 00 kPa, 
300°C. During expansion l O kJ/kg of heat is lost to lbe surroundings which is at 
98 kPa, 20°C. Neglecting the K.E. and P.E. changes, determine per kg ofair (a) 
the decrease in availability, (b) the maximum work, and (c) the irreversibility. 

!, ,, I! ' 
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For air, la.Ice cP = 1.005 kJ/kg K. It= cP Twhere cP is constant, and the p, V and T 
ndation as in Example 8.6. 
Solution From the property relation 

TdS=dH-Vdp 

the entropy change of air in the expansion process is 

or 

2 2 dT 2 J dS = J ~ - J m Rdp 
I I T I p 

7; Pl S1 -S1 =mcPln--mRl.a-
1j Pi 

For I kg of air, 

7; P1 s2-s1 =cl' In - -R In -
7j P1 

From Eq. (8.30), the change in availability 

1'1 - 1'2 = bi - b2 
= (lt1 - To,11) - (lt2 - T o-Y2) 

"'(h1 -h2)- To (s1 -s2) 

= c (T, ..:. T2) - To (R In Pl - c In 7i ) 
P Pt P 7i 

= 1.005 (S20 -300)- 293(0.287 In t -1.00S In ~~;) 

= 1.005 X 220 - 293 (0.3267 -0.4619) 
= 221.l + 39.6 

= 260.7 kJ/kg 

The maximum work is 

from S.F.E.E., 

W mu = cha.nge in availability = iy1 - iy2 

= 260.7 U/kg 

• Q + ,,, = W + h2 

W = (111 - lt2) + Q 
=cp(T1 -T2' + Q 
= I.OOS (520 - 300) - 10 
=211.1 U/kg 

The incversibility 

/=W ...... -W 
=260.7 - 211.1 
= 49.6 kJ/kg 

Ans. (a) 

Ans. (b) 

Ans. (c) 
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Alternatively, 

I= T<f..liS..,_-t1 + liSmn) 

= 293 [1.oos In 
573 

- 0.287 1n ! + ..!Q..] 
793 5 293 

= 293 X 0.1352 + 10 

= 49.6 kJ/kg Ans. (d) 

Example 8.8 An air preheater is used to cool the products of combustion from 
a furnace while heating the air to be used for combustion. The rate of flow of 
producis is 12.S kg/sand the products are cooled from 300 to 200°C, and for the 
products at this temperature cP = 1.09 lcJ/kg K. The rate of air flow is I J .5 kg/s, 
the initial airtemperature is 40°C, and for the aircP-= 1.005 lcJ/kg K. (a) Estimate 
the initial and final availability of the products. (b) What is the irreversibility for 
the process? (c) If the heat transfer from the products occurs reversibly through 
heat engines, what is the final temperature of the air? What is the power developed 
by the heat engine? Take T0 = 300 Kand neglect pressure clrop for both the fluids 
and heat transfer to the surroundings. 
Solution 

(a) 1/fi "' initial avai:lability of the products 
= (h1 - ho) - To(S1 - So) 

Tg, 
-= c (T. - T0) - T0 c In -

Ps Iii Pa fo 

= J.09(573 - 300)- 300 X ) .09 In :: 

= 297.57 -211.6 = 39.68 kJ/kg 
y,2 = final availability of the products 

= (h2 - ho) - To(s2 - so) 

= 1.09 (473 - 300)- 300 >< 1.09 ln ;~ 

= 188.57 - 148.89 = 39.68 kJ/kg 

(b) .Decrease in availability of the products 

- lf1 - ljl'.z 

= (h1 - h:J- f 0(s1 - s2) 

= 1.09 (573 - 473)- 300 X 1.09 Ju 573 
473 

= 109 - 62. 72 = 46.28 lcJ/kg 

By making an ene.rgy balance for the air preheater (Fig. Ex. 8.8(a)]. 

"', cP, (flh -T,) = ,;,. cp. (T.2 - r.,) 
12.5 x 1.09(573-473) = 11.15 x 1.005(Ta: - 313) 

T. "' 12·5 x l09 + 313 = 430.89 K 
• 2 1 l.S x 1.005 

! • +!• "' ii I + II 
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Increase in availability for air 

t 
F 
u 
r 
n 
a 

Fuel C __ ..,. e 

l_ 
Pr..i-ted 

AJr 

= ¥'2 - ¥'1 
= (111 - lt1) - T0(s2 - s1) 

Products 
of Combustion 

ma 

Fig. Ex. 8.8(a) 

r.2 
= ""• <T 11.t - r.,) - roe"" 1n -r.. 
= LOOS x (430.89 - 313) - 300 x 1.005 In 

4
;~·:9 

., 118.48 -96.37 = 22.11 kJ /kg 
:. Irreversibility of the process 

= 12.5 x 46.28 - 11.5 x 22.11 
= 578.50 - 254,.27 
= 324.23 kW 

( c) Let us assume that heat transfer from the products to air occurred through 
heat engines revemibly as shown in Fig. Ex. 8.8(b). 

T,p, ro1 

mg 
T,.;i 

... 
t 

ma 
-Aoorl 

r., 

Fig. EL 8.8(b) 

I 11 ii I j 4 Ii! *'- I II 
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For reversible heat transfer, 

~Smuv=O 

AS,11 +6S',un=O 

~Sp,+ ASair = 0 

AS'gu = -ASait 

m c 1n fs2 = -m c 1.n T.2 
g P, fg1 a P, T.1 

473 T12 12.5 x 1.09 In 
573 

- -11.S x 1.005 In 313 
Ta: - 392.41 K 

Rate of heat supply from the gas to the working fluid in the heat engine, 

Q1 = m1 cp
1 
(T11 -T,;i) 

= 12.S x 1.09 (573 - 473) 
.. 1362.50 kW 

Rate of heat rejection from the working fluid in the heat engine to the air, 

Q, .. ,it• s,. {T 12 - Te1) 

- I l.S x J.OOS (392.41 - 313) 
= 917.78 kW 

Total power developed by the heat engine 

W = Q1 -Q2 = 1362.50- 917.78 
=444.72 lcW 

Example 8.9 A gas is flowing through a pipe at the rate of 2 kg/s. Because of 
inadequate insulatio.n the gas temperature decreases from 800 to 790°C betwee.n 
two sections in the pipe. Neglecting pressure losses, calculate ihe irreversibility 
rate (or rate of energy degradation) due to this heat loss. Take T0 = 300 Kand a 
constant cp = I. I kJ/kg K. 

For the same temperature drop of I 0°c when the gas cools from 80°C to 70°C 
due to heat loss, what is the rate of energy degradation? Take the same values of 
T0 and cP. What is the inferen.ce you can draw from this example? 

Solution S "" S - Q_ 
3'ffl rys To 

. mcpO'i -1j) = m(s2 -s1)- --'-----

To 
Irreversibility rate = rate of energy degradation 

= rate of exergy loss 

• I ••, 11! I !I I 



i=T0s....., 
= mT0(s1 -s1}- mcp(T2 -T1) 

= rircp [<7i - 7;) - To In ii] 
= 2 X 1.1 [(1073 - 1063) - 300 In J0

73
] 

1063 
= IS.818 kW 

When the same heat loss occurs at lower temperature 

i = 2 x I.I [(353- 343)- 300 In !!! J 
= 3.036 kW 

-=261 

It is thus seen that irreversibility rate of cxcrgy destruction is more when the same 
heat loss occurs at higher temperature. Irreversibility rate decreases as the 
tcl!lpcratu.n: of the gas decn:ases. Quantitatively, the heat Joss may be the same, 
but qualitatively, it is different. 

Example 8.10 An ideal gas is flowing through an insulated pipe at the rate of 
3 kg/s. There is a I 0% pre.ssure drop from inlet to exit of the pipe. What is the rate 
of exergy loss because of the pressure drop due to friction? Take R = 0.287 kJ/kg 
K and T0 = 300 K. 

Solution Rate of entropy generation from Eq. (8.68), 

Rate of exergy loss 

S. - 'R~p -m -
am P1 

"' 3 x 0.287 0.10 Pt 
Pi 

= 0.0861 kW/K 

i = T0 S8, 0 

= 300 X 0.086) 

::25.83 kW 

Example 8.U Water at 90°C flowing at the rate of2 kg/s mixes adiabatically 
with another stream of water at 30°C flowing at the rate of I kg/s. Estimate the 
entropy generation rate and the rate of excrgy loss due to mixing. Talce T0 = 
300K. 
Solution 

m = m I+ 1112 = 2 + I = 3 kg/s 

Here 
. 2 

X =- ~ = J = 0.67 

I I ,, Ill I 
' " 
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From Eq. {8.76), 

Basic and Applied 11inmodynamics 

r= 1i = 303 = 0.835 
7j 363 

S. - . I X + f(I- .x) 
gtn - mcp n -r'-• 

= 3 x 4_ 187 In 0.67 + 0.835 x 0.33 
0.835°·33 

= 12.561 In 0.94S55 
0.94223 

= 0.0442 kW/K 

Rate of exergy loss due to mixing 

Alter11atively, 

i = T0 Sgt:1l 
= 300 X 0.0442 
= 13.26kW 

Equilibrium teropeni.tw-e after mixing, 

t = mif, + m2l2 

m1 +m2 

= 2 x 90 + I x 30 = 70"C 
2+1 

· · 343 343 asuniv = s_ = 2 x 4.187 In - + 1 x 4.187 In -
..... 363 303 

= 0.0447 kW/K 

j = 300 X 0.0447 = 13.41 kW 

Ezample 8.12 By burning a fuel the rate of heat release is 500 kW at 2000 K. 
What would be the first law and the second law efficiencies if (a) energy is 
absorbed in a metallurgical furnace at the rate of 480 kW at 1000 K, (b) energy is 
absorbed at the rate of 450 kW for generation of steam at 500 K, and (c) energy 
is absorbed. in a chemical process at the rate of 300 kW at 320 K? Take T0 = 
300 K, (d} Had the energy absorption rate been equal 10450 kW in all these three 
cases, what would have been the second law efficienc.es? What is the inference 
that you can draw from this example? 

Solution If Q, is the rate of heat release at tempeni.ture Tr and Q, the rate of 
heat absorption at temperature T,, then 

711 = ~. and 
Q, 

I - To 
T. Tiu = 1'11 --. -

I- To 
T, 

I !I It I 
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(a) Metallurgical furnace 

111 = 480 
X 100 = 96% 

soo 
I- 300 

'Ju = 0.96 l)O: X 100 = 79% 
1---

2000 
(b) Steam generation 

111 = 4SO X 100 = 90% 
500 

I - 300 

1/11 = 0.90 ~gg X 100 = 42.3% 
1- - -

2000 
(c) Chemical process 

111 = JOO X 100 = 60% 
500 

1- 300 
320 

lJn = 0.60 ) - 300 x 100 "' 4.41% 
2000 

(d) In all the three cases, 'Ii would remain the same, where 

11, = 450 x JOO= 0.90 
500 

I - 300 
'Jll(o) "" 0 .. 90 X. t30: X 100 = 74.11% 

1---
2000 

I- 300 
'Jll(b) = 0.90 X ~gg X .100 = 42.3% 

1- --
2000 

, _,_:3oq_ 
t/n(c) = 0.90 X -· ~~- x JOO = 6.61 % 

1- - -
2000 

lt is seen that as the energy loss (Q, - Qa) increases, the first law efficiency 
decreases. For the same heat loss, however, as lhe tempeature difference between 
the source and the use temperature increases, the second law efficiency decreases, 
or in other words, the rate of exergy loss inc-reases. 

II I ' 
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Eumple 8.13 A system undergoes a power c:ycle while receiving energyQ1 at 
temperature T1 and discharging energy Q2 at temperature T2• There are no other 
heat tranafers. 

(a) Show that the thennal efficiency ofihe cycle can be expressed as: 
'[: ..• , 

r, - I - 2 - .? ·.-

7j To Q. 
where T0 is the ambient temperature 
and I is the irreversibility of the cycle. 

(b) Obtain an expression for the 
maximum theoretical value for the 
thermal efficiency. 

(c) Derive an expression for the 
irreversibility for which no network is 
developed by the cycle. What 
conclusion do you derive from it? 
Solutio11 An availability balance for 

L_r!__J 

E 

2 

-•Q,-02 

the cycle gives (Fig. Ex. 8.13), Fig. Ez. 8.13 

(AA)c,c1e = 0 = ( 1- ~ )ai -( I - ~ )(h -W - I 

since each property is restored to its initial state. 

Since Q2 = Q1 - W, 

O = ( 1 - ;. )ai -( 1- ~ )<ai -W) - W -1 

w- 1i [(1- To )-(1- To )~ai _ 1il 
To 7j 1i lj To 

(b) When[,:= 0, 

(c) When W= 0 

11 = 0 = 1 - T2 - T;I 
1j ToQ, 

Proved. 

I= To[..!.. - ...!...J Q1 = To r~ -Qi ] = To s,,.,. 1i 1j Ti 7j 
The heat transfer QI from T1 to 72 takes place through a reversible engine, and 

the entire work is dissipated in the brake, from which an equal amount of heat is 

I I !I I! I 
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rejected to the reservoir at T2• Heat transfer through a finite temperature 
difference is thus equivalent to the destruction of its exergy. (See Ari. 8.10.1 (a)). 

Example 8.14 A compressor operating at steady state talces in I kg/s of air at 
1 bar and 25°C and compresses it to 8 bar and I 60°C. Heat transfer from the 
compressor to its surroundings occur.1 at a rate of 100 kW. (a} Detennine the 
power input in kW. (b) Evaluate the second law efficiency for the compressor. 
Neglect KE and PE changes. Take T0 = 25°C and P0 = l bar. 

Solution SFEE for the compressor (Fig. Ex. 8.14) gives: 

W = Q + m(/11 -h-i) =-100 +Ix l.OOS (2S-160) 
""- 235.7 kW Ans.(a) 

Fig. Ex.. 8.14 

Excrgy balance for the compressor gives: 

mar,+~ 1- ~ )-w - 1110tz = i 

- W = nr(ar2 - ar,) - ~ I - ~ ) + i 

- m(ar2 - or,) 
1lu- W 

a,2 - a,, = 112 - h1 - T0(s2 - s1) 

=c (T2-T1)-T0(c la T2 -Rl.a b..) 
P P 1i Pi 

= LOOS (160 - 25) - 298 ( 1.005 ln ;;; - 0.2871.a 8) 

= 200.95 kJ/kg 

'1n = 
2
2
~ 5~ = 0.8S3 or, 85.3% 

Example 8.15 Dcte:miine the exe:rgy of 1 m3 of complete vacuum. 
Solution 

Ans. (b) 

! I!! ii I + II 
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- H - Ho - Y(p - p0)- T0(S - S0) 

Since a vacuum has zero mass, 
U = 0, H = 0, and S= 0 

lfthe vacuum were reduced to the dead state, 

U0 = 0, H0 = 0, So = 0 and J10 = 0. 

The pressure p for the vacuum is zero. 
But p0 =lbar=IOOkPaandV=lm3 

f=p0Y=IOO kN xlm3 =100kJ 
m2 

Ans. 

If an air motor operates between the atmosphere and the vacuum, this is the 
maximum useful work obtainable. Therefore, the vacuum has an exergy or work 
potential. 

Example 8.16 A mass of IOOO kg of fish initially at 1 bar, 300K is to be 
cooled to - 20°C. The freezing point offish is- 2.2°C, and the specific beats of 
fish below and above the freezing point an: I. 7 and 3.2 kJ/kg K res~tively. The 
latent heat of fusion for ihe fish can be taken as 235 kJ/kg. Calculate the exergy 
produced in the chilling process. Take T0 = 300 Kand Po= I bar. 
Solution 

Exergy produced= H2 - H1 - T0(S2 - S1) 

With reference to Fig. Ex. 8.16, 

1 T1 =T0 x300K 

~---.~-210.81< 

s 

Fig. b. 8.16 

H1 - H2 = 1000 [1.7 (270.8- 253) + 235 + 3.2(300-270.8)) 
= 1000 (1.7 X 17.8 + 235 + 3.2 X 29.2) 
= !000 [30.26 + 235 + 93.44] = 358.7 MJ 

H2 -H1 = -358.7 MJ 

S -S = 1000 [1.7 In 270.8 + 235 + 3.2 In 300 ] 
1 2 2S3 270.8 270.8 

= - 1000 [0.1156 + 0.8678 + 0.3277) 

II ' 
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= 1.311 MJ/K 
Si -S1 - - 1.311 MJ/K 

Excrgy produced = - 3S8. 7 + 300 x 1.311 
• - 3S8.7 + 393.3 
=- 34.6 MJ or 9.54 kWh Ans. 

Example 8.17 A quantity of air initially at I bar, 300 K undergoes two types 
of in.teractions: (a) it is brought to a final temperature of 500 K adiabatically by 
paddle-wheel work transfer, (b) the same temperature rise is brought about by 
heat transfer from a them1al reservoir at 600 K. Take T0 = 300 K. p0 ~ l atm. 
Determine the irreversibility (in kJ/kg) in each case and comment on the results. 

i ·-- · ·-------- - --- · - - : 

;Air Q--c . 

' ' -------- --- . - . ---- ---

(a) (b) 

Fig. EL 8.17 

Reservoir 
at600K 

Solmion Case (a): As shown in the above figures (Fig. Ex. 8.17), 

Arun;, =sgcn =cv In ..!i.T, = 0.718 In SCIO 
I JOO 

= 0.367 kJ/kg K 
/=300x0.367 : 110.1 kJ/kg Aru. 

Case (b); Q-mc.(T2 -T1) 

= I x 0.718 (SOO- 300) = 143.6 kl/kg 

l:J.s =s2-S1 - ~ = 0.367- 143.6 ...,,,. T 600 

"" O. l 277 kJ/kg K 
I = 300 x 0.1277 = 38.31 kJ/kg 

Comment: 
The irreversibility in case (b) is less than in case (a). 

1. = T0(.,2 - s1), 11, = T rf-32 - s1)- Q 
T 

l -l1,- Q 
' T 

The irreversibility in case (b) is always less than in case {a) and the two values 
would approach each other only at high reservoir temperature. i.e .. 

11 -+ 1., as T-+ oo 

I I ,, iii I II ' ' II 
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E%ample 8.18 Steam enters a turbine at 30 bar, 400°C (I, = 3230 kJ/kg, s = 
6.9212 kJ/kg K)and with a velocity of 160 mis. Steam leaves as saturated vapour 
at 100°C (h = 2676.1 kJ/kg, s = 7.3549 kJ/kg K) with a velocity of 100 mis. At 
steady state the turbine develops work at a rate of 540 kJ/kg. Heal transfer 
between the turbine and its surroundings occurs at an average outer surface 
temperature of 500 K. Determine the irreversibility per unit mass. Give an exergy 
balance and estimate the second law efficiency of the turbine. Take p 0 = I aim, 
T0 = 298 K and neglect PE effect. 

S0l11tion By exergy balance of the control volume (Fig. ·E.x. 8.18), 

of, = W + Q( 1 ~ ~: ) + a,2 + I 

where "r is the ex~rgy transfer per unit mass. 

BySFEE, 

I - or, - a,2 - W - Q( I - ~: ) 

"i
2 

- i-'l ( To ) =(111-h2)-To(s1-s2)+ 
2 

-W-Q I-T
8 

= (3230.9-2676.1)-298(6.9212- 7.3549) + 
1602 

-
1002 

. ' 2 

X 10-J - 540 - Q(l - 29&) 
500 

= 15 l.84 - Q(0.404) 

v.2 p:2 
/,I + _I_ = W + hz + Q + _2_ 

2 2 

Q = <,,, - hv + Yi2 - v;,. - w 
2 

= (3230.9 - 2676.1) + l60
2 

- l()()
2 

X 10-3 - 540 
2 

= 22.6 lcJ/kg. 

1,1 It 

(]) 
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From Eq. (I). 
I= 151.84 - 22.6 x 0.404 

= 42.71 kJikg 

Net exergy transferred to turbine 

"f1 - "'2 = 691.84 kJ/kg 
Work= 540 kJ/kg 

Ex.ergydestroyed =I= 142.71 lcJ/kg 

Exergy transferred out accompanying heat transfer 

= 22.6 X 0.404 = 9.13 kJ/kg 

ExcrgJ' Balance 
Exergy transferred 

69U4 kJ/kg 
£:r.ergy 11/i/ized 

Work = 540 kJikg (78%) 
Destroyed = 142.71 kJ/kg (20.6%) 

Transferred with heat = 9. l3 kJ/kg (1.3%) 
691.84 Id/kg 

Second law efficiency, 1711 = ~ = 0.78 or 78% 
691.84 

An.I'. 

Ans. 

Example 8.19 A fumace is heated by an electrical resistor. At steady state, 
electrical power is supplied to the resistor al a rate of8.5 kW per merre leni,>th to 
maintain itat 1500 K w'hen the furnace walls are at 500 K. Let T0 = 300 K (a) For 
the resistor as the system, determine the rate of availability transfer 
accompanying heat and the irreversibility rate, (b) For the space betw1.--en the 
resistor and the walls as the system. evaluate the irreversibility rate. 
Solution Case ((I): At steady state for the resistor (Fig. Ex. 8.'19), 

Q = llil + W = W = 8.5 kW 

Re&lslOr at 500 K Space \ / -

,......,..,~-'..,.,,..,,.. / 

~!~~] -~_ 
·····-~-~~ 

L Fumsce wells et 500 K 

Fig. Ex. 8.19 

Availability rate balance gives 

dA ( 1'o ) · ( · dV) · dt = I - T Q + W - Po --;jj"" - I = 0 

I I ! I!! ii I 
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i = Rate of irrevenibiliay 

.. ( I - ~ )Q + W = ( 1 -
1
3
5
: )<- 8.S) + 8.S 

= 1.7 kW Ans. (a) 

Rate of availabiliay transfer with heat 

=(t- ~ )0=(1-/
5
:) (-8.S)=-6.8kW Ans. (a) 

Case (b): Steady state, 

cU = (1- To )Q-(1- .!i.)Q -W - i = 0 
dT T T., 

i = (1- Joo )s.s-(1 - Joo )s.s 
lSOO SOO 

= 6.8-3.4 = 3.4 kW Ans. (b) 

Example 8.20 Air enters a compressor at I bar, 30°C, which is also the state 
of'the environment. It leaves at 3.5 bar. 141°C and 90 mis. Neglecting inlet 
velocity and P .. E. effect, dctennine (a) whether the compression is adiabatic or 
polytropic, (b) if not adiabatic, the polytropic index, ( c) the isothermal efficiency, 
( d) the minimum work input and irreversibility, and ( d) the second law efficiency. 
Take cP of air"' 1.0035 kJ/kgK. 

{a) After iscntropic compression 

r. [ ](y- l}ly ~ .. l!:L 
1j P1 

Th= 303 (3.5)°·286 = 433.6 K. = 160.6°C 

Since this temperature is higher than the given temperature of 141 °C, there is 
heat loss to the surroundings. The compression cannot be adiabatic. lt must be 
polytropic. 

(b) 
T. [ ](n -1)/n 
...1. = J!1_ 
7j P1 

141 + 273 ( ).5 )(D-l)ID 
.c.._;;__;:..._c.. = 1.366 = -
30+273 I 

" - I log 1.366 = -- Jog 3.S 
n 

1 - .l = o.1 35 = 0.248 
n O.S44 

" = 1.32978 = 1.33 Ans. 

" "' • !I ' 
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( c) Actual work of compression 

W1 = h1 - lr2 - 1 = l.003S (30 - 141)- ~
2 

x 10-3 

= - llS.7 k:J/kg 

lsothennal work 
2 > 2 

f Yi P2 ~ Wy= vdp--=-R7j ln---
1 2 P1 2 

.. - 0.287 x 303 In (3.5)-
902 

x 10-3 

2 
= - 113 lcJ/kg 

Isothennal efficiency: 

W, 113 
11t .. __L = -- = 0.977 or 97.7% W. llS.7 

(d) Decrease in availability or Cllergy: 

v.1 - vf 
1111 - 'fl= h1 - hi - T0(s1 -si) + 

2 

[ 
Pz 7; ] Vi.2 

=<'p(T1 -T2)-T0 R In ,;;--cP In Ti - 2 
= 1.0035 (30- 141> 

Ans. 

- 303 [o.287 In 3.5-1.0035 In 
414 

]-
902 

303 2000 
"'- 101.8 lcJlkg 

Minimum work input = - IO 1.8 kJ/kg 

Irreversibility, I= Wrev-Wa 
= - 101.8 - (- 115.7) 
"'13.9 kJ/kg 

(c) Second law efficiency, 

11 
= Minimwn work input = 101.8 

u Actual worlc input 115. 7 
'-'0.88 or88% 

RE'VIEW Q.UESTIONS 

8.1 What do you understand by high grade energy and low grade energy? 
8.2 What is available energy and unavailable energy? 
8.3 Who propounded the eon~pt of availability? 

Ans. 

Ans. 

An.t. 

' h I h I! t 
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t!.4 What is the available energy referred to a cycle? 
8.5 Show that dtcre is a decruse io available energy wllt'n heat is transfemd through 

a finite temperature difference. 
8.6 Deduce the expression for available energy from a finite energy source al 

temperature Twhen the environmental temperature is T0 . 

8. 7 What do you understand by cxergy and energy'! 
8.8 What is meant by quality of energy? 
8.9 Why is exergy of a fluid at a higher temper,uure more tl1ao that at a lower 

temper.11urc? 
8.10 How docs lhe cxcrgy value provide a useful measure of the quality of energy'! 
8.11 Why is the sw,nd law cal led the law of degradation of energy? 
8.12 Energy is always c.onserved. but its quality is always degraded. Explain. 
8.13 Why is the work done by a closed system in a rever.:ible process by interacting 

only with the surroundings the ma.'limum'? 
8.J 4 Show that equal work is done in all reversible processes between the same end 

states of a system if it exchanges energy oo.ly with tbe surroundings. 
8.1 S Give the. geocr.i.l eKpression for the maximum work of an open system which 

exchanges heat only with the surroundings. 
8.16 What do you understand by Keenan function'/ 
8.17 Give the cxpressiQn for reversible work in a steady flow process under a given 

environment 
8.18 Give the expression for reversible work done by a closed system if ii intemcts 

only with the surroundiogs. 
8.19 What do you understand by ·useful work'? .Derive expressions for usefol work 

for a closed system and a sl.Cady flow system which interact only with the 
surroundings. 

8.20 What are the availability functions for a: (a) clossed system. {b) steady flow 
system? 

8.21 What do you understand by th.e dead slate'/ 
8.22 What is meant by availability? 
8.23 Give el'pi:essions for availabilities of a closed system and a steady flow open 

system. 
8.24 What arc Helmholtz function and Gibbs function? 
8.25 What is the availability in a chemical reaction if tbe temperature befor,: and after 

the reaction is the same and equal to 1he temperature of the surroundings? 
8.26 When is the availability of a chemical reaction equal to the decrease ln the Gibbs 

fonclion? 
8.27 Derive tl1c expression for irre,•ersibili1y or el'ergy loss in a process executed by: 

(a} a closed system, (b) a steady .tlow system, in a given environment. 
8.28 State and explain the Gouy-Stodola theorem. 
8.29 How is heat transfer through a finite temperature difference equivalent 10 the 

destruction of its availability'! 
8.30 Considering 1.hc steady and adiaba1ic flow of an ideal gu through a pipe, show 

lbal the rate of decrease in a11a.ilabili1y or lost work is proponional to the pressure 
drop and the mass llow rate. 

8.31 What do you understand by Grassman diagram'! 
8.32 Whai is entropy generation number'/ 
8.33 Wby is excrgy always a positive value? Why cannot it be nega1ive? 

;,1: 



8.34 Why and when is exergy completely destroyed? 
8.35 Give the e:xergy balance for a closed system. 
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8.36 Explain the statement: The exergy of an isolated syst.em can never increase. How 
is it related to the principle of increase of entropy? 

8.37 Give the cxcrgy balance ofa steady flow system. 
8.38 Define the second law efficiency. How is it different from 1he first law efficiency 

in the case of a simple power plant? 
8.39 Derive the second law efficiency for: (a) a solar water heater, and (b) a heai pump. 
8.40 What Ls meant by energy CllScading? Hov,• is it thermodynamically efficient'/ 
8.41 Derive expressions for the irreversibility and second Jaw efficiency of a: 

(a) steam turbine, (b) compressor, (c) heat exchanger. and (d) mixer. 
8.42 What is the deficiency of the first law efficiency? How docs the second law 

efficiency make up this deficiency'? 
8.43 How can you improve the first Jaw efficiency and the second law efficiency? 

PROBLEMS 

8.1 What is the maximum useful work which can be obtained when 100 kJ are 
abstracted from a heat reservoir at 675 Kin an environment at 288 K.'? What is !he 
loss of useful work if (a) a temperature drop of so•c is introduced between the 
heat source and the heat engine. on the one hand, and the heat engine and the hcai 
~ink. on 1hc other. (b) the source temperature drops by 50°C and the sink 
temperature rises by 50°C during the h.eat transfer proces,~ according to th.e linear 

Jaw dQ =±constant? 
dT 

Aus. 57.38 kJ, (a) I 1.46 kJ, (b) 5.5 kJ 
8.2 ln a steam gener.itor, waler is c:vapora1ed at 260°C, while ihe combus1:io1.t gas (<'p 

=a 1.08 kJt'kg KJ is cooled from .1300°C to 310°C. The suJTOundings are at 30°C. 
Determine the loss in available oncrgy due to the above heat transfer per kg of 
water cvapor.ited. (Latent beat of vapori.zation of water at 260°C = 1662.5 kJ/ 
kg.) 

Ans. 443.6 kJ 
S.3 Exhaust gases leave an intcmal combustion engine at 800°C and I atm. after 

having done I 050 kJ of work per kg of gas in the engine (cp of g11s • I.I kJ/kg K). 
The temperature of the surroundiogs is 30°C. (a) How much avaifoble energy 
per kg of gas is Josi by 1hrowi11g away the exbaust gases? (b) W:hal is the ratio of 
the lost available energy to the engine work? 

Ans. (a) 425.58 kJ , (b) 0.405 
8.4 A hot spring produces water ai a 1cmpcraturc of 56°C. The water fl()ws into a 

large lake, with a me:tn t.emperature of 14°C, at a rateof0. lm3 of water per min. 
Wh:n is the rate of' working of an ideal heat engine which uses all the available 
enc,gy? 

Ans. 19.5 kW 
8.5 0.2 ky of air at 300°C is heated reversibly at cons1an1 pces.ru~ 10 2066 K. Find 

the available and unavailable energies of lhe h.cat added. Take T0 = 30°C and cP 
= I. 004 7 kJ/kg K. 

An.v. 211.9 and 78.J kJ 
ii I j ii • I II 
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8.6 Eighty kg of waler at I 00°C are mixed with SO kg of waicr at 60°C, while the 
temperature of the surroundings is I s•c. Dctennine the decrease in available 
energy due to mixing. 

Ans. 240 kJ 
8. 7 A lead storage battery used in an automobile is able to deliver 5.1 Ml of elcctrica.1 

energy. This energy is availabl.e for starting the car. 
Let compressed air be considered for doing an equivalent amount of work in 
staning the car. The compressed air is to be stored at 7 MPa, 25°C. What is the 
volume of the tank th.at would be required to let ihe compressed air have an 
availability of 5.2 MJ? For ai.r, pv = 0.287 T. where .r is .in K, p in kPa, and v in 
!If/kg. 

A,u. 0.228 m' 
8.8 lee is to be made from water supplied at IS°Cby the process shown in Fig. P 8.8. 

The final temperarure of 1he ice is - I 0°C, and the final temperature of the water 
that ls used as cooling water in the condenser is 30°C. Determine the minimum 
work required to produce 1000 kg of ice. TakecP for water= 4. I 87 kJ/kgJC, cP for 
ice = 2.093 kJ/kgK, and latent heat of fusion of ice = 334 kJ/kg. 

Water30•C 

Water 1s•c 

Ice. -10"C 

Fig. PB.8 

A11s. 31.92 MJ 
8.9 A pressure vessel has a volume of lm3 and contains air at 1.4 MPa, I 75 °C. The 

air is cooled to 25°C by heat transfer 10 the surroundings at 25°C. Calculate the 
availability in the initial and final states and ibe irreve!Sibility of this process. 
Takep0 = JOO kPa. 

hrs. 135 kl/kg. ll 4.6 kJ/kg. 223 kJ 
8.10 Air Flows through an adiabatic compressor at 2 kg/s. The inlet conditions arc I 

bar aod 310 IC and the exji cooditions are 7 bar and 560 K. Compute the net rate 
· of availability transfer and the irreversibility. Take Tl) = 298 K. 

A11s. 481.1 kW and 21.2 kW 
8.11 An adiabatic turoine rtceives a gas (cp = 1.09 and cv = 0.838 le.I/kg K) a1 7 bar 

and 1000°c and disclwges at 1.5 barand66S°C. Detennine the second law and 
isentropic efficiencies of !he turbine. Take T0 = 298 K. 

Ans. 0.956. 0.879 
8.12 Air tnters an adiabatic compressor at atmospheric conditions of I bar, J 5°C and 

leaves at 5.5 bar. The mass tlow rate is 0.0 I kg/s and the efficiency of the 
compressor is 75%. After leaving the compressor, the air is cooled to 40°C in an 

111 
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al\crcooler. Calculate (a) the power required lo drive the comprc!>-sor, and (b) the 
rate of irreversibility for the overall process ( compressor and cooler). 

A11s. (a) 2.42 kW, (b) I kW 
8.13 In a rotary compressor, air enters at I.I bar. 21°C where ii is compressed 

adiabatically to 6.6 bar, 2S0°C. Calculate the irreversibility and the entropy 
production for unit mass now rate. The atmosphere is at 1.03 bar. 20°C. Neglect 
the K.E. changes. 

AltS. 19 kJ/kg, 0.064 kJ/kg K 
8.14 In a steam boiler, the hot gases from a fire transfer heat to waler which vaporizes 

at a constant temperature of242.6°C (3.5 MPa). The gases are cooled from I JOO 
to 4 30°C and have an average specific heat, cP = I ;046 kJ/kg K ove.r this 
temperature range. The latent beat of vaporization of steam at 3.S MPa is 
I 753.7 kJ!kg. Iftbe steam generation rate is 12.6 kg/sand there is negligible heat 
loss ti:om the boiler, calculate: (a) the rate of heat transfer, (b) the rate of loss of 
eKergy of the gas. (c) the rate of gain of exer1,,y of the. steam. and (d) ihc rate of 
entropy generation. Take T0 = 21 °C. 

Ans. (a) 22096 kW, (b) 15605.4 kW (c) 9501.0 kW, (d) 2.0.76 kW/K 
S.J 5 An economizer. a gas-to-water finned tube heat exchanger. receives 67.:S kg/s of 

ga.\ cP = 1.0046 kJ/kg K, and 51.1 kg/s of water, c r = 4.186 kJ/kg K. The water 
rises io temperature from 402 to 469 K, where the gas falls in temperature from 
682 to470 K. There are no changes of kinetic energy, andp0 = 1.03 bar and T0 = 
289 K. Determine: (a) rate of change of availability of the water, (b) the rate of 
change ofavailabitity of the gas. and (c) the rate of entropy generation. 

A11s. (a) 4802.2 kW, (b) 7079,8 kW. (c) 7.73 kW/K 
8.16 The exhaust gases from a gas turbine arc used to heat water in an adiabatic 

counterflow heat exchanger. The gases are cooled from 260 to 120°C, while 
water enters at 65°C. The flow rates of the gas and water a~ 0.38 kg/s and 
0.50 kg/s respectively. The constant pressure speciJic heals for the gas and waler 
are 1.09 and 4.186 kJ/kg K respectively. Calculate the l"ate of exergy loss due to 
heat iransfer. Take T0 "' 35°C. 

AIIS. I 1.92 kW 
8.17 The exhaust from a gas turbine at 1.12 bar. 800 K nows steadily into a heat 

exchanger which coo.ls the gas to 700 K without significant pressure drop. The 
heat transfer from the gas heats an air now at constant pressure, which enters ihe 
heat exchanger at 470 K. The mas~ flow rate of air is twice that of the gas and the 
surroundings are al 1.03 bar, 20°C. Detem,ine: (a) the decrease in availability of 
the eithau~t ga.ses, and (b) 1hc to1al entropy production per ks of gas. (c) Wbat 
arrangement would be nec.essary lo make the heat trJnsfer reve~ibl.e and how 
much would this increase the power output of the plant per kg of turbine gas"! 
Take cP for exhaust gas as 1.08 and for air as I .OS kJ/kg K. Neglect heat transfer 
to the surroundings and the changes in kinetic and potential energy. 

A11s. (a) 66 kJ/kg. (b) 0.0731 kJ/kg K. (c) 38.7 kJ/kg 
8.18 An air prehcater is used to beat up the air used for combustion by cooling the 

outgoing products of combustion from a furnace. The rate of flow of the products 
is IO kg/s, and the products are cooled from '300°C 10 200°c. and for the products 
at this temperature cp = 1.09 kJ/kg K. The rate of air flow is 9 kgls, the initial air 
temperature is 40°C, and for the air cP = I .005 kJ/kg K. 
( a) What is the initial and final availability of the products? 

"' 
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(b) Whal is the irreversibility for this process? 
(c) If ihe heat transfer from ibc products were to tnke place reversibly through 

heat engines, what would be the finally temperature of the air'! What power 
would be developed by the heal engine.s? Take T0 = 300 K. 

Ans {a) 85.97, 39.68 kJ/kg, (b) 256.S kW; {c) 394.41 K, 353.65 kW 
8.19 A massof2 kg of air in a vessel expands from 3 bar, 70"C to I bar, 40"C. while 

receiving 1.2 kJ of heat from a reservoir at 120°C. The environment is al 0.98 
bar, 27°C. Calculate the maximum work and the work done on lhc atmosphere. 

,fas. 177 kJ, 112.S k.J 
8.20 Air entefS the compressor of a gas turbine al I bar, 30°C and leaves ihe 

compressor at 4 bar. Tlte compressor has an efficiency of82%. calculate per kg of 
air (a) the work of compression, (b) the reversible work of compression. and 
(c) the im:versibilicy. [For air, use 

Ti. .. (1!L)r-11r 
Ii Pi 

where Ti, is the temperature of air after iscnlropic compression and y= 1.4. The 
compressor efficiency is defined as (T2, - T1)!(T2 - T1), where T2 is ihe actual 
temperature of air after compressional.} 

Ans. (a) 180.5 kJlkg, (b) 159.5 lu/kg (c) 21 kJ/kg 
8.21 A mass of 6.98 kg of air is in a vessel al 200 kPa, 27°G. Beat is traosfcrred to the 

air from a reservoir at 72 7°C until ihc temperature of air rises io 327°C. The 
enviror.u:nent is at IOOkPa. t 7•c. Determine (a) the iui1ial and final availability of 
air, (b) the maximum useful work associated with the process. 

A11s. (a) 103.S. 621.9 kJ (b) 582 kJ 
8.22 Air enters an adiabatic compressor in steady '/low at 140 kPa, 17°(' and 70 mis 

and leaves it at 350 kPa, 127°C and 110 mis. The environment is at 100 kPa. 
7°C. Calculate per kg or air {a) the: actual amount of work required, (b) ibc 
minimum work required, and (c) the irreversibility of the process. 

AltS. (a) 114.4 kJ, (b) 97.3 kJ, (c) 17.1 kJ 
8.23 Air ex-pands in a turbine adiabatically from 500 kPa, 400 K and 150 m/s to 

100 kPa, 300 Kand 70 m/s. The environment is at 100 kPa. 17°C. Calculate per 
kg of air (a) the maximum work output, (b) the actual work output. and (c) the 
irreversibility. 

Ans. (a) 159 kJ, (b) 109 kJ. (c) 50 kJ 
8.24 Calculate the specific e,ccrgy of air for a stale ai 2 bar, 393.15 K whe.n the 

surroundings are at I bar. 293.1 SK. Take cP = I and R = 0.287 kJ/kg K. 
An.r. 72.31 kJ/kg 

8.25 Calculate lhe specific exergy of CO2 (er = 0.8659 andR = 0.1889 k.J/kg K) for a 
state at 0.7 bar,268.15 Kand forthc environment at LO bar and 293.15 K. 

An.s. - 18. 77 kJ/kg 
8.26 A pipe carries a stream of brine with a mass Oow rate of 5 kBls. Because of poor 

thermal insulatioo !_he brine temperature iocreases from 250 K ai the pipe inlet to 
253 K at the. exit. Neglecting pressure losses, calculate the irreversibility rate ( or 
rate of energy degradation) a~sociat~ with ihe heat leakage. Take T0 e 293 K 
and cP = 2.85 kJ/kg K. 

A.ns. 7.05 kW 
8.27 In an adiabatic throtiling process, energy per unit mass or enthalpy remains the 

same. How.:vcr. there is a loss of exl-rgy. An ideal gas flo"'ing at the rate m is 
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throttled from p.n:ssure p1 to pressure p2 when lhe environment is at temperature 
T0. What is lhe raic of exergy loss due to lhrottling·r 

Ans. i = mRT0 In 1!!. 
Pz 

8.28 Air at 5 bar and 20°C nows into an evacuated tank until the pressure in the lank 
is S bar. Assume that the process is adiabatic and the lcmpcraturc of the 
surroundings is 20°C. (a) What is the linal temperature ol' the air? (b) What is the 
reversible work produced between the initial and final stales of the air? (C) What 
is the net entropy change of the air entering the tank'! (d) Calculaie the 
irreversibility of the process. 

,Ins. (a) 4 I 0.2 K, (b) 98.9 kJ/kg, (c) 0.3376 kJ/kg K, (d) 98.9 kJ/kg 
8.29 A Carnot cycle engine receives and rejects heat with a 20°C temperature 

diffcnmtfal between ilsclf.ind thc:.then.nal energy reservoirs. The expansion and 
compression processes have a pressure ratio of 50, For I kg of air as the working 
substance, cycle temperature limits of IOOO K and 300 K and T0 = 280 K, 
determine the second law efficiency. 

Ans. 0.965 
8.'.30 Energy is received by a solar collector at tbe rate of 300 kW from a source 

temperalute of 2400 K. If 60 kW of this energy is lost to the surroundings at 
steady state and if the user temperature remains constant at 600 K, what arc the 
first law and the second law efficiencies? Take 70 • 300 K. 

A1t1. 0.80, 0.4S7 
8.31 For flow of an ideal gas through an insulated pipeline, the pressure drops from 

I 00 b:ir to 95 bar: If the gas flows at the rate of 1.5 kg/s and has cP = 1.005 and 
c, • 0.718 kJ/1:.g Kand ifT0 ~ 300 K, find the rate ofcntropy generation and rate 
of loss of exCTgy. 

Ans. 0.0215 kW/K, 6.46 kW 
8-32 The cylinder of an internal combusiion engine contains gases at 2500°C, 58 bar. 

E:itpansion takes place tl1rough a volume ratio of 9 according to pv1 .JB • const. 
The surroundi:ogs are at 20°C, I.I bar. Determine ihc loss of availability, 1he 
work transfer and 01e heat transfer per unit mass. Treat ihe gases as ideal having 
R = 0.26 kJ/kg Kand Cv = 0.82 kJ/kg-K. 

,fo.r. 1144 kJ/kg, I 074 kJ/kg, -2 13kJ/kg 
8.33 In a counterflow heat exchanger, oil (cp = 2.1 kJ/kg-K) is cook'CI from 440 to 320 

K, while water (cp = 4.2 kJ/kg K) is heated from 290 K 10 temperature T. The 
respective ·mass flow rates of oil and water are 800 and 3200 kgtb. Neglecting 
pressure drop, KE :uid PE effects and heat loss, detcnnine (a) the temperature T, 
(b) the rate of exergy destruction, (c) the second law efficiency. Take 70 = I 7°C 
and A,= I atm. 

A11s. (a) 305 K, (b) 41.4 MJ!h. (c) 10.9% 
8.34 Oxygen enters a nozzle operating at steady state at 3.8 MPa, 387°C and 10 m/s. 

At the nozzle exit the condi1ions are 150 kPa, 37°C and 750 mis. Determine {a) 
the heal transfer per kg. and (b) the irreversibility. Assume oxygen as an ideal gas, 
and t.'lke T0 = 20°C. Po =- I atm. 

Ans. (a) - 37.06 kJ/kg, (l:,) 81.72 kJ/kg 
8.35 Argon gas expands adiabatically in a twbine from 2 MPa, J000°C to 350 kPa. 

The mass flow rate is 0.5 kg/s and the tutbine develops power at lhe rate of 

II I ' 
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120 kW. Determine (a) the temperatun: of ugon at the twi,i11.t exit, (b) lhe 
irtt11el9ibility rate, and (c) the second law efficimcy. Neglect KE and PE effects 
and take T0 .. 20°c. Po - I atm. 

Ans. (a) S38.1 °C, (b) 18.78 kW, (c) 86.5% 
8.36 In the boiler of a power plant are tubes through which water flows as it is brought 

from 0.8 MPa, IS0°C (h .., 632.6 lcJ/lcg, -~ = 1.8418 k.Jllcg K) to 0.8 MPa, 2S0°C 
(/1 z 2950 kJ/kg, s = 7.0384 kJ/kg K). Combustion gases passing over ihc-lubes 
cool from 1067°C to S47°C. These gases may be considered a~ air (ideal gas) 
having cP = 1.005 lcJ/lcg K. Assuming steady state and neglecting any heat Joss, 
and KE and PE effects, dctcnnine (a) the mass flow rate of combustion gases per 
kg of steam, (b) the loss of exergy per kg steam, and (c) the second law efficiency. 
Talce 711 = 25°C, Po= I atm. 

Ans. (a) m.Jm.,, -= 4.434, (b) 802.29 kJ/kg steam, (c) 48.9"/o 
8.37 Air enters a hair dryerat 22°C, I bar with a velociry of3.7 m/s and exits al 83°C, 

I bar with a velocity of9. I mis th.rough an a.rea of 18.7 cm 2. Neglecting any heat 
loss and PE effect and taking 70 = 22°C, (a} evaluate the power required in kW, 
and (b) devise and evaluate a second law efficiency. 

Ans. (a) - 1.02 kW, (b) 9"/o 
8.38 An isolated system consists of two solid blocks, One block hns a mass of 5 k.g 

and is initially at 300°C. The other block has a mass of 10 kg and is initially at 
- 50°C. The blocks are allowed to come into thermal equilibrium. Assuming the 
blocks are incompressible with constant specific heats of I and 0.4 kJ/kgK, 
respectively, determine (aJ the final tempera!Ure, (b) the irreversibility. Take 70 a 

300K. 
Ans. (a) 417.4 K. (b) 277 kJ 

8.39 Air flows into a heat engine at ambient conditions I 00 k.Pa.. 300 K. Energy is 
supplied as 1200 kJ per kg air from a 1500 K source and in some pan of the 
process, a heat loss of300 kJ/kg air happens at 750 K. The air leaves the engine 
at .100 k.Pa, SOOK. Find the first and the second law efficiencies. 

Ans. 0.315, 0.672 
8.40 Consider two rigid containers each of volume I m> containing air at I 00 kPa, 

400K. An internally reversible Carnot heat pump is then thermally connected 
between them so that it heats one up and cools the other down. In order to transfer 
heat at a reasonable rate, the teroper,ttore di.f'fere11ce between the working fluid 
inside the beat pump and the air in the cont.ii.ners is sci to 20°c. The p1·occss 
stops when the air in the coldest tank reaches 300K. Find the final temperature of 
the air that is heated up, ihc work input to the hc:at pump, and the overall second 
law efficiency. 

An.r. 550 K, 31.2 k.J, 0.816 

"'; 



Properties of Pure 
Substances 

A pure substance is a substance of constant chemical composition throughout its 
mass. It is a one-component system. It may exist in one or more phases. 

9.1 Jrv Diagram for a Pure Substance 

Assume a unit mass of ice (solid water) at -I 0°C and I atm contained in a cylinder 
and piston machine (Fig. 9.1 ) . Let the ice be heated slowly so that its temperature 
i:; always uniform. The changes which occur in the mass of water would be traced 
as the temperature is increased while the pressure is held constant. Let the state 
changes of water be plotted on p-v coordinates. The distinct regimes of heating, 
as shown in Fig. 9.2, are: 

1 aim 

Fig. 9.1 Healing of H20 at a co,utanl pms,m of 1 aim 

1-2 The temperature of ice increases from - I 0°C to 0°C. The volume of ice 
would increase, as would be the case for any solid upon heating. At state 2, i.e. 
0°C, the ice would start melting. 

2-J lee melts into water at a constant temperature of 0°C. At state 3, the 
melting process ends. There is a decrease in volume, which is a peculiarity of 
water. 

I I ,., !,I ' II 
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3-4 The temperature of water iacrcases, upon heating, from 0°C to 100°C. 
The volume of water increases bcc:ause of thermal expansion. 

4-5 The water starts boiling at state 4 and boiling ends at state 5. This ,phase 
change from liquid to vapour occurs at a constant temperature of 100°C (the 
pressure being constant at I atm). There is a large increase in volume. 

5-6 The vapour is heated to, say, 250°C (state 6). The volume of vapour 
increases from v5 to v6• 

Water existed in the solid phase between 1 and 2, in the liquid phase between 
3 and 4, and io the gas phase beyond 5. Between 2 and 3, the solid changed intO' 
the liquid ·phase by absorbing the latent heat of fusion and between 4 and 5, the 
liquid changed into the vapour phase by absorbing the latent heat of vaporization, 
both at constant temperature and pressure. 

The states 2, 3, 4 and 5 are known as saturation states. A saturation state is a 
state from which a change of phase may occur without a change of pressure or 
temperature. State 2 is a saturated ,folid state because a solid can change into 
liquid at constant .Pressure and temperature from state 2. States 3 and 4 are both 
saturated liquid states. In state 3, the liquid is saturated with respect to 
solidification, whereas in state 4, the liquid is saturated with respect to 
vaporizaiion. State 5 is a saturated vapour state, because from state 5, the vapour 
can condense into I iquid without a change of.pressure or temperature. 

If the heating of ice at -10°C to steam at 250°C were done at a constant 
pressure of 2 atm, similar regimes of heating would have been obtained with 
similar saturation states 2. 3, 4 and 5, as shown in Fig. 9.2. All the state changes 
of the system can similarly be plotted oo thep-vcoordinates, when it is heated at 
ditfe.rcnt constant pressures. All the saturated solid states 2 at various pressures 
are joined by a line., as shown in Fig. 9 .3. 

t :.:. .. ; ~ ; ;-i i-~-~-
-~,~-~ 3 4 1 2 ~ r7 6 -···--

--... v 
Fig. 9.2 Cliangu in tlu aolumt a/ wattT during lualing at co,u~nt pressure 

Similarly, all the saturated liquid states 3 with respect to solidification, all the 
saturated liquid states 4 with respect to vaporization, and all the saturated vapour 
states 5, are joined together. 

Figure 9.4 shows state changes of a pure substance other ihan water whose 
volume increases on melting. 

The line passing through all the saturated solid states 2 (Figs 9.3 and 9.4) is 
called the saturated solid line. The lines passing through all the saturated liquid 
states 3 and 4 with respect to solidification and vaporization respectively are 

,, 
' II 
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known as the saturated liquid lines. and the line passing through all the snturated 
vapour states 5, is the saturaJed vapo1ir line. The saturated liquid line with 
respect to vaporization and the saturated vapour line incline towards each other 
and form what is known as the saruratio,i or i•apm1r dome. The two lines meet al 
the critical state. 

Q. 

4 

I 
Saturated_ 
Hquid Jnes 

Saturated vapQUr lin.e 

-v 
Flg. 9.3 p-u diagrom of Wflitr, whose 'DOlamt decuasts OIi mt/ling 

-----v 
Fig. 9.4 ~r, duz,,tr,n of• P•" sw/lwrlrtr otNr tflon woltr, w,\ow wt.w 

itu1tc1a 4lt ""l.tutt 

To the left of the saturated solid line is the solid (S) region (Fig. 9.4). Between 
the satunued solid line and saturated liquid line with respect to solidification 
there exists the solid-liquid mixture (S + L) region. Between the two s:itunlled 
liquid lines is the compre.ued liquid region. The liquid-vapour mixture region 
(L + V) exists with.in the v11pour dome between the saturated liquid and saturated 
vapour line.~. To the right of the saturated vapour line is the vapour region. The 
triple point is a line on the p-v diagram. where aU the three phases, solid, liquid 

.. , . 
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and gas, exit in equilibrium. At a pressure below the triple point line, the 
substance cannot exist in the liqujcJ phase, and the substance, whe.n heated, 
transforms from solid to vaponr (knov,11 as sublimation) by absorbing the latent 
heat of sublimation from the surroundings. The region below the triple point line 
is, therefore, the solid-vapour (S + JI) mixture region. Table 9.1 gives the triple 
point data for a number of substances. 

S11bstance 
Acetylene, C2H2 
Ammonia. NH1 
Argon, A 
Carbon dioxide, CO2 
Carbon mono)(ide, CO 
Methane. C2~ 

Ethylene. C,H4 

Hydrogen, H2 
Methane, CH4 
Nitrogen, N2 
Oxygen. 0 2 
Watcr,ll20 

Table 9.1 Tripl,-Poinl /)ata 

Temperature. K 
192.4 
195.42 
83.78 

216.55 
68.14 
89.88 

104.00 
13.84 
90.67 
63.IS 
54.35 

273.16 

Pressure, mm Hg 

962 
45.58 

SIS.1 
3885.1 

115.14 
0.006 
0.9 

52.8 
87.7 
94.01 

1.14 
4.587 

Liquid is, most o·ften, the working fluid in power cycles, etc. and interest is 
often c.onfined to the liquid-vapour regions only. So to.locate the state points, the 
solid regions from Fies 9.3 and 9.4 can be omitted. The p-v diagram then 
becomes as shown in Fig. 9.5. If the vapour at state A is compressed slowly and 
isothem1ally, the pressure will rise until there is saturated vapour at point B. If the 
compression is continued, condensation takes place, the pressure remaining 
constant so long as the temperature remains constant. At any point between B and 
C, the liquid and vapour are in equilibriwn. Since a very large increase in pressure 
is needed to compress the liquid, line CD is almost vertical. ABCD is a typical 
isotherm of a pure 1,-ubstance on a frV diagram. Some isotherms are shown in 
Fig. 9.5. As the temperature increases, the liquid-vapour transition, as represented 
by BC, decreases, and becomes zero at the critical point. Below the critical point 
only, there is a liquid-vapour transition zone, where a satmated liquid, on heating, 
absorbs the latent heat of vaporization, and becomes saturated vapour at a 
constant pressure and temperature. Similarly, a saturated vapour, on cooling, 
releases the latent heat of condensation at constant pressure and temperature to 
become saturated liquid. Above the cri.ticaJ point, however, a liquid, upon ti-eating, 
suddenly flashes into vapour, or a vapour, npon cooling, suddenly condenses into 
liquid. There is no distinct transition zone from liquid to vapour and vice versa. 
The isotherm passing through the critical point is called the critical isotherm, and 
the corresponding temperatu.re is known as the critical temperature (10). The 
pressure and volwne at the critical point are known as the critical press11re (p,J 
and the critical vol11me (vc) respectively. For water 

,ii' 
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Pc= 221.2 bar 
,. = 374.l5°C 
v. = 0.00317 m31kg 

Critical poi11t 

Q. I llt! 
--~~~L~:-:-u,-a-ted~h-q-ui_d_lin-e-"......,~~~~ 

,-'-~~~~--~~~~~~~~ 

Ve V 

Fig. 9.5 Saturati<m nm,, on p·v diagram 
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Toe critical point data of cenain substances are given in Appendix F. Above 
the critical point, the isotherms arc continuous curves that at large volumes and 
low pressures approach equilaterdl hyperbolas. 

When a liquid or solid is in equilibrium with its vapour at a given temperature. 
the vapour exerts a pressure that depends only on the temperature (Fig. 9.6). In 
gcner.il, the greater the temperature, the higher is the vapour pressure. The 
temperature at which the vapour pressure is equal to 760 mm Hg is called the 
normt1l boiling point. 

Temperature 
T 

Fig. 9.6 Vapour f'rtJ3Urt 

Phase change occurs at constant pressure and tempernture. A pun: liquid at a 
given pressure will transfonn into vapour only at a particular temperature. known 
a'i sa111ratio11 temperatrtre, which is a function of pressure. Similarly, if the 
temperature is fixed. the liquid will boil (or condense) only at a particular 
pressure. called the sat11ratio11 pressure. which is a function of t.emperamre. In 
Fig, 9.7. if p 1 is the pressure, the corresponding satumtion temperature is (r .. 1) 1• 

or if t 2 is the g,iven temperature. the saturation pressure is (p.81) 2• As the pressure 
increases. the saturat.ion temperal'ure increases. Saturation states exjst up to the 
critical poiJlt. At point A. the liquid starts boiling, and at point 8. the boiling gets 
comple1ed. At A. it is all liquid (saturated) and there is no vapour. while at B. it is 
.ill vapour (saturated) and there is no liquid. Vapour content progressively 
increases as the liquid changes iL~ state from A towards 8. 

I I ,, ii II! 
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If u. is the specific volume of the saturated liquid at a given pressure, and v, 
the specific volume of the saturated vapour, then (v8 -v,) or Veg is the change in 
specific volume during phase transition (boiling or condensation) at that pressure. 
As pressure increases, vr, dec.,-reases. and at the critical point vr, becomes zero. 

1- Critical point 

·1 
o. I 

~1' ~:_l:~~-i __ ,, 
Ftg. 9.7 Saluration pressure and lnnpnoturt 

9.2 jr-T Diagram for a Pure Substance 

The state changes of a pure substance. upon slow heating at different constant 
pressures. are shown on the p-v plane, in Figs 9.2. 9.3. and 9.4. If these state 
changes are plotted onp-Tcoordinates, the diagram. as shown in Fig. 9.8. will be 
obtained. If the heating of ice at-I o•c to steam at 250°C at the constant pressure 
of l abn is considered. 1-2 is the solid (ice) heating, 2-3 is the melting of ice at 
0°C, 3-4 is the liquid beating, 4-5 is the vaporization of water at 100°C, and 
5-6 is the heating in the vapour phase. The process will be reversed from slate 6 
to state I upon cooling. The curve passing through ihe 2, 3 points is called the 
fusion curve, and the· curve passing through the 4, 5 points (which indicate \he 
vapori1;11tion or condensation at different temperatures and pressures) is called 

curve 
Fusion Vaporlzaton 

curve 
~ Critical polnl 

1 2. 3 4. 5 
ci. 1 a,;;;r-, - 2. 3 Liquio 

] ~--;,-;;~-- 4.sp,-
s~iid-1 4

• s I t 
Sublrmation region ....___ Triple Vapour - Con~nuous 
curve ---- ._ : point region hne 

-1o•c o•c 1oo•c 2so•c 

- r 
Fig. 9.8 Pltase tquilibrirlm diagram on p-T toordinau~ 
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the vap<>rizatiot1 cur11e. If the vapour pressure of a solid is measured at different 
temperatures, and these are plotted. the sublimation curve will be obtained. The 
fusion curve, the vaporization curve, and the sublimation curve meet at triple 
point. 

The slopes of the sublimation and vaporization cwves for all substances arc 
positive. The slope of the fusion curve for most substances is positive, but for 
water, it is negative. The temperature at which a liquid boils is very sensitive to 
pressure, as indicated by the vaporization curve which gives the saturation 
temperatures at different pressures, but the temperature at which a solid melts is 
not such a strong function of pressure, as indicated by the small slope of the 
fusion curve. 

The triple point of wateris at 4.58 mm Hg and 273. L6 K, whereas that of CO2 
is at 3885 mm Hg (about S atm} and 216.SS K. So when solid col ('dcy ice') is 
exposed to 1 aim pressure. it gets transformed into vapour directly, absorbing the 
latent heat of sublimation from the surroundings, which gets cooled or 'r'!frig~ 
rate<l'. 

9.3 ~v-T Sµ.rface 

The relationships between pressure, specific volume. and temperature can be 
clearly understood with the aid of a three-dimensionalp-v-Tsurface. Figure 9.9 
illustrates a substance like water that expands upon freezing and Fig. 9.10 
illustrates !n1bstances other than water which contract upon freezing. The 
projections on the p-T a.nd fr'O planes arc also shown in these figure.~. Any point 
on the 1rv-T surface represents an equilibrium state of the substance. The triple 
point line when projected to the p-T plane becomes a point. The critic a.I isotherm 
has a point of intlecrion at the critical point. 

9.4 T-s Diagram for a Pure Substance 

The heating of the system of I kg of ice at -S°C to steam at 250°C is again 
considered, lhe pressure being ma.intained constant at I atm. The entropy 
increases oftbe system in different regimes of heating are given below. 

I. The entropy increase ofo:e as it is heated from -5°C to 0°C at I Bttn. (cp. 
"" 2.093 kJ/kg K). • .. 

<tQ Ti •m me dT 273 
.is-1 =s2 -s1= J-= J __ P_=c ln--

T T1•2U T 1' 268 

= 2.093 In 273 = 0.0398 kJ/kg K.. 
268 

2. The entropy increase of ice as it lhel13 into water at 0°C (latent heat or 
fusion of ice = 334.96 kJ/kg) 

334.96 
As2 =s3 -s2 = 2n = 1.23 kJ/kg K 

,, lol I 
' " 
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Temperature 
(b) 

(a) 

Specific volume 

(c) 

Fig. 9.9 p-v-T Jurfoct and projtttions for a substanct that u:pandJ on fru~ng 
(a) 17tm·dimnuional view (b) PhtJJt diagram M P·D diagram 

3. The entropy increase of water as it is heated from o•c to I00°C 
(cp ,.,1er = 4.J 87 kJ/kg K) 

a.s-3 =sr.,3=c In r, =4.187ln 373 
P Tz 273 

= 1.305 kJ/kg K 

4. The entropy increase of water as it is vaporized at I 00°C, absorbing the 
latent heat of vaporization (2257 kJ/kg) 

A S4 = S5 - S4 = 2252 = 6.05 kJ/kg K 
273 

5. The entropy increase of vapour as it is heated from 100°C to 250°C at 
I atm 

I I .,. Ill h I I I 11 
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(a} 

Temporature Speciftc-volume 

(a) (c) 
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T> Tc 
Tc 
T< Tc 

Flg. 9.10 p-v-T SJJ,jace and projtdions fur a 111bstance lhal contrads on frett:ifll 
(a) 17iru-dimmsional oitW (b) Pha.se diagram (c) p-o diagram 

523 
dT 523 

liss=s6 -s3 = J cp-=2.093 1n--
373 T 373 

= 0.706 kJ/kg K 

assuming the average specific heat of steam in the temperature range of 
100°C to 250°C as 2.093 kJ/kg K. 

These entropy changes are shown in Fig. 9.11. The curve 1-2-3-4-5-6 is the 
isobar of 1 atm. ff, during the heating process, the pressure had been maintained 
constant at 2 atm, a similar curve would be obtained. The states 2. 3. 4, and 5 are 
saturation states. lf these states for different pressures are joined, as in Figs 9.3 
and 9.4. the phase equilibrium diagram of a pure substance on the T-s coordinates, 
as shown in Fig. 9.12. would be obtained. 
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!~-:~- -----· -------_ ----------- -· ______________ 6 ___ 6 

4 2atm s 
... 

1 

-5 oC 

Fig, 9.11 .boliars on T·s pk,t 

Triple point line 

--- s 
rig. 9.12 Phll$t equilibrium diagram on T-s coordillllles 

Most often, liquid-vapour transfonnations only are of interest, and Fig. 9. I 3 
shows the liquid, the vapour, and the transition zones only. At a particular 
pressure, sr is the specific entropy of saturated water, and s8 is that of saturated 
vapour. The entropy change of the system during the phase change from liquid to 
vapour at that pressure iss,, (=s8 -s,). The value of s,g decreases as the pressure 
increases, and becomes zero at the critical point. 

9.5 h-s Diagram or Mollier Diagram for a 
Pure Substance 

From the first and second laws of thermodynamics, the following property 
relation was obtained. 

! iii I! ' 
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--s 
Fig. 9.13 Saturotwn (or oapo111) d.,,,,ufor IV4'8r 

Tds aodA-vdp 

( a1t) = r 
OS p 
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(9.1) 

This equation fonns the basis of the h--s diagram of a pure substance, also 
called the Mollier diagram. The slope of an isobar on the h-s coordinates is equal 
t.o the absolute satnration temperature (1541 + 273) at that pressure. If the 
temperature remains constant the slope will remain constant. If the temperature 
increases, the slope of the isobar will increase. 

Consider the heating of a system of ice at - 5°C to steam at 250°C, the pressure 
being mai·ntained constant at I atm. The slope of the isobar of I arm on ihe h-s 
coordinates (Fig. 9.14) first increases as the temperature of the ice increases from 
-5°C to 0°C (1- 2). Its slope then remains constant as ice melts inlo water at the 

C 

i 

i aim 

Increasing slope 

- Siope cons&ent 

3 
"-- Increasing slope 

2 '-- Slope ccnstanl 
Increasing slo e 

---... $ 
Fig. 9.14 l,okrs 411111-s plot 
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coo.stant tempe.rature of0°C (2-3). The slope of the isobar again increases as the 
temperature of water rises from 0°C to 100°C (3-4). The slope again remains 
constant as water vaporizes into steam at the constant temperature of I 00°C 
( 4--5). Finally, the slope oflhc isobar continues to increase as the temperature of 
steam increases to 250°C (5- 6) and beyond. Similarly, the isobars of different 
pressures can be drawn on theh- sdiagram as shown in Figs9.14 and 9.15, States 
2, 3, 4, and 5 are saturation states. Figure 9.15 shows the phase equilibrium 
diagram of a pure substance on the/1-s coordinates, indicating the saturated solid 
line, satumted liquid lines and saturated vaponr line, the various phases, and the 
transition ( mix.tu re) zones. 

I 
i 
t 
I 
r 

i! 

6 

._ Saturated lfquid llt'e 

Saturated vapour lrne 
/ 

- ---------- ---·--- ·-------------
---.... $ 

Fig. 9.15 Pit.tut 11111ilibri1UJ1 dillfrtlm on h·r eoordittalU (MoUitr diD.!'f41'1) 

Figure 9.16 is the lr-s or the Mollier diagram indicating only the liquid and 
vapour phases. As the pressure increases, the saturation temperature increases, 
and so the slope of the isobar also increases. Hence, tire constant pressure lini:.f 
diverge from one another, and the critical isobar is a tangent at the critical point, 
as shown. In the vapour region, the states of equal slopes at various pres~ures are 
joined by lines. as shown, which are the constant temperature lines. Although 
the slope of an isob~ remains continuous beyond the saturated vapour line, the 
isothenn bends towards the right and its slope decreases asymptotically 10 zero. 
because i.o the ideal gas region it becomes horizontal and the constant enthalpy 

implies constant temperature. [ ( :: \ = T + iJ ( t),. = T - v ( !~ )P, by 

Maxwell's relation, chapter 11. For an ideal gas. ( ~~ 
1J = T-vL = 0. ForT"'c, 

US T V 

h "' c] At a p::niicular pressure, hr is the spe<:ific e.ntha.lpy of saturated water, hg i~ 
that of saturated vapour. and lrrg ("' h

8 
- hr) is the latent heat of vaporization at 

Lhat pressure. As the pressure increascshrg decreases. and at the critical pressure, 
hr, becomes zero. 

Id I 
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Pcr"' 221.2 bar 

Fig. 9.16 Enthalpy-rntro/1} diagram of water 

9.6 Quality or Dryness Fraction 

I.fin I kg ofliq_uid-vapourmixturc,xkg is the mass of vapour and (l -x) kg is the 
mass of liquid, then x is known as the quality or dryness fraction of the liquid
vapour mixture, Therefore. quality indicates the mass frac.tion of vapour in :i 

liquid vapour mixcure. or 

x=--'"-•- -
m,+m1 

where"'• and m1 are the masses of vapour and liquid respecti"'ely in the mixture. 
The value of x v:iries between O and l. For saturated water, when water just stans 
boiling, x = 0, and for satur.ited vapour, when vaporiz.ation is complete. x = l, for 
whlch the vap<1ur i.s said to be dry sat11rated. 

Points min Fig. 9.17 (a), (b), and (c) indicate the saturated liquid state..~ with x 
= O. and points II indicate the saturated vapour states with i = I, die lines nm 
indicating the transirion from liquid 10 vapour. Points a, b, and c at various 
pressures indicate the situations when the masses of vapour reached 25%, 50%, 
and 75% of the to!al mass. i.e. at points a, the mass of liquid is 75% and the mass 
ofvapour is 25% of the total mass. at point b, the mixture consists of 50% Liquid 
and 50% vapour by mass, and at pointsc, the mixture consists of75% vapour and 
25% liquid by mass. The lines passing through points a. band c arc the const'.mt 
quality lines of 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 respectively. Constant quality lines stan 
from the c.ritical point. 

Let V be the total volume of a liquid vapour mixture of quality x. Vr the volume 
of the saturated liquid. and V~ the volume of the. saturated vapour, the 
corresponding ma.~ses being m, mr, and m, respectively. 
Now 
and 

m =m,+m, 
V=Vr+v, 

"I' 
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Critk:al point 

--s 

- s 
(c:) 

(b) 

Fig. 9.17 Constant vvality linu on J,--o, T-s and h-s diagrams 

(9.2) 

m 
where:x = .....!.. , Vr= specific volume of saturated liquid, v, =specific volwnc of 

"' saturated vapour, and v = specific volume of the mixture of quality x. 
Similarly 

s .. (I -x) s,+ :xs
8 

(9.3) 
h = (I -x) hr+ x1t, (9.4) 

11 = (1-x) 11,+ .ru1 {9.5) 

wheres, h, and u n:fer to the mixture of quality :x, the suffix/and suffixg indicate 
the conditions of Sllturatcd liquid and saturated vapour respectively. 

From Eq. (9.2) 

V .. (l -x) Vt+ :x Vg 

= vr+ ~ti8 - vr> 
.. Vr+ X, 'l'fc 

1 I +• nl h ! II 
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Propntiei of Pure Subitanm 

It= hr+ x hr8 

S = sr+ .XSfg 

"= u,+ .x "fg 

However, P ~Pt+ .x Pr, 
Volume fraction of vapour or voidage, a= v/v 

m=mr+m
8 

pv = P(Or + p8 v8 = Prf..:o-vJ + p8 v11 
p = (1 - a)pr+ ap1 

9.7 Steam Tables 

-=293 

(9.6) 

(9.7) 

(9.8) 
(9.9) 

(9.9a) 

The properties of water are arranged in the steam tables as functions of pressure 
and temperature. Separate tables are provided to give the properties of water in 
the saturation states and in the liquid and vapour phases. The internal energy of 
saturated water at tl,e triple point (t = 0.0 I 0 C) is arbitmrily chosen to be zero. 
Since Ir = u + pv, the enthalpy of saturated wa.ter at 0.0 I °C ls slightly positive 
because of the small value of (pv) tcnn. The entropy of saturated water is also 
chosen to be zero at the triple point. 

9.7.1 Saturation States 

When a liquid and its vapour are in equilibrium at a certain pressure and 
temperature, only the pressure or the temperature is sufficient to identify the 
saturation state. If the pressure is given, the temperature ofihe mixture gets fixed, 
which is known as the saturation temperaiure, or if the temperature is given, the 
saturation pressure gets fix.ed. Saturated liquid or the saturated vapour has only 
one indepe.ndent variable, i.e. only one propeny js required to be known to fix up 
the state. Tables A. I (a) and A. l (b) in the appendix give the properties of saturat· 
ed liquid and saturated vapour. In Table A. l(a), the independent variable is 
temperature. At a particular temperature, the values of saturation pressurep, and 
Vr, v,, hr, hrg, /,g, .r, and s, arc gi.ven, where vi, hr, and sr refer to the saturated 
liquid states; v8, h8 and sg refer to the saturated v<:1pour state; andt1r

8
, hrs• and sr

8 
refer to the changes in the property values during :vaporation ( or condensation) 
at that temperature, whe~ vr, = v8 - v,and s,8 : s1 -s,. 

In Table A. l(b), the independent variable is pressure. At a particular pressure, 
the values of saturation temperature t, and llr, v

8
, Ii,. lie,, h

1
, sr, and ·\tare given. 

Depending upon whether the pressure or tl1e temperature is given, either Table 
A. l(a) or Table A. l(b) can be conveniently used for computing the properties of 
saturation states. 

If data arc required for intermediate temperatures or pressures, linear 
interpolation is normally accurate. The reason for the two iables is to reduce the 
amount of interpolation required. 

Iii I I II 
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9.7.2 Liquid-oapour Miztutts 

Let us consider a mixture of saturated liquid water and water vapour in 
equilibrium at pressure p and temperature I. The composition of the mixture by 
mass will be given by its quality x, and. its state will be within the vapour dome 
(Fig. 9.18). The properties of the mixture are as given in Aniclc 9.6, i.e. 

V "''t't+ ZVr1 

" ... ur+..t "r, 
h = he+ z hr, 
s =s,+x s,

8 

where Vr, "ts• ur, u,,. hr, Itri, s, and s.rg are the saturation properties at the given 
pressure and temperature. 

s, s So 
-s 

Fig. 9.18 Property in two plum region 

I fp or t and the quality of the mixture are given, the propenies of the mixh1re 
(v, u, h, ands) can be evaluated from the above equations. Sometimes, instead of 
quality, one of the above propenies, say, speci.fic volwne v, and pressure or 
temperature arc given. In that case, the quality of the mixture x has to be 
calculated from the given v and p or t and then x being known, other properties 
are evaluated. 

9.7.3 Superheated Vapour 

When the tem,perature of the vapour is greater than the saturation tempe!'llture 
corresponding to the given pressure, the vapour is said to be superheated (state I 
in Fig. 9. I 9). The difference between the temperature of lhe superheated vaponr 
and the saturation temperature at that pressw-e is called the superheat or the 
degree of superheat. As shown in Fig. 9. I 9. the difference (t1 - I.sac) is the 
superheat. 

ln a superheated vapour at a given pressure, the teroperarure may have different 
values greater than the saturation temperature. Table A.2 in the appendix gives 
the values of the properties (volume, enthalpy, and entropy) of superheated vapour 
for each tabulated pair of values of pressure and temperature, both of which are 
now independent. Interpolation or extrapolation is to be used for pairs of values 
of pressure and temperature not given. 

,, " ' 
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__ ,,_s 

Fig. 9.19 S11ptr!ual and whcoling 

9.7 .t, Compressed Lifuid 

Wheo the temperature of a liquid is less than the saturation temperature at the 
given pressure, the liquid is called compressed liq11id (state 2 in Fig. 9.19). The 
pressure and temperature of compressed liquid may vary independently, and a 
table of properties like the superheated vapour table could be arranged to give the 
properties at any p and t. However, the properties of liquids 1wy little with 
pressure. Hence the properties are taken from the saturation tables at the 
temperature of the compressed liquid. When a liquid is cooled below its saturation 
temperature at a certain pressure it is said to be .mbcoo/ed. The difference in 
saturation temper,llure and the actual liquid temperature is known as lhe degree 
of subcool.ing. or simply, subcooling (Fig. 9.1.7). 

9.8 Charts of Thermodynamic Properties 

The presentation of properties of substances in the fonn of a chart has certain 
obvious advantages. The manner of variation of properties is clearly demonstrated 
in the chart and there is no problem of interpolation. However. the precision is not 
as much as in steam tables. 

The temperature-entropy plot and enthalpy-entropy plot (Fig. 9.20a) are 
commonly used. The temperature-enlropy plot shows the vapour dome and the 
lines of constant pressure, constant volume, constant enthalpy. constant quality, 
and constant superheat. However, its scale is small and limited in use. The 
enthalpy-entropy plot or Mollicr chan, has a larger scale to provide data suitable 
for many computations. It contains the same 11ata as does the T-s chart. The 
Motlier chart for water is given in Appcndi.x F.I. The Mollicr diagram for steam 
with data taken from Keenan et al. Steam Tables ()ohn Willey, N. Y., 1969 is 
given in Fig. 9.21.) 

9.9 Measurement of Steam Quality 

The state of a pure substance gets fixed if two independent properties are given. A 
pure substance is thus said to have two degrees of freedom. Ofall thennodynamic 
properties, it is easiest to measure the pressure and temperature of a substance. 
Therefore, whenever pressure and temperature arc independent properties, it is 

"' 
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Compressed I 
liquid 
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Basic and AppUed Tlitrmodynam.ics 

h=c 

--... $ 

(a) Con.slant Jlnl(Htrty linu 11n T·s pl~t 

p=c 

~~--::-::-'.~- /: C 
p=c 

X"C 

Fig. 9.20 (b) Constant proprrt_v linu on /,,follitr di'agram 

the practice to measure them to determine that state of tbc substance. This is done 
in the compressed liquid region or the superheated vapour region (Fig. 9.22), 
where the measured val ucs of pressure and temperature would fix up the state. 
But when the substance is in the saturation state or two-phase region (Fig. 9.22), 
the measured values of pressure and temperature could apply equally well to 
saturated liquid point}; saturated vapour point g, or to mixtures of any quality. 
points :r1, x,z or x). Of the two propenies, p and t, only one is independent; the 
other is a dependent property. If pressure is given, the saturation temperature gets 

"' 
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Fig. 9.21 Mallin diagram for sltam (Data taktn from Kttna11,J.H., F. G. K,yts, 
P.C. Hill oruJJg. Moore, Sttom Tohlts,jolm Wilty, N. Y., 1969) 

2300 

automatically fixed for the substance. In order to fix up the state of the mixture, 
apart from either pressure or temperature, one more propeny, such as specific 
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- s 
Flg. 9.22 Qiiality of li'Jl'id·Papour ,nutur, 

volume, enthalpy or composition of the mixture (quality) is required to be known. 
Since it is relatively difficult to measure the specific volume of a mixture, devices 
such as calorimeters are used for detennining the quality or the enthalpy of the 
mixture. 

ln the measurement of quality, the object is always to bring the state of the 
substance from the two-phase region to the single-phase or superheated region, 
where both pressure and temperature are independent, and measured to fix the 
state, either by adiabatic throttling or electric heating. 

In the throttling calorimeter, a sample of wet steam of mass m and at pressure 
p 1 is taken from the steam main through a perforated sampling tube (Fig. 9.23). 
Then it is throttled by the partially-opened valve (or orifice) to a pressure p2, 

measured by mercury manometer, and temperature t2, so that after throttling the 
steam is in the superheated region. The process is shown on the T-s and h-s 

Steam main Sampling tube 

Coo~ng water in 

Fig. 9.23 Tltroltli"l <alorimtl" 

I I 'I• d I I • d • • II 
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(a) (b) 

fig. 9.24 Tftrouli11& pronss oa T-, dlld A-s pltJls 

diagrams in Fig. 9.24. The steady flow energy equation gives the enthalpy after 
throttling as equal to enthalpy before throttling. The initial and final e<{uilibrium 
states l and 2 arc joined by a dotted line since throttling is i·rreversible (adiabatic 
but not isentropic) and the intermediate states are non-equilibrium states not 
describable by thermodynamic coordinates. The initial state (wet) is given by p 1 
and x1, and the final slate by p2 and 11 (superheated). Now 
since Ii 1 = lr2 

lrrp1 + x11ir81'1 = lr2 

h2 -h1p1 
or x1 = 

htJA>I 

Wilhp2 and t2 being known, 112 can be found out from the superheated steam 
table. The values of hr and ltrg are taken from the saturated steam table 
corresponding to pressure p 1• Therefore, the quality of the wei steam x1 can be 
calculated. 

To be sure that steam after throllling is in the sing.le-phase or superheated 
region, a minimum of S"C superheat is desired. So if tbe pressure after throttling 
is given and the minimum S°C superheat is prescribed, !hen there is the minimum 
quality of steam l<>r the maximum moisture content) at the given pressure p 1 
which can be measured by the throttling calorimeter. For example, ifp2 = I atm., 
then t2 ~ I 05°C and the state 2 afier throttling gets ·fixed a.s shown in Fig. 9.25. 
From state 2, the constan.t enthalpy line intersects the constant pressurep1 line at 
I. Therefore, the quality .t1 is the minimum quality that can be measured simply 
by ihrottling. If the quality is, say,x'1 less than x1, then after throttling to p1 = 1 
atm., the superheat after throttling is less than S°C. If the quality is x''1, then 
throttling ro I at.In. does not give any superheat at all. 

When the steam is very wet and the pressure after throtling is not low enough 
to take tbe steam to the superheated region, then a combined separating and 
tltronling calorimeter is used for the measurement of quality. Steam from the 

Ill I, i1 , 
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Critical point 

Fig. 9.25 Mi11i111um paliry tliat can be mta.surtd only u, tflrott/ing 

main is first passed through a separator (Fig. 9.26), where some part of the 
moisture separates out due to the sudden change in direction and falls by gravity, 
and the partially dry vapour is then throttled and taken to the superheated region. 
In Fig. 9.27, process 1-2 represents the moisture separation from the wet sample 
of steam at constant pressurep1 and process 2-3 represents throttling to pressure 
p2• Wilh p2 and t3 being measured, h3 can be found out from the superheated 
steam table. 

Now, 

Therefon:, x2, the quality of steam after partial moisture separation, can be 
evaluated. Ifni kg of steam is taken through the sampling tube int secs, m1 kgof 

I I 'I• ill: . ,. 
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Fig. 9.27 Separating and throttling prousses on h-s plot 

it is separate~. and m2 kg is throttled and then condensed to water and collected, 
thenm =m1 + m2, and at state 2, the mass of dry vapour will bex2 m2. Therefore, 
the quality of the sample of steam at state I, .x1 is given by 

mass of dry vapour at state I x, = _____ __,;._..,_ _____ _ 

mass of liquid-vapour mi~ture at state I 

X2m2 

m1 +m2 
Toe quality of wet steam can also be measured by an electric calorimeter 

(Fig. 9.28) . The sample of steam is passed in steady flow through an electric 
heater, as shown. The electrical ene.rgy input Q should be sufficient to take the 
steam to the superheated region where pressure p2 and temperature t2 are 
measured. If I is the current flowing through the heater in amperes and V is the 
voltage across the coil, then at steady state Q= Vi x 10-3 kW. lfm is the mass of 
steam taken int seconds under steady flow condition, then the steady flow energy 
equation for the healer (as control volume) gives 

c.s. 

Steam main Exhaust condensed and 
collected ( m kg in t SCC$, say) 

Fig. 9.28 Elutrical calorimetrr 

1 I II It 11111 
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W1 h1 + Q = Wt /,2 

where w1 is lhe steam flow rate in kg/s ( w1 = 7 kg/s) 

h, + J!_ =lr2 
Wl 

With /r2, Q and w1 being known, h1 can be computed. Now 

h1 = hrp1 + X1lif&1>l 

Hence x 1 can be evaluated. 

SOLVED EXA.MPLF.s 

Example 9.1 Find. the saturation temperature, the chan,gcs in specific volume 
and entropy during evaporation, and the latent heat of vaporization of steam at 
l MPa. 
&lutio11 At I MPa,from Table A.l(b) in the Appendix 

t,., = 179.91°C 
v,=0.001127 m31kg 
Vg = 0.19444 m3/kg 
v,11 = v, -v, = 0.1933 m31kg 
s,= 2.1387 kl/kg IC 

s, = 6.5865 kl/kg K 
s,, = s, -s, = 4.4478 kl/kg K 

hr,= /r1 - h,= 2015.3 kl/kg 

Ans. 

Ans. 
Ans. 

Example 9.2 Saturated steam has an entropy of 6.76 kJ/kg K. What arc its 
pressure, temperature, specific volume, and enthalpy? 

Solution In Table A. I (b), when s&= 6. 76 kl/kg K 
p = 0.6 MPa, t = 158.85°C 

ug = 0.3156 m3/kg, and '11 = 2756.8 kJ/kg Ans. 

Example 9.3 Find the enth8lpy and enllopy of steam when the pressure is 
2 MPa and the specific volume is 0.09 m3/kg. 

Sol11tion In Table A.l(b), when p = 2 MPa, v, = 0.001177 m3/kg and v
8 

= 
0.09963 m3/kg. Since the given volume lies between vrand vg, the subsiance will 
be a mixture of liquid and vapour, and the state will be within the vapour dome. 
When in the rwo-phasc region, the composition of the mixture or its qual.ity has to 
be evaluated first. Now 

V =vr+ XVtg 

0.09 = 0.001177 + X (0.09963 - 0.001177) 

11 I!! ' !1 I I II 
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x = 0.904 or 90.4% 
2 MPa, 111 = 908.79 and h1, = 1890.7 kJ/lcg 

s, = 2.4474 and sr, = 3.8935 kJfkg IC. 
h = hr+ x hre 

~303 

"'908.79 + 0.904 x 1890.7 = 2618.79 kJ/kg Ans. 

s=sr+><s,, 
= 2.4474 + 0.904 >< 3.8935 
= 5.9534 kJfkg K Ans. 

Exiunple 9., Find the enthalpy, entropy. and volume of steam at 1.4 MPa, 
3so0c. 
Solution Atp = 1.4 MPa, in Table A. l(b), 1$11 = 195.07°C. Therefore, the state 
of steam must be in the superheated region. In Table A.2, for properties of 
superheated steam, 
at 1.4 MPa, 350°C t1 = 0.2003 m3/lcg 

h:: 3149.5 kJ/kg 
s = 7.1360 kJfkg K 

and at 1.4 MPa, 400°C v = 0.2178 m3/kg 

:. By interpolation 
at u MPa, 380°c 

Ii = 3257.5 kJ/'kg 
s = 7.3026 kJ/kg K 

V = 0.2)08 m3/kg 
Ii:: 3214.3 kJ/kg 
s = 7.2360 kJ/kg IC. Ans. 

Ezample 9.5 A vessel of volume 0.04 m3 contains a mixture of saturated water 
and sahlrated steam at a temperarure of250°C. The mass of the liquid present is 
9 kg. Find the pressure, the mass. the specific volume, the enthalpy, th.e entropy, 
and the internal energy. 
Soluti<Jn From Table A.l(a), at 250°C p ... 1 = 3.973 MPa 

v, = 0.0012512 m3/kg, v
8 

= 0.05013 m3/lcg 
1,, = 1085.36 kJ/kg, h,

8 
- 1716.2 kJ/kg 

sr = 2.7927 kJ/kg K. s(t = 3.2802 kJ/'kg K 
Volume ofliquid, Vr = mr v, 

= 9 X 0.0012512 
=0.01126 m1 

Volume of vapour, v, = 0.04 - O.ot 126 
-0.02874m3 

:. Mass of vapour 

v, 0.02874 
m, = -;;- = O.OS013 = O.S7S kg 

f I ,, Ill I '11 , , 11 
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:. Toi.al mass of mixture, 

Quality of mixture, 

Also, at 250°C, 

m "'m,+ m, = 9 + 0.575 = 9.575 kg 

v =v,+xvr, 

0.575 =0.06 
9.515 

= 0.0012512 + 0.06 (0.05013 - 0.0012512) 

Ans. 

=0.00418 m31kg Ans. 
la = hr+ zhr, 

= 1085.)6 + 0.06 X 1716.2 
= 1188.32 lcJ/kg Ans. 

I ~s,+:ur, 
'"'2.7927 + 0.06 X 3.2802 
= 2.9895 k:Jlkg K Ans. 

u=h-pv 
= 1188.32 - 3.973 X 103 

X 0.00418 
""1171.72 k:Jlkg 

11,= 1080.39 and ur, = 1522.0 k:Jlkg 
U '"'11,+ xw,. 

= 1080.39 + 0.06 x 1522 
= 1071.71 kJ/kg 

Ans. 

Ans. 

Eumple 9.6 Steam initially at 0.3 MPa, 2S0°C is cooled at constant volume. 
(a) At what temperature will the steam become saturated vapour? (b) What is the 
quality at 80°C? What is the heat transferred per kg of steam in cooling from 
2S0°C to 80°C? 
&>lution At 0.3 MPa. tut= 133.SS°C 
Since t >, .. ,.the state would be in the superheated region (Fig. Ex. 9.6). From 
Table A.2, for properties of superheated steam, at 0.3 MPa, 250°C 

Q. 

l 

v = 0.7964 m31kg 
h = 2967.6 kJ/kg 

- - 1> 
Fig. EL 9.6 

I I 11! ii I + II 
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In Table A.I 

when v1 = 0.8919, , .. , = 120°C 
when v, = 0.7706, t.,., = 125°C 

Therefore, when v
8 

= 0.7964, , .. ,. by linear interpolation, would be 123.9°. 
Steam would bet:ome saturated vapour at t = 123.9°C Ans. (a) 
At 80°C, vr= 0.001029 m3/kg, v

8 
= 3.407 m3/kg, 

lar= 334.91 kJ/kg, I,,,= 2308.8 kJ/kg, Pu,= 47.39 kPa 

VJ = Vi = 0.7964 m3/lcg = Vf80"C + X2Vfg80"C 

= 0.001029 + X2 (3.407 - 0.001029) 

x = 0. 79539 ,,. 0.234 Am. (b) 
2 3.40597 

li2 = 334.91 + 0.234 X 2308.8 = 875.9 k.J/kg 
li2 = 2967.6 kJ/kg 

From the first law ofthecmodynamics 

4Q=du+pdv 

(d'Q)y = du 
or Q,.2 = "2 - u, "' (l,2 - P2 V2)- (h1 - P, v,) 

= (h2 - h1) + v(p, - P2) 
= 875.9- 2967.6) + 0.7964 (300 - 47.39) 
= 2091.7 + 201 .5 
= - 1890.2 kJ/kg Ans. (c) 

.E:sample 9.7 Steam initially at 1.5 MPa. 300"C e1tpands reversibly and .. 
adiabatically in a sicam twbine to 40°C. Determine the ideal work output of the 
turbine per leg of steam. 

Solution The steady flow energy equation for the control volume, as shown in 
Fig. Ex. 9. 7. I , gives ( other energy terms being neglected) 

"• =h2+ W 
W=h1-h2 

•CO-C 
Fig. EL 9.7.1 

I !I It I 
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Work is done by ste,am at the expense of a fa) in its enthalpy value. The process 
is reversible and adiabatic, so it is isentropic. The process is shown on the T-s 
and h-s diagrams in Fig. Ex. 9.7.2. · 

From Table A.l{a), at 40°C 

P q t = 7.384 kPa, s, = 0.5725, ands,,= 7.6845 lcJ/kg K 

h, = 167.57, and h,
8 

= 2406.7 kJ/kg 

Atp = 1.5 MPa, t = 300°C, from the tabulated prope;ties of superheated steam 
(Table A.2) 

Since 

"1 = 6.9189 ltJ/kg K 
h, = 3037.6 ltJ/kg 

/ 

- s 
(a) 

Fig. EL 9.7.2 

s, =s2 

6.9189 =sc+ ~.ffl40'C 

= 0.5725 + X2 X 7 .6845 

x2 = ~:~:S = 0.826 or 82.6% 

l,l = l,f4'1'C + Xi Jiff4/1'C 
... 167.57 + 0.826 X 2406.7 
= 2152.57 lcJ/kg 

W = "• - h2 = 3037 .6 -2)52.57 
= 885.03 lcJ/kg 

(bl 

Am. 

Example 9.8 Steam at 0.8 MPa, 250"C and flowing at the rate of I kg/s passes 
into a pipe canying wet steam at 0.8 MPa, 0.95 dry. After adiabatic mixing the 
tlow rate is 2.3 kg/s. Determine the condition of steam after mixing. 

The mixture is now expanded in a frictionless nozzle isentropically to a 
pressure of 0.4 MPa. Determine the velocity of the steam leaving the noz.zle. 
Neglect the velocity of steam in the pipeline. 

Sol111ion ,.figure Ex. 9.8.1 gives the flow diagram. 
wz = w3 - w1 = 2.3 - 1.0 = 1.3 kg/s 

nl, 11 , 



p1 •0.8MPa 
t1 = 250 •c 

m,•H~ ~ 

Pz•0.8MPa 
Jr;i:0.95 
m,=1~ 
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ct) m, = 2.3 kg/s 

Fig. Ex. 9.8.1 

The energy equation for the adiabatic mixing of the two streams gives 

Wt ht+ W2 h2 = 1'13 h3 (9.8.J) 

At 0.8 MPa, 2S0°C, 111 = 29S0.0 kJ/kg 
At 0.8 MPa, 0.95 dry 

h2 = It,+ 0.95 hr, 
= 721.11 + 0.9S x 2048.0 

= 2666.71 kJ/kg 

:. From Eq. (9.8.1) 
) )( 2950 + J.3 X 2666.71 = 2.3 X lt3 

li3 = 2790 kJ/kg 

Since (11
8
) 0•8 MPa = 2769.1 kJ/kg 

and h3 > lt8, the state must be in lhe superheated region. From lhe steam tables, 
when p = 0.8 MPa, t = 200°C 

h = 2839.3 kJ/kg 

When p 
= 0.8 MPa, t$Jl1 = l70.43°C 

118 = 2769.1 k}fkg 

By linear interpolation 

13 = 119°c 

:. Degree of superheat= 179 - 170.33 = 8.S7°C 
:. Condition of steam aflcr mix.ing = 0.8 MPa, I 79°C 

The energy equation for the nozzle gives 

y2 
li3 =li4+-4 

2 
since V 3 = - velocity of steam in the pipeline = 0 

Ans. 

Steam expands isenttopically in the nozzle to 0.4 MPa. By inteq,olation, 
S3 = 6. 7087 kJ/kg K = S4 

6.7087 = 1.7766 + X4 x S.J 193 
X4 =0.964 
lt4 = 604. 74 + 0.964 X 2133.8 = 2660 kJ/kg 

ch I '-, 1· 
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V!x I0-3 =2(h3 -h4)=2x 130-=260 

v, = ./26 x 100 = 509.9 mis Ans. 
The processes are shawn on the lt--s and T-s diagrams in Fig. Ex. 9.8.2. 

250°C 

-s - s 
(e) (b) 

Fig. Ex. 9.8.2 

E:1:ample 9.9 Steam flows in a pipeline at l.S MPa. Afler expanding to 
0.1 MPa in a throttling calorimeter, the temperature is found to be 120°C. Find 
the quality of steam in I.be pipeline. What is the maximum moisiure at 1.5 MPa 
that can be detennined with this set.up if at least S°C of superheat is required, 
after throttling for accurate readings? 

Solution At state 2 (Fig. Ex. 9.9), when p = 0.1 MPa, t = 120°C by inter· 
polation 

_ _ ,..s 

Fig. Ez. 9.9 

h2 = 2716.2 kJ/kg, and atp = 1.S MPa 
Irr= 844.89 and hr,= 1947.3 kJ/kg 

Now lr1 = h2 

or hn.sMP• + x,lrr11t.SMP• = h2 
844.89 + X1 X 1947.3., 2716.2 

X "' IS71.3 = 0.963 1 
1947.3 

Whenp = O.l MPaandt = 99.63 + 5= 104.63°C 

,. 

Ans. 

/>.1a1cria 
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\ 
Since 

113 = 2685.S kJ/kg 
h3 = 114 

2685.S = 844.89 + x4 x 1947.3 

X = 1840·6 = 0.948 4 1947.3 
The maxim\Ull moisture that can be detennined with this set-up is only 5.2%. 

Ans. 

Example 9.10 The following dat.a were obtained with a se,parating and 
throttling calorimeter: · 

Pressure in pipeline 
Cond.ition after throttling 
During S min moisture collected in the separator 
Steam condensed after throttling during S min 

. Find the qnality of steam in the pipeline 
Solution Auhown in Fig. Ex. 9.10, 

at 0.1 M.Pa, l l0°C h3 .. 2696.2 kJ/lcg 

I.S MPa 
0.1 MPa, I I0°C 
0.150 litre at 70°C 
3.24 kg 

Now 
or 

h1 = 112 = hn.~MPa + x2hr,115MP• 
2696.2 = 844.89 + X2 X 1947.3 

-s 
Fig. Ex. 9.10 

X = ]851.31 =0.955 
2 1947.3 

Ir m1 = mass of moisture collected in separator in S min and m2 .. mass of 
steam condensed after throttling in 5 min. 

then - Xz1712 
X1-

-"'1 +m2 
At70°C. v,=0.1>01023 m3/kg 

lSOx 101 m3 
m1=~~~ ........ ~,---

1023 X JO-II m3 /kg 

1,1 It 
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.,. 0.1462 leg 
"'2 = 3.24kg 

X .. 0.955 X 3.24 = ~ .. 0.915 
I 0.1462 + 3.24 3.3862 

Ans. 

Esample 9.11 A steam boiler initially contains S m3 of steam and 5 m3 of 
water at 1 MPa. Steam is taken out at constant pressure until 4 m3 of water is left. 
What is lhe heat transferred during the process? 
Solution At I MPa, 

v, = 0.001127, and v1 = 0.1944 m3/kg 
hg .. 2778.1 kJ/kg 

"r= 761.68, ", = 2583.6 kJ/lcg u,
8 

= 1822 kJ/kg 

The initial mass of saturated water 1111d steam in the boiler (Fig. Ex. 9.11 ). 

VrJla S S 
-;;- + ~ = O.OOl !27 + o.1944 .. (4.45 X 103 + 25.70)1cg 

~ V,=5m3 

Q Initial 

(a) 

Fig. Ex. 9,11 

Final 
(bl 

where suffix/refers to saturated water and suffix g refers to saturated vapour. 
Final mass of saturated water and steam 

4 + - 6- = (3.55 X 103 + 30.80)kg 
0.001127 0.1944 

:. Mass of steam ween out of the boiler (m5) 

= (4.45 X 103 + 25.70)- (3.55 X 103 + 30.80) 
= 0.90 X JoJ - 5.1 = 894.9 kg 

Making an e.nergy balance, we have: Initial energy stored in saturated water 
and steam+ Heat transferred from the external source .. Final energy stored in 
saturated water and ste~ + Energy leaving with the steam. 

w ~+Q-~+~~ 

I I •11 Ill j '4 II 
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assuming that the steam taken out is dry (x = I) 
or 4.45 x 103 x 761.68 + 25.70 x 2583.6 + Q 

=' 3.55 X I OJ X 761.68 + 30.8 X 2583.6 + 894.9 )< 2778.1 
or Q = 894.9 x 2778.l - (0.90 x 103) x 761.68 + 5.1 x 2583.6 

= 2425000- 685500 + 13176 
= 1752,676 lc.J = 1752.676 MJ Ans. 

Example 9.1.2 A 280 mm diameter cylinder titted with a frictionless lcakproof 
piston contains 0.02 kg of steam at a pressure of 0.6 MPa and a tempernture of 
200°C. As the piston moves slowly outwards through a distance of 305 mm, the 
steam undergoes a fully-resisted expansion during which the steam pressure p 
and the steam volume V are related byp V" =- constant, where n is a constant. The 
final pressure of the steam is 0.12 MPa. Detcnnine(a) the value ofo. (b) the work 
done by the steam, and (c) the magnitude and sign of heat transfer. 

Solutio11 Since the path of expansion (Fig. Ex. 9.12) follows the equation 
plla = C 

P1Yr =pzVf 

---- 11 
,Fig. Ex. 9.12 

Taking logarithms and arra1lging the temls 

log l!1. 
II =__f!l_ 

V. 
log-1... 

Yi 
Now, at 0. 7 MPa, 200°C, from Tables A.2 

v 1 =0.352 m3/kg 
h I = 2850.1 kJ/kg 

:. Total volume, V1, at state I .. 0.3S2 x 0.02 .. 0.00704 m3 

Displaced volume "- !I.. d2.I ;:-
4 

Iii I, 
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= : X (0.28)2 
)( 0.305 

= 0.0188 m3 

:. Total volume V2 after expansion= 0.0188 + 0.00704 = 0.02584m3 

log 0.6 
11= 0.12 =~ = 124 AM. (a) 

log 0.02584 log 3.68 · 
0.00704 

Work done by steam in the expansion process 

W _ "; pdJI'; Pif"i - P2V2 
1-2 J If- I v, 

6 >< JO' N/m2 x 0.00704 m3 -1.2 >< 105 N/m3 >< 0.02584 m3 

1.24 - l 

4224- 3100.8 N = m 
0.24 

= 4680 N m = 4.68 kJ 

Now Y2 = 0.02584 m3 

Again 
or 

At0.1.2 MPa, 

Again 

ti = 0.02S84 = 1 292 ml11.~ 
2 0.02 . '"'6 

tl2 = tll0.12MP'II + X2 Vr,O.llMl'a 

l.292 = 0.0010476 + .tz X 1.4271 

1.291 
X2 = 1.4

27 
= 0.906 

u, = 439.3 .Ulkg, u, = 2S 12.0 kJ/kg 

112 "'439.3 + 0.90() (2512 - 439.3) 
=2314.3 kJ/kg 

h 1 = 28S0. l kJ/kg 

Ans. (b) 

_ I, _ 
2850 

l 0.6 X 106 )( 0.00704 X 10-3 

"'1 - 1-P1'D1 - • - 0.02 

By the first law 
= 2850. l - 211.2 = 2638.9 kJ/kg 

Q1-2 = U2 - U1 + W1-2 
- m (u2 - "'1) + W1-2 
= 0.02 (2314.3 - 2638.5) + 4.68 
= - 6.484 + 4.68 = - 1.804 .kJ Ans. (c) 

Example 9.13 .A large insulated vessel is divided into two chambers, one 
containing S kg of dry saturated steam at 0.2 MPa and the other IO kg of steam, 

t, ' 
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0.8 quality at O.S MPa. If the partition between the chambers is removed and lhe 
sleam is mixed thoroughly and allowed to settle, find 1he final pressure, steam 
quality, and entropy change in the process. 

·Solution The vessel is divided into chambers, as shown i.n Fig. Ex. 9.13. l. 

At 0.2 MPa, t>
1 

= v1 = 0.8857 m3Jkg 
Y, = nt1V1 = 5 x 0.8857 

=4.4285 m3 

Pw111ion 

Fig. Ex. 9.13.l 

At 0.5 MPa, v2 .. v, + Jt2v,
1 

= 0.001093 + 0.8 X 0.3749 

""0.30101 m3Jkg 
Y2 = m2 V2 = 10 X 0.30101 = 3.0101 m3 

:. Total volume, Vm = V1 + Y2 = 7.4386 m3 (of mixture) 

Tolal mass ofmixtwe, mm= 1111 + m2 = 5 + 10 = 15 kg 
:. Specific volume of mixlllre 

Ym 7.4386 
V =-=--

m m.,, 15 

=0.496m3/kg 

By energy balance 
m1 u 1 + m2 u2 =m3 u3 

At 0.2 MPa, h1 = h1 = 2706. 7 kJ/kg 

At 0.5 MPa, 
U1 = /JI - p 1V1 : 2706.7 kJ/kg 
h2 = he+ x2 he, 

= 640.23 + 0.8 X 2108.5 
= 2327 .03 kJJkg 

U2 = h2 - P2 V2 = h2 = 2327 .03 kJ/kg 
It -It = S X 2706.7 + 10 X 2327.03 

3 
"' IS 

"'2453.6 kJ/kg :::: U3 

Now for the mixture 
lt3 = 2453.6 kJ/lcg = U3 

I I ,, ill I II I I II 
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V3 = 0.496 m3/kg 

From the Mollier diagram, with the given values of h and v, point 3 after 
mixing is fixed (Fig. Ex. 9.13.2). 

x3 = 0.870 Ans. 
s) = 6.29 kJ/kg K 

V3 = 0.496 m3/kg 

./C 

l 

Flg. Ex. 9.13.2 

p 3 = 3.5 bar A.ns. 
s4 =sg0.l.Mh = 7.1271 kJ/kg K 
S2 =s111.SMP& + 0.8s,ao.SMl'lt 

= 1.8607 + 0.8 x 4.9606 = 5.8292 kJlkg K 
Entropy change during the process 

=m3 s3 -{m1 s1 + m2 s2) 

= 15 X 6.298 -(5 X 7.127l + 10 X 5.8292) 
= 0.43 kJ/kg Ans. 

E:itample 9.14 Steam generated at a pressure of 6 MPa and a temperature of 
400°C is supplied io a turbine via a throttle valve which reduces the pressure to 
S MPa. Expansion in the turbine is adiabatic to a pressure of 0.2 MPa, the 
isentropic efficiency (actual enthalpy drop/isentropic enthalpy drop) being 82%. 
The surroundings are at 0.1 MPa, 20°C. Determine the availability of steam 
before and after the throttle valve and at the turbine exhaust, and calculate the 
specific work output from the turbine. The K.E. and P.E. changes are negligible. 
Sol11tion Steady flow availability IJI is given by 

ip= (h - lr0)-T0(s - s0) + .! Vf + g(Z - Z0) 
2 

where subscript O refers to the surroundings. Since the K.E. and P.E. changes are 
negligible 

'Iii = Availability of steam before throttling 
= (111 -110)- TJs1 -s0) 

• I ,, 111 ' " 
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At 6 MPa, 400°C (Fig. El(.. 9.14) 

At20°C 

6MPa,400°C 

h, = 3177.2 kJ/kg 

s 1 = 6.5408 kJ/kg K 

0.2 MPa 

(al 

Fig. Ex. 9.U 

h0 = 83.96 kJ/kg 

s0 = 0.2966 kJ/kg K 

6MPa 

-s 

(bl 

Y't = (3 177.2 - 83.96) - 293 (6.5408 - 0.2966) 

= 3093.24 - 1829.54 = 1263.7 kJ/kg Ans. 

Now h1 = h2, for throttling 
At h = 3177 .2 kJ/kg and p = 5 MPa, from the superheated steam table 

lz = 390°C } 
s2 = 6.63 kJ/kg K by linear interpolation 
l/12 = Availability of steam after throttling 

= (/12 - ho) - To(sz - so) 
= (3177.2 - 83.96) - 293 (6.63 - 0.2966) 
= 3093.24 - 1855.69 

= 1237.55 kJ/kg 

Decrease in availability due to throttling 

Now 
= 1/11 - Y,2 = 1263.7 - 1237.55 = 26.15 kJ/kg 

Si= SJs = 6.63 = 1.5301 + X35 (7.127 1 - 1.5301) 

X3 = ~ =0,91 12 
s 5.5970 

h3, = 504.7 + 0.9112X2201.9 = 251 J.07 kJ/kg 
h2 - /13, = 3177.2- 2511.07 = 666.13 kJ/kg 
h2- h3 = hi5(h1 -h3,) = 0.82 X 666.13 = 546.2 kJ/kg 
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IJ3 = 2631 kl/kg= S04.7 + Xi X 2201.7 
2126.3 

.¥3 = 2201.7 = 0.966 

S3 = 1.5301 + 0.966 X 5.S97 '"6.9368 
IYJ = Availability of steam at turbine exhaust 

= (lr3 - lr0) - T0(s3 - S0) 

= {2631 - 83.96) - 293 (6.~368 - 0.2966) 
= 2S47.04 - 1945.58 
= 60 I. 46 kJ/lcg 

Specific work output from the turbine 

= lt2 -h3 = 3177.2-2631 = S46.2 kJfkg Ans. 

The work done is less than the loss of availability of steam. between states 2 
and 3, because of the irreversibility accounted for by the isentropic efficiency. 

Eumple 9.15 A steam turbine receives 600 kg/h of steam at 25 bar, 350°C. 
At a certain. stage of the turbine, steam at the rate of 150 kg/his extracted at 3 bar, 
200°C. The remaining steam leaves the !:Urbine at 0.2 bar. 0.92 dry. During the 
expansion process, there is heat transfer from the turbine to the sur.roundings at 
the rate of lO kJ/s. Evaluate per kg of steam entering the turbine (a) the 
availability of steam entering ffld leaving the turbine, (b) the ma,cimwn work, 
and (c) the irreversibility. The atmosphere is at 30°C. 

Solution At 25 bar, 350°C 
IJI = 3125.87 kJ/kg 
s1 = 6.8481 kJfkg K 

At 30°C, h0 = 125.79 kJ/kg 
s0 = soo•c = 0.4369 kJ/kg K 

At 3 bar, 200°C lr2 = 2865.5 kJ/kg 
S2 =7.3115 kJfkg K 

At 0.2 bar (0.92 dry) Irr= 251.4 kl/kg 
hr,= - 2358.3 k:J/kg s, = 0.8320 lcJ/kg K 
's1 = 7.9085 kJ/kg K 
h3 = 251.4 + 0.92 X 2358.3 = 2421.04 kJ/kg 
S3 = 0.8320 + 0.92 >< 7.0765"' 7.3424 kJ/kg K 

Th.estates of steam are shown in fig. Ex .. . 9.15. 
(a) Availability of steam entering the turbine 

'1'1 = (lt1 - lt0)- T0 (s1 -so) 
= (3125.87 - 125.79) - 303 (6.8481 - 0.4369) 
= 3000.08 - 194,2.60 = 1057.48 kJ/kg Ans. 

Availability of steam leaving the turbine at state 2, 
'1'2 = (hz - ho) - To(s2 - so) 

I I !!I ii I + II 
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0.25kg 

Fig.&. 9.15 

m, =450kg/h 
1>3=0.2 ber 
l'.3 = 0.92 

= (2865.5 - 125.79)-303 (7.3115 -0.4369) 

= 2739.71 -2083.00 = 656.71 kJ/kg 

Availability of steam leaving the turbine at state 3, 

'1'3 = (h3 - lt0)- T0 (s3 -s0) = (2421.04- 125.79)-303 (7.3524 -0.4369) 

= 199.85 kJ/kg 

(b) Maximum work per kg of steam entering the turbine 

ffl2 M3 
Wrcv = Y'1 - - '1'2- -'1'3 = 1057,48 -0.25 X 656.71- 0.75 X 199.85 

"'1 m1 

= 743.41 kJ/kg 

( c) (m:versibility 

I= TJ.w2 s2 + w3 s3 -w1 s,) -Q 

Ans. 

= 303 (ISO x 7.3115 +450>< 7.3424- 600 x 6.8481)-(- lOx 3600) 

= 303 (1096.73 + 3304.08 - 4108.86) = 36000 

= 124,460.85 kJ/h 

= 124.461 MJ/h = 124
·
461 

X 
103 

= 207.44 kJ/kg Ans. 
600 

Ezample 9.16 Determine the exergy of (a) 3 kg of water at I bar and 90°C, 
(b) 0.2 kg of steam at 4 MP a, 500°C and ( c) 0.4 kg of wet steam at 0.1 bar and 
0.85 quality, (d) 3 .kgofice at I bar- 10°C. Assume a dead state of I bar and 300 
K. 
So/uJion At the dead state of 1 bar, 300 K. 

Exergy of the system: 

u0 = 113.1 k.1/kg, 1,0 = 113.2 .kJ/kg K. 
v0 = O.OOIOOS m3/kg,.r0 = 0.395 k.1/kg 

, = m[(u + p0v- T0 s)- (u0 + p0v0 - T0 s0 )1 

Now, uo + Po'Oo - Toso= ho- Toso 
= 113.2 - 300 x 0.395 
=-5.3 k.1/kg 

I I 1 11 ! 11 11+ 
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(a) For water at I bar, 90°C 
U = 376.9 k.Jfkg, Ji= 377 kJfkg, V = 0.001035 m3fkg 
s = l.193 kl/kg K. 

Since 

Hence, 

p=po, 
u +p0v-To5 =u+pv-T0 s =lr-T0 :r 

"'377 - 300 X l.193 
= 19.J kJ/kg 

; "'3(19.1 - (- 5.3)] = 3 X 24.4 
= 73.2 kJ 

(b) At p = 4 MPa, t = S00°C 
II= 3099.8, h = 3446.3 kl/ltg, V"' 0.08637 m3Jltg 
s = 7.090 kJ/kgK 

u + p0v- To5 = 3099.8 + 100 x 0.08637- 300 x 7.090 
= 981.4 kJ/kg 

Ans. 

, = 0.2 [981.4 -(-5.3)J"' 197.34 kJ Ans. 
(c) At 0.1 bar, 0.85 quality, 

U = 192 + 0.85 X 2245 = 2100.25 kJ/kg 
h = 192 + 0.85 X 2392"' 2225.2 kl/kg 
s = 0.649 + 0.85 x 7.499 = 7.023 kJlltg K 
V = 0.001010 + 0.85 X )4.67 = 12.47 m3Jltg 

u + p0v-T0 f = 2100.25 + 100 x 12.47 - 300 x 7.023 

(d) Since p = p0 , 

At 100 kPa, - 10°C, 

= 1240.4 kJ/kg 
, = 0.4( 124-0.4 - (- 5.3 )) = 498.3 kJ Ans. 

I = U - U0 + pJ.,Y - Vo) - T0{S - S0) 

. ~ H - H0 - V(p - p0) - T0(S - So) 
· = m((h - 1,0)- T0(s - s0)] 

h = - 354.1 kJlltg ands= - 1.298 kJlltg K 
~-= 3[- 354. I - 113.2 - 300 (- 1.298 - 0.0395)) 

= 81.2 kJ. Ans. 

Example 9.17 A flow of hot water at 90°C is used to heat relatively cold water 
at 25°C to a temperature of 50°C in~ heat exchanger. The cold water flows at the 
rate of l kg/s. When the heat exchanger is operated in the parallel mode, the exit 
temperature of the hot water streau: must not be less than 60°C. In the counterflow 
operatfon, the exit temperature of hot water can be as low as 35°C. Compare the 
second law efficiency and the rate of exergy destruction in the two modes of 
operation. Take 70 = 300 K. 
Solution Given: th1 = 90°C, 'ci = 25°C, tc

1 
= 60°C, 

111 0 = I kg/s, T0 = 300 K. 

' " 
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The two modes of operation of ( a) parallel flow and (b) counterflow are shown 
in Fig. Ex. 9.17. 

- ~Ao 
(8) 

Fig. Ex. 9.17 

- Ao 
{b) 

In parallel flow mode (a), th
2 
= 60°C. Neglecting any heat loss, 

"'h ch(th1 -th1) = m, c.<tci - 'c,> 
,nh (90- 60) = 1c50 - 25) 

ti,h = 0.833 kg/s 
In counterflow mode, t112 = 3S°C, 

ti1h (90 - 35) = I (50 - 25) 

mb = ~ = 0.454 kg/s 
55 

Thus, the counterllow arrangement uses significantly less hot water. 
Assuming that the hot water stream on exit from the heat exchanger is simply 

dumped into the drain, the exergy flow rate of the hot water stream at entry is · 
considered as the exergy input rate to the process. 

an = mh((h1 - h0) - T0(s1 - s0)] 

At 300 Kor 27°C, h0 = 113.2 kJ/kg and s0 = 0.395 kJ/kg K 
At 90°C, ", = 376.92 kJ/kg, s, = I .1925 kJ/kgK 

Parallel flow: 
At60°c, 
At 2s0c, 
At so•c, 
Rate of exergy gain: 

or,= 0.833 [(376.92 - 113.2) -300 (l.1925 -0.395)) 
= 0.833 (263.72 - 239.25) = 20.38 kW 

112 = 25 I.I 3 kJ/kg, 
h3 = 104.89 kJ/kg, 

1,4 = 209.33 kJ/kg, 

S2 =- 0.8312 kJ/kg K 
S3 = 0.3674 kJ/kg K 
S4 = 0.7038 kJ/kg I( 
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= 1[(209.33 - 104.89)- 300(0.7038 - 0.3674)) 

= 104.44 - 100.92 = 3.52 kW 

( 11n) = 3.Sl = 0.172 or 17 .2% 
P 20.38 

Rate of exergy loss by hot water: 

.. m11[(/i1 - hi)- T0(s1 - si)) 
= 0.833 [(376.92 - 2Sl.13) - 300(1.1925 -0.8312)) 

= 0.833 (125.79 - 108.39) = 14.494 kW 

Rate of irreversibility or exergy destruction: 

= 14.494- 3.52 = 10.974 kW 
If the hot water stnam is not dumped to the drain, 

Counterflow: 

'1 = ...l:E... = 0.243 or 24.3% 
ll.l' 14.494 

At 35°C, lr2 - 146.68 kJ/kg, s2 = 0.5053 lcJ/kg K 

Ans. 

Rate of exergy gain of cold water= mb [(/r4 -/i3)-T0(s4 -,3)) = 3.52 kW 
(same u in parallel flow) 

Rate of exergy input (if exiting hot water is dumped to the swroundi.ngs) 

"'0.454 (263.72 - 239.25) = 11.11 kW 

17 = 3·52 
= 0.3168 or 31.68% 

U,C 11.IJ 

Rate of exergy loss of hot water: 

= mb((/i1 - /ii)- T0{s1 -sz)) 
- 0.454 [(376.92 - 146.68)- 300(1.1925 -O.SOS3)) 

= 0.454 (230.24- 206.16) = 10.94 kW 

7firc= 3·52 =0.3217or32.17% 
· 10.94 

Ans. 

Rate of irreversibility or exergy destruction: 

= 10.94- 3.52 = 7.42 kW Ans. 

The second law efficiency for the counterflow· arrangement is significantly 
higher and the rate of irreversibility is substantially lower compared to the 
pa.rullel flow arrangement. 

Example 9.18 A small geothennal well in. a remote desert. area produces 
SO kg/h of saturated steam vapour at I S0°C. The envirorunent temperature is 
45°C. This geothennal steam will be suitably used to produce cooling for homes 
at 23°C. The steam will emerge from this system as saturated liquid at I atm. 
Estimate the maximum cooling rate that could be provided by such a system. 

I I !I !! I 
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Solution The energy balance of the control volume as shown in Fig. Ex. 9.18 
gives: 

The entropy balance is: 

Sl"D = [ ~: + W S1 ]-[ f + ~ S1 ] 

where Tis the temperature maintained in the homes. 

T=296K 

To=218K 

(a) 

Fig. Ell:. 9.18 

Solving for Q, 

s 
(bl 

. w[(h1 -T~1)-("1-T~2))-foSP 
Q = -------------''--

(To/T)-1 

By second law, SP> 0. . 
Therefore, for a given discharge state 2, the maxi.mum Q would be 

· _ w(h, -bi) 
Q,_ - (Totn-1 

State-1: T1 = I S0°C = 423 K, saturated vapour 
111 = 2746.4 U/kg 
s1 = 6.8387 U/kg K 

State-2: 11 - 100°C = 373 K. saturated liquid 
h2 = 419.0 kJ/kg 
'2 = 1.3071 Id/kg I( 

. So,since T0 =318 K. 
h, = h, -T&S, = 2746.4- 318 x 6.83S7 

= S7l.7 ld.lkg 
b2 = lt2-Tor2 = 419.0- 318 x 1.3071 = 3.3 ld.lkg 

Q = SOX (S7l.7 - 3.3) = 3.82 X lOs U/h 
nm (318/296) - l 

= 106kW 
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.REVJEW QUESTIONS 

9. I What is a pure substance? 
9.2 What are saturation states? 
9.3 What do you understand by triple point'? 

Give the pressure·and temperature of water at its triple point. 
9 .4 What is the critical state? Explain the tenns critical pressure, critical tcmperarurc 

and critical volume of water? 
9.5 What is normal boiling point. 
9.6 Draw the phase equilibrium diagram on p-v coordinates for a substance which 

shrinks in volume on meliing and then for a substance which expands in volume 
on melting. Indicate thereon the relevant constant property lines. 

9.7 Draw the phase equilibrium diagram for a pure substance on p-T coordinates. 
Why does the fusion line for water have negative slope'! 

9.8 Draw the phase equilibrium diagram for a pure substance on T- s plot with 
relevant constant propcny lines. 

9.9 Draw the phase equilibrium diagram for a pure substance on h-s plot with 
relevant constant propcr1y lines. 

9.10 Why do the isobars on Mollier diagram diverge from one another? 
9.11 Why do isotherms on Mollier diagram become horizontal in the superheated 

region at low pressures? 
9.12 What do you understand by the degree of superheat and the degree of subcooling'l 
9.13 What is qu11liry of steam? What are the different mclhods of measurement of 

quality? 
9 .14 Why cannot a throttling calorimeter meas we the quality if the steam is very wet? 

How is the quality measiued then? 
9.15 What is the principle of operation of an electrical calorimeter? 

PROBLEMS 

9.1 Complete the following table of properties for 1 kg of water (liquid, vapour 
or mixture). 

p I 

{ba,1 ('CJ 

(a) 35 
(b) 
(c) 212.42 
(d) I 
(c) 10 320 
(f) 5 
(g) 4 
(h) 500 
(i) 20 
(i) 15 

V 

(11llkg) 
.r S11per-

("A,) heat (0 lJ 
25.22 

0.001044 
90 

0.4646 
0.4400 

50 

h 
(k.Jlkg) 

419.04 

3445.3 

I I +j+ ;,, 

s 
(k.J/kg K) 

6.104 

7.2690 

Malcria 
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9.2 (a) A rigid ve-1 of volume 0.86 m3 contains I kg of steam at a pressure of 
2 bar. Evaluate the specific volume, 1emper.iturc, dryness frnciion, internal 
energy. enthalpy, and entropy of steam. 

(b) The steam is heated to raise its temperature to I 50°C. Show the process on a 
sketch of the p-u diagram, and cvaluar.e 1he prcssu~. increase in e111halpy, 
increase in intemal energy. increase in ent.ropy of steam, and Ille heat 
nuns fer. Evaluate also the pressure at which the steam becomes cby 
saturated. 

Ans. (a) 0.86 m3/lcg, 120.23°C, 0.97, 2468.54 kJ!\g, 
2640.54 kJlkg, 6.9592 kJ/kg K 

(b) 2.3 bar, 126 k.J/kg, 106.6 kJikg, 0.2598 k.J/kg K. 106.6 kJ/K 
9.3 Ten kg of water at45°C is heated al a constant pressure of 10 bar until it becomes 

supemeated vapour at 300°C. Find the changes in volume, enthalpy, internal 

9.4 

energy and e111ropy. 
A111. 2.569 m3

• 28627.5 kJ, 26047.6 kJ, 64.842 ld/K 
Water at 40°C is co01 iouously sprayed into a pipeline carrying 5 tonnes of steam 
at S bar, 300°C per hour. At a section downstream wile.re the pres~'Ure is 3 bar, 
the quality is to be 95%,. Find the rate of water spr,1y in kg/h. 

Ans. 912.67 kg/h 
9.5 A r.igid vessel contains I kg of a mixture of saturated water and saturated steam 

at a pressure of 0.15 MPa. When the mixture is heated, the state passes through 
lhe critical point. De.termine (a) the volume ofvesscl (b) the mass of liquid and 
of vapour in the vessel initially. (c) ihc temperature of the mixture when tbe 
pres.sure has risen to 3 MPa, and (d) the heat transfer required to produce the final 
state (c). 

Ans. (a) 0.003155 m3, (b) 0.9982 kg, 0.0018 kg, 
(c) 233.9°C, (d) 581.46 kJ/kg 

9.6 A rigid closed tank of volume 3 m3 contains 5 kg of wet steam at a pressure of 
200 kPu. The tank is heated until the steam bec.omes dry saturated. Detemiine the 
fioal pressure and lhe beat transfer 10 the tank. 

Am. 304 kPa, 3346 kJ 
9.7 Steam flows through a small turbine at the race of 5000 kg.' h entering at I 5 bar, 

300°C and leaving ai 0.1 bar with 4% moisture. The steam enters at 80 mis at a 
point 3 m above the discharge and leaves at 40 mis. Compute the shaft power 
assuming that the device is adiabatic but considering kinetic and potential energy 
changes. How mucb error would be made if li1ese terms were neglecied'l 
Cakulale the diameters of the inlet and discharge tubes. 

hu. 765.6 kW, 0.44%, 6.11 cm, 78.9 cm 
9.8 A sample of steam from a boiler drum at 3 MPa is put through a throtding 

calorimeter in which the pre.~sure and temperature are. found to be 0.1 MPa, 
12o•c. Find the quality of the sample taken from the boiler. 

Ans. 0.951 
9.9 It is desired to measure the quality of wet steun at 0.5 MP~. The quality of sceam 

i., expected 10 be not more thu 0.9. 
(a} E.ilplain why a throttling calorimeter to atmospheric pmssurc will not serve 

the pu,pose. 
(b} Will the use of a s.t'J)anJting calorimeter. ahead of the throttling calorimeter, 

serve the pwpose, if at best 5 C dcgn:e of supcrlicat is desirable at the end of 

.. , 
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throttling? What is the minimum dryness fraction. required at the exit of the 
separating calorimeter 1o satisfy tbls condition? 

9.10 The following observations were recorded in an experiment with a combined 
separating and throttling calorimeter: 
Pressure in the Sl'eam main -IS bar 
Mass of water drained from the separator-0.55 q 
Mass of steam condensed after passing through the throttle valve -4.20 kg 
Pressu,e and temperature after throttling-I bar, 120°C 
Evaluate the dryness fraction of the steam in the main, and state with reasons, 
whether the throttling calorimeter alone could have been used for th.is test. 

Ans. 0.8S . 
9.11 Steam from an engine exhaust at 1.25 bar flows steadily through an eleciric 

calorimeter and comes out at l bar, I 30"C. The calorimeter has two l lr:W heaten · 
and the flow is mcasoled to be 3.4 kg in S min. Find the quality in the engine 
exhaust. For the same mass flow and pressures, what is the maximum moisture 
that can be detennined if the outlet temperature is at least IOS°C? 

A,u. 0.944, 0.921 
· 9. 12 SiWn expands iseniropically in. a no.z:zle l'rom l MPa. 250°C to 10 kPa. The 

steam flow rate is I lcg/s. Find ihe velocity of sieam at the exii from the nozzle, 
and the exit area of the nozzle. Neglect the velocity of steam at the inlet to the 
nome. 

The exhaust steam from the nozzle flows into a condenser and flows out as 
saturated water. The cooling water enters the condenser at 2S°C and leaves at 
3S°C . .Determine the mass flow rate of cooling water. 

A.ns. 1224 mis. 0.0101 m2
, 47.81 kg/s 

9.13 A reversible polytropic process, begins with steam atp1 - 10 bar,r1 a 200°C, and 
ends with p 2 ~ I bar. The exponent n has the value I.I 5. Find the final specific 
volume, the final tempera!~, and the heat transferred per kg of fluid. 

9.14 Two strca.ms ofstcam, one at 2 MPa. 300°C and the other at 2 MPa, 400°C. mix 
in a steady •flow adiabatic process. The rates of flow of the two streams arc 
3 leg/min and 2 kg/min respectively. Evaluate the final tempe.rature of the 
emerging stream, if there is oo pressure drop due 10 the mixing process. What 
would be the rate of incxe85e in the entropy of the univer.ie? This stream witb a 
negligible velocity now expands adiabatically in a nozzle to a pressure of I kPa. 
Determine the e1tit velocity of the stream aod the e,d1 area of the nozzle. 

An.r. 340°C, 0.042 kJ/K min, l 530 .mis, 53, 77 cm2 

9.15 Boilerstcam at 8 bar, 250°C, ieaohes the engine control valve through a pipeline 
at 7 bar, 200°C. It is ihroitled to S bar before expanding in the engine to 0.1 bar, 
0.9 dry. Detennine per kg of steam (a) the heat loss in tl1e pipeline, (b) the 
temperatun: drop in passing through the throltle valve, (c) the work. output of the 
engine, (d} the entropy change due to throttling and (e) the entropy change in 
pas.sing through the engine. 

Ans. (a) 105.3 kJ/kg, (b) s•c, (c) 499.35 kJl\g, 
(d} 0.1433 kJ/kg K, (e) 0.3657 kJ/kg K 

9.16 Tank.A (Fig. P9.16) hasavolumeof0.I m3 andcontainssteamat200°C, IO"/o 
liquid and 900A. vapour by volwne, While tank .8 is evacuated. The valve is then 
opened, and the tanks evenrually come to the same pressure, which is found to be 
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Fig. P 9.16 

4 bar. During INS process, heat is lrlln5fumi such that I.be su:am n:mains at 
2oo•c. What iJ the volume of Wik B'l 

Ans. 4.89 m3 

9.17 Calculate lhe amount of heal which en1t:rs OT leaves l kg of steam initially at 
0.5 MPa and 250°C, when it undergoes the following processes: 
(a) It is conli.ned by a piston in a cylinder and i.~ compressed to I MPa and 

300°C as the piston docs 200 Ju of work on the steam. 
(b) .It passes in steady :flow through ·a device and leaves .it I MP.i and 300°C 

while, per kg of steam flowing through it, a shaft puts in 200 kJ of wotk. 
Changes in K.E. and P.E. aN negligible. 

(c) It nows into an evacuated rigid container from a large source which is 
maintained at the initial condition of the steam. Then 200 kJ of shaft work is 
transferred to the steam, so that its final condition is I MPa and 300°C. 

Ans. (a)- 130 kJ.(b)- 109 kJ, and (c)- 367 kJ 
9.18 A sample of wet steam from a steam main flows steadiJy lhrougb a pa11Jally open 

valve into a pipeline in which is fitted an electric coil. The valve and the pipeline 
are well insulated. The steam mass now rates 0.008 kg/s while the coil takes 
3.91 ampc:~ at 230 volts. The main pressure is 4 bar, and lhe pressim: and 
temperature of the steam downstream of !he coil are 2 bar and I 60°C respec
tively. Steam velocities may be assumed to be negligible . . 
(a) Evaluate the quality of steam in the main. 
(b) State, with rusoDJ, whether an insulated throttling calorimet« could be 

u,cd fin INS b:St. 
Ans. (a) 0.97, (b) not suitable 

9.l 9 Two insulated tanks. A and 8, are connected by a valve. Tank A ha.~ a volwne of 
0.70 m3 and contains steam al 1.5 bar. 200°C. Tank B has a volume of0.35 m) 
and contains steam al 6 bar with a quality of90%. The valve is then opened, and 
the two lanks come to a uniform state. If there is no heai transfer during the 
process, what is the final pressure? Compute the entropy change of the universe. 

Ans. 322.6 kPa, 0.1985 k.J/K 
9 . .20 A spherical aluminium vessel has an inside 1iameter of 0.3 m and a 0.62 cm 

thick wall. The vessel contains water at 25°C with a quality of 1%. The vessel is 
then heated untB the water ioside is saturated vapow:. Considering the ves:,el and 
waler together as a system, calculate the heat transfer during ibis process. The 
density of aluminium is 2. 7 g/cmJ and its specific heat is 0.896 Ju/kg K. 

A11s. 2682.82 kJ 
9.21 Steam at IO bar, 250°C flowing with negligible velocity at the rate of 3 kg/min 

mixes adiabatically with steam al 10 Bar, 0.75 quality, flowing also with 
negligible velocity al the rate of ~ kg/min. The combined stream of steam is 
throttled to 5 bar and then expanded isentropicaUy in a nozzle to 2 bar. Determine 
(a) the state of steam ancr mixing, (b) the steam after throttling, (c) the increase 
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in entropy due 10 throttling, ( d) the velocity of sieam at the exit from the nozzle, 
and (c) the e:i1it area of lhe nozzle. Neglect the K.E. of steam at the inlel lO the 
nozzle. 

Ans. fa) 10 bar. 0.975 d.ry, (b) 5 bar, 0.894 d,y. 
(c) 0.2669 kJ/kg K. (d) 540 mis, (e) 1.864 cm2 

9.22 S1eam of 65 bar, 400°C leaves 1he boiler to enter II steam tu.rbinc fitted with a 
throule govcmor. Al a reduced load, a.~ the govemor takes action, the pressure of 
steam is reduc<.'<I to 59 bar by throttling before ii is admitted to the turbine. 
Evaluate the availabilities of steam before and after the throttl ing process and the 
irreversibility due to it. 

9.23 A mass of wet steam at temperature I 65°C is expanded at constant quali1y 0.8 to 
pressure 3 bar. It is then heated al constanl pressure 10 a degree of superheat of 
66.5°C. Find the enthalpy and entropy changes during eKpansion and during 
heating. Draw the T- s and Ir-.• diagrams. 

A11s. - 59 kJ/kg, 0.163 kJ/\g K during expansion and 676 kJllcg. 
1.588 kJ/kg K during heating 

9 .24 Steam enters a turbine at a pressure of 100 bar and a 1emperaiure of 400°C. Ai 
the c,o:it. of the turbine the pressure is I bar and the entropy is 0.6 J/g K greater 
than that ai inlet. The process is adiabatic and changes ln KE and PE may be 
neglected. Find the work done by the steam in J/g. What is the mass flow rate of 
ste-am required to proouce a power output of l kW? 

.far. 62.5 Jig. 1.6 lrg/s 
9 .25 One kg of steam in a closed system undergoes a thennodynamic cycle composed 

the following reversible processes: (1- 2) The steam initially at 10 bar, 40% 
quality is heated at constant volume until the pressure rises to 35 bar; (2-3). It is 
then expanded isothermally to 10 bar: (3-1) Jt is finally cooled. at constant 
pressure bac.k to its initial staie. Sketch the cycle on T-s coordinates, and 
calculate the work done, the heat transferred. and the change of entropy for each 
of the three processes. What is the thennal efficiency of the cycle? 

.4,u. O; 1364 kJ; 2.781 kJ/K, 367.5 kJ; 404.6 kJ; 0.639 kJ/K; 
- 209.1 kJ; - 1611 kJ; - 3.419 kJ/K 8.93% 

9 .26 Detennine the excrgy per unit mass for the steady flow of each of the following: 
(al steam at 1.5 MPa, soo•c 
(b) air at 1.5 MPa, 500°C 
(c) water at 4 MPa. 300 K 
(d) air at 4 MPa, 300 K 
(e) air at 1.5 MPa, 300K 

A11s. (a) 1220 kJ/kg, (b) 424 kJ/kg, (c) 3.85 kJ/kg; 
(d) 316 kJ/kg. (el 232 kJ/lcg 

9.27 A liquid (cp = 6 kJ/lcg K) is heated ai an appro:i1imately constant pressure from 
298 K to 90°C by passing it through tubes immersea in a furnace. The mass now 
rate is 0.2 kgls. Detennine (a) the heating load in kW. (b) the exergy production 
rate in kW corresponding to the temperature rise of the fluid. 

Ans. (a) 78 kW, (b) 7.44 kW 
9.28 A Oow of hot water at 80°C is used to heat cold water from 20°C to 4S°C in a 

heat exchanger. The cold water flows at the rate of 2 kg/s. When operated in 
parallel mode. the exit temperature of hot water stream cannot be less than 55°C, 
while. in the counterflow mode. it can be as low as 30°C. Assuming the 
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surroundings are at 300 K. compare the second law efficiencies for the two modes 
of operation. 

9.29 Water at 90°C is nowing in a pipe. The pressure of the water is 3 bar, the mass 
flow rate is IO kg/s. the velocity is 0.5 mis and the elevation of the pipe is 200 m 
above the exit plane of the pipeline (ground level). Compute (a) the thermal 
exergy flux. (b) die pressure exergy flu,t, (c) the exergy flux from KE, (d) the 
exergy nux from PE, (e) total exergy flux of the stream. 

Ans, (a) 260 kW. (b)2.07kW, (c) 1.25 x 10- l kW, 
(d) 19.6 kW, (c) 282 kW 

9.30 A cylinder fitted with a piston contains 2 kg steam at 500 kPa, 400°C. Find the 
entropy change and the work done when the steam expands to a final pressure of 
200 kPa in each of the following ways: (a) adiabatically and reversibly, 
(b) adiabatically and irreversibly to an equilibrium temperature of300°C. 

Am. (a) O. 386.7 kJ, (b) 0.1976 kJ/K. 309.4 kJ 
9.31 Steam expands isentropically in a nozzle from I MPa, 250°C to IO kPa. The 

steam flow rate is l kg/s. Neglecting the KE of steam at inlet to the nozzle. find 
the velocity of steam at exit from the nozzle and the exit area of the nozzle. 

Ans. 1223 mis, 100 cm2 

9.32 Hot helium gas at 800°C is supplied 10 a steam generator and. is cooled to 450°C 
while serving as a heat source for the generation of steam. Water enters the steam 
generator at 200 bar, 250°C and leaves as superheated steam at 200 bar. 500°C. 
The temperature of the surroundings is 27°C. For I kg helium. detem1ine (a) the 
maximum work that could be produced by the heat removed from belium, (b) the 
mass of steam generated per kg of helium, (c) lbeaclual work done in the steam 
cycle per kg of helium. {d) the net change for entropy of the universe. and (c) the 
irreversibiliiy. Take the average cP for helium as 5.1926 kJ/kg Kand the 
properties of water at inlet to the steam generator as those of saturated water al 
2so0c. 

Am. (a) 1202.4 kJ/kg He, (b) 0.844 kg H20/lcg He (c) 969.9 kJfkg He, 
{d) 0.77S k.J/(kg He-K), (e) 232.S k.J/kg He 
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Properties of. Gases and 
Gas Mixtures · 

10.1 Avogadro's Law 

A mole of a substance has a mass nwnerically equal to the molecular weight of 
the substance. 

One g mo) of oxygen has a mass of 32 g, I kgmol of oxygen lills a mass of 
32 kg, I kgmol of nitrogen has a mass of28 kg, and so on. 

Avogadro's law states that the volume of a g mol of all.gases at the pressure of 
760 mm Hg and temperature of 0°C is the same, and is equal to 22.4 litres. 
Therefore, I gmol ofapshasa volumeof22.4x 103cm3 and 1 kgmoleofagas 
has a volume of22.4 m at normal temperature and pressure (N.T.P.). 

For a cer1ain gas, if. m is its mass in kg, and µ its molecular weight, then the 
number ofkg moles of the gas, n, would be given by 

n= m kg = .!!!.. kgmoles 
µ__!L_ µ 

kgmol 
The molar volume, ti, is given by 

ti= L m3/kg mol 
n 

where Vis the total volume of the gas in m3. 

10.2 Equation of State of a Gas 

The functional relationship among the proper1ies, pressure p, molar or specific 
volume v, and temperature T, is known as an equation of state, which may be 
expressed in the fonn, 

f(p, V, T) = 0 

' I ' 'I 
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If two of these properties of a gas are known; the third can be evaluated from 
the equation of state. 

It was discussed in Chapter 2 that gas is ;the best-behaved thennometric 
substance because of the fact that the ratio ;of pressure p of a gas at any 
temperature to pressure p, of the same gas at ~he triple point, as both p and Pi 
approach zero, approaches a value independen~ofthe nature ofthe gas. The ideal 
gas temperature T of the system at whose temt,erature the gas exerts pressure p 

. (Article 2.5) was defined as 

,-t T=273.16 Jim _p_ 
Pt--+0 Pt 

(Const. JI) 

T = 273.16 lim .!::. (Cons1. p) 
Pp--+0 JI; 

The relation betwecnpv and p or a gas may be expressed t,y means of a power 
series of the form 

J1V =Ap + B'p + Cp1 + ... ) (IO.I) 

where A, B', C, etc., depend on the temperarure and narure ofthe gas. 

A fundamental property of gases is that/ lim (pv) is independent of1he nature . . ,, .... o 
of the gas and depends only on T. This is shown in Fig. JO.I, where the productpv 
is plotted against p for four different gases in the bulb (nitrogen, air, hydrogen, 
and oxygen) at the boiling point of sulphur, at steam point aud at the triple point 
of water. In each case, it is seen that asp~ O,JYV approaches the same value for 
all gases at the same temperature. From Eq. (JO.I) 

limpv=A 
p->0 

Therefore;1he constant A is a functioa oft.emperatu.e only and independent of 
Che natw"e of Che gas. 

Jim .£.(Const. JI) = lim Pr = .1im pv = ~ 
Pi Pt r hm (pv)1 ~ 

lim l:'...(Conslp) = lim ~ = lim pv - ~ 
v; pV, lim (pv), Ai 

The ideal gas temperature T, is thus 

T= 273.16 Jim P!!_ 
lim(pv)1 

lim (pv) = [ Jim (pv), Jr 
273.16 

The term within bracket is called theunive,·sal gas constalll and is denoted by 

R. Thus 

ii= lim (rn,), 
273.16 

(I0.2) 
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lim (pv) = 58.9 litre atm/gmol 
p _,.. o sulphur ~ot 

---,.. p,alm 
(8) 

fim (pv) = 30.62 lilte atm/gmof 

p ....... o ~ H2 

~~-E-~--~::==::=:=::=N2 F Air 
02 

~ 30 

'---'-~-'---..1.~-'---'~-'--~'---L--l 
0 10 20 30 40 

__,._ p,atm 
(b) 

i 23[ " O> 

J t 22 

lim (pv)1 = 22.42 li119 atmlgmof 

> c:. 21 

20 .___._~·'--_._~1---L__.~I~-'-~'----' 
0 10 20 30 40 

___,,. p,atm 
{c) 

Fig. 10.1 For any gos lim (pP}r is i11dtptndtnt of Iii, naturt of tht 
p ... o 

gas aNl depmdJ only on T 

The value obtained for Jim (pv), is 22.4 litre-atm 
p-+0 gmol 

R = 22.4 = 0_083 litre-atm 
273.16 gmol K 

The equation of state of a gas is thus 

lim pv .. RT 
p~O 

where v is the molar volume. 

I I ,, II I 

( 10.3) 
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10.3 Ideal Gaa 

A hypothetical gas which obeys the law pv 
temperatures is called in ideal gas. 

R T at all pressures and .... · 

Real gases do not c.onfonn to this equation of stat.e with complete accuracy. As 
p -+ 0, or T-+ oo, the real gas approaches the ideal gas behaviour. In the equation 
pv = RT, as T-+ 0, i.e., t -t - 273. J 5°C, if v remains constant, p --, 0, or if p 
remains constant, ii -+ O. Since negative volume or negative pressure is 
inconceivable, the lowest possible temperature is OK or - 273.15°C. T is, 
therefore, known as the absolute temperature. 

There is no permaneul or perfect gas. At atmospheric condition only, these 
gases exist in the gaseous state. They are subject to liquefication or solidification, 
as the temperatures and pressures are sufficiently lowered. 

From Avogadro's law, when p = 760 mm Hg = 1.013 x )05 N/m2, T = 
273 .15 K, and v = 22.4 m' /kgmol 

R = 1.013 x 10s x 22.4 
273.15 

= 8314.3 Nmlkgmol K 
= 8.3143 kJ/kgmol K 

Since ti = Vin, where Vis the total volume and n the number of moles of the 
gas, the equation of state for an ideal gas may be written as 

Also 
m 

n=-
µ 

whereµ is the molecular weight 

pV=m)i. ·T 
µ 

or 

where 

For oxygen. e.g., 

For air, 

pV=mRT 

R = characteristic gas constant = R 
µ 

Ro1 = 83143 = 0.2598 kJ/kg K 
32 

R. = 8.3143 = 0.287 kJ/k K 
llf 28.96 g 

There me 6.023 x 1023 molecu!es in a g mol of a substance. 
This is known es Avogadro's number (A). 

A ""6.023 x 1<>26 moleculcs/kgmol 

(10.4) 

(10.S) 

(10.6) 
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or 

Inn kg moles of gas, the total numberofmolecules, N, are 
N=n.A. 
n=NIA 

pV=NR T 
A 

=NKT 
where K = Boltzmann constant 

(10.7) 

= R = 8314·3 = 1.38 x 10-23 J/molecule K 
A 6.023 X 1026 

Therefore, the equation of state of an ideal gas is given by 
pV=mRT 

=nRT 
=NKT 

10.3.1 Spedfk Heats, lrttemal Eurg,, and Enthalpy 
of 011 ltkal Gas 

An ideal gas not only satisfies the equation of state pv = RT, but its specific heats 
are constant also. For real gases, the,se vary appreciably with temperature, and 
little wilh pressure. 

or 

or 

The properties of a substance are related by 
Tds = du + pdr, 

ds= du +E.dv 
T T 

The internal energy u is assumed to be a functi.on of Tand v, i.e. 
u =f(T, v) 

du=(!; )v dT+( !: t dv 

From Eqs (10.8) and (10.9) 

ds = 1.(E!.) dT + 1.[( du) + p]dv rarv r atlT 

Again, let 
s-f(T, v) 

ds = (~) dT +(!!.) dv ar V av T 

Comparing Eqs (10.10) and (10.11) 

I I I! 

(10.8) 

(10.9) 

(10.10) 

(10.11) 

(J 0.12) 

II I 
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Differentiating Eq. (10.12) with respect to v when Tis constant 

d2s 1 a2u 
dTdv =r aTdv 

Differentiating Eq. (10.13) with respect to Twhen v is constant 

d
2
s I d

2
u I (dp) I (d") _..f!_ 

at1aT T avdT + T dT " T2 dv 1 fl 
From Eqs {10.14) and (10.15) 

-=333 

(10.13) 

(10.14) 

(10.IS) 

I d2
u _ I d2

u + l ( dp ) l (du) p 
r ar.av r av·dT r ar V r ;n, 1 r 2 

or (au) +p=r(dp) (10.16) 
av T ar V 

For an ideal gas 

[JfJ=RT 

v( dp) =R 
dT V 

(!~ )v .. = =; (10.17) 

From Eqs (10.16) and (10.17) 

(du) =O 
dV T 

(10.18) 

Therefore, u does not change when v changes at constant temperature. 

Similarly, if u .. f(T, p), it can be shown that ( :; t = 0. Therefore, u does 

not change with p either, when T remains constant. 
u does not change unless T changes. 

Then u == I (T) (10.19) 

only for an ideal gas. This is known asJ011le 'slaw. 

If u = /(T, t1) 

di.I = ( du ) dT + ( du ) dv 
dT v dv T 

Since the last tenn is zero by Eq. (I 0.18), and by definition 

! ,, " ' 
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c ""(dll) • dT , V 

du= c.,d.T (10.20) 

The equation du "' Cv dT holds good for an ideal gas for any process, whereas 
for any other substance it is true for a constant volume process only. 

Since c. is constant for an ideal gas, 

llu = cv llT 

The enthalpy of any substance is given by 
h=u+pv 

For an ideal gas 

Therefore 

· only for an ideal gas 
Now 

Since R is a constant 

II= u+RT 

"=f(n 

d/1 =du+ RdT 

6/1=6u+R6T 

"'Cv llT + RllT 
=(cv + R)i1T 

Since h is a function of T only, and by definition 

C =(~) P dT 
p 

dh =cpdT 
or llJt = cp t.T 

From Eqs (10.22) and (10.23) 

Cp =cv+ R 

(10.21) 

(10.22) 

(10.23) 
(10.24) 

or c, - Cv = R (10.25) 

The Eq. d/1 00 cP dTh.olds good for an ideal gas, even when pressure changes, 
but for any other substance, this is true only for a constant pressure chan.ge. 

The ratio of c pie, is of importance in ideal gas computations, and is designated 
by the symbol y. i.e. 

or 

From Eq. (10.25) 

(y- l)c.=R 

• I ••, 11! I !I I 
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Cv = r ~ I I kJ/kg K 

C = --1..!i_ 
p r-1 

If R = i issubstituted in Eq. (10.26) µ . 
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{10.26) 

Cv = l'Cv = (cy)mo1 = R ) 
1 :_I kJ/(kgmol)(K) (10.27) 

c = µc = (c \ 1 = .1!}_ 
and 

P P plmo y-1 
cv and cP arc the molar or mo/.(l/ specific !teats at constant volume and at constant 
pressure respectively. 

It can be shown by the classical kinetic theory of gases that the values of r 
are 5/3 for monatomic gases and 7 /5 for diatomic gases. When the gas molecule 
coocain.s more than two atoms (i.e. for polyatomic gases) the value of ymay 
be taken approximately as 4/3. The minimum value of r is thus l and the 
maximwn is 1.67. 

The value of y thus depends only on the molecular structure of the gas, i.e., 
whether the gas is monatomic, diatomic or polyatomic having one, two or more 
atoms in a molecule. It may be noted that cp and cv of an ideal gas depend only on 
r and R, i.e., the number of atoms in a molecule and the molecular weight of the 
gas. They are independent of temperature or pressure of the gas. 

10.3.2 Entropy Chan,e of an Iual Gas 

From the general property relations 

Tels = d.at + pdv 
Td, - dh -vdp 

and for an ideal ga.c;, du= c. dT, dh"' cl' dT, and pv-= RT, the entropy change 
between any two states I and 2 may be computed as given below 

d.v= du+ .f.dv 
T T 

=c dT + Rdv 
V T ti 

Ti V2 s2 -s1 = cv In - + R In -
7i v, (I0.28) 

Also ds = dlr - ~dp 
T T 
dT dp 

=c--R-
P T p 

Iii I, 
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or T, P2 
82 -s1 ""C In_._ -R In -

p 7j Pi 
(10.29) 

Since R = cP - c.,, Eq. ( 10.29) may be written as 

s2-s,=cptnli-cpln Pi +cvln Pi 
7j P1 Pt 

V2 P2 or .r2-s1=cpln-+cvln- (10.30) 
01 P1 

Any one of the three Eqs (10.28), (10.29), and (10.30), may be used for 
computing the entropy change between any two states of an ideal gas. 

10.J.3 Rnersible .A.diaiatk Proeess 

The general property relations for an ideal gas may be written as 

1lir = du + pdr, - cv dT + pdv 

ond Tds "" dh - t,dp.., cp dT - t1dp 

For a reversible adiabatic change, ds = 0 

c,,dT=-pdr, 

and cpdT-tld,p 

By division 

cP vdp --r .. ---
c,, pdv 

or dp +r~ .. o 
p r, 

or d (lnp) + yd(ln v) = d On c) 

where c is a constant. 
lnp+ylnv=Jnc 

prl-c 

Between any two states 1 and 2 

Pi vT•Pl vl 

or 

For an ideal gas 

pv= RT 

From Eq. (10.33) 

(10.31) 
(10.32) 

(10.33) 

I !I It I 
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c•tf'l',v ""RT 

c·v1-'l'.,.RT 
n,1-1 =constant 
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(10.34) 

Between any two states I and 2, for a reversible adiabatic process in the case 
of an ideal gas 

or ( )

y-1 
1i = ~ 
7j V2 

Similarly, substituting from Eq. (10.33) 

v = ( ; f Y in the equation pv = RT 

p·~=RT 
plly 

p•-wi; ·c' = R.T 
r.(1-y)rf = constant p 

Between any two states l and 2 
T iPf1-wY = T2pp-m 

T, ( )(y-1)/y 
....1.. = .!!1.. 
1j Pt 

(10.35) 

(10.36} 

(10.37) 

Equations (I 0.33). ( 10.34), end ( 10.36) give the relations amongp, v, and Tin 
a reversible adiabatic process for an ideal gas. 

The internal energy change of an ideal gas for a reversible adiabatic process 
is given by 

71ir =du+ pdv = 0 
2 l 2 

or J du""- J pdv=- J~dv 
I I IV 

where prJ = P1Vl = P2V/ = C 

vtr - -o:-'t _ P2'DJ ·vtY - P1fJl ·o:-'t u2 -u1=c r-1 - r-1 
= P2V2 - P1fJ1 

r-1 
= R(T2 - 7j) = R1j ( T2 _ t) 

r-1 r-1 i; 

= .Ei_[( P2 )Y-ll'r -1] 
y-1 Pi 

( 10.38) 

I 11 II I 
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The enthalpy cha.age of an ideal gas for a revusible adiabatic process may be 
similarly derived. 

Tds = dh - Vdi, = 0 

or 
2 2 2 1,y 

f dh=f vdp =J ~dp 
P

lly 
I I I 

where P1VI"' P2Vl = C 

or 

h2 - lr1 = _r_c1"{p41-1)'J - pf'-•'>'rJ r-1 

[( )

(y-1 )/Y ] 

= y ~ 1 (p,vrty ·(p1)<Y-l)I'/ ~ -1 

[( )

()'-11/1 ] = YP1V1 P2 -l 
Y-1 P, 

= r R1j [(.!!1.)<1-1111 -l] 
r-1 Pi . 

(10.39) 

The work done by an ideal gas in a reversible adiabatic process is given by 

(f Q "' dU"' (f W ... o 

i.e. work is done at the expense of the internal energy. 
W1_2 = U1 - U2 = m (u1 - 11:J 

= m(p1v1 - p2v2 ) = mR(7; - 72) = mR7; I- J!J_ 
[ ( )

IY-l)1y] 

r-1 r-1 r-1 Pi 
(10.40) 

where mis the mass of gas. 
Jn a steady flow process, where both flow work and e,ctemal work are 

involved, we have from S.F.E.E., 

v2 rR<1i -Ti> W. + .1- + g~= 111 -112 = i: (Ti - T2) = -'--""""""'--=---
x 2 p r-1 

(10.41) 

( 10.42) 
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10.3.4 Rnersil>lt Isothermal Process 

Wbm at1 ideal gas of mass m undergoes a reversible isothermal process from 
awe I to state 2, the work done is given by 

or 

2 v; 
Jaw= J pdV 
I v1 

v; mRT V2 W1_2 = J--dV=mRTln-
v1 Y Yi 

=mRTln ii. 
P2 

The heat transfer involved in the process 
Q,_2 = U2 - u, + w,-2 

= W1_2 = mRT In V :/1'1 = 1lS2 - S1) 

10.3.5 Pol1tropic Prom.s 

(10.43) 

(10.44) 

An equation of the form pt/' = constant, where n is a constant can be used 
approximately to describe many processes which occur in practice. Such a 
process is called a polytropic process. It is not adiabatic, but it can be reversible. 
It may be note<! that r is a property of the gas, whereas n is not. The value of n 
depends upon the process. It is possible to find the value of n which more or less 
fits the experimental results. For two states on the process1 

P1Vf = P2Vf (10.45) 

or ( :: r = ;: 

n = logp, - logp2 (10.46} 
log 1:12 - log v1 

For known values of p1, p2, v1 and v2, n can be estimated ftom the above 
relation. 

Two other relations of a polytropic process, corresponding to Eqs (10.35) and 
{10.37), are 

1i -(.£l)n-1 
7j V2 

(10.47) 

r. ( )n-1/Q 
_L = Pz 
7i P1 

(10.48) 

(i) Entropy Change in a Polytropic Process Jn a reversible adiabatic 
process, the entropy remains constant. But in a reversible polytropic process, the 

I• !!I I !! I 
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entropy changes. Substituting Eqs (10.45), (10.47) and (lo.48) in Eqs (10.28), 
( I 0.29) and (10.30), we have three expressions for entropy change as given below 

i; tl2 s2 - s, = Cv Jn - + R In -
7i o, 

=_LID 7; +-L In .!i_ 
y-1 1j n-l T2 

n-r Rln 1i 
<r - n<11 - •> 1i 

(10.49) 

Relations rn tenns of pressure and specific volume can be similarly derived. 
These are 

,._.., P• 
S2-s1=~Rln_,_._ 

n(y-1) p1 
(10.50) 

11-y V2 and s2-s1=---RID- (10.Sl) 
r-1 v1 

lt can be noted that when n = r, the entropy change becomes zero. If p2 > p 1, 

for n S y; the entropy of the gas decreases, and for 11 > r. the entropy of the gas 
increases. The increase of entropy may result from reversible heat transfer to the 
system from the sWTOundings. Entropy decrease is also possible if the gas is 
cooled. 

(li) Heat and Work in a Polytrople Proceu Using the tint law to unit mass 
of an ideal gas, 

Q- W=u2-u1 

- ,.,. T,)- R(1; - 7j) 
-co\12- I - r-1 
= flV2 -p1V1 

r-1 

-~11 [( ~ r-11n -I]= ;~•1 [( :: r-• -1] (10.52) 

For a steady flow system of unit mass of ideal gas, the S.F.E.E . . Eq. (5.10), 
gives 

Q=W.-0(~
2 

+gz]=h2-h1 

- (T .,.}_ yR(7; - 7j) 
- cP l - • 1 - y - I 

= ~ <P2t12 - P1V1) (I 0.53) 
y-1 

I Ill j\ I I 
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For a polytropic process, 

[
-2 ] [( )n-1/o ] 

Q- w. = ~ T + gz = r:~~1 
:: -1 

= r PtV1 [(~)D-I -•] 
y-1 Vz 

(10.54) 

Equations (10.52) and (10.54) can be used to detennine heat and work 
quantities for a closed and a steady flow system respectiv6ly. 

(iii) Integral Property Relations in a Polytropic Process In a pv" = 
constant process, 

Jpdv=Jl'l:1 dt1=P1V1 1- ~ 2 2 D [ ( )n-1] 
l I V n-1 v2 

[ ( )
D-1/11] ==~i l- ~ 

Similarly, 

-JfXip = IIPiVi [t-(~)n-l] 
l 11-1 V2 

= ,r PtVI [I -(1!1...)D-IIG] 
n-l P1 

The integral of Tds is obiained from lhe property relation 
Tds =du+ pdv 

2 • 2 2 

J Tds = J du + J pdv 
1 1 I 

2 

= u2 - zt1 + J pdv 
I 

Substituting from Eqs (10.50) and ( 10.53) 

Tds- r-n v I P2 2 [ ( )n-110] 
{ - {Y-l)(n-1/1 1 

- Pa 
- r- n I v, [ ( )o-1] 
- (Y- l)(n -1) Pif', - ~ 

r-n R(T -T~ 
(1 -1)(11 -1) I 

I I 11! 

(10.55) 

(10.56) 

(10.57) 

ii I + I 
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Since R/(y- l) = c.,. and putting llT= T2 - T1, the reversible heat transfer 

f
2 r-n QR. = Tds = Cy --llT 
I n-1 

= C0 llT ( I 0.58) 

Where en = Cv (y- n)/(l - n) is called the polytropic specific heat. For n > y 
there will be positive heat transfer and gain in entropy. For n < y,. heat transfer 
will be negative and entropy of the gas would decrease. 

Ordinarily both heat and work arc involved in a polytropic process. To 
evaluate the beat transfer during such a process, it is necessary to first evaluate 

the work via either J pdfJ or - J vdp, depending on whether it is a closed or an 

open steady now system. The application of the fin;t law will then yield the heat 
mmsfer. 

The polytropic processes for various values of n are shown in Fig. 10.2 on the 
Jr'U and T-s diagrams. 

prJD =C 

On differentiation, 
rl' d,p + pnrr1 dv = 0 

.2 =-nl!.. 
dv V 

(10.59) 

The &lope of the curve increases in lhc negative dire.ction with increase of n. 
The values of n for some familiar proces.ses ere given below 

Isobaric process (p = c), n = 0 

n:y n;:1:,. (v=c) 
n=-1 

n=O(p::c) 
n=1 

-v - s 

Fig. 10.2 Proau in wliu:li pr!' = Cll'IIJlant 

Jsothennal process (T= c), n = 1 
lsentropic process (s = c), n = y 
lsom.ettic or isochoric process (r, = c), n = oo, 

I ill I 
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10.4 Gas Compression 

A gas compressor is a device in which work is done on the gas t<;> raise its pressure, 
with an appreciable increase in its density. Being a steady flow device the external 
work done, in absence ofK.E. and P.E. changes, would. be 

2 

w)t"' - f i, dp = h, - 1r2 
I 

For a re11ersib/e polytmpic compression process, ptl' = c 

Wx = -"-p1V1[(.£1..)(n-l)/n -1] 
n-1 P1 

for reversible adiabatic compression, n is substituted by y. For r#!"f!r:r/ble'. 
i.,othermal con1pre.uio11, the work of c,ompression becomes 

Wx =p1 v1 In~~ 

Figure J0.3 shows the three reversible compression processes. From 
Eq. (10.59), the slope at state I is given by 

dp =-nl!l. 
di, tl1 

For y> n > l and for the same pressure r~tio p/ p 1• the iso(heonal compression 
needs the minimum work, whereas adiabatic compression needs the maximum 
worlc, while the polytropic compression needing work in between the two. It may 
be noted in Fig. 10.3, that in process 0-l the gas is sucked in a reciprocating 
compressor, in process l-2 (2-r, 2a or 2., as the case may be) the gas is 
compressed, and in process 2-3 the gas i.s discharged. Tbe clearance volume is 
here neglected. The work of compression is the area included in the diagram as 
shown. · 

Pt 

Fig. 10.3 Rtrmiblt romprmion ,.,omm 

Iii Ii 
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By staging the compression process with intennediate cooling, the work of 
compression can be reduced. In an ideal two-stage compressor, as shown in 
Fig. 10.4, the gas is ftrst compressed isentropically in the low pressure (L.P.) 
cylinder, process 1-2, it is cooled in the intercooler at constant pressure to its 
original temperature (called perfect intercooling), process 2-3, and it is then 
compressed isentropically in the high pressure (H.P.). cylinder, process 3-4. 

The total work of compression per unit mass in the two adiabatic cylinders is 

WC= (lr2 - Ir,)+ (lr4 - lr3) (10.60) 

If the working fluid is an ideal gas with constant specific heats, 

We = cp (T2 - T1) + cp(T4 - T3) 

1 

lnt8":00!er 

cooling 
wamr X 

FinitSUlge 

Flow Diagram 
(a) 

P• 

p, 

Cl. .... 

t t 
,P1 

- v -s 
(C) (d) 

Fig. 10., Two-sr.a,, compression witlt intncooling 

I I +j ;., • 
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(10.61) 

For minimum work 

dW. G C r.[L=.! Pi 111 
+ (!..:1.)p1-2-,,ypy-111] = 0 

dp2 p I 1 p:y-l)l'y 1 2 4 

P.t2(?-iYr = <PiPl"t-lY''I 

P2=.JPJp4 (10.62) 

Thus, for minimum work tbe intermediate pressun: p2 ( or pJ is the geometric 
mean of the suction IIJld discharge pressun:s. 

From Eq. (10.62) it follows that 

Since 

and 

Also, 

11. = p 4 ;: J!j__ 
Pi P2 P3 

~ = .Pl_ _!.. = P, 
r, [ ](y-l)IY T. [ ](Y-1)/Y 

1i Pi 'r3 Pl 
Ti .. T3, :. T4 "' T2 

J!l... .. P, Ji 
P, Pi Pi 

J!l... ... [P, ]112 
Pi Pi 

For a 3 stage compressor, !he pressure ratio per stage is: 

P2 = [P• ]lfl 
Pt Pi 

(10.63) 

lbw., the intermediate pressure that produces minimum work will also result 
in equal pressure ratios in the two stages of compression, equal discharge 
temperatures, and equal work for the two stages. 

For ideal two-stage adiabatic compression, the mini~um work, using 
Eqs (10.61) and (10.63), becomes 

w. - ___ , .!!1.. - l 2yRT. [( )!'r-l>IY ] 
C y-1 P1 

(10.64) 
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Similarly, for reversible polytropic compression, pvn = c, with perfect 
inte.rcooling, the same expressions given by Eqs (10.61) and (10.62) can be 
obtained by substituting n for r, and the minimum work becomes 

We - 2nR1j J!1_ - I 
[( )

n-1/rt ] 

n -1 P1 

The heat rejected in the intercooler is 

Q1-3 = cP (T2 - Tl) 

(lo.65) 

If there arc N stages of compression, the pressure ratio in each stage can be 
shown to be 

J!1_ = ( disch~ge pressure )''" 
Pi suction pressure 

(10.66) 

The total work of compression for N stages is 

We= 2 N: RT; [( Pdisc:~rgc ){a - 1)/No - 1] 
II 1 Psucuon 

(I0.67} 

In the case of gas compression, the desirable idealized process is often a 
reversible isothermal ·process. The isothermal efficiency, 17t, of a compressor is 
defined as 

10.4.2 Volumetric Ejficien&y 

The ratio of the actual volume of gas taken into the cylinder during suction stroke 

to the piston displacement volume is called volumetric efficiency. If m is the 
mass flow rate of gas and v 1 is the specific volume of gas at in.let to the 
compressor, and PD is the piston displacement per cycle, then volumetric 
efficiency is given by 

(10.68) 

Let us imagine an idealized reciprocator in which there are no pressure losses 
and the processes 3- 0 and 1- 2 are reversible polytropic processes (Fig. 10.S), 
with equal value of n. The clearance volwne ( CJ/} is the volume V3 of the cylinder 
and the process 3- 0 represents the expansion of the air in the CV. The volumetric 
efficiency is then given by 

- V.-Yo 
'1vol - .,--.;

'I - •3 

) 
) 

"'. ' " 
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Flg, 10.5 Promsu in an id,alil,,d. rn:iprot:atit11 tOtft/11Wllr 

Vo-I) 
= t--

Vi - "3 
Clearance C is defined as 

Now 

C = Clearance volume 
PD 

.. _1i_ 
Yi - V, 

Yo _ Vo -( Pl )"n 
~ --;;- -;; 

~( P1 f" -Y3 
llvo1=l- Pi ·C 

~ 

llvot = I -c{ ( :: rn -I] 
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(10.69) 

(10.70) 

(10.71) 

= I + C - ~ ~ f" (10.72) 

Equation (10.72) is plotted in Fig. 10.6. Noting that (p,fp1) 11
n is always greater 

than W'lity, it is evident that the volumetric efficiency decreases as the clearance 
increases and as the pressure ratio increases. 

ln order to get maximum .flow capacity, compressors are built with the 
minimum clearance. Sometimes, however, the clearance is deliberately increased 
as a means of controlling the flow through the compressor driven by a constant 
speed motor. 

It is evident from Fig. 10.6 that as the pressure ratio is increased, the 
volumetric efficiency of a compressor of fixed clearance decreases, eventually 

iii I ' " 



becoming zero. This can also be seen in an indicator diagram, Fig. 10.7. As the 
discharge pressure is increased, the volume V1, taken_ in atp1, decreases. At some 
pressurep2• the compression line intersects the line of clearance volume and there 
is no disc barge of gas. An attempt to pump to p2• ( or any higher pressure) would 
result in compression and re-expansion of the same gas repeatedly, with no flow 
in or out. The maximum pressure ratio attainable with a reciprocating compressor 
is thus limited by the clearance. The clearance cannot be reduced beyond a certain 
value, then to attain the desired discharge pressure, multistage compression is to 
be used, where the overall pressure ratio is the product of the pressure ratios of 
the stages. 

The mass flow rate of gas from Eq. (I 0.68) then becomes 

. PD PD[ (Pl )l'a] m~-1fvoi=- l+C-C -
v, v, Pi 

(10.73) 

Fig. 10.6 Effett of cuarana on 11ol11melrit ,fficitnt:y 

p 

~ 
CL(PO) 

(PO} ----,V 

Fig. 10.7 Effett of prwurt ratio on capacity 
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10.5 Equations of State 

The ideal gas equation of stale pv = RT can be established from the positulates 
of the kinetic theory of gases developed by Clerk Ml)X well, with two important 
assumptions that there is little o.r no attraction between the molecules of the gas 
and that the volume occupied by the molecules themselves is neg.ligibly small 
compared to the volume of the gas. Wheo preS!>'Ute is very small or temperature 
very large, the intennolecular attraction and the volume of the molecules 
compared to the total volume oftbc gas are not of much significance, and the real 
gas obeys very closely the ideal gas equation. But as pressure increases, the 
intennolecular forces of attraction and repulsion increase, and also the volume of 
the molecules becomes appreciable compared to the gas volume. So then the real 
gases deviate considerably from the ideal gas equation. van der Waals, by 
applying the laws of mechanics to individual molecules, introduced two 
correction terms in the equation of ideal gas, and his equatioo is given below. 

(p+ ;2 )<v-b)=RT (10.74) 

The coefficient " was introduced to account for the existence of mutual 
attraction between the molecules. The tcnn afv2 is called the force of cohesion. 
The coefficient b was intorduced to account for the volumes of the molecules, and 
is kuown as co-V(>/ume. 

Real gases conform more closely with the vao der Waals equation of state than 
the ideal gas equation of state, particularly al higher pressures. Bu.t it is not 
obeyed by a real gas in all rdJlges of pressures and temperatures. Many more 
equations of state were later introduced, and notable among these are the 
equations developed by Berthelot, Dieterici, Beattie-Bridgeman, Kammerlingh 
Onues, Hirshfeldcr-Bird-Spotz-McGee-Suttoo, Wob.1, Redlich-Kwong, and 
Martin-Hou. 

Apart from the van der Waals equation, three two-constant equations of state 
are those of Berthelot, Dieterici, and Redlich-Kwong, as given below: 

Berthelot: 

Dieterici: 

Redlich-K wong: 

RT a 
P = v-b - Th2 

_ RT .llll(Jv p---·e 
v-h 
RT a p=---

v-b T112v(v+ b) 

(10.75) 

(10.76) 

(10.77) 

The constanl~. a and b arc evaluated from the critical data, as shown for van 
de.r Waals equation in article I 0. 7. The Berthelot a.nd Dicterici equations of state; 
like the van dcr Waals equation, are oflimitcd accuracy. But the Redlich-Kwong 
equation gives good results at high pressures and is fairly accur.itc for 
temperatures above the critical value. 

Anolhertwo-constant equation which is again oflimited accuracy is the Saha· 
Bose equation of state given as follows. 

Iii I ' II 
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_ RT -a/llTv In ( V - 2b ) p---e --
2b V 

(10.78) 

lt is, however, quite acc-urate for densities less than about 0.8 times the critical 
density. 

One more widely used equat.ion of state with good accuracy is the Beattie• 
Bridgeman equation: 

_ RT(l - e) ( B) A p- v+ --vi tl2 
(10.79) 

where 

A = A0 (1- !!.), D = JJ0 (1- !), e = _c_ 
V V V~ 

There are five constants, .40, B0, a, b, and c, which have lo the determined 
experimentally for each gas. The Beattie-Bridgeman equation does not give 
satisfactory results in the critical point region. 

All these equations mentioned above reduce to the ideal gas equation for large 
volume-s and temperatures and for ve~ smaU pressures. · 

10.6 Vlrlal Expansions 

The relation betweenpv andp in the form of power series, ;is given i.n Eq. ( 10.1), 
may be expressed as 

pv ~A(I +B'p + C,} +U p3 + ... ) 
For any gas, from equation (J0.3) 

Jim pf; =A= RT 
p ... o 

!!.v = I + B' p + Cp2 + Up3 + ... 
RT 

An alternative expression is 

( 10.80) 

!!.fj = 1 + D +.£.+R+... (I0.81) 
RT V v2 v3 

Both expressions in Eqs ( I 0.80) and (10.81) are known as virial expansions or 
virial equations of state, first introduced by the Dutch physicist, Kammerlingh 
Onnes, B', C, B, C, etc. are called virial coefficients. B' andJJ arc cal.led seco.nd 
virial coefficients, C and C are called thrid vi.rial coefficients, and so on. For a 
given gas, these c.oeffioients are functions of temperature only. 

The ratiopv IR Tis called the compressibility factor,Z. For an ideal gasZ = I. 
The magnitude of Z for a cenain gas at a particular pressure and temperature 
gives an indication of the extent of d.eviation of the gas from the ideal gas 
behaviour. The vi rial expansions become 

Iii I, 
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Z= 1 +B'p+ Cp2+ JYp3 + ... 

-=351 

(10.82) 

and Z= I+ J! + .£+ J?..+ ··· (I0.83) 
ii v2 v3 

The relations between B', C, and B, C, ... can be derived as given below 

!!.:' = 1 + B'p + cp2 + JYp3 + ... 
RT 

,[RT( B C )] = 1 + B ~ 1 + ii + ii2 + ... 

+c[c~:Y(•+: + ~ +···+Y]+··· 
= 1 + B'RT + B' BRT + C'(RT)2 

v v2 

B' RTC + C'(RT)2 + D'(RT)3 

+ +··· v3 
Comparing this equation with Eq. ( I 0.81) and rearranging 

Therefore 

B'=JL C= C-B2 
RT' (RT)2 ' 

D' _ D - 3BC + 283 d 
- (RT)3 , an so on 

Z"' ~ = I + B'p + Cp2 + ... 
RT 

B C-lr 2 
= I +-=-p+----p + 

RT (RT)2 

(10.84) 

(10.85) 

The tennsB/v , Clv 2 etc. of the virial expansion arise on account of molecular 
intehctions. If no such interactions exist (at very low pressures) B = 0, C = 0, 

etc.,:Z= I andpv =RT . . 
10.1 Law of Corresponding States 

For '.a certain gas, the compressibility factor Z is a function of p and T 
[Eq.t(I0.85)], and so a plot can be made of lines of constant temperature on 
coo~inates ofp and Z (Fig. I 0.8). From this plot Z can be obtained for any value 
of p ~nd T, and the volume can then be obtained from the equation pv = ZR T. The 
advantage of using Z instead of a direct plot of v is a smaller range of values in 
plotting. 

For each substance, there is a compressibility factor chart. lt would be very 
convenient if one chart could be used for all substances. TI1e general shapes of the 
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vapour dome and of the constant temperature lines on the p-v plane are similar 
for all substances, although the scales may hr different. This .similarity can be 
exploited by nsing dimensionless properties called reduced properties.The 
reduced pressure is the ratio of the existing pressure to the critical pressure of the 
substance, and similarly for reduced temperature and reduced volume. Then 

P, = .J!..., T, = T.T , Vr .. ~ 
Pc e Ve 

where subscript r denotes the reduced property, and subscript c denotes the 
property at the critical state. 

At the same pressure and temperature the specific or molal volumes of different 
gases are di:fferent. However, it is found from experimental data that at the same 
reduced pressure and reduced temperature, the reduced volumes of different gases 
are approximately the same. Therefore, for all substances 

v, • f(p,. T,) (10.86) 
Now, 

_ V _ ZRTp• _ Z T,. ti--------·-
' v. ZcRT.,p Ze p, 

(10.87) 

wben, z. = Per,• . This is called the critical compressibility factor. Therefore 
RT. 

from Eqs (10.86) and ( 10.87), 

Z = f (p.,. T,.. ZJ ( I0.88) 

Experimental values of z. for most substances fall within a narrow range 
0.20-0.30. Therefore, Z, may be taken to be a constant and Eq. (10.88) reduces 
to 
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z = /(.p,. T,) (10.89) 

When ~ is plotted as a function of reduced pressure wtd.Z, a single plot, known 
as the generalized compressibility chart, is found to be satisfactory for a great 
variety of substances. Although necessarily approximate, the plots are extremely 
useful in sirutions where detailed data on a particular gas are lacking but its 
critical properties are available. 

Toe relation among the reduced proper.ii es, p,, T,, and v,, is known as the Jaw 
of corresponding states. It can be derived from the various equations of state, 
such as those of van der Waals, Berthelot, and Dieterici. For a van der Waals gas, 

(p+ :2 )<v-b}=RT 

where a, b, and Race lh.e characteristic constants of the particular gas. 

RT a 
p= v-b - v2 

or p,,3 - (.pb + R1) J + ar, - ab = 0 

It is therefore a cubic in v and for given values of p and Thas three roots of 
which only ooe need be real. For low temperatures, three positive real roots exists 
for a certain range of pressure. As the temperature increases the three real roots 
approach one another and at the critical temperature they become equal. Above 
this temperature only one ceaJ root exists for all values of p. The critical isotbenn 
T, at the critical state on the p-u plane (Fig. 10.9), where the three real roots of 
the van der Waals equation coincide, not only has a zero slope, but also its slope 
changes at the critical state (point of inflection}, so that the first and second 
derivatives of p with respect to v at T = Tc are each equal to zero. Therefore 

f T= Tc 

Fig. 10.9 Critical proptrtin 011 p·v diagram 

(10.90) 

(l0.91) 
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From these two equations, by reammging and dividing, b = t Ve. 

Substituting the value of bin Eq. (10.90) 

R=:~ 
9 T,,r,. 

Substituting the values of b andR in Eq. (10.74) 

(Pc+~)( f v.) • 9~:c ·T. 
a= 3p.v: 

Therefore, the value of R becomes 

R = ! p.v. 
3 r. 

The values of a, b and R have thus been expressed in terms of critical 
. properties. Substituting these in the van der Waals equation of state 

(
p+ lp.v?)(v-..!.v )=!PcVc T 

v2 l" 3~ 

or, ( _p_ + 3~: )(_E_ _ _!_) = !L 
Pc V Ve 3 3 Tc 

Using the reduced parameters, 

( Pr + :: )<3vr - 1) = 8T, (10.92) 

In the reduced equation of state (10.92) the individual coefficients a, band R 
for a particular gas have disappeared. So this equation is an expression of the/aw 
of co"esponditlg states becaues it reduces the properties of all gases to one 
formula. It is a 'law' to the extent that real gases obey van der Waals equation. 
Two different substances are considered to be in 'corresponding states', if their 
pressures, volumes and temperatures are of the same fractions (or multiples) of 
the critical pressure, volume and temperatures are of two substances. The 
generalized co111pressibility chart in terms of reduced properties is shown in 
Fig. 10.10. It is very useful in prediciting the properties of substances for which 
more precise data are not available. The value of Z at the crit.ical state for a 

van der Waals gas is 0.375 (since R = !. Pc.Ve )· At very low pressures Z 
3 r. 

approaches unity, as a real gas approaches the ideal gas behaviour. Equation 
(10.92) can also be written in the following form 

(p,v, + :. )(3t•r- I)= 8T,v, 

• I ••, 11! I !I I 
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= sr, v, _ .l. cio.93) 
p,V, 3v - 1 V 

I I 

Figure I 0.11 shows the law of com:sponding states in reduced coordinates, 
(p,v,) vs. Pr Differentiating Eq. ( l 0.93) with respect top, and making it equal to 
zero, it is possible to determine the minima of the isotherms as shown below. 

~[ sr. ti, - .1..J = o 
Op, 3v, -1 v, 1, 

or ...!..[~-..!.] [av,] =O av, 3v, - 1 v, 1'. op, 1 
r r 

[ ov,] ,, O 
dp, 1 

r 

Since 

...!..[ 8 T, v, _ 2...J = O 
ov, 3v, - I v, r, 

sr. 3 
(3v, -1)2 = ti; 

I I 'I• II I ' .• II I 
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1 

~Tr•2.8 

~ ------ T,=Te=2 .. 54 

9.0 T,.2 - ' ,, 
-----'.c;.;,..,o::--~ ~ Loeu& pasaii,g through the 

' -.,< minima of the lsolhem1$ 

0 

', . T,= 1.7 
\ 

1.0 3.375 
--..-P, 

T,= 1.0 
T,,.0.9 

T,=0.8 

Fig. 10,11 £au, ef a,m1pondi"l sl4Us i11 reducui coordi111JUJ 

3(ll7, - l)2 - 8T. -[p + .1..){3v -1) 
17~ r 'v: r 

Cp,v,>2 - 9(p.v,) + 6p, = 0 
This is the equation of a parabola passing through the minima of the isotherms 

(Fig. 10.9). 

When 

Again 

Pr =O, 
p,v,=O, 9 

= 9{pr11r )- (prv,)2 
P, 6 

~ =9-l'ftv)=O 
d(p,v,) V'r r 

Pi"r = 4.S 

- 9 >< 4.S >< (4.S)l = 3.375 
p,- 6 

The parabola baa the vertex at p1v1 = 4.S and p, = 3.37S, and it in.ttrsccts the 
ordinate at O and 9. 

Each isothenn up to that marked T8 has a minimum (Fig. 10.11). The T9 
isotherm has an initial horizontal portion (p,v, = constant) so that Boyle's law is 
obeyed fairly accuraiely up to moderate pressures. Hence, the corresponding 
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temperature is called lhe Boyle remperature for that gas. The Boyle temperature 
T 8 can be determined by making 

[a(rv,>] = 0 wheo.p, = 0 
P, T,•T.11 

Above the Boyle temperature, the isothenns slope upward and show no 
minima. 

As T, is reduced below lhe critical (i.e. for T, < 1 ), lhe gas becomes liquefied. 
md during phase transition isotherms are vertical. The minima of all theae 
isotherms lie in lhe liquid zone. 

Van der Waals equation of state can be expressed in the virial fonn as given 
below 

( p + : 2 )cv- b)"' RT 

( pv + ; )( l - ~) = RT 

.,{ b)_, 
pv+-;=R,ll-; 

1 b b 2 b) ] =R l+-+-+-+··· 
v v2 v' 

pv=R l+ b-- -+-+-+··· 1 ( o ) 1 b
2 

b
3 

] 
RT v v2 v1 (10.94) 

The second virial coefficient B = b - a/RT, the third virial coefficient 
C=l!1, etc. 

From Eq. (I 0.85), on mass basis 

pv""'RT l+~p+---p +· .. ( 
B C-.82 2 ) 

RT RT2 

To detennine Boyle temperature, T8 

[ d(ptl)] = 0 = __!_ 
ap r-c RT 

p=O 

B=O 

or T8 = ~ because B = b - _!!_ 
bR' RT 

The point at which Bis equal to zero gives the Boyle temperatnre. The second 

virial coefficient is the most important. Since[ d{_fv)] =B, whenB is known, 
up p• O 

the behaviour of the gas at moderate pressures is completely determined. The 
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tenns which contain higher power ( Cltt, D!v3, etc.) become significant only at 
very high pressures. 

10.8 Other Equations of State 

van der Waals equation is one of the oldest equations ofstate introduced in 1899, 
where the constants " and b are related to the critical. state properties as found 
earlier, 

a = 3p ~ "' 27 R2 T/ b = .!. v = .!. RT. 
c c 64 Pc ' 3 c 8 Pc 

The Beattie-Bridgeman equation developed in 1928 is given in Eq. 10.79, 
which has five constants. It is essentially an empirical cnrve lit of data, and is 
reasonably accurate when values of specific volume are greater than v0 • 

Benedict, Webb, and Rubin extended the Beattie-Bridgeman equation of state 
to cover a broader range of states as given below: 

p= RT +(BRT-A-..!:_)_I_+ (bRT-a) +~ 
u ri i;2 i;3 vti 

+ -t 2 (1 + !, ) exp (- !i ) v T v · v 
ft has eight constants and is quite successful in predicting the p-v-T behaviour 

of light hydrocarbons. 
The Redlicb-Kwong equation proposed in 1949 and given by Eq. 10.77 has 

the constants a and bin tenns of critical properties as follows: 

a= 0.4275 R
2 
f.

2
'
5 

, b = 0.0867 R 7;, 
Pc Pc 

The values of the con.stants for the van der Waals, Redlich-Kwong and 
Benedict-Webb-Rubin equations of state are given in Table IO.I.I , while those 
for the Beattie-Bridgeman equation of state are given in Table l 0. 1.2. Apart from 
these, many other multi-co.nstant equations of state have been proposed. With the 
advent of high speed computers, equations having 50 or more constants have been 
developed for representing the p-v-T behaviour c>.f different substances. 

10.9 Properties of Mixtures of Gases-Da1ton's Law 
of Partial Pressures 

Let us imagine a homogeneous mixtwe 
of inert ideal gases at a temperature T, 
a pressure p, and a volume V. Let us 
suppose there are 111 moles of gas A1, 

n2 moles of gas Ai, ... and upto n. moles 
of gasAe (Fig. 10.12). Since there is no 

/ ~ ··_;:v:. 
·. p . . ·. 

, . 

Fig~ l 0.12 Mixturt of 8asts 

I •+, 111 



Table 10.1.1 Co111tants far llte z:an der Waals, &dlicls·Kwo11g, a11d 
Bentdid·Wtbb-Rubin Equatiens of Stott 

I. van der Waals and Redlich-Kwong: ConstaniS for pressure in bars, specific volwne 
in m31kmol, and temperature in K 

van der Waals lledlich-Kwong 
a b a b 

Subs,ance bar(~r 
ml bar(~rKm m "l 

krnol brio/ kmol kmol 
Air 1.368 0.0367 15.989 0.02541 
Butane (C4H 10) 13.86 0.1162 289.SS 0.08060 
Carbon dioxide {COi) 3.647 0.0428 64.43 0.02963 
Carbon monoxide (CO) 1.474 0.0395 17.22 0.02737 
Methane (CH4) 2.293 0.0428 32.ll 0.02965 
Nitr0gcn (N2) 1.366 0.0386 15.53 0.026'77 
Oxygen(Oi) 1.369 0.0317 17.22 0.02197 
Propane (C3H8) 9.349 0.0901 182.23 0.06242 
Refrigerant 12 10.49 0.0971 20859 0.06731 
Sulfur dioxide (S02) 6.883 0,0569 144.80 0.03945 
Watcr(H~O) S.S31 0.0305 142.59 0.02111 

Source: Calculated from cri.ttcal data. 

2. Bmedic:t,Webb-Rubin: Consiants for pressure in baB, specific volume in m3/k mol, 
-,id temperarure in K 

Substa11cea A b 8 c C a r 
c,H,o 1.907) 10.218 0.039998 0.12436 3.206 x 10s 1.006 x 10• I.IOI x 10"3 0.0340 
CO2 0.1386 2.7737 0.007210 0.04991 l..512 X I~ 1.404 X to' 8.47 x 10"' 0.00539 
co 0.0311 us90 0.002632 o.oS4s4 1.os4 x ,o' 8.676 x to> uso x 1r o.0060 
c1:1, o.oso1 1.s796 o .. oonso o.04260 2.s19 x 10) 2 .. 2s1 x 10• 1.1<M x ,r o.0060 
N2 0.0254 1.0676 0.002328 0.04074 7.381 x 102 8.166X 101 J.272x I0-4 0.00S3 

Source: H.W. Cooper, and J.C. OoldfttO.k, Hydtocatboo Processing, 4S (12): 141 (1967). 

Table l 0.1.2 
(a) The Beattie-Bridgeman equation ofstate is 

P = ~t (1 - ii;2 )cv + B) - ; , where A =A0(1-f ) andB=»0(1- t) 
When P is in kPa, v is in m3/lc mol, Tis in K, and R.. = 8.314 lcPa,rn3/(kmolK), the 
five constants in the Beattie-Bridgeman equation are as follows: 

Gas Ao a Bo b C' 

Air 131.8441 0.01931 0.04611 -0.001101 4.34 X 104 

ArBon,As 130.7802 0.02328 0.03931 o.o 5.99 x HT 
Ca.rboct dicwde, CO2 507.2836 0.07132 0.10476 0.0723S 6.60 X 10S 
Helium.He 2.1886 O.OS984 0.01400 . 0.0 40 
Hydrogen. H2 20.0117 - O.OOS06 0.02096 - 0.043S9 504 
Nitrogen, N2 136.2315 0.02617 0.05046 -0.00691 4.20 X 104 

Oxygen,Ol 151.0857 0.02562 0.04624 0.004208 4.80 X 1()4 

Source: Gordon J. Van Wylen and Richard E. Sonntag, Fundameouds of Classical 
Themiodynamics, English/SI Ve~ion, 3d ed .• Wiley New York, 1986, p. 46. Table 3.3. 
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chemical reaction, lhe mixture is in a state of equilibrium with the equation of 
state 

pV = ("1 + n2 + ... nJ ii. T 

where R = 8.3143 kJ/kg mo! K 

n1RT nz'ii.T n)iT 
p=~+-... -+···+-v-

Thc expression ni.:: T represents the pressure that the Kth gas would exert if 

it occupied the volume V alone at temperature T. This is called the partial 
pr~sure of the Kth gas and is denoted by PK· Thus 

1t1RT n1RT nJi.T 
Pi =~,Pl =-v-,·",Pc =-y-

and 

(I0.95) 

This is known as /)(J/ton 'slaw of partial pressures which states that the total 
pressure of a mixture of ideal gases is equal to the sum of the partial pressures. 

RT Now Y=(n1 +n2 + ... +nJ-

= InK· RT 
p 

and the partial pressure of lhe Kth gas is 

ngRT 
h.= V 

Substituting the value of V 

p 

nKRT·p nK 
PK= ---·p 

1:"K ·RT 1:nK 
Now InK = "1 + n2 + .••• +lie 

=Tot.Bl oumberofmoles ofgu 

The ratio :x. is called the mole fraction of the Kth gas, and is denoted by . 
"'"x. 

and 
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or PK =:r·,:P (10.96) 
Also :r1 + :r1 + ... + l"c = I ( 10.97) 

In a mix.lure of gases, if all but one mole fractio.n is determined, the last can be 
calculated from the above equation. Again, in tenns of masses 

P1Y"'m1R1T 
p,zY = mzR.2T 

PcY"'mcllcT 
Adding, and using Dalton's law 

pY= (m1R1 + miR2 + ... + mcRJT (10.98) 
where 

For the gas mixture 
pY"" (m1 + m2 + ... + me) R.,.T (10.99) 

where Rm is the gas constant for the mixture. From Eqs ( 10.98) and (I 0.99) 

R = m,R1+m1R2+···+m.~ (10.100) 
in m1 + m2 + · · · + fflc 

Toe gas constant of lhe mixture is thus the weighted mean, on a mass basis, of 
the gas constants of the components. 

Toe total DWl8 of gas mixture m is 

m =m1 + ... +m. 

Ifµ denotes the equivalent molecular weight of the mixture having n tolal 
number of moles. 

0[ 

nµ = n1 µ 1 + n2µ2 + ... + n.,~ 

/J "'X1/J1 + X2JJ.l + ••• + XJJc 
/J "'IX'l:JlK. (10.101) 

A quantity called the partial volume of a component of a mixture is the volume 
that the component alone would occupy at the pressure and temperature of the 
mixture. Designating the partial volumes by V1, V2, etc. 

pV1 = m1R1T,pl'2 = m2R2T, ... , pJlc = mcR.T 
or p(V1 + Jl2 + ... +Ye)~ (m1R1 + mzR.2 + ... + mtft.)T (10.102) 

From Eqs (10.98), (10.99) and (10.102) 

JI= 1'1 + Y2 + ... + Ve (10.103) 

Toe total volume is thus equal to the sum oflhe partial volumes. 
The specific volume of the mixture, v, is given by 

JI JI v=-=------
m m1 + m2 + ·· · + me 

or .l = "'1 + "'2 + · · · + ll'lc 

t1 V 

1, 11! , !1 , 
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or l.:..l.+....L+···+..l. 
V V1 ll2 tie 

(10.104) 

where v1, v2, ••• denote specific volumes of the components. each component 
occupying the total volume. 

Therefore, the density of the mixture p = P1 + P2 + ... + Pc 

10.10 Internal Ene.rgy, Enthalpy and Specific 
Heats of Gas Mixtures 

(10.105) 

When gases at equal pressures and temperatures are mixed adiabatically without 
work, as by inter-diffusion in a constant volume container, the first law requires 
that the internal energy of the gaseous system remains constant, and experiments 
show that the temperature remains constant. Hence the internal energy of a 
.mixture of gases is equal to the sum of the internal energies of the individual 
components, each taken at the temperature and volume of the mixture (i.e. sum of 
the 'partial' internal energies). This is also true for any of the thennodynamic 
propenies likeH, C.,. Cp, S, F and G and is known as Gibbs theorem. Therefore, 
on a mass basis · 

mum= m 1u 1 + m2u2 + ... + mcllc 

''n. "' m,111 + m2u2 + ... + m.u. ( I 0.106) 
m1+m2 +···+ me 

which is the average specific internal energy of the mixture. 
Similnrly, the total enthalpy of a gas mixture is the sum of the 'partial ' 

enthalpies 

mh,,. = m1h1 + miJ12 + ... + mJrc 

d ,. = m1h1 +m1h2 +···+mch• an · n.,. 
m1+m2 +···+m0 

(10.107) 

From the definitions of specific heats, it follows that 

m1Cv1 + m2Cv2 + · · · + fflcCv 
C = c 

"" m1 + m2 + · · · + me 
(10.108) 

and 
c = m1CP1 + m2cr2 + ... + mcepc 

pm m1 + m2 + ... +me 
(10.109) 

10.11 Entropy of Gas Mixtures 

Gibbs theorem states that lhe total cn\ropy of a mixture of gases is the sum of the 
panial entropies. The partial entropy of one of the gases of a mixture is the entropy 

1,1 It 
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that the gas would have if it occupied the whole volume alone at the same 
temperature. Let. us imaginge a number of inert ideal gases separated from one 
another by suitable partitions, all the gases being at the same temperature T and 
pressure p. The total entropy (initial) 

Si= n1s1 + n,s2 + ... + "e'c 
= Ina:.s.,: 

From property relation 
Tds = dlt - vdp = cpdT - vdp 

d- - dT R-rln s =c -- ..:i::. 
P T p 

The entropy of I mole of the Kth gas at Tand p 

- J dT -Rln --'K - CPK -:,- p+sox 

wheres0K is the constant of integration. 

Let 

then 

s. = RinK.( .!. Jc dT + s~ -lnp) • R PK T R 

I J- dT sec. 
41,c:= R CPKT+ R 

S; = Rtn-.(O'a:. - lnp) (10.110) 

A'fler the partitions are removed, the gases diffuse into one another at the same 
temperature and pressure, and by Gibbs theorem, the entropy of the mixture.Sr, is 
the sum of the partial entropies, with each gas exerting its respective panial pres
sure. Thus 

Since 
s,= R:tn.1t(<>x- lnh) 

P-.:. =xKJJ 

s,= .Rtnic.(O'ic-lnx..:-lnp) {10.111) 

A change in entropy due to the diffusion of any number of inert ideal gases is 

(10.112) 

or s,-s; 2 -R(1r1 lnx1 +n2 lnx2 + ... +n. lnxJ 
Since t.he mole fractions arc less than unity, (Sr- S;) is always positive, 

conforming to the Second Law. 
Again 

s,-S; =- R(n, In .l!!. + "2 In El..+···+ n. In Pc) (10.113) 
p p p 

which indicates that each gas undergoes in the diffusion process a free. expansion 
from total pressurep to the respective partial pressure at constant temperature. 
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Similarly, on a mass basis, the entropy change due to diffusion 

s,-sj =-1:mKRK In~ 

-=365 

= -(m1 R1 In l!L + m2R2 In J!1. + .. · + me~ In l!J._) 
P P1 P 

10.12 Gibbs Function of a Mixture of Inert 
Ideal Gases 

From the equations 

dii = cpdT 

df =c dT -R-~ 
, PT P 

the enthalpy and entropy of 1 mole of an ideal gas at temperatw-e Tand pressure 
pare 

h = Ii O + J cP dT 

- 1-dT -R -, s = cP T + s0 - n p 

Therefore, the molar Gibbs function 

g=h-Ts 

Now 

= h0 + J cP d T - T J cP d: -Ts0 - ii T In p 

J d(uv)= J udr,+ J vdu=w 

Let u = ..!_ V = J c dT 1' p 

Then i J cPdT = J ~ <:pdT + J cPdr(- } 2 )dr 
= J..!.c dT-J J cpdT dT 

T P T2 

Jc dT-TJc dT =-TJ/cPdTdT 
P P T T2 

Therefore 

I ill I 
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Let 

- ho 1 f f cp dT Io ~- -=--- --dT--=-
RT R T2 R 

Thus g = RT(;+lnp) 

where ~ is a function of temperature only. 

(10.114) 

(10.115) 

Let us consider a number of inert ideal gases separated from one another at the 
sameTandp 

G; =InK.gK 

= RTinK (¢K + lnp) 

After the partitions are removed, the gases will diffuse, and the partial Gibbs 
function of a particular gas is the value of G, if that gas occupies the same volwne 
at lhe same temperature exerting a partial pressure PK. Thus 

Gt= RTl:nK (¢K + lo.PK) 

= RTinK(¢'K + lnp + lnxK) 

Therefore 

(10.116) 

SincexK < I, (G,- Gi) is negative bceauese G decreases due to diffusion. 
Gibbs function of a mixture of ideal gases at T and p is thus 

G = RTinK (¢K + lnp + In xK) (10.117) 

SOLVED ExAMPLES 

Example 10,1 Two vessels, A and B, both containing nitrogen, are connected 
by a valve which is opened to allow the contents to mix and achieve an · 
equilibrium temperature of 27°C. Before mixing the following infonnation is · 
known about the gases in the two vessels. 

Jlessei A Vessel B 
p = 1.5 MPa p = 0.6 MPa 
I = 50°C t = 20°C 

Contents= 0.5 kgmol Contents= 2.5 kg 
Calculate the final equilibrium pressure, and the amount of heat transferred to 

the surroundings. tf the vessel had been perfectly insulated, calculate the final 
temperature and pressure ·which would have been reached. Taker = 1.4. 

Solution Fonhe gas in vessel A (Fig. Ex. 10.l) 

1 I +• nl I I II 
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A 
1.6MPa 

50'C 
0..5 kgmole 

323K 

Fig. Ell. 10.1 

P,.Y,. =11,.RT,. 
where 'YA is the volume of vessel A 

1.s x 16' x r,. = o.s x s.3143 x 323 
r,. = 0.895 m3 

The mass of gas in vessel A 

.,,,,. =n,.µ,. 

B 
0.6MPa 

20"C 
2.5kg 
293K 

= O.S kg mol x 28 kgllcgmol 
= 14kg 

Cbaracteri.stic gas constantR of nitrogen 

For the vessel B 

R - 8.3143 - 0.297 kJ/kg JC. 
28 

PaVa =maRTa 
0.6 x 103 x V8 = 2.S >< 0.297 x 293 

V8 =0.363m3 

Total volume of A and B 

Total mass of gas 

V = V,. + V8 = 0.89S + 0.363 
= 1.2S8m3 

m =m,. +m8 = 14+2.S = 16.S kg 

Final temperature after mixing 
T = 27 + 273 '"' 300 K 

For the final condition after mixing 
pY=mRT 

where p is the final equilibrium pressure 
p x 1..2S8 = 16.S x 0.297 x JOO 

16.S x 0.297 x 300 
P = l.2S8 

= 1168.6 lcPa 
= 1.168 MPa 

-=367 
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C = _!__ = 0.297 
y r-1 oA 

= 0.743 kJ/kg K 

Since there is no work transfe.r, the amount of heat transfer 

Q = change of internal energy 

=U2-U1 
Measwing the internal energy above lhe datum of absolute zero (at T = 0 K, 

II = 0 lcJ/kg) 
Jnitial internal energy U1 (before mixing) 

= mAcvTA + m8 cvTe 
= (14 x 323 + 2.S x 293) x o. 743 
= 3904.l kJ 

Final internal energy U2 (afier mixing) 

=mcvT 
= 16.5 X 0.743 X 300 
= 3677.9 kJ 

Q = 3677.9 - 3904.1 = - 226.2 kJ 
lfthe vesels were insulated 

U1=U1 
MAc,,TA + mi,evTa = mc.T 

where Twould have been the final tcmpcranue. 

or 

The final pressure 

T= '"A TA+ ma TB 
m 

= 14 x 323 + 2.S >< 293 = 318.S K 
16.S 

t= 4S.S°C 

mRT 16.Sx0.297x318.S 
P = -r- = 1.2s8 

= 1240.7 kPa 
= 1.24 MPa 

Ans. 

Ans. 

Example 10.2 A certain gas has cP = 1.968 and cv = 1.507 kJ/kg K.. Find its 
molecular weight and the gas constant. . 

A constant volume chamber of0.3 m3 capacity contains 2 kg of this gas at 5°C. 
Heat is transferred to the gas until the temperature 1s l00°C. Find the work done, 
the heat transferred, and the changes in internal energy, enthalpy and entropy. 
Solution Gas constant. ' 

' " 



Molecular weight, 

At constant volwne 

Propertin of Gasts and Gas Mi1turu 

R - cP -c. = 1.968- l.S07 
= 0.461 kJ/Jtg K 

µ = R = 83143 = 18.04 kgfkgmol 
R 0.461 

Q1_2 = me. (t2 - t1) 

= 2 x 1.507 (100 - 5) 

= 286.33 kJ 
Change in internal energy 

2 

w1_2 = J pdv = o 
I 

U2 - U1 = Q1_2 = 286.33 kJ 

Change in enthalpy 

H2 -H1 =mcp(t2 -t1) 

- 2 X 1.968 ()00-S) = 373.92 lcJ 

Change in entropy 

1i 373 
S1 - S1 = me In - = 2 X l.S07 ln -

V Ti 278 
= 0.886 kJIK 

-=369 

Ans. 

Ans. 

Ans. 

Ans. 

Ans. 

Ans. 

Example 10.3 (a) The specific heats of a gas are given by cP = a+ kT and 
c. = b + kT, where a, b, and k are constants and T is in K. Show that for an 
isentropic expansion of this gas 

Tbrr' l-1 = constant 

(b) l.S kg of this gas occupying a volume of 0.06 m3 at 5.6 MPa expands 
isentro,pically until the temperature is 240°C. If a = 0.946, b = 0.662, and 
k = t<r', calculate the work done in the expansion. 
Solution 

(a) 

Now 

cp-cv =a+ kT-b-kT 
=a-b=R 

dJ "°C dT + R dv 
V T ti 

""(b+k1)dT +(a-b)dt, =b dT HdT+(a-b)d.o 
T v T ~ 

For an isentropic process 
b In T +- kT + (a - h) Inv= constant 

T'b·t,•-1> /-1 .. constant (Q.E.D.) 
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(b) R = a - b = 0.946 - 0.662 = 0.284 kJ/kg K 

T2 =240+ 273 = S13 K 

T1 = Pt Jli = 5·6 x 
103 

x 0.06 = 788.73 K. == 789 K 
m R J.S x 0.284 

TdS=dU+ 1'.tW=O 

-T: 
W1_2 = J mcvdT 

1j 

789 

= 1.5 J (0.662 + O.OOOlT)dT 
Sil 

= LS [0.662 (789 - S 13) + 10-4 x 0.5 {(789)2 - (513)2}] 
= l.S (182.71 + 19.97) 
= 304 lcJ Ans. 

Example 10.• Show that for an ideal gas, the slope of the constant volume line 
on the T-s diagram is more than that of the constant pressure line. 

V: C 

r 
- · Ftg. E:L 10., 

Solution We have, for l kg of ideal gas 

Ttb "" d.w + pdv 
=cvdT+pdi, 

Also 

Since 

T 

Tds=dh-vdp 
=c.,dT-odp 

( !~)p =:, 

p:c 
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(!~)y >(!~)p 
This is shown in Fig. Ex. 10.4. The slope of the constallt volume line passing 

through point.A is steeper than that of the constant pressure line passing uu:ough 
tbe same poinL (Q.E.D.) 

'Example 10.5 0.5 kg of air is compressed reversibly and adiabatically from 
80 kPa, 60°C to 0.4 MPa, and is then expanded at constant pressure to the original 
volume. Sketch these processes on the frV and T-s _planes. Compute the heat 
transfer and work transfer for the whole path. 
Solution The processes have been shown on the frr> and T-s planes in 
Fig. Ex. 10.5. At state I 

P1V1 =mRT, 

v:c 

3 
/ p:c 

l· \ 
-c, -s 

(a) (b) 

Fig. Ex. 10.5 

Y1 = volume of air at state I 

= m R1j = 1 >< 0.287 x 333 = o.597 m3 

p1 2x80 

Since the process 1-2 is reveniblc and adiabatic 

7: ( )'1- IJl'r --1.. = .l!1.. 
7; P1 

T,, ( 400 )(1.4-J)/J.4 
-1... = - =<sr 
7j 80 
T2 = 333 x (S}l/1 = 527 K 

For process 1-2, work done 

W = P1J'i - P2Jli _ mR(7i - 7;) 
1
-

2 r-1 r-1 
= 1/2 X 0.287(333 - 527) 

0.4 

II I I 11 ' ' II 
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=-69.6 kJ 

Again P1Vr = P21J/ 

( :: r = : = :! = + 
~ = (!)"u =_I_ = Vi 
v, S 3.162 V. 
V = o.s97 = 0.189 ml 2 3.162 

For process 2-3, work done 

W2-l "'Pz W1 - Vi)= 400 (O.S97 - 0.189) 
= 163.2 kJ 

:. Tola) worlr. tninsfer 

For states 2 and 3 

Total heat transfer 

W= W1-1 + W1_3 

= - 69.6 + 163.2 = 93.6 kJ 

.P:iVi = p3JJ; 
7i 1i 

V, r, = Tz .--L = 527 x 3.162 = 1667 K 
Vi 

Q = Q1-2 + Q2-3 = Ql-3 = IPICP (T3 - Ti) 
= 112 x LOOS (1667 - 527) 

AM. 

"'527.85 kJ Ans. 

Example 10.6 A mass of air is initially at 260°C and 700 kPa, and occupies 
0.028 m3. The air is expanded at constant pressure to 0.084 m3• A polytropic 
process with 11 = 1.50 is then carried out, followed by a constant temperature 
process which completes a cycle. All the processes are reversible. (a) Sketch the 
cycle in thep-v and T-s planes. (b) Find the heat received and heat rejected in the 
cycle. (c) Find the efficiency of the cycle. 

S0/utio11 (a) The cycle is sketched on the frV .and T-s planes in Fig. Ex. 10.6. 

Given p1 = 700 kPa, T1 = 260 + 273 = S33 K = T3 

V1 =0.028 ml 

V2-= 0.084 m3 

From lhe ideal gas equation of state 

p1V1 =mRT1 

m = 700 X 0.028 = O.llB k 
0.287x S33 g 

' " 
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,-,u = C 

3 

-11 - s 

Fig. Ex. 16.6 

Now 1i = P2V2 = 0.0084 = 3 
7j PiJii 0.028 
T2 = 3 x 533 .. 1599 K 

Again 
P ( T, )nt(n-1) ( I 599 )1.S/0 s 
fl.. = -2.. = - = (3)3 = 27 
P2 1j 533 

Heat transfer in process 1-2 
Q1_2 =mcp(T2 -T1) 

=0.128 x LOOS (1599- S33) 
= 137.13 kJ 

Heat transfer in process 2-3 

For process 3-1 

Q1-3 = J!U + f pdr, 

= mcv (T
3 
-T z) + mR(1i - 7;) 

n - I 

= mcv .!..:..I (T3 - T2) 
n-l 

"'0.128 X 0.718 X l.S - l,4 (533 - 1599) 
1.5-1 

= 0.128 X 0.718 X ~(-1066) 
0.5 

., - 19.59 kJ 

<fQ = dU + d' W= d' W 

I V, 
Q3-1 "' W3_1 "' f pdV = mRT1 In ~ 

3 ~ 

= mRT1 In Ji .. 0.128 x 0.287 X S33 ln (...!..) 
Pi 21 

h I I rl1 , 
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= - 0.128 X 0.287 X 533 X 3.2959 
=-64.S3U 

(b) Heat received in the cycle 
Qi= 137.13 U 

Heat rejected in the cycle 
Q2 "' 19.59 + 64.53 = 84.12 JcJ 

(c) The efficiency of the cycle 

Qi 84.12 
11~)'C1o = t - o;- = l -

137
.1

3 
= I - 0.61 

= 0.39, or 39% 

-
Ans. 

Ans. 

Example 10.7 A mass of0.25 kg ofan ideal gas bas a pressure of300 kPa, a 
temperature of80°C, and a volume of0.07 m3• The gas undergoes an irreversible 
adiabatic process to a final pressure of 300 k.Pa and final volume of 0.10 m3, 

during which the work done on the gas is 25 kJ. Evaluate the cP and cv of the gas 
and the increase in enlropy of the gas. 

Solution From 

Final temperature 

Now 

Now 

Entropy chnnge 

p 1V1 =mRT1 

R = JOO x O.o7 - 0.238 JcJ/k K. 
0.25 X (273 + 80) g 

T "" Pip; = 300 x 0.1 = 505 K 
2 mR 0.25 X 0.238 

Q= CU2- U1)+ W= mcv (T2 -T1)+ W 

0 = 0.25 cv(S05 - 353) - 25 

Cv = lS = 0.658 kJ/kg K. 
0.2Sx l.S2 

c.,-cv=R 
cP = 0.658 + 0.238 = 0.896 JcJ/kg K 

P2 Vz 
~ - S1 = mcv In - + mcP In -

Pi V1 

= me lo 1 = 0.25 x 0.896 In O.IO 
P Pi 0,07 

= 0.224 x 0.3S69 = 0.08 kJ/kg K Ans. 

Esample 10,8 A two-stage air compressor with perfect inlercooling takes in 
air at I barpressurcand27°C. The law of compression in both the stages ispv1

-
3 

• I ... :., ' It • 
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= constant. The compressed air is delivered at 9 bar from I.be H.P. cylinder to an 
air receiver. Calculate, per kilogram of air, (a) the mini.mum work done and (b) 
the heat rejec1ed to lhe intereooler. 

&llltion The minimum work required in a two-stage compressor is given by 
Eq. (10.65), 

W. .. 2n R7; r1( P2 )<11-111n - 1] 
C n-J~Pt 
= 2 X 1.3 X 0.287 X 300 ((3)0.311.l _ I) 

0.3 
= 26 x 0.287 x 100 x 0.287 = 214.16 kJ/kg Ans.(a) 

P2 = J P1P3 = Jw' = 3 bar 

Tz = ( P2 )n-1/n = 30.)/1.3 = 1.28856 
1j Pi 
T2 =386.56 K 

Heat rejected to the intercooler 
= 1.005 (386.56 - 300) 

= 86.99 kJ/kg Ans.(b) 

Eumple 10.9 A single-acting two-stage air compressor deals with 4 m3/min 
ofairat 1.013 bar and 15°C with a speed of250 rpm. The delivery pressure is 80 
bar. Assuming complete intercooling, find the minimum power required by the 
com.press or and the bore 1111d stroke of the compressor. Assume a pistong speed of 
3 mis, mechanical efficiency of75% and volnmetric efficiency of80% per stage. 
Assume the polytropic index of compression in both ihe stages to be n = 1.25 and 
neglect clearance. 
Solution 

P2 = J PIP~ = "'1.013 X 80 = 9 bar 
Minimum power required by the compressor 

W =..l!!_PtYi[(Pl )a-Jin -l]x-'-
n - I P1 '11mecb 

----)( )(- -- -1 _ 2 X 1.25 1.013 X 100 4 ~( 9 )O.lSll.:15 ] 

0.25 0.75 60 1.013 

.. lOl3 x 4 x 0.548 = 49.34 kW Ans. 
4S 

If L be the stroke length of the piston, 

2LJ!... = )mis 
60 

I I !I !! I 
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L"" 90xl00 ""36cm 
2S0 

Effective LP swept volume= 412S0 = 0.016 m3 

: (Di_,j X 0.36 X llvot = 0.016 

D _ O.OJ6x 4 
LP - tr X 0.36 X 0.8 

= 0.266 m = 26.6 cm 

P1V. = p3V3 
7i 7; 

JS ;;; .EJ.. 
V. P; 

!!...Dln,L 
_4,__ = 1.013 
!!...Di,l 9 
4 

Dill' - 0.266 J t.~3 

.. 0.0892 m = 8.92 cm 

Ans. 

Ans. 

Ans. 

Example 10.10 A single cylinder reciprocating compressor has a bore of 
120 mm and a stroke of ISO mm, and is driven at a speed of 1200 rpm. It is 
compressing CO2 from a pressure of 120 kPa and a tem,perature of 25°C to a 
tempera:ture of 215°C. Assuming polytropic compression with n = 1.3, no 
clearance and a volumetric efficiency of IOO%, calculate (a) the pressure ratio, 
(b) indicated power, (c) shaft power, with a mechanical efficiency of 80%, 
(d) mass flow ra.te. , 

If a second stage of equal pressure ratio were added, calculate ( e) the overall 
pressure ratio and (I) bore of the second stage, if the same stroke was maintained. 
S0l11tion (a) With respect to Fig. Ex. 10.10, ' 

( 
488 )1.3/0.3 

P-/P1 = (T-/T,)""-,... 11 = - = 8.48 
298 

Ans. (a) 

(b) Y1 ""Y, = : (0.12)2 x 0.15 = 0.0017 m3 

w"" n~1P1fl1 [(P.JIP1)~;1 -1] 
= _L! X 120 x loJ X 0.0017 [(8.48)°-311

·
1 

- I}= 563.6 J 
0.3 

Indicated power= 563.6 X l!~O = 11.27 kW An.s. (b) 

II I 
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31--------- 2 

,,,,-- pv• = c: 

p 

V 

Fig. EL 10.10 

(c) Shaft power= 11·27 = 14.1 kW 
0.8 

(d) Volumetric flow rate= 0.0017 x l:O = 0.034 m3/s 

• 3 m = p1J'i = 120 X 10 x 0.034 = 0.0?2S kg/s 
R'lj (8314/44) X 298 

-=377 

AIIS. (c) 

Ans. (d) 

(e) If a second stage were added with the SIUTIC pn:ssure ratio, the overall pressure 
ratio would be 

(.!!1..) = (.!!:1...)" = (8.48)2 = 71.9 
P1 -11 Pi 

Atl3. (e) 

(f) Volumetric delivery per cycle is J'2. 

Since P1Y'i = P2V2", 

( )

1/o 1 1/1.l 

Yz = J!J.... X Y1 = [--] X 0.0017 
Pl 8.48 

.. 0.00033 m3• 

If the second stage W'OU!d have a swept volume of 0.00033 ml, with the same 
stroke, 

Ans. (t) 

Ezample 10.11 A mixture of ideal gases consists of 3 kg of nitrogen and 5 kg 
of carbon dioxide at a pressure of 300 JcPa and a temperature of20°C. Find (a) the 

•. h I Ii • I II 
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mole fraction of each constituent, (b) the equivalent molecuJar weight of the 
mixture, (c) the equivalent gas constant of the mixture, (d) the partial pressures 
and the partial volumes, (e) the volume and density of the mixture, and (f) tb'e cP 
and cv of the mixture. 

If the mixture is heated at constant volwne to 40°C, ·find the changes in internal 
energy, enthalpy and entropy o.fthe mixture. Find the changes in internal energy, 
enthalpy and entropy of the mixture if the heating is done at constant pressure. 
Take yfor CO2 and N2 to be 1.286 and 1.4 respectively. 

Solution 

(a) Since mole fraction x; "' ;i 
.wn; 

3 

XN2 = J 28 
5 = 0.485 

-+-
28 44 

5 

x0 02 = -y~-5- "'0.515 
-+-
28 44 

(b) Equivalent molecular weight of the mixture 

(c) Total mass, 

M = x1µ1 + xiJJ.2 
= 0.48S x 28 + O.SlS x 44 

= 36.25kg/kgmol · 

m = m,..
2 

+ mco
2 
= 3 + 5 = 8 kg 

Equivalent gas constant of the mixture 

R • _m..;N~2,__R..;.N;.,,;_+_m.;:;<Xl~z._Rco.,.;;;:;.e..z 
m 

8 
= 0.229 kJ/kg K 

0.89+ 0.94 
8 

{d) Pt+J = XN2 ·p = 0.48S X 300 = 145.S kPa 

Proz =xroz ·p = 0.515 x 300 = 154.5 kPa 

T 3 X S.3t4l X 293 
V l+J = "'N2 Ri-i2 = 28 = 0.87 m3 

p 300 

Ans. 

Ans. 

Ans. 

Rec, T 5 X S.Jl4l X 293 
y CX>.z = m~ 2 = 44 = 0.923 m3 Ans. 

p 300 

Iii I, 
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(e) Total volwne of the mixture 

V= mRT = mN2RN2T mco2Rco2T 

P hi Pco2 

JI= 8 X 0.229 X 293 = 1.79 mJ 

300 
Density of the mixture 

m 8 
p= PNi +Pcot- v=L19 

= 4.46kg/m3 

(i) cpN2 ·- CvN2 = RNz 

For the mixture 

RN2 8.3143 
CvN/"' y - I = 28 X (1.4 -1) 

= 0.742 kJ/kg K 

CpNz = 1.4 X 0.742 
= 1.039 kJ/kg K 

r= 1.286 

c = Rcoi = 8.3)43 = 0.661 kJ/k K 
-a>i r-1 44x0.286 g 

cpe02 = 1.286 x 0.661 = 0.85 kJ/kg K 

c = "'Nz cpNz + mco2 Cpeo2 
p 

mNi +mco2 

= 3/8 X ) .039 + 5/8 X 0.85 
= 0.92 kJ/kg K 

mN2cvN1 + mco1c'IC02 
C = --=---=----''----'-

v m 

-=379 

Ans. 

= 3/8 x 0.742 + 518 x 0.661 = 0.69 kl/kg K Ans. 
lfthc mixiure is heated at constant volume 

U2 - U1 = mcv (T2 - T1) 

= 8x0.69 x(40-20) 

= 110.4 kJ 
H2 - H1 = mcP (T2 - T1) 

= 8 X 0.92 X 20 = 147.2 kJ 

7; Vi S2-S1 =mr.vln- +mRln -
7j V. 

"'me In 7; = 8 x 0.69 x In fil 
V 1j 293 

• I •• II I, • • I 
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= 0.368 kJ/lcg K An,5, 

If the mixture is heated at constant pressure, t,.U and !lJI will remain the same. 
The change in entropy will be 

Ii_ P2 S2 -S, .. mcPln -mRln-
1j Pi 

= me In i; = 8 x 0.92 In ill 
P Ti 293 

= 0.49 kJ/lcg K Ans. 

Example 10.12 Find the increase in entropy when 2 .kg of oxygen at 60°C are 
'miited with 6 kg of nitrogen at the same tempera,ture. The initial pressure of each 
constituent is 103 k:Pa and is the same a.s that of the mixture. 
Solution 

2 
p . 

Xo2 = ~ = l 32 
6 = 0.225 

p - + -
32 28 

PM 
XN2 = --2 = 0.775 

p 

Entropy increase due to diffusion 

t.S = - m0z R0z In Pol - mN RN In PNz 
p 2 2 p 

= - 2 ( 8·3143 ) In 0.225 - 6 ( 8·3143 ) In 0.775 
32 28 , 

= 1.2314 kJ/lcg K Ans. 

Example 10.13 The gas neon has a molecular weight of20. I 83 and its critical 
temperanire, pressure and volume are 44.5 K, 2. 73 MPa and 0.0416 m3 /lcgmol. 
Reading from a compressibility chan for a reduced pressure of 2 and a reduced 
temperature of 1.3, the compressibility factor Z is 0.7. What are the c'orresponding 
specific volume, pressure, temperature, and reduced volume'! 
&/11tion Atp, = 2 and Tr= 1.3 from chart (Fig. fa. 10.13), z = 0.7 

p = 2 x 2.73 = 5.46 MPa Ans. 

L. = 1.3 
r. 

T= 1.3 X 44.5 = 51.85 I{ 

pv=ZRT 

0.7 X 8.3143 X 57.85 
V = 20.183 X 5.46 X 103 

= 3.05 X 10-l m3/lcg 

Ans. 

1 I !' nl h I II 
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Z=0.7 

N 

t 

0 '------'-2-
-Pr 

Fig. Ex. 10.13 

v 3.05 X I0-3 X 20.183 
V = - ;::; -------

r Ve 4.16 X 10-2 

= 1.48 

Example 10.U For the Berthelot equation of state 

RT a 
P = v-h - Tv2 

show that (a) lim (RT-pv) = 0 
p-+0 
T-+,. 

(b) lim .!!.. = 11 
r .... - r p 

(c) Boyle temperarw-e, Te=~ baR • 

(d) Critical properties Pc= l~b J 2;bR , Ve= 3b, Tc= J 2::R' , 

(e) Law of corresponding states 

Solution 

(a) 

( P, + ~)(3v,- l) = ST, 
T,·v, 

RT a 
p= v-b - Tv2 

RT= (p + ....!!...._) (V-h) 
Tv2 

-=381 

Ans. 
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or 

(b) Now 

(c) 

Basic and Applud 11inmadynamics 

RT .., v + _o_ -b-...!!l!_ 
p pr,T pt,2T 

a ab RT-pt,= - - bp - -
vT v 2T 

Jim {RT-pt,) = 0 
p~O 
r~ .. 

v = RT __ a_+ b+ ...!!l!_ 
p poT pr?T 

v R a b ab -=----+-+--
T p pt,T2 T pv2T2 

lim .£.=Ji 
1-,-T p 

a ab pv=RT--+bp+-
vT v2T 

Proved(a) 

Proved(b) 

The last three terms of the equation are very small, except at very high 
pressures and small volume. Hence substituting v = RT!p 

ap abp2 

pv - RT - RT2 + bp + R2Tl 

[
o(pt,)] =-_a_+ b + 2abp =O 

dp T RT1 R2T3 

when p = 0, T = T 111 the Boyle temperature 

_a_=b 
RTJ 

or 

(d) 

Ta=~ baR 
RT a 

p = v-b - Tv2 

(op) =- RT. +~=O 
dV T• Tc (Ve -b)2 f. ·V: 

(o
2p) 2RT., -~ =O 

dV2 
T•T• (Ve -b)3 7;,v: 

( Pc + ~)<v~ -b) = RT0 T.vc 

Proved (d) 

'By solving the three equations, as was done in the case of van der Waals 
equation of state in Article 10.7 

h I h I! I 
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- 1 J2aR -3bandT-~ 
Pc - 12b 3b 'Ve - ' c - V27bR Proved (d) 

( e) Solving the above three equations 

8r,l n2 
a,:; _c_r_,c ,:; )n .u2,. r 

R re c c 

b,.. !!s.. R .. ! ~ (so that Z .. 3/8) 
3· 3 T. c 

.Substituting in the equation 

(p+~2 )(v-b)=RT 

( 
3p.v: f. )( v.) 8p.v. T p+ " v-- =---· 

Tv• 3 37;, 

( Pr+ ~)(le,,- 1) = ST,. 
T,. v, 

This is the law of corresponding states. Proved (e) 

REVIEW Q.UESTIONS 

10.1 What is a mole? 
10.2 What is Avogadro's law? 
I 0.3 What is an equation of slate? 
10.4 What is the fundamenlal p~rty of gases with respect to the productpv? 
10.5 What is UNversal gas constant? 
10.6 Deline an ideal gas. 
10. 7 What is lhe characteristic gas constant? 
10.8 What is BollDnann constant? 
10.9 Why do the specific heats ofan ideal ga..~ depend only on the aiomic structure of 

the gas? 
I 0.10 Show that for an ideal gas the internal energy depends only on its temperature. 
I 0.11 Show that the enthalpy of an ideal gas is a function of temperature only. 
I 0.12 Why is there no ICmperatun: change when an ideal gas is throttled? 
t 0.13 Show that for an ideal gas, cP - c,, = R. 
I 0.14 .Derive the equations used for computing the entropy change of an ideal gas. 
I 0.15 Show that for a reversible adiabatic process executed by an ideal gas, the 

following relations hold good: (i) pu1 '"' constant, (ii) TvY-1 
; constant, and 

(iii) T/1-l)'T = constant. 
I 0.16 Express the changes in internal energy and enthalpy of an ideal gas in a reversible 

adiabatic process in terms of the ptCssure ratio. 
10.17 Derive the expn:ssion of work transfer for an ideal gas in a reversible isothermal 

process. 
I 0.18 What is a polytropic process? What are the relations amongp. r, and T of 1111 ideal 

gu in a polyaopic proce11,11? 

I ! I! ' 
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10.19 Show that the entropy change between states 1 and 2 in a polytropic process, 
pr/' • constant, is given by the following relations: 

n-r T,2 (i) .12 - s1 = R In -
(y-1)(11- I) 1j 

(ii) s2 -.11 - ...!!.=.Lion .!!L 
n(y-1) Pi 

(iii) "2 - s, = - 11 
- r R 1n ~ 

y-l v, 
I 0.20 What are ihe expressions of work transfer for ao ideal gas in a polytropic process, 

if the gas is: {i) a closed system, and (ii) a steady flow system? 
l 0.21 Derive the expression of heat iransfor for an ideal gas in a polynopic process. 

What is the polytropic specific heat? What would be the direction of heat transfer 
if(a),, > r. and (b),, < r? 

10;22 Why is ihe external work supplied to a compressor equal to - 1 vdp'? 

"' 10.23 Why does isothei:m.al compression need minimum work and adiabatic 
compression maximum work? 

10.24 What is the advantage of staging the compression process? 
10.25 What isIDeant by perfect intcrcooling'l 
10.26 Show that the optimum intermediate pressure of a two-stage reciprocating 

compressor for minimum work is ihe geometric mean of the suction and 
discharge pressures. 

10.27 Explain how the use ofintennediate pressure for minimum work resullS in equal 
pressure .ratios in the two stages of compression, equal discharge iernperatures, 
and equal work for the two stages. 

I 0.28 What is the isothermal efficiency of a compressor? 
I 0.29 Define volumetric efficiency of a compresso.r. 
I 0.30 Why does lhe volumetric efficiency of a compressor decrease: (a) as the clearance 

increases for the given pressure ratio, (b} as the pressure ratio increases for the 
given clearance? 

l 0.31 Write down the van der Waals equation of state. How does it differ from the ideal 
gas equation of stllte. What is force of cohesion'? What is co-volwne? 

I 0.32 What are the two-constant equations of siatc'? 
I 0.33 Give the vi rial eitpansions for pt> in tenns of p and v. 
10.34 Whal are virial coefficients? When do they become zero? 
10. 3 5 What is the compressibility factor? 
10.36 What are reduced propenics'? 
10.37 What is the generalized compressibility chan? 
I 0.38 Wha.l is the law of corresponding slates? 
I 0.39 Express the van der Waals constants in terms of critical propcnies. 
10.40 Draw the diagram representing the law of corJcsponding states in reduced 

coordinates indicating the isotherms and the liquid and vapour phases. 
I 0.41 Define Boyle temperature? How is it computed? 
10.42 State Dalton's law of partial pressures. 

.., . 
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I 0.43 How is the panial pressure in a gas mixture related to the mole fraction? 
I 0.44 How arc the characteristic gas constant and the molecular weight of a gas mixture 

computed'! 
10.45 WhatisGibb'stheorem? . 
10.46 Show lhat in a diffusion process a gas undergoes a free expansion from the total 

pressure lo the relevant partial pressure. 
10.47 Show ibat in a diffusion process at constant temperature the entropy increases 

;md the Gibbs function decreases. · 

PR.OBLF.MS 

IO.I What is tbc: !nall5 of air conlaincd in a room 6 m x 9 m • 4 m if lhe pi:e9surc is 
101.325 kPa and the Cl!mpmib.ln is 25°C? 

Ans. 256 kg 
10.2 Tlle usual cooking gas {mostly methanei cyclinder is about 25 cm in diameter 

and 80 cm in .height. It is charged to 12 MPa at room temperature (27°C). 
(a) Assuming the ideal gas law, find the ma.~s of gas filled in the cyclinder. 
(b) Explain how the actual cyclindcr conla.ins nearly 15 kg of gas. (c) ff the 
cylinder is to he protected against excessive pres~ure by means of a fusible plug, 
at what tempenmue should the plug melt to limit the maitimum pressure to 15 
MPa? 

I 0.3 A cenain gas has cP % 0.913 and£\,= 0.653 kJ/kg K. Find the molecular weight 
and the gas consWlt R of the gas. 

I 0..4 From an experimental determination the spec,iJic heat ratio for acetylene (CiH:) 
is found to 1.26. Find the two specific heais. 

10.S Find the molal specific heats ofmonatomic, diatomic, and polyatomic gases, if 
!heir specific beat ratios are cespcctively 5/3, 7/5 and 4/3. 

I 0.6 A supply of natural gas is required on a site 800 m above storage level. The gas at 
- 150°C, 1.1 bar from storage is pUll)ped steadily to a point on the site where its 
pres.,ure is 1.2 bar, its temperature 15°C, and ii:s flow rate 1000 m11b.r. If the 
worll transfer to the gas at lhe pump i.s I S kW, find the heat transfe.r to the gas 
between the two points. Neglect the change in K.E. and assume that the gas has 
the propenics of methane (CH4) which may be treated as an ideal gas having 
y= 1.33 (g = 9.75 m/s2). 

Ans. 63.9 kW 
10.7 A constant volumcchamberof0.3 m3 capacity contains I kg of air at 5°C. Heat 

is transferred to the ai.r until the temperature is I00°C. Find the work done, the 
heat transferred, and the changes in internal energy, enthalpy and entropy. 

I 0.8 One kg of air in a closed system, initially at s•c and occupying 0.3 m3 volume., 
oodergoes a constant pressure beating process to I oo•c. There is no work othc.r 
ihan pd11 work. Find (a) the work done during the process. (b) the heat 
transferred, and (c) the entropy change of the gas. 

10.9 O. I ni3 of hydrogen initially at 1.2 MPa, 200°C undergoes a reversible isolliennal 
expansion to 0.1 MPa. Find (a) the work done during the process, (b) the heat 
IJ'ansfem:d, and (c) the entropy change of the gas. 

I 0.10 Air in a closed stationary system exp.mds in a reversible adiabatic process from 
0.5 MPA, 15°C to 0.2 MPa. Find the final temperature, and per kg of air, the 
change in enthalpy, the heat transferred, and the work done. 

,. Ill I ' II 
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10.1 J lf the above process occurs in an open sieady from system. find th.e final 
temperature, and per kg of air, the ch.ange in internal energy, the heat transferred, 
and the shaft work. Neglect velocity and elevation changes. 

10.12 The indicator diagram for a oenain ·water-cooled cyclinder and piston ai.r 
compressor sh.ows that during compression pi/3 = constant. The compression 
stans at I 00 lcPa, 25°C and ends at 600 kPa. If the process is reversible, how 
much heat is tran.~ferred per kg of air'? 

10.13 An ideal gas of molecular weight 30 and r= 1.3 occupies a volume of I.S m3 at 
100 k.Pa and 77°C. The gas is compressed according to the law pv1·25 = coASlant 
lO a pn:ssu.re of 3 MPa. Calculate the volume and temperature at the end of 
compression and heating, work done, heat transferred, and the total change of 
entropy. 

I 0.14 Calculate the change of entropy when I kg of air changes from a temperature of 
330 Kanda volumeofO.lS m3 toatemperatureofS50Kandavolumeof0.6 m1

• 

lf the air expands according to ihe law. pt•" z con slant, between the same end 
states, calculate the heat given 10, or extracted from, the air during the expansion, 
and show that it is approximately equal to tbe cbanie of entropy multiplied by the 
mcWl absolute temper.a~. 

I 0.15 0.5 kg of air, initially at 25°C, is h.eated reversibly at constant pressure Wllil the 
volume is doubled, and is ihen heated reversibly at consiant volume until the 
pressure is doubled. For the total path, find the work transfer, the heat transfer, 
and the change of entropy. 

10. I 6 An ideal gas cycle of three processes uses Argon (Mot. wt. 40) as a working 
substance. Process 1-2 is a reversible adiabatic expansion from 0.014 m3

, 

700 kPa, 280°C to O.OS6 m3• Process 2-3 is a reversible isothennal process. 
Process 3-1 is a constant pressure process in which beat transfer is zero. Sketch 
lhe cycle in thep-v and T- s planes. and find (a) the work iransfcr in process 1- 2, 
(b) the work transfer in process 2- 3, and (c) the net work of the cycle. Take 
y# 1.67. 

Ans. (a} 8.85 kJ (b) 8.96 lcJ (c) 5.82 kJ 
10.17 A ga.~ occupies 0.024 m3 at 700 kPa and 95°C. lt is expanded in the non-now 

process according to the law piP ~ constant to a press= of 70 kPa after which 
it is he.ited at. constant pressure back to its original temperature. Sketch the 
process on the p-v and T- s diagrams, and calculate for the whole process the 
work done, the heat transferrcd, and the change of entropy. Take CP = 1.04 7 and 
c,, = 0.775 kJ/kg K for the gas. 

10.18 0.5 kg of air at 600 kPa receives an addition of heat at con&'ta.nt volume so that its 
temperature rises from I 1o•c to 650°C. II then expands in a cyclinder 
polytropiecally to its original temperature and the index of expansion is 1.32. 
Finally, it is compressed iso1hermaly to its original volwne. Calculate (a) the 
change of entropy during each of the three stag~-s, (b) the pressures at lhe end of 
constant volume heat addjtion and at the end of e.xpao.sioo. Sketch tbe processes 
on the p- v and T- s diagrams. 

I 0.19, 0.S kg of helium and O.S kg of nitrogen are mixed at 20°C and ata total pressure 
of 100 kPa, Fi.nd (a) the volume of the mixture, (b) the panial volumes of the 
components, (c) thepanial pressures of the components. (d) the mole fractions of 
the components, (e) the specific beats cP and cv of the mixture, and (0 the gas 
constant of the mixture. 

Ans. (a) 3.481 m3 (b) 3.045, 0.436 m3 (c) 87.S, 12.S kPa 
(dJ 0.875, 0. 125 (el 3.11, 1.921 lcJ!k (f)J p!9 kJ/kgX. 
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I 0 .. 20 A gaseous mixture consists of I kg of oxygen and 2 kg of ni1rogen at a pressure of 
ISO k.Pa and a temperature of20°C. Detennine the changes in intcmal energy. 
enthalpy and entropy of the mixture when the mixture is heated to a temperature 
of I 00°C (a) at constant volume. and (b) at constant pressure. 

10.21 A closed rigid cyclinder is divided by a diaphragm into rwo equal compartments, 
each of volume OJ m3. Each compartment contains air at a temperature of20°C. 
The pressure i.n one compartment is 2.5 MPa and in the other compartment is I 
MPa. The diaphragm i.s ruptured so that the air in both the compartments mixes 
IO bring the pressure to a unifonn value throughout the cylinder which is 
insulated. Find the ne1 change of entropy for tbe mixing process. 

10.22 A vessel is divided into three compartments (a), (b), and (c) by two partitions. 
Pan (a) contains oxygen and has a volume ofO. I m\ (b) has a volume of 0.2 m3 

and contains nitrogen, whil~ (c) is 0.05 rn3 and holds CO2• All three pans arc at 
a pressure of 2 bar and a temperature of 13 •c. When the partitions are removed 
and the gases mix, detennine the change of entropy of each constituent. tbe final 
pressure in the vessel and lhe panial pressure of each gas. The vessel may be 
taken as being completely isolated from its surroundings. 

Am. 0.0875, 0.0783, 0.0680 kJ/K; 2 bar; 0.5714, 1.1329, 0.2857 bar. 
l 0.23 A camot cycle uses I kg of air as the working fk :d. The maximum and minimum 

temperatures of the cycle are 600 K and 300 K. The maximum pressure of the 
cycle is I MJ>a and the volume of the gas doubles during the i.'IOlhermal heating 
process. Show by calculation of net work and heat supplied that the efficiency is 
the maximum possible for the given maximum and minimum tempcr.itures. 

I 0.24 An ideal. gas cycle consists of three reverslble processes in the following 
sequence: (a) constant volume pressure rise, (b) iscntropic expansion tor times 
the initial volume. and (c) constant pressure decrtilSe in volume. Sketch the eye.le 
on thep-v and T- s diagrams. Show that the efficiency of the cycle is 

rl -I-y(r-1) 
11,,..i."' rT -1 

Evaluate the cycle effici~ncy when r= f and r = 8. 

I 0.25 Using tbe Dieterici equation of $tale 

p ~ ~-exp(-~a ) 
v-b RTv 

(a) show that 

= a v = 2b T = _a_ 
P, ~ • ' < 4Rb 

(b) expand in the fonn 

(c) show that 

( 
B· C ) pvz/ff I+-+-+--· 
11 pl 

Ta=JL. 
bR 

Arts. ('fl= 0.378) 

I 0.26 The number of moles, the pressures. and the ternp,:raturcs of gases a, b, and care 
given as follows 

II I I 
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Gas 111 ~ mo/) p (1Pa} t ("C) 
N2 I 3S0 100 
co 3 420 200 
02 2 700 300 

If the coniainers are coMe<:ted, allowing the gases to mix freely, find (a) the 
pressure and temperature of the resulting mixture at equilibriwn, and (b) the 
change of entropy of each constituent and that of the mixture. 

l0.27 Calculate the volume of2.5 kg moles of steam at 236.4 atm. and 776.76 K with 
the help of compressibility fac1er versus reduced pressure graph. At this volume 
and the given pressure, what would the temperature be in K, if steam behaved 
like a van der Waals gas? 
The critical pressure, volume, and temperature of steam arc 218.2 atm, 
57 cml/kg mole, and 647.3 K respectively. 

I 0.28 Two vessels, A and B, e:ich of volume 3 m1 may be connected together by a tube 
of negligible volume. Vessel A contains air at 7 bar, 95°C while B contains air at 
3.5 bar, 205°C. Find the change of entropy when A is connected toB. Assume the 
mixing to be colll,plete and adiabetic. 

Ans. (0.975 kJ/kg K) 
I 0.29 An ideal gas at temperature T1 is heated at constant pn1ssW'C to T2 and then 

expanded reversibly. according to the law pr!' z constant, until lhe temperatun: is 
once again T1• What is the required value of n, if the changes of entropy during 
!he separate pr=sses are equal? 

Ans. (n=~) 
y + I 

10.30 A cenain mass of sulphur dioxide (S02) is coni.:lined in a vessel of 0.142 m3 

capacity, at a pressure and temperature of 23.1 bar and I S°C respectively. A 
valve is opened momentarily and the pressure falls immediately to 6.9 bar. 
Sometime later the temperature is again l8°C and the pressure is observed to be 
9. l bar. Estimate the value of specific hcai ratio. 

Ans. 1.29 
10.31 A gaseous mixture contains 21 % by volume of nitrogen, 50% by volume of 

hydrogen. and 29% by volume of carbon-dioxide. Calculate the molecular weight 
of the mixture, the ch:iractcristic gas constant R for the mixture and the value of 
the reversible adiabatic iJldeX y. (At 10°C, the cP values of nitrogen, hydrogen. 
and carbon dioit.ide are 1.039, 14.235, and 0.828 kJ/kg K respectively.) 
A cyclinder contains o.oss ·m1 or the mixtul:1! at I bar and 10°c. The gas 
undergoes a rever.;ible non-flow process during which its volume is reduced to 
one-fifth of its original value. If the law of compression is pv12 = constant, 
dciermine the work and heat transfers in magnitude and sense and the change in 
entropy. 
A,u. 19.64 kg/kg mo!., 0.423 kJ/kg K, 1.365. - 16 kl, - 7.24 kJ, - 0.31 kJ/kg K 

10.32 Two moles of an ideal gas at temperature T and pressure pare contained in a 
comparunenL In an adjacent companmcnt is one mole of an ideal gas at 
temperature 2T and pressure p. The gases mix adiabatically but do not react 
chemically when a panition separating the companments is withdrawn. Show 
that the entropy increase due to the mixing process is given by 

"'; 
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R(ln 27 + _r_ In 32) 
4 y-1 27 

provided that the gases are different and that the ratio of specific beat y is the 
same for botb gases and remains constant. · 
What would the entropy change be ifihc mixing gases were of the same spcc'ies? 

10.33 11 1 moles ofan ideal gas at pressure p 1 and temperature Tare in one compartment 
of an i.nsulated container. In an adjoining compartment, separated by a partition, 
aron2 moles ofan ideal gas at pressurep2 and temperature T. When the partition 
is removed. calculate (a) the final pressure of the mixture, (b) the entropy change 
when the gases are identical, and (c) the entropy change when ihe gases arc 
different. Prove that the entropy change in ( c) is the same as that produced by two 
independent free expansions. 

10.34 Assume that 20 kg of steam are required at a pressure of 600 bar and 3 

temperature of 7S0°C in order to conduct a panicular experiment. A 140-1.itrc 
heavy duty tank ls available for storage. 
Predict if this is an adequate storage eapacityusing: 
(a) the ideal gas theory, 
(b) llie compres.~ibility factor chart, 
(c) the van der Waals equation with a = 5.454 (litrei aim/(gmo1)2. b = 0.03042 

litreslgmol for steam, 
(d) the Mollier chart 
(e) the steam cables. 

Es1inute the error in each. 
Airs. (a) 157.75 I, (b) 132.51 /, (c) 12.4.94 / (e) 137.29 / 

10.35 Estimate tbe pressure of5 kg of CO2 gas which occupfes a volume of0.70 m3 at 
75°C, using the Beattie-Bridgeman equation of state. 
Compare this result with the value obtained using the generalized compressibility 
chart, Which is more accurate and why? 
Fot CO2 with units of aim. litre~! mo) and K, A0 = 5.0065, a = 0.07132. 
B0 .. 0.10476, b = 0.07235. C >< 10 = 66.0. 

J 0.36 Meas.uremeots of pressure and 1ernpern.1ure at various st.ages in an adiabatic air 
turbine show that the states of air lie on the line pvl.2' = constant. If kinetic and 
gravitational potential energy are neglected, prove that the shaft won: per kg as a 
function of prc5sw-e is given by the following relation 

Take yfor air as 1.4. 
10.37 Air flows steadily ioio a com_pressor ai a 1emperuture of l 7°C and a pressure of 

1.05 bar and leaves at a temperatureof247°C and a pressure of 6.3 bar. There is 
no heat transfer to or from the air as it flows through the compressor; changes in 
elevation and vcloci1y are negligible. Evaluate the external work done per kg of 
air, assuming air as an ideal gas for which R = 0.287 kJ/kg K and y = 1.4. 
Evaluate the minimum external work. required to compress the ai.r adiabatically 
from the same initial state 10 the same final pressure 31ld the isenuopic efficiency 
9fthc compressor. 

Ans. - 22.S kJ/kg, - 190 kJ/q. 84.4% 

Ill" ii . 
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10.38 A slow-speed reciprocating air compressor with a water jacket for cooling 
approximates a quasi-static compression process following a path pvl.l = const. 
If air enters at a temperature of20°C and a pressure of I bar, and is compressed 
to 6 bar at a rate of 1000 kg/h, determine the discharge temperature of air, the 
power required and the heat transferred per kg. 

Ans. 443 K. 51.82 kW, 36 kJ/kg 
I 0.39 A single-acting two-stage reciprocating air compressor with complete 

intercooling delivers 6 kg/min ai lS bar pressure. Assume an iniake-condition of 
I bar and l 5°C and that the compression and expansion processes are (?.Olytropic 
with 11 ~ 1.3. Calculate: (a) the power required. (b) tho isothermal efficiency. 

Ans. (a) 26.1 S kW (b) 8S.6% 
I 0.40 A two-stage air compressor receives 0.238 .r.r? Is of air at I bar and 27°C and 

discharges ·it at IO bar. The polytropic index of compression is 1.35. Determine 
(a) ihe mini.mum power necessary for compression. (b) the power needed for 
single-siage compression to the same pressure, (c) the maximum temperature for 
(a) and (b), and (d) the heat removed in the intcrcooler. 

Ans. (a) 63.8 kW, (b) 74.9 kW, (c) 404.2 K, 544.9 K. (d) 28.9 kW 
I0.41 A mass of an ideal gas exists initially at a pressure of 200 kPa, temperature 

300 K. and specific volume 0.5 m3/kg. The value of yis 1.4. (it) Dctennine the 
specific heats of the gas. (b) What is the change in entropy when the gas is 
expanded to pressure 100 k.Pa accordinf. to the law ptF 3 = const1 (c) What will 
be the entropy change if the path is pv1• = const. (by the application of a cooling 
jacket during the process)? (d) What is the inference you can draw from this 
example? 

Ans. (a) 1.166, 0.833 kJ/kg K, (b) 0.044 kJ/kg K (c) - 0.039 kJ/kg K 
(d) Entropy increases when 11 < rand decreases when n > r 

10.42 (a) A closed system of 2 kg of air lnitially at pressure 5 attn and temperatun:. 
227°C, cKpands reversibly to pressure 2 atm following the law pv1.2s 
"' const. Assuming air as an ideal gas, determine the work done and the heat 
transferred. 

Ans. 193 kJ, 72 kJ 
(b) If the sys&em does lhe .sa.nie apa.nsion in a §tea.dy flow process, what is the 

work done by the system'? 
Ans. 24 l kJ 

I 0.43 Air contained in a cylinder fitted with a piston is compressed rever.;ibly acc-0rding 
to the Jaw pv1.2s = const. The mass of air in the cylinder is 0, t kg. The initial 
pressure is I 00 kPa and the initial temperal\lfC 20°C. The final volume is I /8 of 
the initial volume. Determine the work and tbe heat transfer. 

AIU. - 22.9 .kJ, - 8. 7 kJ 
t 0.44 Air is contaiocd in a cylinder fitted wiih a frictionless piston. Initially the cylinder 

contains O.S ml of air at 1.S bar, 20°C. the air is then compressed reversibly 
according to the law pv" = constant until the final pressure is 6 bar, at which 
point the temperature is l20°C. Determine: (a) the polytropic index n. (b) the 
final volume of air, (c) the work done on the air and the heat transfer. and (d) the 
net change in entropy 

Ans. (a) l.2685, {b) 0.1676 m) (c) - 95.3 kJ, - 31.S kJ, (d) 0.0153 kJ/K 
J 0.45 The specific heat at constant pressure for air is given br 

cp = 0.9169 + 2.S77 x 10-4 T - 3.974 x 10-8 r kJ/kg K 
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Detennine the change in internal energy and that in entropy of air when it 
undergoes a change of state from 1 atm and 298 K to a telllf)(ra~ of2000 Kat 
the same pressure. 

AIIS. 1470.4 kJ/kg. 2.1065 kJ/kg K 
10.46 A closed 1s1em allows nitrogen to expand reversibly from a volume of0.25 m3 

to 0.75 m along the path pv1•32 ~ const. The original pressure of the gas is 
250 kPa and its initial temperature is 100°C. (a) Draw thep-v and T-s diagrams. 
(b) What are the final temperature and the final pressure of the gas'! (c) How 
mm:h work is done and how much heat is uansferred? (d) What is lhe eniropy 
change of nitrogen? 

Ans. {b) 262.44 K. S8.63 kPa. (c) 57.89 kJ, 11.4 kJ, (d) 0.0362 kJ/K 
10.47 Methane has a specific heat at constant pressure given bycP = 17.66 + 0.06188 T 

k:Jlkg moJ K when I kg of·mcthane is heated at constant volume from 27 to 
500°C. If the in.itial pressure of the gas is I atm, calculate the final pressure, the 
heat transfer, the work done and the change in entropy. 

Ans. 2.577 atm, 1258.5 kJ/kg, 0, 2.3838 kJ/kg K. 
I 0.48 Air is compressed reversibly according to the law pv 125 = con~t. from an initial 

pressure of I bar and volume of0.9 m3 to a final volume of0.6 mJ. Detennine the 
final pressure and the change of el)tropy per kg of air. 

Ans. 1.66 bar, - 0.0436 kJ/kg K 
10.49 In a heat engine cycle, air is isothermally compressed. Heat is then added at 

constant pressure, after which the air expands isentropically to its original state. 
Draw the cycle onp-1.1 and T-s c-00rdinates. Show that the cycleelliciency can be 
expressed in the following fonn 

= I - (y-l)lnr 
'1 y(r·,-11-r - 1) 

where r is the pressure ratio. p/ p 1• Determine the pressure ratio and the cycle 
effieiency if the initial temperature is 27°C and the maximum temperature is 
321°c. 

Ans. 13.4, 32.4% 
10.50 What is the: minimum amount ofworir. n:quiml to sepannc I mole ofairat27"C 

and I aim pressure (as.su.med composed of 1/5 ~ and 4/S N2) into oxygen and 
nltTogen ea.ch at 27°C 11J1d I aim pressure:? 

AIIS. 1250} 
I 0.51 .A closed adiabatic cylinder of volume I m3 is divided by a pani1ion into l'wo 

companments I and 2. Compartment I has a volume of 0.6 m3 nnd contains 
methane at 0.4 MPa, 40°C, while companm,·nt 2 has a volume of 0.4 m3 and 
contains propane at 0.4 MPa, 40°C. The panhion is removed and the gases arc 
allowed to mix. (a) When the equilibrium state is reached, find the entropy 
cl1ange of the universe. (b) What are the molecular weight and the specific beat 
ratio of the mixture? 
The mixture is now compressed reversibly and adiabatically 10 1.2 MPa. 
Compute (c) the final temperature. of the mixture, (d) the work required per unit 
mass, and (e) the specific entropy change for each gas. Take cP of methane and 
propane as 35.72 and 74.56 kJ/kg mol K respectively. 

Ans. (a) 0.8609 kJ/K (b) 27.2, 1.193 (c) I00.9°C (d) 396 kJ (e) 0.255 kJ/kg K 

Ill" ii . 
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I 0.52 An ideal gas cycle consists of the following reversible processes: (i) isentropic 
compression, (ii) constant volume heat addition, (iii) isentropic expansion, and 
(iv} constant pres.sure heat rejection. Show that the efficiency of this cycle is 
given by 

11 = 1 - _I_· [ y(a•ry -1)] 
,.,_r·• a- I 

where rk is the compression ratio and a is the ra.tio of-pressures after and befon: 
heat addition. 
An engine operating on the above cycle with a compression ratio of 6 starts the 
compression with air at l bar. 300 K. lfthe ratio of pressures aflerand before hcai 
addition is 2.5, calculate ihe efficiency and the m.c.p. of the cycle. Take Y"' 1.4 
and c,, = 0,718 kJ/kg K. 

Ans. 0.579. 2.5322 bar 
IO.S3 The relation between u, p and t• for many gases is oflhe fonn u =a+ bpv where 

a and bare constants. Show ihat for a reversible adiabatic process,pv7 ~· c,onstant, 
when: y= (b + 1 }lb. 

10.54 (a) Show that the slope of a tt"Ye.rsible adiabatic process on p-V coordinates is 

dp =--1-1 whmk•-l.(!!.) 
dv Av c, v iJp T 

(b) He.nee, show ihat for an ideal gas, µv7 = consiani. for a reversible adiabatic 
process. 

I 0.55 A certain gas obeys the Clausius equation of state p(v - b) = R.T and has its 
internal energy given by u = c..., T. Show that the equation for a reversible adiabatic 
process is p(v - bf= constant, where y ~ c/ cv-

10.56 (a) Two curves, one repn:senting a reversible adiabatic process undergone by an 
ideal gas and lhc other an isothermal process by the same gas, intersect at the 
same point on the p-V diagram. Show that ihe ratio of the slope of the adiabatic 
curve to the slope of the isothennal curve is equal to y. (b) Determine the ratio of 
work done during a reversible adiabatic process lo the work done during an 
isothennal process for a gas baving 1= 1.6. Both processes have a pressure ratio 
of 6. 

10.57 Two conlllincrs p and q with rigid walls con1ain two different monatomic gases 
with masses mp and mq, gas constants RP and Rq, and initail teinpcraturcs TP and 
Tq respectively, are brought in contact with each other and allowed to exchange 
energy until equilibrium is achieved. Determine: (a) the final temperature of the 
two gases and (b) the change of entropy due to this energy exchange. 

10.58 The pressure of a certain ga..~ (photon gas) is a function of temperature only and is 
related to the energy and volume by p(7) = {1 /3) (U/J/). A system consisting of 
this gas confined by :a cylinder and a piston undergoes a Camot cycle between 
two pn!S.sures p1 and p2• (a) Find expressions for work and heat of reversible 
isothermal and adiabatic processes. (b) Plot the Carnot cycle on p-v and T-s 
diagrams. (c) Detennine the efficiency of 1he cycle in terms of pressures. (d) 
What is the functional relation between pressure and temperature? 

10.59 The gravimetric analysis of dry air is approximately: oxygen = 23% nitrogen 
= 77".4. Calculate: (al lhe volumctr.ic analysis. (b) the- gas constant, (c) the 
molecular weight, (d} the respective panial pressures, (e} the specific volume at 
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1 atm, I S°C, and (f) How mix:h oxygen must be added to 2.3 kg air to produce a 
mili:ture which is 50% oxygen by volume? 

Ans. (a) 21%02, 79% N2, (b)0.288 lcJ/kg K, (dJ 21 lcPa for 02, 

(c) 0.84 m /kg, lf) 1.47 kg 
10.60 A vessel ofvolume2Vis divided into two equal compartments. Tbese are li.lJed 

with the same ideal gas. the temperature a,nd pressure on one side of the panition 
being (p1, T1) and on ibe oiher (p2, T2). Show tbat if the gases on the two sides are 
allowed to mix slowly with no heat entering, the final pressure and temper.iturc 
will be given by 

p = Pi + Pl , T= 7j:l;(p, + P2) 

2 P11i + P21i 
Funhcr. show that the entropy gain is 

l!S= Y[(1){1i. In L + Ji h1 _!_}- .J!l.. In...!!.... - Ji In ...E....] 
R fi 1j T1 l; 7; Pt Tz Pi 

I 0.61 A single-acting air compressor has a cylinder of bore IS cm and the pistou stroke 
is 25 cm. The crank speed is 600 rpm. Air taken from the atmosphere (I atm, 
27°C) is delivered at 11 bar. Assuming polytropic compression pvJ.2j = const., 
find the power required lo drive the compressor, when its mechanical efficiency 
is 80%. The compressor has a clearance volume which is l/20th of the stroke 
volume. How long will ii iake to deliver I ml of air al the c,omprcssor outlet 
conditions. Find the volumelric efficiency of the compressor. 

AIIS. 12.25 kW, 3.55 min. 72o/o 
10.62 A multistage air compressor compresses air from I bar to 40 bar. The maximum 

temperature in any stage is not to exceed 400 K. (a) If the law of compression for 
all the stages is pv1 J = const., and the initial temperature is 300 K, find the 
number of stages for the minimum power input (b) Find the intermediate 
pressures for optimum compression as well as the power needed. (c) What is the 
heal transfer in each of the intercooler? 

Ans. (a) 3 (b) 3.48 bar, 12.1 bar, 373.1 k.J/kg (c) 100.5 kJ/lcg 
10.63 An ideal gas with a constant volume of cP - 29.6 J/gmol-K is made to undergo a 

cycle consisting of the following reversible processes in a closed system: 
Process 1-2: The gas e,rpands adiabatically from 5 MPa, 550 K to l Mpa; 
Process 2- 3: The gas is heated at const.int volume until 550 K; Process 3- 1: The 
gas is compressed isothermally back to its initial condition. 
Cakulaie the work, the heal and the change of entropy of the gas for each of 1he 
thn.'e processes. Draw the f>-V and T-s diagrams. 

A.IIS. W1.2 = 4260 J/gmol, Qt- 2 = 0, As H = o. 
W1_3 = 0, Q2-3 ~ 4260 J/gmol, .osM = 9.62 

J/gmol-K, W3-1 =- 5290 J/mol = Q3 .. r 
6s3.t = - 9.62 J/gmol-K, W0 "' - Q""' = - 1030 

Jg/gmol, f dS = 0 

I 0.64 Air in a closed system expands reversibly and adiabatically from 3 MPa, 200°C 
to two times its initial volume, and ihen cools at constan.t volume until the 
pressure drops to 0.8 MPa. Calculate the work done and heat transferred per kg 
of air. Use cP = 1.017 and Cv = 0.728 kJ/kgK. 

Ans. 82.7 lcJ/kg, - 78.1 kJ/kg 

1,111 
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10.65 A vessel is divided into three compartments (a), (b) and (c) by two pllrtitions. 
Part (a) contains hydrogen and has a volume ofO. I m3, part (b) contains nitrogen 
and has a volume of0.2 m3 and part ( c) contains carbon dioxide and has a volume 
of 0.05 m3• All the three pans are at a pressure of 2 bar and a tempcrature of 
13°C. The partitions are removed and the gases are allowed to mix. Determine 
(a) the molecular weight of the mixture, {b) the characteristics gas constant for 
the mixture, (c) lhe partial pressures of each gas, {d) the revenible adiAbatic 
index y, and {e} the entropy change due to dilfusion. The specific heatS of 
hydrogen, nitrogen and carbon dioxide arc 14.235, 1.039 and 0.828 kJ/kg.K 
respectively. 
The above gas mixture is lhen reversibly compressed to a pressure of 6 bar 
according to the law p11

1
·
2 = constant, (f) Detennine the work and heat 

interactions in magui'tude and sense, and (g) the change in entrol'Y. 
Ans. (a) 22.8S82 (b) 0.3637 kJ/kgK (c) PHi = 0.S7J4,J'N

1 
= 1.1428, 

Pco.: 0.2858 bar (d) 1.384 (e) 0.3476 kJ/kgK (t) - 70.455 kl, 
• - 33.772 kJ (g) -0.1063 kJIK. 

10.66 A four cylinder single-stage air comp.ressor has a bore of 200 mm and a stroke of 
300 mm and runs at 400 rpm. Al a working pressure of 721.3 kPa it delivers 
3.1 m3 of air per min at 270°C. Calculate (a) the mas.~ flow rate, (b) the m,e air 
delivery (FAD) (c) eJfective swept volume, ( d) volumetric efficiency. Tllke lhe 
inlet condition as that of the free air at IO I .3 kPa. 21 •c. 

Ans. (,l) 0.239 kg.ls (b) 0.199 m3/s (c) 0.299 ml, (d) 79.2% 
10.67 A single stage reciprocating air compressor bas a swept volume of 2000 cm3 and 

l1lilS at 800 rpm. lt operates on a pressure ratio of 8, with a clearance of.So/o of the 
swept volume. Assume NTP room conditions, and at inlet, and polytropic 
compression and e:itp:insion with n - 1.25. Calculate (a) the indlcatcd power, 
(b) volumetric efficiency, (c) mass flow rate, (d) the free air delivery FAD, (e) 
isothennal efficiency, (I) actual power needed to drive the compressor, if the 
mechanical efficiency is 0.85. 

Ans. {a) S.47 kW (b) 78.6% (c) 1.54 kg/min (d) 1.26 m3/min, 
(e) 80.7%. ( f) 6.44 kW 

I 0.<>8 A two-stage single-act.ing reciprocating compressor 1akes in air at the rate of 
0.2 m3/s. Intake pressure and temperature arc 0.1 MPa and J6°C respectively. 
The air is compressed to a ftnal pressure of0.7 MPa. The intcm1ediaie pressure is 
ideal. and intertooling is perfect. The compression indell is 1.25 and the 
compressor mn.~ al 10 rps. Neglecting clearance, determine (a) the intermediate 
pressure, (b) the touil volwneof each cylinder, (c) the power required to drive the 
compressor,. ( d) the rate of heat absorption in the intcrcoolcr. 

Ans. (a) 0.264 MPa (b) 0.0076 m3 h.p. and 0.02 m3 l.p cylinder 
(c) 42.8 kW (d) 14.95 kW 

10.6.9 A 3-stage single-acting air compressor running in an abnosphcrc at 1.013 bar 
and IS°C has a free air delivery of 2.83 m3/min. The suction pressure and 
temperature arc 0.98 bar and 32°C n:spectively. The delivery pressure is to be 
72 bar. Calculate the indicate power required, assuming complete lntereooling, 
n = 1.3 and that ihe compressor is designed for minimwn worL. What wiU be the 
heat loss to the intercoole~? 

Ans. 25.568 kW, 13.78 kW 

Iii I, 
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10.70 Predict the pressure of nitrogen gas at T= I 7S Kand v = 0.00375 m31kg on the 
basis of (a) the ideal gas equation of siate, (b) the van der Waals equation of state, 
(c) the Beattie-Bridgeman equation of state and (d) the Benedict-Webb-Rubin 
equation of stale. Compare the values obtained with the experimentally 
detennined value oft 0,000 kPa. 

Ans. (a) 13,860 kPa (b) 9468 kPa (c) 1.0,110 kPa (d) 10,000 kPa 
I 0. 71 The pressure in an automobile tyre depends on the temperature of the air in the 

·tyre. When the air temperature is 25°C, the pressure gauge reads 210 kPa. Jr the 
volume of the tyre is 0.025 m3, dctennine the pressure rise in the tyre when the air 
tempe.nturc in ibe tyre rises to so•c. Also find the ;imount of air that must be 
bled off 10 restore pressure to its original value at tbis temperature. Take 
atmospheric pressure as 100 Jc.Pa. 

10.72 Two tanks are connected, by a valve. One tank con1ains 2 kg of CO sas at 77°C 
and 0. 7 bare The other tank holds 8 kg of the same gas at 27°C and 1.2 bar. The 
valve is opened and the gases arc allowed to mix while receiving energy by heat 
transfer from the sunoundings. The final cquilibriwn temperature is 42°C. Using 
the ideal gas model, dctcnnine (a) the final equilibrium pressure, (b) the heat 
transfer for the process. 

Ans. (a) 1.05 bar (b) 31"'?5 kJ 

"' 



Thermodynamic Relations, 
Equilibrium and Third Law 

11.1 Some Mathematical Theorems 

Theore.m 1 lfa relation exists among the variablesx,y, and z, then z may be 
expressed as a function ofx and y, or 

If 

then 
wherez, M andN are fwtctions of.randy. DifferentiatingMpartially with respect 
toy, and N with respect to .r 

(clM) a2z 
a;-"= dX·d)' 

( aN) a2
z 

a; y = dy·d.r 

( t;).;: ( !~)y (11.J) 

This is the condition of exact ( or perfect) differential. 

Theorem 2 If a quantity f is a function of x, y, and :, and a relation exists 
among .r, y and z, lhen f is a function of any two of .r, y, and z. Similarly any 

, I I , 111 ·sM 1 11 
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one of x, y, and z may be regarded to be a function of/ and any one of x, y, and z. 
Thus,if 

X =x(/,y) 
dr .. ( :; )y 4{+ ( :; \dy 

Similarly, if 

y = y(f.z) 

dy=(ar) 4f+(ar) dz 
a1 2 az r 

Substituting the expression of dy in the preceding equation 

Again 

Theorem 3 Among the variables x, y, and z, any one variable may be 
considered as a function of the other two. Thus 

i .. x(y, z) 

dr = ( ax ) dy + ( ax ) dz 
dy 1 dz 

1 

Similarly, 

dr = ( dz ) ch+ ( dz ) dy 
ih y dy lt 

dx=(ax) dy+(ai) [(~) dx+(az) d)'] 
dy it dz Y dx Y dy x 

-[( a~ ). + ( dx ) ( dz ) Jd + ( dx) ( dz ) dx - dy t oz y Oy X y a;- '1 ax '1 

I I 
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=[(a.:c) +(d.:c) (dz) Jdy+ck ay z dz y dy • 

(tl +(t)Jtl =O 

or (t)J!;)Jt)."-1 (11.3) 

Among the thennodynamic variablesp, V, and T, the following relation holds 
good 

( dp) (av) (dT) 1 dJ' r or p op v "' -

11.2 Maxwell's Equations 

A pure substance existing in a single phase has only two independent variables. 
Of the eight quantities p, V, T, S, U, H, F (Helmholtz function), and G (Gibbs 
function) any one may be expressed as a function of any two others. 

For a pure substance undergoing an infinitesimal reversible process 
(a) dU = TdS - pdV 
(b) dH=dU+pdJ'+ Yelp= TdS+ Yelp 

(c) dF= dU-TdS-SdT=-pdV-SdT 
(d) dG = dH-TdS-SdT= Velp-SdT 

Since V, H, F and Gare thennodynamic properties and exact differentials of 
the type 

dz=Mck+Ndy, then 

(t~)x =(:)y 
Applying this to the four equations 

(11.4) 

(11.5) 

( 11.6) 

(J 1.7) 

I I !!I ii I + II 



These four equations are known as Maxwell's equations. 

11.3 TdS Equations 

Let enlTopy S be imagined as a fun.ction of T and V. Then 

dS=(as) dr+(as) dV ar V aY T 

TdS=.,( as) dT+ J as) dv 'lar V 'laV T 

Since T ( :: t = C.,. beat capacity at constant volwne, and 

( :: t = ( :: t, Maxwell's third equation, 

TdS-C.dT+r(!~ t dV 

This is known as the first TdS equation. 
lfS=S(T,p) 

dS=( as) dr+( as) dp at p ap T 

ru = r( as) dT+ .,(as) dp 
OT p 'lap T 

Since .,f as) = cp, and ( as) .. -(av) 
'liJT p dp r iJT P 

then TdS=Cdr-r(iJV) dp 
P i)T P 

This is known as the s1tco1td TdS equation. 

11.4 .Differen.ce in Heat Capacities 

Equating the first and second TdS equations 

TdS=CdT-r(iJv) d,p=C dT+T(iJp) dV 
p or p • or v 

(C -C)dT=.,f iJp) dY+.,f aY) dp 
p V 'l iJT V 'l iJT p 

~399 

(11.8) 

(11.9) 
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(11.10) 

This i.s a very imporlant equation in wnnodynamics. It indicatcs the following 
importanl facts. 

(a) Since ( :; ): is always positive, and ( !: )T for any substan.ce is nega

tive, ( Cp - Cv) is always ~itivc. Tbe~fore, Cp is always greater than C,. 
(b) As T-+ OK, CP-+ Cv or at absolul.e zero, Cl'= C.,. 

( c) When ( :~) P = 0 ( e.g., for water at 4 °C, when density is maximum, or 

spx:ific volume minimum}, CP = C,. 
(d) Foranidealgas,pV=mRT 

(!~);~ n;: = ~ 
and (dp) =-mRT 

dY 1 V1 

CP- C,=mR 

m ~-~-R 
Equation (11.10) may also be expressed in terms of volume expansivity (/J}, 

defined as 

!, "' ' !1 ' 
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/J= _!_( cW) 
Y dT P 

and isothermal compressibility (kr ), defined as 

kr=-1.( ;w) 
11 ar 1 

71'[ t(;)J 
Cp-Cv= _ ~(:.:t 

c -c = rvpi 
P " kr 

11.5 Ratio of Heat Capacities 

At constant S. the two TdS equations become 

Sincey> I, 

CPdT1 = r( !~ )P dp, 

(ap·) 
c11 _ (av) (ar) (dp) _ av s _ 
c. ar p op v a11 s ( ap ). r 

av 1 

(11.11} 

Therefore, the slope of an isentrope is greater than that of an isothenn on rrv 
diagram (Fig. 11. l ). Fo.r reversible and adiabatic compression, the work done is 

2S 

w. =h11 -11, = I vdp 
I 

= Area J-2S-l-4-I 
For reversible and isothennal compression, the work done would be 

2T 

Wr =hzr-h1 = J vdp 
I 

= Area l-2T-3~1 
• Ill h 
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f 3 ~ -----2r ......... \-s"'c 
~ T=C 

--o 

WT<W, 
For polytropic compr,ession wilh I < n < y, the worlc done will be between 

these two values. So, isothermal compression requires minimum work. (See Sec. 
10.4). Tbe adiabatic compressibility {k.) is defined as 

k =-_.!-(dY) 
' V dp s 

CP = -f(*t _ 
cv _.L(av) -r 

V dp , 

or y~ kT 
*. 

( 1 l.12) 

11,6 Energy Equation 

For a system undergoing an infinitesimal reve.rsible process between two 
equilibrium states, the change of internal energy is 

dU=TdS-pdV 

Substituting the first T dS equation 

dU=CvdT+r(:: t dY-pdV 

=CJIT+[r(!;t -p]dY (11.13) 

If U ~ U (T, JI) 

I I !!I ii I + II 
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du=(au) dr+(au) dV 
dT v clJ' T 

(au) =r(ap) -p ar r ar v 
(11.14) 

This is known as the energy equation. Two applications of the equation are 
g.iven below: 

(a) For an ideal gas, nRT 
p=-f'-

(:; t = n: =: 
(au) = r.l!..-p=o av 1 r 

U does not change when V changes at T = C. 

( !~ )J :: )) :~ t = 1 

( :~ )J :; )l = ( :~ \ = 0 

Since (aP) ;eo,(au) "' 0 av 1 op T 

U does not change eilher when p changes at T.,. C. So the internal energy of an 
ideal gas is a function of temperature only, as shown earlier in Chapter IO. 

Another important point to note is that in Eq. (11.13), for an ideal gas 

pJl-n}iTend 

Therefore 

r(op) -p=O ar V 

dU=CvdT 

holds good for an ideal gas in any process (even when the volume changes). But 
for any other substance 

dU=CvdT 

is true only when the volume is constant and dV= 0. 
Similarly 

and 

dJI = TdS + Ydp 

TdS=CpdT- r( :~)Pdp 

Iii I, 
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dH=CPdT+ [Y-1:~)Jdp (11.15) 

(an) = v-r(av) 
Op T dT p 

(11.16) 

As shown for internal energy, it can be similarly proved from Eq. { 11.16) that 
the enthalpy of an idea.I gas is not a function of either volume or pressure 

but a function of temperature alone. 
Since for an ideal gas,pY= nRT 

and Y-r(av) =O 
i)T P 

the relation dH = CP dTis true for any process (even when the pressure changes). 
However, for any other substance the relation dH = CP dTholds good only when 
the pressure remains constant or dp = 0. 

(b) Thennal rediation in equilibrium with the enclosing walls possesses an 
energy that depends only on the volume and temperature. The energy density (u), 
defined as the ratio of energy to volume, is a function of temperature only, or 

u= ~ =f(7)only 

The electromagnetic theory of radiation states that radiation is equivalent to a 
photon gas and it exerts a pressure, and, that the pressure exerted by the black
body radiation in an enclosure is given by 

II 
p=3 

Black-body radiation is thus specified by the pressure, volume, and 
temperature of the radiation. 

Since U=uYandp= !. 
3 

(au) =u and (ap) =!_du 
av 1 ar v 3 dr 

By substituting in the energy Eq. (11.13) 

T du 11 11=----
3 dT 3 

~= 4 dT 
II T 

or In u = In T4 + In b 

1 I +• nl h ! II 
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or u=br4 

where b is a constant Th.is is known as the Stefan-Boltzmarm u1w. 

Since U = 11JI-= VbT~ 

( t~t :oCv=4Vbr1 

and ( ~) = .!.~ = .ibr3 

ar v 3 dT 3 

from the first TdS equation 

TdS=C,dT+ r(:: L dV 

= 4n,7'1 dT + _1.br4·d V 
3 

-=W5 

For a reversible isothennal change of volume, the beat to be supplied reversibly 
to keep temperature constant 

Q= ibr~Y 
3 

For a reversible adiabatic change of volume 

.ibr dY= -4Ybr'd1 
3 

dV =-l dT 
y T 

or JIT = const. 
If the temperature is one-half the original temperature, the volume of black

body radiation is to be increased adiabatically eight times its original volume so 
that the radiation remains in equilibrium with matter at that temperature. 

11.7 Joule-Kelvin Effect 

A gas is made to undergo continuous throttling process by a valve, as shown in 
Fig. 11.2. The pressures and temperatures of the gas in the insulated pipe 
upstream and downstream of the valve arc measured with suitable manometers 
and thennometers. 

"' 



Let Pi and T; be the arl>itrarily chosen pressure and temperature before 
throttling and let them be kept constant. By operating the valve manually, the gas 
is lhrottled successively to different pressures and temperatures Pr, , T,,;Ph• Tli; 
Pr1, Th and so on. These are ihen plotted on the T-p coordinates as shown in 
Fig. 11.3. All the points represent equilibrium states of some constant mass of 
gas, say, I kg, at which the gas has the same enthalpy. 

·--------- ·----------
- ·- P 

Fig. l 1..1 IJffltAalpic s/4ta of a gas 

The curve passing through all these points is an isenthalpic curve or an 
isentlralpe. It is not the graph of a throttling process, but the graph through points 
of equal enthalpy. 

The initial temperature and pressure of the gas (before throttling) arc then set 
to new values, and by throttling to different states, a family of isenthalpes is 
obtained for the gas, as shown in Figs 11.4 and 11.5. The curve passing through 
the maxima of these isenthalpes is called the it1version curve. 

The numerical value of the slope of an isentbalpe on a T-p diagram at any 
point is called the Joule-Kelvin coefficient and is denoted byµ 1. Thus the locus of 
all points at whichµ, is zero is the inversion curve. The region inside the inversion 
curve where µ1 is positive is called the cooling region and the region outside 
where µ1 is negative is called the hearing region. So, 

Maximum 
lnve'*1 

Temp ~-----
1 - - - ... .... Conslant enlhalpy 

._. , "' 1 curves (isenlhalpes) iii ~ I" "" i CooHng , 

I ~"~, 1

1 

Heatingregion 

!Critical / 
j polnt~~µJ ,~~iq ,,,· inversion cu~~ui ~oi __ .. ____ ,_ 

p ___,,.p 

Fig. 11.! Jsenllialpic curves and tlu i1UJtr.rion curve 
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.. -·. 
, .. --

.• ltweralon curve (PJ = 0) 

~ ~ 
I ~Conttsntenlhalpy 

Z\_~ ~Nel 

~ Crflicatpoint 

r ~ SaluraUon curve 
Liquid Vapour 

region 

-s 
Ftg. 11.5 Jn.omion and S/1Jll.ration '11""1 on T-s plot 

µ,=(ar) op h 

The difference in enthalpy between two neighbouring equilibrium states is 

dh = Tds+vdp 
and the second TdS eqnation (per unit mass) 

Ttls=c dT-r(dv) dp 
p ar 

" 
dh = cP dT-[ r(; t -v ]dp 

The second term in the above equation stands only for a real gas, because for 
1111 ideal gas, dh = cP dT. 

µ, = ( ar) = ..L[r( av ) _ v] op h cp ar. p 
(11.17) 

For an ideal gas 

pv=RT 

(:; t=; =; 
µ,= ..L(r.!!..-v) =O 

cP T 

There is-no cha11ge i11 temperature when un idea' ga.v is made to undergo a 
Joule-Kelvin expansion (i.e. throttlingj. 

For achieving the effect of cooling by Joule-Kelvin expansion, the initial 
temperature of the gas must be below 1he point where the inversion curve 

Iii I, 



intersects the temperature axis, i.e. below the maximum inversion temperatu.re. 
For nearly all substances, the maximum inversion temperature is above the 
normal ambient temperature, and hence cooling can be obtained. by the Joule• 
Kelvi.n effect. In the case of hydrogen and helium, however, the gas is to be 
precooled in heat exchangers below the maximum inversion temperature before it 
is throttled. For liquefaction the gas has to be cooled below the critical 
temperature. 

Let the initial state of gas before throttling be at A (Fig. 11.6). The change in 
temperature may be positive, zero, or negative, depending upon the final pressure 
after throttling. If the final pressure lies between.A and B, there wilt be a rise in 
temperature or heating effect. If it is at C, there will be no change in temperature. 
If the final pressure is below Pc• there will be a cooling effect, and if the fmal 
pressure is Po, the temperature drop will be (TA - T 0 ). 

Maximum temperature drop will occur if the initial state lies on tire inversion 
curve. In Fig. 11.6, it is (T8 -T0 ). 

The volume expansivity is 

fJ= .l( atl) 
ti ar p 

So the Joule-Kelvin coefficientµ, is given by, from Eq. (11.17) 

or 

For an ideal gas, 

µ, = ..!.[r( ov) -v] 
cp ar p 

µ1 = ~[PT-I) 
Cp 

fJ = .l andµ, = 0 
T 

There are two inversion temperatures for each pressure, e.g. T1 and T2 at 
pressure p (Fig. 11.4). 

Heating 
region 

lsenthalpe 

·~'-'-----'---~---·----- -PoPc Pa PA 
---P 

Fig, U.6 Ma.nmun rooling fry ]011lt-XtlDin expansion 
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11.8 Clauaius·Clapeyron Equation 

During phase transitions like melting, vaporization and sublimation, the 
temperature and pressure remain constant, while the entropy and volume change. 
lf.x is the fraction of initial phase i which has been traosfonned into final phase!, 
then 

s = (1 -.r~i) + .rs<fl . 
t, = (I -x) v<i> + .rvtl) 

wheres and v are linear functions of x. 
For reversible phase transition, the heat transferred per mole ( or per kg) is the 

latent heat, given by 

l = T{s<O -s<il) 

which i.ndicates the change in entropy. 
Now dg =-sdT+vdp 

or :, =-( dg) ar p 

md v=( 0g) 
Op T 

A phase change of the first order is known as any phase change that satisfies 
du: following requirements: 

(a) There are changes of entropy and volume. 
(b) The first-order derivatives of Gibbs function change discontinuously. 
Let us consider the first-order phase transition of one mole of a substance from 

phase i to phase/ Using the first TdS equation 

Tds =cvdT+ r( :: L dv 

for the phase transition which is reversible, isothermal and isobaric, and 

intcgn1ting over the whole change of phase, and since ( ! : t is independent of. 

V 

T{}ll-iil} = Tdp. {vlll_Ji)} 
dT 

I 

The above equatiou is known as the Clausius-Clapeyron eq11ation. 
The Clausius-Clapeyron equetiou can also be derived in another way. 

(I t.18) 

For a reversible process at constant T and p, the Gibbs function remains 
constant. Therefore, for the first-order phase change at T andp 
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/>=tf) 
and for a phase change at .T + dT and p + dp (Fig. 11.7) 

Subtracting 

or 

For.fusion 

Critical point 

Fig. 11.7 First order phase transition 

d(-i)= d(-'> 
-s'i) dT + Ji) dp 

"'-it> dT+ JO dp 

dp - .,m - ii> - I 
dT - u<0 - u<b - 7tvd> - v(bl 

!e:o. ,,. 
dT T(v"-v') 

where I,.. is the latent heat of fusion, the fir,t prime indicates the saturated solid 
state, and the second prime the satW'8ted liquid state. The slope of the fusion 
curve is determined by (v" - v'), since r,.. and Tare PQSitive. If the substance 
expands on melting, v" > v', the slope is positive. This is the usual case. Water, 
h.owever, contracts on melting aod has the fusion curve with a negative slope 
(Fig. 11.8). 
For vaporization 

dp = /Vl4' 
dT T(11*' - v") 

where /vap is the latent heat of vaPQri:mtioo, and the thrid prime indicates the 
saturated vaPQur state. 

dp 
I = r-(v"' - ti') 
"'I' dT 

At temperatures considerably below the critical temperature, v"' » fl' md 
using the ideal gas equation of state for vapour 

v"' = RT 
p 
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or 

-=Ul 

/ Fusion curve 

I 

For waler \ - · ' (negative , 

/ ~-For any other substance 
(positive slope) 

- Critical point 

slope) \ 

' ' I Solid 

f Pt \ . 
• ,, 

Uquid - Vaporizalion curve 

dT ~ 

; 

dp 

Vapour 

-----'---- -··-----
-1 T, 

FJg. 11.8 Plrase diOfTarll for wain a,ul any ollzer mhslllnct on p-T coordinalts 

I = T· dp RT 
._, dT p 

I "" RT2 
dp 

._, p dT (l 1.19) 

If the slope dp/dTat any state (e.g. point p1, T1 in Fig. 11.8) is known, lhe 
latent heat of vaporization can be computed from the above equation. 

The vapour presswe curve is of the form 

In p = A + .!. + C In T + DT 
T 

where A, B, C and Dare conslants. By differentiating with respect to T 

..!. dp =-..!!...+ C +D (11.20) 
p dT T2 T 

Equations (11.19) and { 11.20) can be used to estimate the latent heat of 
vaporization. 

Clapeyron's equation can also be used to estimate approximately the V!ll)Our 

pressW'e of a liquid at any arbill'ary temperature in conjunction with a relation for 
the latent heat of a substance, known as Trouton 's rule, which slates that 

h 
....!!. = 88 kJ/k:gmol K 
Ta 

where h ra ia the latent beat of vaporization in kJ/kgmol and iiT8 is lhe boiling 
pointat 1.013 bar. On substituting this into Eq. ( 1 LI 9) 

dp 88T8 
dT = RT2 p 
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or J ~= 88!a J d; 
101.n, P R Te T 

ln-P-=- 88Ta (.i __ l ) 
IOl.32S R T Ts 

p: 101.32S ap[;(1- ~ )] 
This gives the vapo\11' pressure p in k:Pa at any temperatuR T. 
Far sublimation 

dp = 1_ 
dT T(v"' -v') 

where '"" is the latent heat of sublimation. 

or 

Since rl" » rl, and vapour pressure is low, ti"= RT 
p 

dp I., 
dT = r.RT 

p 

J --2.303 Rd(logp) 
- d(l/T) 

(11.21) 

the slope oflogp vs. 1/T Ct.1IVe is negative, and ifit is lmown,/sub C8l1 be estimated. 
At Che triple point (Fig. 9.12), 

/JUb = '""" + , ,.. (11.23) 

(
dp) _ P,i..., 

- - 2 dT "'I' RTq, 

( dp) = Pl•~ 
dT ..,i, RT,p 

Since 1..,i, > 1.,., at Che triple point 

(:: )..,i, >(::)"'I' 
Therefore, Che slope of the sublimation curve at the triple point is greater tha.n 

that of the vaporiz.ation cw-ve (Fig. 11.8). 

ll.9 Evaluation of Thermodynamic Properties from 
an Equation of State 

Apart from calculating pressure, volume, or temperature, an equation of slate can 
also be used to evaluate other thermodynamic properties such as internal energy, 
e.nthalpy and entropy. The property relations to be used are: 



du =cvdT+ [r( !: l -p ]dv 

dh =cPdT+ [ v - r( ;; )Jdp 
ds= ~[cvdT+r(t)vdv] 

= ~[cPdr-r(:;)/v] 

-='13 

(11.24) 

(11.25) 

(t 1.26) 

Integrations of the differential relations of the properties p, v and T in the 
above equations are carried out with the help of an equation of state. The changes 
in properties are independent of the path and depend only on the end states. Let us 
consider that the change in enthalpy per unit mass of a gas from a reference state 
0 atp0, T0 having enthalpy,h0 to some other stateB atp, Twith enthalpy his to be 
calculated (Fig. 11.9). The reversible path OB may be replaced for convenience 
by either path 0-<J-B or path ~B. both also being reversible. 
Path CHJ-B: 
From Eq. 11.25, 

b 
(p,To) p=C 

B(p,T) 

p To " C T • C 

a(A>.T) 

T 

Fig. 11.9 Proussa connteling staUs (p0, T0) and (p, 1J 
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On addition. 

Similarly, for 
Path ().b-B: 

(11.27) 

(11.28) 

Equation (11.27) is pn:fi:rred t.o Eq. (11.28) since cP at lower p.resswe ca.n be 
conveniently measured. Now, 

I"' V p 

J d(pu)= f pdv+ J vdp 
Pov a v• Po 

(11.29) · 

Again, 

[ av J [ ar] [ ap] _ 1 
(}T p (}p v (}i, f --

[!; l .. {!: ]J!;l 
Substituting in Eq. ( I 1.27), 

h-fso = [J CP dT] + pv- PoVa -[J pdv] 
To Po v. T 

+ {i r(ap) (av) dp} 
Po OT p ap T T 

= [ f cP dT] + po- p0v, -{J[P -r( :: ) ]dv} (11.30) 
To Po v. v T 

To find the entropy change, Eq. (11.26) is integrated to yield: 

s-s0 =[Jcp d:] -[J(:;) dp] 
~ ~ ~ p T 
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=[fc~~] -[-J("P) (dv) dp] 
T T p iJT " ;Jp T o PO o T 

=[f cP d:] +[ J(::) dv] (11.31) 
To Po •. v T 

11.10 General Thermodynamic Considerations on 
an Equation of State 

Certain general characteristics arc common to all gases. These must be clearly 
observed in the developing and testing of an equation of state. It is edifying to 
discuss briefly some of the more important ones: 

(i) Any equation of state must reduce to the ideal gas equation as pressure 
approaches zero at any temperature. This is clearly seen in a generalized 
compressibility factor chart in which all isotherms converge to the point z = 1 at 
zero pm!IIW'e. Thcrefon:, 

Jim [.i!!!...J = I at any temperature 
p->O RT 

Also, as seen from Fig. 10.6, the reduced illOlhcrms approach the line z = I as 
I.he temperature approaches infirtity, or: 

lim [.1!!!...] = 1 at any pressure. 
r-.- RT 

(ii) The critical isotherm of an equation of state should have a point of 
inflection at the critical point onp-v coordinates, or 

[i)p] =Oand["2~1 =O 
c)i, T•T av ~T. • • 

(iii) The isocbores of an equation of state on a p-T diagram should be 
essentially straight, or: 

[ !: l = constant, [ !~ l = 0 asp -+ 0, or as T-+ .... 

An -equation of state can predict the slope of the critical isochore of a fluid. 
This slope is identical with the slope of the vaporization curve at the critical 
point. From the Clapegro.n equation, dpldT= t:.s/e,.v, the slope of the vaporization 
cw:vc at the critical point becomes: 

dp [ds] ["p] 
dT = av r = ar V 

C t 

(by Maxwell 's equation) 

Therefore, the vapour-pressure slope at the critical point, dpldT, is equal to the 
slope of the critical isochore (iJplil 7).., {Fig. 11.10). 

• Ill" 
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·1 

T 

ng. 11.10 Prt.snArt·ttmperaturr diagram willt, uodioric Ii.er 

(iv) The slopes of the isothenns of an equation of s1llte on a Z-p compressibility 
factor chart asp approaches zero should be negative at lower temperatures and 
positive at higher temperatures. At the Boyle temperature, the slope is zero asp 
approaches zero, or 

lim[~] =OatT=T8 
p~O iJp T 

An equation of state should predict the Boyle temperature which is about 2.54 
re for many gases. 

An isotherm of maximum slope on the l - p plot asp approac_bes zero, called 
thefoldback isotherm, which is about ST. for many gases, should be predicted by 
an equation of state, for which: 

lim[~] .. Oat T>< TF 
p ... o iJT.iJp 

where TF is the foldback temperature (Fig. 10.10 a). As temperature increases 
beyond TF the slope of the isotherm decreases, but always remains positive. 

(v) An equation of state should predict the Joule-Thomson coefficient, which 
is 

I I !I !! I 



For the inversion cwve, µ1 = 0, 

or, (k) =O ar p 

11.11 Mixtures of Variable Compositton 

Let us consider a system containing a mixture of substances I, 2, 3 ... K. If some 
quantities of a substance are added to the system, the energy of the system will 
increase. Thus for a system of variable composition, the internal energy depends 
not only on Sand Y, but also on ·the number of moles (or mass) of various 
constituents of the system. 
Thus 

U = U(S, V, n1, 112, •••• nJC) 

where 111, n2 , ••• , nK are the number of moles of substances 1, 2, ...• K. The 
composition may change not only due to addition or subll8ction, but also due to 
chemical reaction and .inter-phase mass transfer. For a small change in U, 
assuming the function to be continuous 

+ ( au) dn, + ( au ) <1n 
a,.I s. v, .. z· ... •c. a,,l s.v .• , .• , ..... lt 

2 

(au) + ... + -a- dnK 
lfK S. V,n1 n2•","X·I 

or dU = (au) dS + (au) dV + f.( au) dn-as V,n; av S,n1 , •I an, S. V,Dj ' 

where subscript i indicates any substance and subseript j any other substance 
except the one whose number of moles is changing. 

If the composition does not change 
dU= TdS-pdV 

(au) = r, and (au) = _ P 
iJS V,n1 av S,111 

dU .. TdS-pdV+ ±( au) dni 
i•I an; s, V,nj 

(11.32) 

Molal chemical potential,µ, of component i is defined as 

I h I h I! t 
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signifying the change in internal energy per unit mole of component I' when S, V, 
and the number of moles of all other components are constant. 

or 

I( 

dU=TdS-pdV+ LJlidni 

K 

TdS=dU+pdV- L µ;dn; 

This is known as Gibbs entropy equation. 
In a similar manner 

G = G (p, T, n1, n1, ... , nl(.) 

(11.33) · 

or dG=(dG) dp+(dG) dT+ t.(oG) dn, 
Op T.111 dT p,o, a•I dll; T,p, •, 

K ( dG) = Vdp-SdT+ ~ a;- dn; 
, .. I > T,p,nJ 

() l.34) 

Since G=U+pV-TS 
~U+pV-TS)=VdP-SdT+ i(!G) dn; 

l•I n; T,p. o; 

or dU+ pdV+ Vdp-TdS-SdT 

I(. (ao) 
= Vdp-SdT+ ~ r dn; 

1•1 n, T.p. n; 

or 
K (dG) 

dU = TdS -pdV + I a;- dn; ,-1 1 T,p. "J 

Comparing this equation with Eq. (I l.32) 

( !~ l. v, ., = ( :: t ... •, = µ, 

:. Equa.tion (11.34) becomes 
K. dG= Vdp-SdT+ L µ;dni 
i•I 

Similar equations can be obtained for changes in Hand F. 
Thus 

1{ 

dU = TdS - pdV + 2, µ;d11; 
i=l 

1{ 

dG = Ydp- SdT + I µ,dn, 
i""I 

! I!! I! I 
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where 

K 

dH = TdS + Vdp + L Pidll, 
i.•l 

K 

dF--SdT-pdV+ LP;dn, 
i•J 

(11.35) 

Pi=(!~)S,V,o; =(!:l.~Dj =(!Zl.~o; =(::l.V.o; (I J.3
6
) 

Chemical potential is an intensive property. 
Let us consider a homogeneous phase of a multi-component system, for which 

I(. 

dU = TdS - pdY + L Pidn; 

If the pb.ue is enlarged in sw:, U, S, and Ywill increase, whereas T,p andµ 
will remain the same. Thus 

t,.U = T,iS - p!lV + l:JJ;&!; 
Let the system be enlarged to K-times the original size. Then 

tJ.U=KU- U=(K-l)U 
t.S=KS-S=(K- l)S 

Substituting 

llY=(K-l)V 
'1n; = (K - 1),t; 

(K-1) U= T(K- l)S-p(K- l) Y+ IJi; (K- l)n; 

U-TS-pY+ '4li11; 

Gr,P = IJi; " i (11.37) 
Let us now find a n:Jatioll6hip if there is a simulla.neous change in intensive 

property. Ditrm:ntiating Eq. (11.37) 
dG = l:n; dµ. + !.µ;dn; 

at constant T and p, with onlyµ. changing. 
When T and p change 

dG=-SdT+ Vdp+IJi;d.,,; 

Combining Equations ( 11.38) and ( 11.39) 

-SdT+ Ydp-In;dµ;= 0 

(11.38) 

(11.39) 

(11.40) 
This is known as Gibbs-Duhe111 equation, which shows the necessary 

relationship for simultaneous changes in T, p, andµ. 
Now 
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or 

For a phase consisting of only one constituent 
G .. µn 

G µ=-=g 
n 

i.e. the chemical potential is the molar Gibbs function and is a function ofT and p 
only. 

For a single phase, multi-component sysl.em, ll; is a function of T, p, and lhe 
mole mctionx;. 

11.12 Conditions of Equilibrium of o. 
Heterogeneous System 

Let us consider a heterogeneous system of volwne V, in which several 
homogeneous phases (~=a, b, ... , r) exist in equilibrium. Let us suppose that 
each phase consists of i(= 1, 2, ... , C) constituents and that the number of , 
constitutents in any phase is different from the others. 

Within each phase, a change in internal energy is accompaitted by a change in 
entropy, volume and composition, according to 

C 

dU.-T.dS.-p.dY.+ I (AdnJ. 
i-1 

A change in the internal energy of the entire system can, therefore, be 
expressed as 

r r r r c 
L dU+ = L T+dS+- L P+dY+ + L L (Adn;)+ (11.41) 
t•1 +•• t•1 t•1 i•I 

Also, a change in the internal energy of the entire system involves changes in 
the internal energy of the constituent phases. 

. r 

dU-dU1 +dUb+_ ... +dUr= l', dU+ 
••• 

Likewise, changes in the volume, entropy, or chemical composition of the 
entire system result from contributions from each of the phases 

r 

dY .. dY, +dYb+ ... +dY,= L dY+ 
•=· 
r 

dS =dS, + dS11 + ... + dSr= I dS, .... 
r 

dn = dn, + dnt, + ... + dnr = r dn+ 
•=· 

I I !I !! I 
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In a closed system in equilibrium, lhe internal cnergy, volume, entropy, and 
mass ue constant. 

or 

dU = dY = dS = dn = 0 

dU._ =-(dUb + ... +dU,)= - L dC1i 
i 

dY.--r dS; 
j 

c1n. =-r dn; 
j 

where subscriptj includes all phases except phase a. 

(11.42) 

Equation (11.41) can be written in tcnns of j independent variables and the 
dependent variable a (Equation 11.42) 

(r.dY, + t7jciYi)-(p1 dV1 + tP;d~) 

+ [~:<µidni>, + r rcµ;dn; >;] = o 
) ) ) 

Substituting from Eq. ( 11.42) 

(-r. ;dS; + t T,dSj J-(-p. tdV; + tp,-dV;) 

+ [r iµi.dnij + ~ i<µidn,>;] .. o 
) ) ) J 

where subscript i a refera to component i of phase a. 
Rearranging and combimDg lhe coefficients of the independent variables, dS;, 

d"J and dnj, gives 

r <1j-T.>~- r (pJ-pJd1'J+ r r {µ,;-µ.Jdn;;=o 
i j j I 

But since dS;, dV;, and dn; an: independent, their coefficients must each be 
equal to zero. 

1j-T,, P; =Pa, µii = µia (11.43) 
These equations represent conditions that exist when the system is in thermal, 

mechanical, and chemical equilibrium. The temperature and pressure of phase a 
must be equal to those of all other phases, and the chemical potential of the itb 
component in phase a must be equal to the chemical potential of the same compo
nent in all other phases. · 
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11.13 Gibbs Phase Rule 

Let us consider a heteroge.neous system of C chemical constituents which do not 
combine chemically with one another. Let us suppose that there are 9 phases, and 
every constitu.ent is p.resent in each phase. The constituents are de.noted. by 
substripts and the phases by superscripts. The Gibbs function of the whole 
heterogeneous system is 

C C C 
Gr, p = L nf'> µp> + !, nfl µ}21 + ... + !, nf•> J'i<t> 

i~l i•l ,-1 

G is a function of T, p, and then' s of which there are Cqi in number. Since there 
are no chemical reactions, the only way in which the n's may change is by the 
lranspon of the constituents from one phase to another. In this case the total 
number of moles of each constituent will remain constant. 

n~I) + n\2> + ... + nf•> = comtant 
n111 + nP' + ... + nj•> = constant 

n!1' + n?> + ... + nJOJ = constant 
These are the equations of constraint. 
At chemic:al equilibril&lD, G will be J:eDdcmd a minimum at con.mnt T and p, 

S\lbject to these equations of comtrllinl At equilibrium, from Eq. ( I 1.43). 

J.l;j-JJ;.. 

µ\II= µ[2> = ... = µftl 
,4•>-µp> - ... = ,4•> (11.44) 

~·'= ,421.,, ... =µt' 
These are known as the equations of phase equilibrium. The equations of the 

phase equilibrium of one constituent are(~ - l} in number. Therefore, for C 
constituents, there ace C(qi- I) such equations. 

When equilibrium has been reached, there is no transport of matter from one 
phase to another. Therefore, in each phase, tx = 1. For qi phases, there are 9 such 
equations available. 

The state of the system at equilibritltn is determiued by the temperature, 
pressure, and C9 mole fractions. Therefore 

Total number of variables = c; + 2. 
Among these variables, there are C( ~ - I) equations or phase equilibrium and 

9 equations ofI:x = I type. Therefore 
Total number of equations= C(~ - 1) +; 
If the number of variables is equal to the number of equations, the syste.m is 

nonvariant. If the number of variables exceeds the number of equations by one, 
then the system is called monovariant and is said to have a variance of 1. 

The excess of variables over equations is called the variance,! Thus 

! ' " ' 
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f= (C, + 2)-[C(~-1) + ,l 
or J=c-,+2 (ll.45) 

This is known as the Gibbs Pliase Rule for a non-reactive system. The variance 
'Fis also known as the degree of freedom. 

For a pure subslance existing in a single phase, C = I,~= I, and therefore, the 
variance is 2. There are two properties required to be known to fix up the slate of 
the system at equilibrium. 

If C= 1, ,= 2, then/= l, i.e. only one property is required to fix up the state 
of a single-component two-phase system. 

If C = 1, ~ = 3, then/"" 0. The state is thus unique for a substance; and refers 
to the triple point where all the three phases exist in equilibrium. 

11.U Types of Equilibrium 

The thennodynamic potential which controls equilibrium in a system depends on 
the particular constraints imposed on the system. Let (t Q be the amount of heat 
transfer involved between the system and the reservoir in an i.nfi.nitesimal 
irreversible process (Fig. 11.11 ). Let 
dS denote the entropy change of the 
system and dS0 the entropy change of 
the reservoir. Then, Crom the entropy 
principle 

dSo + clS> 0 

dSo=- dQ 
T 

Fig. 11.11 Htal inuractio11 betwttn 

Sin.cc a rystem and it, surroundiftCJ 

or 

- <tQ + dS> 0 
T 

dQ-TclS<O 

During the infinitesimal process, the internal energy of the system changes by 
an amount d U, and an amount of work pd Vis performed. So, by the first law 

d'Q = dU+ pdV 

Thus the inequality becomes 
dU+ pdJI-TclS< 0 ( 11.46) 

lfthe constrain.ts ;i.re constant U and V, then the Eq. ( 11.46) reduces to 

dS>O 

The condition of constant U and V refers to an isolated system. Therefore, 
entropy is the critical parameter to determine the state of thermodynamic 
equilibrium of an isolated system. The entropy of an isolated system always 
increases and reaches a maximum value when equilibrium is reached. 

:., " ' 
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If the comtraints imposed on the system are constant Tand V, the Eq. ( 11.46) 
reduces to 

or 

dU-d(1S)<O 
d(U-TS)<O 

dF<O 

which expresses that the Helmholtz function decreases, becomming a minimum 
at the final equilibriwn smte. 

If the consttaints are comwit T and p, the Eq. (11.46) becomes 

dU + d(pJ')-p(JS) < O 

d(U + pV - TS) < 0 
dG<O 

The Gibbs function of a system at constant T and p decreases during an 
irreversible process, becoming a minimum at the final equilibrium state. For a 
system constrained in a process to constant T and p, G is the critical parameter to 
detennine the state of equilibrium. 

The thcnnodynemic potential and the comsponding constrained variables are 
shown below. 

S U V 
H F 

P G T 
This trend ofG, F, or Sestablist\es four types of equilibrium, namely (a) stable, 

(b) neutral, (c) unslable, and (d) metastable. 
A system is said to be in a state of stable equilibrium if, when the stale is 

perturoed, the system returns to its original state. A system is not in equilibrium if 
there is a spontaneous change in the state. If there is a spontaneous change in the 
system, the entropy of the system increases and reaches a maximum when the 
equilibrium condition is reached (Fig. 11.12). Both A and B (Fig. I 1.13) are 
assumed to be at the same temperarure T. Let there be-some spontaneous change: 
the temperature of A rises to T + dTi, and that of B decreases to T - dT2• For 

. 

I i /~ 
'I Equlllb.rl~'ffl j 

! 

FJg. 11.12 Possible procm for an 
isola1,d JJtftm 

Isolated system 

Fig. 11.13, Sponlantollt changes in A 
and B drtt w luat inlnaaion 

I ! I! I 
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simplicity, let the heat capacities of the bodies be the same, so that dT1 = dT2• If 
t1 Q is the heat interaction involved, then the entropy change 

dSA=....!Q...,dS9=-__!g_ 
T+dT T-dT 

,[ I I ] 2·dT 
dS=dSA+dSe=d'4_T+dT-T-dT =--;,r·C'JQ 

So there is a decrease in entropy for the isolated system of A and B together. It 
is thus clear that the variation in temperature dT cannot take place. Th.e system, 
therefore, exists in a stable equilibrium condition. Perturbation of the state 
produces an absurd situation and the system must revert to the original stable 
state. It may be observed: 

If for all the possible variations in state of the isolated system, there is a 
negative change in entropy, then the system is in stable equilibrium. 

(dS)u,v > 0 Spontaneous change 
(dS)u,v = 0 Equilibrium (11.47) 

( dS)u,v < 0 Criterion of slability 

Similarly 

Spontaneous change (dG}p,T < 0, (dF)r,v < 0 

(dG)p,T = 0, (dfh.v = 0 
(dG)p,T > 0, (df.'h_v > 0 

Equilibrium (l 1.48) 
Criterion of stability 

A system is in a state of stable equilibrium if, for any finite variation of the 
system at constant T and p, G increases, i.e. the stable equilibrium state 
corresponds to the minimum value of G. 

A system is said to be in a state of neu1ral equilibrium when the 
thermodynamic criterion of equilibrium (G, F, S, U or H) remains at constant 
value for all possible variations of finite magnitnde. If perturbed, the s.ystem does 
not revert to the original state. 

For a system at constant T and p, the criterion of neutral equilibrium is 

6GT,p = 0 
Similarly 

SFy,v = 0, SH5, P = 0, SUs.v = 0, SSu,v = o 
A system is in a state of unstable equilibrium when the thennodynamic 

criterion is neither an extremum nor a cons1ant value for all possible variations in 
the system. If ihe system is in unstable equilibrium, there will be a spontaneous 
change accompanied by · '· • 

6Gr,p < 0, 6Fr.v < 0, 6U5,v < 0, 6Hs,p < 0, 6Su,v > 0 

A system is in a state of metustuble equilibrium if it is stable to small but not 
to large disturbances. A mixture of oxygen and hydrogen is in a metastable 

II I 



equilibrium. A little sparlc may st.art a chemical reaction. Such a mixture is not in 
its most stable state, even though in the absence of a spark it appears to be stable. 

Figure 11.14 shows different types of equilibrium together with their 
mechanical analogies. Shas been used as the criterion for equilibrium. 

Si.bit Unstable 

Fig. 11.14 Types of e9uilibrium 

11.15 Local Equilibrium Conditions 

Composition 
Metastable 

Let an arbitrary division of an isolated system be considered, such that 

S=S1 +S,, U= U1 + Ui 
Then for equilibrium, it must satisfy the condition 

(<SSJ..i.v = 0 
to first order in small displacements (otherwise {jS could be made positive 
because of higher o.rder terms). Now to the first order in a very small change 

{j,S= ( :i, t 6U1 + ( :i
2 
t 6U2 + ( :~ l SY,+ ( :~ l 6Y2 

Now TdS=dU+pdY 

(!it= ~.(;it=~ 
s1s- .l.su, + ..l.su2 + lisr, + P2 6Y2 7j T2 1i 7i 

Again 6U1 =- 6U2 and 6V1 =- 6V2 

6 1S = (.1. -..l.) 6 U1 + (l!J_ -11) 8 V1 + Second order tenns 
7j i; 1i 7i 

When ;;,s = 0, at equilibn,im 

T1 = Tz, Pi =pz 

I I ti !! I 
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11.16 Conditions of Stability 

At equilibrium, S = Smu., F = F min• G = Gmin• and SS = 0, SF= O; SG = 0; these 
are necessary but not sufficient conditions for equilibrium. To prove that Sis a 
maximum, and G or Fa minimum, it must satisfy 

S2S< 0, S2F> 0, S2G > 0 

If the system is perturbed, and for any infinitesimal change of the system 

(8S>u,v < 0, (SG>p,T > 0, (SF>r,v > 0 
it represents the stability of the system. The system must revert to the original 
stab:. 

For a spontaneous change, from Eq. ( 11 .46) 
SU+poV-ToS<O 

For stability 
SU+ pSV-TSS>O 

Let us choose U= U(S. JI) and expand SU in powers of SVand SS. 

8u=(dU) os+.!..(d
2
~) (OS)2 +(dU) ov 

dS v 2 dS v dJ' s 

+ .!.( azu) (ov)2 + i)'u .oJ'-6S+ ... 
2 dJ'2 s dV·dS 

= TSS-p8V+ - - (SS) 1 (a2u) 2 

2 as2 v 

+l(d
2U) (OV)2 +~-6V·OS+··· 

2 av1 s av.as 
The lbw order 1111d higher terms are neglected. 
Since 8U + pov - TBS> 0, it mll6t satisfy the conditions given below 

( a2u) > o. ( a2~ ) > o, a2u > o 
as2 v av s iJJ'.iJs 

These inequalities indicate how che signs of some important physical quantities 
become n:stricted for a system lo be stable. 

Since (au) =r 
as v 

< II 
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Since T>OK 

Cv>O 

which is the condition of thermal stability. 

Also (au) ~-p 
dY s 

( a
2u) _ (ap) 

av2 s -- i:W s 

(dp) <O 
av s 

i.e. the adiabatic bulk modulus must be negative. 

(11.49) 

(I I.SO) 

Similllrly, if F- F (T-fl). lhen by Taylor's expansion. Bnd using appropriate 
substitution 

oF=-S6T- 6V+ l.(d2F) (oJ')2 + .!(a2F) (6T)l 
p 2 dV2 2 ar2 

T s 
dz·F 

+~·SV·ST+ ... 
aY·aT 

For stability 
SF+SST+pSV>O 

(d2F) >O av2 1 

Again ( dF) =-p 
av T 

(a2F) _ ( dp) 
dV1 T -- dV 1 

(!~ t <O (11.Sl) 

which is known as the condition of mechanical stability. Th.e isothermal bulk 
modulus must also be negative. 

11.17 Third Law of Thermodynamics 

From Kelvin-Planck statement of second law, it can be inferred that by the use of 
a finite number of cyclic beat engines, absolute zero temperature cannot be 
attained. But third law is itself a fundamental law of nature, not as derivable from 
the second law. As the other Jaws (zeroth, first and second), tbe third law also 
cannot be proved. It is always found to be obeyed by nature and not violated. 

I I +!• 11! • I! I 
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By using Joule-Kelvin expansion, a temperature below SK is possible to obtain 
by producing liquid hel.ium. Still lower temperatures can be attained by adiabatic 
demagnetisation of a paramagnetic salt. 

Temperatures as low as 0.00 I K have been achieved by magnetic cooling. The 
magnetic properties of a substance can be classified as either diamagnetic where 
the substance is repelled by a magnet, or paramagnetic such as iron, which is 
attracted b,y a magnet. A paramagnetic salt, such as gadoli.nium sulphate is us~ 
for magnetic cooling. When the salt is cooled to a very low temperature, its 
molecules act as tiny magnets and align themselves when subjected to a magnetic 
field. 

ln 1926- 27, Giaque and Debye independently suggested that the low 
temperature properties of certain paramagnetic salts might be used for attainment 
of temperature below lK. Original experiments were conducted at Berkeley and 
at Licden in 1933. 

Jn magnetic cooling low temperatures are achieved by adiabatic 
demagnetisation of paramagnetic salts. The actual process consists of four steps: 

1. A paramagnetic salt is cooled slightly below I K by surrounding it with 
liquid helium boiling under reduced pressure. 

2. Then a strong magnetic field of about 25000 gauss is applied. This makes 
the magnetic earners, i.e., paramagnetic ions orient tl1emselves parallel to 
the direction oftbe field. This realignment of atoms requ.ires work. This 
work is converted into internal energy increase, which is taken up by the 
evaporating helium. 

3. Tbe salt is thennally insulated from the helium bath. 
4. Finally. the magnetic field is removed. The molecules disalign themselves, 

which requires energy. This energy is obtained by the salt getting still 
cooler in the process, 

This process of adiabatic demagnetisation is almost reversible, and the entropy 
remains constant. 

Tbe salt is hung by a fin.e nylon thread. inside the salt tube such that it does not 
touch the sides (Fig. 11.15). The salt is first cooled to about I K by reducing the 
pressure ofliqnid helium. Ne:itt, the salt is e:itposed to a strong magnetic field of 
about 25000 gauss. Heat produced by magnetisation of the salt is transferre.d to 
Ute liquid helium without causing an increase in salt temperature, With the 
magnetic field still present, the inner chamber containiug the salt is evacuated of 
gaseous helium. The salt is then almost completely tbennally isolated upon re
moval of the magnetic field, and the salt temperature decreases in an almost 
perfectly isentropic way. Temperatures of the salt as low as 0.001 K have been 
nported. 

An interesting and important problem in adiabatic demagnetisation is the 
detennination of the very low temperatures produced. In the neighbourhood of 
absolute zero all ordinary methods of temperature measurement fail . The 
temperature may be calculated approximately by the Curie· slaw, 

z=CIT 

1,1 It 
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To pump 

t 

Exchenge ges 
Liquid nitrogen 

Magnet 

Sall 

Fig. 11.15 Adiabatic /UmJl/Ifftlisation of a paramagrutic saU 

where ;c is the magnetic susceptibility of the salt. Tis the absolute temperature 
and C is the Curie's constant. 1brough magnetic measurements, the absolute 
temperature may be calculated. 

The fundamental features of all cooling processes is that the lower the 
temperature achieved, the harder it is to go stiU lower. 

'Experiments indicate that the final temperature T; achieved by adiabatic 
demagnetisation is roughly proportional to the initial temperature T;. If the first 

demagnetisation produces a temperature one half that at the start ( Tr = f T; ) , the 

second demagnetisation from the same initial .field will cut the temperature in half 
again and so on. Eventually, an infinite number of adiabatic demagnetisations 
would be required to attain absolute zero. 

Generalizing from experience, we may accept as true the statement that: 
"It is impossible by any procedure, no maner how idealized, to reduce any 

condensed system to the absolute zero of temperature in a finite number of 
operations". 

1 I ·1, 11 I , · 11 • t .. 1alcria 
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This is the principle of the unattainability of absolute zero, cal.led the Fowler
Guggenheim statement of Thrul law. 

Any isothennal magnetization from Oto If; ( magnetic int.ensity) such ask - i 1, 

Ji - i2 etc. is associated wilh a release of heat, i.e., a decrease in entropy 
(Fig. 11.16). The processesi1 -.f., i2 -h, i3 -/3 etc. represent reversible adiabatic 
demagnetisations wiih temperature getting lower and lower. Repeated cycles (!f 
isolhcrmal magnetization and adiabatic demagnetisation would bring about a very 
low temperature. It is seen that {S(T, H1) - S(T, 0)} decreases as the temperature 
decreases, i.e .• 11Sm < M u < ASt. It is accepted from experimental evidence that: 
"The entropy change associated with any isothermal reversible process of a 
condensed system approaches zero as the temperature approaches zero". 

That is, Jim t:.Sr"' 0. This is called the Nernst-Simon statement of third law. r .... o 
The condensed system here refers to a solid or liquid. 

Just like the proof of the equivalence of the Kelvin-Planck and Clausius 
statements of second law, it can also be shown that the Fowler-Guggenheim and 
Nemst-Simon statements of third law are equivalent in all respects (see 
Zeruanslty). The violation of one statement implies the violation oftbe other. 

Now, it can be seen (Fig. I l.16}that in the processk - i1,entropy decreases by 
a certain amount, in i1 - .fj entropy remains constant, i.nft - i2 entropy decreases 
further, and so on. lfthe entropy of the system at absolute zero is caUed thezero
point entropy, a third equivalent statement of third law can be expressed as 
follows: 

"It is impossible by any procedure, no matter how idealized, to reduce the 
entropy of a system to its zero-point value in a finite number of operations··. 

There are many physical and chemical facts which substantiate the third law. 
Por any phase change that takes place at low temperature, Clausius-Clapeyron 
equation: 

~= s,-s, 
dT Vr -v1 

holds good. From 1hird law, lim (s,-s,} ~ Oand sincevf-v, is not zero, it shows r ... o 
that: 

lim ~-o 
r ... o dT 

This is substantiated by all known sublimation curves. It is known that: 

6.G = /:JI - T t:.S 

Experience shows that the .la:;t term is very small, part_icnlarly at low 
temperatures (Fig. 11.17) leading to 

lim 11G = Lili (11.52) 
r ... o 

which confinns that lim tlS = 0 as T -t 0. 

,1 
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---r 

Fig. 11.17 AG--+ tJI """ 't--+ '• ,u T--+ 0 

From the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation 

tJ.G= l:Jf ... r[dt..G] 
dT ' p 

since lim (tJ.G -t,.}{) ---+ 0 as T---+ 0, 

lim [ 
0
:: l = 0 or lim M = 0 u T---+ 0 

. 1. AG - AH 1. dG T 0 Again, un T = ID'l dT as ~ 

By L' Hospital's rule, the left hand side is equal to: 

Jim [dG - dH] = lim dG - lim c 
dT dT dT 1' 

Therefore, at abso.lute zero we must have for any system, 

-=433 

(11.53) 

(I I.S4) 

( 11.55) 

lim cP = 0 as T---+ 0 { 11.56) 

aad similarly, using the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation coMectin.g F and U 
lim Cv=Oas T---+ 0 (11.S?) 

At very low tempemtures, Debye showed !hat: 

CP = c. = 464.4 T3/63 (11.SS) 

where 8 is the Debye temperature, a characteristic of a given substance. Thus, for 
any material 

Cp= c. =Kr 
and at T = o, cP = c. = o. (11.59) 
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SOLVED ExAMPLFs 

Enmple 11.1 (a) Derive the equation 

( cll'p) = _.,{ c)2y) 
dp r 'l dT2 

P 

(b) Prove that CP of an ideal gas is a function of Tonly. 
( c) ln the case of a gas obeying the equation of state 

.f;!_ = I + B'p 
RT 

where B' is a function of T only, show that 

- d2 
Cp=-RTp dT2 (B'T)+(Cr)o 

where (Cp)o is the value at vecy low pressu.n:s. 
Solution 

(a) 

(as) (clY) . . Now dp T = - dT P' by Maxwell's relation 

(b) For an ideal gas 

Y= nRT 
p 

· (!:)P = n: and(:~t =0 

{c) 

( cla; t = 0, i.e. CP is a fwiction of Talone. 

~ii =I+ B'p 
RT 

Proved. 

rrechllich geschutzlei 
' 
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pv 
B'p=-=- -1 

RT 

, T( pv ) ( v T) 
B T = P RT - l = R - P 

[ a , ] 1 ( a"i,) 1 -(BT) =+-= - --
dT P R dT P p 

[a2<B/>] = !(a2~) =--,,.L(ac,,) ar p R ar p RT ap 
1 

:. On integration 

- - d2 -
Cp = - RTp dr (B'T) + Cp0 

where c"° (integration coruitant) is the value of cp at very low values of pressure. 

Example 11.2 Th.e Joule-Kelvin coefficientµ, is a measure of the temperature 
change during a throttli.ng process. A similar measure of the temperature change 
produced by an isentropic change of pressure is provided by the coefficient µ,, 
where 

Prove that 

µ.=( ar) 
dp s 

µ..- µ,:: ..!..._ 
cp 

Solution The Joule-Kelvin coefficientµ,, is give.n by 

r(av) -v 
i)T P 

cp 

Since CP = T ( :: )P and by Maxwell's relation 

,, "' • !! ' 
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Since 

Altenrative method: 
From the second TdS equation 

Now 

TdS=C dT-r(aY) dp 
fl ar p 

(<>r) r (av) ap • = Pe = cp ar p 

µ;=.L.[r(av) -v] 
cp ar p 

JI 
P.,-iJj=c;, 

Proved. 

Proved. 

Eu.mple 11.3 U the boiling point of benzene at 1 atm pressure is 353 K. 
estimate lhc approximai.e value of the vapour p.rcssure of benzene at 303 K. 
Solution Using Clapeyron's equation and Trouton's rule, Eq. (11.21), 

p = 101.325 exp { ~ (1- 1; )} 
= JOl.325 exp {~(1- 353 

)} 
&.3143 303 

= 17.7 kPa Ans. 

Example 11,4 The vapour pressure, in nun of mercury, of solid ammonia is 
given by 

lnp = 23.03 - 3754 
T 

and that of liquid ammonia by 

lnp= 1949- 3063 
. T 

(a) What is the temperature of the triple point? What is the pressure? (b) What 
are the latent heats of sublimation and vaporization? ( c) What is the latent heat of 
fusion at the triple point? 

! ,, I! ' 
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Solution At the triple point, the saturated sol.id and saturated liquid lines meet. 

23.03 -
37:4 = 19.49-

3
~

3 

T= 195.2 K Ans. (a) 

1n = 23.03 - 3754 
p 195.2 

lnp = 3.80 
p = 44.67 mm Hg 

With the assumptions, v'" >> J/ and v"' - RT 
p 

Clausius-Clapeyron equation reduces to 

dp p 
. dT = RT2 .J .. 

where l,ub is the latent heat of sublimation. 
The vapour pressure of solid ammonia is given by 

37S4 mp .. 23.03 - r 
1 dp 3754 
p·dr=r2 

dp ""37544 = -::l!-r-·l..t, 
dT T RT 

/sob = 3754 X 8.)143 = 31,200 kJ/kgmol 

The vapour pressure of liquid ammonia is given by 

lnp .. 19.49- 3063 
T 

2.2. = 3063..£.. = _P •I 
dT T2 RT2 

""' 

when Ivai, is the latent heat of vaporization 
/Ylfl • 3063 >< 8.3143 "" 25,SOO kJlkgmol 

At the triple point 

1.,,,, = /Ylfl + I,. 
whe.re Ir,, is the latent heat of fusion, 

,,., = l..t, - /Ylfl 

= 31,200-25,500 = 5,700 lcJ/kgmol 

Ans. (b) 

Ans. (b) 

Ans.(c) 

Example 11.5 Explain why the specific beat of a saturated vapour may be 
negative. 

Iii I, 
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Saturated YapOUr llna . 

Fig, & 11.5 

Solution As seen in Fig. Ex. 11.5, if heat is transfened along lhe saturation 
line, there is a decrease in temperature. The slope of the saturated vapour line is 
negative, i.e. when dS is positive, dTis negative. Therefore, !he specific heat at 
constant saturation 

C"' =T(dS"") 
sa1 aT 

is negative. From the second TdS equation 

TdS=C,,dT-T( av) dp aT P 

dS" ( dV"') ( dp) 
T dT =Cp-T dT P dT ._. 

= C -T·!!!!_· I"" (usingpY"' = nRTand 
P p T(Y'" - Y") Clapeyron's equation} 

C"' - C JI'"' · ~ [· • Y"' >> V'"} 
SIi Pf JI'"'• 

I 
C"' ""C _...!!!!... 

sat p T 

Now the value of 1.,./T for common substances is about 83.74 J/g mol K 
(Trouton's rule), where Cp is leas th111141.87 J/g mol K. Th~fore, c; can be 
nagative. Proved. 

Example 11.6 (a) Establish the condition of equilibrium of a closed composite 
system consisting of two simple systems separated by a movable diathennal wall 
that is impervious to the flow of matter. 

(b) If the wall were rigid and diathem1al, penneable to one type of material, 
and impermeable to all others, state the condition of equilibrium of the composite 
system. 

( c) Two particular systems have the following equations of state 

I I! ii I 
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...!... =lR!!i.,J!J..=!!i.R 
1j 2 u, 1j Jlj 

_!_ = 1. R .!!l_, .!!]._ = 'ii N2 
1i 2 U2 1i l\'i 

-=439 

where Ji. = 8.3143 kJ/lcg mol K, and the subscripts indicate systems I and 2. The 
mole number of the first system is N1 = O.S, and. that of the second is N2 = 0.75. 
The two systems are contained in a closed adiabatic cylinder, separated by a 
movable diathennal piston. The initial temperarures are T1 = 200 K and T2 = 
300 K, and the total volume is 0.02 m3. What is the energy and volume of each 
system in equilibrium? What is the pressure and temperaw.re? 
Solution For the composite system, as shown in Fig. Ex. 11.6 (a) 

U1 + U2 = constant 
V1 + Y2 = constant 

The values of U1, U2, Y1, and V2 would change in such. a way as to m.a.ximize 
lhe·value of entropy. Therefore, when the equilibrium condition is achieved 

dS=O 

for the whole system. Since 
S=S1 +S2 

= S1(U1, Y1, ••• , Nk
1 
... ) + S2 (U2, V2, ... , Nt.

1
, .. ) 

dS=(as1 ) du +(as-i) dv au, V1,··.Nt1··· I av. U1,···,Nt1... I 

j 
Subsystem,1 ! Subsystem-2 

Rigid and dlathennal 
wall permeable to now of 
one type or melerlal 

(b) 

Fig.&. 11.6 

(c) 

1,1 It 
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l P1 1 Pi = -dU1 + -dJ'1 + -dUz + -dr2 7j 7j 1i 1i 
Sinee dU1 + dU2 = 0 and dY, + drz = 0 

dS ~ (..!.. - ..!..)du,+ (a -Pi )dr, = o 
1j 1i 1j 1i 

Since the expression must vanish for arbitrary and independent values of dU1 
anddr, 

or 

:. These are the conditions of mechanical and thennal equilibrium. 
(b) We will consider the equilibrium state of two simple subsystems 

(Fig. Ex. 11.6 (b)) connected by a rigid and diathennal wall, permeable to one 
type of material (N1) and impermeable to all others (N2, N3, ••• N,). We thus seek 
the equilibrium values of U1 and of U2, and of N1_1 and N1_2 (i.e. material N1 in 
subsystems I and 2 respectively.) 

At equilibrium, an infinitesimal change in entropy is zero 

dS=O 
Now 

From the equation 
TdS•dU+pdV-µdN 

( as ) _ 1 ( as ) _ µ 
au v.N .... - r· oN u.v --r 

and dN1-1 + dN1-2 .. 0 
dU1 +dU2 =0 

dS = (_!_ _ _!_)dU1 -( µH - µ,_2 )dNl-l "'0 
7i 7; 1j 7i 

As dSmust vanish for arbitrary values of both dU1 and dN1_ 1 

Ti =Tz 
J.11-1 = J.11-2 

I I !!I ii I + II 



which are the conditions of thermal and chemical equilibrium. 
(c) N1=0.Sgmol, N2 =0.7Sgmol 

T1_1 = 200 K,, 11_2 = 300 K. 

Y= :V1 + V2 = 0.02 ml 

U1 + U2 = conslattt 
.iU1 +~U2 "' 0 

Let Tr be the final temperature (Fig. Ex. 11.6 (c)) 

CUr-1- U1-1) = -(U,-2 - Ui-2) 
3 - 3 -
2 RN1(Tr-Ti-1)=- 2 RN2(Tr-Ti-2) 

O.S(Tr- 200) = - 0.75(Tr- 300) 
1.25 Tr= 325 

or r,:260 K. 

-=«1 

Ans. 

U1-1 = f R N1 T1 = f x 8.3143 x 0.5 x 10-3 x 260"' 1.629 kJ 

Ur-2 = t x 8.3143 x 0.75 x J<,3 x 260 = 2430 kJ 

V. 
_ RN,Tr-1 

f-2 -
Pf-I 

At equilibrium 

Pr-I = Pt-2 "'Pr 

:v,_2 = RN2Tc-2 , Tt-1 = T f-2 = r, 
Pr-2 

Rfr ) v,_1 + v,_2 = - (N1 + N~ = 0.02 m 
Pr 

8•3143 
X !60 X 1.25 X 10-J"' 0.02 m3 

Pr 

Pr,.,,, 8.3143 x 260 x 1.25 x 1 o-) kN/m3 
0.02 

= 135 kN/m2 = 1.35 bar 

V 1-1 = 8.3143 X 0.5 X 10-
3 

X 260 = O.OOS ml 
135 

Vr-z = 0.02 - 0.008 = 0.012 m3 

&ample 11,7 Show that for a van der Waals' gas 

.(a)(~ l =O 

Ans. · 

Ans. 



(c) T{t,- b)"" = constant.. for an iscucropic: 

(d) C -c "" R 
P v l-2a(o-b)1IR1\13 

(e) (h:2- h1>r = ~t12 - P1t11) + a(.l. -.1..) 
t11 V1 

Solution (a) From the energy Eq. (11.13) 

(:~l =1!: t -p 

..l:!!_ - ,JD!.) + (22.) -(22.) av.ar - ·~ar2 v ar v ar v 

a2u _../h) 
av.ar-·~ar2 v 

c =(au) " ar v 

( ac. ) a2u ,J a2 P ) ( ac. ) 
dJ' T = av.ar=·u~T1 y = av T . 

For a van der Waals' gas 

(p+ ;2 )<v-b)=RT 

RT a 
p- v-b -7 

( a2p) =O 
dTl V 

(~l =O 

:. c. is independent of volume. 
(b) From the first Tds Eq. (11.8) 

Tds=cvdT+ r( !; t dv 

and energy Eq. (11.13) ( !~ t = r( !: t -p 

dT 1 [ (au) ] ds = C - + - p + - dt1 
V T T av T 

Proved(a) 

I 111 I t II J • I 
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For van der Waals' gas 

(au) a av T =-;r 
ds=c dT +...!.(p+.!!....)dv 

v T T v2 

dT R =cv-+--dv 
T v-b 

V2 -b 
(s2-s1)y = R In -

v1 -b 
( c) At constant entropy 

or 

dT R c-+--dv:oO 
VT t,-b 

dT +~~=O 
T Cy v- b 

by integration, 1{v-b )RIC,= constant 

(d) c -c = r( ap) (av) 
p V dT dT V p 

= [ ( :~ t + p ]( !; ) p 

= ( ;i + p )( :; ) 
p 

,. ( vR-: )( :; )P 
From the equation 

(p+ :2 )<v-b)=RT 

(v - b) (- 2av-,)( dv) + (P + 7x~) = R 
dT P v dT P 

(e) 

(
~) = Rl(v- b) 
oT RT 2a 

P -(v---b-) - ?" 
R 

C -C = ---'--~-~ 
P v 1-2a(v-b)1/R7'o3 

(au) =r(ap) -p=7 dJ' T dT V V 

f I ( I h 

Proved(b) 

Provcd(c) 

Proved(d) 



duT=4-dvy 
?1 

(112 -111)y= a(.!._ i_) 
D1 Vz 

(h2 - 11,)y = (p,vz - P1V1) + a(...!...- i_) Proved (e) 
V1 V2 

Example 11.8 The virial equation of state of a gas is given by 

Show that 
pr,= RTf.l + B'p + Cp2 + ... ) 

lim[r( aav) -v] = RT2 dB' ,~o T P dT 

Hence, prove that the inversion temperature ora van der Waals' gu is twice 
th.e Boyle lemperature. 

Solution 
pv = RT(I + B'p + C'p2 + ... ) 

v = RT + RTB' + RTpC' + ... 
p 

( 
dV ) R dB' dC' - =- +RT-+RB'+RTp- +RpC'+ .•. ar p P dT dT 

r(dII) = RT +RrdB' +RTB'+Rr dC' +RTpC+ ... ar p P dT P dT 

or 

T ( dv )- v = Rr dB' + R'rp dC' + .. ar dr dr · 

µ1 = i..[r(~) -v] 
cp ar p 

= RT
2 

[ dB' + p dC' + .. ·] 
Cp dT dT 

. RT2 dB' hmµ,=---
,~o cP dT 

lim[r(~) -v] = Rr dB' ,~o dT P dT 

For a van der Waals' gas, to find Boyle temperature T8 , 

B=b-..!!_=O 
RT 

Proved 

rhu \, 1 
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Te=_!_ 
bR 

B' "" ..l!_ = .J?_ - _o -
RT RT R21 2 

dB' .. __ b_+~ 
dT RT2 R2T3 

Rr2 ( b 2a ) 
li.rn P., .. -c- - RT2 + RZTJ = 0 

p-+0 p 

._b_= ~ 
RT2 R2T3 

T, = 1!!.. 
I bR 

T1 = 2T8 

or Inversion temperature = 2 x Boyle temperature Proved 

£:&ample 11,9 Over a certain range of pressures and temperatures, the 
equation of a certain substance is given by the relation 

t1= RT _ _£ 
p T3 

where C is a constant. Derive an expression for: (a) the change of enthalpy and 
(b) the change of entropy, of this substance in an isothermal process. 

Solution (a) From Eq. (11.15) 

dh =cpdT+[ v- r( !; )Jdp 

(h1-h1>r = H v- r(t; )Jdp 
Now, 

RT C i,=---
p T3 

( oo) = J!.. + 3C 
oT " p r' 

r(oo) =RT+ 3C 
oT P p T) 

v _ T ( oo ) = RT _ _£_ _ RT _ 2.f_ 
dT " p T

3 
p T3 

' Ill I t, j ' II 



4C =-y 
On substitution, 

7 4C 
(llz - Jr,)y = -?"dp 

PJ 

4C 
=7(p,-p2h 

(b) Using second Tds equation 

Td.s = c dT- r(~) dp 
p ar p 

dsr=-(dV) ~ ar p 

=-(: + ~)~ 
(s2 - s,)y = R In .!!J.. + JC (p1 - p2'>r 

P2 'r 
F.Jtample 11.10 Agron gas is compressed reversibly and isothcnnally at the 
rate of 1.5 kg/s from 1 atm, 300 K to 400 aim. Calculate the power required to run 
the compressor and the rate at which heat must be removed from lhe compressor. 
The gas is asswned to obey lhe Redlich-Kwong equation ofstat.e, for which !he 
constants are: 

-i 1.S -z 
a = 0.42748~ and b = 0.08664 R fc 

Po Pc 

For a.rgoo, Tc= 151 K. and p0 = 48 atrn. Take R = 0.082 litrc•atrn/gmol·K. 

Solution Substituting the values of Pc, T0 and R, 

a= 0.42748 <82)2 (1Sl)
2
·s = 16.8 x 104 aanK.

1
'
2
cm

6 

48 (grnol)2 

b = 0.08664 (8Z)(ISI) = 22.4 cm
3 

48 gmol 

Substituting the numerical values of p 2, T2, a, b and R into the Redlich-Kwong 
equation 

RT a 
p= v-b - T112 v(v+b) 

Vi - 49.24 Vi+ 335.6 1'z - 43,440 = 0 

from wbjch we obtain 

I I !I !! I 
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t12 = S6.8 cm3 /gmol 

Sinccp1 .. 1 nn, the volume of the gas at Che initial state can be obtained from 
the ideal gas equation: 

_ R1j _ 82 x 300 _ 
24 600 

3/ l 
"• - - - - , cm gmo 

Pt 1 
For isothermal compression, 

Now, d(,pt,) = p dv + v dp 

J V dp ""Pi/J2 -p1V1 -[1 pdv] 
~ ~ T 

Since ( :; )P =-(:; )J:: )v 
we have 

[J( :; ) dp] =-[7( :: ) dv] 
P1 P r •1 v r 

Hence, 

Mi,2 = h2 -It, .. P2V2 -p,v1 -{ J.[p- r( !: )Jd"L 
According to Redlich-K wong equation, we have, 

( :; \ = "~h + 2rJ12:Cv +b) 

Thus, 

Miu= lt2 - Ir,= <P2t12 - P1"1>-{J[ 112-la )d11} 
2T V(V+ b) 

V1 T 

-(p ) I.Sa I 1D (t11 + b)/r,2 
- 2V2 - p,v, - 1j112 b (t11 + b )la, 

Substituting the nwnerical values, 
h1 - lt1 =-1,790 J/gmol 

[p'( oa) d ] -[f(op) dv] 4112 =s2 - s, = ~1 dT P P T - v1 dT v r 
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For the Redlich-K wong equation this becomes, 

s -s = --+ do {1[ R a ] } 2 1 v- b 2T312 ti(v + b) 
~ 1 

_ R ln tl2 - b _ __ a_ l:n (v2 + b)lv2 

Vi -b 2b1:/12 (t'1 +b)/t11 

Substituting the nwncrical values, 

s2 -.r1 =-S7 J/gmol-K 

Qu = m.T1 (s2 - s1) 

lOs g/h x 300 Kx (-57) J 
39.8 g/gmol g mol K 

= - 4.29 X 107 J/h 
= - 11.917 kW (beat removed from the gas) Al'I.J. 

Wu .. Q12 + m<h, - hi) 

=-4.29x 107 + lOs x 1790 
39.9 

'" - 3.84 X 107 J/h 

= - .10.67 kW (Work is done on the gas) Ans. 

REVlE.W Q.UFSl'IONS 

11. l What is the condition for exact differential? 
11.2 Dc.tive Maxwell's equations. 
11.3 Write down the first and second TdS equations, and derive the expression for the 

difference in heat capacities, CP and c .. What does the expression signify? 
11.4 Define volume expansivity and isothennal compressibiliiy. 
11.S Show tha11he slope of an isentrope is greater than that ofan isothcnn onp-v plot. 

How is it meaningful for estimating the work of compression? 
11.6 What is the energy equation? How does this equation lead to the derivation of the 

Stefan-Boltzman law ofthermal radiation? 
11.7 Show lhal the internal energy and enthalpy of an ideal gas are functions of 

tempmture only. 
11.8 Why are dU = c. d.T and dH = CP d Ttrue for an ideal gas in any process, whereas 

these arc true for any other substance only at constanl volume and at constant 
pressure respectively? 

11. 9 Explain Joule-Kelvin effect. What is inversion temperature? 
11.10 What is Joule-Thomsoncoefficien1? Why is it zero for an ideal gas? 
I 1.1 I Why does the hydrogen gas need to be precooled before being throttled to get the 

cooling ell'~? 
11.12 Why does the maximum temperature drop occur if the state before throttling lies 

on the inversion curve? 

I I! ii I 
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I I. I 3 Why does the Gibbs fimction remain constant during phase tntnsition? 
I 1.14 What m the characteristics of the fint order phase transition? 
I I. J 5 Write down the representative equation for phase transition. Why does the fusion 

line for water have negative slope on the p-T diagram? 
I I. I 6 Why is the slope of the sublimation curve at the triple point on the p-T diagram· 

gn:ater than that of the vaporization curve at the same point? 
11.17 Explain how thennodynamic properties are evaluated from an equation of siate. 
I I .18 Illustrate how enthalpy change and entropy change of a gas can be estimated 

with the help of an equation of state. 
11.19 State the imponant ihermodynamic criteria which an equation of state should 

satisfy. 
I I .20 faplain how the Boyle temperature is yielded when: 

lim @·ztap}r-o 
p-tO 

I 1;21 What is foldback temperature? 
I l.22 Show that for an inversion curve (iJZ!iJ1)

9 
= 0. 

11.23 Define chemical potential ofa component in tenns of U, H, F and G. 
11.24 What is the use of the Gibbs eniropy equatio.n? 
I l.25 Explain the significance of the Gibbs-Duhem equation. 
I I .26 State the conditions of equilibrium ofa heterogeneous system. 
11.27 What do you understand by phase equilibrium? 
11.28 Give the Gibbs philse rule for a nonreactive system. Why is the triple point of a 

subslance nonvariant? 
I l.29 What~ the four types of equilibrium? What is stable equilibrium? 
11.30 SI.ate the conditions of spon.laneous change, equilibrium and criterion of stability 

for: (a) a system having constant U and V (i.e., isolated), aod (b) system having 
constaot T aod p. 

l l.J I What do you understand by neutral and unstable equ.ilibrium'! 
I I .32 What is metastable equilibrium? 
11.33 Show lhat for a syf;(em IO be stable:, the11e condition, an: satisfied 

(a) C, > 0 (thermal stability) 

(b) (!!!.) < 0 (mechanical stability) · av, 
11.34 How is the third law a fundamental law of nature? 
11.35 Explain the phenomenon of adiabatic demagnetisation of a paramagnetic salt. 
11.36 How are. tc:mpe1111UR:s near absolute i.ero estimated? 
I 1.37 Give the: Fowler-Guggenheim statement of third law. How i.s ii different from the 

Nemst-Simon. statement of third law? Give the third equivalel)t siatemeot of the 
third law. 

11.38 State some physical and chemical facts which substantiate the third law. 

PROBLEMS 

11.1 Derive the: following equations 

(a} U"'F-t(iJF) "-r(iJFIT) ar v ar v 

:., " ' 
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(b) c.=-r(!iz). 
(c) H"'G-r(ilG) =-r('ilGIT) 

ilT P 'iJT P 

(d) C =-r(il1G) 
" ilT

2 
P 

11.2 (a) Derive the equation 

(ac.) = r(a2~) 
611 T 'iJT V 

(b) Prove that Cv of an ideal gas is a function of Tonly. 
(c} Jn the case of a gas obeying the equation of state 

~=I+ B" 
RT ti 

where B" is a function of Tonly, show that 

C =- RT ~(B"n+(c)o 
V l7 d1- V 

where (c,)o is the value at very Iarse volumct. 
11.3 Deri~ 1he lhil:d TdS equation 

TdS=c.(ar) dp+c, (ar) dV 
ilp • 'iJY , 

and show that the three TdS equations may be written as 

(a) TdS~C.dT+ (J/ dV 

(b) TdS= CpdT- J'{JTdp 

(c) TdS= ~kdp+ S:._dJ' p /JJ' 
11.4 Derive the equations 

(b) ( :: ), = v1r 
(c) (ilp/ilT), = _r_ 

ca ptan. r - 1 
11.S Derive the equations 

(a) c.--..1~) (av) 'l ar . ar . 
(b) ( :~ ). =- ~·: 

I I t I 
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(i)'l'/i)T), 1 
(c) (cl Vian, = 1- y 

11.6 (a) Prove that the slope of a curve on a Mollier diagram representing a reversible 
isolhennal process is equal to 

I T-p 
(b) Prove that the slope of a cw-ve on a Mollier diagram ~resenting a reversible 

i~ochoric process is equal LO 

T+ y-1 
fJ 

11.7. (a) Show that 

(
dYIT) 

i's Cp"' fl """"ar' P 

For I mole of a gas, in the region of modc111te pressures, the equation of state may 
be written as 

!!? = 1 +B'p+C'p2 
RT 

when: B' and Can: functions of temperature only. 
(b) Sbow lbat a, p-+ O 

/JC ~ RT2 dB' 
, p dT 

(c) Show th:lt the equation of the inversion curve is 

dB'ldT 
P"'- dC'ldT 

11.8 Prove the following functional relationship of the reduced properties for the 
inversion curve of a van der Waals' gas 

T. 
= 3(30, -1)2 

__ ,. = 9(2v, -1) 
r 4 2 .,.,.,,p, 2 v, o, 

Hence, show that 

and 

MMimwn uiveniioo 1.e'mpe111ture 
Critical ~pc:ratur,: 

=6.75 

Minimum invenion ~nq>mllllll: • 
0 75 

Critical temperature • 

11.9 Estimate lhe maximum inversion 1empen11ure of hydrogen if it is asswned 10 
obey the equation of state 

pY~ RT+ B1p + B2p1 + B3p3 + ... 
For hydrogen, B 1 x 10' = a+ 10-2 bT+ 11¥ c/T 
where a= 166, b = - 7.66, c = - 172.33 

11.10 The vapour pressure of mercury al 399 Knnd 401 K is found to be0.988 mm and 
1.084 mm of mercury respectively. Calculate ihe latent heat of vaporizaiion of 
liquid mercury at 400 K. 

Ans. 61,634.96 kJ/lcg mol 

I• !!I I II I 
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l 1.1 l la the vicinily of the triple point, the vapo41r p~- of liquid ammonia (in 
a1mospbm:s) is r1:pre1e11ted by 

3063 lnp = 15.16- -r-
This is the equation of ihe liquid-vapour boundary curve in a p-T diagram. 
Similarly, the vapour pressure of solid ammonia is 

lnp= 18.70- 3754 
T 

(a) What is the temperature and pressure at the uiple point? 
(b) What are Jbe latent healS of sublimation and vapori.iation? 
(c) What is th~ !_ .. mt heat of fusion at the triple point? 

An.r. 195.2 K, O.S8S atm., 1498 kJlkg, 1836 kJ/kg, 338 kJlkg 
11.12 It is found that a cenain liquid boils at a temperature of95°C at the top of a hill, 

whereas it boils at a temperature of !05°C at the bottom. The latent heat is 
4.187 kJ/g mole. What is the approximate height of the hill? Assume T0 = 300 K. 

11.13 Show lhat for an ideal gas in a mixture of ideal gases 

dp1 = Jlt -lit dT+!'i, dp+ RTdln xk 
T 

11.14 Compuce Pi for a pa whDae cqUBDon of mte i.t 
p(v-b) .. RT 

11.15 Show that 

(a) ( * t := -( :~ t 
<b> (!;t =-r(!;t-p(!;t 

Ans. 394 m 

11.16 Two panicular systems have the following equations of slate 

1 3 - tr1> I S - tr2
' 

T(I) =zR u<'' a.ad rl2) =zR lf21 

wheR R =8.3143 kJ/lcgmol K. The mole number of the fimsystem i.s,Yl11 = 2, 
and that of the second is,V'-2> = 3. The two .sysiems are separated by a diatbermal 
wall, and the total energy in the composite system is.2S.120 kJ. What is the 
internal energy of each system .in equilibrium? 

Ans. 7.2 kJ, 17.92 kJ 
11.17 Two systems wilh the equations of state given in Problem 11.16 are separated by 

a diathermal wall. The reSDCCtive mole numben are t,11> • 2 and !'121 • 3. The 
initial temperatures are ,<f) z 2SO Kand 't2

l - 350 K. What are the values of 
c/11 and cf2> after equilibrium has been established? What is the equllibriwn 
temperature? 

Ans. 8.02 kl, 20.04 kl, 32 l.4 K 
11.18 Shew that~ change in latellt ~t L with le11lpc:nl~ is given by the foll<JWt113 

relation 

,, 111 
' " 
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(
~) = (C" _ r"\ + J:_ _ tl"P"' - v"P" L 
dT P ~Pl T rl" - r, .. 

11.19 Show that for a van der Waals' gas. the Joule-Thomson coefficient is given by 

v [ 2a(v- b)2 - RTbri ] 
Pi~~ RTv1 - 2a(v -b}2 

11.20 At 273.15 K the specific volumes of water and ice arc 0.001 and 0.001091 ml/leg 
and the la~t heat of fusion of ice is 334 lcJ/kg. Detcmtine lhe melting point 
increase due to increase of pressure by I aim (IOl.325 kPa). 

Ans. - 0.00753 K 
11 .. 21 Calculate lhe latent heat of vaporization of steam formed by boiling water under 

a pressure of IO l.325 kPa. At a pressure near this, a rise of temperature of I K 
causes an increase of vapour pressure of 3.62 kPa. 

.fat. 22S7 kJ/kg 
11.22 It is known I.hat nid.iarion aau a p~ p ~ 1/3 u, where II i, che e'llerJD' per 

unit "¥t>lurne. 
(a) Show ll1at 

du .. Tdt+ ~(rs-{u)dv 
w~ s is Ille entropy per unit volume. 

(b) Astwningu ands as functions oft.emperatureooly, ibaw lhat 
(i) .ll"'A.r..-:i 

(ii) s~ .!ar 
3 

(iii) 11: aT' 
where A is the constant of integration and a a 81/2S6 ,t3• 

(c) Show that the average time radiation remains in a spherical enclosure of 
radius r is given by 

4r 
/:-

3c 
where c is the speed of radiation. 

(d) If £8 is the energy cmincd per unit an:a of sphmcal sw<a1:e per unit lime, 
show 1hat 

Ee = <fr 
where CT s ac/4 and T is the temperature: of the swface. 

11.23 Show that the invcrs.ion temperature of a van 1ler Waals' gas is given by 1j = 2al 
bR. . 

11.24 Show that: 

(a) (al,j) = r2(iJ(ptT)) 
au T iJr V 

(b) (2!!..) = -rz( d(vtT)) 
iJp T ar " 

11.25 Show lhat fur a van der Waals' g.u at low pressun:s, a Jou!~ Thomson expamioo 
from preuure p 1 to P2 produces a tllmpcrature change which can be found from 
the solution of 

,, "' • !! ' 



c" T2 - Ta 
P1-P2=-(T,-Ti)+ T11n ---' 

b 1j-T; 
wbcre T1 is lhe inversion tempel'IIIUre. 

11.26 Using the Rcdlich-Kwons equation ofslllte, developexp,cssions forthechange5 
in entropy and inlemlll. energy of a gas in an isothermal process. 

~ ( '-Rlnv2-b a 1 [v2(v1 +b}] 
n1tS. S2 -S1,r = -- + --- n 

v, - b 2bT312 V1(tl2 + b) 

( 
\ _ '1 1n[V1(t11 +b)] 

"2-"in- 2 b1112 t11(t12 + b) 

l l.27 Find the change of entropy of a g;as following Clausius equation of state at 
cons1ant temperature 

p(o-b)=RT 

11.28 (a) Show that for a van der Waals' gas 

_ Ri,2(v- b) 

P- R'l'D3 - 2a(v - b)2 

_ v1(v-b)2 
ly - R1'l,3 - 2a(v - b)2 

(b) What is the value of tyl{J expreuc:d in iu simplest form? 

'172 -b 
An.s.Rln--b v, -

(c) Whet do the above .n:latiom become when a= 0, b = 0 (ideal gu)? 
11.21> (a)Show that 

{i) (~) = .!..c. qp. {J 

("") ( iJu) Cp 11 - =--p av p v~ 
(b) Hence show that the slope of a reversible adiabatic process on JH) 

coordinates is 

-2.~-L 
dv ltt1 

where tis the iSOIJJama.l compm111ibility. 
11.30 According co Berthelot, the lmlpeia~ effect of !he second viriel coefficient is 

given by 

8'(1) = .l!.. - ..!L 
T T3 

where a and ban: constants. Show that according to Berthelot, 

T.,./Ta= .fS 
11.31 The following expressions fur lhe equation of state and the specific heat c, an: 

obeyed by a certain ps: 

v = RT + a~ 1111d cl'= A +BT+ Cp 
p 
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where a, A, B. Cm constants. Obtain an expression for (a) lhe Joule-Thomson 
coefficient, and (b) lhe specific heat c,. 

a~ ar ("+a~) A11s. (a) JlJ = (b) Cv = A +BT+ ---2 - R 2 A + BT+ Cp r, - «r t1 - a T 
I I.Ji Determine the maximum Joule· Thomson inversion temperature in terms of the 

critical temperature Tc predicted by the 
(a) van der Waals equation 
(b) Redlich-Kwong equation 
(c) Dieterici equation 

Ans. (a) 6.7S r •. (b) S.34 r. (c) ST. 
11. 33 From the virial form of the equation of stale of a gas 

v = RT + RTB' <n + RTC' ('l)p + ... 
p 

show that the Joule-Thomson coefficient is 

Rr [dB' dC' ] µ,--;; dT+dTp+··· 
(b) For a van der Waals gas 

B'(T)a bRT-a 
R2r2 

Show that the limiting value of µ1 at low pressures is 

µ, ... .1.. (2!:.. -") 
Cp RT 

TvfJ2 

11.34 Show 1h11 ky- k, .. --
c" 

I l.3S For a simple compn:s.~ible system, show that 

(a) [~] ... r2[i)p/T] a11 1 ar • 

(b) [~] =-r2[ilr>1T] 
i)p T iJT p 

11.36 The liquid-vapour equilibrium curve for nitrogen over the range from the tripl.e 
point to the nori1UI boiling point may be exp1 '!Ssed by the relation: 

logp=A-BT- C 
T 

where p is the vapour pressure in mm Hg, T is the temperature in K, and 
A-= 7.782, B = 0.006265, and C = 341.6. 
(a) Derive an npn:ssian for I.be enthalpy ofvaporization ht, in 1mns of A, B, C, 

Tandvi:c, 
(b) Calculate hr, for nitrogen at 71.9 K with Vra = 1 l,S30 cm3/gmol. 

Aiu. 5,790 J/gmol 
11.37 For a gas obeying the van der Waals equation of state, show that: 

(a) c -c = R 
c> • 1-2a(v-b)2IR1t13 

Iii It 



(b) [~c; l =r[!~ l =Otoprove thatCy isafunctionoftemperatureonly. 

[ ilc ] [ i/
2
v J (c) .::.:..e.. =-T - 2 dp r ar 9 

= lf-r[ 2av-
3 

- 6alro-4 ] 
(p - av-2 + 2ahv-3 }3 

to prove that cP for a van der Waals gas is not a function of u:mpcraiure only. 
(d) The relation between Tand vis given by: 

7l:v - bl''<• =· constant 
(e) The relation betweenp and vis given by: 

[p + : 2 ](v -b)l • 1/~ = C0?1$1ant. 

I I .38 Nitrogen at a pressure of250 atm and a temperature of 400 K expands reversibly 
and adiabaticaUy in a twbinc to an exhaust pressure of S atm. The flow rate is 
I kg/s. Calculate the power output if nitrogen obeys the Redlich•K wong equation 
of stale. For nitrogen al I atm take, 

cp = 6.903 - 0.3753 x 10-'T+ 1.930 x 10"6f! - 6.861 x IO-'IT 3 

where cl' is in caVgmol•K and Tis in K. 
For nitrogen, r. = 126.2 K, 

Pc= 33.Satm. 

Hints: See Fig. P·l l.34 

hl -h2 = ("i -h4) + (h4 -h3) + (.h3 - 112) and 

S1 - Sz = 0 = (s, - S4) + (S4 - S3) + (S3 - .tz) 

Ans. 272 kW 

a= 15.4 x 106 abn/K111 cm6/(gmolf, b = 26.8 cm3/gmol 

By tri.al-and-crror, v1 = 143 c,r.3/gmol, v4 = 32,800 cm3/gmol 
T2 = 12-4 K, h1 - h2 = 7.61 kJ/gmol. 

"I' 
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Vapour Power Cycles 

\ . 

12.1 Simple Steam Power Cycle 

A power cycle continuously converts heat (energy .released by the burning of 
fuel) into work (shaft work), in which a working nuid repeatedly perfonns a 
succession of processes. In the vapour power cycle, the workin,g fluid, which is 
water, undergoes a change of phase. Figure 12.1 gives the schematic of a simple 
steam power plant working on the vapour power cycle. Heat is transferred to 
water in lhe boiler from an external source (furnace, where fuel is continuously 
burnt) to raise steam, the high pressure, high temperature steam leaving the boiler 
expands in the turbine to produce shaft work, the steam leaving the turbine 
condenses into water in the condenser (where cooling water circulates), rejecting 

' t 
Nr Combu 
and Uon 
fuel producb 

High pressure, high 
lemperature steam 

Condensate 
pump 

·Circulating 
pump 

Fig. 12.l Simpk sltam pown plant 
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· heat, and then the water is pumped back to the boiler. Figure 12.2 shows how a 
unit mass of the working fluid, sometimes in the liquid phase and sometimes in 
the vapour phase, undergoes various extenal heat and work interactions in 
executing a power cycle. Since the fluid is undergoing a cyclic process, there will 
be no net change in its inemal energy over the cycle, and consequently the net 
energy transferred to the unit mass of the fluid as heat during the cycle must equal 
the net energy transfer as work from the fluid. Figure 12.3 shows the cyclic heat 
engine operating on the vapour power cycle, where the working substance, water, 
follows along the 8-T-C-P(Boiler-Turbine-Condenser-Pump) path, interacting 

01 Wr 0:z Wp .i.e -Sfl-. e ~-s --~· e ~-
S!ate change 

from 4to 1 
(in boiler) 

S0un;e 
(Fumace) 

r, 

State change Slate change State change 

from 1 to 2 from 2 to 3 from 3 to 4 
(in lurt>lne) (In condenser) (In pump) 

Fig. 12.2 Ou kf H10 extn.tirtg a !uat engine cy,u 
Wr 

Sink 
(Ri,ier or sea) 

T2 

w,. Cyclic heel engine 

Ftg. 12.3 Cyeli, /uat m,,ne witlt wain OJ tltt worki-,g fluid 

externally 118 shown, and convening net heat input to net work output 
continuously. By the first law 

I. QD"'= I. wnel 
<y,;le cyde 

or Q1-Q2 = Wy-Wp 

where Q1 = heat transferred to the working fluid (kJ/kg) 
Q2 = heat rejected from the working fluid (kJ/kg) 
Wr = work transferred from the working fluid {lcJ/kg) 
w, = work transferred into the working fluid (kJ/kg) 

The efficiency of the vapour power cycle would be given by 

_ W,... _ Wy - Wp = Q1 - Qi 
'1cf1:le -~ - Qi Qi 

.... _~ 
Q, 

I I I Ill 

(12.1) 
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12.2 Rankine Cycle 

For each process in the vapour power cycle., it is possible to assume a hypothetical 
or ideal process which represents the basic intended operation and involves no 
extraneous effects. For the steam boiler, this would be a reversible constant 
pressure heating process of water to form steam, for the turbine the ideal process 
would be a revenible adiabatic expansion of steam, for the condenser it would be 
a reversible constant pressure heat rejection as the steam condenses till it becomes 
saturated liquid, and for the pump, the ideal process would be the reversible 
adiabatic compression of this liquid ending at the initial pressure. When all these 
four processes are ideal, the cycle is an ideal cycle, called a Rankine cycle. This 
is a reversible cycle. Figure 12.4 shows the tlow diagram of the Raokine cycle, 
and in .Fig. 12.5, the cycle has been plotted on the p-v, T-s, and h-s planes. The 
numbers on the plots correspond to the numbers on the flow diagram. For any 
given pressure, the steam approaching the turbine may be dry saturated (state l) 
wet (state l '), or superheated (state l"), but the fluid approaching lhe pump is, in 
each case, saturated liquid {srate 3). Steam expands reversibly and adiabiatically 
in the turbine from state 1 to state 2 (or I' to 2', or l" to 2"), the steam leaving the 
!>1rbine condenses to water in tbe condenser reversibly at constant pressure from 
state 2 (or 2', or 2") to state 3, the water at state 3 is then pumped to the boiler at 
state 4 reversibly and adiabatically, and the water is heated in the boiler to fonn 
steam rc-versibly at constant pressure from state 4. to state I (or I' or I"). 

Pump ' '- Wp 

Fig. 12.4' A simple sltam plant 

For purposes of analysis the Rankine cycle is assumed to be carried out in a 
steady tlow operation. Applying the steady flow enef},,')' equation to each of the 
processes on the basis ofunit mass offluid, and neglecting changes in kinetic and 
potential energy, th.e work and heat quantities can be evaluated in tenns of the 
properties of the.fluid. 

Ill 1, ii , 
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(a) (b) 

-s 
(C) 

f'Jg, J2.S Rmikiru qcu on p-o, T-s and h-s dia(;,t'IIU 

For 1 kg fluid 
The S.F.E.E. for the boiler (control volume) gives 

la4 + Q, = ,., 
Q, ""la1 - ,,,. 

The S.F.E .. E. for the turbine as the control volume gives 

la1 - WT+ h1 
W1 =1a1-h2 

Simile.rly. lhe S.F.E,E. for the condenser is 

la2 '"'Qz + h3 
Q1 = la2 - ,,3 

and the S.F.E.E. for the pump gives 
h3 -t Wy = h4 

(12.2) 

(12.3) 

(12.4) 

Wp = h4 - 1,3 (12.S) 

The efficiency oftbe Rankine cycle is then given by 

_ W..., W1 -w, (h1 -Ja2)-(h4 -Ja3 ) 
17 - - = = (12.6) 

Q. Q. "· -h4 

' " 
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The pump handles liquid water which is incompressible, i.e., its density or 
specific volume undergoes little change with increase in pressure. For rever.;ible 
adiabatic compression, by the use of the general property relation 

Tds = dh - vdp; dr = 0 
and dh "" vdp 

Since change in specific volume is negligible 
Ah=vty) 

or Ir.- lr3 = v3 (p1 - pi) 

m, is in m3 /leg and p is in bar 

h4 - lr3 = tl3(p I - P2) X I 05 J/kg (12.7) 

The work ratio is defined as the ratio of net work output to positive work output. 
w. WT-WP 

worlc ralio = ~ = ---=---=-
Wr Wr 

Usually, the pump work is quite small compared to the turbine work and is 
somelimes neglected. Then h4 = h3, and the cycle efficiency approximately 
becomes 

- h, - ~ '1=--
h1 - J,4 

The efficiency of the Rankine cycle is presented graphically in the T-s plot in 
Fig. 12.6. Thus Q1 is proportional to area 1564, Q2 is proportional to area 2563, 
and W na (=Q1 - Q:z) is proportional to area I 2 3 4 enclosed by the cycle. 

-s 
Fig. 12.6 Q,. W.., and Q, art proportional u, artas 

The capacity of a steam plant is often expressed in tenns of steam rate, which 
is defined as the rate of steam flow (lcglh) required to produce unit shaft output 
(l kW). Therefore 

Steam rate = kg· 1 kJ/s 
Wr - Wp kJ I ltW 

I ~= 3600 kJ 
Wr - w,. k.Ws Wr - Wp kWh 

(12.8) 

, h I , i Iii! i1 11 
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The cycle efficiency is somctimc.s expressed alternatively as heat rate which 
is the rate input {Q1) required to produce unit work output (I kW) 

H•Dt rate - 36000. 3600 ~ {12.9) .... -,v w. k 
"'T - p 1}.y,:1c Wh 

2 

From the equation W..,v = - J v dp, it is obvious that the reversible steady-flow 
I 

work is closely associated with the specific volume of fluid flowing through the 
device. The larger the specific volume, the larger the reversible work produced or 
consumed by the steady-flow device. Therefore, every effort should be made to 
keep the specific volume of a fluid as small as possible during a compression 
process to minimize the work input and as large as possible, during an expansion 
process to maximize the work output. 

In steam or gas power plants (Chapter 13), the pressure rise in the pump or 
compressor is equal to the pressure drop in·the turbine ifwe neglect the pressure 
losses in various other components. In steam power plants, the pump handles 
liqnid, which has a very small specific volume, and the turbine handles vapour, 
whose specific volume is many times larger. Therefore, the work output of the 
turbine is much larger than the work input to the pump. This is one ofthe reasons 
for the overwhelming popularity of steam power plants in electric power 
generation. 

If we were to compress the steam exiting the turbine bade to the ·turbine inlet 
pressure before cooling it first in the condenser in order to "save" the heat 
rejected, we would have to supply all the work produced by the turbine back to 
the compressor. In reality, the required work input would be still greater than the 
work output of the turbine because of the irreversibilities present in both 
processes (see Example 12. I). 

12.3 Actual Vapour Cycle Processes 

The processes of an actual cycle differ from those of the ideal cycle. In the actual 
cycle conditions might be as indicated in Figs 12. 7 and 12.8, showing the various 
losses. The thermal efficiency of the cycle is 

11,h = ~~ 
where the work and heat quantities are the measured values for the actual cycle, 
which arc different from the corresponding quantities of the ideal cycle. 

12.3.1 Piping losses 

Pressure drop due to frictiou and heat loss to the surroundings are the most 
important piping losses. States I' and I (Fig. 12. 8) represcntthe states of the steam 
leaving the boiler and entering the turbine respectively, l' - I" represents the 
frictional losses, and l"-1 shows the constant pressure heat loss to the 
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Vapour Power Cy,us 
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Fig. 12.7 Yari11iu lc.1#1 in a sllrml pkmt 
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Fig. 12.8 Varioiu 14Rn 1111 T·t plot 
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surroundings. Both the pressure drop and beat transfer reduce the availability of 
steam entering the turbine. 

A similar loss is the pressure drop in the boiler and also in the pipeline from the 
pump to the boiler. Due to th.is pressure drop, the water entering the boiler must 
be pumped to a much higher pressure than the desired steam pressure leaving the 
boiler, and requires additional pump work. 

12.3.2 Turbin.e Losses 

The losses in the turbine are those associated with frictional effects and heal loss to 
the swroundings. The steady flow energy equation for the turbine in Fig. 12. 7 gives 

ll 1 =lt2 + Wy+Q1.,.. 

(12.10) 

For the reversible adiabatic expansion, the patl1 will be l-2s. For an ordinary 
real turbine the heat loss is small, and JJ\ is h1 - li2, wit.h Q2 equal to zero. Since 

• , ,. Ill I :1 , 
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actual turbine work is less than the reversible ideal worlc output, h2 is greater than 
h2,. However, if there is beat loss to the surroundings, h2 will decrease, 
accompanied by a decrease in entropy. If the heat loss is large, the end state of 
steam from the turbine may be 2'. It may so happen that ihe entropy increase due 
to frictional effects just balances the entropy decrease due to heat loss, with the 
result that the initial and final entropies of steam in the expansion process are 
equal, but the expansion is 11either adiabatic nor reversible. Except for very 
small turbines, heat loss from.turbines is generally negligible. The isentropic effi
cien.cy of the turbine is defined as 

WT h1 -lfi 1JT=--=-- (12.11) 
1,1 - l,2, 1,1 - l,2, 

where WT is the actual tul'bine work, and (l,1 -h1t,) is the isentropic enthalpy drop 
in lhe tul'bine (i.e., ideal o'Utput). 

12.3.3 Pump Losses 

The losses in the pump are similar to those of the turbine, and are primarily due to 
the irreversibilities associated with fluid friction. Heat transfer is usually 
negligible. The pump efficiency is defined as 

'11' = "•· -"3 = h4 • - h:i (12.12) 
w, 1s. -h3 

where Wp is the actual pump wock. 

12.3.4. Cot1dnuer Lossu 

· The losses in the condenser are usually small. These include the Joss of pressure 
and the cooling of condensate below the saturation temperature. 

12.4 Comparison of Rankine and Carnot Cycles 

AHhough the Carnot cycle has the maximum possible efficiency for the given 
limjts oftempe.rature, it is not suitable in steam power plants. Figure 12.9 shows 
the Rankine and Carnot cycles on the T-s diagram. The reversible adiabatic 
expansion in the turbine, the constant temperature heal rejection in the conden~er, 
and the reversible adiabatic compression in the pump, are similar characteristic 
features of both the Rankine and Carnot cycles. But whereas the heat addition 
process in the Rankine cycle is reversible and at constant pressure, in the Carnot 
cycle it is rever..ible and isothennal.fn Figs 12. 9(a) and 12.9( c ), Q2 is the same in 
both the cycles, but since Q1 is more, '11camot is greater than TlbnkiM· The two 
Carnot cycles in Figs 12.9(a);and 12.9(b) have the same ihennal efficiency. 
Therefore, in Fig. I 2.9(b) also, Tlcarno, > TIR:inJcJne· But the Carnot cycle cannot be 
realized in practice because the pump work [in all the three cycles {a), (b), and 
(c)) is very large. Whereas in (a) and (c) it is impossible to add heat at infinite 
pressures and at consiant temperature from state 4c to state I, in (b ). it is difficult 

Ill I, ' II 
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-s -s 
(a) (b) 

' 4C ! ... l 
ti '· 

I " I 

j / 3 2a '-.... 

------
(c) 

Fig. 12.9 Comparison of Carnot and Rankine cyck3 

to control the qualiiy at 3c, so that isentropic compression leads to a saturated 
liquid state. 

12.5 Mean Temperature of Heat Addition 

In the Rankine cycle, heat is added reversibly at a constant pressure, but at infinite 
temperatures. If .T,n1 is the mean temperature of heat addition, as shown in 
Fig. 12. IO, so that the area under 4s and I is equalto the area under 5 and 6, then 
beat added 

... 

t 
-s 

Fig. 12.10 Mt411 lnn/Jtr4ttm of fuot adJitio11 
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T ml ~ Mean temP.Crature of heat addition 

= lt1 - 1t •• 
St - S4, 

(12.13) 

where T2 is the temperature of heat rejection. The lower is the T2 for a given rm,, 
the higher will be the efficiency of the Rankine cycle. But the lowest practicable 
temerature of heat rejection is the temperature of the surroundings (To). 1l1is being 
fixed, 

'1biwne = /(Tra1) only (12.14) 

The high.er lhe mean lemperarure of heat addition, lhe higher will be lhe cycle 
efficiency. . 

The effect of increasing the.initial temperature at constant pressure on cycle 
efficiency is shown in Fig. 12.11. When the initial state changes from I to I', T ml 

between 1 and l' is higher t4an T ml between 4s and I. So an increase in the 
. superheat at constant pressure increases the mean temperalwe of heat addition 

and lu!nce lhe cycle efficiency. 

..... 1' 

.... 

i 
-s 

Flg. 12.11 Effect of suptrlua:t on m,an ttmperaturt of heat addition 

The maximum temperature of steam that can be used is fixed from 
metal/11rgical considerations (i.e., the materials used for the manufacture of the 
components which are subjected to high-pressure, high-temperature steam like 
the superheaters, valves, pipelines, inlet stages of turbine, etc.). When the 

• maximum temperature is fixed, as the operating steam pressure at which heat is 
added in the boiler increases from pt to p2 (Fig. 12.12), the mean temperature of 
heat addition increases, since T.n, between 7s and 5 is higher than that between 4s 
and 1. But when the turbine inlet pressure increases fromp 1 top2• the ideal expan-

: •• 111 I "' Malarial 
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sion line shifts to the left and the moisture content at the turbine exhaust increases 
(because x6, < x~. lf the moisture content of steam in the later stages of the . 
turbine is higher, the entrained water particles along with the vapour coming out 
from the nozzles with high velocity strike the blades and erode their surfaces, as 
a result of which the longevity of the blades decreases. From a consideration o( 
the erosion of blades in the later stages of the turbine, the maximum moisture 
content at the turbine exhaust is not allowed to exceed 15%, or the quality to fall 
below 85%. lt is desirable that most oflhe turbine expansion should take place in 
the single phase or vapour region . 

... 

i 

-s 

Fig. J 2.12 Effect of incrtaJt of prumre 011 Rankine cycle 

Therefore, with the max.imum steam temperature at the turbine inlet, the 
minimum temperature of beat rejection, and the minimum quality of steam at the 
turbine exhaust being fixed, the maximum steam pressure at the turbine inlet also 
gets fixed (Fig. 12.13). The vertical line drawn from 2.~; fixed by T2 and x2,, 

intersects the. T mu line, fixed by material, at I, which gives the maximum steam 
pressure at the turbine inlet. The irreversibility in the expansion process has, 
however, not been considered. 

I ~1 

f ... I _~:~~~~~~~P:2~~~~~~~~2:s:'~,~-_.x"""2s:_:_~_.er._s2_ 
- s 

Fig. 12.13 F(.:icln& ef uNJ"1.l q11olitJ, 1J111Kim11m tnnp,rrattrre a,uJ 
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12.6 Reheat Cycle 

If a sieam pressure higher than (p1)max (Fig. 12.13) is used, in order to limit the 
quality to 0.85 at the turbine exhaust, reheat has to be adopted. In that case all lhe 
steam after partial expansion in the turbine is brought back to the boiler, reheated 
by combustion gases and then fed back to the turbine for further expansion. The 
flow, T-s, and h-s diagrams for the ideal Rankine cycle wilh reheat are shown in 
Fig. 12.14. In the reheat cycle the expansion of steam from lhe initial state I lo 
the condenser pressure is carried ont in two or more steps, depending upon the 
nwnber of reheats used. In the first step, steam expands in the high pressure (H.P. J 
turbine from the initial state to approximately the satur-c1ted vapour line 
(process 1-2.s in Fig. 12.14). The steam is then resuperheated (or reheated) at 
consttnt pressure in the boiler (process 2.s-3) and the remaining expansion 
(process 3-4s) is carried out in the low pressure (L. P .) turbine. In the case of use 
of two reheats, steam is resuperheated twice at two different constant pressures. 
To protect the reheater tubes, steam is not allowed to expand deep into the two
phase region before it is taken for reheating, because in that case lhe moisture 
particles in steam while evaporating would leave behind solid deposits in the 
form of scale which is difficult to remove. Also, a low reheat pressure may bring 
down T ml and hence, cycle e'fficiency. Again, a high reheat pressure increases the 
rnoist.ure content at turbine exhaust. Thus, the reheat pressure is optimized. The 
optimum reheat pressure for most o(the modem power plants is about 0.2 to 0.25 
of the initial steam pressure. For the cycle in Fig. 12.14, for I kg of steam 

QI "'Ji, - Ja6, + Ja3 - J,h 
Q2 .. ,.,.,-h, 
Wy = T,1 - lr2, + J,3 - h4, 

w, .. ,,6t - ,,, 
.,, .. Wr-w, _(h1 -hi1 +h3 -h4,)-(ll"-hs) (!2.15) 

Qi h, - ~. + ,,, - ~. 

Steam rate.. 3600 kg/kWh (12.16) 
(h, - ~. + h3 - h4,)- (~ - lr5) 

where enthalpy is in kJ/kg. 
Since higher pressures are used in a reheat cycle, pump work may be 

appreciable. 
Had the high pressure p1 been used without reheat, lhe ideal Rankine cycle 

wonld .have been 1-4's-5-6s. With the use of reheat, the area 2s-3-4s-4's has 
been added to the basic cycle. It is obvious that net work output of the plant 
increases wilh reheat, because {h3 - h4,) is greater than (h21 - h4' , ) , and hence the 
steam rate decreases. Whether the cycle efficiency improves with.reheat depends 
upon whether the mean temperature of heat addition in process 2.s-3 is higher 
than the mean. temperature of beat addition in process 6s- l. In practice, the use of 
reheat only gives a marginal increase in cycle efficiency, but it increases lhe net 
work ontput by making possible the use of higher pressures, keeping the quality 

I ! I! I 
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of steam at turbine exhaust within a pe.m1issible limit. The quality improves from 
X4•5 to x4, by the use of reheat. 

By increasing the number of reheats, still higher steam pressures could be used, 
but the mechanical stresses increase at a higher proportion than the increase in 
pressure, because of the prevailing high temperature. The cost and fabrication 
difficulties wilt also increase. In that way, the maximum steam pressure gets 
fixed, and more than two reheats have not yet been used so far. 

In Fig. 12.14, only ideal processes have been considered. The irreversibilities 
in the expansion and compression processes have been considered in the example 
given later. 

12.7 Ideal Regenerative Cycle 

In order to increase the mean temperature of heat addition (Tm 1) , aitention was so 
far confined to increasing the amouut of beat supplied at high temperatures, such 
as increasing superheat, using higher pressure and temperature of steam, and 
using reheat. The mean temperature of beat addition can also be increased by 
decreasiog the amount of heat added at low temperatures. rn a saturated steam 
Rankine cycle (Fig. 12.15}, a considerable part of the total heat supplied is in the 
liqu1d phase when heating up water from 4 to 4', at a temperature lower than T1, 

the maximum temperature of the cycle. For maximum efficiency, all heat should · 
be supplied at T1, and fccdwater should enter the boiler at state 4'. This may be 
accomplished in what is known as an ideal regenerative cycle, the flow diagram 
l'.>fwhich is shown in Fig. 12.16 and the corresponding .T'-s diagram in Fig. 12.17. 

T 

t 

-.s 

Fig. 12.15 Simplt Rankine Cycle 

The unique feature of the ideal regenerative cycle is that the condensate, after 
leaving the pump circulates around the turbine casing, counterflow to the direction 
of vapour flow iu the turbine (Fig. 12.16). Thus. it is possible to transfer beat 
from the vapour as it flows through the turbine to the liquid flowing around the 
turbine. Let us assume that this is a reversible heat transfer, i.e., at each point the 
temperature of the vapour is only i'nfinitesimally higher thau the temperature of 
the liquid. The process 1-2' (Fig. 12.17) thus represents reversible expansion of 
steam in the turbine with reversible heat rejection. For any small step in the 
process of heating the water, · 

.. , 
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Fig. 12.16 ltftal rtgtntratiDt cyclt·hasi, schtmt 

... 

l 

--~s 

Fig. 12.17 ltual rtgruratiDt cycle an T·s pltit 

1:J.T(water) = -1:J.T (steam) 
and /ls (water) = -1:J..s (steam) 

Then the slopes of lines 1-2' and 4'-3 (Fig. 12.17) will be identical at every 
temperature and the lines will be identical in contour. Areas 4-4' -b-a-4 and 
2'-1-d-c-2' are not only equal but congruous. Therefore, all the heat added 
from an external source (Q1} is at the constant temperature T1, and all the heat 
rejected (Q2} is at the constant temperature T2, both being reversible. 
Then 

Since 

Q, = Ir, - lr4• = T1(S1 - S4•) 

Q2 = lr2• - lr3 = T2(S2• - S3) 
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or .,, -s., =s2• -s3 

tJ=l-~=J- :i; 
Qi 1j 

The efficiency oflhe. ideal regenerative cycle is thus equal to the Carnot cycle 
efficiency. 

Writing lhe steady flow energy equation for lhe twbine 

,., - W'r - llr + "• - "•· = O 
or Wr=(h1 -Jir)-(h4,-IIJ (12.17) 

The, pump work remains the same as in the Rankine cycle, i.e. 

Wp=114 -113 

The net work output of the ideal regenerative cycle is lb.us less, and hence its 
steam rate wiU be more, although it is more efficient, when compared with the 
Rankine cycle. However, the cycle is not practicable for the following reasons: 

(a) Reversible heat transfer cannot be obtained in fmite time. 
(b) Heat exchanger in the turbine is mechanically impracticable. 
(c) The moisture content of the steam in the turbine will be high. 

12.8 Regene.rative Cycle 

In the practical regenerative cycle, the feedwater enters the boiler at a temperature 
between 4 and 4' (Fig. 12.17), and it is heated by steam extracted from 
intermediate stages of the twbine. Tb.e flow diagram of the regenerative cycle 
with saturated steam at the inlet to the turbine, and the corresponding T-s diagram 
are shown in Figs 1·2.18 and 12.19 respectively. For every kg of steam entering 
the turbine, let m I kg steam be exiracted from an intermediate stage of the. turbine 
where the pressure isp2, and it is used to heat up fcedwater[(l -m1) leg at state 8) 
by mixing in heatco, l . The remaining ( I - m 1) kg of steam then expands in the 
turbine from pressure p2 {state 2) to pressure p3 (state 3) when m1 kg of steam is 
extracted for heating fee.dwater in heater 2. So (I - m 1 - m:J kg of steam then 
expands in the re.maining stages of the turbine to pressurep4, gets condensed into 
water in the condenser, and then pumped to heater 2, where it mixes witbm2 kg of 
steam extracted at pressure p 3• Then (I - m1) kg of water is pumped to .beater l 
where it mixes withm1 kg of steam extracted at pressurep2. The resulting I kg of 
steam is then pumped to the boiler where heat from an external source is supplied. 
Heaters land 2 thus operate at pressuresp2 andp3 respectively. The amounts of 
steam m I and m1 extracted from the illrbine are such that at the exit from each of 
the heaters, the state is saturated liquid al the respective pressures. The heat and 
work transfer quantities of the cycle are 

Wr= I (h1-h2) +(l-m1)(h2-h3)+(1-m1 -m,1)(h3 -Ji4)kJ/lcg (12.18) 

w., = w,1 + Wn + Wn 
= (l - m1 - m2)(ii6 - hs) + (I - m1 )(h8 - 111) + l (h10 - h9) kJ/kg (12.19) 

I ' .,. II I + " ' 
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Q1 = 1 (h1 - h10) .k:J/lc:g 
Q2 = (I - m1 - mi).(h4 - lr5) kJ/kg 

Cycle efficiency, 71 "' Os - Qi = WT - Wp 
Os Os 

Steam rate = 3600 kg/kW h 
W1 -Wp 

(12.20) 

(12.21) 

In the Ranlc.i.ne cycle operating at the given pressures, p 1 and p4, the heat 
addition would have been from state 6 to state 1. By using two stages of 
regenerative feedwater heating, feedwater enters the boiler at state I 0, ~nstead of 
state 6, and heat addition is, therefore, from state IO to state 1. Therefore. 

(12.22) 

- h, - "6 and (Tm.:)widiou1 .. ,....,,.,ion - - - - (12.23) 
s1 -s6 

Since (T m),..;.i,..,..,..,nllon > ( Tm,)wiihoul rcg<n<r11tion 

the efficiency of the regenerative cycle will be higher than that of the Ran.kine 
cycle. 

The energy balance for heater 2 gives 
m,h2 + (I - m1)h8 = llr9 

t~~Wr 
r Turbine 

t kg 

© 
(1 - m, -m;i) Kg 

Fig. 12.18 Regmnativt cyclt jltiw diagram with two fttdwattr luatm 

1 I 11 1,1 !!It 
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... 
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(b) 

Fig. 12.19 (a) Rtgtnmuiut eydt on T·s pwt wit/a dt&rttUi71& m,w of fluid 
(I>) Rtgtneratiat ,:ydt on T-s pwt for unit man of fluid 

The energy balance for heater I gives 

m2h3 + (1 - m1 - m2)h6 "'(I - m1)h7 

(12.24) 

or "'l = (I - m1) Ii-, - h6 (12.25) 
h, - h6 

From Eqs (12.24) and (12.25), m I and m2 can be evaluated. Equations (12.24) 
atid ( 12.25) (811 also be written altemati vely as 

(1 - m1 )(h9 - 118) = m1 (h2 - 119) 

(I - m1 - mv (h, -h6) = m2 (h3 - 111) 

Energy gain of fe<:dwater .. Energy given off by vapo~ in condensation 
Heaters have been assumed to be adequately insulated, end th.ere is no beat ga.in 
from, or heat loss to, the sunoundings. 

, lol I '" ' " 
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Path 1-2-3-4 in Fig. 12.19 represents the states of a decreasing mass of. 
fluid. For 1 kg of steam, the states would be represented by the path l-2'-3'-4'. 
From equation ( l 2.18 ), 

Wr = (h1 - h2) + (I - m1)(h2 - h,) + (l -m1 - m2}(h3 - h4) 

= (Ji, - h2) + (h2, - h3,) + (h3' - h4,) (12.26) 

where (l - m1) (.h2 - h3) = 1 Cli2, - h3,) C 12.27) 
( l - m1 - m2) (h) - h4) = I (hr - h4,) (12.28) 

The cycle l-2-2'-3'-3"-4'-S-6-7-8-9-10-1 represents 1 kg ofworlcing 
fluid. The heat released by steam condensing from 2 to 2' ntilized in heating up 
the water from 8 to 9. 

Similarly 
l(h3• - Jr3 .. ) = l(h7 - h6) 

From equations (12.26). (12.29) and (12.30) 

Wr = (h1 - h4,) - (hi - h2,} - h3, - hr) 

= (h1 - h4,) - (h9 - h8)- (h7 - h6) 

(12.29) 

(12.30) 

(12.31) 

The similarity of equations (12.17) and (12.31) can be noticed. It is seen that 
the stepped cycle 1- 2'- 3' - 4'- 5- 6- 7- 8- 9- J O approximates the ideal regenera· 
tive cycle in Fig. 1'2.17, and that a greater number of stages would give a closer 
approximation (Fig. 12.20). Thus the heating of feedwater by steam 'bled' from 
the turbine, known as regeneration, carnotizes the Rankine cycle . 

._ 

i 

- s 
Fig. 12.20 Rlgninativ, gel, will,. 11UJny sys af ftedwater lteating 

The heatrejectedQ2 in the cycle decreases from(h4 - h5) to(l,4, - l,5). There is 
also loss in work output by the amount (Area under 2- 2' + Arca under 3 '- 3"
Area under 4 - 4'), as shown by the hatched area in Fig. 12.19(b). So the steam ·· 
rate increases by regeneration, i.e .. more steam has to circulate per hour to 
produce unit shaft output. 

Tbe enthalpy-entropy diagram of a regenerative cycle is shown in Fig. 12.21. 
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Fig. 12.21 Rtgtntrati'Df: cyclt 9n h·s diocram 

12.9 Reheat-Regenerative Cycle 

The reheating of steam is adopted when the vaporization pressure is high. The 
effect of reheat alone on the thermal efficiency of the cycle is very small. 
Regeneration or the heating up of feedwater by steam extracted from the turbine 
has a marked effect on cycle efficiency. A modem steam power plant is equipped 
with both. Figures 12.22 and 12.23 give the flow and T-s diagrams of a steam 
plant with reheat and three stages of feedwatcr heating. Here 

W1 = (1,1 - h2) + (l - 111 1) (h2 - h3) + (I - 1111) (h4 - h5) 

+ (I -1111 -1112) (h,-h6) + (I -1111 -m2 - m3) (h6 - h7) kJ/kg 

Wp = (l - m1 - 1112 - 1113) (h9 - /,8) + (1 - m1 - m2) (11 11 - lt10) 

+ (I - 1111) (hu -1112) + l(his - h14) kJ/kg 

Q, 

Fig. 12.22 Rthtal·rtl(tntralfoe rydt flow diagrarn 

I I +!• 1,1' !111 
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--- 11 
Fig. 12.23 T-s diagram of rduat-rtger,erativt ?Cit 

and 
Q2 = (1 - m1 - m2 - m3) (117 - hi) kJ/kg 

The energy balances of heaters l, 2, and 3 give 
m1h2 + (1 - m1)h13 = l x h14 

m2hs + (1 - m1 - m2)h11 = (1 - m1)h12 
m3'r6 + (I - m1 - m2 - m3)~ "'(l - m 1 - m2)1r10 

from wh.ich m1, m2, and m3 can be evaluated. 

12.10 Feedwater Heaters 

-=477 

Feedwatcr beaters are of two types, viz., open hcaters,and closed heaters. In an 
open or contact-type heater, lhe extracted or bled steam is allowed to mi:ot with 
feedwater, and both leave the .beater at a common temperature, as shown in 
Figs 12.18 and 12.22. In a closed heater, the fluids are kept separate, and not 
allowed to mix together (Fig. 12.24). The feedwatcr flows through the tubes in 
the heater and the extracted steam condenses on the outside of the tubes in the 
shell. The heat released by condensation is transferred to the feed.water through 
tbc walls of the tubes. The condensate (saturated water at the steam extraction 
pressure), sometimes called the heater-drip, then passes through a trap into the 
next lower prtssure heater. This., to some extent, reduces the steam required by 
!bat heate.r. The trap passes only liquid and no vaponr. The drip from the lowest 

ill I II I I II 
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Fig. 12.24 RtgtntrtJlive cycle flow diagram with dostd ftedwatn htatm 

pressure heater could similarly be trapped to the condenser, but this would be 
throwing away energy to the condenser cooling water. To avoid this waste, a drip 
pump feed the drip directly into the feedwater stream. 

Figure 12.25 shows the T-s plot com:sponding to the flow diagram in 
Fig. 12.24. The temperature of the feedwater (at'/' or 'o') leaving a particular 
heater is always less than the saturation temperature at the steam extraction 
pressure (at e or g ), the difference being known as the terminal temperature 
difference of !he heater. 

t 

- s 
Fig. 12.25 T-s diagram of rtgtnarativt rytlt witli dostd ftu/wal,r lreatm 
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The advantages of the open heater arc simplicity, lower cost, and high heat 
transfer capacity. The disadvantage is the necessity of a pump at each heater to 
handle the large fecdwater stream. 

A closed heater system requires only a single pump for tbe mai.n fccdwater 
stream regardless of the number of heaters. The drip pump, if used, is relatively 
small. Closed heaters arc costly and may not give as hi_gh a feedwater temperature 
as do open heaters. In most steam power plants, closed beaters arc favoured, but 
at least one open heater is used, primarily for the purpose of feedwatcr deaeration. 
The open heater in such a system is called the deaerntor .. 

The higher the number of heaters used, the higher will be the cycle efficiency. 
If n heaters are used, the greatest gain in efficiency occurs when the overall 
temperature rise is about 11/(n + I ) times the difference between the condenser 
and boiler saturation temperatures. (See Analysis of Engineering Cycles by R.W. 
Haywood. Pergamon Press, 1973). 

If (6/)0 = /boiler sat - t(ood and (dt),-... = temperature rise of feedwater it is seen 
that 

n = 0, (At)rw = 0 

"-- Gain = -6 (At)o 
n= I, (At)r,..= + (At)o } l 

2 . ' 
11 "'2, {.6./)fw"' 3 (At)0 I . 1 

. 
3 

~ Gam= 12 (.::l.l)o 

n = 3, (.6.1),,.. = 4 (At)o l J I 

4 ( 4 ( . I .,-·· Ga.in = 
20 

(61)0 n = , At),,.. = 2 ~t)0 .,' 

Since the cycle e!Ttciency is proportional to (At)rw the efficiency gain follows 
the law of diminishing return with the increase in the number of heaters. The 
greatest increment in efficiency occurs by tlie use of the first heater 
(Fig. 12.26). The increments for each additional heater thercatler successively 
diminish. The number of heaters is fixed up by the energy balance of the whole 
plant when it is found that the cost of adding another does not justify the saving in 
Q, or the marginal increase in cycle efficiency. An increase in feedwater 
temperature may, in some cases, cause a reduction in boi.lcr efficiency. So the 
number of heaters gets optimized .. Five points of extraction are otlen used iu 
practice. Some cycles use as many as nine. · 

,2.11 Exergy Analysis of Vapour Power Cycles 

Let the heating for steam generation in the boiler unit is provided by a stream of 
bot gases produced by burning of a fuel (Fig. 12.27). The distribution of input 
energy is shown in the Sankey diagram 12.27 (b) which indicates that only about 
30% of the input energy to the simple ideal plant is converted to shaft work and 
about 60% is lost to the condenser. The excrgy analysis, however. gives a 
different distribution as discussed below. 

Assuming that the hot gases are at atmospheric pressure, the cxergy inpm is 

:II : I II 
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Fig. 12.26 Effect of tlit use of nurnb,r of htatm on ryck tflicimry 

Energy 
input(01) ,~~~~~l----i-

Energy lost with 
waste gases 
(-10%) 

-s 
(a) 

w ..... (- 30%) · O;i (- 60%) 

(bl 

!:Xergy ,~~~~~ ~:~:'(~fl~•!i 

- ~11 
~ '~ Steam W...,1 Condenser 

generator (- 47%) (-4%) 
(-46%) (C) 

Fig. 12.27 (a) T-s diagram, (I,) Sank"! diagro11t, {(} Grassman diagram 

a, = w c [T: - To - To In T; ] 
I SPJI To 

=w c To[ T; -1-tn_!i_] 
., , i Pc fo 'fo 

Similarly, lhe exergy loss rltte with the exhaust stream is: 

afJ = w8 c T0 [ T. - I - In T.] 
"- To To 

1 I ·1, :, I , • 11 1 • t1alcria 
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Net ex.ergy inp11t1rate in the steam generation proc:ess: 

a1, = a,, -or2 
The eiergy uti1ization nue in the steam gen.erator is: 

ar,."' w. ((b1 - h.J] - T0(s1 - s4)) 

Rate of exergy loss iD Ille steam generator: 

l=a~-ar., 
The useful mechanical power output: 

= W mt= w,[(h1 - lti} - (h4 - h3)] 

¢xcrv flow rate of the wt:t s1cam to Ille condenser. 
a4 "' w, ((Jr2 - h3) - T0(s2 - s3)] 

Second law efficiency, 1111 = w .... 
a4 -a,2 

-=481 

Exergy flow or Grassmann diagram is shown in Fig. 12.27 (c). The energ:, 
pisposition diagra~ (b) show~ th~t the major energy loss (-60%) takes place in 
the conde.nser. This energy reJCCt1on, however, occu~ at a temperature close to 
the ambient temperature, and, therefore, corresponds to a very low exergy value 
(-4%). The major exergy destruction due to irreve~ibilities takes place in the 
steam generation. To improve the performance of the steam plant the finite source 
temperatures must be closer to the working fluid temperat11res to reduce thermal 

. . irreversibility. 

12.12 Characteristics of an Ideal Working Fluid in 
Vapour Power Cycles 

There are certain drawbacks with steam as the working substance in a power 
cycle .. The maximum temperature that can be used in steam cycles consistent with 
the best available material is about 600°C, while the critical temperature of steam 
is 37S°C, which necessitates large superbeating and pennits the addition of only 
an infin.itesirnal amount of heat at the highest temperature. 

High moisture content is involved in going to higher steam press~res in order 
to obtain higher mean temperature of heat addition (T mi)· The use of reheat is thus 
necessitated. Since reheater tubes are costly. the use of more (ban two reheats is 
hardly recommended. Also, as pressure increases, the metal stresses increase, 
and the thicknesses of the walls of boiler drums, tubes, pipe lines, etc., increase 
not in proportion to pressure increase, but much faster, beca~se of the prevalence 
of high temperature. 1 

It may be noted that high T,,.1 is only desired for high cycle efficiency. High 
pressures are only forced by the characteristics (weak) of steam. 

If the lower limit is now considered, it is seen that at the heat rejection 
temperature of 40°C, the saturation pressnre of steam is 0.075 bar, which is 
considerably lower than atmospheric pressure. The temperature of heat rejection 

!!I ' " ' 
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can be still lowered by using some refrigerant as a coolant in the condenser. The 
corresponding vacuum will be still higher, and to maintain such low vacuum in 
the condenser is a big problem. 

It is the low temperature of heat rejection that is of real interest. The necessity 
of a vacuum is a disagreeable characteristic of steam. 

The saturated vapour line in the r~v diagram of steam is sufficiently inclined, 
so thai when steam is expanded to lower pressures (for higher turbine output as 
well as cycle efficiency). it involves more moisture content, wltich is not desired 
from the consideration of the erosion of turbine blades in later stages. 

The desirable characteristics of the working fluid in a vapour power cycle to 
obtain best thermal efficiency are given below. 

(a) The fluid shou.ld have a high critical temperature so tl1at the saturation 
pressure at the maximum permissible temperature lmetallurgical limit) is 
relatively low. It should have a large enthalpy of evaporation at that 
pressure. 

(b) The saturation preBSure at the temperature of he:it rejection should be 
above annospheric pressure so as to avoid the necessity of maintaining 
vacuum in the condemer. 

(c) The specific heat of liquid should be small so that little heat transfer is 
rcqujred to raise th.e liquid, lo the boiling point 

( d) The saturated vapour line of the T-s diagram should be steep, very close to 
the turbine expansion process so that excessive moisture docs not appear 
during expansion. 

(e) The freezing point of the fluid should be below room 1emperature, so that 
it docs noi get solidified while flowing through the pipelines. 

(Q The flujd should be chemically stable and should not con1aminate the 
materials of construction at any temperature. 

(g) The fluid should be nontoxic, noncorrosive. not excessively viscous, and 
low in cost. 

The characteristics ofsuch an ideal fluid are npproximated-in the T-s diagram 
as shown in Fig. I 2.28. Some superheat is desired to reduce piping losses and 

1 
-650°C 

620'C 

1.8bar 

-- s 
Fig', 12.28 T-s dtog,arri uf 1111 id,ol wt11/rill{Jfluid for a oopour powt:r 9·,u 
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improve turbine efficiency. The thennal efficiency of the cycle is very close to the 
Carnot efficiency. 

12.13 Binary Vapour Cycles 

No single Ouid can meet all the requirements as mentioned above. Although in the 
overall evaluation, water is better than any other working lluid, however, in the 
high temperature range, there are a few better fluids, and notable among tl1em are 
(a) diphenyl ether, (C6H5)i0, (b) aluminium bromide, Al2Brt;, and (c) mercury 
and other liquid metals like sodium or potassium. From among these, only 
mercury has actually been used in practice. Di phenyl ether could be considered, 
but it has not yet been used because, like most organic substances, it decomposes 
gradually at high temperatures. Aluminium bromide is a possibility and yet to be 
considered. 

When p =' 12 bar, the satur'alion temperature for water, aluminium bromide, 
and mercury are !87°C, 482.5°C, and 560°C respectively. Mercury is thus a 
belter Ouid in the higher tempc.rature range, because at high temperature, its 
vaporization pressure is relatively low. lls critical pressure and temperature arc 
1080 bar and 1460°C respectively. 

But in the low temperature range, mercury is unsuitable, because its saturation 
pressure becomes exceedingly low and it would be impractical to maintain such a 
high vacuum in the condenser. At 30°C, the saturation pressure of mercury is only 
2. 7 x 10- 4 cm Hg. Its specific volume at such a low pressure is very large, and it 
would be ditlicult to accommodate such a large volume Oow. 

For this ·reason, mercury vapour leaving the mercury turbine is condensed at a 
higher temperature, and the heat released during the condensation of mercury is 
utilized in evaporating water to form steam to operate on a conventional turbine. 

Thus in the binary (or two-fluid) cycle, two cycles with different working 
fluids are coupled. in series, the heat rejected by one being utilized in the other. 

The flow diagram of mercu.ry-steam binary cycle and the corresponding T- s 
diagram are given in Figs 12.29 and 12.30 respectively. The mercury cycle, 
<1- b-c-d, is a simple Rankine type of cycle using saturated vapour. Heat is 
supplied to the mercury in process d-a. The men:ury expands in a turbine 
(process"-b) and is then condensed in processk. The feed pump process,c-d, 
completes the cycle. 

The heat rejected by mercury during condensation is transferred to boil water 
and form saturated vapour (process 5-6). The saturated vapour is heated from the 
external source (furnace) in the superheater (process 6-1). Superheated steam 
expands in the turbine (process 1-2) and is then condcmsed (process 2·-3). The 
feedwater (condensate) is then pumped (process 3-4), heated till it is saturated 
liquid in the economizer (process 4- 5) before goi.ng to the mercury condenser· 
steam boiler, where the latent heat is absorbed. In an actual plant the steam cycle 
is always a regenerative cycle, but for the sake of simplicity, this complication 
has been omitted. 

Let m represent the flow rate of the mercury in the mercury cycle per leg of 
steam circulating in the steam cycle. Then for I leg of steam 

"'' 
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Fig, 12.29 Mercury-steam pUJ.nt flow diagram 

--- s 
Fig. 12.30 Mtrcury-suam binary 9,It 

Q1 = m(h. - I,~ + (/,1 - I,,) + (hs - 114) 

Q2 = lr2 -/,3 

WT= m(h• - lib)+ (111 - 112) 

WP.= m(h4 - he)+ (h4 - 113) 

· _Q1-Q2 Wy.;.Wp 
11~1~ - -Qi--= Q, · 
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and steam rate = 3600 kglk:Wh 
W1 -Wp 

The energy balance of the mercwy condenser-steam boiler gives 

m(/ib - he) = h6 - lis 

m = ~ - hs kg Hglkg H20 
Is.,, - h. 

-=485 

To vaporize one kg of water, seven to eight kg of mercury must condcn.~c. 
The addition of the mercury cycle to the steam cycle results in a marked 

increase in the mean temperature of heat addition to the plant as a whole and 
consequently the efficiency is increased. The maximum pressure is relatively low. 

It may be interesting to note that the concept of the binary vapour cycle evolved 
from the need of improving the efficiency of the reciprocating steam engine. When 
steam expands up to, say, atmospheric temperature, the resultant volume flow 
rate of steam becomes too large for the steam engine cylinder to accommodate. So 
most of the early stea~ engines are found to be non-condensing. The binary cycle 
with steam in the high temperature and ammonia or sulphur dioxide in the low 
temperature range, was first suggested by Professor Jossc of Gennany in the 
middle of the nineteenth century. Steam exhausted from the engine at a relatively 
higher pressure and temperature was used to evaporate ammonia or sulphur 
dioxide which operated on another cycle. But with the progress in steam turbiue 
design, such a cycle was found to be of not much utility, since rnodem turbines 
can c.ope eflicieutly with a large volume flow of steam. 

The mercury-steam cycle has been in actual commercial use for more than 
three decades. One such plant is the Schiller Station in the USA. But it has never 
attained wide acceptance because there has always been the possibility of 
improving steam cycles by increasing pressure and temperature, and by using 
reheat and regeneration. Over the above, mercury is expensive, l.i.inited in snpply, 
and highly toxic. 

The mercury-steam cycle represents the two-'fluid cycles. The mercury cycle is 
called the topping cycle and the steam cycle is called the bottoming cycle. If a 
sulphur dioxide cycle is added to it in the low temperature range, so that the heat 
released during the condensation of steam is utilized in fonniog sulphur dioxide 
vapour which expands in another turbine, then thi: mercury-steam-sulphur dioxide 
cycle is a three-flu.id or tertiary cycle. Similarly, other liquid metals, apart from 
mercwy, like sodium or potassium, may be considered for a working fluid in the 
topping cycle. Apart from S02 other refrigerants (ammonia, freons, etc.) may be 
considered as working fluids for the bottoming cycle. 

Since the possibilities of improving steam cycles are dimioishing., and the 
incentives to reduce fuel cost are very much increasing, coupled cycles, like the 
mercury-steam cycle, may receive more favourable consideration in the near 
future. 

Iii I , 
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12.14 Thermodynamics of Coupled Cycles 

If two cycles are coupled in series where heat lost by one is absorbed by the other 
(Fig. 12.31), as in the mercury-steam binary cycle, let 71 1 and 'h be the 
efficiencies of the toppi·ng and bottom cycles respectively, and Tl be the overall 
efficiency of the combined cycle. 

or 

Now 

T/i = I- Qz and 112 .. 1- Q, 
Q1 Q1 

m, 

Bottom ~- & 
cycle f 

Fig. 12.31 lwq Npou, cydu ,oupkd in series 

Q2 = Q,(l - '11) and Ql = Q2.0 - 112.) 

'1 = 1 - Q, = 1- Q2(l - 1Ji) 
Qi Qi 

= 1- Qi(l-1J1)(l-1}2) 

Qi 
= 1 -(I - q1)(1-T/J 

If there are n cycles coupled in series, the overall efficiency would be given by 

i.e. 

or 

" 11 = I - fl (1 - '1;) 
J=I 

11 = 1 - (1-111) (l -112HI -1h) ... (I -1J.,) 
1 -17 = (l - t11Hl - n2)(1 - 113 ) ••• (l - nn>· 

Total Joss = Product of losses in all the cycles. 

For two cycles coupled in series 

or 

Tl= 1 -0 -111HI -112> 
= J -(1- '11-1'12 + f11Tlz) 

= n, + 112- '11112 
11 = 17, + '12 - 111112 

This !hows that the overall efficiency of two cycles coupled in series equals 
the swn of the individual efficiencies minus their product. 

1, "' ' !t I 
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By combining two cycles in series. even ifindividual efficiencies are low, it is 
possible to have a fairly h.igh combined. efficiency, which cannot be attained by a 
single cycle. 
For exam.pie, if 111 = 0.50 and 172 = 0.40 

11 = 0.5 + 0.4 - 0.S X 0.4 - 0.70 

It is almost impossible to achieve such a high efficiency in a single cycle. 

12.15 Process Heat and By-Product Power 

There are several industries, such as paper mills, textile mills, chemical factories, 
dying plants, rubber manufacturing plants. sugar factories, etc., where saturated 
steam at the desired temperature is required for heating, drying, etc. For constant 
temperature heating (or drying), steam is a very good medium, since isothermal 
conditiou can be maintained by allowing saturated steam to condeuse at that 
temperature and utilizing the latent heat released for heating purposes. Apart from 
the, process heat, the factory also needs power to drive various machines, for 
lighting., and for other purposes. 

Formerly it was the practice to generate steam for power purposes at a 
moderate pressure and to generate separately saturated steam for process work at 
a pres.sure which gave the desired heating temperature. Having two separate units 
for process heat and power is wasteful, for of the total heat supplied to the steam 
for power purposes, a greater part will normally be carried away by the cooling 
water in the condenser. 

By modifying the initial steam pressW'e and exhaust pressure, it is possible to 
generate- the requin:d power and make available for process work the required 
quantity of exhaust steam at the desired temperature. In Fig. 12.32, the exhaust 
steam from the turbine is utilized for process heating, the process heater replacing 
the condenser of the ordinary Rankine cycle. The pressure at exhaust from the 

Fig. 12.32 Back prtssllrt turhint 
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Flg, 12.33 By-product power rycu 

turbine is the saturation pressnre coJTCsponding to lhe temperature desired in the 
process heater. Such a turbine is called a back pressure turbine. A plant produc
ing both power and process heat is sometimes known as a cogeneration plant. 
When the process steam is the basic need, aud the power is produced incideniaUy 
as a by-product, the cycle is sometimes called a by-product power cycle. 
Figure 12.33 shows the T- splotofsochacycle. lfWris the turbine ou'.put in kW, 
QFI the process heat required in kJtb, and w is the steam flow rate in kgtb 

Wy X 3600 = w(lr1 - lr:J 
and w(lr2 - lr3) = QH 

or 

WTx 3600 = ~(lr1 - lr2) 
lr2 - "1 

QH = WT X 3600 X (/r2 - ls3) ltJ/h 

"· - "1 
Of the total energy input Q1 (as heat) to the by-product cycle, Wr pan of 

it only is convened into shaft work (or electricity). The remaining energy 
(Q1 - Wr), which would otherwise have been a waste, as in the Rankine cycle (by 
lhe Second Law), is utilized as process heat. 

Fraction of energy (Q1) utilized in the fonn of work ( Wr), and process heat 
( QH) in a by-product power cycle 

=Wr+Qii 
Q, 

Condenser loss, which is the biggest Joss in a steam plant, is here zero, and the 
fraction of energy utilized is very high. 

In many cases the power available from the back pressure turbine through 
which the whole of the heating steam flows is appreciably less than that required 
in the factor.y. This may be due to relatively high back pressure, or small heating 
requirement, or both. Pass-out turbine.~ are employed in these cases. where a 
certain quantity of steam is continuously extracted for heating purposes at the 
desired temperature and pressure. (Figs 12.34 and 12.35). 

Ii I I 
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QI = w(/rl - /tg) kJ/h 

Q2 = (w- W1)(h3 - h4) lcJ/h 

QH = W1(h2 - h6) kJ/h 

-=489 

Wr = w(h1 - h2) + (w - w1) (h2 .- h3) kJ/h 

Wp = (w- w1) (hs - h4) + w1(h7 - h(>) kJ/h 
w1 h1 + (w - w1)h5 = w x h8 

where w is lhe boiler capacity (kg.lb) and w1 is the steam flow rate required (kg.lb) 
at th.e desired tempera~ for process heating. 

12.16 Efficiencies in Steam Power Plant 

For the steady flow operation of a turbine, neglecting changes in K.E. and P.E. 
(Figs 12.36 and 12.37). 

( 5 

Fig. 12.34 Ptw•out turMtt 

Maximum or ideal work outp•1t per unit mass of steam 

(Wr)mu. = (Wr);doa.l = h1 - h2, 

l '- n.. - rl ; ""' I ~-·, 
-- ... _ Wp1 

= Reve~ible end adiabatic enthalpy drop in turbine 

This work is, however, not obtainable, since no real process is reversible. The 
expansion process is accompanied by irreversibilities. The actual final state 2 can 
be defined, since the temperature, pressure, and quality can be found by actual 
measurement. The actual path 1-2 is not known and its nature is immaterial, since 
the work ontput is here being expressed in tenns of the change of a property, 

1 I ,, 1,1 1, 1 
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... 

t 

--,$ 

Fig. 12.35 T-s diagram af power arid practss /tLat plant 

enihalpy. Accordingly, the work done by the turbine in irreversible adiabatic 
expansion from I to 2 is 

(Wy)-.,, .. 1 = h1 - h2 

' ; .. 

/ Bearings 

Fig. 12.36 Effiritlldes in a sltam turbint 

- s 
Fig. 12.37 lnlmral tjfirinu:y of a sttam tu,bint 

This work is known as internal work, since only the irreversibilities within the 
flow passages of turbine are affecting the state of steam at the turi>ine exhaust. 

I I 'I• .. , ; • II! k1alcria 
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Internal output .. Ideal output- Friction and other IOS&e$ within the 
turbine casing 

lfw, is the steam flow rate in kg/h 

Internal output= w,(h1 - h1) k.J/b 
Ideal output= w, (111 - h~ k.J/h 

The inter11JJI efficiency of turbine is defined as 

_ Internal output _ Ir, - h1 
lfincCl'IIAI - Ideal output - h

1 
- hz, 

Work output available at the shaft is less th1111 the internal output because of 
the cxtmw losses in the bearing,, etc. 
:. Brake output or shaft output 

= lntemal output - External losses 
= Ideal output - lnte.mal a.ad External losses 

= (kW x 3600 k.l/h) 

The brake efficiency of turbine is defined as 

Brake output 
Tl ----~-

bruc - Ideal output 

kWx3600 

w1(h1 - h2.) 

The mechanical efficiency of turbine is defined as 

11 
= Brake output 

11\«.b Internal output 

kWx 3600 

w,(h1 -/Ji) 
lfbiw = IJ;.llffll.ll X 'l11>och 

While the internal efficiency takes into consideration the internal losses, and 
the mechanical efficiency considers only the eitemal losses, the brake efficiency 
takes into account both the internal and external losses (with respect to turbine 
casing). 

The generator ( or alternator) efficiency is defined as 

_ Output at generator tenninals 
1Jcenerator - Brake output of turbine 

The efficiency of the boiler is detine.d as 

'1 . = Energy utilized _ w,(h1 - h4 ) 

boiler Energy supplied w, x C. V. 

where wr is the fuel burning rate in the boiler Ckglh) and C. V. is the calorific value 
of the fuel (k:J/lcg), i.e., the heat energy released by the complete combustion of 
unit mass or fuel. 

! ' I! ' 
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Fig. EI. 12, l Compmsion of steam ismtropicaily 

Tds=dh-vdp=O 
vdp =dh 

2 2 

wtt'V =- J vdp=- J dh=lr1 -'12 
l I 

-=493 

From steam tables, 

h1 = (hg)n,ar = 2675.5 kJ/k.g 
s 1 = (s8) 11,a, = 7.3594 kJ/kg K = s2 

For p = 10 bar= l MPa ands = 7.3594 kJ/kg K, by interpolation 

hi= 3195.5 kJ/kg 
W,..v = 2615.S -3195.S = - 520 k.J/kg 

rt is thus observed. that compressing steam in vapour form would require over 
500 times more work than compressing it in liquid form for the same pressure 
rise. 
Example 12.2 Steam at 20 bar, 360°C is expanded io a steam turbine to 0.08 
bar. lt then enters a condenser. where ii is condensed to saturated liquid water. 
The pump feeds back the water into the boiler. (a) Assuming ideal processes, find 
per kg of steam the net work and the cycle efficiency. (b) ]f the turbine and the 
pump have each 80% efficiency, find the percentage reduction in the net work a.nd 
cycle efficiency. 

Solution · Toe property values at different state points (Fig. Ex. 12.2) found from 
the steam tables ate given below. 

h1 =3159.3kJ/kg s1 =6.99l7k.J/kgK 
h3 = hrp2 = 173.88 k.J/kg S3 = sli>l = O.S926 k.J/kg K 

hrm = 2403.l k.Jlkg slW - 8.2287 k.J/kg K 
Vrp2 = 0.001008 m3/kg :. srm = 7.6361 kJ/kg K 

Now s1 "'s2, = 6.9917 - srPl + .:c21 s,KP2 = O.S926 + x2'7.6361 

h I i II I ' II 
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Fig. Ex. 12.2 

X = 6J 99 t = 0.838 2
• 7.6361 

h2s = fi(11J + X2, hfapz = 173.88 + 0.838 X 2403.1 
= 2187.68 kJ/kg 

(a) WP= /i41 - /i3 = v(p) (pl -p2) = 0.001008~ X 19.92 X 100 ~ 
kg m 

= 2.008 kJ/kg 

h41 = 17S.89 kJllcg 

WT=li1-lt2, 
= 3159.3 - 2187.68 = 971.62 kJ/kg 

wacl = WT- w, = 969.61 kJ/kg 
Q, = lt1 - ,, .. , = 3159.3 -175.89 

· = 2983 .41 kJ/kg 

- W,,., 969·61 - 0 325 32 5o/c 'lcycle - g = 
2983

.4) - , , or . a 

(b) If 71p = 80%, and '7y = 80% 

Wp = 2.008 = 2.51 kJ/kg 
0.8 

Wr = 0.8 X 971.62 = 777.3 kJ/kg 

Wnct = Wy - Wp = 774.8 kJ/kg 
:. % Reduction in work output 

= 969.61-774.8 X lOO=lO.l% 
969.61 

1r .. , = 173.88 + 2.51 = 176.39 kJ/kg 

12, = 3159.3 - 176.39 = 2982.91 kJ/kg 

'7cycle = 
2
;:1::l = 0.2597, or 25.97% 

.AIIS. 

Ans. 

Ans. 
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:. % Reduction in cycle efficiency 

.,, 0.32S - 0.2S97 x l OO = 20_ 1 % 
0.325 

Ans. 

Eu.mple 12.3 A cyclic steam power plant is to be designed Cor a steam 
temperature at turbine inlet of 360°C and an exhaust pressure of 0.08 bar. After 
isentropic expansion of steam in the turbine, the moisture content at the turbine 
exhaust is not to exceed 15%. Determine the greatest allowable steam pressure at 
the turbine inlet, and calculate the Rankine cycle efficiency for these steam 
conditions. Estimate also the mean temperature of heat addition. 
Solution As st.ate 2s (Fig. Ex. 12.3 ), the qualiiy and pressure are known. 

-s 
Fig. Elt. 12.3 

s:i, = sr+ x2, sr8 = 0.5926 + 0.85 (8.2287 - 0.5926) 
= 7.0833 kJ/kg K 

Since SJ = S21 

SI = 7 .0833 kJ/kg K 

At state 1, the temperature and entropy are thus known, At 360°C,s
8 
= 5.0526 

kJ/kg K, which is less than s1• So ftom the table of superheated steam, at 
'• = 360°C and S1 = 7.0833 kJ/kg K, the pressure is found to be 16.832 bar (by 
interpolation). 
:. The greatest allowable steam pressW"C is 

p 1 = 16.832 bar Ans, 

"• = 3165.54 kJ/lcg 
11:1$ = 173.88 + 0.85 x 2403.1 = 2216.52 kJ/kg 
113 = 173.88 kJ/lcg 

h4,-IJ3 .. 0.00l x(l6.83-0.08)x 100= 1.675 klik,g 
h .... 175.56 kJ/lcg 
Q1 = 111 - h4, = 3165.54- l 7S.56 

= 2990kJ/kg 

1,1 It 
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WT =h, -hi.= Jl6S.S4- 2216.52 = 949 kJ/kg 
w, = 1.675 kJ/kg 

11cyclo .. ~7 = 2;;9~
2 

= 0.3168 or 31.68% Ans. 

Mean temperature of heat addition 

T. I= h1 -h4, = 2990 
m s1 - 14, 7.0833 - 0.5926 

= 460.66 K = l87.51°C. 

Enmple lU A steam power station uses the following cycle: 
Ste.am at boiler outlet-ISO bar, SS0°C 
Reheat at 40 bar to 550°C 
Condenser at 0.1 bar. 
Using the Mollicr chart and assuming ideal processes, find the (a) quality at 

turbine exhaust, (b) c:)'l::le efficiency, and (c:) steam rate. 
Sclutio,r The propeny values at different states (Fig. Ex. 12.4) are read from 
Ote Mollier chart. 

P, = 150 bar 

I i 
-II -a 

(a) (b) 

Fig. Ex. 12 • .f 

h1 = 3465, h~ = 3065, h3 = 356S, 
h45 = 2300 kJ/kg x41 = 0.88, hs(5team table)= 191.83 kJ/kg 

Quality at turbine exhaust= 0.88 Ans. (a) 
Wp = ti Ap = 10-) X 150 X toJ = 15 kJ/kg 

h6, = 206.83 kJ/kg 
Q, = (h, - h6J + (h3 -h2,) 

= (3465-206.83) + {3S65-306S) - 3758.17 kJ/kg 

WT= (h, - ll2J + (h3 - "··> 
= (3465 - 3065) + ()565 - 2300) = 1665 kJ/kg 

! h I • h I t 
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WDCI = WT- w, = 1665- IS= 1650 kJ/kg 

11eycle = ';. = 3~!~~ 7 
= 0.4390, or 43.9% 

Steam rate = :: = 2.18 kg/JcW h 

-=497 

Ans. (b) 

Ans. (c) 

Example 12.S In a single-heatern:generative cycle the steam enters the turbine 
at 30 bar, 400°C and !he exhaust pressure is 0. IO bar. The feed water heater is a 
direct-contact type which operates at S bar. Find (a) the efficiency and the steam 
rate of the cycle and (b) the increase in mean temperature of heat addition, 
efficiency and steam rate, as compared to the Rankine cycle (without regen
eration). Neglect pwnp work. 

Solution Figw-e Ex. 12.S gives the flow, T-s, andh-s diagrams. From the steam 
tables, the property values at various states have been obtained. 

" • = 3230.9 kJ/kg 

30 b8r400'C 

• 
1kg 

1 kg 

{a) 

1 400' C 

i 
-s 

(b) 

Fig. EI. 12.5 

-s 

(C) 

I I +j It 



s, = 6.9212 kJl1cg K =Si= S3 

s, at S bar= 6.8213 kJJ1cg K 

Since s2 > sr the s1ate 2 must lie in the superhcalcd region. From lhe uible for 
superheated steam 12 = l 72°C, 112 = 2796 kJ/q 

s3 = 6.9212 =sro.1bat + x,.sr,o.lblt 
= 0.6493 + X3 7 .5009 

.X) = 61719 
= 0.836 

7.S009 
lr3 = 191.83 + 0.836 X 2392.8 ~ 2192.2 kJ/kg 

Since·pump work is neglected 
,,, = 191.83 lcJJ1cg = h5 

,,6 = 640.23 kJJ1cg = lr1 

Energy balance for the heater gives 

m(Jt2 - li6) = (1 - m) (J,6 - lrs) 
m(2796 - 640.2.3) = (1 - m) (640.23 - 191.83) 

2155.77 m = 548.4- 548.4 m 

S48.4 
m "' 

2704
.1

7 
= 0.203 kg 

Wy = (lr1 - Jt2) + (1 - m) (h2 - 113) 
= (3230.9- 2796) + 0.797 (2796 - 2192.2) 

= 916.13 kl/kg 

QI '"h1 - hf>'" 3230.9 -640.23 = 2590.67 lcJJ1cg 

'1cydc = 
2
916

.1
3
7 

= 0.3536, or 35.36% 
590.6 

Ans. (a) 

Steam ran:= 3600 = 3.93 kgfk.W b Ans. (a) 
916.13 

T. = Ir, _ ,._, - 2590.67 = 51 l.95 K 
ml s1 -s1 - 6.9212-1.8607 

= 238.8°C 

T ml (without regeneration)= Ira - 1,, s, -s,. 
30.39.07 

6.9212 -0.6493 

= 484.SSK 
=2Jl.4°C 

Increase in T mt due to n::generalion = 2.38.8 - 211.4"" 27.4°C Ans. (b) 
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W1 (without regeneration)== h1 - Ji3 

= 3230.9 - 2192.2 == 1038.7 kJ/kg 

Steam rate (without regeneration)= 1~~~7 = 3.46 kg/kW h 

:. Increase in steam rate due to regeneration 

= 3.93 - 3.46 = 0.47 kg/kWh 

'1cycle (without regeneration)= hi - h3 ~ 1038· 7 
h1 -1,. 3039.07 

= 0.3418 or 34.18% 

:. Increase in cycle efficiency due to regeneration 

= 35.36- 34.18 = 1.18% 

~499 

Ans. (b) 

Ans. {c) 

Ezample 12.6 In a steam power plant the condition of steam at inlet to the 
steam turbine is 20 bar and 300°C and the condenser pressure is 0.1 bar. Two 
feedwater heaters operate at optimum temperatures. Determine: (a) the quality of 
steam at turbine exhaust, (b) net work per kg of steam, (c) cycle efficiency, and 
(d) the steam rate. Neglect pump work. 

So/utio11 From Fig. 12.19 (a}, 

h1 = 3023.S kJ/Jcg 

S1 == 6.7664 JcJ/kg K = S2 = S3 = $4 

, .. , at 20 bar= 212°C 
, .. , at 0.1 bar= 46°C 

t:.t0 ,._ == 212 -46 == 166°C 

:. Temperat'W"e rise per heater= 1 ~6 = 55°C 

:. Temperature at which the first heater operates 

= 212-55 = 157°C = 150°C (assumed) 

Temperatwe at which the second heater operates= 157 - 55 = 102°C = l 00°C 
( ti1\lllled) 

At 0.1 bar, 

hr= 191.83, he, = 2392.8, s, = 0.6493 
Sg ""8.1502 

h, == 419.04, Ji,
8 

= 2257.0, s, = 1.3069, s
8 
= 7.3549 

At 150°C, 

hr= 632.20, hr8 = 2114.3, Sf= 1.8418, s8 = 6.8379 
6.7664"' J.8418 + X2 X 4.9961 

X2 = 0.986 

iii I ' " 



Solution 

Vapour Pown O,dn -=501 

61 = 110MWinpul 

!-. 
r-s;-eam Flue gas energy L~~rator 10 MW (9.1%) 

->-$ 

(a) 

73MWlnput 

~ f<D 
p ~ w ..... 34.5M>N '~~f (31.5%) 

~ = 65.S MW (59.5%) 

(b) 

- 39.9 MW Steam .. 1.8 MW Flue gas 
exe,gy (2.5%) (46.4%) 119nerator 

p +---i 

CondeMer 

2.8 MW (3.8%) 

(c) 

Fig. Ex. 12.7 (a) T-, dUfl"ll,n, (b) ht6gJ du~rdion ii"""1m, 
(t) E.-gJ distributin diafµm 

Qi = w, cP, (T;- Te)= 100 MW 
w

8 
= mass llow rate of hot gas 

100 x 103 = S8.7 lcgls 
1.1 x (2000 - 4S0) 

Exergy flow rate of inlet gas 

a, =w c T.0 ...J..-J-Jn-L [
T: 7:] 

•r ' "• To To 

1 h I 
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= 58.7 X 1.1 X 300 [~ - I - In 2000
] 

300 300 

=73MW 

Exergy now rate of exhaust gas stream 

a, =58.7 x Ll x 300 ( 450 
-1-ln 

450
) = 1.83 MW 

i 300 300 

The exergy loss rate is only about [ 1;~ x 100] or 2.S% of the initial exergy 

of the soun:e gas. 
The rate of ex.ergy dec~e of the gas stream, 

a1i = faergy input rate= 73 - 1.83 = 71.l 7::: 71.2 MW 

The rate of exergy increase of steam = Exergy utilization rate 
oru = w; [h1 - h4 - T0(s1 -s4)] 

Now, h1 = (h1) 40""'"' 2801 kJ/kg, h3 = 169 kJ/kg 
S3 = S4 = 0.576 k.J/kgK, h4 = 172.8 k.J/kg 
S1 = S2 = 6.068 k.J/kgK, h2 = 1890.2 kJ/kg 

WT= h, - h2 = 2801 - 1890.2 = 910.8 kJ/kg 
Wr = h, - h3 = 172.8 - 169 = 3.8 kJ/kg 
Q, = h, - h4 = 2801 - 172.8 = 2628 k.J/kg 
Q2 = h2- h3: 1890.2- 169 = 1721 kJ/kg 

W0, 1 = W1 - Wp = Q1 - Q2 = 907 kJ/kg 

Q1 =w1 x2628= lOOx 103 kW 
w, = 38 kg/s 
or. "' 38 [2801 - 172.8 - 300 (6.068 - 0.576)) 

= 37.3 MW 

Rate of exergy destruct.ion in the steam generator 
= Rate of exergy decrease of gases - Rate of exe-rgy increase 

of steam. 

i = a,, -ofu = 71.2- 37.3"" 33.9 MW 
Rate of useful mechanical power output 

W net = 38 x 907 = 34.5 MW 
Ex.ergy now rate of wet st~am to the condenser 

ai;, = w1 [h2 - h3 - T0(s2 -s3)] 

= 38 [1890- 169- 300 (6.068 - 0.576)] = 2.8 MW 

Th.is is the exergy loss to the surroUJ1dings. 
The energy and exergy balances arc shnwn in Fig. Ex. 12.7 (b) and (c). The 

second law efficiency is given by 

11 = Useful exergy output = fil. "'0.473 or 47.3% AM. 
0 Exergy input 73 

1, ti It I 
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Example 12.8 In a steam power plant, the condition of steam at turbine inlet is 
80 bar, 500°C and the condenser pressure is 0.1 bar. The heat source comprises a 
stream of exhaust gases from a gas turbine discharging at 560°C and I atm pressnre. 
The minimum temperature allowed for the exhaust gas stream is 4 50 K. The mass 
flow rate of the hot gases is such that the heat inpnt rate to the steam cycle is I 00 
MW. The ambient condition is given by 300K and l atm. Determine 1Ji, work ratio 
and 1Jn of the following cycles: (a) basic Rankine cycle, without superheat, 
(b) Rankine cycle with superheat, (c) Rankine cycle with reheat such that steam 
expands in the h.p. turbine until it exits as dry saturated vapour, (d) ideal 
regenerative cycle, with the exit temperature of the exhaust gas stream taken as 
320°C, because the saturation temperaiure of steam at 80 bar is close to 300°C. 

Solution For the Jirst law analysis of each cycle-, knowledge of the Jr values at 
each of the states indicated in Fig. Ex. 12.8 is required. 

(a) Basic Rankine cycle (Fig. I 2.8a): 
By usual procedure with the help of steam tab.I es, 

T 

h1 = 2758, h2 = 1817, h'J"' 192 and h4 = 200 kJllcg 
Wr = 111 -h2 = 941 kJlkg, WP="• - h3 = 8 kJllcg 
Q1 = 111 - h4 = 2SS8 kJlkg. W oet = 933 kJ/kg 

171 = w .. , ~ 933 = 0.365 or 36.5% 
Q, 2558 

Work ratio= WT - Wp = 933 "'0.991 

. T,=833:T 9411 

;----\. To ~ 
T 

2 

-s ,.. t 

(a) (b} 

T 

-s - >- $ 

(c) (d) 

Fig. EL 12.8 

Ill I, 

Ans. 

,f,u, 
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Power output= 711Q1 = 0.365 x 100 = 36.5 MW 

Excrgy input rate = w c cP [< T; - To) - T0 In 2LJ 
' To 

= 100 X 1000 [(833 - 300) - 300 In 833 J 
833 - 450 300 

=59.3 MW 

7hr = ;::~ = 0.616 or 61.6% 

(b) Rankine cycle with superheat (Fig. 12.8b): 

h1 = 3398, h2 = 2130, h3 = 192 and 114 = 200 k.Tlkg 
WT = 1268 kl/kg, Wp ~ 8 .k.1/kg, Q1 = 3198 .k.1/kg 

'Ji= 1260 = 0.394 or 39.4% 
3198 

Work ratio .. 1260 
= 0.994 

1268 
1, ,· .Exergyinputru.te=S9.3 MW, WM =Q1 x 171 =39.4 MW 

7111 = 365 
= 0.664 or 66.4% 

59.3 

Ans. 

AISS. 

Ans. 

Ans. 

Improvements in both first law and second law efficiencies are achieved with 
supcrhcating. The specific work output is also increased. Therefore, conventional 
vapour power plants are almost always operated with some superheat. 

(c) Rankine cycle with reheat (Fig. 12.8c): 

h1 = 3398, 112 = 2761, 113 = 3482, 11.i = 2522, 115 = 192 and 116 = 200 lcJ/kg 
W71 = 637 k.T/kg, Wn = 960 kl/kg 
Wr = 637 + 960 = 1597 kl/kg, Wp = 8 kl/kg 

wn., = 1589 .k.1/kg, Q, = 3198 + 721 = 3919 kJ/kg 

'1t = 1589 = 0.405 or 40.5% AllS. 
3919 

Wodc ratio= Wner = 1589 = 0.995 
Wr 1597 

Mechanical power output = I 00 x 0.405 = 40.5 MW 
Exergy input rate= 59.3 MW 

1h1 - :~~ = 0.683 or 68.3% 

Ans. 

Ans. 

Compared with basic Rankine cycle, the second law efficiency for the reheat 
cycle shows an increase of about I Jo/o, [(0.683-0.616)/0.616]. Therefore, most 
of the large conventional steam power plants in use today oper.ite on the Rankine 
cycle with reheat. 

1 I +• nl I I II 
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(d) Rankine cycle with complete regeneration (Fig. 12.8d) 

, .. , at 0.1 bar = 45.8°C -= 318.8 Kand 
tt111 at 80 bar = 295°C = 568 K 

-=505 

rt1 =rte-"' I - 7j = I - 318·8 = 0.439 or, 43.9% Ans. 
1j S68.0 

Q, "",,, -/i6 = 2758 - 1316 = 1442 lcJ/kg 
WnOI = QI X '11 = 1442 X 0.439 = 633 kJJ'kg 
Wp=SkJ/kg Wy= 641 kJ/kg 

Work ratio = ~~ = 0.988 Ans. 

Power output= 0.439 x 100 = 43.9 MW 

. 100 X 1000 [ 833 J Exergy input rate= 
833 

_ 
593 

(833 - 300)- 300 In 
300 

.. 94.583 MW a 94.6 MW 

1111 = 43·9 = 0.464 or 46.4% Ans. 
94.6 

The second law efficiency is lower for regeneration because of the more 
substantial loss of exergy carried by the effluent gas stl'.Cam at 593 K. 

Example 12.9 A cenain chemical plant requires heat from process steam at 
120°C at the rate of 5.83 MJ/s and power at the rate of IOOO kW from the 
generator terminals. Both the heat and power requirements are met by a back 
pressure turbine of80% brake and 85% internal efficiency, which exhausts steam 

at I 20°C dry saturated. All the latent heat released during condensation is utilized 
in·the process heater. Find the pressure and temperature of steam at the inlet to the 
turbine. Assume 90% efficiency for the generator. 

Sollltion At 120°C, lr,1 = 2202.6 kJ/kg = h2 - /i3 (Fig. Ex. 12. 9) 

,,,-.. 

.... J Ws 

r 
t 01 

~ .. 
4s ; 

Ws ~. 
120'C 3 ~"" / 'Ow 2, 

---s 
~lg. Es. 12.9 

,, "' • !! ' 
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Now 

Again 

At state I, 

Basic and Applied 17,m,rodyNZmics 

w = 5830 = 2.647 kg/s 
' 2202.6 

Woet = I00
9
0 k.J/s "'Brake output 

0. 

= Brake output = (1000)/0.9 = 0 80 
Tltmi~t Ideal output w, ( h1 - "'2,) . 

111 -112s = IOOO .. 524.7 kl/kg 
0.9 X 0.8 X 2.647 

J'lmlffll&I = :I -"'2 = 0.85 
"I -"'2s 

/rl - 112 - 0.85 X 524.7 - 446 Id/kg 
hz = Ir& at 120°C = 2706.3 kl/kg 
h1 =-3152.3 kJ/kg 

h2s = h1 - 524.7 = 2627.6 kl/kg 

= Irr+ xt. hrl! 
= S03.71 + .1'21 x 2202.6 

2123.89 
X2, = 2202.6 = 0.964 

· s2, = s, + x2, sr8 =' 1.5276 + 0.964 x S.6020 
= 6.928 kJ/kg K 

h1 = 3152.3 kJ/kg 
s1 = 6.928 kl/kg K 

From the Mollier chart 

p 1 -22.S bar 

'1 =360°C 

Example 12.10 A cert\in factory has an average electric-al load of 1500 kW 
and requires J,S MIis for heating purpose. It is proposed to install a single
extraction passout steam turbine to operate under the following conditions: 

Initial pressure 15 bar. 
Initial temperature 300°C. 
Condenser pressure 0.1 bar. 
Steam is extracted between the two turbines sections at 3 bar, 0.96 dry, and is 

isobarically cooled without subc-001ing in heaters to supply the heating load. The 
internal efficiency of the turbine (in the L.P. Section) is 0.80 and the efficiency of 
the boiler is 0.85 when using oil of calorific vah1e 44 MJ/kg. 
. If I 0% of boiler steam is used for auxiliaries calculate the oil consumption per 

day. Assume that the condensate from the heaters (at 3 bar) and that from the 
condenser (at 0.1 bar) mix freely in. a separate vessel (hot well) before being 
pumped to lhe boiler. Neglect exnaneous losses. 

1 I +• nl I I II 
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Solution Let w5 be the now rate of steam (kg/h) entering the turbine, and 1v the 
amount of steam extracted per hour for process heat (Fig. Ex. 12.10). 

h1 = 3037.3 kJ/kg 
hz = 561.47 + 0.96 X 2163.8 

. = 2638.7 kJ/kg 

S2 = 1.6718 + 0.96 X 5.3201 
= 6. 7791 kJ/kg K 
= S3s 

S35 = 6.7791 = 0.6493 + X35 )( 7.5009 

X = 6.1298 = 0.817 
ls 7.5009 

. w.kgth ~ 1socikw 
,...__ 1s bar 300•c I l 
_!., ,--~--~.P. - LP. - G ) 

) 

'--· Turbine . Turbine 

Oller 3 bar • 
'-... 0.96 dry - ,~ ...,___ 0.1 bar 

...... , _-=;: =-1 3 \ 

I Pnxma[~ ~1 w,-w ~ ' --w,- w 
!I w. heater • i_ -::;:;;-· ,.._ 

.. __. T W '-:---· • (!_;:i G: - . eoo•~-
~:: .. L::. ::::: ... ~ .......... -- .. -- ..... -···--·~ _, t----·--·-------

Hotwell 

(a) 

wkglh 

3 bar 

w, - ..., kg/h 

0.1 bar 

---s 
(b) 

Fig. Es. 12.10 

I I , 
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h.31 .. 191.83 + 0.817 >< 2392.8 = 2146.7S kJ/kg 

h2 - h1, = 2638.7 - 2l46.7S = 491.9S kl/leg 
J,2 - h3 = 0.8 X 491.95 ""393.56 kJ/Jcg 

h3 = 2638.7 - 393.56 = 2245.14 kJ/kg 
h5 = 561.47 kl/kg, h4 = 1~1.83 kJ/kg 

QH = w(h2 - h5) = -w(2638.7 - !-61.47) = 3.5 MJ/s 

w = 35oo . = 1.68Hsis 
2077.23 

Wy = w,(h1 - h2) + (w. - w)(h2 -h3) 

= w.(3037.3 - 2638. 7) + (w1 - 1.685) X 393.56 
= w. x 398.6 + w, x 393.56 - 663.15 
= 792.16 w,- 663.IS 

Neglecting pump work 
Wy ~ 1500 kJ/s = 792.16 w,-663.IS 

w = 2163.15 = 2.73 lcg/s = 9828 lcg/h 
' 792.16 

By making energy balance for the hot weU 

(w, - w)h4 + wh5 = w, h6 

(2.73- 1.685)191.83 + J.685 X 561.47 = 2.73 X h6 
200.46 + 946.08 = 2.73 h,, 

h6 = 419.98 kJ/kg = h1 

Steam raising capacity of the boiler= l.1 w, kglh. since 10% of boiler steam is 
used for auxiliaries. 

_ 1.1 w.(h1 - h1 ) 

'11,o,ter - w, >< C. V. 

where wr= fuel burning rate (kglh) 
and C.V. = calorific value of fuel =44 MJ/kg 

or 

0.85 = 1.1 x 9828 x (3037.3-419.98) 
Wf X 4400() 

l\l = I.IX 9828 X 2617.32 = 756.56 kg/h 
f 0.85 X 44000 

= 756·56 x 
24 

= 18.16 tormes/day 
1000 

Ans. 

Example 12.11 A steam turbine gets its supply of steam at 70 bar and 450°C. 
'After expanding to 2S bar in high pressure stages, it is re.heated to 420°C at the 
constant pressure. Next, it is expanded in intem1ediate pressure stages to an 
appropriate minimum pressure such that part of the steam bled at this pressure 
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heats the feedwater to a temperatW'e of 180°C. The remaining steam expands 
from this pressure to a condenser pressure of0.07 bar in the low pressure stage. 
Theisen.tropic efficiency of the b.p. stage is 78.5%, while that of the intermediate 
and l.p. stages is 83% each. From the above data (a) determine the minimum 
pressure at which bleeding is necessary, and sketch a line diagram of the 
anangement of the plant, (b) sketch on the T-s diagram all the processes, 
( c) determine the quantity of steam bled per kg of flow at the turbine inlet, and 
(d) calculate the cycle efficiency. Neglect pump work. 

Solution Figure Ex .. 12.11 gives the flow and T-sdiagramsofthe plant. It would 
be assumed that the feedwater heater is an open beater. Feedwater is heated to 
180°C. So p,..1 at 180°C = JO bar is the pressure at which the heater operates . 

..... . ' Pump.2 Pump-1 
9 

(a) 

450•c 
1 

.... 

l 
10 bar 

(1-m)kg 

0.07 bar 

If 

(b) 

Fig. &. 12.11 

I I +!• ;,1 11,11 I ,I 
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Therefore, the pressure at which bleeding is necessary is IO bar. Ans. (a). 
From the Mollier chart 

h1 = 3285, Ir,,,= 3010, lrJ = 3280. h,, = 3030 kl/kg 

. lt3 - h4 = 0.83 (hJ - li,i.) = 0.83 x 2S0 = 207.5 kJ/kg 
,, .. ~ 3280 - 207.5 = 3072 . .S kJ/kg 

hs, = 222.S kJ/kg 

h4 - h5 = 0.83(114 -hs,) = 0.83 x 847.5 = 703.4 kJ/kg 

hs = 3072.5 - 703.4 = 2369. I kJ/kg 

h6 = 162.7 Id/kg 
h8 = 762.81 kJ/kg 

1,1 - h2 = 0.785 (h1 - h2,) ""0.785 X 275 = 215.9 kJ/kg 

. h1 =3285 - 215.9 = 3069.I kJ/kg 

Ene.rgy balance for the heater gives 

· m x h4 + (l - m)'11 = l x h8 

m x 3072.5 + (1-m) x 162.7"" 1 x 762.81 

m = 600.1 l = 0.206 leg/leg steam flow at twbine inlet. Ans. (c) 
2909.8 

(lr1 -hz)+(h3 -114 )+(1-m)(h,. -h5 ) 

1lc:,,:lc= (h1 -hg)+(h3 -hz) 

215.9 + 207.S + 0.794 X 703.4 

2522.2 + 210.9 

.. 931.9 0.359.2 or 35.92% · 
2733.1 

Ans. (d) 

t 
Example 12.12 A binary-vapour cycle operates on mercury and steam. 
Saturated mercury vapour at 4.5 bar is supplied to the mercury turbine, from 
wh.ich it exhausts at 0.04 bar. The mercury condenser generates saturated steam 
at 15 bar whlch is expanded in a steam turbine to 0.04 bar. (a) Find the overall 
efficiency of the cycle. (b) If 50,000 kglh of steam flows through the steam 
turbine, what is the flow through the mercury turbine? (c) Assuming that all 
processes are reversible, what is the useful work done in the binary vapour cycle 
for the specified steam t1ow? (d) lfthe steam leavi.ug the mercury condenser is 
superheated to a temperature of300°C in a superheater located in the mercury 
boiler, and if the iutemal efficiencies of the mercury and steam turbines are 0.85 
and 0.87 respectively, calculate the overall efficiency of the cycle. The properties 
of saturated mercury are given below 

p (bar) t("C) lr1 lr
1 

4 • .S 
0.04 

{kJlkg) 
450 62.93 355.98 

216.9 29.98 329.85 

Sf Sg VJ V1 
{kJ/kg K) (m3 /kg) 

0.1352 0.S397 79.9 X 10-4 0.068 
0.0808 0.6925 76.5 x 10~ 5.178 

Iii I, 
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S0lutio11 The cycle is shown in Fig. Ex. 12.12. 
For the mercury cycle, h6 = 355.98 kI/ltg 

s1 = 0.5397 kI/ltg JC = s0 =sf+ .i:b sr, 

= 0.0808 + xb (0.6925 - 0.0808) 

X = 0.4589 = 0.75 
b 0.6117 

hb = 29.98 + 0.75 X 299.87 = 254.88 kJ/kg 

(WT)m = ha - hb = 355.98 - 254.88 = 101.l kJ/ltg 

-.= 511 

(Wp)m = hr Ire= 76.5 x 10-6 x 4.46 x 100 .. 3.41 >< 10-2 kJ/kg 

WQOI ~ IOI.I kJ/kg 

Q, = h. -/rd= 355.98- 29.98 = 326 kI/Jcg 

'1 = w ••• = lOl.l "'0.31 or31% 
m Q1 326 

---s 
Fig. Ex. 12.12 

For the steam cycle 

h, = 2792.2 kJ/kg 

s1 = 6.4448 kJ/kgK = s2 = .rr + x2 s,112 
= 0.4226 + X2(8.4746 - 0.4226) 

X = 6.0222 = 0.748 
2 8.0520 

h2 = 12J.46 + 0.748 >< 2432.9 = 1941.27 kJ/kg . 

(Wr)s1 = h1 - lr2 = 2792.2 - 1941.27 

= 850.93 kI/kg 

(W,)51 = hr h3 = 0.001 >< 14.96 x 100 = 1.496 k:Ilkg = 1.5 kJ/kg 

h4 = 121.46 + 1.5 = 122.96 kI/kg 
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Q, = Ii, - It .. = 2792.2 - 122.96 = 2669.24 .kJ/kg 
(W ,..Js, = 850.93 - 1.5 = 849.43 kJ/kg 

11 .. = W,.. = 849.43 = 0.318 or 31.8% 
Q. 2669.24 

Overall efficiency of the biniuy cycle would be 

l1ovmll = 11m + 11s, - f1m·'1s1 
""0.31 + 0.318-0.31 X 0.318 
"" 0.5294 or 52.94% 

f1o,·mill can also be detennined in the following way: 
By writing the energy balance for a mercury condenser-steam boiler 

m(hb - h0) = 1(111 -h4) 

Ans. (a) 

where m is the amount of mercury circulating for 1 kg of steam in lhc bottom 
cycle. 

m = Jr1 - h4 = 2669.24 .::: 2669.24 _ I l.87 kg 
ltb - It. 254.88- 29.88 224.90 

(Q1)1a1el = 111(/ta - ltd)= 11.87 X 326 = 3869.6 kJ/lcg 
(Wy),oaa1 = m(h. - ht,)+ (h1 -112) 

= 11.87 X lOl.l + 850.93 = 2051 kJ/kg 

(Wp), ... 1 may be neglected 

w,,.1 2os1 53 30 'IO>'Cfll1 = -- = -- = 0. orS l'b 
Q. 3869.6 

If 50,000 kg/h of steam flows through the steam turbine, the flow rate of 
mcrcu ry w m would be 

Wm= 50,000 X 11.87 = 59.35 X 104 kg/h Ans. (b) 
(Wy)1a1e1 ""2051 >< 50,000 = 10255 X 104 kJ/h 

= 0.2849 x 10s kW= 28.49 MW ..4ns. (c) 

Considering the efficiencies of turbines 
(WT)n, = 11. - ,,.b = 0.85 x 101.1 = 85.94 kJ/kg 

Ii' b = 355. 98 - 85.94 =- 270.04 kl/kg 
m'(lt't,- 11'0 )"" (lt1 - 114) 

m' = 2669.24 = l 1.12kg 
240.06 

(Q,l,oi.1 = 111'(h, - h<t) + 1(11'1 - Ii,) 
= 11.12 x 326 + (3037.3 - 2792.2) 
= 3870.22 kJ/kg 

s'1 = 6.9160 = 0.4226 + xi(S.4746 - 0.4226) 

x' = 6.4934 = 0.806 2 8.0520 
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h'2 = 121.46 + 0.806 X 2432.9 = 2082.38 kJJkg 
(Wr)St = hi - h'{ = 0.87(3037.3 - 2082.38) 

= 830.78 kJ/kg 

(Wr),,,.,.s = 11.12 x SS.94 + 830.78 
. ~ 1786.43 kJ/kg 

Pump work is neglected. 

. - 1786·43 - 0 462 46 2% '1ovenll -
3870

.
22 

- . or , o 

REVIEW Q.I.JESTIONS 

12.1 Whal are the four basic components of a steam power plan!? 

Ans. (di 

12.2 What is the reversible cycle that represents the simple sieam power plant? Draw 
the now, p-v, T-s and h-s diagr,ams oftbis cycle. 

12.3 What do you understand by steam rate and heat rat.e? What are their units? 
12.4 Why is Camot cycle not practicable for a steam power planl'! 
12.5 What do y<1u understand by the mean temperature of heat addition'! 
12.6 .For a given T2, show how the Rankine cycle efficiency depends on the mean 

temperature of heat addition. 
12.7 What is metallurgical limit? 
12.8 Explain how the quality at turbine exhau~1 gels restricted. 
12.9 How are the maximum temperature and maximwn pressure in the Rankine cycle 

fixed? 
12. IO When is reheating of steam recommended i.n a steam power pla111? How does ihe 

reheat pressure get optimized? 
12.11 What is the effect of reheat on (a) the specific output, (b) the cycle efficiency. (c) 

steam rate, and (d) heat rate, of a steam power plant'? 
12.12 Give the Oow and T-:r diagrams of the ideal regenerative cycle. Why is ihe 

efficiency of this cycle equal to Camot efficiency? Why is this cycle not 
practicable? 

12.13 What is the effect of regeneration on the (a) speci"lic output. (b) mean temperature 
of heat addition, (c) cycle efficiency. (d) steam rate and (c) heal rate ofa steam 
power plant? 

12.14 How does the regener.ition of steam camotize ihc Rankine cyt:lc:'1 
12.1 S What are open and closed heaters? Mention their merits and demerits. 
12.16 Why is one open fecdwater heaicr used in a steam plant? What is it called? 
12.17 .How are ihc number of heaters and the degree of n:gcneratio.n get optimir.ed? 
12.18 Draw the T=-s diagram <1f an ideal working Ouid in a vapour power cycle. 
12.19 Discuss the desirable charae\eristics of a worlcing ·nuid in a vapour power cycle. 
12.20 Mention a few working fluid~ suitabl.c in the high temperature mnge of a vapour 

power cycle. 
12.21 What is a binary vapow: cycle? 
12.22 What arc lopping and bottoming cycles? 
12.23 Show that the overall efficiency of two cycles coupled in series equals the sum of 

the individual efficiencies minus their product. 

.ii. I II 
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12.24 What is a cogeneration plant? What are the thermodynamic advaotages of such a 
plant? 

12.25 What is a back pre~ure turbine? What arc ii:! applications? 
12.26 What is the biggest loss in a steam plant? How can this loss be reduced? 
12.27 What is a pass-out turbine'! When is it used? 
12.28 Define the following: (a) intcl'Dlll work, (b) internal efficiency, (c) brake 

efficiency (d) mechanical efficiency, and (e) boiler efficiency. 
12.29 Express the overall efficiency of a steam plant as the product of boiler, turbine, 

generator and cycle efficiencies. 

PllOBLEMS 

12.1 For the following steam cycles, find (a) WT in kJ/kg (b) Wp in kJ/kg, (c) QI in 
kJikg, (d) cycle efficiency, (e) steam rate in kg/kWh, and (I) moisture at the end 
or the turbine process. Show the resolts in tabular form with your comments. 

Boilder owlet Conde,uer Type of Cycle 
Preuure 

IO bar, saturan:d I bar Ideal Rankine Cyi:le 
-do- -do- Neglect WP 
-do- -do- Assume 75% pump and turbine 

efficiency 
-do- 0.1 bar Ideal Rankine Cycle 
IO bar, 300°C -do- -do 
1so bar, 600°c -do- -do-
-do- -do- Reheat to 600°C at maximum 

intermediate pressure to l.imit 
end moisture to 15% 

-do- -do- -do- but with S5% turbine 
efficiency 

10 bar, saturated 0.1 bar lscntropic pump process ends 
on saturated liquid line 

-do- -do- -do- but with 80% machine 
efficiencies 

-do- -do- Idi:al regenerative cycle 
-do- -do- Single opa1 hcan:r at 110°C 
-do- -do- Two Opal heaters at 90°C an,d 

1Js0 c 
•00- -do- -do- but the heaters are 

closed beaten 

12.2 A gcoihcrmal power plant utilizes steam produced by natural means 
underground. Steam wells are drilled to tap this steam supply which is available 
at 4.5 bar and l 7S°C. Tho steam leaves the turbine at 100 mm Hg absolute 
pressure. The turbine isentropic efficiency is 0. 75. Calculate the efficiency of the 
plant. If the unit produces 12.5 MW, what is the steam tlow rate? 

• I •• II I h I II 
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12 .. 3 A simple steam power cycle uses solar energy for the heal input. Water in the 
cycle entern.the pump as a saturated liquid at 40°C, and is pumped to 2 bar. It 
then evaporates in the boiler at this pressure, and enters the turbine as saturated 
vapour. At the turbine exhaust \he conditions are 40°C and 10% moisiure. The 
flow rate is 150 kg/h. Determine (a) the turbine isentropic efficiency. (b) the net 
work output (c) the cycle efficiency, and (d} the area of solar collector needed if 
the collectors pick up 0.58 kW/ni2. 

Ans. (a)0.767, {b) 15.51 kW, (c) 14.7%, (d) 182.4m2 

12.4 In a reheat cycle, the initial steam pressure and the maxjmum temperature are 
lSO bar and S50°C respectively. If ihe condenser pressure is 0.1 bar and the 
moisture at the condenser inlet is 5%, and ffi-Uming .ideal ptOCCsses, detelllline 
(a) the reheat pressure-, (b) the cycle efficiency, and (c} the steam rate. 

Ans. 13.5 bar, 43.6%, 2.05 .kg/kWh 
12.5 In a nuclear power-plant heat is transferred in the reactor io liquid sod'ium. The 

liquid sodium i.s then pumped to a heat exchanger where heat is transferred to 
steam. The steam leaves this heat exchanger as saturated vapour al SS bar. and is 
then superheated in an external gas-fired superheator to 650°C. The steam then 
e.nters the turbine, which has one extraction point at 4 bar, where steam flows to 
an open feedwater heater. The turbine efficiency is 75% and the c.ondenser 
temperature is 40°C. Determine the heat transfer in the reactor and in the 
supemcatcr to produce a power output of 80 MW. 

12.6 In a reheat cycle, steam at 500°C expands in a h.p. turbine till it is saturated 
vapour. II is reheated at constant pressure to 400°C a11d then expands in a l.p. 
turbine to 40°C. If the maximum moisture coo.tent at the turbine f!Xhaust is 
limited to 15%, find (a) the reheat pressure. (b) the prcs.~ure of steam at the inlet 
to the h.p. 1urbine, (c) the net specific work output, (d) the cycle efficiei1cy, and 
(e) the steam rate. Assume all ideal processes. 

What would have been the quality, the work output, and the.cycle efficiency 
without the reheating of steam? Assume tbat the other conditioos remain the 
same. 

12.7 A regenerative cycle operates with steam supplied at 30 bar and 300°C. and 
condenser pressure of0.08 bar. The extraction points for two heaters (one closed 
and one open) are at 3.5 bar and 0.7 bar respectively. Calculate the thermal 
efficiency oflhe plant, neglecting pump work 

12.8 The net power output of the turbine in an ideal reheat-regeneratiw cycle is 
100 MW. Steam enters the high-pressure (H.P.) turbine at 90 bar, 550°C. After 
ellpansion to 7 bar. some of the steam goe..~ to an open heatcJ and the balance is 
reheated to 400°C, alkr which it expands to 0.07 bar. (a) What is the steam now 
rate to the H.P. turbine'? (b) V.'hat is the total pwnp work? (c) Calculate the cycle 
efficiency. (d) lftbcro is a J0°C rise in the temperature of the cooling water, what 
is the rate ofnow of the cooling water in the conden~er? (e) If the velocity of the 
steam flowing from the turbine to the condenser is limited to a maximum of 
130 mis. find the diameter of the connecting pipe. 

12.9 A mercury cycle is superposed on the steam cycle operating between the boiler 
outlet condition of 40 bar, 400°C and the condenser temperature of 40°C. The 
heal releaso!d by mercury condensing at 0.2 bar is used to impart the latent hc:at of 
vaporizatton to the water in the steam cycle. Mercury enters the mercury turbine . 

.. , . 
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as satwated vapour at 10 bar. Compllle (a) kg ofmercwy cin:ulated per kg of 
water, and (b) the efficiency of the combined cycle. 
The propeny values of saturated men:w:y a.n: given below 

p (bar) t ("C) h1 h1 s1 s1 

10 
0.2 

SlS.5 
277.3 

(Id/kg} (k.J/kg K) 
72.23 363.0 0.1478 0.5167 
38.35 336.55 0.0967 0.6385 

"1 v, 
(m'Jkg) 

80.9 x I 0-6 0.0333 
77.4x 10-6 1.163 

12.10 ln an electric generating station, using a binary vapour cycle with mercury in the 
upper cycle and steam in the lower, the ratio of mercury flow to steam flow is 
IO : I on a mass basis. At an evaporation rate of 1,000,000 kgl}l for the mercury, 
its specific enthalpy rises by 356 kJ/kg in passing through the boiler. 
Supcrheating the steam in the boiler furnace adds 586 kJ to the siearn specific 
enthalpy. The mercury gives up 251 .2 kJ/kg during condensation, and the steam 
gives up 2003 kJ/kg in its condenser. The overall boiler efficiency is S5o/o. The 
combined turbine mechanical and generator efficiencies are each 95% for the 
mercury and steam units. The steam auxiliaries require So/o of the energy 
generated by the units. Find the overall efficiency of the plant 

12.11 A sodium-mercury-steam cycle operates between 1ooo•c and 40°C. Sodium 
rejects heal at 670°C to mercury. Mercury boils at 24.6 bar and rejects heat at 
0.141 bar. Both the sodium and mer.cury cycles are saturated. Steam info!Dled at 
30 bar and is superheated in the sodium boiler to 3S0°C. It rejects heat at 0.08 
bar. Assume isentropic expansions, no beat losses, and no regeneration and 
lleglect pumping wurk. Find (a) the amounts of sodium and mercury used per kg 
of steam, (b) the beat added and rejected in the composite cycle per kg steam, 
(c) the total work done per kg steam. (d) the efficiency of the composite cycle, 
(e) the efficiency of the corresponding Carnot cycle, and (I) the work. beat added, 
and efficiency of a supercritical pressure steam (single nuid) cycle operating a1 
250 bar and between the same temperature limits. 
For mercury, at 24.6 bar. hg = 366. 78 kJ/kg 

s, =-0.48 Id/kg Kand at 0.141 bu, s,= 0.09 

and s1 = 0.64 lcJ.lkg JC, hr= 36.01 and h, = 330.77 Id/kg 

For sodium. at 1000°c. hg e 4982.S3 kl/kg 
At tutbine exh.aust, h = 3914.85 kJ/kg 
Al 670°C, hr = 745.29 kJ/kg 
For a supercritical steam cycle, the specific enthalpy and entropy at the turbine 
inlet may be computed by extrapolation from the steam tables. 

12.12 A textile factory require~ 10,000 kg/h of steam for process heating at 3 bar 
saturated and 1000 kW of power, for which a back pressure turbine of 700/o 
internal efficiency is to be used. Find the s1eam condition required at the inlet to 
the turbine. 

12.13 A 10,000 kW steam turbineopc(ates with steam at the inlctat40 bar.400°C and 
el\hausts at 0.1 bar. Ten thousand kg/h of sieam at 3 bar are to be extracted for 
process work. The turbine has 75% isentropic efficiency throughout. Find the 
boiler capacity required. 

12.14 A 50 MW steam plant built in 1935 operates with steam at the inlet at 60 bar, 
450°C and cllhausts at 0.1 bar, with 80% turbi.nc efficiency. It is proposed to 

111 1, 
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(b) the work done in the turbines. 

30 bac, 320°C 1)"'0.70 
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12.19 ln a combined power and·process plant the boiler generates 21,000 .. g1l1 of steam 
at a pre.ssure of 17 bar, and temperature 230°~. A pan of the steam goes to a 
process beater which consumes 132.56 kW, the steam leaving the process heater 
0.957 d1y at 17 bar being throttled to 3.5 bar. The remaining steam flows through 
a H.P. turbine which exhausts at a pressure of3.5 bar. The exhaust steam mixes 
with the process steam before entering the L.P. turbine which develops 
1337.5 kW. At the exhaust the pressure is 0.3 bar. and the steam is 0.912 dry. 
Draw a line diagram of the plant and detennine (a) steam quality at the exhaust 
from the H.P. turoine, (b) the power developed by the H.P. turbine, and (c) the 
isentropic efficiency of the 1-1.P. turbine. 

Ans. {a) 0.96, (b) 1125 kW, {c) 77% 
12.20 In a cogeneralion plan!, the power load is 5.6 MW and the healing load is 

1.163 MW. Steam is generated at 40 bar and 500°C and is expanded 
isentropically through a turbine to a condenser at 0.06 bar. The beating load is 
supplied by eximciing steam from ihe turbine al 2 bar which condensed in the 
process heater to saturated liquid al 2 bar and then puruped back to lhe boiler. 
Compute (a) the steam generation capacity of the boiler in tonoeslb, (b) the heat 
input to the boiler in MW, and (c) the heat rejected to the condenser in MW. 

Ans. (a) 19.07 t/h. (b) 71.57 MW. a.nd (c) 9.607 MW 
12.21 Steam is supplied to a pass-out turb.ine at 35 bar, 350°C and dry saturated process 

sh~am is required at 3.5 bar. The low pressure stage exhausts at 0.07 bar and the 
condition line mny be assumed to be s1raight (the condition line is the locus 
passing through the slates of steam leaving the various stages of the inrbine). If 
the power required is I MW and the maximum process load is 1.4 kW, estimate 
!he maxfmum steam flow through the high and low pressure stages. Assume that 
the steam just condenses in the process plant. 

Ans. 1.543 and 1.182 kg/s 

"'' 
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12.22 Geolhennal energy from a natural geyser cilll be obtained as a continuous supply 
of steam 0.87 dry at 2 bar and at a flow rate of 2700 kg/h. This is utilized in a 
mixed-pressure cycle to augment !he superheated exhaust fcom a high pressure 
turbine of83% internal efficiency, which is supplied with 5500 kg/h of steam at 
40 bar and 500°C. The mixing process is adiabatic and the mixture is expanded 
lo a condcn9Cr pressure of 0.10 bar in a low pressure turbine of 78% internal 
efficiency. Dete.nnmc the power output and !he thermal e'fficie.ocy of the plant. 

Ans. I 745 kW. 35% 
12.23 Ina study for a space project it is thought that the condensation ofa working fluid 

might be possible at --40°C. A binary cycle is proposed, using Refrigerant-12 as 
the low temperarure fluid, and water as the high temperature fluid. Sieam is 
generated at 80 bar, 500°C and expands in a turbine or 81 % isentropic efficiency 
to 0.06 bar, at which pressure it is condensed by the generation of dry soturated 
refrigerant vapour at 30°C from saturated Hquid at - 40°C. The isentropic 
efficiency of the R-12 turbine is 83o/o. Determine the mass ratio ofR-12 to water 
and tl1e efficiency of the cycle. Neglect all losses. 

Ans. 10.86; 44.4% 
12.24 Steam is generated at 70 bar, S00°C and expands in a turbine to 30 bar with an 

isentropic efficiency of77%. At this condition it is mixed w.i1h twice its mass of 
steam at 30 bar, 400°C. The mixture the.n expands wi.th an isentropic efficiency 
of 80% to 0.06 bar. At a point in the expansion where the pressure is S bar, steam 
is bled for fcedwater heating in a din:ct contact heater. which raise.~ the feedwater 
to the saturation temperature of the bled steam. Ca.lculate the mass of stearn bled 

· per kg of high pressw-e steam and the cycle efficiency. AI; BS.Sume lb.at the L.P. 
expansioo (Dl)dition line in might. 

Ans. O.S3 kg; 31.9% 
12.25 An ideal steam po-r plant operates bc:tween 70 bar, 550°C and 0.075 bar. It has 
~ feedwater buten:. Find che optimum pressure and temperature at which 
each of the heaters opemte. 

12.26 lo a reheat cycle steam at S50°C expands in an h.p. turbine till it is saturated 
vapour. It is reheated at constant pressure to 400°C and then expands in a J.p. 
turbine to 40°C. If the moisture content at turbine e1thaust is given to be 14.67%, 
find (a) the reheat pressure, (b) the pressure of steam at inlet to the h.p. turbine, 
(c) the net work output per kg, and (d) the cycle efficiency. Assume all processes 
to be ideal. 

Ans. (a) 20 bar, <b) 200 bar. (c) 1604 kJlkg. (d) 43.8% 
12.27 In a reheat steam cycle, the max.imum steam temperature is limited to S00°C. 

The condenser pressure is 0.1 bar and the qcality at turbine exhau.st is 0.8778. 
Had there been no reheat, the exhaust quality\\ ould have been 0. 7592. As.~uming 
ideal processes. determine (a) the rehcal pressure, (b) the boiler pressure, (c) the 
cycle efficiency, and (d) the steam.rate. 

Ans. (a) 30 bar, (b) 150 bar, (c) 50.51%, (d) 1.9412 kg/kWh 
12.28 1.n a cogeneratioo plant, steam enters the h.p. stage of a two,stagc turbine nt 

l MPa. 200°C and leaves ii at 0.3 MPa. At this point some oft.he $team is bled 
off and passed througl1 a heat exchanger which ii leaves as saturated liquid at 
0.3 MPa. The remaining s1cam expands in ihe l.p. stage of lbe turoine to 40 kPa. 
The turbine js requi~ to produce a total power of I MW and the heat exchanger 
to provide a heating rate of 500 KW. Calculate the required mass flow rate of 

"I' 
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Gas Power Cycles 

Here gas is the working fluid. It does not undergo any phase change. Engines 
operating on gas cycles may be either cyclic or non-cyclic. Hot air engines using 
air as the working fluid operate on a closed cycle. Internal combustion engines 
where the combustion of fuel takes place inside the engine cylinder are non-cyclic 
heat engines. 

13.1 Carnot Cycle (1824) 

The Carnot cycle (Fig. 13. I) has been discussed in Chapters 6 and 7. It consists 
of: 

01 

... 

t tt3
-T, 

-- ;. ,.. WE 

4 3 
- T2 

o.z 
-$ 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 13.1 Qzn,01 IJ'k 

Two reversible isotherms and two reversible adiabatics. If an ideal gas is 
assumed as the working fluid, then for l kg of gas 

Q,.z = RT, In .!2.; W1_2 = RT1 In v2 

v, v, 
Q2.3 = 0; W2.1 = - cv (T3 - T~ 

I I ,,, 11 I, I 
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I <tQ"' I, ctW 
<)'<I• cy,:lc 

.!2_ = ( 7i )ll(y-1) 

V3 7j 

..!i = ( 7i )l/(y-1) 

V4 1j 

.!2. = ~ or ~ = !1 
V3 V4 Vi V4 

Q1 = Heat added= RT1 In~ v, 
W001 = Q1 - Q2 = R In :~ ·(T1 - T2) 

_W. .. _1i-Ji 
lfcyde - Qi- -7:-

1
- (H.l) 

The large back work ( W, ; W .._1) is a big drawback for the Carnot gas cycle, 
as in the case of the Carnot vapour cycle. 

13.2 Stirling Cycle {1827) 

The Stirling cycle (Fig. 13.2) consists of: 
Two reversible isothenns and two reversible isochores. For I kg of ideal gas 

V 
Q,_2 = W1_2 = RT1 In .2. v, 
Q2_3 = - c.(T2 - T1); W2_3 = 0 

, V3 
Q34 = W,_4 =-RT2 1n -

V4 

Q4_1 = c.(T, - T2); W 4-1 = 0 
Due to heat tmnsfers at constant volume processes, the efficiency of the 

Stirling cycle is less than that of the Carnot cycle. Howe\'er, if a regenerative 
arrangement is used such that 

Q2_3 = Q4_1, i.e., the area under 2-3 is equal to the area under 4-1, then the 
cycle efficiency becomes 
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-II 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 13.2 Slirlirig cyelt 

R1j 1n ~ ·- RT2 1n .!l. 
f1 = V1 V• - 7j - J; 

R7j In ..!1 7j 
v, 

(13.2) 

So, the regenerative Stirling cycle has the same efficiency as the Carnot cycle. 

13.3 Ericsson Cycle (1850) 

The Ericsson cycle (Fig. 13.3) is made up of: 

4 

Q, 

t t 

-1) -s 

(a) 

Fig. 13.3 Eria1011 cyek 

Two reversible isolhenns and two reversible isobars. 
For 1 kg of ideal gas 

Q1_2 = W1_2 = RT1 In 1!J_ 
P2 

(b) 

Q2_3 = cp(T2 - T1); W2_3 = P2(V3 - v2) = R (T2 - T,) 

h I c,1 • 
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Q3-<1 = W3~ = - RT2 In J!J.. 
Pi 

Q._1 = c,(T1 - T4); W4_1 = p1(v1 - v•) = R(T1 - T2) 

Since part of tbe heat is transfeaed at constant pressure and part at constant 
temperature, the efficiency of the Ericsson cycle is less than that of the Carnot 
cycle. But with ideal regeneration, Q,._3 = Q4-.1 so that all the heat is added from 
the external source at T1 and all the heat is rejected to an external sink at T2, the 
efficiency of the cycle becomes equal to the Carnot cycle efficiency, since 

RT,, In J!J.. 
fl= l - ~ = 1- Pl = 1- 1i (13.3) 

Q. R1j In }!J.. 7j 
Pi 

The regenerative, Stirling and Ericsson cycles have the same efficiency as the 
Carnot cycle, but much less back work. Hot air engines working on these cycles 
have been successfully operated. But it is difficult to transfer beat to a gas at high 
rates since the gas film has a very low thermal conductivity. So there has not been 
much progress in the development of hot air engines. However, since the cost of 
internal combustion engine fuels is getting excessive, these may find a field of use 
in the near future. 

13.4 . Air Standard Cycles 

Internal combustion engines (Fig. 13.4) in which the combusri.on of fuel occurs in 
the engine cylinder itself are non-cyclic heat engines. The temperature due to the 
evolution of heat because of lhe combustion of fuel inside the cylinder is so high 
that the cylinder is cooled by water circulation around it -to avoid rapid 
deterioration. The work'ing fluid, the fuel-air mixture, undergoes pennanent 
chemical change due to combustion, and the products of combustion after doing 
work are thrown out of the engine, and a fresh charge is taken. So the working 
flnid does not undergo a complete thermodynamic eye.le. 

To simplify the analysis ofl.C. engines, air standard cycles are conceived. In 
an air standard cycle, a certain mass of air operates in a complete thermodynamic 
cycle, where heat is added and rejected with external heat reservoirs, and all the 
processes in the cycle are reversible. Air is assumed to behave as an ideal gas, 
and its specific heats are as&11.med to be constant. These air standard cycles are so 
conceived that they correspond to the operations ofintemal combustion engines. 

13.5 Otto Cycle (1876) 

One very common type of intema.l combustion engines is the Spark Ignition (S. [.) 
· engine used in automobiles. The 0110 cycle is the air standard cycle of such an 
engine. The sequence of processes in the elementary operation of the S.l. engine 
is given below, with rcfercnc.e to Fig. 13.S{a, b) where the sketches of the engine 
and the indicator diagram are given. 

' II 
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Process f- 2, Intake. The inlet valve is open, the piston moves to the right, 
admitting fuel•air mixture into the cylinder at constant pressure. 
Process 2- 3. Compression. Both the valves are closed, the piston compresses the 
combustible mixture to I.be mini.mum vo.lume. 
Proce.ss :3- 4, Combustion. The mixture is then ignited by means of a spark, 
combustion takes place, and there is an increase in temperature and pressure. 
Process 4-5, Expansion. The products of combustion do work on the piston 
which moves to the right, and the pressure and temperature of the gases decrease. 
Process J - 6. Blow-down. The exhaust valve opens, and the pressure drops to the 
initial pressure. 
Process 6- J, Exhaust. With the exhaust valve open, the piston moves inwards to 
expel the combustion products from the cylinder at constant pressure. 

The series of processes as described above constitute a mechcmica/ cycle, and 
not a th.ennodynamic cycle. The cycle is c,ompleted in four strokes of the piston. 

Figure 13.5 (c) shows the air standard cycle (Otto cycle) corresponding 10 the 
above engine. It consists of: 

Two reversible adiabatics and two reversible isochores. 

Q, 

t 
-0 -s 

Fig. 13.5 (e) Otto 9ek 

Air is compressed in process 1-2 reversibly and adiabatically. Heat is then 
added to air reversibly at constant volume in process 2- 3. Work is done by air in 

. expanding reversibly and adiabatically in process 3-4. Heat is then rejected by 
air reversibly at constant volume in process4- I, and the system (air) comes back 
to its initial state. Heat transfer processes have been substituted for the 
combustion and blow-down processes of the engine. The intake and exhaust 
processes of the engine cancel each other. 

Let m be the fi.xed mass of air undergoing the cycle of operations as described 
above. 

Heat supplied Q1 = Q2_3 = me. (T1 - T2) 

Heat rejected Q2 "' Q.._1 "' me. (T4 - T1) 

Efficiency Tl"' 1 - Qi = I - mc.(T. -1j} 
Q1 mc.(1; - 7;) 

"' 
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burns spontaneously. The rate of burning can, to some extent, be controlled by the 
· rate of injection of fuel. An engine operating in this way is called a compression 
ignition (C.l) engine. The sequence of processes in the elementary operation of a 
C.I. engine, shown in Fig. 13.6, is given below. 

f 
-ti 

(a} (bl 

Flg. 13.6 (a) C.L tngint (b) /nd(cator diagram 

Process 1-1. Intake. The air valve is open. The piston moves out admitting air 
intc;, the cylinder at constant pressure. 
Process 2-3. Compression. The air is then compressed by the piston to the 
mi·nimum volume with all the valves closed. 
Process 3-4. Fuel injection and combustion. The fuel valve is open, fuel is 
sprayed into the hot air, and combustion takes place at constant pressure. 
Process 4-5. Expansion. The combustion products expand, doing work on the 
piston which moves out to the maximum volume. 
Process 5- 6. Blow-down. The exhaust valve opens, and the pressure drops to the 
illitial pressure. 
Pressure 6-1, Exhaust. With the exhaust valve open, the piston moves towards 

,. the cylinder cover driving away the combustion products from the cylinder at 
constant pressure. 
. The above processes constitute an engine cycle, which is completed in four 

~ strokes of the-piston or two revolutions of the crank shaft. 
/ Figure 13. 7 shows the air standard cycle, called the Diesel cycle, correspond
'. ing to the C.l. engine, as described above. The cycle is composed of: 

Two reversible adiabatics, one reversible isobar, and one reversible isochore. 
Air is compressed reversibly and adiabatically in process 1-2. Heat is then 

added to it from an external source reversibly at constant pressure in process 2-3. 
Air then expands reversibly and adiabatically in process 3-4. Heat is rejected 
reversibly at constant volume in process 4-1 , and the cycle repeats itself. 

Form kg of air in the cylinder, the efficiency analysis of the cycle can be made 
as given below. 
Heat supplied, 
Heat rejected, 

QI= Q2-J = fflCp (T3 - T.;) 
Q2 "' Q4-1 = me,.. (T4 - T1) 

I I !I !! I 
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(13.6) 

The efficiency may be expressed in tenns of any two of the following ihree 
ratios 

Compression ratio, - "i - tl1 rk----
~ V2 

V. V 
Expansion ratio, r. -......i.::::......i. 

• ~ V3 

p; V 
Cut-otT ratio, r. :.i::.i 

e ~ V2 

It is seen that 

rk = r. · r. 
Process J- 4 

( r-, T4 "' ..!2. I 
1j V4 

=T-1 
r• 

T-l 
T, = 73!'.!;__ 

Y-1 rk 
Process 2-3 

Ii.., P2V2 =~=_!_ 
7i p3V3 ti) r, 

I T2 -T3·-
r, 
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Process J-2 

-1.."' .!l.. =-1-T. 
( )

T-1 · 

. 1; tl1 ,r• 
I 7; l 

Ti= T2 ·--= -·--
,:-• re ,r• 

Substituting the values of T1, T2 and T4 in the expression of efficiency 
(Eq. 13.6) 

rJ-1 7j I 
.'lj ·r=r - - Y-1 

-1 rk rcrk 
,., - ----------r( 7j - 7j · ~) 

. I rT - l 
tlo.ad = I - -·--·-c __ 

1 ,[-• r, - I 
(13.7) 

As re> 1, .l( rl - 1
) is also greater than unity. Therefore, the efficiency of 

y r, -1 
the Diesel cycle is Jess than that of the Otto cycle for the same compression ratio. 

13.7 lJ.mited Pressure Cycle, Mixed Cycle 
or Dual Cycle 

The air siandard Diesel cycle does not simulate exactly the pressure.volume 
variation in an actual compression ignition engine, where the fuel injection is 
started before the end of compression stroke. A closer approximation is the 
limited pressure cycle in which some part of heat is added to air at constant 
volume, and the remainder at constant pressure. 

Figure 13.8 shows the p-v and T-s diagrams of the dual cycle. Heat is added 
reversibly, partly at consiant vohune (2-3) and partly at constan.t pressure (3-4). 

Heat supplied Q1 = mc.,(Tl -T,) + mcp(T4 - T~ 
Heat rejected Q2 ,; mc.(T, - T1) 

Effi.ciency 1J = l - Qi 
Qi 

= 
1 

_ mc.(Ts -1j} 
inc.,.(?; - T1) + mc.(T .. - Tl) 

=l- 7;-7; 
c:1; - 7;) + Y(T.c - 7;} 

(13.8) 

The efficiency oftbe cycle can be expressed in tenns of the following ratios 
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... 

t 
____ , 

(8) (b) 

Fig. 13.8 Limited prwurt cycle, Mixtd 9'" or Dual cycle 

Compression ratio, 

Expansion ratio, 

Cut-off ratio, 

Constant volume pressure ratio, 

It is seen, as before that 
rk=r,·re 

or r = .1. e r, 
Process 3-4 

Process 2-3 

Process 1-2 

,. "" Ys 
e J-".i 

JI. r z::-!.. 
C ii; 

r = l!l.. 
P P2 
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~ 4 -v 

(b) 

(8) 

.... 

t 

Fig. 13.13 (a-c) Brayliln eycu 

b 

T 

t 

-$ 
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w ... = Wr-W. 

-· (C) 

~c 

Fig. 13.13 (d) CO'lflparison of Ranki,u c,cu and Brayton 9clt, holh opt:rali,y: 
httwmr tJu samt prusvrts p1 and Pi 
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4 -1=1j-1 
1i 7; 

or T..-7i = 2i..;(Ji)(T-l)ly =(~)T-l 
7; - 7; Tz P2 V1 

Ifrk = compression ratio= v1/v2 the efficiency becomes (from equation 13.10) 

or 

ij = I -( :; r-• 
I 

'1et,tyUm = I - T-i"" 
rt 

Work ratio = Wt - We = Qi - Qi 
Wy W1 

(13.11) 

IfrP = prnsure ratio= p/p1 the efficiency may be expressed in the following 
form also 

( )

()'-1)/y 

ij=I- Ji 
P2 

or .. -1 1 
•tBfllYl,OD - - (rp)(T-1)/y (13.12) 

The efficiency of the Brayton cycle, therefore, depends upon either the 
compression ratio or the pressure ratio. For the same compression ratio, t.he 
Brayton cycle efficiency is equal 10 the Otto cycle efficiency. 

A closed cycle gas turbine plant (Fig. 13.13) is used in a gas-cooled nuclear 
reactor plant, where the source is a high temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR) 
supplying heat from nuclear fission directly to the working fluid (a gas). 

Both Rankine cycle and Brayton cycle consist of ~o reversible isobars and 
two reversible adiabatics (Fig. 13.13 (d)). While in ~)tiJ!e cycle, the working 
fluid undergoes phase change, in Brayton cycle the workm& fluid always remains 
in the gaseous phase. Both the pump and the steam turbine in the case of Rankine 
cycle, and the compressor and the gas turbine in the case of Brayton cycle operate 
through the same pressure difference ofp1 andp2. AU are steady-flow machines 

and the work transfer is given by - J v dp. For Brayton cycle, the average 
P1 

specific volume of air handled by the compressor is less than the same of gas in 
the go., turbine (since the gas temperature is much higher), the work done by the 
gas turbine is more than the worlc input to the compressor, so that there is W ntt 

available to deliver. lo the case of Rankine cycle, the specific volume of water in 
the pump is much less than that of the steam expanding in the steam turbine, so 
WT>> W,. Therefore, steam power plants are more popular than the gas turbine 
plants for electricity generation. 

Iii I> 
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13.9.1 Comparuon 6etroeen Brayton Cycle and Otto o,,u 
Brayton and Ouo cycles are shown superimposed on thep-v and T-s diagrams in 
Fig. 13.14. For the same r1: and work capacity, the Brayton cycle (1-2-5-6) 
handles a larger range of volume and a smaller range of pressure and temperature 
than does the Otto cycle (1-2-3-4). 

In the reciprocating engine field, the Brayton cycle is not sllitable. A 
re(:iprocating engine cannot efficiently handle a large volwne flow oflow pressure 
gas, for which the engine size (,r/4d L) becomes large, and the friction losses 
also become more. So the Otto cycle is more suitable in the reciprocating engine 
field. 

3 

f ·~ ·, f 
~ 6 

-1) -s 
(a) (b) 

Fig, 13.14 Comparison of Olla anfi Braytqn C'fCW 

In turbine plants, however, the Brayton cycle is more suitable than the Otto 
cycle. An internal combusiion engine is exposed to tl1e highest tempe.r-.nurc (after 
the combustion of fuel) only for a sho.rt while. and it gets time to become cool in 
the other processes of the cycle. On the other baud, a gas turbine plant, a steady 
flow device, is always exposed to the highest temperature used. So to protect 
material, ihe maximum iemperaiure of gas that can be used in a gas turbine plant 
cannot be as high as in an internal combustion engine. Also, in the steady flow 
machinery. it is more difficult to cany out heat transfer at constant volume than at 
constant pressure. Moreover, a gas turbine can hand)e a large volume flow of gas 
quite efficiently. So we find that the Brayton cycle is the basic air standard cycle 
for all modem gas turbine plants. 

13.9.2 Effed of Regeneration on Brayton c,,u Effideney 

The efficiency of the Brayton cycle can be increased by utilizing part of the 
energy of the exhaust gas from the turbine in heating up the air leaving the 
compressor in a heat exchanger called a regenerator, thereby reducing the 
amount of heat suppl.ied from an external source and also the amount of heat 
rejected. Such a cycle is illustrated in Fig. 13.IS. The temperature of air leaving 
the turbine at 5 is higher than that of air leaving the compressor at 2. Jn the 
regenerator, the temperature of air leaving the compressor is raised by heat 

• ' ••• 11! ' I! ' 
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Q2 = h6 - h1 "'cP (T6 - T1} 

W1 = h4 - hs = cP (T.- T,) 
we= h2 -h1 = cP (T2 -T1) 

11=1- Q2 =l- r6-1i 
Q. T.c -1j 

-=539 

In practice the regenerator is costly, heavy and bulky, and causes pressure 
losses which bring about a decrease in cycle efficiency. These factors have to be 
balanced against lhe gain in efficiency to decide whether it is wonhwhile to use 
the regenerator. 

Above a cenain pressure ratio (p/p1} the addition of a regenerator causes a 
loss in cycle efficiency when compared to the original Brayton cycle. ln this 
situation the compressor discharge temperature (Ti} is higher than the turbine 
exhaust gas temperature (Ts) (Fig. 13. l 5). The compressed air will U1us be cooled 
in the regenerator and the exhaust gas will be heated. As a result both the heat 
supply and heat rejected are increased. However, the compressor and turbine 
works remain unchanged. So, the cycle efficiency (W .,/Q1) decreases. 

Let us now derive an expression for the ideal regenerative c:ycle when the 
compressed air is heated to the turbine exhaust temperature in the regenerator so 
that T3 = T5 and T2 = T6 (Fig. 13.15). Therefore, 

17-1-Ca =I- 7i,-7j =l- 7j [<T2/1i)-l] 
Q. r.i-r; r. l-(fs/4) 

Since 

= 1 _ _!i_. T2 [ I -{7i/7i)] 
T.c 1i l-{'.fs/4) 

1i =(a).,_"" = r.. 
1i Pi T5 

I)"' J-1j_r.y-11y 
T4 P 

(13.13) 

For a fixed ratio of (T1/T4) , the cycle e lliciency drops with increasing pressure 
ratio. 

13.9.3 Effect of l"fflersillililits in Turbine and Compressor 

The Brayton cycle is highly sensitive to the real machine efficiencies of the 
turbine and the compressor. figure 13.16 shows the actual and ideal expansion 
and compression processes. 

_ h3 - h4 _ T3 - T4 Turbine efficiency, ''Ir - --- - ---
h3 - h.1,, 7j - r.. 
h2 -h, T,, -T, 

Compressorefficiency,l'lc= -•--= ---•--1 

h2 - h1 7i - 7j 
Wn••" Wr- We= (h3 - h.1,)- (hi - h1) 

' ·•, !!I ' II ' 
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(13.14) 

From Fig. 13.17 it is seen that the work capacity of the cycle, operating 
between T mu and T llUll' is zero when r P = 1 passes through a maximum, and then 
again becomes zero when the Carnot efficiency is reached. There is an optimum 
value of pressure ratio (r p)op1 at which work capacity becomes a maximum, as 
shown in Fig. 13.19. 

(W..J... -·-···--·-·-·7:~ 

l \ 
l : \ 

0 

_,p 
Fig. 13.19 £.ffeet of pressureratio on ntJ output 

For 1 kg, 

w ""' = cp ((T3 - T4) - cr2 - r,>1 
where T3 "" T ... and T1 = T111in 

Now 1j = (r iy- lYr 
T.i p 

T4 = T
3 

· r/y-t)/y 

Similarly T2 =T,·rt - rvr 

Substituting in the expression for W0., 

W00 ~ cp[1'.t-Tdrpr<r-l liY_ T1r~"t-l lil+ T1] (13.IS) 

To find (rp)opt 

dw.,.. [ r. ( r - , ) ,-1+111r1-1, r.( v -1) 11-,1111-•,]- 0 ~ - cp - 3 --r- rp - I 7 rp -

T ( Y -1 )r.(l'Y)-2 = T ( Y - I )·r.-1/Y 
3 y r I r p 

7
-<11tH11'!)+2 = 1j 

p 7j 
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( 

T, )y/2.(y-l) 
(r \ = ....!. 

p,cp! 1j 

( 

T. )112(y-t) 
(r) = ~ 

l' cpl rmln 
From Eqs ( 13.14) and (13.16) 

(r p)cp1 = J(rp ),,_ 
Substituting the values of(rp)op, in Eq. t13.15) 

(13.16) 

(13.17) 

1 (1i) r r-1 W. =(W. \ =c T, -T.3 - ---·--
nrt ...Vinu > 7j 2(7 -1) r 

(1j) r r-1 ] - 1j - ---·--+ 1j r. 2<r -1> r 
= cp[T3 - 2J1j 1j + T1] 

(Wnct>mu =cp(JTir,.,, -JTm'in )2 

- I _l - - I - J Tmin f1cy,:le - - y-liy - -T. 
rp mu 

(13.18) 

{13.19) 

Considering the cycles 1-2' -3' -4' and 1-2" -3'' -4" (Fig. 13.17), it is obvfous 
that lo obtain a reasonable work capacity, a certain reduction in efficiency must 
be accepted. 

13.9.5 Effett of lntercooling and Reheating on Brayton C,ck 

The efficiency of the Brayton cycle may often be increased by the use of staged 
compression with intcrcooling, or by using staged heat supply, ca.lied reheat. 

Let the compression process be divided into two stages. Air, after being 
compressed in the first stage, is cooled to the initial temperature in a heat 
exchanger, called an intercooler, and theu compressed further in the second stage 
{Fig. 13.20). J-2'- 5-6 is the ideal cycle without intercooling, having a single
stage compression, 1-2-3-4-6 is the cycle with intercooling, having a two-stage 
compression. The cycle 2-3-4-2' is thus added to the basic cycle 1-2' -5-6. There 
is more work capacity, since the included area is more. There is more heat supply 
also. For the cycle 4-2'-2-3, T"' 1 is lower and T m2 higher (lower rp) than those of 
the basic cycle l- 2'- 5-6. So the efficiency of the cycle reduces by staging the 
compression and intercooling. But if a regenerator is used, t.he low temperature 
heat addition (4-2') may be obtained by recovering energy from the exhaust gases 
from the turbine. So there may be a net gain in efficiency when intercooling is 
adopted in conjunction with a regenerator. 

Similarly, let the total heat supply be given in two stages and the expansion 
process be divided in stages in two turbines {T1 and T2) with intennediate reheat, 
as shown in Fig. 13.21. 1-2-3-4' is the cycle with a single-stage heat supply 
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having no reheat, wiih total expansion. in one turbine only. l-2-3-4-5-6 is the 
cycle with a single-stage reheat, having the expansion divided into two stages. 
With the basic cycle, the cycle 4-S-6-4 is added because of reheat. The work 
capacity increases, but the heat supply also increases. 

(a) 

f l . ,' ------
--.s 

(b) 

'---~6 

-" (c) 

Fig. 13.20 Effect of inkrcooli"l on Brayton cycfl 

In the cycle 4-S-6-4', rP is lower than in the basic cycle 1·2-3-4', so its 
efficiency is lower. Therefore, the efficiency of the cycle decreases with the use 
of reheat. But T6 is greater than T'4 • Therefore, if regeneration is employed, there 
is more energy that can be recovered from the turbine exhaust gases. So when 
rcgenera.tion is employed in conjunction with reheat, there may be a net gain in 
cycle efficiency. 

If in on.e cycle, several stages of intercooling and several stages of reheat are 
employed, a cycle as shown in Fig. 13.22 is obtai.ned. When the numberofsucb 
stages is large the cycle reduces to the Ericsson cycle with two reversible isobars 
and two reversible isotherms. With ideal regeneration the cycle efficiency 
becomes equal to the Carnot efficiency. 

I I ••• ,, " ' 
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(a) 

-· (b) 

6 

-I> 
(C) 

Fig. 13.21 Effect of reluat on Brll]ton cycle 

13.9.6 Ideal Regennatiot Ojcle rt!Uh lntercooli,ig au Reheat 

Let us consider an ideal regenerative gas turbine cycle with two-stage 
compression and a single reheat. It assumes that both intercooling and reheating 
take place at the root mean square of the high and low pressure in the cycle, so 

thal Pl = P2 = P1 = Ps = .JPiP• = .Jp
6
p

9 
(Fig. l3.23). Also, the temperature 

after intercooling is equal to the compressor inlet remperatwe (T1 = T3) and the 
temperature after reheat is equal to the temperature entering the turbine initially 
(T6 = Tg). 
Here, 

Since J!j_ = ii and T6 = T8, it follows that T5 = T1 = T9• 

Again, 

but 

P, P9 

Q1 = 2 cp(T6 - T7) 

Q2 = c P (T10 - T1) + cp(T2 - T3) 

J!1.. = P, and T3 = T1 
Pi p3 

.f IJ II 
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T 

s Oiffuwr Compressor Bumer section Tult>lne Nozzle 

Flg. 13.2.5 Basic crnnponnib of a 111,l,~11 ff1€iru and tlit T-s t/i"l'a,n of an idtal tMr/,ojet cy,lt 

W p = FY aucn111 = m( Y ui1 - V inlet> V aircraft 

The propulsive efficiency, 719 , is defined by: 

_ Propulsive power _ WP 
11 - --.-

p Energy input rate Q.., 

(13.22) 

(13.23) 

It is a measure of how efficiently the energy released during combustion is 
converted to propulsive power. 

Space aod weight limiu.tions prohibit the use of regenerators and intercoolers 
on aircraft engines. The counterpan of reheating is a:fterbuming. The air-fuel ratio 
in a jet engine is so high that the turbine exhaust gases are sufficiently rich in 
oxygen to support the combustion of more fuel in an afterburner (Fig. 13.26). 
Such burning of fuel raises the temperature of the gas before ii expands in the 
nozzle, increasing the K.E. change in the nozzle and consequently increasing the 
thrust. In the air-standard case, the combustion is replaced by constant pressure 
heat addition. 

Inlet CompreNOr ; Bumer;Turblne; Aftelt>umer : Exhaust 

~ : : : nome 

~..,·~ ,, '>--·\ · ""'_. 
Fuel injaclo,s Flame holder 

Fig. 13.26 Turbojet lfflint witlt ,'ftnhrm,n 

The most widely used engine in aircraft propulsion is the turbofan engine 
wherein a large fan driven by the turbine forces a considerable amount of air 
through a duct (cowl) surrounding the engine (Figs 13.27 and 13.28). The fan 
exhaust leaves the duct at a higher velocity, enhancing the total thrust of lhe 
engine significantly. Some of th.e air entering the engine flows through the 
compressor, combustion chamber and turbine, and the rest passes through the fan 
into a duct and is either mixed with the exhaust gases or is discharged separately. 
It improves the engine performance over a broad operati.ug range. The ratio of the 
mass flow rates of the two streams is called the bypass ratio. 

! ' •••• , • , ••• 
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LOW1)rBSSur8 
compre5$0f 

Low-pressure 
turbine 

I 

Fig. 13.27 Turbofan ntgint 
Combustion 

chamber 

--- \ ~~,.;-;;;;.--;;;.~:==:-,·1:1~1:11r:-,-;~ 
(a} 

~ 
,... Fan ---

Combustion 
chamber 

,... 

(bl 

Fig. 13.28 Turbofan 01 bypass jtt ffllinu 

m 1 -m .. ~
Bypi.w ratio= ----'"'=•=.----=-==-

"'111doiiK 

The bypass ratio can be varied in flight by various means. Turbofan engines 
deserve most of the credit for the success of jumbo jets, which weigh almost 
400,000 kg and are capable of canying 400 passengers for up to 10,000 km at 
speeds over 950 km/h with less fuel per passenger mile. 

Increasing the bypass ratio of a turbofan engine increases thrust. If the cowl is 
removed fr1:1m the fan the result is a turboprop engine (Fig. 13.29). Turbofan and 
turbopl'()p engines differ mainly in their bypass ratio 5 or 6 for turbofans and as 
high as 100 for turboprop. In general, propellers are more efficient tha.n jet 
engines, but they are limited to low;speed and low-altitude operation since their 
efficiency decreases at high speeds and altitudes. 

• I • 11 + 1,. ·sM 
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Propeller Burner 

Gear reduction 

Fig. 13.29 Turboprop tngint 

A particularly simple type of engine known as a ramjet is shown in Fig. 13.30. 
This engine requires neither a compressor nor a turbine. A sufficient pressure rise 
is obtained by decelerating lhe high speed incoming air in the diffuser ( ram effect) 
on being rammed against a banier. For the ramjet to operate, the aircraft mnst 
already be in flight at a sufficiently great speed. The combustion. products exiting 
the combustor are expanded through a nozzle to produce the thrust. 

In each of the engines mentioned so far, combustion ofihe fuel is supported by 
air brought into the engines from the atmosphere. For very high altitude flight and 
space travel, where this is no longer possible, rockets may be employed. In a 

Fuel nozzles or spray bars 

/_ 
~--1~-;:1; !}----....... ~ 

AJr inlet Jet nozzles 

...........,....J~tJ~ ~Lt ___.,,,.,.,.~ 
\ 

Flameholders 

Fig. 13.30 Ramjtt n,;:int 

rocket, both fuel and an oxidizer ( such as liquid oxygen) are earned on board of 
the craft. High pressure combustion gases are expanded in a nozzle. The gases 
leave the rocket at very high velocities, producing the lhrust to propel the rocket. 

13.11 Brayton-Rankine Combined Cycle 

Both Rankine cycle and Brayton cycle consist of two reversible isobars and two 
reversible adiabatics. While the former is a phase change cycle, in the latter the 
working fluid does not nndergo any phase change. 
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A gas turbine power plant operating on Brayton cycle has certain disadvan
tages like large compressor work, large exhaust loss, sensitivity to machine inef
ficiencies ( 1Jr and r1c), relatively lower cycle efficiency and costly fuel. Due to 
these factors, the cost of power generation by a stationary gas turbine in a utility 
system is high. However, a gas turbine plant offers certain advantages also, such 
as less installation cost, less installation time, quick starting and stopping, and 
fast response to load changes. So, a gas turbine plant is often used as a peaking 
unit for certain hours of the day, when the energy demand is high. To utilize lhe 
high temperature exhaust and to raise its plant efficiency a gas turbine may be 
used in conjunction with a steam turbine plant to offer the gas turbine ad.vantages 
of quick staning and stopping and permit nexibleoperation of the combined plant 
over a wide range of loads. 

Let us consider two cyclic power plants coupled in series, the topping plant 
operating on Brayton cycle and the bottoming one operating on Rankine cycle 

I 
o, 

o, 

7 cc~ w,•Wr-Wc 
C GT 

~ HE.,,/ 

0, 

;"' B ~ W2•Wr-W• 
p T 

),..__ c...! 
~ 

(a) 

T 

s 
(c) 

b · IV./'.,... C 

C 

Ftg. 13.31 Brayton-R.ankitu rombintd cycu plant 
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neglecting the maes of fuel (for a high air-fuel ratio), and w1 being the mass flow· 
of air. 

where w • is the steam flow rate. The pump work is neglected. By energy balance, 
w1 cPa (T0 - Tr)= w, (h1 - h4) 

Now, Q1 = w, cPa [(T0 - T1,) + (T. - Td)) 

The overall efficiency of the plant is: 

rt"" WGT + Wn 
Qi 

Again, Q1 =wr><C.V. 
when: wr is ihe fuel burning nle. 

High overall efficiency, low investment cost, less water requirement, large 
operating flexibility, phased installatioo, and low enYironmeotal impact are some 
of the advantages of combined gas-steam cycles. 

SOLVE>~ 

Example 13.l An engine working on ihe Otto cycle is supplied with air at 
0.1 MPa, 35°C. ~e compression ratio is 8. Heat supplied is 2100 kI/kg. 
Calculate the maximum l}resswe and temperature of the cycle, the cycle 
efficiency, and the mean effective pressure. (Forair, cP = l.OOS,cv = 0.718, and 
R = 0.287 lcJ/kg K). 
Solution From Fig. Ex.. 13.l 

Q.. 

t 

11 .. 273 + 35 = 308 K 

- -~ l7 

(a) 

Fig. Ea. 13.1 

p 1 = 0.1 MPa = 100 kN/m2 

Q, "'2100 kJ/kg 

3 

--s 
(b) 
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Cut-off ratio, r, = !}_ = I. 78 
V2 

f 
Fig. EL 13.2 

_ I 1 r;'-1 
'1o·tot1 - 1--·-·--' y ,J-• 'e - I 

I 1 (1.78f4 -1 
=!--· 

1.4 (14)0·.. 1.78-1 

= 1 - 0.248 · 1.24 = 0.605, i.e., 60.5% Ans. 
0.78 

Example 13.3 ln an air standard Diesel cycle, the compression ratio is 16, and 
at the beginning of isentropic compression, th.e temperature is 15°C and the 
pressure is OJ MPa. Heat is added until the temperature attbe end of the constant 
pressure process is l480°C. Calculate (a) the cu1-offratio, (b) the heat supplied 
per kg of air, (c) the cycle efficiency, and (d) the m.c.p. 
Solution From Fig. Ex. 13.3 

~ 

t 
2 3 

'• = .!l_ = 16 
V2 

T1 = 273 + 15 = 288 K 

... w ~,., 
t ~ . 

1 --.. 
(a) 

Fig. EL 13.3 

·:%.f 
V -· (b) 

" ' 
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p 1 =0.\ MPa= 100kNAn2 

T3 = 1480 + 273 = 1753 K 

:,; .. (.!!..)y-l = (16)°·4 = 3.03 
7j Vz 
T2 = 288 x 3.03 = 873 K 

P2'fl2 = P1f>J 
Tz 1j 

-=551 

(a) Cut-offrati.o, r~ = ~ = 7j = 1753 = 2.01 
V2 T2 873 

Ans. 

(b) Heat supplied, Q1 = cP (T3 - T1) 

(c) 

= l.005 (1753 - 873) 
= 884.4 kJ/kg 

( )

T-1 ( )y-1 04 
1j = !!. = ~x~ =(~) · =2.29 
X. D.3 t72 V.3 2.01 

T4 = 1753 
= 766 K 

2.29 
Heat rejected, Q2 = c. (T4 -T1) = 0.718 (766-288) = 343.2 kJ/kg 

Cyc:Ie efficiency = I - Qz 
Qi 

= I - 343.2 = 0.612 or 61.2% 
884.4 

Ans. 

It may also be estimaled from the equation 

1 I r/-1 11~·· = 1 - -1 · r.'H -~ 
I< C 

J I (2.0lf4 
- 1 

= 1 - ---·-'---'---
1.4 (16)0 ·4 2.01 -1 

-= 1- - 1---1-, 1.64 = 0.612 or 61.2% Ans. 
1.4 3.03 

W D1t = QI X f1cy,:la 

= 884.4 X 0.612"' 541.3 kJ/lcg 

_ R1j _ 0.287 X 288 _ O 
827 

3A,.,. 
v1 --- - • m,"6 

p1 100 

Vz = 0.827 = 0.052 ml/leg 
16 

v, -V2 = 0.827 - O.Q52 = 0. 775 m3/lcg 

rh I I '- • 1· 
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(d) m.o.p. = w_ = S41J = 698.45 kPa 
Vt -V2 0.775 

AIIS. 

F.&ample 13,4 An air standard dual cycle has a compression ratio of 16, and 
compression begins at 1 bar, 50°C. The maximum pressure is 70 bar. The heat 
transferred to air at constant pressure is equal to that at constant volume. Estimate 
(a) the pressures and temperaturesatthecardinalpointsofthe cycle, (b) the cycle 
efficiency, and ( c) the m.e.p. of the cycle, cv = 0. 718 kJ/kg K. cP = LOOS kJ/kg K. 

Solution Given: (Fig. Ex. 13.4) 

Q. t, 2 

I 

Now 

T1 = 273 + 50 = 323 K 

4/ 

.... ~ t 
(l~(ii 

-'P _.,.. 
(a) (b) 

Flg. Ez. 13.4 

7; = (~)l-1= (16)0.4 
7j V2 

T2 =979 K. 

P2 =Pi(:: r = 1.0 x (16)1" = 48.S bar 

T3 = T2·J!l.. =979 x ~ = 1413 K 
p1 48.S 

5 

Q2-l - Cv (T3 - T~ = 0.718 (1413 - 979) = 312 kJ/kg 

Qz_3 = Q3_4 = cP (T,. - T3) 

T4 = .1.!!. + 1413 = 1723 K 
1.005 

~ = T,. = 1723 = 1.22 
t/3 1j 1413 

~ = ~ x~=....!!.. = 13.1 
V4 V2 V• 1.22 

Iii h I+ 
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T:J = 1173 K 
rp = 6, '1r = Tic = 0.8 

Without a regenerator 

~ = J!:L = .!l. = (6)0•411.
4 = 1.668 

T, ( )<Y-1)/y T, 

1j Pi T4s 
T21 = 303 >< 1.668 = 505 K 

T ... = 1173 =- 705 K 
1.668 

T2 - T, = '.'2, - 7j = SOS - 303 = 252 K 
TJc 0.8 

T3- T4 = 'h (T_l - T4,) = 0.8 (1173 - 705) =315 K 
W1 = h3 - h4 = cp(T3 - T4) = l.OOS x 375 = 376.88 kl/kg 
We= li2 - h1 = cp(T2 - 7;) = 1.005 x 252 = 253.26 kJ/kg 
T2 = 252 · 303 = 555 K 

Q1 = h3 - 112 = cp(T3 - T2) = I .OOS ( 1173 - SSS) = 621.09 kJ/kg 

J'/ = IJ1 - We = 376.88 - 253.26 = 0_199 or 19.9% 
QI 621.09 

With regenerator 
T4 = T3 - 375 = 1173 - 375 = 798 K 

4-7i Rcgeneratoreffectiveness = --- = 0.75 r. -Ti 
T6 - SSS = 0.15 (798 - SSS) 

or T6 = 737.3 K 

W0•1 remains the same. 

Qi= h3 _ ,,6 = Cp (T3- Tr) 
= l.OOS (1173 - 737.3) 

= 437.88 kJ/kg 

Tl= w .. 1 
:; 

123·62 = 0.2837 or 28.37% 
Q, 437.9 

:. Percentage increase due to regeneration 

= 0·2837 - o.199 = 0.4256, or 42.56% 
0.199 

Example 13,6 A gas turbine plant operates on the Brayton cycle between 
T min = 300 .K and T mu = l 073 K. Find the maximum work done per kg of air, and 
the corresponding cycle efficiency. How does this efficiency compare with the 
Carnot cycle efficiency operating between the same two temperatures? 

1, t I It I 



Gas Powtr Cyc/Ls -=563 

T,/T1 = pz/p.f~l'lr = B°_.411 ·<4 = l.181 

T:z. = 563.3 K 

1i, - 7i = 0.87, T
2

"' 601 K 
1i -1j 

( 
95 )0.4/1.4 

T /T4, = {p3'p4/r-1Yr"' O. Pi P2 = I. 785 

T41 = 765.83 K 

We= 290 mcp, WT= 541.06 mcp and Q, "'766 mcp 
= 541.06 - 290 = O 328 ,,.,,..,. 766 . 

Case-2: With cooling 

'lcycle = 0.328 - 0.05 = 0.278 

Since the exlraction of compressed air for turbine cooling does not contribute 
to turbine work or burner fuel flow, it can be treated as an increment x added to 
the compressor mass flow. 

541.06- 290(1 + .r) = 0.278 
766 

X = O.l3 

% of compressor delivery air flow~ o.13 x 100 = 11.6% 
1.13 

Ans. 

Example 13.9 In a gas turbine plant the ratio of ImJTn,in is fixed. Two 
arrangements of components are to be investigated: (a) single-stage compression 
followed by expansion in two turbines of equal pressure ratios with reheat to the 
maximum cycle temperature, and (b) compression in two compressors of equal 
pressure ratios, with intercooling to the minimum cycle temperarure, followed by 
single-stage expansion. Lf 'lie and 'Ir are the compressor and turbine efficiencies, 
show that the optimum specific output is obtained at the same overall pressure 
ratio for each arrangement. 

If 'le; is 0.85 and 'Ir is 0.9, and T ma.IT mJn is 3.5, detennine the above pressure 
ratio for optimum specific output and show that with arrao,gement ( a) the optimum 
ou.tput exceeds that of arrangement (b) by about 11 %. 

Solution (a) With reference to Fig. Ex. 13.9(a) 

T1 = Tn,;0 , T3 =Ts= Tnwc, .!!J..== P, 
P.s P1 

P4 = .JP1P2 

P2• = r, pressure ratio 
Pr 
P21. =p2 =rp, 

I I! I !I I 
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Fig, Ex. 13.9(a) 

where 



-=565 

r ..... -- -___ s 

... 

i 
-$ 

Flg. Ex. 13.9(b) 

On simplification 

I t I rh H 
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Gas Pown Cy,us 

Ji? 
0 =cp(T2 -T1)-T 

T - T + V.
2 

= 233 + 3ool x 10-3 
2 

I 2 Cp 2 X 1.005 

= 277.78 K 
P2 = P1(T2'T1)1'l't- I) 

kN ( 277.78)"
4

'
0

·
4 

= 35 - -- = 64.76 kPa 
m2 233 • 

p3 = rpp2 = 10 x 64.76 = 647.6 kPa 

( )

(y-1)/'f 

T3 = ;; T2 = 277.78(10)°'411
•
4 

= 536.66 K 
fflc == Wy 

li3 - h2 = lr4 - hs 
T3 - T2 = T4 - Ts 

T5 = T4 - T3 + T2 = 1373- S36.66 + 277.78 
= 1114.12 K 

-( Ts )y/(J-I) - (1114.12)3
'' 

Ps - T.i p4 - 647.6 """"i37J 

-=567 

= 311.69 K Ans. (a) 

.. 

6 

-s 
Fig. Ex. 13.10 

(b) For isentropic expansion of gases in the nozzle, 

( )

(y -1)/J O :186 

T6 = Ts p6 = 1114.12 (_.1L_) . 
Ps 311.69 

1• 111 I th J '• I 
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h1 = 377S, h2 = 2183, lt3 = 138 = h4, all in kJ/kg 

(Q1)s1 = 111 -113 = 3775 - 138 = 3637 kJ/kg Q',. = l.l 1(800 - 100) = 777 k..Jlkg 

By energy balance of the steam generator, 

w. >< 777 = w. >< 3637 
w/ws =4.68 
Wsr = h1 -h2 = 3775- 2183 = 1592 kJlkg 

W1 >< 249 + w• >< 1592" 190 X 103 kW 
W• (4.68 X 249 + 1592) = w, X 2.757 X 103

"' 190 X 103 

w, = 68.9 kg/s and w. = 322.5 kg/s 
Now, w. (612 + 483) = 14'r>< 43,300 

. , A/F . 43,300 39 5 A w.-wr= rano= 
1095 

= • 11.1. 

Fuel energy input - 322·5 x 43,300 = 353525 kW 
39.5 

=353.5 MW 

ffo,<1. = 
3
~~

5 
= 0.537 or 53.7% Ans. 

REvlEw Q,UESnONS 

13.l What are cyclic and non-cyclic heal engines? Give examples. 
13.2 What ae the four processes which constitute the Stirling cycle'! Show that the 

regenerative Stirling cycle has the same efficiency as the Carnot cycle. 
13.3 State the four processes thal constitute the Ericsson cycle. Show thal the 

regenerative Ericsson cycle has the same efficiency as the Carnot cycle. 
13.4 Mention the merits and demerits of the Stirling and Ericsson cycles. 
13.5 What is an air standard cycle'? Why are such cycles conceived'? 
13.6 What is a spark ignition engine? What is the air standard cycle of such an engine? 

What are ,its four processes? 
13.7 Show tl1at the efficiency of the Otto cycle depends only on the compression ratio. 
l3.8 How is the compression ratio of an SI engine fixed'! 
13.9 What is a compression ignition engine? Why is the compression ratio of such an 

engine more than lhat of an SI engine? 
l3.10 State lhe four processes oflhe Diesel cycle. 
13.11 Explain the mi.xed or dual cycle. 
13 .12 For lhe· same compression ratio and heat rejection. wh.ich cycle is most efficient: 

Otto, Diesel or Dual? Explain with p-v and r~.r diagrams. · 
13.13 With the help of p-v and T-s diagrams. show 1ha1 for the same maximum 

pressure and temperature of the cycle and the same heat rejection, 

'l0lff<1 > 11 Doal > l10i,o 
13.14 What are the three basic components of a gas lu!bine plant? Whal is the air 

standard cycle of such a plant? What are the processes it consists of? 

I I ,, lol I ' " 
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13. l S Show that the efficiency of the Brayton cycle depends only on the pressure ratio. 
13.16 What is t~e application of the closed cycle gas turbine plant? 
13.17 Discuss the merits and demerits of Brayton and Otto cycles applied to 

reciprocating and rotating plants. · 
13.18 W~t,is the' effect of regeneration on Brayton cycle efficiency? Define the 

effectiveness of a regenerator. 
13.19 Whal is the effect of irrcvcrsibilitics in turbine and compressor on Brayton cycle 

efficiency? 
13.20 Explain the effect of pressure ratio on the net output and efficiency of a Brayton 

cycle. 
13.21 Derive the expression of optimum pressure ratio for maximwn net work output in 

an ideal Brayton cycle. What is the corresponding cycle efficiency. 
13.22 Explain the effects of: (a) intercooling, and (b) reheating, on Brayton cycle. 
I 3.23 Whal is a free shaft tuzbine? 
13.24 With the help of flow and T-s diagrams explain the ai.r standard cycle for a jet 

propulsion planL 
13.25 Wiih the help of a neat sketch explain the operation of a turbojet engine. How is 

the thrust developed in this engine? Why does a commercial airplane fly at high 
altitudes? 

13.26 
Define. propulsive power aod propulsive efficiency. 

13.27 Why m regenerators and intercoolers not used in aircraft engines? What is after· 
burning? Why is it used? 

13.28 Explain the working of a turbofan engine with the help of a n~t sketch. Define 
"bypass.ratio". How does it influence the engine th.Nst? 

13.29 How does a turboprop engine differ from a turbofan engine? 
13.30 What is a ramjet? How is the thrust produced here? 
13.J I Whal is a rocket? How is ii propelled? 
13.32 Explain the advantages and disadvantages of a gas twbine plant for a utility 

system. 
13.33 What arc the advantages of a combined gas turbine-steam tuzbine power plant? 
13.34 With the help of flow and T'-s diagrams explain the operation of a combined 

GT- ST plant. Why is supplementary firing often used? 

PROBLEMS 

13.1 In a Stirling cycle the volume varies between 0.03 and 0.06 m3, the maximum 
p.n:ssurc is 0.2 MPa, and the temperature varies between S40°C and 270°C. The 
working fluid is air (an ideal gas). (a) Find the efficiency and the work done per 
cycle for the ~imp le cycle. (b) Find the efficiency and the wodt done per cycle for 
the cycle with an ideal regenerator, and compare with the Carnot cycle having the 
same isothermal beat supply process and the same temperature nmgc. 

,tns, (a) 27.7%, 53.7 kl/kg, {b) 33.2% 
13.2 An Ericsson cycle operating with an ideal regenerator wow between I JOO K 

and 288 K. The pressure at the begiMing of isothennal compression is 1.013 bar. 
Detenninc (a) the compressor and tuzbine work per kg of air, and (b) the cycle 
efficiency. 

Aiu. (a) Wr • 46S kJ/kg, We - 121.8 kJ/kg (b) 0.738 

111 I i1 , 
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13.3 Plot the efficiency of the air standard Otto cycle as a function of the compression 
ratio for compression ratios from 4 to 16. 

13.4 Find the air standard efficitncies for Otto cycles with a compression ratio of 6 
using ideal gases having specific heat ratios 1.3. 1.4 aud 1.67. \\'hat are the 
advantages and disadvantages of using helium as the working nuid? 

13.5 An engine equipped with a cylinder having a bore of IS cm and a stroke of 45 cm 
operates on an Otto cycle. If the clearance volume i.~ 2000 cm3• compute lhc air 
standard efficiency. 

Ans. 47.4% 
13.6 In an air stand3rd Otto cycle the compression ratio is 7. and compression begins 

at 35°C, 0.1 MPa. The maximum temperature of the cycle is I 100°C. Find (a) the 
temperature and pressure at the cardinal pcims of the cycle, (b) the heat supplied 
per kg ofair, (c) the work done per kg ofair, (d) the cycle efficiency, and (_e) the 
n1.e.p. of the cycle. 

13.7 An engine working on the Otto cycle has an air siandard cycle clliciency of 56% 
and rejects .544 kJ/kg of air. The pressure and temperature of air at the beginning 
of compression are 0.1 MPa aod 60°C respectively. Compute (a) the compression 
ratio of the engine. (b) the work done per kg of air, (c) the pressure und 
temperarurc at the end of compression, and (d) the maximum pressure in the 
cycle. 

13.8 For an air standard Diesel cycle with a compression ratio of 15 plot the efficiency 
as a function of the cut-off ratio for cut-off ratios frt'm l to 4. Compare with the 
results of Problem I :u, 

13.9 Ju an air standard Diesel cycle, lhe compression ratio is IS. Compression begins 
at 0.1 MPa. 4-0°C. The heat added is t .67S MJ/kg. Find ta) the maximum 
temperature of the cycle, (b) the work done per kg of air, l c_) thc cycle etlicicncy. 
(d) the temperature at the end of the i.sentropic e11paosloo, (e) the cut-off ratio. 
(f) the maximwn pressure of the cycle. and (g) the m.e.p. of the cyde. 

13.10 Two engines are to operate on Ott.o and Die~cl cycles with the following data: 
Maximum temperature 1400 X, exhaust temperature 700 K. State ofai.r at the 
beginning of compression 0.1 MPa. 300 K. 
Estimate the compression ratios. the maximum pressures, dliciencies. and mtc 
of work outputs (for I kg/min of air) of the respective cycles. 

Ans. Otto-,·~ ~ 5.656, Pmex ~ 2,64 MPa, IV z 2872 kJ/kg, 1J = 50% 
Oicscl--,·t =- 7.456, p.,,,. = 1.665 M.Pa. 1¥= 446.45 kJ/kg, 1J O 60.8% 

13.1 I An air standard limited pressul'f: cycle has a compression ratio of IS and 
compression begins at 0.1 MPa, 40~c. The maximum pressure is limited to 
6 Ml'a and the heat added is 1.675 MJ/kg. Compute (a) the heat supplied • · 
con~1an1 volume per kg of air, {b) the heat supplied al constant pressure per kg of 
air, (c) the work done per kg ohir, (d) the cycle efficiency, (c) the tcmpt"alurc at 
the cod of the consiant volume heating process. (t) the cut-off ratio. and (g) the 
m.e.p. of the cycle. 

A.11s. (a) 23S kJ/kg, (b) 1440 kJ/kg, (c> 1014 kJlkg, (d} 60.5%, 
(e) 12S2 K, t{) 2.144 (g) 1.21 MPa 

13.12 In an ideal cycle for an internal combustion engine the pressure and temperature 
at the beginning of adiabatic compression arc respectively 0.1 1 MPa and l I 5°C, 
the compression ratio being 16. At the end of compression heat is added to the 
working fluid. first. at constant volume, aod then at cons1ani pressure reversibly. 

!ii I 
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The working fluid is then apanded adiabatically and reven;ibly to the origina.l 
volume. 
If the working lluid is air and the maximum pressure and temperature are 
respectively 6 MPa and 2000°C, determine, per kg of air (a) the p.ressure, 
temperature, volume. and entropy of the air at the five cardinal points of the cycle 
(take s1 as the entropy of air at the beginning of compression), a.od (b) the work 
output and efficiency of the cycle. 

13.13 Show that tbe air standard efficiency for a cycle comprising two coJUtant pressure 
processes and two isothermal processes (all re\'cnible) is given by 

- {7j - T:z) In {rpiY- lliT 

f'/ - 7j(l + In (rp)'T-l)IY - T,] 

where T1 and T2 arc the maximum and minimwn temperatures of the cycle, and 
rr is the pressure ratio. 

13.14 Obiain an expression for the specific work done by an engine working on the 
Otto cycle in terms of the maximum and minimum temperatures of the cycle, the. 
compression ratio rk, and constants of the working fluid (assumed to be an ideal 
gas). 
Hence show that the compression ratio for maximum specific work output is 
given by 

-( Tmill )1120-y> 't- --r .... 
13. IS A dual combustion cycle operates with a volumetric compression r,llio 'k = 12, 

and with a cut-off ratio 1.615. The maximum pressure is given by p,.., = 54pi, 
where p 1 is ·the pressure before compression. Assuming indices of compression 
and ei1pansion of 1.35, show that the m.e.p. of the cycle 

Pm= IOp, 
Hence evaluate (e) tcmperarures at cenlinal point, wilh T1 = 335 K. and (b) cycle 
efficiency. 

Ans. (a) T2 = 805 K,p2 -= 29.2p1, T) = 1490 K, T4 = 2410 K, 
T5 = 1200 K, (b) '1 = 0.67 

13.16 Recalculate (a) the temperatures at the cardinal points, (b) the m.e.p., and (c) the 
cycle efficiency when the cycle of Problem 13.15 is a Diesel cycle with the same 
compression ratio and a cut-off ratio such as to give an expansion curve 
coincident with the lower part of that of the dual cycle of Problem 13.15. 

Ans. (a)T2 = 80SK, T3 = 1970K,T4 = 1142 K(b}6.82p1,(c) 17=0.513 
13.17 In an air standard Brayton cycle the compression ratio i.s 7 and the maximum 

temperature of the cycle is 800°C. The compression begins at 0.1 MPa, 35°C. 
Compare the maximum specific volume and the maximum pressure with the Otto 
cycle of Problem 13.6. Fin<l (a) the heat supplied per kg of air. (b) the net work 
done per kg of air, (c) the cycle efficiency, :uid (d) the temperature at the end of 
the expansion process. 

. 13.18 A gas turbine plant operates on the Brayton cycle between the temperatures 27°C 
and 800°C. (a) Find the pressure ratio at which the cycle efficiency approaches 
the Carnot cycle efficiency. (b) find the pressure ratio at which the work done 
per kg of air is maximum, and ( c) compare the efficiency at thi.s pressure ratio 
with the Carnot efficiency for the given temperatures. 

,, 
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all prwesses a.re ideal. Determine (a) pressure p5• (b) the net work per kg and 
mass flow rate, (c) temper.iture T3 and cycle lbettl'.lal efficiency, and (d) lhe T-s 
diagram for lhe cycle, 

13.31 Repeat Problem 13.30 assuming that the compressor has an efficiency of80%, 
both lhe turbines have efficiencies of85%, and lhe regenerator has an efficiency 
of72%. 

13 .. 32 An ideal air cycle consists of isentropic c.ompression, constant volume heat 
transfer, isothermal c11pansiqn to the original pressure., and constant pmsure heat 
transfer to the original temperaturt. Deduce an expression for the cycle efficiency 
in tcr:ms ofvolurnciric compression ratiorl~ and isothcnnal expansion ratio,r •. ln 
such a cycle, the pressure and temperature at the stan of compression are I bar 
and 40°C. the compression r~tio •is 8, and the maximum pressure is 100 bar. 
Oetem1ine the cycle efficiency· and the m.c.p. 

Pt= 1 aim 
t, = 2s·c 

Regenerator 

~=4.0 

.t'tg. P 13.30 

An.r. SU%, 3.45 bar 

!4 = 920"C 
P7=1alm 

13.33 Por a gas turbine jel propulsion unit, shown in Fig. 13.24, the pressure and 
temperature entering the com1>rcssor are I aim and J5°C respec1ivcly. The 
pressure ratio across the compressor is 6 to I and the temperature at the turbine 
inlet is IOOO"C. On leaving the turbine the air enters th.e nozzle and expands to 
I atm. Dc1cm1.inc the pressure at the nozzle inlet and the vclocily oflbe air leaving 
the nozzle. 

13.34 Rept.'llt Problem 13.33, assuming that the efficiency of the compressor and 
turbine are both 85%, and that the nozzle efficiency is 95%. 

13.35 Develop exp~sions for work output per kg and the efficiency of an ideal Brayton 
cycle with regeneration, assuming maximum possible regeneration. For foted 
maximum and minimum temperatures, bow do the efficiency and work outputs 
vary with the pressure ratio'! What is the optimum pressure ratio? 

13.36 For an air standard Ono cycle with 6xed iJ1takc and maximum temperatures, T1 
and T3, lind lhe compression ratio that renders the net work per cycle a maximum. 
Derive the expression for cycle efficiency at this compression r.itio. 
If the air inlllkc temperature, Ti, is 300 K and the maximum cycle temperature, 
T3, is 1200 K, compute the compression ratio for maxim, 11n net work, ma,i:imum 
work output per kg in a cycle. and the corresponding cycle: efficiency. 

Ma1cria1 
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13.47 A regenerative gas tmbine with intercooling amt reheat operates at steady state. 
Air enters the compressor at IOOkPa, 300 K with a mass flow rateof5.807 kg/s. 
The press~ ratio across the two-stage compressor as well as the turl>ine is I 0. 
The intcrcooler and reltcater each operate at 300 kPa. At the inlets to the turbine 
stages, the temperature is 1400 K. The temperature at inlet to the second 
compressor stage i.s 300 K. The efficiency of each compreSS<lr and turbine stage 
is 80%. The regenerator effectiveness is 80%. Dctennine (a) the thermal 
efficiency, (b) the back work ratio, Wc/ Wr, (c) the net power developed. 

An.1·. (a} 0.443, tb) 0.454, {c) 2046 kW 
13.48 In a regenerative gas turbine power plant air enters the compressor at I bar, 27°C 

and is compressed to 4 bar, The isentropic efficiency of the compressor is 80% 
and the regenerator effectiveness is 90%. All of the power developed by the h.p. 
l'Jrbinc is used to drive the compreSS4)r and the l.p. turbine proviclcs the net powe.r 
output of 97 kW. Each turbine has an isentropic efficiency of 87% and the 
temperature at inlet to the b.p. turbine is L200 K. Detem:iine {a) the mass flow 
rate of air in.to the compressor, {b) the thermal cCficien.cy, (c) ihc tcmperaiure of 
the air at the exit of the regenerator. 

Ans. (a) 0.562 kg/s, (b)-0.432, (c) 523.2 .K 

Iii I, 
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Refrigeration Cycles 

14.l Refrigeration by Non-Cyclic Processes 

Refrigeration is the cooling of a system below the temperature of its surroundings. 
The melting of ice or snow was one of the earliest meth.ods of refrigeration and 

is still employed. Ice melts at 0°C. So when ice is placed in a given space warmer 
than 0°C. beat flows into the ice and the space is cooled or refrigerated. Tile latent 
heat of fusion of ice is supplied from the surroundings, and the ice changes its 
state from solid to liquid. 

Another medium of refrigeration is solid carbon dioxide or dry ice. At 
atmospheric pressure CO2 cannot exist in a liquid state, and consequently, when 
solid CO~ is exposed to atmosphere. it sublimates. i.e .• ii goes directly from solid 
to vapour, by absorbing the latent heat of sublimation (620 kJ/kg at I atm, 
- 78.5°C) from the surroundings (Fig. 14.1). Thus dry ice is suitable for low 
temperature refrigeration. 

... 
s + l s 

L 

-eo•c 
-1s.s•c 

Pc," 73alm 
I lac 31°C 

V 

,.,_ ____ _J_ -

1 aim- ... 

6~ ;_,~g ., 
--- ... s 

Pt,= 5.11 aim 
Pot= - 6ri'C 

Fig. 14.1 z:s diagram of COi 
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Ju these two examples it is observ~ that the refrigeration effect has been 
accomplished by non-cyclic processes. Of greater importmce, however, are the 
methods in which the cooling substance is not consumed and discarded, but used 
again and again in a thennodynamic cycle. 

14.2 Reversed Heat Engine Cycle 

A reversed heat engine cycle, as ex• 
plained in Sec. 6.12, is visualized as an 
engine operating in the reverse way, 
i.e., receiving heat from a low tempera
ture region, discharging heat to a high 
temperature region, and receiving a net 
inllowofwork(Fig. 14.2). Under such 
conditions the cycle is called a heat 
pump eye/~ or a refrigeration cycle 
(see Sec. 6.6). For a heat pump 

fig. 14.2 RePmed heat engine i:yrle 

and for a refrigerator 

(COP)1, I' = !l = Qi ,. . w Q. -Qi 

(COP),= Q2 =~ 
re If' Q. - Q2 

The working fluid in a refrigeration cycle is cal.led a refrigerant. In the 
reversed Carnot cycle (Fig. 14.3), the refrigerant is first compressed rcvcr.iibly 
and adiabatically in process 1-2 where the work input per kg of refrigerant is We, 
then it is condensed reversibly in process 2- 3 whcrc the heat rejection is Q1, I.he 
refrigerant then expands reversibly and adiabatically in process 3-4 where the 
work output is WE• and finally it absorbs heat Q2 reversibly by evaporation from 
the surroundings in process 4- 1. 

o, 
(~-fbv-~e~eer 
i '~) 

Compl9S8CM' "\t-J· We 1-t Expansion 
engine l 

@ E¥3ponllot 1 

~ $ 

(a) (bl 

fig. 14..3 /uverstd canto/ cytk 
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Q1 = T1 (s2 - s3), Q2 = T2 (s1 - s4) Here 

and ~=~-~=~-~=~-~~-~ 
where T1 is the temperature of beat rcjei:tion and T2 the temperature of heat · 
absorption. 

(COP ..>-~~=_Ii__ 
re Woe, 1j -12 

and (COPHp) = ~=-T.-1 -
.. m- w,,.. 1i -7; (14.1) 

As shown in Sec. 6.16, these are the maximum values for any refrigerator or 
heat pump operating between T1 and T2• It is important to note that for the same 
T2 or T1, the COP increases with the decrease in the temperature d.ifferen.ce 
(T1 - T2), i.e., the closer the temperatures T1 and T2, the higher the COP. 

14.3 Vapour Compression Refrigeration Cycle 

Jn an actual vapour refrigeration cycle, an expansion engine, as shown in 
Fig. 14.3, is not used, since power recovery is small and does not justify the cost 
of the engine. A ihrottling valve or a capillary tube is used for expansion in 
reducing the pressure from p 1 to p2• The basic operations involved in a vapour 
compression refrigeration plant are illustrated in the flow diagram, Fig. 14.4, and 
the property diagrams. Fig. 14.5. 

E1111po111tor Oi 

Fig. 14." Vapour comp,wion rtfrignation pltJt11-jlow di"&ram 

The operations represented are as follows for an idealized plant: 

1. Compression A reve~ible adiabatic process 1-2 or l '-2' either starting with 
saturated vapour (state I), called dry compression, o.r starting with wet vapour 
(state I'), called wet compression. Dry compression ( 1-2) is always preferred to 
wet compression (I' - 2'), because with wet compression there is a dan.ger of the 
liquid refrigerant being trapped in the head of the cylinder by the rising piston 

' I +!• .. , I .I 
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2 

-v -.s --.s 
(a) (b) (cl 

fig. U.5 Vapo11r compression refrigeration cycle-property ditJgramJ 

which may damage the valves or the cylinder head, and the droplets of liquid 
refrigerant may wash away the lubricating oil from the walls of the cylinder, thus 
accelerating wear. 

2, Cooling and Condensing A reversible constant pressure process, 2-3, 
first desuperheated and then condensed, ending with saturated liquid. Heat Q1 is 
transferred out. 

3. Expamlon An adiabatic throttling process 3-4, for which enthalpy remains 
unchanged. States 3 and 4 are equilibrium points. Process 3-4 is adiabatic (then 
only h3 = h4 by S.F.E.E.), but not isentropic. 

Tds = dh-vdp,or s, -s3 =-1i 
Pl 

Hence it is irrev11rs.ib,le and cannot be shown in property diagrams. States 3 and 4 
have simply been joined by a dotted line. 

4. Ev·aporation A constant pressure reversible process, 4-1, which completes 
the cycle. The refrigerant is throttled by the expansion valve to a pressure, the 
saturation temperature at this pressure being below the temperature of the 
surroundings. Heat then flows, by virtue of temperature difference, from the 
surroundings, which gets cooled or refrigerated, to the refrigerant, which then 
evaporates, ab,orbing the heat of evaporation. The evaporator thus produces the 
cooling or the refrigerating effect, absorbing heat Q2 from the surroundings by 
evaporation. 

In refrigeration practice, enthalpy is the most sought-after property. The 
diagram in p-h coordinates is found to be the most convenient. The constant 
property lines in the p-h diagram are shown in Fig. 14.6, and the vapour 
compression cycle in Fig. 14.7. 

14.3.1 Pe,formance and Capacity cf a Vapour 
Comp,esnon Plant 

Figure 14.8 shows the simplified diagram of a vapour compression ~frigeration 
plant. 

cli.i Malcria 
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Fig. 14.7 Vapour compression cycle on p·h diagram 
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When steady state has been reached, for I kg flow of refrigerant through the 
cycle, the steady flow energy equations (neglecting K.E. and P.E. changes) may 
be written for each of the components in the cycle as given below. 
Compressor 

,,, + we-h2 

WC= (h2 - h,) JcJ/lcg 

,, 
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We = w(h2 - h1) kJ/s 

14.3.2 Actual VafJour ComfJreuton C,cle 

In order to ascertain that there is no droplet of liquid refrigerant being carried 
over into the compressor, some superheating of vapour is recommended after the 
evaporator. 

A small degree of subcooling of the liquid refrigerant after the condenser is 
also nscd to reduce the mass of vapour fonned during expansion, so that too many 
vapour bubbles do not impede the flow ofliquid refrigerant through the expansion 
valve. 

Boib the superheating of vapour at the evaporator outlet and !he subcooling of 
liquid at the condenser outlet contribuie to an increase in the refrigerating effect, 
as shown in Fig. 14.9. The compressor discharge temperature, however, 
increases, due to superheat, from t'2 to '2, and the load on the condenser also 
increases. 

f 
Fig. 14.9 Superheat and subu,olint in a t>aj)o•r compression cyck 

Sometimes, a liqujd-line beat exchanger is used in the plant, as shown in 
Fig. 14.10. The liquid is subcooled i.n the heat exchanger, reducing the load on the 
condenser and improving the COP. For I kg flow 

Qz,,. h6 - h,, Q, = hz - h3 
w. ~ h2 - h1 and h1 -h6 = h3 -h4 

14.3.3 ComfJoU11b in a YafJoxr ComP,esmm Plant 

Condenser It most dcsuperheat and then condense the compressed refrigerant. 
Condensers may be either air-cooled or water-cooled. An air-cooled condenser is 
used in small self-coniained units. Water-cooled condensers are used in larger 
installations. 

Expansion device It reduces the pressure of the refrigerant, and also regulates 
the now of the refrigerant to.the evaporator. Two widely used types of expansion 
devices are: capillary tubes and throttle valves (thermostatic expansion valves). 
Capillary tubes are use~ only for small units. Once the size and length arc fixed, 

111 I II • I II 
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the evaporator pressure, etc., gets fixed. No modification in operating conditio.ns 
is possible. Throttle valves are used in larger units. These regulate the flow of the 
refrigerant accordin.g to the load on the evaporator. 

Compressor Compressors may be of three types: (a) reciprocating, (b) rotary, 
and (c) centrifugal. Wben the volume flow rate of tbe refrigerai1t is large, 
centrifugal compressors are used. Rotary compressors are used for small units. 
Reciprocating compressors are used in plants up to 100 tonnes capacity. For 
plants ofhigber capacities, centrifugal compressors are employed. 

01 . 
®~;---c-/- _ Condenser 

, -.- L . 1 L. __ __ I ! 

~=c~~~ge~J t;~ 
Expansion .1..4-Ef_, ~ We 

valve ~ Compressor 
\W Evapora10r 

CaT 

c,. 

t 

(b) 

Fig. H.10 Vapour compression cyclt with a suction-line htat txchangtr 

/ 2 

In reciprocating compressors, which may be single-cylinder or multi-cylinder 
ones, because of clearance, leakage past the piston and valves, and throttling 
effects at the suction and discharge valves, the actual volume of gas drawn into 
the cylinder is less than the volume displaced by the piston. Titis is accounted for 
in the term volumetric efficiency. which is defined as 

_ Actual volwne of gas drawn at evaporalor press~ and tcmperat~ 
'1val - Piston displacement 

:. Volume of gas handled by the compressor 

_ JI) (" 2 N ) - w·t11(m S = 4 D L 60 It X 1?vol 

where w is the refrigerant flow rate, 
v1 is the specific volwne of the refrigerant at the compressor inlet, 
D and L are the diameter and stroke of the compressor, 
11 is the number of cylinders in the compressor, and 
N is the r.p.m. 

The clearance volumetric efficiency is given 'by Eq. (10. 72} 

1'/..,1 = 1 + C - c( ~ f 0 

where C is the clearance. 

·Evaporator A common type of evaporator is a coil brazed on to a plate. called. 
a plate evaporator. In a 'flooded evaporator' the coil is tilled only with a liquid 
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refrigerant. In an indirect expansion coil, water (up to 0°C) or brine 
(for temperatures between O and-21°C) may be chilled in the evaporator, and 
the chilled water or brine may then be used to cool some other medium. 

IU.4 M•ltutag, Yapo,,r Corap,~sno,c S1stnu 

For a given condensation tempera~, the lower the evaporator temperature, the 
higher becomes the compressor pressure ratio. For a reciprocating compressor, a 
high pressure ratio across a single stage means low volumetric efficiency. Also, 
with dry comp.ression the high pressure ratio results in high compressor discharge 
temperature whic.b may damage tbe refrigerant. To reduce the wod, of 
compression and improve the COP, multistage compression with inten:ooling may 
be adopted. Since the intercooler tempera~ may be below the temperature of 
available cooling water used for the condenser, the refrigerant itself may be used 
as the inte~ooling medium. Figure 14.11 shows a two-stage compression system 
with a direct contact heat exchanger. 

As shown in Sec. l 0.4, for minimum work, the intercooler pressw-e p, is the 
geometric mean of the evaporator and condenser pressures,p1 andp2, or 

P;""" .JP1·P2 
By making an energy balance oft.be direct contact beat exchanger, 

m2h2 + m1itt, - ~h1 + m1h) 

'"1 "',,,__,,,, 
ffl2 ,,, -ht, 

The desired refrigerating effect determines the now rate in the low pressure 

loop, m2, a& given below 

mz(h, - "8} = i4000 x P 
3600 

where Pis the capacity, in toMes of refrigeration. 

m. 3.89 Pk I 2=--- gs 
h, -Its 

Figure 14.12 shows a two-stage vapour compression system with a flash 
chamber intercooler, where the vapour from the flash chambc.r (state 9) mixes 
with the vapour from the LP compressor (state 2) to form vapour at state 3, which 
enters the HP compressor. 

14.3.5 Refrigerants 

The most widely used refrigerants now-a-days are a group of halogenated 
hydrocarbons, or chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) marketed under the various 
proprietary names of freon, genetron, arcton, isotron, frigen, and, so on. These are 
either methane-based or ethane-based, where the hydroge.n atoms are replaced by 

II ll ii • 
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Condenser I 

lc=== = =l Flash _.,,-_.,,.,,-_-_-_.,,.,,-_.,,-_-_-_-_.,,-_} chamber 

•:::•:-::~::::·~::--:-:-J 

f 

(a) 

-h 

(b) 

H.P. 

l.P. 
Compre$$or 

Fig. U..12 Two-1ta,e oapour comprmion system with a flash intercaoln 

third digit indicates the number of fluorine atoms, all other atoms in the 
hydrocarbon being chlorine. For example, R-110 is <;Cl6, R-113 is <;Cl3F3, 

R-142 is <;H3CIF2, and so on. The use of these refrigerants is now discouraged, 
since these, being largely insoluble in water, move up, react with ozone in the 
ozone layer (which protects the earth from pernicious ultraviolet rays, and deplete 
it. 

Ii was realized in mid-seventies that the CFCs not only allow more ultraviolet 
radiation into the earth's atmosphere, but also prevent the infrared radiation from 
escaping the eanh to outer space, which contributes to the greenhouse effect and 

I I +j+ "' 
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hence, global warming. As a result, the use of some CFCs is banned (by Montreal 
Protocol, t 987) and phased out in many countries. Fully halogenated CFCs (such 
as R- 11, R- 12 and R-115) do the most dama.ge to the ozone layer. The partially 
halogenated refrigerants such as R-22 have about 5% of the ozone depleting 
potential (ODP) ofR-12. CFCs, friendly to the ozone layer that protecl~ the earth 
fr~m ultraviolet rays and which do not contribute to the greenhouse effect are 
being developed. The chlorine free R-134,a, a recent finding, is presently 
replacing R-12, the most widely used refrigerant, particularly in domestic 
refrigerators and fre.ezers and automotive air conditioners. 

Two important parameters that need. to be considered in the selection of a 
refrigerant are the temperatures of the two media (the refrigerated space and the 
environment), with which the refrigerant exchanges heat. To have reasonable heat 
transfer rate, a temperature d.i ffercnce of 5 to I 0°C should be maintained between 
the refrigerant and the medium. If a space is to be maintained at -10°C, e.g. the 
refrigerant should evaporate at about - 20°C (Fig. 14.13), the saturation pressure 
at which should be above atmospheric pressure to prevent any air leakage into the 
system. Again, the temperature of the refrigerant in the condenser should be above 
the cooling medium by aboul I0°C, as shown int.he figure, the saturation pressul'e 
at which must be below the crilical pressure of the refrigerant. If a single 
refrigerant cannot.meet the temperature requirements (-20°C to 50°C range), two 
cycles with two different refrigerants can be used in series (Fig. 14.14). Such a 
coupled cycle makes a cascade refrigeration system. 

Othe.r desirable characteristics of a refrigerant are that it should be nontoxic, 
noncorrosive, nonflammable, and chemically stable, should have a large enthalpy 
of vaporization to minimize the mass flow, and should be available at low cost. 

_t_ ... c / 12,-' 
10"C 

3
' 

-· r··- ·\ ··· 40"C ··--·· .. ·················r··· 
\ 

T 

. 
\ ,, -10"C 

10"C 
.. ··~ ,..t-:······ .. ·- ·---~ ... - .., ... -

-s 

Fig. U.13 
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Ammonia is widely used in food refrigeration facilities such as the cooling of 
fresh fruits, vegetables, meat and fish, refrigeration of beverages and dairy 
products such as beer, wine, milk and cheese, freezing· of ice cream and ice 
production, low temperature refrigeration in the pharmaceutical and other process 
industries. The advantages of ammonia are its low cost, higher COPs and thus 
lower energy costs, greater detectability in the event of a leak, no effect on the 
ozone layer, and more favourable thennodynamic and transport properties and 
thus higher heat transfer coefficients requiring smaller and lower cost heat 
exchangers. The major drawback of ammonia is its toxicity which makes it 
unsuitable for domestic use. 

Other nuids used as refrigerants are sulphur dioxide, methyl chloride, ethyl 
chloride, hydrocarbons like propane, bulalle, ethane, ethylene, etc. carbon 
dioxide, air and water. 

U.4 Absorption Refrigeration Cycle 

The absorption refrigeration system is a heat operated unit which uses a 
refrigerant that is alternately absorbed and liberated from the absorbent. In the 
basic absorption system, the compressor in the vapour compression cycle is 
replaced by an absorber-generator assembly involving less mechanical work. 

' Figure 14.15 gives the basic absorption refrigeration cycle, in which ammonia is 
the refrigerant and water is the absorbent. This is known as the aqua-ammonia 
absorption system. 

Ammonia vapour is vigorously absorbed in water. So when low-pressure 
ammonia vapour from the evaporator comes in contact in the absori>er with the 
weak solution (the concentration of ammonia in water isfow) coming from the 
generator, it is readily absorbed, releasing the latent heat of condensation. The 

Steam or 
•ectr1dty-----;r--~ -.. 

Condena8' 

Generator I§ 1 · I Cooling water 

NH3 Liquid 

NH3 vapour 

Absorber 
Q,. Evaporator Brine 

Cooling waler (NaCl or CaClz 
In waler) 

flg. U.15 Vapo"r a6sorption refrigeration plDnt-Jlow diagrar 
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The final reduction in the percentage of water vapour in the ammonia going to 
the condenser occurs in the rectifier which is a water-cooled heat exchanger 
which condenses water vapour and returns it to the generator through the drip 
line, as shown in Fig. 14.16. The use of a suction-line heat exchanger is to reduce 
QA and increase Qn, thus achieving a double benefit. In the absorber the weak 
solution is &1)rayed to expose a larger surface area so as to accelerate the rate of 
absorption of ammonia vapour. 

There is anotb.er absorption refrigeration system, namely, lithium bromide
water vapour absorption (Fig. 14.17). Here the refrigerant is water and the 
absorbent is the solution oflithium bromide salt in water. Since water cannot be 
cooled below 0°C, it can be used as a refrigerant in air conditionin11, units. Lithium 
bromide solution has a strong affinity for water vapour because of its very low 
vapour pressure. It absorbs water vapour as fast as it is released in the evaporat.or. 

Hz()Vap0ur 

Oc 

7.ScmHgabs 

--- Refrigeration 
L...;:::===t--... load 
C)vaporator Wal.er 13 c 

Solution pump Pump 

Fig. 14.17 Lillzir,,n bromide-water absorption rtfti{,rration p/Jmt 

While the vapour compression refrigeration system requires the expenditure of 
'high-grade' energy in the form of shaft work to drive the compressor with the 
concommitant disadvantage of vibration and noise, the absorption refrigeration 
system requires only 'low-grade' energy in the form of heat to drive it, and it is 
relatively silent in operation and subject to little wear. Although the COP = 

Q-efQ0 is low, the absorption units are usually built when waste heat is availabl' 
and they are built in relatively bigger sizes. One current application of 
absorption system that may grow in importance is the utilization of solar e· 
for the generator heat source of a refrigerator for food preservation and· 
for comfort cooling. 

I I 
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Retrigeralor 

l 

Fig. 14.22 Gas refrigeration cycu 

compression system a.re here called the cooler and refrigerator respectively. The 
COP of the refrigeration cycle, assuming the gas to be ideal, is given by 

COP = Jb_ = h1 - h4 
wa,;t (hi -~1)-(h3 -h.> 

7j-4 = 7j-4 
(7i-7i)-(7;-T.i) r.(i.-1)-r.(~ -1) 

For isentropic compression and expansion 

7i = (.a)(T- J)IY = T3 

7i P2 T.i 
COP= 1j-T• =_L 

<r.-r.{2-1) ?;-~ 

Also COP= <Y ~ l)i 'Y 

(:) - l 

(I 

whCR: p 1 is the pressure after compression and 
compression. 

. h '/-,, ''. ·, '.·:~:·_A 
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and the energy balance gives 

mh2 - mrhs -<m - mr )lt7 = o 
m(h2 - h1)- '"r(hs - h7) = o 

Y= "'r = h2 - h1 
m 1i, -h1 

Y= Ir., -Ir., 
h7 -Ii, 

(14.6) 

No yield is thus possible unless h7 is greater than 112. The energy balance for 
the compressor gives 

mh1 +We= mh1 + QR 
where QR is the heat loss to the sum,undings from the compressor 

~ = T1(s1 - sv -(h1 - lt.J ,,, 
This is lhe minimum work req11irenrent. 

Specific work consumption, W 

w;, ,;, w;, 1 ,., - ,,, 
.. -.- X-.- = -.-- = --[7j(.s1 - S2)-(li1 - hi)) 

111 "'r m Y li1 - hi 

1'.7.2 Claude S1stem of Air Lupu/action 

In the Claude system, energy .is removed from the gas stream by allowing it to do 
some work in an expander. The flow and T-s diagrams are given in Fig. 14.25. 

The gas is first compressed to pressures of about 40 atm and then passed 
through the first heat exchanger. Approximately 80% of the gas is then diverted 
from the main stream, expanded throu.gb an expander, and reunited with IJie return 
stream below the second heat exchanger. The stream. to be liquefied continues 
through the second and third heat exchangers, and is finally cxpllllded through an 
expansion valve to the liquid receiver. The cold vapour from the liquid receiver is 
returned through the heat exchangers to cool the incoming gas. 

The yield and the specific work consumption may be computed by making the 
mass and energy balance as in the Unde-Hampson system. 

14.8 Production of Solid Ice 

Dry ice is used for low temperature refrigeration, such as to preserve ice-cream 
and other perishables. The property diagram of CO2 on the p-1, coordinates is 
given in Fig. ,14.26. The schematic di:igram of producing solid CO2 and the 
correspondingp-lt diagram are shown in Figs 14.27 and 14.28 respectively. 

II 1\ 
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p.,= 73atm 

Q. 

t 
- 60°C -··- ······~· _.._ ____ _, 

Solid + Vapour 
-1a.s•c----~.,..--------1 

1 atm 
Triple point line 

-h 

Fig. l.f.26 p-h diagram of CO2 

Fig. 14.27 Prod11eti0tt of dry ict-flou, diogra,ra 

f 

---.. h 

Fig. H.28 Rt/rifttation, cyck of a dry ict plant 011 p·li plot 

SOLVED ExAMPLF.s 

Example U.l A cold storage is to be maintained at -5°C while the 
surroundings are at 35°C. The heat leakage from the surroundings into the cold 

I I q, t I ,I 
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storage is estimated to be 29 kW. The actual COP of the refrigeration plant used 
is one-third that of an ideal plant working between the same temperatures. Find 
the power requued (in kW) to drive the 
plant. 
Solution 

COP (Ideal) -~ 
1j - 7; 

268 
308-268 = 6"

7 

:. Actual COP= 1/3 x 6.7 

=223= Q2 . w 
:. Power required 10 drive the plant 
(Fig. Ex. 14.1) 

I--Surroundlng;--·1 
I r1:30&K_J 

---Q, i O,·= O,;i+W 

0,= 29 1<W 

,1- 1 
IR '---
'-,-J w 

02 t 0a"'29kW 

Fig. Ex,lU 

W=~=~ 
2.23 2.23 

= 13 kW 

En.mple 14.2 A refrigerator uses 
R-134a as the working fluid and 
operates on an ideal vapour 
compression cycle between 0.14 MPa 
and 0.8 MPa. If the mass flow rate of 
the refrigerant is 0.06 kg/s, determine 
(a) the ·rate of beat removal from the 
refrigerated space, (b) the power input 
to the compressor, (c) the beat rejection 
rate in the condenser, and (d) the COP. 
Solution From the R-l34a tables. 
the enthalpies at the four states 
(Fig. Ex. 14.2) are: 

h1 = 236.04 kJ/kg 

p 

Si = 0.9322 kJ/kg K = S2 

Fig. Ex.14.2 

For P2 = 0.8 MPa, s2 = 0.9322 k.1/kgK, 

Ans. 

h2 = 272.0S kJ/kg, la3 =' lt4 = 93.42 k.1/kg 

Q2 = 0.06 (236.04 - 93.42) = 8.56 kW 

w. = 0.06 (272.05 - 236.04) = 2.16 It W 

Ans. (a) 

Ans.(b) 

1,1 It I II 
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Heat rejected to the condenser= w(h2 - hl) 

= 0.18 (209.41 - 74.59) 
= 24.27 kW Ans. (e) 

Jr4 "'ht+ X4htr, = 26.87 + X4 X ) 56.3 J = 74.59 

x = 47.72 = 0.305 4 
156.31 

Flash gas percentage = 30.5% 

COP"' h1 - It,. = 183.19- 74.59 
h2 - h1 209.41-183.19 

= 108.60 = 4.14 
26.22 

Power required to drive the compressor 
= w(h2 -/r1) = 0.18 X 26.22 = 4.72 kW 

COP (Reversible)= _!j_ = 263 = 5.26 
1j -7; 50 

COP(Vap.Comp.cycle) = .i!.1. = 0.787 
COP(Camot cycle) 5.26 

Ans. (f) 

Ans. (g) 

AIU. (h) 

Ans. 

Example U.4 A Refrigerant-12 vapour compression plant producing JO 
toMes of refrigeration operates with condensing and evaporating temperatures of 
35°C and- 10°C respectively. A suction line heat exchanger is used to subcool 
the saturated liquid leaving the condenser. Saturated vapour leaving the 
evaporator is superheated in the suction line heat exchanger to the extent that a 
discharge temperature of 60°C is obtained after iscntropic compression. 
Determine (a) the subcooling achieved in. the heat exchanger, (b) the refrigerant 
flow rate in kg/s, ( c) the cylinder dimensions of the two-cylinder compressor, if 
the speed is 900 rpm, strolce-to-bore ratio is 1.1, and the volumetric efficiency is 
80%, ( d) the COP of the plant, and ( e) the power required to drive the compressor 
in kW. 
Solution from the p-11 chan ofR-12, the property values at the states, as s.hown 
in Fig. Ex. 14.4, 

lr3 = 882, h2 = 1034 
h6 = 998, 11, = 1008 kJ/Jcg 
V1 = 0.084 m3/Jcg 

li3 - Ji,.= Jr, -116 
g82 - Ii,. = I 008 - 998 = I 0 

h4 = 872 kJ/kg 
,,, = 2S°C 

So 10°C subcooling is achieved in the beat exchanger. Refrigeration effect 
= J,6 - hs = 998- 872 = 126 .kJ/Jcg Ans. (a) 

I "' !! '. I .. 
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We 

-h 

{b) 

Fig. Ex.tu 

. 10 X 14000 
Refiigerant now nue = 

126 
= ll 10 .kg.lb 

= 0.31 kg/s 

Volume now rate= w· v1 = 1110 x 0.084 = 93 m3/h 

Compressor displacement=~= 116 m3/h = 1.94 m3/min 
0.8 

This is equal to .!!_. D1 LNn 
4 

where D = diameter 
L = stroke 
N=rpm 
n = number of cylinders of the compressor. 

: Ji1 x I.ID x 900 x 2 = 1.94 m3/rnin 

D3 = l2S0cm3 

Ans. (b) 
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w. = m:i<h:i - 1r1 )m1(h4 - h3) 

= 0.0954 X 169 + 0.)24 X 184.6 = 16.19 + 22.89 
= 39.08 kW 

Single stage 

COP .,. 30 X 3.89 "' 2.986 
39.08 

Ji,= 1404.6h2= 1805.l 
li3 = 371.7 .. ,,. 

,;, = 30 >< 3.89 = 116.7 
1404.6- 371.7 1032.9 

.. 0.113kg/s 

W. = m(Ji2 - h1)-= 0.113 >< 400.S 

=45.26 kW 

COP= 116·7 = 2.S78 
45.26 

Increase in work of compression ( for single stage) 

= 45.26- 39.08 X 100: 15.81% 
39.08 

Increase in COP for 2-stage compression 

= 2.986 - 2.578 x lOO = IS 82% 
2.S78 ' 

&ample H.6 In an aqua-ammonia absorption refrigerator system, heat is 
supplied to the generator by condensing steam at 0.2 MPa. 90% quality. The 
temperature to be maintained in the refrigerator is - l 0°C, and the ambient 
temperature is 30°C. Estimate the maximum COP of the refrigerator. 

If the actual COP is 40% of the max.imum COP and the refrigeration load is 20 
tonnes, what will the required steam flow rate be'! 

Solution At 0.2 MPa, from the steam table (Fig. Ex. 14.6) 

,,.1 - 120.2°c, "lk = 2201.9 JtJlkg 

The maximum COP of the absorption refrigeration system is given by 
Eq. (14.4) . 

(COP) = (7i - 7i)TR 
max (Tz - TR )7j 

where T1 "' generator tempera.ture 
= 120.2 + 273 = 393.2 K 

T2 "" condenser and. absorber temperature 
"' 30 + 273 = 303 K 

! ,, I! ' 
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pressure before re-entering the compressor which is driven by the turbine. 
Assuming air to be an ideal gas, detennine the COP of the refrigerator, the driving 
power required, and the air mass flow rate. 
Solution Given: (Fig. Ex. 14.7) 

T1 = 277 K. T3 = 273 + 55 .. 328 K 

r: ( )(y - l}ly ...J!.. = P:z 
1i Pi 

Ta = 277(3)°·411.4 = 379 K 
Tz. - T1 = 102 K 

T2 - T1 = I02 = 141.8 K 
0.72 

.,. ( )<Y - wr ~ .. P2 
T, Pt 

T = 328(3)°-411
•
4 

"' 
328 = 240 K ... 1.368 

T3 -T4,=88K 
T3 - T4 = 0.78 x 88 = 68.6 JC. 

T4 = 259.4 K 
Refrigerating effect = cp(T1 - T4) : 17.6cP kJ/kg 

Net work input= cp{(T2 - T1) - (T3 - T4)] 

= cp(14l.8 - 68.6) = 73.2cp lcJ/kg 

17.6c 
COP=--" = 0.24 Ans. 

Driving power required 

o; (a) 

73.2cp 

3 X 14000 = 48.6 kW 
0.24x3600 

We 

... 
4 

I 

Ans. 

- s 

(b) 

Fig, Ex.U.7 
I I!! ii I + II 
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14.28 How can a heat pump be used for (a) space heating (b) year-round air 
conditioning? 

14.29 How is a reversed Brayton cycle used for refrigeration? 
14.30 Why is the COP ora gas cycle refrigeration system low? 
14.31 Why is gas cycle refrigeration preferred in aircraft? 
14.32 What is the principle of the Linde-Hampson system for liquefaction of air? 
14.33 Derive the expressions of liquid yield and the minimum wor.k requirement .in a 

Linde-Hampson system. 
14.34 How does Claude cycle differ from a Linde-Hampson cycle in the context of the 

liquefaction of air. 
14.35 With the help of now andp-h diagrams, explain how dry ice is produced. 

PR.OBI.EMS 

14.1 A refrigerator using R-134a operates on an ideal vapour compression cycle 
between 0.12 and 0. 7 MPa. The mass now of refrigerant is 0.05 kgls. Determine 
(a) the rate of heat mnoval from the refrigerated space, (b) the power input to ihe 
compressor, (c) the n.te of heat rejection to the environment, and (d) the COP, 

Ans. (a) 7.35 kW. (b) 1.85 kW, (c) 9.20 kW, (d)•3:97 
l 4.2 A Refrigerant-I 2 vapour compression cycle has a refrigeration load of 3 tonnes. 

The cvaporu.lor o.nd condenser tcmpcn.rures an: - 20°C and 40°C respectlvely. 
Find (a) the refrigerant now rate in kg/s, (b) the volume flow rate handled by the 
compn:ssor in mJ/s, (c) the work input to the compressor in kW, (d) the heal 
rejected in the condenser in kW, and (c) the iS1."lltropic discharge temperature. 

lfthere is 5 C deg. of superbeating of vapour before it enters the compressor, 
and 5 C deg. subcooling of liquid before it flows through the expansion valve, 
detcm1ine the above quantities. 

14.3 AS tonne R-12 plant maintains a cold store al - 15°C. The refrigerant flow rate 
is 0.133 kgls. The vapour lea.ves ihc evaporator witli 5 C deg. superheat. Cooling 
water is available in pleniy a.I 2S°C. A suction line heat exchanger subcools the 
refrigerant before throttling. Find (a) the compressor discharge temperature, (b) 
1he COP, (c) tbe amou111 of subcooling in C deg., and (d) the cylinder dimensions 
of the compressor, if the speed is 900 rpm, stroke-to-bore ratio is l.2, and 
volumetric efficiency is 9S%. 
Allow approximately S°C temperature difference in the evaporator and 
condenser. 

Ans. (a) 66°C, (b) 4.1 (c) 125°C, (d) 104.S mm, 125 mm 
14.4 A vapour compression refrigeration system uses R-12 and operates between 

pressure limits ofO. 745 and 0.15 MPa. The vapour cn1ering the compressor has a 
temperature of - 10°C and the liquid leaving the condenser is at 28°C. A 
refrigen.ting load of 2 kW is required. Detem1ine lhe COP and the swept volume 
of the compressor jf it has a volumetric efficiency of76% and :runs at 600 rpm. 

J Ans. 4.15, 243 cm 
14.5 A food-freezing system i:i:quires 20 tonnes of refrigeration at an evaporator 

temperature of - 3 s•c and a condenser temperature of 2S0 C. The refrigerant, 
R- 12, is subcooled 4°C before entering the expansion valve, and the vapour is 
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14.14 A heat pump is 1ousean R-12 cycle to operate between outdoor air at- 1°C and 
air in a domestic heating system at 40°C. The temperature difference in the 
evaporator and the condenser is 8°C. The compressor efficiency is 80°A., and the 
compression begins with saturated vapour. The expansion begins with.saturated 
liquid. The combined efficiency of the motor and belt drive is 75%. lfthe required 
heat supply to the wann air is 43.6 kW. what will be the electrical load in kW? 

14.1 S An ideal (Carnot) refrigeration system operates between the temperature limiis 
of- 30°C and 25°C. Find the ideal COP and the power required from an extemal 
source to absorb 3.89 kW at low temperature. 
If the system operates as a heat pwnp, determine the COP and the power required 
to discharge 3.89 kW at high temperatUre. 

1.4.16 An ammonia-absorption system has an evaporator temperature of- 12°C and a 
condenser temperature of S0°C. The generator temperature is 150°C. In this 
cycle, 0.42 kJ is uansferrcd to the ammonia in the evaporator for each kJ 
transferred to the ammonia solution in ibe generator from the high temperature 
soim:e. 
It is desired to compare the performance of this cycle with the performance of a 
similar vapour compression cycle. For this, it is assumed that a reservoir is 
available at I 50°C, and that heat is uansfcrrcd from this reservoir-to a revetsible 
engine which rejects beat to the surroundings at 2.S°C. This work is the.n used to 
drive an ideal vapour compression system with ammon.ia as th~ refrigerant. 
Compare the amount of refrigeration that can be achieved per kJ from the high 
temperature source in this case with the 0.42 k.J that can be achieved in the 
absorption system. 

14.17 An R-12 plant is to cool milk from 30°C to I °C involving a refrigeration capacity 
of 10 ioMes. Cooling water for the condenser is available al 2s•c and a 5 C deg. 
rise in its 1emperature is allowable. Determine lhe suitable condensing and 
evaporating temperatures. providing a minimum of S C deg. differential, and 
calculate the theoretical power required in kW and the cooling water requirement 
in kg/s. Also, find the percentage of na~b gas at the end of the throttling. Assume 
a 2 C deg. subcooling in the liquid refrigerant leaving the condenser. 

14.18 The following daia pertain 10 an air cycle refrigeration system for an aircraft: 
Capacity 5 lonnes 
Cabin air inlet temperatW?: 1 s•c and outlet temperature 25°C 
Pressure ratio ac.ross the compressor S 
The aircraft is flying at 0.278 km/s where the ambienl condi1ions are o•c and 
80 kPa. Find the COP and the cooling effectiveness of the heat exchanger. The 
cabin is al 0.1 MPa, and the cooling turbine powers the circulating fans. 

14.19 A waler cooler supplies chilled wi.t..:r at 7°C when water is supplied to it at 27°C 
at a rate of 0. 7 litres/min., while the power consumed amounts to 200 watts. 
Compare the COP of this refrigeration plant with that of ihe ideal refrigeration 
cycle for a similar situation. 

14.20 A refrigerating plant of 8 lonncs capacity has an evaporation temperature of 
- 8°C and condenser temperatt1rc of 30•c. The refrigerant, R-12, is ~'Ubcooled 
S°C before entering the expansion valve and the vapour is superheated 6°C before 
leaving the evaporator coil. The compression of the refrigerant is isentropic. If 
there is a suction pressure drop of 20 kPa through the valves. and discharge 
pn.-ssure drop of 10 kPa through the valves, detecmine the COP of the plant, 

;.i. 



Psychrometrics 

The properties of the mixtures of ideal gases were presented in Chapter IO. The 
name 'psychrometrics • is given to the study of the propenies of airwater vapour 
mixtures. Atmospheric air is considered to be a mixture of dry air and water 
vapour. The control of moisture (or water vapour) content in the atmosphere is 
essential for the satisfactory operation of many processes involving hygroscopic 
materials like paper and textiles, and is important in comfort air conditioning. 

15.1 Properties of Atmospheric Air 

Dry air is a mechanical mjxture of the gases: oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, 
hydrogen, argon, neon, krypton, helium, ozone, and xenon. However, oxygen and 
nitrogen make up the major pan of the combination. Dry air is considered to 
consist of2l% oxygen and 79% nitrogen by volume, and 23% oxygen and 77% 
nitrogen by mass. Completely dry air does not exist in nature. Water vapour in 
varying amounts is diffused through it. If pa andp., arc the partial pressnrcs of dry 
air and water vapour respectively, then 'by Dalton's law of partial pressures 

p.+p..,=p 

where p is the atmospheric pressure. 
:. Mole-fraction of dry air, .x. 

= I!.!_ = Pa 
p 

and mole fraction of water vapour, xw 

= p..., =p., 
p 

(·: p = l atJn.) 

Since Pw is very small, the saturation temperature of water vapour atp., is less 
than atmospheric temperature, '•rm (Fig. IS. l ). So the water vapour in air exists in 
the superheated state, and air is said to be unsaturated. 

! I I! 'I 1,, 
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... 

i 
_., 

Dew point 
temperalura t4 

Fig. 15.1 Sllllu of waler uapour in mixture 

Relative humidity (R.H., ~) is defined as the ratio of partial pressure of water 
vapour,pw, in a mixture to the saturation pressure,Ps, of pure water. at the same 
temperature of the mixture (Fig. IS. I) 

R.H.(f)=~ 
P, 

If water is injected into unsaruroted air in a container, water will evaporate, 
which will increase the moisture content of the air, andpw will increase. This will 
continue till air becomes saturated at that temperatw-e, and there will be no more 
evaporation of water. For saturated air, the relative humidity is 100%. Assuming 
water vapour as an ideal gas 

Pw V =mw RK20T= n.,, RT 

and Ps J' = m, RH
2
oT"' 111 RT 

where JI is the volwne and T the temperature of air, the subscripts w and s 
indicating the unsaturated and saturated states of air respectively. 

~= Pw = "'• 
P. m, 

mass of water vapour in a given · 
volume of air at temperatw-e T 

mass of water vapour when the same volume 
of air is saturated at temperature T 

=~=Xw 

n, x. 
Specific humidity or humidity ratio, W, is defined as the mass of water vapour 

(or moisture) per unit mass of dry air in a mixture of air and water vapour. 
If G = mass of dry air 

m = mass of water vapour 

W-= !!!. 
G 

"' 
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Specific bumidi ty is the maximum when air is saturated at temperature T, or 

W =W=!!!J_ 
ma.t s G 

If dry air and water vapour behave as ideal gases 

Pw Jl=mRw T 
P. f'= GR.T 

W= !!..:..&.....l!:!_=~ 8.3143/28.96 
G Pa Rv, p-pw 8.3143/18 

... , W =0.622~ 
p- Pw 

(IS.I) 

where p, is the atmospheric pressure. IC p.., is constant, W remains cons1ant. 
If air is saturated at temperature T 

W = w. = 0.622 ___&__ 
p-p, 

where p. is the saturation pressure of water vapour at temperature T. 
T11e degree of saturatio11, µ, is the ratio of the actual specific humidity and the 

saturated specific humidity, both at the same temperature r. 

0.622~ 
µ=Jf..= p-p.,, 

W. 0.622 ___J!J_ 

= Pw. p- P, 
P, p- p., 

p- P, 

If ~ = p., = 0, p., = 0, :x.., = 0, W = 0, i.e. for dry air, µ = 0 
P, 

If ~= 100%,p..,=p,, W= W,,µ= I 

Therefore,µ varies between O and l . 
If a mixture of air and superheated ( or unsaturated) water vapour is cooled at 

constant pressure, the partial pressure of each constituent remains constant until 
the water vapour reaches the saturated state. Further cooling causes condensation. 
The temperature at which water vapour starts condensing is called the dew poinr 
temperatiire, tdp, of the mixture (Fig. 15.1 ). It is equal to the saturation 
temperarure at the panial pressure, Pw, of the water vapour in the mixture. 

Dry bulb temperature (dbt) is the temperature recorded by the thcnnometer 
with a dry bulb. · 

Wet bulb temperarure (wbt) is the temperature recorded by a the.nnometer 
when the bulb is enveloped by a cotton wick saturated with water. As lhe air 
stream flows past it, some water evaporates, taking the latent heat from the water
soaked wick, thus decreasing its temperature. Energy is then transferred to the 

I I ,, II L • ' " 
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wick from ihe air. When equilibrium condition is reached, there is a balance 
between energy removed from the water film by evaporation and energy supplied 
to the wick by heat transfer, and the temperature recorded is the wet bulb 
temperature. 

A psychrometer is an instrument which measures both the dr:y bulb and the 
wet bulb temperatures of air. Figure 15.2 shows a continuous psychrometer with 
a fan for drawing air over the thermometer bulbs. A sling psychrometer has the 
two thermometers mounted on a frame with a handle. The handle is rotated so that 
there is good air motion. The wet bulb temperature is the lowest temperature 
recorded by the moistened bulb. 

--,.. --AJrftow 

Dry 
bulb 

Wick 

reservoir 

Flg. 15.2 Dry arid wtl h11.lh tnnptratuw 

Fan 

At any dbt, the greater the depression (difference) of the wbt reading below the 
dbt, the smaller is the amount of water vapour held in the mixture. 

When unsaturated air flows over a long sheet of water (Fig. I 5.3) in an 
insulated chamber, the water evapora.tes, and the specific humidity of the air 
increases. Both the air and water are cooled as evaporation takes places. The 
process continues until the energy transferred from the air to the water is equal to 
the energy required to vaporize the water. When this point is reached, thermal 
equilibrium cxisis with respect to the water, air and water vapour, and 
consequently the air is saturated. The equilibrium temperature is called the 
adiabatic saturation tenrperature or lhe thermodynamic wet bulb temperature. 

~ lnsul&ted chamber '- Water h,(al 11) 

Flg. 15.3 Adiabatic saturation proms 

I I +j II I 1,,1, l>.1a1cria 
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Tbe make-up water is inttodu.c:ed at Ibis temperature to make the water level 
constant. 

The 'adiabatic' cooling process is shown in Fig. 15.4 for the vapour in the air
vapour mixtun:. Although the total pressure of the mixture is constant, the partial 
pressure of the vapour increases, and in the saturaJed state corresponds to the 
adiabatic saturation temperature. The vapour is initially at the dbt r,lb

1 
and is 

cooled adiabatically to the dbt tdb
2 

which is equal to the adiabatic saturation 
b:mperature lwb . The adiabatic satW11tion temperature and the wet bulb 
temperature are ~en to be equal for all practical pwposcs. The wbt lies between 
the dbt and dpt. 

._- AdiabaUc aawratlon procen 

'- lnltiaUy unsal\Jramd elr 

+---~----><·-Dew point of unsacuratl!ld 
air at 1 

-->-S 

Fig. 15.4 Jldi4bo.lic aJ//lin, pr()ffU <>n T-s p/JJt 

Since the system is .insulated and no work is done, the first law yields 

Gh.1 + ,,,, hw1 + (m2 - m,)hn = Gh.2 + m2 hw2 
where (m2 - m 1) is the mass of wateraddcd, I, ri is the enthalpy of the liquid water 
at t2 (= fwd, h. is the specific enthalpy of dry air, and hw is the specific enthalpy 
of water vapour in air. Dividing by G, and since hw2 = h82 

Solviog for W1 

where 

h.1 + W1 hw1 + (W2 - W1)hrz = ha2 + W2hg2 (15.2) 

( 1z.:i - Ji.i) + W2 ( hg2 - ha) 
W1 = ------......... ------

h,.,2 - hn 

= cpa (72 - 7j) + W2 ·hrai 

h.,1 - hn 

IJ/2 = mi = ~ = 0.622 ....l!.!_ 
G G p-p. 

I 15.3) 

The enthalpy of the air-vapour mixture is given by 
GI, = Gira + mhw 

. where h is the enthalpy of !be mixture per kg of dry air (it is not the specific 
enthalpy of the mixture) 

' Ii I " I I 
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The constant wbt line represents the adiabatic saturation process. It also 
coincides with the constant enthalpy line. To show this, let us consider the energy 
balance for the adiabatic saturation process (Eq. 15.2). 

lta1 + W,h,..1 + (W2 - W,)1tt2 = 1111 + Wi#•w2 

Since Ir.+ Wlrw = .Ir kJ/kg dry air (equation 15.4) 

Ja1 - W1n,2 = 112 - WiJru 
where subscript 2 refers to the saturation state, and subscript I denotes any state 
along the adiabatic saturation path. Therefore 

Ir - Wlrn = constant 

Since Whn is small compared to Ir (of the order of I or 2%) 

h =constant 

indicating that the enthalpy of the mixture remains constant during an adiabatic 
saturation process. 

2 
m1 m2 
G1-~-- ----'-- G2 
h1 h2 

Air in - --+---i-.. 
---- AJr out 

W1 ~ W2 
t1 --''------+L---+- t2 J 

Ql-2 

(8) 

.... 

t 
t1 t2 

-oer - s 

(b) (c) 

Fig. 15.6 Smsible htalifl/I 

15.3 Psychrometric Processes 

(•) Semlble Heating or Cooling {at W = CoDStant) Only the dry bulb 
u:mperature of air changes. Let us consider sensible heating of air (Fig. I 5.6(a), 
(b), (c)J Ba1111ce of 
Dry air 

! I +j II !! I 
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G, ->---+------0+2- G2 

~~ j · ' Al~I 
h1 / ;;IJ I 112 
W1-~1-;~~,---,-l--+,- W2 

11 , l l ,,, ' t2 

Heating coil Waler 

(a) 

t,.,,1 11 lw1;2 tz 
-oer 

(b) 

w 

• 
I 

Fig. 15.9 Heating and humidifit4tittn 

Heating 
coil 

~~- __ ; -- --- JI_ 2 __________ , ___ _ ___ : 

l :~= 100% 
MO$tair l ;r2 <T1 

'"·· j iCOl<tvs 
T,. Qliw -!... --r-:, p= 1 aim: 

i . 'l t; 

T3> Tz 
. '°l"G>z 1--~ 
! 

Initial dew 
point \ ~1 

_-i.-/1 
2 ----------~ i <1~\:1f ~~~ : -----··-··· 

ur mw (Heating section) 

... ,<P°'· .,:.: ... -·7'3 

Condensate - saluraled at Tz 
(Dehumidifier secilon) 

(a) 

- -..-·- ·- - - ,--- - - , 
T2 T3 T1 

Dry-bulb temperature 

(bl 

Fig. 15.10 Dthumidificat,o,i wit/I heatilllJ (a) EquapmmJ sdutrratit 
{b) hyclaromttric c/aart rtpreuntatittn 

G1 + G2 =G3 

G1W1 + G2W2 = G3W3 

G1h1 + G2h2 = G-j,3 

(J) 

Ill" ii . 
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Air out w "· Mak~p waler 

I I ~ A I ~H ~ ... 
( , 'I -Cooled wew -. 

Fig. 15.H Cooling towtt 

The difference in temperature of the cooled•water temperature and the wet 
bulb temperature of the entering air is known as the approach. The range is lhe 
temperature difference between the inlet and exit siates of water. Cooling towers 
are rated in terms of approach and range. 

Discharged moist air 

m •. T2, ll'z> Git 

~ 
,- ----·- ------ --- -- -1 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

i Walffl water inlet 
I 
I T3,,i,w 

c=:=::::/\1\=;::::;:/\7'=:i=::::1\ =~:@= -
I 
I 
I 
I 

~ ~~ 

l~ Atmospheric air 

\ ,);_: ~ '"•· T3, "'J 
~ ' ·, 

I 
I 

,,. 
I 

Fig. 15.15 Sc/llfnatic of II coolir,g tower 

I I •I 11 ' ,, 
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·~·· 

At 

~ *~2 3

20•cr!:RH 
ttea1ur r.j\ '---~·~c~ ~~20~.-c--' 

Sat. air - >..:V 
at 2°C Spa,y -- DBT 

(a} (bl 

Fig. Ex. 15.3 

~=~= Pw.3 ::0.50 
(p .. )13 2.339 

PwJ = 1.17 kPa 
Pal =101.3-1.17=100.llkPa 

W3 = 0.622 Pwl = 0.622 x ...!!Z.._ "" 0.00727 
P-1 100.13 

~ 1 = Pw1 = LOO 
(P.,,)2•c 

2°C,p .. = 0.7lS6 kPa 
Pwl = 0.7156 kPa 
Pal= 101.3 -0.7156 = 100.5844 kPa 

W .. 0.622 °·7156 
= 0.00442 1 100.S844 

w 

W3 - W1 = 0.00727 - 0.00442 = 0.00285 kg vap.lkg dry air 

_ R_ 1j _ 0.287 X293 -O 84 3/lc: dry . 
l73---- - . mg aJr 
• p113 100.13 

leg VAn. kg ,I~ air 
Spray water= 0.00285 -r X ...., 

kg dry air 0.84 m 3 

= 0.00339 kg moisturelm3 Ans. 

Gzl12 + m,.4 114 = G3'13 
112 + (W3 - WJh4 = /t3 

11112 + W2'1w2 + (W3 - WJh4 = h&J + W1hw3 
cp(t3 , t2) + W3'r..,3 - W2hw2 -(W1 - W:i)h4 = 0 

From lhe steam i..bles, at Pw = 1.17 kPa 
", "' 2518 lcJJkg 11nd ,$11 = 9.65°C 
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l.OOS (20- t2) + 0.00727 (2518 + 1.884 (20- 9.65)] 

-0.00442 (2518 + 1.884 (t2- 9.65)} 

- 0.00285 x 10 = 0 
12 = 27.2°C Ans. 

Example 15.4 An air conditioning system is designed under the following 
conditions: 
Outdoor conditions-30°C dbt, 75% R.H. 
Required indoor condition---22°C dbt, 70% R.H. 
A.mount of free air cin:ulated-3.33 m3/s 
Coil dew point tcmperature-14 °C 

The required condition is achieved first by cooling and dehumidification and 
then by heating. Estimate (a) the capacity of the cooling coil in tonnes, {b) the 
capacity of the heating coil in kW, and ( c) the amount of water vapour removed in 
kg/s. 

Solution The processes an: shown in Fig. Ex. 15.4. The property values, taken 
from lhe psychrometric chan, are 

h 

111 = 82, h2 = 52, h3 ,: 47, h~ = 40 lcJ/kg dJ}' air 

Healing <XIII 

~® 
I I 

(.,'f Moisture rel'TKM!d 

Coding <XIII 
(a) 

----1 w 

14°C 22°C 30'C 

----- OBT 
(b) 

Fig, Ex. 15.4 

w, 

ill I 
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W1 ,,. 0.020, W2 = W3 = 0.011 S leg vap.Jkg dry air 

V1 ""0.887 m3/kg dry air 

G = :;:
1 

= 3.754 kg dry air/sec 

C.ooli.Dg coil capacity = G (111 - 113) = 3. 754 (82 - 47) kJ/s 

= 3.754 X 35 X 3600 - 33 79 . 000 . tonne& 
14, 

Capacity oftbe heating coil= G (h2 - h3) = 3.754 (52 - 47) kJ/s 

= 3.754 X 5 = 18.77 kW 
Rate of water vapour removed = G ( W1 - W3) 

= 3.754 X (0.0200 - 0.0115) 

= 0.0319 .kg/s 

Ans. (a) 

Ans. (b) 

Ans. (c) 

Eample 15.S Air at 20°C, 40% RH is milled adiabatically wi1h air at 40°C, 
40% RH in the ratio of I kg oflhe fonner with 2 lcg of the latter (on dry basis) . 
. Find tb.e final condition of air. 

Solution Figure Ell. I S.S shows the mixing process of two air streams. The 
equations 

result in 

G1 + G2 = G3 

G1W1 + G2W2 = G3W3 

G1111 + G21r2 = GiJ,3 

Wi-~ = Jii-h3 =.§_ 
lf'.i - If\ Iii - lr1 Gz 

From the psychrometric chart 

W1 = 0.0058, W2 "' 0.0187 kg vap.lkg dry air 

(a) 

Fig. Ex. 15.5 

20°c 

-oar 
(b) 

I !I It I 



Again 

Ps]drromdria 

h1 = 35, h2 "'90 k.J/kg dry air 

0.0187- ~ =~=.!. 
W3 - O.OOS8 G2 2 

W3 = 1. >< 0.187 + .!. x 0.0058 
3 3 

= 0.0144 kg vap./kg dry air 

Iii-hi=~=.!. 
h3 -Iii G2 2 

/r3 = 1_ /r2 = l 1,1 = _! X 90 + l X 35 
3 3 J 3 

... 71.67 k:J/kg dry air 
Final condition of air is given by 

W3 =0.0144 k8 vapJkg dry air 

lt3 = 71.67 k.Jlkg dry air 

Example 15,6 Saturated air at 21 °C is passed through a drier so lhat ita final 
relative humidity is 20%. The drier uses silica gel adsorbent. The air is lhc:n 
passed lhrough a cooler until its fmal temperature is 21 °C without a change in 
specific hwnldity. Find out (a) the temperature of air at the end of the d!ying 
process, (b) the heat rejected in kJ/kg dry air during the cooling process; ·(c) Iii: 
relative humidity at the end of the cooling process, (d) the dew point temperature 
at the end of the drying pr~ss. and ( c) the moisture removed during the drying 
process in kg vapJkg dry air. 

Solution From the psychrometric chart (Fig.Ex. 15.6) 

11.2"C 21"C 38.5-C 

T2 = 38.s<'C 

- OBT 

Flg. Es. 15.6 

/r1- /r3 = 60.S - 42.0 = 18.5 k.J/kg dry air 

I 11 

Ans. (a) 
A,u. (b) 

II I 
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Example 15,8 Water at 30°C flows into a cooling tower at the rate of 1.15 kg 
per kg of air. Air enters the tower at a dbt of20°C and a relative humidity of 60% 
and leaves it at a dbt of 28°C and 90% relative humidity. Make-up water is 
supplied at 20°C. Determine: (i) the temperature of water leaving the tower, 
(ii) the fraction of water evaporated, and (iii) the approach and range of the 
cooling tower. 

Solution Properties of air entering and leaving the tower (Fig. 15.13) are 

twbl = J5.2°C 
t,.1,2 = 26.7°C 

h 1 = 43 kJ/kg dry air 
h2 = 83.5 kJ/kg dry air 
W1 = 0.0088 kg water vapour/kg dry air 
W2 = 0.0213 kg water vapour/kg dry air 

Enthalpies of the water entering the tower and the make-up water are 

li,.3 = 125.8 kJ/kg lim = 84 kJ/kg 

From the energy balance Eq. ( 15.5), 

hw3 - hw4 = _Q_ [(h2 - /,1) - (W~ - W,)liwJ 
mw 

= ·-
1- [(83.5 -43)-(0.0213 - 0.0088) 84} 

1.15 
=34.2 kJ/kg 

Temperature drop of water 

t 3 = t . = 
34·2 

= 30 - t , 
w w4 4.19 ""• 

lw,1 = 2 l .8°C 
Approach= tw4 = l...t.1 = 21.8-15.2 = 6.6°C 

Range = lw3 - t..,,4 = 30 - 2 I .8 = 8.2°C 

Ftllcrion of water evaporated, :i: = G (J1'2 - W1) = 1(0.0213 - 0.0088) 
= 0.0 I 25 kg/kg dry Bir 

Example 15.9 Water from a cooling system is itself to be cooled in a cooling 
tower at a rate of 2.78 kg/s. The water enters the tower at 65°C and leaves a 
collecting tank at the base at 3 8°C. Air flows through 1he tower, entering the base 
at 15°C, 0.1 MPa, 55% RH, and leaving the top at 35°C, 0.1 MPa, saturated. 
MaJce·up water enters the collecting tank at 14°C. Determine lhe air flow rate 
into the tower in m3/s and the make-,up water flow rate in kg/s. 
Solution Figure Ex. 15.9 shows the flow diagram of the cooling tower. From 
the steam tables. 

at 
at 

I 5°C, p,., = 0.01705 bar, h
8 
= 2528.9 kJ/kg 

35°C.p,., = 0.05628 bar. h,, = 2565.3 kJ/kg 
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Hot satul8ted a.- {35°C, 100% R ... ) 

0 © 1---- --~ 
Nr I 

{15°C, 55% RH) l ee;;e;;e;;e;e;e;;e;s,;s Jee;e; ,-1 .:::;::..,, 

Make-up water 

Energy balance gives 

For l kg of dry air 

"·--·-----~-·--------·---------------
• •• •••••••••••••••••••••• •• Coldwa1er 

© (30°C, m,.) 

Flg. Ex. 15,9 

f1 = (p p) 0.55 
.. u•c 

Pwt = 0.55 X 0.01705 - 0.938 X 10"1 bar 

f2 = Pw - 1.00 
(p.)i,•c 

Pwi = 0.05628 bar 

W1 = 0.622 _&_ .. 0.622 X 0.938 X 10·2 
p - Pw 1.00 - 0.00938 

= 0.00589 kg vap.Jkg dry air 

W2 = 0.622 x l.:~~~::
628 

= 0.0371 kg vapJdry air 

~W1 -W1 
= 0.0371 - O.OOS89 
= 0 .o3 121 -"8 vap.Jkg dry air 

cia (t2 - t1) + Wzl,2 - W11i1 + m..., (l,4 -1,3) -(W2 - W1)1J, = 0 
:. 1.005 (35 - JS)+ 0.0371 X 2565.3- 0.00589 X 2528.9 

+ M.,.. (- 35) 4.187 -0.03121 X 4.187 X 14 = 0 
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PROBLEMS 

15.1 An air-wall!r vapour mixture at 0.1 Mpa, 30°C, 80% RH has a volume of SO m3• 

Calculate the specific humidity, dew point, wbt. mass of dry air, and mass of 
water vapour. 
If the mixture is cooled at conswit pressure to s•c. calculate the amount of water 
vapour condensed. 

IS.2 A sling psychromeler reads 40°C dbt and 36°C wbt. Find the humidity ratio, 
relative humidity, dew point temperature, specific volume, and enthalpy of air. 

15.3 Calculate the amount of heat removed per kg of dry air if the initial condition of 
air is 35°C. 70% RI-I, and the final condition is 25°C, 60"/o RH. 

I S.4 Two streams of air 25°C, 50% RH and 25°C, 60"/o RH are mixed ad iabaiically to 
obtain 0.3 kg/s of dry air at 30°C. Calculate the amounts of air drJwn from both 
the streams and the humidity ratio of the mix.ed air. 

I S.S Air at 40°C dbtand 27°C wbt is 10 be cooled and dehumidified by passing it over 
a rcfrigeran1-lilled coil to give a final condition of I 5°C and 90% RH. Find the 
amounts of heal and moisture removed per kg of dry air. 

15.6 An air-water vapour mixture enters a beater-humidifier unit a1 5°C, I 00 k.Pa, 
SO% RH. The flow rate of dry air is 0.1 kg/s. Liquid water at I0°C is sprayed into 
the mixture a1 tbc ra1e of 0.002 kg/s. The mixture leaves the unit at 30°C, I 00 
kPa. Calculate (a) the relative humidity at the outlet, and (b) the n1te of heal 
transfer to the unit. 

15.7 A laboratory has a volume of 470 m1
, and is to be maint:iined at 2o•c. 

52.5% RH. The air in the room is 10 be completely changcdoncccvcry hour and 
is drawn from tbe atmosphere at 1.05 bar. 32°C, 86% RH, by a fan absorbing 
0.45 kW. This air passes through a cooler which reduces its temperature and 
causes condensation, the condensate being drained off at 8°C. The resulting 
saturaied air is heated to room condition. The total pressure is constant 
throughout. Detem,inc (a) the temperature of the air leaving the cooler. tb) the 
rate of condensation, (c) the heat transfer in the cooler, and (d) the heat transfer in 
the heater. 

AIIS. (a) IO°C, (b) 10.35 kg/h, (c) I I .33 kW. (d) 1.63 kW 
15.8 Jn an air conditioning system. airis to be cooled and dehumidified by mcaos of a 

cooling coil. The data are as follows: 
Initial condi1foo of the ai.r at inlet to the cooling coil: dbl = 25°C, panial pressure 
of water vapour= 0.019 b11r, absolute total pressure= 1.02 bar 
Final condition of air at e:iit of the cooling coil: 
dbt.,. 1 s•c, RH = 90%, absolu~ total piusure = 1.02 bar. 
Other data are as follows: 
Characteristic gas constant for air ~ 278 J/kg K 
Characteristic gas constani for water vapour = 461.5 J/kg K 
Saturation pressure for water at 15°C : 0.017 bar 
Enthalpy of dry air = 1.005 1 kJ/kg 
Enthalpy of water vapour = (2500 + 1.88 I) kJ/kg where t is in •c 
Dc1em1ine (a) the moisture removed from air per kg of dry air, (b) the heat 
removed by 1hc cooling coil per kg of dry air. 

Ans. (a) 0.0023 kgikg d.a. (b) 16.1 kJ/kg d.a. 

I I ,, 111 ' II 
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15.9 Air at 30°C. 80% RH is cooled by spraying in water at 12°C. This causes 
saturation. followed by condensation, th.: mixing being assumed 10 lake place 
adiabatically and the conde'nsate being drained off at 16.7°C. The resulting 
saturated mixture is then heated to produce the required conditions of 60% RH at 
2S"C. The total pressure is constant at JO I kPa. Determine the mass of water 
supplied 10 the sprays to provide IO mJ/h o( conditfoocd air. What is the beater 
power required? 

A11s. 2224 kg/h, 2.75 kW 
IS.IO An air-conditionL'tl rooll\ requires 30 m3/min of air at 1.013 bar. 20°C, 

52.5% RH. The steady now condi1io11er takes in air at 1.013 bar, 770/o RH, which 
it cools to adjust the moisture content and reheats to room temperature. Find the 
1emperaturc 10 which the air is cooled and the thermal loading on both 1he cooler 
and heater. Assume that a fan before tbc cooler absorbs 0.5 kW. and that the 
condensate is discharged al the 1cmper.iture to which the air is C()(llcd. 

Arrs. 10°C, 25 kW, 6.04 kW 
IS.11 An industrial process requires an atmosphere having a RH of88.4% nt 22°C, and 

involves a Oow rate of2000 m3/h. The cxtcmal conditions arc 44.4% RH. l 5°C, 
The air intake is heated and then humidified by water spr.iy at 20°C. Detenninc 
the mass flow rate of spray water· and tbe power required for heating if lhe 
pressure throughout is I bar. 

Ans. 23.4 kg/h, 20.5 kW 
I S.12 Cooling water enters a cooling tower at a rate of 1000 kg/hand 70°C. Water is 

pumped from the base of lhc tower at 24°C and some make-up water is added 
afterwards. Air enters th.c tower at J5°C, 50% RH, 1.013 bar. and is drawn from 
the tower saturated at 34°C. I bar. Calculate the now rate of the dry air in kg/h 
and the make-up water required per hour. 

Ans. 2088 kg/h, 62.9 kg/h. 
15.13 A grain dryer consists of a vcnical cylindrical hopper through which hot airis 

blown. The air enters the ba.~ at 1.38 bar, 65°C, SO% RH. At the top, saturated 
air is discharged into the atmosphere at I .03S bar, 60°C. 
Estimate the moisture picked up by I kg of dry air, a.nd th.e total enthalpy change 
between the eotering and leaving streams ell,pressed per unit mass of dry air. 

Ans. 0.0864 kJ/kg air, 220 kJ/kg air 
15.14 Air ente!'ll a counterflow cooling tower al a rate of JOO m3/s at 30°C dbt and 40% 

relative humidity. Air leaves at tbe top of the tower at 32°C and 90% relative 
humidity. Water enters the tower at 35°C and the water flow rate is 1.2 times the 
mass llow rate of air. Make-up water is supplied ai 20°C. Whal arc ihc range and 
approach or the tower? At what rate is heat. absorbed from the load by the stream 
of water on its way back to the top of the tower? What percentage of the water 
now rate must be supplied as make-up water to replace the water evaporated in.lo 
the air stream'! 

An4. Range a 8.7°C, Approach ~ 6.3°C, Q = SOOS kW, % make-up = t .39"A. 

II I ' 



Reactive Systems 

In this chapter we shall study the thermodynamics of mixtures that may be 
undergoing chemical reaction. With every chemical reaction is associated a 
chemical equation which is obtained by balancing the atoms of each of the atomic 
species involved in the reaction. The initial constituents which stan the reaction 
arc called the reactants, and the final constituents which arc formed by chemical 
reaction with the rearrangement of the atoms and electrons are called the 
products. The reaction between lhe reactants, hydrogen and oxygen, to fonn the 
product water can be expressed as 

I 
H2+ 202 ~ H20 (16.1) 

The equation indicates that one mole of hydrogen and half a mole of oxygen 
combine to form one mole of water. The reaction can also proceed in the reverse 

direction. The coefficients I, f • I in the chemfoal Eq. (16.1) arc called 

stoichiometric coefficients. 

16.1 Degree of Reaction 

Let us suppose that we have a mixture of four substances, A 1, A2, A3 and A4, 

capable of undergoing a reaction of the type 
v1 A1 + v2 A2 ~ V3A3 + V4A4 

where the v•s arc the stoichiometric coefficients. 
Starting with arbitrary amounts of both initial and final constituents, let us 

imagine that the reaction proceeds completely to the right with the disappearance 
of at least one of the initial constituents, say, A 1• Then the original nwnber of 
moles of the initial constituents is given in the fonn 

I I I• I ! 
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"• (original) = no v, 
n2 (originsJ) = "o V2 + N2 

where n0 is an arbitra.ry positive number, and N2 is the residue (or excess) of A2, 

i.e., the number of moles of A 2 which cannot combine. lf the reaction is assumed 
to proceed completely to the left with the disappearance of the fmal constituent 
A3, then 

!13 ( original) = no V3 

n4 (original) = n0 V4 + N4 

where n0 is an arbitrary positive number and N4 is the excess number of moles of 
A4 left after the reaction is complete from right to left. 

For a reaction that has occurred completely to the left, there is a maximum 
amount possible of each initial constituent, and a minimum amount possible of 
each final constituent, so that 

111 (max) = n0 v1 

(Original numberofmolesoU,l 

no V1 

(Numberofmc.lcaofA1 fonocd 
byQtQliuJ l'HClioP) 

(no V3 A3 + "o V4 A4 -t no V1 A, + no V2 A2) 

=(no+ no) v, 

= (no Vi+ Nz) 
(Orisillll munm-of 

molciofA2) 

= (n0 + no) v2 + N2 

+ "o Vz 
(N11111'bcrof111olnofA2 fomied 

bychnnic.lR*lion) 

n3 (min)= 0 (The constituent A3 completely disappears by reaction) 
n4 (min) = N4 (The excess number ofmoles of A4 that are left after the reaction 

is complete to the left) 

Similarly, if the reaction is imagined to proceed completely to the right, there 
is a minimum emowit of each initial constituent, and a maximwn amount of each 
final corL!ltit:u.ent, so that 

n1 (min) =O 
n2 (min) =N2 

+ no V3 n3 (max)= no V3 
(Origia.l omounl) (A.moclal formed by cllem.ieel mac1ion) 

(n0 v1 A1 + ,•11 v2 A2 -t n0 v3 A3 + n0 v4 A4) 

== (no + no)V3 
n4 (max)= (n0 + no) v4 + N4 

Let us suppose that the reaction proceeds partially either to the right or lo the 
.left to the extent that th.en: are n1 moles of A 1, n2 moles of A2, n3 moles of .43, and 
n4 moles of .44 . The degree ( or advancement) of reaction £ is defined in terms of 
any one of the initial constituents, say,A1, as the fraction 

"1 (max)- "1 E = _....._........,. ......... _..,__ 
n1 (max) - "t (min) 

1,1 It 
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It is seen that when 111 = 111 (max), E = 0, the reaction will start from left to 
right. When 111 = n1 (min), e = I, reaction is complete from left to right. 

The degree of feaction can thus be written in the form 

Therefore 

~./ ~ £= (no+ no)V1 -n, 
(no+ no)V1 

n, = {no + no)v, - (no+ no} v,e 
= n (at start) - n (consumed) 
= Number of moles of .41 at start - number of moles of A 1 

conswned in the reaction 
= (110 + n0) v1 (I - e) 

112 = n (at stan) - n (consumed) 
= (no+ no) V2 + N2 - (no+ no) V2f. 

= (110 + no) V2 (I - e) + N2 
113 .. ,, (at stan) + n (formed) 

= 0 + (no + no) V3 £ , 

=(no+ no) V3E 

n4 = n (at start) + 11 (formed) 
= N4 + (Ito + llo) V4£ 

= (n0 + n0) V4E + N4 (16.2) 

The number of moles of the constituents change during a chemical reaction, 
not iodepe.ndently but restricted by the above relations. These equations arc the 
equations of constraint. The n's are functions of e only. In a homogeneous 
system, in a given reaction, the mole fraction x's are also functions of e only, as 
iUustrated below. 

Let us take the reaction 

I 
Hz+ 202~ H20 

io which 110 moles of hydrogen combine with n0/2 moles of oxygen to fonn n0 
rnoles of water. The n's and x's as functions of e are shown in the table given 
below. 

A V n X 

A1 .. H2 v1 = I . n, ~ "o (1- £) 
111 2(1- £) x1~tn=J-e 

A2•02 
I 

112 = 1(1- f) V2•2 2 
1-£ 

:s-2=--
3-£ 

A3=H20 V3= I n1 = nr,E 
2E 

x3=--
3-£ 

r.it = !!!.(3 - e) 
2 

,, 
"' I ,, I " 
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':. if the reaction is imagined to advance to an infinitesimal extent, the degree of 
reaction changes from E to E + de, and the various n • s will change by the amounts 

dn1 = - {i,o + lf'o) v, de 

dn2 =-(no+ no) V2 de 

dn3 = (no + nv) V3 d.t 
dn4 = (n0 + n;,) v4 d.t 

dlsi di,2 dn 3 d 114 , 
or -- = -- = --= --= (n0 + 110) d£ 

-v1 -V2 v3 V 4 

which shows that the dn's are proportional to the v's. 

16.2 Reaction Equtlibrlum 

Let us consider a homogeneous phase having arbitrary amounts of the 
constituents. A 1, ..42, A3 and A4, capable of undergoing the reaction 

v, A1 + V2A2 ~V3.43 + V4A4 

The phase is at uniform temperature T and pressure p. The Gibbs fimction of 
the mixture is 

G = µ1n1 + 1,£zn2 + µ,713 + P4n4 

where then' s are the number of moles of the constituents at any moment, and the 
µ.'s arc the chemical potentials. 

Let us imagine that the reaction is allowed to take place at coustant T and p. 
The degree of reaction changes by an infinitesimal amount from e to e + dE. The 
change in the Gibbs fimction is 

dGr. P = !µt dnt 

= µ, dn, + µz dn2 + µ3 dn3 + µ4 dn4 
The equations of constraint in differential form arc 

On substitutio.n. 

dn1 = - (n0 + n'0) v1 de, dn3 = (n0 + n'0) v3 d£ 
dn2 = - (n0 + n'0) v2 de, dn4 = (n0 + n'0) v4 de 

dGr. P - (n0 + n'o) (- v1µ 1 - V'1}t2 + v3µ3 + v~ d£ (16.3) 

When the reaction proceeds spontaneously to the right, d£ is posifrve, and 
since dGT, P < 0 

(v1µ.1 + v~) > (v)ll3 + v.JJ.i) 

If l: \Vl1;. = ( v3µ> + v .µ4) - ( v1µ 1 + Y21,£z), then it ia negative for the reaction 
to the right. 

When the reaction proceeds spontaneously to the left, de is negative 

(v1µ1 + v~) < (v)l,l3 + v~) 

i.e., l:ytllt is positive. 
At equilibrium, lhe Gibbs function will be minimwn, and 

1, "' • !! ' 
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V1P1 + V2#1::i = V)}l) + V,Jl4 (16.4) 

which is called the tuJUiltio11 of reactio11 equilibrium. 
Therefore, it is Che value of l:VkA, which c:au.ses or forces Che spont.aneous 

reaction and iB called the 'chemical ajfinizy'. 

16.3 I..aw of Mass Action 

For a homogeneous phase chemical reaction at constant temperature and pressure, 
when the constituents are ideal gases, the chemical potentials are given by the 
expressioos of the type 

14. =in:~+ I.op+ In x.J 
where the f s are functions oftemperature only (Article I 0.11). 

Substituting in the equation of reaction equilibrium (16.4) 

On reaminging 

v1 (~1 +!up+ In x1) + v2 (~ + lnp + In x2) 

= V3 ( ~ + In p + In X3) + V4 ( ~4 + In p + In X4) 

V3 l.o.C3 + v,.1.iu.- Vi llu, - V2 IIU1 + (V3 + V,e - v, - Vi) lnp 
=-(V3 f3+ v4 ~.- v1~1 - v2¢-l> 

Denoting 

In K = - (v3;, + V4~4 - v,~. - V1¢-l> 

where K, known as the equilibrium constant, is a function oftemperarure only 

[ 

V) V4 ] .C3 ·.C4 v>+v,-v1-v2=K 
V1 Vi p 

X1 •X2 £~£• 

(16.S) 

This equation is called the law of mass action. K has the dimension of pressure 
raised to the (v3 + v4 - v1 - vi}th power. Here the x's are the values of mole 
fractions at equilibrium when the degree of reaction is ~-

The law of mass action can also be written in this form 

i>{'·p;• 
p~'. ,;:_2 

where the p's are the partial pressures. 

16.4 Heat of Reactton 

=K 

The equilibrium constant K is defined by the expression 

In K = - (v3;, + V4;. - V1f1 - v2~ 
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The equilibrium constant is given by 

£2 
=ln--e-·p 1-E! 

Since the three gases are monatomic, cP = f R which, on being substituted in 

the Nemsfs equation, gives 

where 

e; t:.Ho 5 
In --·p =--=-- + - In T+ In B 

1- t; RT 2 

t:.:o = lnB 
R 

(16.9) 

{16.10) 

where Ee is the equilibrium value of the degree of ionization. This is known as the 
Saha 's equation. For a panicular gas the degree of ionization increases with an 
increase in temperature at)d a decrease in pressure. 

ltcan be shown thatM/0 is the amount of energy necessary to ionize. I gmol of 
atoms. If we denoie the ionization potential t:.fl0 of the atom in volts by E, then 

t,,JI. = E(volts) x 1.59 x 10-19 coulomb x 6.06 x 1023 electron 
0 electron g mo! 
= 9.63S4 x 104 E J/gmol 

Equation (16.9) becorne.s 

£ 96354 E S 
In --• -2 p = - + - In T + In 8 

l- e. RT 2 
(16.11) 

Expressingp in atmospheres. changing to common logarithms and introducing 
the -value of B from statistical mechanics, Saha finally obtained the equation: 

log AP (atm)"' - 96•354£ + 21og T+ log <c>;w. -6.491 (16.12) 
I - Ee 19.148 T 2 (I)• 

' " 
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From this, the value of the degree of reaction at equilibrium Et may be 
calculated. 

From Eq. (16.3), if n0 = 1 and n~"' 0 

( aG) = (V3 ~ + V,iJl4 - VlµI - V2",) 
d£ T.J) 

Since Pk= RT(4\ + lnp + lnxJ 

and gk = RT(4\ + lnp) 

~ ~-A+1T~~ 
Therefore 

At 

and at 

VJ V4 

=AG+ RTln~ xr• z;l 
£= 0, l"3 = o. l"4 = 0 

(aG) =-.,.. 
ae T,p 

£ = 1, z, = 0, J:2 = 0 

(aG) =+oo 
d£ T.p 

( !G )P = 11111n = ~G"29s 
a£ T • 298K 

e•f 
because the magnitude of the second term on the right hand side of the equation is 

very small compared to6G". The slope ( !~ t P at£= t is caUed the 'affinity' 

II I I II ' ' II 
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of the reaction, and it is equal to tJ.G0 at the standard reference state. The 
magnitude of the slope at E = 1/2 (Fig. 16.2) indicates the direction in which the 
reaction will proceed. For water vapour reaction, tJ.G0

298 is a large positive 
number, which indicates the equilibrium point is far to the left of E = 1/2, and 

therefore, c,. is very .small. Again for the reaction NO~ I N2 + }02, tJ.G"29g 

is a large negative value, which shows that the equilibrium point is far to the right 
of£= 112, and so E,, is close to unity. 

r:J =+-T.p 

f 
'~l r lji =- .. 

T,p 

£=ct t = 112 t =I -
FJg. 16.2 PloJ ef C ogaitul c al amstanll T and p 

16.9 Fugadty and Activity 

The differential of the Gibbs function of an ideal gas undergoing an isothermal 
process is 

dG"' f'dp= nliT dp 
p 

=nRTdOnp) 

Analogously, the differential of the Gibbs function for a real gas is 

dG = nRTd(lnf) (16.15) 

v.b:'re f is called the fagaclty, first used by Lewis. The value of fugacity 
approaches the value of pre&aure a& the latter tends to zero, i.e., when ideal gas 
conditiona apply. Therefore 

1imL = 1 
p ... o p 

For an ideal gas/= p •. Fugaciiy has the same dime.nsion as pressure. Integrating 
Eq. (16.15) 

d' - f G- =nRTln. f° 
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Thm:fon:.forendothennicmsction, whenMispositive.( t; )J> is positive, 

8lld for exothermic reaction, when Mis .a.eganve, ( ~; ) P is negative. 

Using the law of mass action 

(
d"'£p0 )T = - V3 +v4 -v1 -v2 

a d xv> ·xv•] p--ln 3 4 

de, x~t ·x;2 e• e . 
(16.18) 

If (v3 + v4) > (v1 + v,), i.e., the number of moles increase or the volume 

increases due to reaction. ( ~~ t is negative. If (v3 + v.) < (v1 + v2), i.e., 

I .. __ . . ... _~1 . (aec) . . . 
vo ume ua.~s in an 1so ...... ma reaction, d p T 1s posmve. 

16.11 Heat Capacity of Reacttng Gases in 
Equilibrium 

For a reaction of four ideal gases, such as 
v1A1 + v~2 ~ v,.43 + v..,44 

the enthalpy of mixture at equilibrium is 
H ... :tn1r.ltt 

where 111 = (n0 + no) V1 (1 - e_), n2 =(no+ 110) V2 (I - FJ + Ni 
Pl3 = (l'fo + "o) V3 E,,, and "• = (l'fo + no) V4 e_ + N,. 

Let us suppose that an infinitesimal change in temperature takes place at 
constant pressure in such a way that equilibriwn is maintained. 
~ will change to the value £0 + dEe, and the enthalpy will change by the amoWJt 

dHP = Ink dltk + lit dn1c 
where dltk = c'* dT, dna = :i: (110 + no) Vt dr. 
Therefore 

,, tll f It f 
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The heat capacity of the reacting gas mixture is 

cP-( aa) = ~c,. +(no+ nc)Ml(ae .. ) a r p ar ,, 
Using Eq. (16.14) 

(16.19) 

16.12 Combustion 

Combustion is a chemical reaction between a fuel and oxygen which proceeds at 
a fast rate with the release of energy in the fonn of heat. ln the c-0mbustion of 
methane., e.g. 

CH.. + 20-i ~ CO2 + 2H10 
~ l'lodactf 

One mole of methane reacts with 2 moles of oxygen to fonn 1 mole of camon 
dioxide and 2 moles of water. The water may be in the liquid or vapour slate 
depending on the temperature and presSW'C of the prod11cts of combustion. Only 
the initial and final products are being considered without any concern for the 
intermediate products that usually occur in a reaction. 

Atmospheric air contains 21% oxygen_, 78% nitrogen, and 1% argon by 
volwne. In combustion calc11lations, however, the argon is usually neglected, and 
air is asswned to consist of21% oxygen and 79% nitrogen by volume (or molar 
basis). On a mass basis, air contains 23% o,i;ygen and 77% nitrogen.· 

.For each mole of oxygen taking part in a combustion reaction, the.re are 79.0/ 
21.0 .c 3 .76 moles of nitrogen. So fa.r the combustion of methane, the reaction can 
be. written as 

CH4 + 202 + 2(3.76)N2 ~ CC>i + 2H20 + 752 N2 

The minimum amount of airwbich provides sufficient oxygen for the complete 
combustion of all the elements like carnon, hydrogen, etc., which may oxidize is 
called the theoretical or stoichiometric air. There is no oxygen in the products 
wlicn complete combustion (oxidation) is achieved with this theoretical air. In 
practice, however, more air than this theoretical amount is required to be supplied 
for complete combwtion. Actual air supplied is usually expressed in terms of 
percent theoretical air; 150% theoretical air means that l.S times the theoretical 
air is supplied. Thus, with t 50% theoretical air, the methane combustion reaction 
can be written as 

CH,.+ 2(1.S) 0 2 + 2(3.76) (1.5)N2 
~ CO2 + 2Hi0 + °'i + 11.28 N2 

Another way of expressing the actual air quantity supplied is in tenns of excess 
air. Thus 1500/o theoretical air means 50% excess air. 

I I ,, Ill I t, , M<11cria 
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16.15 Adiabatic Flame Temperature 

.lf a combustion process occurs adiabatically in the absence of work transfer or 
changes in K.E. and P .E., then the energy equation becomes 

H11.=H, 

or I, n,ii; = I, lte jje 
R p 

or I, ni [ii,0 + Mil - I, ne [.iir° + MiJ (16.23) 
R P 

For such a process, lhe temperature of the products is called the adiabatic 
flame temperature which is the muimum temperature achieved for the given 
reactants. The adiabatic flame temperature can be controlled by the amount of 
excess air supplied; it is the maximum with a stoichiometric mixture. Since the 
maximum permissible temperature in a gas turbine is fixed from metallurgical 
considerations, close control of the temperature of the products is achieved by 
controlling the excess air. 

For a given reaction the adiabatic flame temperature is computed by trial and 
error. The eneq,,y of the reactants HR being known, a suitable temperature is 
chosen for the products so that the energy of the products at that temperature 
becomes equal to the energy of the reacmnts. 

16.16 Enthalpy and Internal Energy of Combustion: 
Heating Value 

The entlialpy of combustion is defined as the difference between the enthalpy of 
the products and the enthalpy of the react.ants when complete combustion occurs 
at a given temperature and pressure. 

Therefore 

;;RP =Hp·-HR 

or h~p = I, ne[ii? + t1ii]., - I, II; (iif + ~ii]; 
P R 

(16.24) 

where ii'RP is the enthalpy of combustion (kJ/k.g or kJ/kgmol) of the fuel. 
The values of the enthalpy or combustion of different hydrocarbon fu.els at 

25°C, 1 atm. are given in Table 16.4. 
The internal enerro1 of combustion. uRP• is defined in a similar way. 

= L ne [ii?+ 11ii - pvJe - Ln;[iif + Mi - pv], 
r R 

If all the gaseous constituents are considered ideal gases and the volume of 
liquid and solid considered is BSSwned to be negligible compared to gascoua 
volume 

,, i,I I I II 
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ii'a, = jjRP - RT (nga...,us productt - ngaseouaroactani.) (16.25) 
In the case of a constant pressure or steady 'flow process, ihc negative of the 

enthalpy of combustion is frequently called the heating va/11e at constant . 
pressure, which represents the heat transferred from the chamber during 
combustion at constant pressure. 

Similarly, the negative of ihe internal energy of combustion is sometimes 
designated as ihe heating value at constant volume in ihe case of combustion. 
because it represents the amount of heat transfer in the constant volume process. 

The higher heating value (HHY) or higher calorific value (HCY) is the beat 
transfened when H20 in the products is in ihe liquid state. The lower heating 
value (LHY) or lower calo.ri fie value (LCY) is the heat transferred in the reaction 
when H20 in the products is in the vapour state. 

Therefore 

LHV = HHV -n%o · hr, 
where '''Mio is th.c mass of water formed in the reaction. 

16.17 Absolute Entropy and the Third Law of 
Thermodynamic. 

So far only th.e first law aspects of chemical reactions have been discussed. The 
second law analysis of chemical reactions needs a base for the enlropy of various 
substances. The entropy of substances at the absolute zero of temperature, called 
absolute entropy, is dealt with by the third. law of thermodynamics formulated in 
the early twentieth century primarily by W.H. Nemst (1864-1941) and Max 
Planck (I 853-l 947). The third law states that the entropy of a perfect crystal is 
zero at the absolute zero of temperature and it represents the maximum degree of 
order. A substance not having a perfect crystalline structure and possessing a 
degree of randomness such as a solid solution or a glassy solid, has a finite value 
of entropy at absolute zero. The third law (see Chapter ·11) provides an absolute 
base from which the entropy of each substance can be mcasu.red. The entropy 
relative to this base is referred to as the absolute entropy. Table 16.3 gives the 
absolute entropy of various substances at the standard state 25°C, I atm. For any 
other state 

sT.p = s~ + (A.i">r.1a.iro.-.T.p 

where :si refers to the absolute entropy at l atm. and temperature T, and 
(Ash, 1 atm. .... T. P refers to the change of entropy for an isothennal change of 
pressure from 1 atm. to pressw-e p (Fig. 16.6) . Table C in the appendix gives the 
values of s0 for various substances at I atm. and at different temperatures. 

Assuming ideal gas behaviour (Ash.1 ....,, -. T. P can be determined (Fig. 16.6) 

s
2 

-.i1 = -iln Pl 
Pt 

.. , ; 
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{~) T, 1 alm-T,p 

•-·--·-··· 
T.p 

Absolute entropy is 
know along this 
Isobar, assuming 
kleaf gas behaviour el 
1atm 

Fig. 16,6 Absolute entu,py 

16.18 Second Law Analysis of Reactive Systems 

The reversible worlc for a steady state steady flow process, in lh.e absence of 
changes in K..E. and P.E., i& given by 

w_ = I:nj (ltj - To S;)- I.ne (It~ - To Se) 

For an S.S.S.F. process involving a chemical reaction 

't" [-o - -J W,.v= ~ "; ht +Ah -Tos. 
R I 

- I: ir.[rr + !!,)i -Toslt 
p 

The irreversibility for such a process is 

I= L "• To ie - L "1 To s1 - Qc.v. 
P a 

(16.26) 

The availability, y,, in the absence of K.E. and P.E. changes, for an S.S.S.F. 
process is 

v,= (lt-To-f)-(li0 -Tofo) 

When an S.S.S.F. chemical reaction takes place in such a way that bolh the 
reactants and products are in temperature equilibrium with the surroundings, the 
reversible work is given by 

Wrev= I:nigi -!:neit (16.27) 
R. p 

where 1hc g's refer to lh.c Gibbs function. The Gibbs function for formation, gf, 
is defined similar to enthalpy of formation., ii?. The Gibbs function of each of the 
elements at 25°C and I atm. pressure is assumed to be zero, and the Gibbs 
function of each substance is found relative to this base. Table 16. l gives g~ for 
some substances at 25°C, 1 atm. 

" ' 
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16.19 Chemical Exergy 

ln Chapter 8, it was stated that when a system is at the dead state, it is in thennal 
and mechanical equilibrium with the environment, and the value or its cxergy is 
zero. To state it more precisely, the thermomec/1anica/ c-0ntribution to exergy is 
zero. However, the contents of a system at the dead state may undergo chemical 
reaction with environmental components and produce additional work. We will 
here study a combined system focmed by an environment and a system having a 
certain amount of fuel at T0, p0• The work obtainable by al lowing the fuel to react 
with oxygen from the environment lo produce the environmental components of 
CO2 and H20 is e·valuated. The chemical exergy is thus defined as the maximu,u 
theoretical work that c-0uld be developed by the cornbiued system. Thus for a 
given system at a specific state: 

Total exergy = Thermomechanical exergy + Chemical exergy 

Let us consider a hydrocarbon fuel (C.Hb) at T0,p0 reacting with oxygen fmm 
the environment (Fig. 16. 7) which is assumed to be consisting of an ideal gas 
mhcture at T0, p0• The oxygen that reacts with the fuel is at a partial pressure ofx02 

Wor1l 
! 

p0, where :r:0, is the mole fraction of ox.ygen in the environment. The fuel and 
oxygen react completely to produce CO2 and H20, which exit in separate streams 
at T(l and respective partial pressures of xcoi · p0 and X.i

1
o · P0. The reaction is 

given by: · 

1,1 I, 
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where the first tenn on the right is the absolute entropy at T0 and p0, and x; is the 
mole fraction of component i in the environment. Therefore, Eq. ( 16.31) becomes, 

ad! .,. [ hc•Hb + (a+ t )ii-01 -a~l -t jjH20] (at To,P~ 

-To[sc.Hb +( a+i )soi -a.im2 .;_tjHiO] (at To,P~ 

( )
t.+1>1, 

Xol 

(16.33) 

(16.34) 

where g (To,Po) = 11 + ~ i 
To.Po-T~P.., 

For the special case when T0 and Po are the same as T ttf and Pre!> llg will be 
zero. 

The chemical exergy of pure CO at To, p0 where the reaction is given by: 

1 C0+-02 -.CO2 2 

(iic11 )co - [Km+ I io2 - Keoz] (at To, Po> 

( )
112 

+ R To ln __ x_o ... z ___ _ 
Xcol 

Waler is present as a vapour within the environment, but normally is a liquid at 
To, Po- The chemical exergy ofltquid waler is 

H20(l) _. H20(g) 

(ach)H20IIJ ""[iM20UJ -KH20(g)J (at To, Po} 

+ RTo In--1-
:rH201,> 

The specific exergy of a system is 

a = admmo-cncch + Octi.m 

y2 
- (u - 110) + pJ:o - v0) - T J..s - s0) + - + gi- + odl 

2 
(16.35} 

, , I I Ma1cria1 
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t 02 + 2H10 + 2e-~ 2(0Hr + H20 

The electrolyte seperating the electrodes transports the OH" iona, completing 
the circuit. and the water(product) is removed from the cell. Tb.e overall reaction 
is: 

fft+ .!. 02~H20 
2 

which is the same as the equation for the highly ex.othennic combustion reaction. 
However, in a fuel cell, only a relatively small amount of heat transfer between 
the cell and its surrou·ndings lakes place, and. the temperature rise is also rela
tively mu.oh smaller. 

Energy is removed from the ™cl cell as electrical energy, whereas energy is 
removed from a combustion reaction as heat or as heat and work together. 
Because the fuel cell operates almost isothermally and continuously, the extent of 
its conversion of chemical energy to electrical energy is not limited by second law 
of thermodynamics. 

In aJuel cell, there is a continuous supply of the reactants. The overall reaction, 
as stated, is divided into t:wo reactions that occur on separate electrodes. The fuel 
and the oxidizer do not come directly into contact with each other, because direct 
comact would generally involve a non-isothermal (exothermic) reaction as in a 
nonnal combustion process. 

One reaction, occurring on the surface of one electrode, ionizes \he fuel and 
sends released electrons into an external electric circuit. On the surface of the 
other electrode, a reaction occur.. that accepts electrons from the external circuit 
and when combined with the ox.idizer creates ions. The ions from each reaction 
are combined in the electrolyte to complete the overall reaction. The electrolyte 
betwet;n the electrodes is necessary to transport ions, and it is not electrically 
conductive, thus, not allowing the flow of electrons through it. 

The maximum work obtainable in a fuel all is given by Eq. (16.27), 

W"""' =-4G= L n;g; - Lne&. 
R p 

where g "' 81 + 6 g 
Also, from Eq. (16.2), 

W....,. - W,..v= tn; [iif + flh - T0 st 
-I: n.[ii1 +6'ii-Tos]. 

p 

= flH - T0 [ t n; Ii - t 11,;I.] 
The fuel cell efficiency is defined as: 

£"'4GIMI (16.38) 

I II 1\ 
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=-.RTlnK=-8.3143>< 12001n 1.62 

= - 4813.2 J/gmol 

&ample 16.• Prove that for a mixture of reacting ideal gases, 

..E_ In Xj3 x:• = (no+ no) (V1 + V1){V3 + V4) 
dE x~1 x;2 L nk E(l -£) 

which is always positive. 
So/11tion From the law of mass action, the equilibriwn constant is given by: 

"J V4 
K=- X.3 X4 v,•v4-v1-V1 

VI .,Vz p 
XJ •2 

_ (niinr (n4 /Int4 
....... --=---=--'----''-- p v, • v,-v, - "1 

- [n1/I:n]"1 [112/I:n]"2 

V3 Y4 

... ~[p!Lif ... 
n[i ,.;: 

where In= 111 + n:a + n3 + 114 and &v= v3 + v4 - v1 - v2• 

By logarithmic.differentiation, 

dK _ Liv dp + Liv dI.n = v, dn3 + v. dn4 _ Vi d111 _ v, dn2 (l) 
K p I:n n3 n, "1 "2 

Now, n1 =(n0 + n'o) v 1 (1-e) 

n2 = (no+ n' o) V2 (1 - £) 

113 =(no+ n'o) V3£ 

114 - (n0 + n'o) v4e 

:tn = (n0 + n'o) (v1 + v2 + £Av) (2) 

dn1 dn2 dn3 dn4 , 
Again, -- = --=-=- =(n0 +n 0)de 

V1 V2 V3 V4 

d In= dn1 + dn2 + dn3 + dn4 ,.. (n0 + n'o) Av dt (3) 

From Eqs (1), (2) and (3), 

dK -Liv dp +Av(n0+n'0)i1vde 
K p 

(n0 + n'o) v,dE (n0 + n'o) V 4dt = V 3 + V 4 ..:....::'---....::.;;......;;:'--

n3 "• 

(no+ n' o) V1dt -(no+ n' o) V2dE -vi -Vz......;.--"--"'-'-..::...-
n1 • "2 

dK - Liv dp - (n0 + n' o> [ Vi + v! + ~ + Vi - (LiV)
2 J dt 

K p n3 n4 n1 n2 In 

~ II 
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. ..!L1n[z;>x;•J = (n0 +n'0).(V1 +V1)(V3+V4) Proved. 
• • dE x~I .x;z t=t• l:111t E (l - £) 

&ample 16.5 Starting with v1 moles ofA1 and v2 moles of A2, show that: 
(a) At any value of e, 

G = £ (v3µ3 + VJt4 - v.µ. - ViJJ2] + V1µ1 + Vzlli 

(b) At equilibrium, 

G(min) = V1Jl1e + ViJJ2, 
where the subscript e denotes an equilibrium value. 

( ) - nun = E In~ - In X3e %4• G (} ( . ) [ VJ \14 Y) v, ] 

c R T xf• z;2 xfJ z;~ 
(d) Ate=O, 

G- (}(min) 

RT 
(e) Ate= J, 

Solution 

(a) Gr.i, = Jl11t1 + "'1"1 + Jl3n1 + JJ..ar14 

where, n1 = V1(1 - e). "2 = V2(l - e), 1'13 = V3£ and 114 = V4E. 

Gr.p = µ1V1 (1- £) + JLiV2(1-e) + Jl3V3E+ µ4V4£ 

= E{V3µ3 + V4µ4 - V1.U1 - V2µiJ 

(b) _Ateq~librium, 

[ ! ~ l.p = V'J)l) + VJl., - V1Jl1 - V2J.'2 = 0. 

G(min) = V1Jlie + V2Jl2e 

(c) We have from (a) and (b), 

G-G(min) = [v3µ 3 + v4µ4 - v1µ 1 - v2 Jl2] + v1µ1 + V2Jli 

- V1µ1c - V2Jl1c 

For an ideal gas, 

µt =RT(~+ lnp+lnzt] 

Proved. 

.Proved. 
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.XV3 .XV4] +ln-3_.C_ 
xr• x;2 

+ v1RT (;1 + lnp + ln.r1) 

+ v2RT (~ + lnp + lnxi) 

-v1RT (;1 + lnp + ln.r1J 
-v2RT(~+ lnp+ lnx2J 

= iin[-tnk+lnp"l +v.-v,-v2 +ln x;l :r:•] 
Xii .x;2 
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+ RT In x~ + RT In x;i - RT 1n xi~ - RT In x;: 

= RT -ln~+ln-3--
4-+lnx1

1 x2
1 -ln:r1

1 ·.r2
2 

- [ X V3 X Y4 .X.yl X V4 V y V V ] 

x~; x;! Xi1 x;2 " ' 
G - G (min) = e[tn x31 .r;• - ln x;~ x;: ] 

RT :r ~1 .r;2 xri x;l 

(d) Ate=O, 

lt1 = V1(1 - E) = v1, n2 = V2(1- E) = V2, 

1t3 - V3£ c: 0, 114 = 114£ = 0. 

- "1 - v. X1 - --- - ---, 
"1 + "2 Y1 +V2 

Substituting E= 0, Eq. of(c) reduces to 

G0 -G(min) _ 1 v1 "2 ,_ v1 v2 RT - n .r, ·x2 - wx,. ·X2e 

Proved. 

-In [.2J_]v' [~-Jv2 
-ln.ri' •Xjl Proved. 

Vi +V2 Yi +\.'2 e t 

(e) At£= 1, Eq. (c) reduces to 
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Again, 
V V . 

x3 = --3- and x,. = --4
-. , since n1 = 0 and n2 = 0 

V3 +V4 v3 + V" 
at E= I. 

G, - G (min) = In [2L_]v' [~Jv4 -In X3vl ·xY• Proved. 
Rr v, +v4 v3 +v4 • ... 

Example 16.6 For the dissociation of nitrogen tetr.toxide according to the 
equation 

N20 4 :.== 2N02 

Show that the degree of dissociation at equilibrium is 

e=~-1 
Yo 

where V0 = initial volume and v. volume at equ}Jibrium. At SO"C and 0.124 atm, 
there is a 77.7% increase in volume when equilibrium is reached. Find the value 
of the equilibrium con.slllnt. 
Solution 

~204 :;== 2N02 

Stlrting with n0 moles of N20 4 at mmperature T and pressure p, the initial 
volume Y0 is 

RT Yo= "o -
p 

If v. denotes the volume at equilibrium, the temperature and pressure 
remaining the same, then 

\ v.= Cno(1-£J +2noe.J RT. 
p 

where c. is the value of the degree of dissociation at equilibrium. This can be 
written: 

or, 

Given 

Now, 

v. = (1 + e.)Jl0 

Y. ~=__£-I 
Vo 

v.wo = 1.777, £. = 0.777. 

111 = n0 v1(l - £.) = n0(1 - £.) 

n3 =no V3, Ee= no. 2£,, 
l:11 = n0 (I + £.) 

l - s. u. 
x 1 = i+e,X3 = 1tt 

• • 

Proved. 

I II 1\ I II 
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Example 16.12 (a) Propane (g) at 25°C and 100 kPa is burned with 400% 
theoretical air at 25°C and 100 kPa. Assume that the reaction occurs reversibly at 
25°C, that the oxygen and nitrogen are separated before the reaction takes place 
(each at 100 kPa, 25°C), lhat the constituents in the products are separated, and 
that each is at 25°C, 100 kPa. Detennine the reversible work for this process. 
(b) Ifthe above reaction occurs adiabatically, and each constituent in the products 
is at 100 kPa pressure and at the adiabatic flame temperature, compute (a) the 
increase in entropy during combustion, (b) the irreversibility of the process, and 
(c) the availability of the products of combustion. 

Solution The combustion equation (Fig. Ex. 16.12) is 

C3H8(g) + S (4) 0 2 + S (4) (3.76) N1 -. 

3 CO2+ 4H20 (g) + 1502 + 75.2 N2 

<a> w ,,,. .. I. ,,i 8i - r n.,g. 
R p 

From Table 16.1 

W - (- ) 3 (- ) 4 (- ) , .... - g,° C3H3(a) - gr' CO2 - gr0 H20(g) 
= - 23,316-3(- 394,374)- 4(- 228,583) 
= 2,074,128 kJ/kgmol 

= 2,074,128 = 47 035.6 kJ/k 
44.097 . ' g 

(b) HR ""Hp 

(hf> tffa(a) "" 3 (~o + iiii\02 + 4 (Jir' + iiii)HiO<sl 

+ IS 11~
2 

+ 75.2 llhi,,
2 

From Table 16.1 

AIU. 

Ans. 

- 103,847 = 3(- 393,522 + i1h)co
2 
+ 4 (-241,827 + iiii\f20<.al 

+ lS 11~2 + 75.2 i1.hN2 

Using Table C in the appendix, and by trial and error, the adiabatic 'flame 
temperature is found to be 980 K. 

The entropy of the reactants 

Fig. Ex. 16.12 

1 I +• nl h ! II 
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lmlpemhn of 1he products is limited to 827°C. Estimate the air-fuel ratio l&SCd 
and the per,;mlllgc excess air. 

A11s. 66, 338% 
16.18 A mixture of methane and oxygen, in the proper ratio for complete corrtbusiion 

and at 25°C and I atm, reacts in a constant volume calorimeter bomb. Heat is 
transferred until the products of combustion are at 400 K. Detem1ine the heat 

· transfer per mole of methane. 
A,1s. - 794414 kJ/lcgmol 

16.19 Liquid hydrazine (N2H4} and oxygen gas, both at 25°C, 0.1 MPa .ire fed to a 
rocket combustion chamber in the ratio of0.5 kg 0/kg N2H4. The heat transfer 
from the chamber to the surrounding~ is estimated to be I 00 kJ/kg N2H4• 

Determine the temperature of the products, assuming only H20, H2, llld N2 to be 
p,esent. The endialpy of the formation of N2"4 (I) is+ 50, 417 k.J/kgrnol. 

Ans. 28SS K 
If saturated liquid oxygen at 90 K is used instead of 25°C oxygen gas in the 
combustion process, what will the temperature of the products be'? 

16,20 Liquid ethanol (C,H50ff) is burned with 150% thc:orctical oxygen in a steady 
flow process. The reactants enter the combustion chamber at 25°C, and ihe 
products arc cooled and leave at 6S°C, 0.1 MPa. Calculate LIie heat transfer 
per kg mol of ethanol. The eothalpy of formation of C2H50H (1) is - 277, 
634 kJ/kg mot. 

16;21 A small gas turbine uses C8H 18 (I) for fuel and 400% theoretical air. The air and 
fuel enter at 25°C and the combustion products leave at 900 K. lfthc specific fuel 
coru;umption is 0.25 kg/s per MW output, delennin_e the beat transfer from the 
engine per kg mo! of fuel, assuming complete combustion. 

Ans. - 48,830 lcJ/kgmol. 
16.22 Hydrogen peroxide (H20J enters a gas generator at the rate ofO.I kg/s, and is 

decomposed to steam and oxygen. The resulting mi.xture is expanded through a 
turbine to atmospheric pressure, as showu in Fig. P 16.22. Determine the power 
output of the turbine and the heat transfer rate in the gas generator. The enthalpy 
of formation ofl:f202'1) i.s - 187,583 kJlkgmol. 

AIIS. 38.66 kW, - 83.3 kW 

500 kPa 
2 500K 

500 Gas 
H g-rator 

0 

Fig. P 16.22 

16.23 An internal combustion engine bums liquid octane and uses 150% theoretical 
air. The air and fuel enter at 25°C, and the produ<":s leave the engine exhaust 
ports at 900 K. ln the engine 80% of the carbon burns 10 CO2 and the remainder 
bums lo CO. TI1e heal transfer from this engine is just equal lo the work done by 
the engine. Determine (a) the power ouiput of the engine if the engine bums 
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Compressible Fluid Flow 

A fluid is defined as a substance which continuously deforms u.nder the action of 
sh.earing forces . Liquids and gases are termed as fluids. A fl_uid is said to be 
incompressible if its density (or specific volume) docs not change (or changes 
very little) with a change in pressure (or temperature or velocity). Liquids 
are incompressible. A fluid is said to be compressible if its density changes 
with a change in pressure or temperature or velocity. Gases are compressible. 
The effect of compressibiHty must be considered in flow problems of gases. 
Thennody11amics is an essential tool in studying compressible flows, because of 
which Theodore Yoo Kannan suggested the name • Aerothermodynamics' for the 
subject which studies the dynamic of compressible fluids. 

The basic principles in compressible flow are: 

(a) Conservation of mass ( continuity equation) 
( b) Newton's second law of motion (momenll.lm principle) 
(c) Conservation of energy ( first law of thermodynamics) 
(d) Second law of thermodynamics (entropy principle) 
( e) Equation of state. 

For the first two principles, the student is advised to consult a book on fluid 
mechanics, and the last three principles have been discussed in the earlier chapters 
of this book. 

17.1 Velocity of Pressure Pulse in a Fluid 

Let us consider an infinitesimal pressure wave initiated by a slight movement of a 
piston to the right (Fig. 17.l) in a pipe ofunifonn cross-section. The pressure 
wave front propagates steadily with a velocity c, which is known as the velocity 
of sound, sonic velocity or acoustic velocity. The .fluid near the piston will have a 
slightly increased pressure and will be slightly more dense, than the fluid away 
from the piston. 

1 11 + ·sM + 11 
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;- W8'f9 front 
.L.,.:.L....~ (:.4,JLLL..LL:.L..i.:..L..,~·~ ~.../~~/-~ 

p 
p 
h 

(a) 

, c.s. 
,f, 

p+dp c-dV i i C p 
p+dp -- l i-- p 

____,,... h+dh i l h 
"T7777,, .'7'Tr.-,t ,)/ ., ) / ) )7777 7 , / 

(b) 

Ftg. 17.l Diagram il/M1t1ati,ig so"ic Nlodty (a) Slatiol4? dsm,n, (l>) Obsmur tN1MUDf1 
wit.II IN I/XllJl fto11t 

To simplify the analysis, let the observer be assumed to travel with the wave 
ftont to the right with the velocity c. Fluid flows steadily from right to left and as 
it passes through the wave front, the velocity is reduced from c to c-d V. At the 
same time, the pressure rises from p top+ dp and the density from p top+ dp. 

The continuity equation for the control volume gives 

pAc .. (p + dp) A(c - dV) 
pc= pc-pdV+cdp-dp· dV 

Neglecting the product dp · dV, both being very smaU 

pdV ""Cdp 
The momentum equation for the control volume gives 

fp-(p+ dp)].A =w[(c-dV)-c] 
- dp A = pAc (c - dV - c) 

dp ~pcdV 

From Eqs (17.1) and (17.2} 

dp =cdp 
C 

c~;:~ 

(17.1) 

(17.2) 

Since the variations in pressure and temperature are negligibly small and the 
change of stale is so fast as to be essentially adiabatic, and in the absence of any 
internal friction or viscosity, the process is reversible and isentropic. Hence, the 
sonic velocity is given by 

I !I It I 
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C = ~(~~), (17.3) 

No fluid is tn,iJy incompressible, although liquids show little change in density. 
The velocity of sound in common liquids is of the order of 1650 mis. 

17.1.1 Velocity of Soand in an Ideal Gas 

For an ideal gas, in an isentroplc process 
pvY = constant 

or ~ = constant 
p 

By logarithmic differentiation (i.e., first talcing logarithm and then differentiating) 

Since 

or 

ie_ _r dp =O 
p p 

dp =r .!!.. 
dp p 

c2 "" dp UJJJ.p=pRT 
dp 

c2 -yRT 

C - .JyRT 

where R = characteristic gas constant 

= Universal gas constant 
Molecular weight 

(17.4) 

The lower the molecular weight of the fluid and higher lhe value of y, the 
higher is the sonic velocity at the same temperature. c is a thennodynamic 
property of the fluid. 

17.1.2 Mach Number 

The Mach number, M, is defined as the ratio of the actual velocity V to the sonic 
velocityc. 

M=~ 
C 

WhenM> 1, the flowissupersoaic, whenM< I, the flow is subsonic, and when . 
M = 1, the flow is sonic. 

17.2 Stagnation Properties 

The isentropic stagn<ltion state is defined as the slate a fluid in motion would 
reach if it were brought to rest isentropically in a steady-flow, adiabatic, zero 

I I ••• ,, I! ' 
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work output device. This is the reference state in a compressible fluid flow and is 
commonly designated with the subscript zero. The stagnation enthalpy h0 
(Fig. I 7 .2) is related to the enthalpy and velocity of the moving fluid by 

y2 
h0 =h+ -

2 

--.... s 

Fig. 17.2 StagMlion state 

For an ideal gas, h = h(T) and cP is con$UIJlt. Therefore 

ho-h = Cp (To- n 
From Eq. (17.S) and (17.6) 

y2 
cp(T0 -T) = -

2 

To =1+L 
T 2c~ T 

The propenies without any subscript denote static properties. 

Since c = J.!i.. 
p r-1 

To = I + v2(y- l) 
T 2yRT 

Using Eq. (17.4) and the Mach number 

To = I + 1=.! M2 
T 2 

(17.S) 

(17.6) 

(17.7) 

The stagnation pressure p0 is related to the Mach number and static pressure in 
the case of an ideal gas by the following equation 

..J!..= ....!. = lt.L.....:...M2 p, 
( 

T. )Yl(Y-1) ( Y-) )Y/('(-1) 

p T 2 
(17.8) 

I I 11! 



Compreuwlt Fluid Flow 

or 

As pressure decreases, velocity increases, and vice versa. 
The continuity equation gives 

w~pA.-'V' 

By logariihmic differentiation 

dp + d.A + dV =O 
p A. V 

dA =- dV -~ 
A V p 

Substituting from Eq. (17 .11) 

dA = dp2 -~ = ~[1-v2 dp] 
A pv P pv2 dp 

or ~ =~(I-M2) 
A pV2 

dA dV 
- =(Ar-1) - -
A V 

Also 
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(17.12) 

(17.13) 

(17.14) 

When M < l, i.e., the inlet velocity is subsonic, as flow area A decreases, the 
pressure decreases and velocity increases, and when flow area A increases, 
pressure increases and velocity decreases. So for subsonic flow, a convergent 
passage becomes a nozzle (Fig. 17.4a) and a divergent passage becomes a 
diffuser(Fig. 17.4b) 

When M > l, i.e. , when the inlet velocity is supersonic, as now area A 
decreases, pressure increases and velocity decreases, and as flow area A 

~ 
Subsonlc~__.j 

(e)Noule (bl Diffuser 

M<1~ M<1~1 .,,m,,v -T----=f 
(c) Diffuser (d)Nozzle 

Fig. 17.4 Effect of area daange tn :1ubsonit and supnsonir.Jlow al inltl to d11cl 

" "' • !! ' 
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increases. pressure decn:ases .md velocity increase,. So for supersonic flow, a 
convergent passage is a diffw_er (Fig. 17.4c) and a divergent passage is a nozzle 
(Fig. 17.4d). 

17.4 Critical Properties-Choking tn lsentropic Flow 

Let us consider the mass rate of flow of an ideal gas through a nozzle. The flow is 
isentropic 

or 

w=pAV 

J!. = L,cM = J!_ .Jy RT ·M 
A RT RT 

= ..£....Po fro. TI rr.M 
Po VT f"f;fi 

= (.&)-111-1( To )112 .J!L ff. M 
T T .,ffofR 

_frpoM 1 
- 'fR ff: . ( y- I )<r+ 1112('1-ll (17.15) 

..JIO 1 + --M2 
2 

Since p0, T0, rand .R arc constant, the discharge per unit area w/A is a function 
of M only. There is a particular value of M when w/A is a maximum. 
Differentiating equation ( 17 .15) with respect to Mand equating it to zero, 

or 

d(w/A) _ fr.__l!L I 
dM - ,JR If: ( y- I )1y+ 1112<1-1) ..J'o I+-- M2 

2 

+ fr. Po M [- Y + I ] (i + .r.:.! M2)- 2i./-\, -I 
,JR ffo 2(y - I) 2 

(l;1
-2M) =O 

1- M2(y+1) ~o 
2(1+ r;l M2 ) 

M2 (r+ J) = 2 + (y- 1) Jil 
M2 = I 
M =l 

So, the discharge w/A. is maximum when M = 1. 

Since V = cM = .Jr RT. M, by logarithmic diffe.rentiation 

11 I!! ' !1 I I I! 
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For diatomic gases, like air, r= 1.4 

]!_ = - :0.528 
• ( l )I.A/0.A 

Po 2.4 

The critical pressure ratio for air is 0.528. 
For superheated steam, r= 1.3 aodp•/p0 is 0.546. 

For air, 7• 
- =0.833 
To 

and 
,,. ( 2 )i/(y-1) . 
r_ = -- = 0.634 
Po y+l 

By substituting M = I in equation (17 .15) 

~D fz,J!L, 1 
A• VR ffo (r;1f+llmr-1) (17.21) 

Dividing Eq. (17.21) by Eq. ( 17.15) 

A [( 2 )( y-1 2)J(y+l)J
2
(y-ll 1 ,. 

- = -- l+--M - {17.22) 
A• y+I 2 M 

The area ratio A/A• is the ratio oftbe area at the point where the Mach number 
is M to the throat area A•, Figure 17.5 shows a plot of AfA• vs. M, which shows 
lhat a subsonic nozzle is converging and a supersonic nozzle is diverging. 

, l 

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 

---,.. "' 
Fig. 17.5 Arta ra/u, as a fanctwn of Mach number in a,i isentropie na;zk 

17.4.1 Dimfflrionuss Velocity, M• 

Since the Mach number Mis not proportional to lhe velocity alone and it lends 
towards infmity at high speeds, one more dimensionless parameter W is often 
used, which is defined as 

~=~=l (17.23) 
c• v• 

t I ,, 111 
' " 



where 

Cornfrrtssihk Fhlid Flo1u 

c• = .Jr RT• = v• 

,.,r2 .. v2 = .Y:.L 
c•2 ,2 c•2 

' c2 =M"·
c•2 

For the adiabatic flow of an ideal gas 

Since 

y2 
- + c T= constant= h0 = c T0 2 p p 

~+ rRT = rRTo 
2 r-1 r-1 

y2 ,2 c2 
-+--=-0-2 r-1 r-1 

1: ./r.iif; = fTo =J(r+I) 
c• .JrRr• 'IF 2 

y2 c2 y+ I l -+--=--c•2 __ 
2 r-1 2 r-1 

V2 2 c2 y+ I --+----=--
c .2 r - i c .2 r - i 

Ki+ _2_ M*
2 = y+ I 

y-1 M2 y-1 

On simplification 

When M< I, Ar< I 
When M > I. Ar> 1 

When M=I, Ar= 1 
When M=O, Ar=O 

When M=oo, Ar=Jr+1 
y-1 

17.,.2 Pressure Distribution and Choking in a Nozzle 

-=705 

(17.24) 

Let us first consider a convergent nozzle as shown in Fig. 17.6, which also shows 
the pressure ratio plp0 along the length of the nozzle. The inlet condition of the 
fluid is the stagnation state at p0, T0, which is assumed to be constant. The 

I I ,, Ill I II ! I II 
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1-------------ho 

-$ 

Fig. 17,11 Fanno litu 1m h-s dioe,am 

Let us next consider the locus of staleS which ere de(med by the CO!ltinuity Eq. 
(17.25), the momentum Eq. (17.26) and the Eq. of state (17.29). The impulse 
.function in I.his case becomes 

F=pA+pAV2 

or the impulse pressure I is given by 

I= F -:c p + pV2 = p + !t_ 
A p (17.31) 

Given the values for I and. G, the equation relates p and p. Toe line representing 
the locus of states with the same impulse pressure and mass velocity is called the 
Rayleigh line. The end states of the normal shock must lie on the Rayleigh line, 
since I,= ly, and G, = Gy-

The Rayleigh line may also be drawn on theh-s plot. The properties upstream 
of the shock arc all .known. The downstream properties are to be known. Let a 
particular value of Vy be chose.n .. Then Pr may be computed from the continuity 
equation (17.25) and Py from the momentum equation (17.26), and sy from 
equation ( 17 .29b) may be found. By repeating the calculations for various values 
of Vy, the locus of possible states reachable from, say, statex may be plotted, and 
this is the Rayleigbt line (Fig. 17.12). 

Since the nonnal shock must satisfy Eqs ( 17 .25), ( 17.26), (17 .27), and (I 7 .29) 
simultaneously. the end statesx andy of the shock must lie at the intersections of 
the Fan.no line and the Rayleight line for the same G (Fig. 17.12). 

The Rayleigh line is also a model for llow in a constant area duct with heat 
transfer, but without friction. 

For an infinitesimal process iu the neighbgourhood of the point of maximum 
entropy (point a) on the Fanno line. from the energy equation 

dh+VdV=O (17.32) 

and from the continuity equation 

pdV+Vdp=O 
From the thennodynamic relation 

Tels = dh - Ydp 

(17.33) 

I I !I !! I 
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Pas P.,, 
/ I < /; 

---s 

,Al=1 

Fig. 17.12 Erul ifiJleS 11/ a 11omttll 1fwcl; 11'1 ll·s diagram 

or dh = .!!e. 
p 

By combining Eqs (17.32), ( 17.33), (17.34) 

d; + v(- v;p) = o 

dp = y2 
dp 

or V = J( ~~). , since the flow is isentropic. 

This is the local sound velocity. 
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(17.34) 

So the Mach number is unity at point a. Similarly, it can be shown that at point 
b on the Rayleigh line,M = I. lt may also be shown that the upper branches of the 
Fa1mo and Rayleigh! lines represent subsonic speeds (M < 1) and the lower 
branches represent supersonic speeds (M > I). 

The nomtal shock always involves a change from supersonic to subsonic speed 
with a consequent pressure rise, and never the r-::vctse. By the second law, entropy 
always increases during irreversible adiabatic c1mnge. 

17.5.l Normal S1'ock in an Ideal Gas 

The eneTb'Y equation for au id.cal gas across the shock becomes 

y2 vz 
cPT~+-• ""'<: T. +-Y =c T0 2 P y 2 P 

Now ho,i = lir,y = hf)> a:id To. = T 0y = T0 

Substituting cp = y R , ex= .Jr RTx , and cy = Jr RT,, r-1 
I I 1• 111 I I II 
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(1+ r-1 Mi)(...3.LM2 -1) 
Ty = 2 ll r-1 X 

T,. (y+1)2 M2 
2(y-l) ll 

Py .. Py. T,. 
p. Ty p. 

(
2LM2 _ r-1)(<r+1)2 M2) 
r+1 l r+1 2cr-1) x 

= (1t y-1 M2)(.l.LM2 -1) 
2 X r-1 ll 

-=713 

(17.41) 

(17.42) 

The ratio of the stagnation pressures is a measure of the i.rrcve~ibility of the 
shock process. Now 

and 

Por ,,. p,,,, • Py . .i!..L 
Pox Py P, Po, 

·· p,,,,_( r-1 2)r1(r-1> -- l+--M 
Py 2 y 

---2!. = 1 + .L.......;. M2 P 
(
. v-1 )y1(y-1) 

p. 2 " 

P.,, - 2 Mx 2r z l'...:.! 11<r-11 

I 
1±!. 2 ly/(y-1)~· 

,;;: - I + 7 M,; [ r + I '~· - r + 1 ] 

Poy = P,,, .f:L 
P, Py P, 

- l+--M ...::.J_M -~ -( y-1 l)Yl(y-1)[ 2v l v-IJ 
2 y r+ i l r+ i 

(17.43) 

(17.44) 

For different values of M,, and for r= 1.4, the values of MY' p.jp,, T .jT,, P/ P,, 
Po/Pox• and Po./Px computed from Eqs (17.39), (17.40), (17.42), (17.43), and 
(17.44) respectively, are given in Table D.2 in the appendix. 

To evaluate the entropy change across the shock. for an ideal gas 

ds=c dT -R dp 
P T p 

' " 
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Ty Pr 
s -.s =c ln--R ln-

y • p TX P. 

-c ln--ln -- [ T., (Py )11-n11] 
P 7; Px 

since 
R=cp(y-1) 

r 
- T.,IT,. 

sy - sx - cp In (,y- 1111 
(P/P.\) 

=c. In Tay/TOA =-Rln PC'/ 
P (par/ Po.)(y-111y Po, 

(17.45) 

The strength of a shock wave,P, is defined BS the ratio of the pressure increase 
to the initial pn:sswe, i.e. 

p = Py - Px = !2. _ l 
Px Px 

Substituting from Eq. (17.40) 

P=-1LM2 - r- 1 -1 
y+I X y+I 

=..1L_ (M2 -1) 
r+ • x 

(17.46) 

17.6 Adiabadc Flow with Friction and Diabatlc Flow 
without Fricdon 

It was stated that the Fanno line representing the states of constant mass velocity 
and constant stagnation enthal,py also holds for adiabatic flow in a constant area 
duct with friction. For adiabatic flow the entropy must increase in the flow direc
tion. Hence a Fanno process must follow its Fanno line to the right, as shown rn 
Fig. 17.13. Since friction will tend to move lhestate of the fluid to the right on the 
Fanno line, the Mach number of subsonic flows increases in the downstream 
section (Fig. 17.13), and in snpersonic flows friction acts to decrease the Mac·h 
number. Hence, friction tends to drive the flow to the sonic point. 

Let us consider a shon duct with a given h0 and G, i.e. a. given Fanno line with 
a given subsonic exit Mach number represented by point I in Fig. 17.13. If some 
more length is added to the duct, the new ex.it Mach number will be increased due 
to friction, as represented by, say, point 2. The length of the duct may be further 
increased till the exit Mach number is unity. Any further increase in duct length is 
not possible wiihout incurring a reooction i.n tl1e mass flow rate. Hence subsonic 

• I ''• Ill+ I! I 
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JC 

t 
' I 

G 

--a 

Ftg. 17.13 A FaaM li,u 011 h·1 plot 

flows C81l be choked by friction. There is a maximum flow rate ihat can be passed 
by a pipe with given stagnation conditions. Choking also occurs in supersonic 
now with friction, usnally in a very short length. It is thus difficult to use such 
nows in applications. 

Diabatic nows, i.e., nows with heating or cooling, in a constant area duct, in 
the absence offriction, can be treated by the Rayleigh process (Fig. 17.14). The 
process is reversible, and the direction of entropy change is detennined by the 
sign of the heat transfer. Heating a compressible flow has the same effect as 
friction, and the Mach number goes towards unity. Therefore, there is a maximum 
heat input for a given .flow rate which can be passed by the duct, which is then 
choked. Although the cooling of the fluid increases the flow stagnation ·pre-Ssure 
witb,irdecrease in entropy, a nonmechanical pump is not feasible by cooling a 
compressible flow, because of the predominating effect of friction. 

1 
·#' (§ 

~f/1 

~1::, 
I 

L su.bsonic 

--s 

M=1 

Fig. 17.14 A Rayuiih lint on h·s plot 

SOLVED EXAMPLES 

Ellample t1 .1 A stream of air flows in a duct of 100 mm diameter at a rate of 
I kgls. The stagnation temperature is 37°C. At one section of the duct the static 

• : ,. :11: :1 . 
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1i_ = 7ilTa1 = 0.996 = 1.ll l 
1j 1jlfo1 0.89644 

Fi _ Fi.IF*_ 3.46 _ 
Fi - Fi IF* - 1.0284 - 3·364 

Pl= 1.447 x 0.18 = 0.26 MPa 

T2 = 1.111 x 310 - 344.4 K = 71.3°C 

Impulse function at inlet 

Fi =p1A1 + P1At V~ 

=p1A1 (1 + .,J_ vf) 
R1j 

=p1 A1 (1 + rM2i} 
=0.18 )( J03 

X 0.11 (1 ·t-1.4 X 0.762
) 

= 35.82 lc,"l 

Internal thrust -rwill be from right to left, as shown in Fig. Ex. 17.2 

fm1 = F2 - F1 = 3.364 F1 - F1 

= 2.364 X 35.82 
= 84.68 kN 

External thrust is from left to right 

Net thrust 

t'...i = Po(A2 -At) 
= 0.1 xlol (0.44 - 0.11) 

'=33kN 
= T;.,- -r.,,., 
~ 84.68 - 33 - Sl.68 kN 

,4,.s, 

.A,u. (c) 

Example 17.3 A convergent-divergent nozzle has a throat area 500 mm2 and. 
an exit area of I 000 mm2• Air ente~ the nozzle witlt a stagnation temperature of 
360 Kand a stagnation pressure of I MPa. Detennine the maximum Oow rate of 
air that the nozzle can pass, and the static pressure, static temperature, Mach 
number, and velocity at the exit from the no:zzle, if(a) the divergent section acts 
as a nozzle, and (b} the divergent section acts as a diffuser. 

Solution 

~=1000=2 
..4• soo 

From the isentropic flow tables, when A,JA* = 2 there are two values of the 
Mach number, one for supersonic flow when the divergent section acts as a 
nozzle, and the other for subsonic flow when the divergent se<:tion acts as a 
diffuser, which are M2 = 2.197, 0.308 (Fig. Ex.. 17.3). 

!, tJI + I! I 
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~::: I·~ -J-----~c;) .. 
11!: 500 mm2 , ___ ) ___ _ ---------1 i - ·r ---------

'-'--' 0 --- ~ ..,., .. ,,,,, 
Fig. Ex. 17.3 

(a) When M2 = 2.197, Pi = 0.0939, r.T,2 = 0.5089 
Po o 

Mass flow rate 

For air 

(b) When 

Pi= 0.0939 x I 000 = 93.9 kPa 
T2 = 0.5089 X 360 = 183.2 K 

c2 = .Jy RT2 = 20.045 Jt83.2 
= 271.2 mis 

V2 = 271.2 X 2.197 = 596 mis 

w=A• p• V" = p2 A2 V2 = p1 A1 Y1 

~ = 0.528 and ~ = 0.833 
Po To 
p• = L.. = 0.528 >< 1000 6. J 3kglm3 

RP 0.287 X 0.833 X 360 
'r = 360 x 0.833 = 300 K 

v• = Jr RT• = 20.045 .J3oo 
= 347.2 mis 

w = (500 X JO-{>) X 6.13 X 347.2 
= 1.065 kg/s 

M = 0.308, Pi = 0.936, 7; = 0.9812 
Po To 

p2 = 0. 936 X 1000 = 936 .kPa 
T2 :: 0.9812 x 360 = 353.2 K 

C2 = .Jy R7l = 20.045 J353.2 = 376.8 mis 
V2 = 376.8 X 0.308 = 116 mis 

IV = ( ,065 kg/S 

Ans. 

Ans. 

Arts. 
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Example 17 .( When a Pitot tube is immersed in a supersonic stream, a curved 
shock wave is fooned ahead of the Pitot tube mouth. Since the radius of the 
curvature of the shock is large, the shock may be assumed to be a nonnal shock. 
After the normal shock, the fluid stream decelerates isentropically to the total 
pressure Puy at the entrance to the Pitot tube. 

A Pilot tube traveUng in a supersonic wind-tunnel gives values of 16 kPa and 
70 kPa for the static pressure upstream of the shock and the pressure at the mouth 
of the tube respectively. Estimate the Mach number of the tunnel. Ifthe stagnation 
temperature is 300°C, calculate the static temperature and the total (stagnation) 
pressure upstream and downstream of the tube. 

Solution With reference to the Fig. Ex. 17 .4 

Px = 16 k:Pa, pO)' = 70 k:Pa 

P.,, = J2.. = 4.375 
Px 16 

From the gas tables for normal shock 

When 

..---. 8 Curved shock front 

..... __.. ~ / - F'llottube 

·------ ,r P, M ( 
A ___ . .,_ ' 

Pc, I ____... ' 

Flg. Ex. 17.4 

P.,, = 4.375, M .. = 1.735, .!!:t.... = 3.34, Py = 2.25 
A Px P, 
T. p 
...L = l.483, -2!.. = 0.84, M

1 
= 0.631 

r.. Po,. 
T O'l( = TO)'= 573 K 

T =(1+ y-1 Mz)r. 
ox 2 • ~ 

=(1 + 0.2x 3)T, = 1.6 T._ 

T = 573 
=3S8 K .. 1.6 

Ty= 358 x 1.483 = 530 K = 257°C 

Poy 70 p.,.=--=-- =83.3kPa 
0.84 0.84 

M, = 1.73S 

I 11 

Ans. 

II I 
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~ = A2 Ay = ~ x 1.183 = 1.582 
A• Ay.4* 18.75 

When A2'A* = l.S82, from the isentropic flow tables, M2 = 0.402 Ans. 

1!.L = 0.895 
PO'J 

p2 = 0.895 x 165.3 = 147.94 kPa Ans. 

Loss in stagnation pressure occurs only across the shock 

p0 ,-pay = 210-165.3 = 44.7 kPa Ans. 

Entropy increase, sr -s,. 

=-Rln Poy_ 
Po, 

= 0.287 In .J.N... 
165.3 

= 0.287 X 0.239 = 0.0686 kJJkg K Ans. 

REVIEW Q.UF.STIONS 

17. I What is a compressible fluid? 
17.2 What are the basic laws in compressible flow? 
17 .3 How is sonic velocity defined in tcnns of pressure and density of the fluid? 
17.4 Show that the sonic velocity in an ideal gas depends on the temperature and the 

nature of !he gas. 
17.5 What is Mach number? 
17.6 What is a stagnation sate? What do you mean by stagnation propenies'? 
17. 7 What arc a nozzle and a diffuser? 
17 .8 Explain the cffi:ct of area change in subsonic and supm;onic flows. 
I 7 .9 What do you undctst.and by choking in nozzle flows? 
17. IO Show that che discharge through a nozzle is nl8Jlimum whe.n there is a sonic 

condition at its throat. 
17 .11 What do you undcn&and by critical pressure ratio? What is its value for air? 
17 .12 Explain the efTc:c:t of ~a ratio u a function of Mach numbCT in an isentropic 

nozzle'? 
17.13 What is M• '? 
I 7 .14 What is o shock? Where docs it occur in a nozzle? 
17. IS What is the impuli;e !'unction? 
I 7 .16 What is a Fanno line? Why do che end s1:1tes of a normal shock lie on the Fanno 

line? 
17.17 What isa Rayleigh linc'?Whydo the end siaresofa nonnal shock alr;o lie on che 

Rayleigh line'/ 
17 .18 Where does the local sound velocity occur on che Fanno line and on the Rayleigh 

line? 
17 .19 How is the strcngth of a shock defined? 
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17 .20 Explain the occurrence of choking for adiabatic flow with friction and· for diabatic 
now without friction. 

PROBLEMS 

17.1 Air in a resen•oir has a temrcr,uur.: of17°C and a pressure of-0.8 .t,,I.Pa. The air is 
allowed to escape through a channel al a rate of 2.5 kg/s. Assuming that the air 
velocity in ihc reservoir is negligible and that the flow through the channel is 
iscnl!opic. find the Mach number, the velocity, and the area at a sl-ciion in the 
channel where the static pressure is 0.6 M.Pa. 

17 .2 A supersonic wind tunnel nozzle is to be designed for M"" 2, with a throat section, 
0.11 m1 in area. The supply pressure and temperature at the nozzle in lei'. where 
the velocity is negligible, are 70 kPa and 37°C respectively. Compute the mass 
flow rate, the exit area, and the Ouid properties at the throat and exit. Take 
1= 1.4. 

17.3 An ideal gas flows into a convergent nozzle at a pressure of O.S6S MPa, 11 

tempen1turc of 280°C, and negligible velocity. After reversible adiabatic 
e~pansion in the nozzle the gas nows directly into a l:11:ge vessel. The gas in the 
vcs!'CI may be maintained at any specified state while the nozzle s\lpply state is 
held constant. The exit are.a of the nozzle is 500 mni1. For th is ga.s y,a 1.3 and c, 
"' 1.1 i2 kJ/kg K. Determine (a) the pressure ortl1e gas leaving the nozzle when 
its tempcrJturc is 225°C. and (bl the gas mass flow raie when the pressure in the 
vessel is 0.21 Ml'a. 

Ans. 0.36 MPa, 0.48 kg.ls 
17.4 Air llows adiabatically through a pipe with a constant area. At point I, the 

5tagnation pressure is 0.35 M[)a and the Mach number is 0.4. Funher 
doV111strcarn the slagnation pressure is found to be 0.25 MPa. What is Che Ma.ch 
number at the second point for subsonic now? 

11.S The intake duct to an axial flow air compressor has a diameter of 0.3 111 and 
compnmes air at 10 kg.ls. The static pn:ssurc inside the duct is 67 kPa and the 
stagnation tcmpcrutw-c is 40°C. Calculate the Mach number in lhc duct. 

A11s. O.S26 
17.6 Show 1h11t for an ideal g.as the fractional change in pressure across a small 

pressure pulse is given by 

dp dV -~r--
P C 

and lhat Che fractional change in absolute temperature is given by 

dT . dV 
-:(7-l)-
T C 

17.7 An airplane flies at an altitude of 13,000 m (temperature - 55°C, pressure 18.5 
kPa) with a speed of 180 mis. Neglecting frictional effects, calculate (a) the 
critical velocity of the air relative to the aircraft, and (b) the maximum possible 
velocity of the air relative to the aircraft. 

I Ill" 
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Elements of Heat Transfer 

18.1 Basic Concepts 

Energy balances by fllst law have been made i.n a variety of physical situations. 
say, i.n a feedwater heater or a cooling coil. However, no indication has been 
given regarding the size of the heat exchanger for heating or cooling of a Ouid. If 
we consider a steel block heated in a furnace. to be allowed to cool in room air, 
we can estimate the amount of heat lost by the block in cooling by energy balance. 
But how Jong the cooling process will take place cannot be answered by 
thermodynamics. It is the science of heat transfer wh.ich is concerned with the 
estimation of the rate at which heat is transferred, the duration of heating or 
cooling for a certain heat duty W1d the surface area required to accomplish that 
heatdoty. 

There are three modes in which heat may be transferred: (a) conduction, 
(b) convection and (c) radiation. 

Conduction refers to the transfer ofheat between two bodies or two pans of the 
same body through molecules which are more or less stationary. In liquids and 
gases conduction results from the transpori of energy by molecular motion near 
the wall and in solids it takes place by a combination of lattice vibration and 
electron transport. ln general, good electrical conductors are also good thcnnal 
conducto.rs. 

Convection heat transfer occurs because of the motion of a fluid past a heated 
surface-the faster the motion, the greater the heat transfer. The convection heat 
transfer is usually assumed to be proportional to the surface area in contact with 
the fluid and the difference in temperature of the surface and fluid. Thus. 

Q = hA (Tw-TrJ 
where h is called the convection heat transfer coefficient, which is a strong 
fonction of both floid properties and fluid velocity (W/m?K). 
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Radiation heat transfer is the result of electromagnetic radiation emitted by a 
surface because of the temperature of the surface. This dilTcrs from other forms of 
electromagnetic radiation such as radio, television, X-rays and r-rays which arc 
not related to temperature. 

18.2 Conduction Heat Transfer 

Fourier's law of heat conduction states that the rate of heat flux is linearly 
proportional to th.e temperature gradient. For one dimensional or unidi~tional 
heat conduction, 

or 

dt q oo-
dx 

dt q=-K
dx 

(18.1) 

where q is the rate of heat flux in W/m2, 

dlldx is the temperature gradient in 
x-direction, and K is the constant of 
proponionnlity which is a property of 
the material through which heat is 
being conducted and is known as 
thermal conductivity. q is a vector 
quantity. The negative sign is being 
used because beat flows from a high to 
a low temperature region and the slope 
dt/dr is negative. Fig. 18.1 Heat roruluction tlrrougla a tDall 

For a fini1e temperature difference (t1 - t2) across a wall of thickness x 
(Fig. 18.1) 

or 

- K 12 - t, - K r, - 12 WI 2 q-- --- -- m 
X X 

If A is the surface area normal to heat now, then the rate ofheat transfer 

f2 - ,, Q =q·A=-KA--
x 

t -t 
Q ""KA. -1

--
2 Watts 

X 
(18.2) 

The dimension ofthennal conducrivity is W/mK. Since dr/dr. =q/K for the same 
q, ifK is low (i.e., for an insulator), d1/dx will be lllfge, i.e., there will be a large 
temperature difference across the wall , and if K is high (i .e., for a conductor), 
dr/dr will be small, or there will be a small temperature difference across the 
wall. 

,, It ' 
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18.2.1 Iusuta•ce Coac,pt 

Heat flow has an analogy in the flow of electricity. Otun's Jaw states that the 
i;wrent I flowing through a wire (Fig. 18.2) is proportional to the potential 
difference£, or 

I=.!_ 
R 

where 1/R is the constant of proportionality, and R is known as the resistance of 
the wire, which is a property of the material. Since the temperature difference and 
heat flux in conduction are similar to the potential difference and electric current 
respectively, the heat conduction rate through the wall may be written as 

. i. ti-
Fig. 18.2 EJ«trical wistanct =,Pt 

Q =_KA tz - t1 = '1 - '2 = '1 - '2 
z x/KA R 

where R = x/KA is the thermal resistance to heat flow offered by the wall 
(Fig. 18.3). For a composite wall, as shown in Fig. 18.4, there arc two resistances 
in series. The slope of the temperature profile depends on the thermal conductivity 
of the material. I; is the interface temperature. The total thermal resistance 

X1 X1 R=R1+R2=--+--
K1A K2A 

and the rate of heat now 

Q= t1 - tz 
R 

Fig. 18.3 'I'lllmtal resistance ojfntti 
by a w,:1/ 

0 

o R, Ra Q 
~~ 

~ ~ ' 
Fig. 18.4 Htal conduction through 

rnistantt in snits 

f I !• ,, 1 11111, 
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Again. t 1 - ,, = Q · R1 = Q · ~ 1.4. , from which t; can be evaluated. 

For two resistances in parallel (Fig. 18.5), the total resistance R is given by 

..!. = ...L + -1 or R = ....!!J..!!:L. 
R R1 R.-i R1 +R, 

where 

and the rate of heat ·flow 

0 

I -t2 Q,,._1_ 
R 

I· · I 
Q ~ Q 

Oz R2 

0 

Fig. 18.5 H,at to,u/udion tltrougli rtsislantt in paralul 

18.2.2 Heat ColUludio11 lhro"lh a Cylinder 

Let us assume that the inside and outside surfaces of the cylinder(Fig. 18.6) are 
maintainedattemperaturest1 andt2 respectively, and t1 isgreaterthant2• We will 
also assume that heat is flowing, under steady state, only in the radial direction, 
and there is no heat conduction along the length or the periphery of the cylinder. 
The rate of heat transfer through the thin cylinder of thickness dr is given by 

dt 
Q =-KA dr 

dt 
-=- K21trL -

dr 

where L is the length of the cylinder. 

or 11;12 dt = l';l'l _ ~ dr 
1;11 • r;~ 2rrK L r 

l2-t1=-~ln r2 
2rrKL r1 

(18.3) 

I I I h I I 
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r, r r2 _ ..,.., 
Fig. 18.6 Htat.condutlion through a cylindrical wall 

Q= 2trKL(t1 -12 ) 

In r2 

l'j 

Equation (18.4) can also be written in the following form 

Q= 2trL(r2 -1j)K(11 -t1) 
2trr2 L 

(,2 -r1)1n--
2trfj L 

_ K(A2 -A.)(t1 -t2 ) 

- A2 
(r2 -1j)ln

A1 

where A I and A2 are the inside and outside surface areas of the cylinder. 

(18.4) 

12 -,, f2 - '• Q=-KA1.m.--orQ=-KA1m. -- (18.5) 
r2 -lj Xw 

1 
A2 -A1 where A,.111. = og-mean area = --A-
tn -L 

A, 
and x., = wall thickness of the cylinder 

= r2-r1 

Here the thermal resistance offered by the cylinder wall to radial heat conduction 
IS 

From Eq. ( 18.3) 

I I ,. h t..111 ' " 
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Flg. 18.8 Heat conduction tA,ough a Jplu-re 

where A is the spherical surface at radius r nonnal to heat flow, 

Q=-K4trr'~ 
dr 

or 

('"'? dt = ,,~".I Q dr 
J,=11 J,='I - 4trK 7 

l2-t1 =-..JL.(1--...!..) 
4,rK r1 r2 

Q = 4.trK(t1 - t2 )tjr2 

r2 - 'i 

Q=-KA. t2 -ti 
•• m. .:r,. 

where A,.m. = geometrical niean area 

= .JA1A2 = J4trr1
24trr; 

= 4nr1 r2 

and xw = wall thickness of !he sphere 
=r2-r1 

Here the 1herrnal resistance off'.ered by the wall to heat conduction is 

R=~ 
KA.,.ro. 

( 18. 7) 

Thus similar expressions of thermal resistance hold good for flat plate, 
cylinder, and sphere, which are 

• X X 
Rp1a10 = ~, Rcytinob = -"'- and 

KA. .KA.1.m. 

R 
Xw ..,.,....=-

KA.,.m. 

where K is 1he thermal conductivity of 1he wall material. 
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Fig. 18.11 Cooling of ti solid lJ'J ro11wctio11 

Therefore, 
Heat lost by the solid by convection = Decrease in internal energy of the solid 

. dt 
hA(t-t_)=-pc v<lt (18.13) 

where tis the temperature of the solid,,_ is the stream temperature of the ambient 
atmosphere, A is the surface area of the solid, p is the density, c is the ~pecific 
heat. I' is the volume and r is the time. 

If the solid is initially at t0 , we have, 
t=t0 atr=O 

Integration ofEq. ( 18.13) gives 

t-t_ =e-(bAtYpcV (18.14) 
lo - t_ 

Ifwe use dimensionless numbers, viz .• Biot number (Bi) and Fourier number 
(FO) defined as: 

Bi = !!.._£ and FO = af 
K Li 

where L = characteristic length = VIA and a = thermal diffusivity of the solid 
=Klpc. 
Equation (18.14) becomes 

t-t- =t1-Bifo 

to -t_ 
(18.15) 

This lumped-capacity is applicable when the conduction resistance is small 
compared to the conv~lion resistance. In practice, this nonnally applies when 

hL Kor B; < 0.1 (18.16) 

Equation (18.14) can also be expressed in tenns of a thermal resistance for 
convection, Rlh = 1/hA, and a thermal capacitance. C,h =pc V, so that 

~=-1-
pcV ~ Cct, 



0.4-4 
4-40 

40-4000 
4000-40000 

40000 - 400000 

Elnnmts of Heal Transfer 

C 

0.989 
0.911 
0.683 
0.193 
0.0266 

For flow across a sphere, constant wall temperature: 

Oases: Nud = 0.37 ReJ·6 

Water and Oil: N11d = (1.2 + 0.S3 Re:.~ Pr0 :J 

Free convection 

n 

0.330 
0.38S 
0.466 
0.618 
0.80S 

-=7•1 

( 18.24) 

Let a fluid at T,,. with density p0 , change to temperature Twilhdensity p. 

Theo the buoyancy force F = (Po - p) g 
' p 

Now, let fJ = coefficient for volume expansion 

then 

or 

where 
For an ideal gas 

1 1 - = - + /3(T0 - T) 
P Po 
Po =p(l + /3· t..T) · 
F= /3· g· t..T 

6.T=T0 -T 

/3= 1.(~) =l...!=.l cr1> 
v dT P o p T 

The heat transfer coefficient in free convection may be assumed to be a 
fwiction of the variables as given below 

Ir = j(L, K, cp, p, µ, g /311T) 

By dimensional analysis, the above variables may be ammged in three non• 
dimensional groups 
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or 

where 

BaJie 011d Applied Tfinmodynamia 

~ =B( gJ3~/·P2 r{ ~ r 
Nu = B · GC- · Pr" 

hL 
Nu = Nusseh number= -

I( 

Gr = Grashof number = ""g.,_/J_~_T~L_
3
.,_/r_' 

µ2 
µc 

Pr = Prandtl number = KP 

For a large number of experiments made on fluids it has been found ihat 
exponents a and bare of the same value. So the expression reduces to 

Nu= B ·(Gr• Pr)" (18.25) 

l is the characterL'ilic length, which is the length in the case of a vertical plate 
and cylinder, diameter in the case of a horizontal cylinder, and radius in the case 
ofa sphere. 
For Gr. Pr < 109

, the flow is 1:uninar, and 

Nu= 0.59 (Gr. Pr)114 (18.26) 

and for Gr. Pr> 109
, the now is turbulent, and 

Nu= 0.13 (Gr. Pr)113 (18.27) 

18.4 Heat Exchangers 

A heat exchanger is a device in which heat is transferred between two moving 
fluids. 

Heat exchangers may be parallel flow. counterflow or crossflow, depending 
upon the direction of the motion of the two tluids. If both the fluids move in the 
same direction, it is a parallel flow he.at exchanger. If the fluids flow in the 
opposite directions, it is a counterflow heat exchanger. If they flow nonnal to 
each other. it is a crossflow beat exchanger. 

18.,.1 Paralul Faw Heat &changer 

Let us assume lhat the cold fluid (subscript c) is flowing through the inner tube 
and the hot fluid (subscript I!} is flowing through the annulus. The hot fluid enters 
at th1 and leaves at /hi, while the cold fluid enters at t01 anJ leaves at ,,2• Let us 
consider a differential length dl of the heat exchanger, as shown in .Fig. 18.18, 
where the hot fluid is atth and the cold fluid is at 1 •• and the temperature difference 
between the two fluids is 6t (= th - t,). flt varies from flt; at the inlet to t:ir, at the 
exit of the heat exchanger. Let dQbe the rate of heat transfer in that differential 
length. Then by energy balance. 

I 111 ,, II ! I II 
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or 

BOJit 1111d Applied Tlrermodynamics 

- d(&t} ~ U
0 

dA
0 

6t 
µp 

- rt.,, d(&t) = r u. dA 
J,1,, !,.t I /lp O 0 

&t1 
In- =PpU0 A0 &,. 

Substituting the expression forµ, 

In ~ = &t, - 6.t, 
&t, Q 

Q= &t, -&t, 
1n At; 

&t,, 

where ~i = fbl - lei and llt, = t1r1. - lt;2 

Q = Vo Ao lltLm. 

= Ifft. C)I (lhl - thl) 

= m, cc<ta - , •• > 
where llt1.m. = log-mean temperature difference (LMTD) 

- &,, - t,.,. 

and 

-
1 

At1 D
!,.t,, 

_1_ =-1-+~+-l
VoAo h1A; A:..A1.111. lloAo 

18 . .f,2 Cou.ntnflow Heat &change, 

(18.28) 

The two fluids flow in opposite directions (Fig. 18.19). In tbe differential length, 
the rate of heat transfer 

dQ = - m11 ch dtb 

=- m, c.dt, 

= V0 • d.40 • llt 

where both dth and dt, are negative for positive x direction (towards the right). 
Now 

Ill= ,h -,~ 
J(M = dt11 - dt, 

=- dQ + dQ 
mbch m,c. 



where 

or 

Again 

Eltmtnts of Htal Tra11Sftr 

lnsulatlon (mt,) 

m. {==:~§§~~~~~~~~~~ 

lc2 Uz::,1~;:;;;;::Jrz::zU 

----,.. Ao or L 

Fig. 18.19 Counttrjlow htat txclta,igtr 

dQ= U0 dA0 t:.t 

- d(&) = U
0 

• dA
0

• t:.t 
µ. 

,A,. - d(&) = r• Uo dAo. µ 
JA1; fll J1 C 

8t· flt. -At 
In -• = U0 · A0 • µ0 = U0 A0 • ' • 

81. Q 
Q = UoAoMLm. 

-=145 
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where 

. 
&sit aiut A.pplitd Tlttr111odyMmia 

Llu.m. 
!lt, - !ltc 

I 
A,, 

n-t::,.,. 

!J.t, = lht - lcJ., l:t.te = lh2 - let 

-·-=-'-+~+-•
UoAo li;A; kwA1.m. h01fo 

end when x"' is small, 

_I_= .l. +~ +.l.. 
Uo hi K., ho 

Q = U0 A0 ru,.m. 
= mh ch (thl - th!)= Inc c.(tc2 - lc1) (18.29) 

For the same rate of heat transfer, and inlet and exit temperatures, (Ai1.m) 
counterflow is greater than (/J.11111) parallel flow. So the surface area required is 
less for counterflow operation. For parallel flow.th2 > rc2, i.e., the hot fluid cannot 
be cooled below ,.2 or the cold .fluid cannot be heated above thi· But for 
counterflow operation, t1,2 may be less than tc2 which means that the hot fluid can 
be cooled below r02 or the cold fluid heated above th2• For these reasons, 
counterflow heat exchangers are much more common in practice. 

When one of the two ·fluids undergoes phase change (at constant temperature 
and pressure), e.g. , condensation and evaporation, lit 1.m. is the same for parallel 
fl.ow and counterflow (Fig. 18.20), and the hcaiing surface required is al.so ihe 
same. 

Condensation 

z.a'1;,i --! ~ --1----Evaporation 

A., or L A., or L. 

Fig. 18.20 Hwt traasftr witlt pluJst tlut¥ 

18.4.3 e-NTU Meth,od 

In a heat exchanger, the rate of heat transfer 

Q = "'h ch (th,· t11;i) = ri1c "'c [1.21.,J"' Uo Ao D.t1.m. 

II , 
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0 

------A.m 

Fig. 18.21 Radiation intnuity E). r,aryifll with). and T. 

where mh, ch, m., c •• tb,• ,,, and U0 are usually given. Two ias.k.s ere mostly 
encountered: 

1. To estimate the surface area required (A0). 

Then either r.
1 
or tb

2 
is given. We can use the LMTD method to find A0• 

2. For a given heat exchanger (i.e. A0), to estimate the exit temperature lb
1 

and 10 • 

We cannoi findi~ and t e,,i directly by the LMTD method. We have to use trial
and-error method. Assume ,.

1
, find Q, th,• 6T1.m. and then Q'. If Q' -t, Q, assume 

another 10 and repeat calculations till Q' = Q. 
£-NTU

1 
method can here be easily used. We introduce three tenns in this 

regard. 

(a) Heat capacity ratio, R = (~c)~ = Cmi• , (< 1) 
(mc)1 Cma. 

where (me), = smaller value of mhch and m.c. = cmin 

and (me )1 = larger value of the two rilhch and m.c .... CITUl.'t 

(b) Effectiveness, e = Actual heat IJ'8llsfer 
Maximum possible he.at transfer 

In a counterflow heat exchanger, e.g., (1"1)min = t,
1 
or (t01)nw. = th,· 

,;,h ch (th, - 'h2) '"• c. (1c1 - 1,,) 
£= . = . (< I) 

(me). (1h, - ,., ) (ntc), (111
1
-1.

1
) 
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When one of the two nuids undergoes phase change, R = 0. Then. 
~ = e0 = 1 - e-NTU (18.33) 

For a balanced heat exchanger, ,i,hch = m.cc, 
R = I, .6ti = t.t. = t&t1.m 

th1 - th2 = tc2 - le, or, th2 - lei = 111, - I•: 

Uo Ao .611.m. = UoAo (th, - 'cz)=- "'h ch(th, - t"2) 

= (me}, <11t, -1112> 

NTU = UoAo = 1b1 -
1
h2 

(me>. th, - '•i 
_ 1h1 -,b2 _ 1h1 - 1h2 e-----

'"1 - ,., (,h, - /hl) + (thi - '··) 

NTIJ 
NTU + 

1 
(18.34) 

18.5 Radiation Heat Transfer 

All bodies radiate heat. The phenomenon is identical to the emission of light. Two 
similar bodies isolated together in a vacuum radiate heat to each other, but the 
colder body will receive more heat than the hot body and thus become heated. 

If Q is the total radiant energy incident upon the surface of a body some pan of 
it (QJ will be absorbed, so.me (Q,) will be reflected, and some (Q1) will be 
transmitted through the body. Therefore, 

Q=Q.+Q,+Q, 

or Q. +~+ Q, = l 
Q Q Q 

or a+p+r=l 
where a is known as absorptivity, pas reflectivity, and r as transmissivity. For 
an opaque body, T = 0 and a+ p = I. Most solids are opaqu.e. 

A body which absorbs all the incident radiation is called a black body. A black 
body is also the best radiator. Most radiating surfaces are grey and have an 
emissivity factor e 1.ess than unity, where 

e = Actual radiation of gray body at T K 
Radiation of a black body at T K 

It can be shown that the emissivity or ability to radiate heat is equal to the 
absorptivity or ability to absorb heat (Kirchhoff's law), which justifies the 
statement that good absorbers are also good emitters. A brightly polished sw-face 
will have a low absorptivity and low emissivity. 

! ,, I! ' 
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The rate at which energy is radiated by a black body at temperature T (K) is 
given by a Stefan-B0lt::ma11n laM· 

Q= aAT4 

where Q = rate of energy radiation, W 

A = swface area radiating heat, m2 

and CT= Stefan-Boltzmann constant = S.67 x 10-s W/m2 K" 
If the radiation from a heated body is dispersed into a spectrum by a prism, ii is 

found that the radiant energy is distributed among various wave lengths. The total 
emissive power of a body, E, is defined as the total energy emitted by the body at 
a certain temperature per unit time and per unit surface area at all wave-lengths. 
The mo11ochroma1ic emissivepower, E,., is defined as the radiant energy emitted 
by a body per unit time and per unit surface area at a particular wavelength and 
temperature. The variation off>. and,l and Tis shown in Fig. 18.21. At a certain 
temperature, 

-
E = f E>. d>.. (18.35) 

0 

"" Area under the curve at that temperature. 

Thermal radiation extends over a spectral range of wavelengths from 0.1 µm to 
I 00 µm and the spectral energy distribution of a blackbody is given by Planck's 
law: 

(18.36) 

where A= wavelength, pm; T ... temperature, K; 

C1 = 3.743 >< 108 W. (µm}4!m2; C2 = 1.4387 x 104 µm.K. 

Eu is called the monochromatic emissive power of a black body. The 
emissivity of a swface is then: 

£= _§._ (18.37) 
Ea 

wh~ E8 is the total emissive power of a black body. A gray body bas the 
mo1fochromatic emissivity, E)., constant over oil wavelengths. 

E 
el = _)._ = constant for a gray body (18.38) 

E).a 

Real surfaces are not gray and have a jagged emissive power distribution as 
shown in Fig. 18.22. 

The actual radiant energy transfer between two bodies depends upon the 
(i) two surface temperatures, (i.i) the surface emissivities, and (iii) the geometric 
orientation of the surfaces, i.e., bow they view each other. A radiation .thape 
.factor F11 ( or view factor) is defined as the fraction of energy leaving surface I 

,, "' !1 ' 
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and reaching swface 2. Similarly, F21 is the fraction of e.nergy leaving 2 and 
reaching I. It can be shown that 

A1F12 = A2"21 (18.39) 

which is known as the reciprocity theorem. 
The total emissive power of a black body is given by: 

.. .. c;;t-s 
Ee= J Ea dA.= j c J1r dA.=O'r 

o o e z -1 

which is the Stefan-Boltzmann law, as stated earlier. 
Charts of F 12 for three geometrics are shown in Figs 18.23, 18,24 and 18.25. 
In estimating radiant heat transfer from gray surfaces, two tenns will be 

introduced. 
Radiosity (]) "' total energy leaving a surface per unit an:a and per unit time 

(sum of emitted and reflected energies) 
Irradiation (G} = total energy incident on a surface per unit area and per unit 

time. 
The energy balance for the gray body (Fig. 18.26) assumed to be opaque 

( t = 0) gives: 
J-,,EEJJ+pG=£EJJ+(1-£)G 
G = (J-eE8)/(l - £) 

,, " ' 
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1-. _a.._7._..-1 
Fig. 18.27 S11.rfaee ruisla,u;e in radiation 'rutwork 

Let us now consider the exchange of radiant energy by two surfacesA1 and A2 
(Fig. 18.28). Of the total radiation which leaves the surface I, the amount that 
reaches surface 2 is J1 A I F12, and of the total energy leaving surface 2, the 
amount that reaches surface 1 is J2 A2 F21 . 

Fig. 18.28 &uliation interaction betwem two graJ s11rfa,,s 

The net energy interchange between. two surface is: 

Q,_2 =J1 A1 F12-J2 E21 A2 

- - J, -Ji 
- CJ1 - J,)A I F12 - 1/( Ai fii) (18.41) 

The denominator I /(A 1 Fd is called the "space resistance" and the numerator 
(J'1 -J2) is the potential difference, as shown in Fig. 18.29. 

I 

A1F12 

Fig. 18.29 Spa" ruislana in radiation network 

Figure 18.30 shows a network which represenls two surfaces exchanging 
radiative energy with each other. 

Ftg. 18.30 &diotion rutwo,lc for two gray surfam 

I I "' t I I ,1 
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Rate of heat transfer by radiation 

Q, = a A171-2 (r!,- T1) = h,A,(t,.. - tr) 

where h, is known as lhe radiation heat transfer coefficient. 

h, = <1 !T1_2 (To:,+ T1) (T;.. + T;) 

Total "'te of heat transfer 

Q= Qc + Q, = (h< + h,)A 1(tw- tr) 

SOLVED ExAMPLEs 

( 18.48) 

(18.49) 

Example 18.1 A cold storage room has walls made of0.23 m of brick on the 
outside, 0.08 m of plastic foam, and finally l.S cm of wood on the inside. The 
outside and inside air temperatures are 22°C and - 2°C respectively. Jfthe inside 
and outside heat transfer coefficients are respectively 29 and 12 W/m2 K, and the 
thennal conductivities of brick, foam, and wood are 0.98, 0.02, and 0.17 W /mK 
respectively, detennine (a) the rate of heat removed by refrigeration if the total 
wall area is 90 m2, and (b) the temperature of the inside surface of the brick. 

Solution Figure Ex. I 8.1 shows the wall of the cold storage 

..!... =..!....+.:!.L+.:!!.+!!.+..!... 
U ho k1 ti k3 Ir, 

= ..!.... + 0.23 + 0.08 + 1.5 + _I_ 
12 0.98 0.02 IOOX0.17 29 

l = 0.0833 + 0.2347 + 4.0 + 0.0882 + 0.0345 u 
= 4.4407 m2 KJW 

~~---v'~ 
0 R1 R2 ~ R. Rs Q 

Fig. &. 18.1 

! I +j+ II I ,I 
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6.28 X 50 X 35 = 2334 W 
0.3448 + 0.7092 + 0.3448 + 0.6410 

= 2.334 kW A.ns. 

Example 18.3 Three 10 mm dia. rodsA, B andCprotrude from a steam path at 
I00°C to a length of0.25 m into the atmosphere at 20°C. TI1e temperatures of the 
other ends are found to be 26.76°C for A, 32.00°C for B and 36.93°C for C. 
Neglecting the effects of radiation and assuming the surface film coefficient of 
23 W/m2K, evaluate their thermal conductivities. 

Solution If the tip loss is neglected, the tip temperatw-et1 is given by 

For rod A, 

or, 

Here, 

,,-,_ =--
ti - t.,. cosh ml 

26.76-20 6.76 
=--=---

100-20 80 
coshml = 11.8 

ml= 3.16 

cosh ml 

m = 
3.16 

= 12.64 m-1 = [.!£..]"2 

0.25 KA. 

p = ,rd 8Ild.A = !I tf 
4 

23 X ,r X O.Ol X 4 = (l2.64)2 
K X tr X 0.01 X 0.01 

ForrodB, 

or. 

KA= 57.58 W/mK 

32-20 = J1. =-1-
100- 20 80 collh ml 

·cosbm/"'-6.67 
ml= 2.6 

m = 2.6 = l0.4 = [ 23 X ,r X 0.01 X 4]
111 

0.25 K X ,r X 0.01 X 0.01 

Arts. 

K8 = 9200 = 85.2 W /mK. ~ (10.4}2 ,11,U, 

Forrod C, 

or, 

or, 

_l_ = 36.93-20 __ 16_.9_3 
<:0sh ,n/ 100 - 20 80 
coshm/ = 4.73 

ml- 2.23 
m = 2.23/0.25 = 8.92 

I I !!I ii I + II 
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in 30 min? The peas m: supposed to have an average dia. of8 mm. Their density 
is 750 kgfm3 and specific heat 3.3S kJ/kgK. 

Solution From Eq. (18.14) 

Here, 

In 

(b) 

(c) 

t - t.. = e-rltA.1f)lfpd? 

to -1 .. 

./!!__ = 7S0 X 4,r (d/2)
3 = 750 X .f!.. = 750 x 0.008 = I 

A 3X411'(d/2)2 3 2 3 2 

In 2-1 __ lrAt' __ ht' __ 5.8xl0- 3t' 

25 - I pc V c 3.lS 

24 
= 5.8 X 10-l X 3600 t' 

3.35 
t'= 0.51 Ii= 31 min 

..!..=.!.. = e-(S.8 >< IO·l • 10 • 60)11..S 

25-1 
t'= 9.s0c 

5 - t.. : e-{S.& X IO·) X )0 X 60)1l.3S 

2s-, .. 

Ans. (a) 

Ans. (b) 

. , .. = 4.1°C Ans. (C) 

Example 18.6 An oil cooler for a lubrication system has to cool I 000 kg/h of 
oil (c,. = 2.09 kJ/kg K) from 80°C to 40°C by using a cooling water flow of I 000 
kg/h available at 30°C. Give your choice for a parallel flow or counterflow heat 
exchanger, with reasons. Estimate the surface area of the heat exchanger. if the 
overall heat transfer coefficient is 24 W/rn2 K (cl' of water = 4.18 kJ/kg K). 

So/11tion Rate of heat transfer 

I 
ti.1 "80"C 

t.2 = so·c 

t 
~<t30"C 

---to-Ao«L 

Fig. Ex. 18.6 

1, "' • !! ' 
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Example 18.8 An oil fraction at 121 °C is to be cooled at the rate of20. I 5 kg/s 
in a simple counterflow heat exchanger using 5.04 kg,'s of water initially at I 0°c. 
The exchanfer contains 200 tubes each 4.87 m Jong and 1.97 cm o.d., with U0 = 
0.34 kW/m K. If the specific heat of oil is 2.094 kJ/kgK, calculate the exit 
temperature of the oil and the rate of heat transfer. 

Solution 

rirh = 20.15 kg/s, ch = 2.094 k.1/kg K, 1111 = 121 °C. 

1110 = 5.04 kg/s, c0 "" 4.2 kJIJcg K, te
1 
= 10°C, 

U0 = 0.34 kW/m2K 
A0 = n d0 I= 200 x 1t x 0.0197 x 4.87 = 60.28 m2 

{mc)oi1 =20.15 x 2.094 =42.19 kW/K 
{mc-)wat.er = 5.04 X 4.2"' 21.09 lcW/K 

Cnun = 21.09 kW: C,nax = 42.19 lcW/K 

R = .£nu9_ = 21.09 = O.S 
c""', 42.19 

NTU = U0 A0 = 0.34 x 60.28 = 0.972 
cmin 21.09 

_ I - exp [- NTU (I - R)) _ 0.3849 
f- -~~ 

I - R exp (- NTU (I - R)] 0.6925 

= 0.5558 = ~
110

'~-

lht - /Ct 

fll1arg<r = (u7)wat<r = 0.5558 ( 121 - 10) 
= 61.69°C 

A - llt..,.,.., X (rirc)w111.. - 30 g4•c -
ut ·1 - - - /h - th 

O< (mc)oil • I > 

'~l = 121 - 30.84;; 90.16°C 
= exit temperature of oil. Ans. 

Q = rirh ch (tb, -th,]= 42.19 x 30.84 
= 1308 kW A,rs. 

Example 18.9 Water flows inside a tube 5 cm in d.iameter and 3 m long at a 
velocity 0.8 mis. Determine the heat transfer coefficient and the rate of heat 
1ra11sfer if the mean water temperature is 50°C and the wall i.s isothermal at 70°C. 
For water at 60°C, take K = 0.66 W/mK, v = 0.478 x t0·6 m2/s, and Pr = 2.98. 

Solution Reynolds number, 

Re = 11m D = 0.8 X 0.05 
V 0.478 X 10-6 

The flow is turbulent. 
Prandtl nmnber, Pr = 2.98 

= 83,700 

,, "' • !! ' 
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S0l11tion 
Referred to Fig. Ex. 18.12 

A1 = ,rd1 = ,rx 0.10 = 0.314 m 
A2 = nd2 = n x 0.20 = 0.628 m 

l-£1 = 1-0.65 = 1.715 
A1 e, 0.314 x 0.65 

1 - £ 2 = I - 0.4 = 2_39 
A2 e2 0.628 X 0.4 

1 I 
=3.19 

0.314 X 0.4 

I,R= l-£1 +-1-+ 1-£2 

A1 £1 Aifi2 A2 £2 

= 1.715 + 2.39 + 3.19 = 7.295 

Ea, = CJ1j = 5.67 x 10~ x (1000)" = 5.67 x 104 W/m2 

£8 = <S 7i = 5.61 x 10~ x (500)4 = 5•67 x IO-' 
2 16 

= 0.35 x 104 W/m2 

Q = Ea, - £92 "' 5.32 X 10
4 

= 0.?29 X I04 
2, R 1.295 

= 7290 W/m length Ans. 

Fig. Ex. 18.12 

REVIEW Q_UESTIONS 

11!.I How is the subject of Hc~t Transfer different from the subject of 
Thennodynamics? 

,, 11 rh II I ii 
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18.2 What are the three basic modes in which heat is transferred? 
18.3 Why are good electrical condueton, also good thermal conductors'! 
18.4 Whal is Fourier's law of heat conduction'? 

-=767 

18.5 How does the slope of the temptralure profile in a wall depend on its thcnnal 
conduc1ivity'? 

18.6 Show that, for estimating radial heat conduction through a cylindrical wall. the 
fog-mean area of the inner a11d outer surfaces h • •o be considered. 

18.7 Show that for estimating. radial heat conduction through a spherical wall. the 
geometric mean area of the inner and outer surfaces should be considered. 

18.8 How do fins affect the heat transfer rate? 
18.9 How is fin efficiency defined? 
18.10 Whal is meant by transient heal conduction'? 
18.11 What is lumped-capacity analysis? 
18. 12 What are Oiot number and Fourier number? What is their physical significance? 
18.13 What do you understand by natural conve.ction and forced convection? 
18.14 How is heat transfer coefficient defined. What is its dimension? 
18.1 S What ere the lhR:e Rsi.stanccs offered to heat transfer from one fluid to another 

Lhrough a clean wall? 
18. i 6 What is Raynolds number? What is its critical value when the flow through a 

Nbe becomes turbuleni? 
18.17 Whai are Prandtl number and Nussdt number? 
18.18 For fully developed laminar flow in a iubc, what are the values of Nusseh 

number (a) for constant wall temperilture, (b) for constanl wall heat flux7 
18.19 What are the expressions of Nusselt number for (a) laminar flow and (b) 

turbulent flow. over a !lat plate'! 
18.20 What is Dittus-Boelter equation? Where is it used? 
18.21 What is Grashof number? When does it become signi.ficant? 
18.22 What is a heat exchanger"! 
18 .23 Why are counterflow heat exchangers superior lo parallel flow heat exchangers'? 
18.24 What is log-mean temperature difference? 
18.25 Why do the directions of flows of ihe two fluids in a heal exchanger become 

immaterial when one of the two fluids undergoes phase change'! 
l 8.26 When is e-NTU method convenient to use in heat e11changcr analysis'! 
18.27 Define (a) effectiveness, (b) heat capacity ratio and (c) NTU, in reganl to a heat 

exchanger. 
I 8.28 Derive the expression for effective11ess in a (a) parallel flow heat exchanger. 

(b) counter-now heat exchanger. 
18.29 What is the elltpression for effectiveness when one of the fluids undergoes phase 

change? 
18.30 Find the expression for effectiveness of a balanced heat exchanger with equal 

heat capacities. 
18.3 I Define absorptivity. reflectivity and trartsmissivity. 
18.32 What is emis.,ivity? Whal is Kirchhoff's law? 
18.33 What is a black body? 
18.34 What is the Stcfan•Boh:zmann law? 
18.35 What is the view factor? Why is it significant in radiant he-<11 exchange between 

two bodies? 
18.36 What is the n."Ciprocity theo.rem'l 

.. , . 
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18.37 What is a gray body'? 
18.38 What are meant by (a) monochromatic emissivc power, (b) total cmissive power? 
18.39 What is Planck's law of thermal radiaiion? Explain its importance. 
18.40 Define radiosity and irradiation for a gray body. 
18.41 Explain (a) surface resistance and (b) space resistance in radiant energy chaqge 

between two gray bodies. 
18.42 Give the radiation network for two gray surfaces anti derive the view factor. 
18.43 What do you mean by ''floating node"'! 
18.44 How would you define the heat transfer coefficient for combined convection and 

radiation? 

PROBLEMS 

18.1 A room has a brick wall 25 cm in thickness. The insldc air is at 2S°C and ihe 
outside air is at - I S°C. The heat transfer coeflicients on the inside and outside 
are 8.72 and 28 W/m2 K respectively. The thennal conductivity of brick is 
0.7 W/mK.. Find the rate of heat transfer through the wall and the inside surface 
temperature. 

18.2 For the wall in the above problem, ii is proposed. to reduc.e the heat transfer by 
fixing an insulaling board {K = 0.05 W/mK), 2.S cm in thickness, 10 the inside 
surface. Find the rate of heat transfer and the inside surface temperature. 

HU Sheets of brass and steel, each I cm thick. are placed in contact. The outer surface 
of brass is kept at I 00°C and the outer surface of steel i~ kept at o•c. What is the 
temperature of the common interface'! The thermal conductivitie.s of brnss and 
steel are in the ratio 2: I. 

Ans. 66.7°C 
18.4 In.a pipe carrying steam, the oulsidc surface (15 cm OD) is at 300°C. The pipe is 

to be covered with insulation (K = 0.07 W/mK) such that the outside surface 
temperature does not exceed 60°C. The atmosphere is at 25°C and the heat 
transfcrcoeflicicnl is I I .6 W/m1 K. Find the thickness ofinsufotion required and 
the ·rate of heat loss perm length of pipe. 

18.5 TI1c passenger compartment of a jet transport is essentially a cylindrical tube of 
diameter 3 m and lenglh 20 m. It is lined with 3 cm of insulating material 
(K = 0.04 W/mK), and must be maintained at 20°C for passenger comfon 
although th.c average outside temperature is- 30°C at its operating height, What 
rate of heating is rcqui,ed in the companmcnt. neglecting the end effects'/ 

18.6 A l10Uow sphere (K = 35 W/mK), the inner and outer diameters of which are 
28 cm and 32 cm respectively, is heated by means ofa 20 ohm coil placed inside 
the sphere. Calculate the currcill required to ll:eep the two surfaces al a constant 
temperature difference of SOQC. and calculate the rate of beat supply. 

18.7 la)Dcvelop an expression for the steady state heat transfer rate through the walls 
of a spherical container of inner rndius r; and outer radiu~ r 0• The temperahires 
arc 10 and 11 a1 radii r0 and r, respectively. Assume thatthe thennal conductivity 
of 1he wall ,1aries as 

.. , . 
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initial temperaiure of the ball was 65°C and in I.IS min the temperature 
decreased by 11 °C. Calculate the heat transfer coefficient for this case. 

(Ans. 37.41 W/mzK] 
18 . .2 I A cubical piece of aluminium I cm on a side is to be heated from 50°C 10 300°C 

by a direct flame. How long should the aluminium remain in the flame, if the 
.flame temperature is 800°C and the convective heat transfer coefficient is 
190 W/m2K.? For aluminium, take p= 2719 kgim1 and c = 0.871 lcJ/kgK. 

· [Ans. 8.36 sJ 
18.22 The cooling system of an electronic package has to dissipate 0.153 kW from the 

surface ofan alwninium plate I 00 mm x 150 mm. It is proposed to use 8 tins, 
each I 50 mm Jong and I mm thick. T11e temperature difference between the plate 
and the surroundings is 50 K., the thermal conductivity of the plate and fi11s is 
0.1 S k W/mK and the convective coefficient is 0.04 kW /m2K. Calculate the height 
offins required. 

(Ans. 30cm) 
18.23 Oil (cp = 2 kJ/kgK) is cooled from 11 o•c to 70°C by a flow of water in a 

counterflow heat exchanger. The water (cP = 4.18 kJ/k;gK) flows at the rate of 
2 kg/~ and is heated from 35°C to 65°C. The overall beat transfer coefficient is 
0.37 kW/m2K. Detennine the exit temperatures of oil and water, if the water flow 
rate drops to 1.5 kgfs at the same oil flow rate. 

[Ans. 72.S°C, 72.5°C) 
I 8.24 A lank contains 272 kg of oil which is stirred so that it~ temperature is uniform. 

The oil is heated by an immersed coil of pipe 2.54 cm dia. in which steam 
condenses at 149°C. T11c oil of specific heat I .67S kJ/kgK is to be heaied from 
32.2°C to 121 •c in I hour. Ct1lcula1c the length of pipe in the coil if the swface 
coefficient is 0.653 kW/m2K. 

(Ans. 3.47 m) 

Iii I, 



Statistical Thermodynamics 

The classical mechanics ofNev..1on is quite successful in predicting the behaviour 
oflargc particles. But when it is applied to microscopic particles, it is found to be 
at odds with some observed phenomena. With the concept of classical mechanics, 
it is not possible to explain the experimental fact that the specific heats of a 
substance tend to zero as temperature approache.s zero. These discrepancies of 
classical mechanics are resolved when the energies of the particles are assumed 
10 be quantized according to the principles of quantum mechanics. 

19.1 Quantum Hypothesis 

Till the advent of the twentieth century, it was thought that microscopic particles 
could possess any value of energy. Application of this principle to the emission of 
radiant energy from an isothermal enclosure led to predictions which were at 
variance with measurements. The theories of thermal radiation proposed by Wien, 
Rayleigh and Jeans were found to be inadequate. The agreement of theory with 
experiment was achieved by Planck with his quantum theory of radiation in which 
he postulated that energy is emitted and absorbed by a heated enclosure in small 
quanta, called photo11s, and there is a definite frequ.ency associated with each 
quantum of energy e0 given by 

Eo = ltv (19.l) 

where his a universal constant, known as Planck's constant, eq11al to 6.624 x 
llf 34 J-s. The energy of photon £0 is thus proportional to its frequency. According 
to .Planck• s theory, v can have only definite and discrete values. In other words, 
the energy of a photon cannot have any value between zero and infinity, but 
discrete values like 0, £0 , 2£0 , 3£0 , • • • , nE0 , where n is the quantum number. 

In the atomic model, the quantum theory applies. The atom can exist in a 
number of energy states. ln a gas like hydrogen, whe.n its atom is heated, the 

' I ' 'I 11 , M " 
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electrons jump to higher orbits, and when cooled, the electrons come down to 
lower orbits, each orbit representing a certain energy value of the atom. All the 
orbits are, however, not available to the electron. Only those orbits are allowed 
which, according to Bohr-Sommerfeld rule, satisfy the action integral: 

f pdq=,, h, (19.2) 

where p is lhc momentum and '{, the co1tesponding coordinate of the el~tron 
(e.g .• p"dxorp9 d8), andn isan integer(l, 2, 3, ... ). The integration is to be done 
for one cycle of closed path. Fora gas like hydrogen, Ille Eq. (19.2) yields: 

lw · 2,r= n Ii 

mr2 ~ 2,r= 11 '1 
r 

m vr= lw= nit 
21t 

(19.3) 

where mis the mass of the electron, v its velocity, andr the radius of its orbit. The 
above equation s!.ates th.at Ille only possible circular orbits of the electron a.re 
those in which the atlb'lllarmomentum (lw) of the electron is a multiple ofh/2rr. 

19.2 Quantu.m Principle Applied to a System of 
Particles 

Let us consider a system of N particles of an ideal gas contained in a cubical box 
of side L. Let Ille mass of each of the identical particles be m. The particles are 

· moving about with different velocities in the box and making only elastic 
collisions with the walls. Let us focus our attention on one of these particles 
moving with velocity ti having three componenis v,, Vy and Vz· From Eq. ( 19.2), 
for thex-component motion of the particle, 

fmv"dx""n,h, n,""l,2,3, ... 

or 

" or v, "" "• 2,,,L ( 19.4) 

where n, is the quantum number in thex-direction. The discrete values ofvx are: 

v "" l _}!_ 2 _It_ 3 _h_ and so on. 
• 2ml ' 2ml' 2ml 

lb! permissible values for the speed are called speed levels. For a 
macroscopic body, say a marble of mass 2g in a cubical box ofside 10 cm, 

_h_ = 6.624 X 10-M J-s 
lmL 2 x 2 x 10-3 kg x 10 x 10-2 m 

= 1.656 X 10-JO m/s 

which is a very small speed interval. 
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For a hydrogen atom of3.3 x 10-24 gin the same boll. 

_h_ = 6.624 x 10-
34 J.s = 10-6 mis 

2ml 2 >< 3.3 X 10-27 lcg X 10-1 m 

This speed interval is relatively large. Hence, in the case of such a microscopic 
particle, the quantum view and the continuum view have different meanings. We 
may say that the continuum view is a special limiting case of the more general 
quannun view. 

or 

The kinetic energy of the particle in x-direction, 

£ = .l mv2 = l m n2 _£__ 
X 2 I 2 X 4mL2 

2 1,2 
e,. = n_. SmJ.2 

The discrete sel of permissible values of Ex is: 

h2 h2 h2 
e., = 1 8mL2 '4 8mL2 '9 8mL2 and so on. 

(19.S) 

Each of these energy values is called anenngy level. A panicle is said to occupy 
an energy level when it has oot of these values. 

Similarly, in JI and z directions, 

_2h2 _2h2 

ey - ny 8mL2 and e,. - ~ 8mL2 

where ny and n. are the quantum numbers in they an(! z directions respectively. 
Therefore, the discrete values of the total kinetic energy of a particle are: 

£=e._+t:y+£1 

h2 = (n2 + n2 + n2J -- (19.6) 
x y 8mL2 

In velocity space a spherical surface at a radius of velocity v is called a speed 
or velocity surface representing the energy level E = m/ 12. 

Permissible points on the speed surface represent quantum states belonging to 
this energy level. Since the velocity components are quantized, the tips of two 
components Vx and v, .. 1 are spaced by a distance of h/(2mL). In the three 
dimensional space, each siate occupies an exclusive volume, called a unit cell, of 
(h/2mL)3. Within a spherical shell at radius v andofthicknessdv, the number of 
quantum states dg is equal to the volume of the shell divided by the volume of lhe 
unit eel.I, or: 

(19.7) 

I 11 II I 
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The factor 1/8 is used because only the positive octant of velocity space is 
concerned, without distinguishing between vx and -vx. 

In terms of energy, 

or 

From Eq. (19.7), 

v- {(2e)/m] 112 

dv = .l {2 e-112 de 
2 ,J-;;; 

dg= 4ttm
3IJ 2£ .!_ {2 e-112d£ 

ll m 2 -J-;;; 
= 41rmY (2m,J111 d£ (19.8) 

h3 

where JI= L3
, the volume of the box. 

Here, dg represents the number of quantum states iD the energy interval from 
eto e+ de. 

19.3 Wave-Particle Duality 

When a collimated beam of light is projected througb a pin-hole aperture on to a 
screen, one observes diffraction rings with the intensity distribution across the 
tings (Fig. 19.l). The diffraction phenomenon is due to the wave nature of light. 
Interference phenomena also confirm it. Again, there is the Con:;,ton effect in 
which a particle oflight or photon strikes an electron and changes its trajectory. 
This exhibits the particle nature oflight. Thus, the basic units oflight, the photons, 
behave both like particles (of zero rest mass) and like waves. 

When a cathode ray, consisting of an electron beam at very low pressure, 
produced by filament heated to a very high temperature (- 2000 K), is accelerated 
to a potential difference and passed through a very thin metal foil (- 0.1 µm), and 
the electrons are collected on a photographic plate, it shows diffraction pattern 

fig. 19.1 Diffraction txhibiu lht waDt nal1'rt of light 

! I! ii I 
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or (19.12) 

where VP is the phase velocity equal to (T/m)112andy is the amplitude of vibration 
at time I at any distance x from the fixed end point. 

To solve the above partial differential equation, the method of separation of 
variables will be employed. 
Let y = /(.t) g(t) 

where/is a function of x only andg a function of I only. DifTerentiatingytwice 
with respect to:, keeping I constant, and with respect to r keeping x constant, 

and 

~- a21 ax2 - g ar2 
a2y - a2g 
a,2 - t a,2 

Substiiuting in Eq. (19.12) 

a21 - i a2g 
g d~ - Vp 1 at2 
I i:12

/ I d2 
2 - - - - ~ -- a (say) (19.13) f a..-2 gY; a,2 

where a1 is the separation constant. Since each side of the equation is a function 
of a single vsriable, 

_l_ d1
g =-a2 

sv; a,2 
or rr+a2 ~g .. 0 (19.14) dt2 p 

, The characteristic equation is: 
m2

1+alf4P=O 
or m1 =±iaVp, 

so that the general solution is: 
g = C1 cos (aVP t) +- C2 sin (aJIPt) (19.15) 

Let a VP= Cl>= 2tr 
whm wis the Bllgular velocity and vi.he frequency. Since VP= v.:l, 

a= 2nv = 211' 
v,t .l 

lol It I f 
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and 

so that the wave equation becomes: 

vil/f+ 8~m (£- ')¥f=O (19.20) 

This is the time•i11depe11de111 Schr&li11ger wm•e eq11atio11. In general, a.,; for 
I.he vibrating string, the wave function v, is dependant upon position as well as 
time, and may even be a complex function having real and imaginary pans. 
Consequently, there is a corresponding general time·depe11da11t Sc/1riidi11ger 
wave-equation, but for stationary states of the system (standing waves), the case 
of interest to us here, we need consider only this form of equation (Eq. (19.20)). 

19.8 Probability Function: yr 

The quantum mechanics d.cvelopcd by lid.win Schrodinger differs from Newton's 
classical mechanics in its aim as well as its method. Instead of attempting to fmd 
equations which give the exact positions and velocities of paniclcs, Schrodinger 
devised a method or calculating a function or time and position from which the 
most probable positions and velocities of particles could be derived. 

Schtodinger postulated a particular second·order differential equation for 
wave functions 'I' of the coordinates of a system and time. The square of the 
absolute value or a given wave function, lrl, is interpreted as a probability 
distribution function. Solutions of the Schrodinger equation give a series of 
allowed energy levels for many of the systems considered. 

A fundamental postulate of quantum mechanics is that the quantity 'l'VI"' dt dy 
dz is the probability that the particle represented by the wave function 'lf(x.y, z, t) 
is in the elemental volumedx dydz at the timet, and 'I'* is the complex conjugate 
of 1/f, Thus, lj/yt" is the probability density for the particle. 

Since the particle must be somewhere in space. it is necessary that the 
probability density satisfy the 11ormaliza1io11 co11ditio11: 

J J f l/fyi- <h dy d: = 1 (19.21) 

19.9 Particle in a Box 

Let us assume a monatomic ideal gas confined in a box. of dimen.sions a, band c, 
such that: 

O<x<~O<y<h~dO<z<~ 
Mola:ules have only translational kinetic energy. For simplification, let us 

consider that I.he particles move only in lhex•direction. The Schrodi nger equation 
applied to a single panicle gives 

d21/fx + 8.rm (e - ,,. )"' = 0 (]"' 2">) <h2 Ii • 'f'x Tl< .,, • 

ltl I, 
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and. [ 2 ]"
2 

• [ z] lfnz = -;; SID 1f11r-;; 
Therefore, 

_ [ 8 ]112 . [ X] . [ y] \I'..,_ DJ, RZ - abc Stn n,. tr; Sin 1tylC b 

sin [n.ir~J 
From Eqs (19.27, 19.28 and 19.29), 

e=e,+ey+E,. 

If a = b = c = L, then 

= it_ [ n; + n; + n; J 
Sm a 2 b2 c2 

e= ...!!:_ (n2 + 112 + ,,2J 
8mL2 • Y 

(19.32) 

(19.33) 

which is the same .:quation developed earlier, Eq. (19.6), from Bohr-Sommerfeld 
action integral. 

If JI is the volume of the cubical box, 

_,,2 2 2 2 
E- -----m- [n • + n y + n J (19.34) 

8mJI 
which shows the energy values depending upon the volume of the system. 

The specification of an integer for each "•• "r and n, is the specification of a 
quantum state (or energy state) of a particle. All stat.es characterized by values of 
I.he n's such that n2

" + n2 
v + n2

, = constant, will have the same energy. 
If n2 + n2 + n2 ~ 66 

X Y Z ' 

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
"• 8 I I 7 I 4 7 4 1 S 5 4 
ny 1 8 1 4 7 1 1 7 4 5 4 5 
n, 1 8 1 4 7 4 7 4 S S 

All the 12 states for which n\ + n\ + n\ = 66, have the same energy 

e = 66 4 . There are 12 quantum states with the same energy level, and it is 
8mJI 

said that this energy level has a degeneracy (or statistical. weight) of 12. In any 
actual case, n2 

• + n2 
Y + n\ is an enormous number so that the degeneracy of an 

actual energy level is extremely large. 
When a particle has a number of quantum states at a ce.rtain energy level, it is 

said to be degenerate. The degeneracy is designated by g. If"• = "v = 11~ = I, the 
particle is at its lowest energy level,£= (3h2)/[8m Jfi?l3J, which is non-degenerate 

Iii It 
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(g = I). If 111.. + ,,2 Y + n2 
x = 11, the degeneracy is 3. if it is 12,g is again unity with 

"x =ny = "z = 2. lfit is 14, g = 6, and so on. 

19.10 Rigid Rotator 

A diatomic molecule may be approximated to a "dumbbell" with its two atoms 
connected by a massless spring (Fig. 19.4). The molecule is free to rotate about 
its centre of gravity (e.g.) and may also oscillate along the line of centres. 

Let r be the interatomic distance, and m I and m2 be the masses of atoms at the 
respective distances r1 and r2 from the e.g. Since, 

r = r 1 + r 2 and m1r 1 = m2r2, 

it yields 

m2r m1r '1"' and '2 = _ _,__ 
m1 +m2 m1 +m2 

Moment of inertia of the molecule is: 

I 2 + 2 2 "'1 mz ,2 = ,,,, 2 =m1r 1 mr2= r 
m1 +mz 

where m' = m, mi is the reduced mass of the molecule. 
"'1 +mz 

Solving Schrodinger equation in spherical polar coordinates, the discrete 
energy values ofrotational KE are detennined as given below: 

ma 
m, C~-) 

C?-
e.g. 
• 

~ ,, 
• 1 • 

,, 

r r 

Fig. 19.4 

I I 'I• :11: 111 
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i;.,.- 8~/j(j+I) (19.35) 

where j"' 0, l, 2, ... 

19.11 Harmonic Osclllator 

Let us now c-0nsider the solution of the Scbrodinger equation for a one
dimensional harmonic oscillator. The results can be applied to the vibrational 
motion of a diatomic molecule and also to the behaviour of crystalline solids. 

For a particle of mass m. the potential energy for one-dimensional harmonic 
motion: 

(19.36) 

where x is the di5])1acement of the particle from its equilibrium position at x = 0 
and v0 is lbe frequency of osc::illation. 

One dirnensionaJ Schrodinger eq_uation is thus: 

d
2
"'· + s,rl,,, [r - 2 mtr,; f) w (19.37) 

~hl""I. on 

Solutions of Eq. (19.37) are desired for which y,, --t O e.s x--t ± oc, which 
yield 

(19.38) 

where 11 = 0, I, 2, ... Discrete energy levels are thus obtained. A finite energy 

..!. h v O is associated with the lowest ( or ground state) energy level. 
2 

19.12 Phase Space 

A monatomic gas having only·translatory motion of its molecules is the simplest 
system to consider from the statistical viewpoint. When the position and motion 
of each atom of the gas are prescribed, the state oftbe gas is completely specified. 
lfthe six quantitiesx,y, z,p~·Py,P, are given for each atom, the state oflhe gas 
is detennined. Let us imagine a six-dimensional hyperspace or phase space 
having three-position and three-momentum coordinates. Every particle has its 
representative point in phase space, and is known as the pha1;e point. 

Let us subdivide the phase space into small elements of volume, called cells, 
and the volume of one cell, H; is: 

H = dx dy dz dp, dpy dpz 

This volnme is smaU con:ipared to the dimensions of the system, but large 
enough to contain many atoms. Every aiom of the gas must be in a cell. The cells 
are numbered I, 2, 3, •.. , i . ... and the number of particles in the cells are N1, N2, 

t I ,, 111 
' " 
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N3, ..• , N,, ... with N1 > I. The basic problem of statistical mechanics is to 
detennine hl)w the particles dislribule themselves in the cells of phase space. 

Heisenberg's uncertainty principle places a qnantitative Lim.it on the product of 
the uncertainties in the position and momentum of the particle, 

/J.r &iP1 ... 1,, t,.y ¥y • Ii, t.z /lpz .. Ir 
where h is the Planck's constant. 6.624 x 10-3-' J-s. The total uncertainty in 
locating a particle in. phase space is: 

!J.r t,.y t.z t.p. ¥y t.p,. .. Ii) 

The particle lies somewhere within an element of phase space of volume h3, 

which is known as a compartment. The number of companments per cell is: 
g = Hlh3 (19.39) 

whereg >> 1 and/i3 ha.s the dimension of volume in phase space, since 
(Js)3 = (Nm s)3 =- m3 (Ns}3 

h3 = (leng1h)' x (momentum)3 

A quantum state corresponds to a volwne 113 in phase space, and 811 energy 
level corresponds to a cell ofvolumeH, so th.atg is not.bing but the degeneracy of 
lhe energy level. 

19.13 Microstate and Maaostate 

The basic problem in statistical thennodynamics is to detennine the most probable 
distribution of the particles among degenerate energy levels nnder the constraints 
of constant total numberofparticles and constant system energy. In other words, 
the object is to determine the most probable way io which the particles distribute 
themselves in the cells of phase space. 

If alJ the six coordinates x, y, z, P., Py and Pz of each particle in a system are 
specified in pba.<;e space, it defines the micros/ate of the system. Such a 
specification eltllctly locates the compartment in which each particle of the system 
lies. This detailed description is not necessary to determine the observable 
theID1odynamic properties of a system. For example, the pressure exerted by a 
gas depends upon how many molecules have the specified momenta, i.e. how 
many molecules lie within each element of momentum space dp,dpv·dp,. 
Similarly, the density of a gas depends on how many molecules are there in each 
volume element dx dy dz of ordinary spa~. Thus, the observable properties 
depend onJy on how many particles lie in each cell of phase space and do not 
require any information on which particle lies in which cell. A macrostate of a 
system is defined if the number of particles in each cell of phase space are 
specified. In Fig. 19 .5, three cells i ,j aud k are shown to have four compartments 
each. The particular microstate is specified by stating that there is one particle 
(denoted by a) in compartment I of cell i ; two particles in cellj, one each in the 
compartments 2 and 4; three particles in cell A:, one in companment 2 and two in 
compar1ment 3, and so on .. The corresponding macrostate is specified by simply 
mentioning that N; = I, Ni = 2 and Nk = 3. 

1 I •1, !! I II I 
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Therefore, 

We know, 

Putting 
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~ 

lnx!'"' J lnxdx 
I 

Judv =w-fvdu 
u = lnx and v =x, 

J In x dx = ln.:c · .x - J x -; cir = .dn x - x 

X 

In .:c! - f In x cir= (.:c In x - x]\ = x In x - x + l 
i 

Since xis large, I can be neglected. So, 
ln.:c!=.rln.r-.:c 

This is .known as Stirling's approximation. 

19.16 Maxwell-Boltzmann Distribution Function 

~791 

(19.43) 

Taking logarithm of both sides of Eq. ( 19 .42), and. using Stirling's approximation, 

In W= I [N; lngi -N; In Ni+ NJ 
As the particles in the cells of phase space shift around, they change from oue 

energy level to another, and N,'s will change. lftbe system is in thermodynamic 
equilibrium with maximum W, a small change in W represented by o l.n W will be 
zero. Since the value of K; is a.,;sumed to be constant, 

SlnW= L [1n f; 5N, - N; ;; 5N1 -lnN;5N, +5N;]=o 

(19.44) 

where N; is the number of particles in the i-th cell (or i-th energy level) in 
thermodynamic equilibrium. However, SN;· sate not independent, but ate subject 
to the equations of constraint, 
( 1) N = 'I.Ni = cons!Jlnt 

UNi - o (19.45) 

(2) U = :t£, N; = constant 
~SN1=0 (19.46) 

Laogrange 's method of undetermined multipliers will now be used. Multiplying 
Eq. (19.45) by - In Band Eq. (19.46) by - tJ and adoing to Eq. (19.44), 

l,[ln !; -lnB-jki]oN, =O 

I I ,, ill I I II 
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=KNln~ +KpU+KN 
N 

where 'IN; = N and~ N; = U. 

(1§._) = KN·.!.~(~) + KfH KU (2.f!.) au v z dfJ au v au v 

Since Z = _Lg; E-ilt:i 

dZ =-Ieg·e-jle,= ,LE;N1 rg;e-jlr• = _ uz 
~ ' M N 

(19.65) 

( ~) = KN.!.(- uz)(~) +xp+xu(M.) -xp au v z N au v au v 
From 

or 

TdS= dU+pdY 

(~) = l/T au v 

KP= 1/T 
P= ll(K1) (19.66) 

The constant pis thus detennined. Therefore, from Eq. ( 19.61) 

N Ng; -,;JJCT 
;=Te 

wh.ere z = :I: g; e-r1.u 

The internal energy U of the system: 

From Eq. (19.68), 

or 

From Eq. (19.65), 

U = I, t;N; = ; I',g;e, e-1:/XT 

dZ = _1_ 'C' g· .e-c/KT 
dT KT2 "-' '' 

U= N Kr~ 
Z dT 

U=NKr ~ (lnZ) 
dT 

S=KNln .1_ + K-1-U +KN 
N KT 

(19.67) 

(19.68) 

(19.69) 

=KN[tn!+1]+~ (19.70) 

The Helmholtz function, F = U - TS, is given by 

F=-NKr[1n ! +1] (19.71} 
1 ! h I • h I t 
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Therefore, from Eq. ( 19. 72), 

or 

,,., [ 2,r K.T]l/2 
Z=-Y --

1,l m 

Z = ; [2R' ntK1']3
t.l 

Substituting in the equation, 

N = Ng, e-iti~t 
l z 

- Ng; h3 
- y (2,rwtK.T)3f2 

Substituting N, by cf'N. 

d6N = !!.. !!L. dx dydz do, dv1 dv1 

y 1,3 (21D'ltK7)312 
e-irr(•i, + ,.2, +"1JJ!lll(.n 

= J:!.. [.....!!!._]312 e-{111("1, + v\ + Y:,)'(2Kl} 
y 211KT 

cb: dy cb: dr,~ dv>' dv2 

Integration of this equation over all VRlues oft'., 17y and v2 gives 

d3N- ~ [2;, r2 [2!7r2 dxdydz 

d3N N ---=-
dxdydz y 

or, 

(19.73) 

(19.74) 

(19.75) 

The nwnber of atoms per unit volume of ordinary space is thus a constant, 
confinning that the atoms are uniformly distributed in the gas volume. 

The Eq. (19.75), when integrated over all the values of x,y and z, gives the 
distribution of atoms in velocity space, as given below: 

<f N = N [.....!!!._]m e-<~JltlKTJ dv dt1 dv 
2,rf('f X )' Z 

This equation is precisely the same as. the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity 
distribution as derived from 1he kinetic theory of gases and given by Eq. (21.49), 
provided K is recognised as the Boltzmann constant. 
Now, 

Z - ; [2ff' mK.Tf2 

In Z = In V + l 1n T .._ 1 In 2n m K - 3 In Ir 
2 2 

" ' 



The internal energy of the gas from Eq. (19.69), 

U= NK'r ..2_. ln Z 
dT 

= NK'r l_ _!_ = .! NKT= l nR T 
2 T 2 2 

u=lRTBD.dc =la 
2 V 2 

-=801 

The results agree with the kinetic theory 1111d lhe equipartition principle. 
From Eq. (19.71), 

F= -NKT[ 1n ! + 1] 
= -NKT[ln V + f In (2,r mKT)-3 lnlr + In N +l] 

Now, 

P = -[oFl = NKT av v 
or pY=NKT=nRT 

which is lhe equa1ion of slate of an ideal gas. 
From Eq. (19.70), 

Now, 

Substituting, 

The molar entropy 

S= NK[tn ! + 1]+ ~ 
= NK[tn V + i In T+ i In 21tmk 

2 2 

- 3 In Ir - In N + l] + l NKT 
2 T 

V= NKT 
p 

In J'= lnN+lnK+lo T-lnp 

S= nR[ln N+ In K + In T- In p+f In T 

+ l 1n lttmK - 3 In Jr - 1n N + I + lJ 
2 2 

s = i[2-1n T-lnp+1 tn K +l In 21rm 
2 2 2 

-3 ln 1r+f J (19.76) 
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where C is a constant 

N= JdN% = C Je-E,tlCTw: 

Let £, = mean energy of a single particle associated with coordinate z 

_ L £
2
dN

1 
_ J e,e- c,JKT dz 

- !,dN, - Je-t:,IKTdz 

If e.. is a quadratic function of i, i.e. e, = az2, where a is a constant, 

Let 

Numerator 

« 

J az2 ·e-cao:Z11c.tdz 

I l, = ~0-.,-----

az2tKT= y 

....!!... 2zdz= dy 
K.T 

J e - cz:l tn dz 
0 

I [KT]1,2 
dz=- - dy 

2 ay 

= 1 yKTe-r. l[KT]112 dy 
0 2 oy 

I (KT)312 -J L1 - 1 (KT)3'2 ./ii =---- y 2 e 1dy .. ------
2 ./a O 2./a 2 

Denominator = J e""'I l KT dy 
,. [ ]l/2 
0 2 ay 

"".l[KT]1,2 jyf-1 e""'I dy 
2 0 0 

= l (KD1,1 ./ii 
2 .fa 
I (KT)3' 2 Ji 

e, = 2~-2- =lKT 
..!. [(nKT)/a]112 2 
2 

(19.79) 

lf the energy associated with a particular coord.inate is a quadratic function of 

that coordinate, the average energy of a particle is i KT. This is the principle of 

equipartition of energy. 
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19.24 Statistics of a Photon Gu 

Thermal radiation can be considered to be a photon gas consisting of photons 
which have no rest mass, but possess momenta. The number of photon.s though 
treated as particles are not conserved. The total energy of the photons is, however, 
constant. There is no restriction on the number of photons occupying the same 
quantum number or a compartment in a cell of phase space. Thus, the photons 
follow the Bose-Einstein statistics, the thermodynamic probability of which is 
given by: 

W= tr (g, +N, -1)! 
; (g; -1)! N, ! 

The condition of the maximum thermodynamic probability gives 

:I)n Ki + N; liN· .,. 0 
N; l 

subject to the constraint oftoial energy of photons (and not the number), i.e. 

IEt 6N; =O 
Multiplying the above equation by- fJ and adding to the earlier equation: 

r[1n g; ;iN; - /3£l] SN;= 0 
Since SN,• s are independent, 

or, 

hl K; + N; == fl£. 
N; 

I 
N/K;-= ~; -I 

where p = 1/KT. The energy of a photon of frequency vis 

e=hv 

and its momentum is 
p = hi). = livlc-= elc 

(19.80) 

where c is the velocity of light. Since light can be both right-handed and left
handed polarized photons. the degeneracy Ki of the energy level E; is 

2 chdydz dpit dpy dpz 
K; • 1iJ 

Substituting d6N for the N; in Eq. (19.80), putting E ~ pc and fl= 1/KT. 

6 2 ch dyd: dpx dp)' dp% 
dN= ---h3 tpc/'lt..T -I 

Integrating the equation over z, y 1111d z, we get the distribution of photons in 
momentum !Jl8ce, 

I I ,, 111 
' " 
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Substituting d6 N for N,, e for E;, and the expression for Ki• 

6 2 1 
d N = 3 -t/KT (Udy d: dpx dpy dp,. 

fl Be +1 

Integrating over x, y and z 
dl _ 2V I N-7 Bt·&IK.T + 1 dpxdpydpt 

To evaluate B, let us make the substitution 
B=e~IX1, 

(19.89) 

where Ero is the reference energy which is a function of temperature. Then, 

ct'N= iv l d dp dp (19 90) 113 e(t-t.,JIKT + 1 IPx y z · 

This is the distribution of electrons in momentum space. The number density of 
electrons in this space: 

2Y 1 
p= ,;r- eU-tm)IKT + 1 (19.91) 

When T = 0 K. let t',n = Emo· For a cell in momentum space for which E < E,nOt 

Po=~ (at T= 0 K, E < £,,,o) (19.92) ,, 
At absolute zero, the density of representative points in momentum space is 

constarlt and equal to 2 V/h3 in all cells for which E < Gi.o· 
lfE > t,,,o at T = 0 K, 

Po= 0 (at T= 0 K. E> £,,,o) 

There can be no electron whose energy is greatertbantm11at T= 0 K. ThuS,Eni 
is the maximum tnergy of the electron at absolute zero, which is referred to as 
Fenni energy (Fig. 19 .8). 

d3N 
" = di,. d ... di,. 

0 

Fig. 19.8 Distr{b111io11 in m0111t11t11m spu, of Fmni·Di,ac statWia at 
T = OK (foll line) and two higlur ttmpt,aturu T1 and T2 

, ~111 I 11 , 
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Therefore, z is also multiplicative. 

z = z!nl!ll · Zn,c • Zvii, • z.,~ · Znuel • zdlerft 

To determine thez of a molecule, it is necessary to find each of the contributing 
partition functions. 

JI ll:t 
Z1rans"' ,;r-(2 Km Kl] (Eq. 19.73) 

(evaluated earlier) 
The energy levels of a simple hannonic oscillator arc: 

£..;1, "" ( n + t )nv (Eq. 19.38) 

Withg;= I, 

-= re-nb~/KT ·e- hv/ 2KT 

.. =o 
= e- hv/2KT [ 1 + e-hv/KT + e-2hv,1C.T + e-Jhv/Jtt + ... ] 

e-hv/21C.T 

l-e-hv/lC.T 

Similarly, z_ Zdian, ... etc. are to be evaluated. 

(19.102) 

So far r refen. to a single particle. The total partition function of N identical 
distinguishable particles: 

Z.01 = zN = (Ie~tqN 

For N indistinguishable particles, 

- ZH [I,e-llt; t 
~-NI= NI 

19.26.1 Intmtal Energy 

Ave.rage energy of a particle is: 

Now, 

- IN E· re- e-llc, re. e-11&; 
E=--'-1= s :::~-'--

rN; re-lit. z 

[ ;; l = ;P [Ie-ixi] = - re; e-~£, 

£=-;[;pt=-[ a~z t 

(19.103) 
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The internal energy of the system is: 

u"" L N,e;=NE 

In tenns of Ziw 

Now, 

19.26.2 Et1lr0/1:1 

U=-1d~z L 
U= -[ d ';;•ML 

I 
{J=KT' 

U = -N1~1 = NKfl [~] d- dT v 
T V 

=n'iir[~] dT V 

In terms of the single-partition function, 

S=Nx[ Ln ~ + 1]+ ~ [Eq. 19.70] 

= 11'ii[1n ; + r( a;~z t + 1] 
In terms of Z.,,, since 

4oc =Z"INI 

ln~oc=NloZ-NlnN+N .. N[ln ~ +1] 

s = x[ In z,01 + T( dl~;101 t] 
19.26.3 Helmholtz Functio,, 

F=U-TS 

~813 

(19.104) 

(19.105) 

(19.106) 

(19.107) 

=nRT2(d~~;t-nRT[1n(;)+r(d~~zl ~1] 
I h I h 11 t 
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Fig. 19.11 Work trarufir 

F = KT[~] =KT[dlnz] 
Z da T da T ' 

4W=NFda =NKT[dlnz] da 
da T 

4W=nRT[d~~z l dV=pdV 

which is valid for a reversible process. 
Now, 

4Q=dU+4W 

-=815 

r 
T 

.Q 

J_ 

(19.111) 

= n Rd [ r2 
{ a:z L] + ,, R r [ a!z l dV 

Since dlnz~ [dlnz ] dr+[i>lnz] dV ar v av r 

4Q =nRd[r 2 {d~~z L]-nR7ld!z l dT+nRTdlnZ 

= n R rd[ In a r{ In/ lv] 
Using Eq. (19.105), 
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ctQ= TdS 
which is val.id for a reversible process. 

19.26.8 Properliu of Ideal Gam 

As shown in Fig. 19.11, 

P =NF= NKT[dlnz] 
be be da T 

Now, 

[d:zl = ! 

or 

_ NKT I NKT 
p-Tc·;;=v 

plh=NKT 

which is the equation of state of an ideal gas. 
For an ideal gas, 

G=U-TS+pJI= U-TS+niiT 

.. u-r[~ +nR+nRln ;] +niT 

=-nRTln...!. 
N 

S=nR [1n; + r( d:z )J 
H=G+ TS= nar[olnz] 

dT P 

cp = :r [ ar2( a~z)J 
19.27 Specific Heat of Solids 

(19.112) 

(19.113) 

(19.J 14) 

(19.1 IS) 

(19.116} 

The classical theory of specific heat of a solid assumes that the molecules of a 
solid, when displaced from their equilibrium positions, are acted on by a linear 
restoring force, and oscillate about these positions with simple hannonic motion. 
With increasing temperature, the amplitude and, hence the energy, of oscillatory 
motion increases. The specific heat at constant volume is a measure of the energy 
that must be supplied to increase the energy of these molecular vibrations. Since 

, Iii Ii 
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both K.E. and P.E. of a harmonic oscillator are quadratic functions of their 
respective coordinates., the equipanition principle applies, and the mean total 

energy is KT [ I KT for KE and I KT for PE]. The molecules are free to 

oscillate in three dimensions, and so a mean energy 3KT is assigned lo each 
molecule. Therefore, the total energy U of a system of N molecules in thermal 
equilibrium at a temperature Tis 

U=JNKT=3nRT 

c.=3R 
Figure 19.12 shows experimental values of cP and c. for copper. At high 

temperatures, c. ::: 3 R, but it decreases to zero at O K. 
The first explanation of the decrease in c" at low temperature was given by 

Einstein, who suggested that qnantum theory should be applied. Each atom 
bebavcs Ii.lee a simple hannonic oscillator with normal frequency v. The energy 
levels of a simple bannonic oscillator are: 

e = ( 11 +I) hv, n = 0, 1, 2, 3 

The partition function is: 

30 X 103 

25 

~ 20 
"' ti 
E 15 .. 
4' 

~ 10 
~ 

5 

200 

Z= :I;exp[-(n+f },v1xr] 
exp(-hV/2KT) 

I -exp (-hvJKn 

400 600 

Temperature. K 

800 

8 

I- 6 
i 
~ 

I :.:: 

14 ~ E 

~ r-

~ 2 
L. 

r--- 0 
1000 1200 

Fig. 19.12 'I' ond r.. far C'Oflli" os fonctfo,u of tllnpnafllrt al a ,omlant pmsurt oft aim 
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(b) Neglecting relativistic effects, the wavelength is: 

A,= ~ = 6.625 X 10-:M - 7.3 X I0-10 m 
mv 9.106x 10-'1 x 106 

(c) Since the wavelength is very small in (a), the motion is rectilinear and 
quantum considerations are not importMlt in this motion. In case (b), although 
7.3 x 10-10 m is a small distance indeed, it is quite large for the motion of 
microscopic particles like electrons. Therefore, the quantum effects can influence 
significantly on electron motion. 

Example 19.2 Consider a cubical box of edge lO cm, containing gaseous 
helium at 300 IC.. Evaluate lhe CDl!JiY Ex and ilB corresponding n,.. 
Solution 

Ex= +KT= t >< 1.38 >< 10-" x 300 

=20.7 x 10-.u J/molecule 

For x-directional component, 

,,2 2 
e. = 8ma2 n,. 

where a is the side of the cubical box. 

"x .. : (8 mt'Jl/2 

= O.lO [8 X 4 X 20.7 X (0-n ]Ill 
6.625 X 10-)4 6.023 >< 10-24 

"" 15.8 x 1031 Ans. 

Example 19.3 Calculate the number of ways of ananging seven 
distinguishable particles in four boxes so that Ni "" J, N2 = 2, N3 = J and N4 .. 1. 

Solution Eq. (19.40) applies to this case, so that 

W = .Jil._ = 7! = 7 X 6 XS X 4 
ffN;I 1!2!3!1! 2 
I 

= 420 Ans. 

Example 19.4 Calculate the number of ways of arranging six indistinguishable 
particles in four boxes which are (a) distinguishable, (b) indistinguishable. 
Sol11tion (a) Since the boxes are distinguishable, 

W= gi(gi + Ni -1)! = 4(4 +6-1)! 
Nil 6! 

= 4x9x8x7x6! =
2016 

6! 

I I I!! 

Ans. 

ii I + II 
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= (6.624 X 10->4)2 [ 3 X 8.47 X 1022 X 106 ]l/l 

8 X 9.1 X 10-31 1t 

= 11.3 x 10- 19 1 Ans. 

Average electron energy at T"' 0 K, 

£0 = f emo = f x 11.3 x 10-19 = 6.78 x 10-19 J 

£0 = l. KT 
2 

Equivalent gas temperature: 

(c) From Eq. (19.101), 

T= 2Eo .. 2x6.78x10-19 =328000K 
3K 3 x 1.38 x 10-23 

' 

C = ,r2 
KTR 

" 2Smo 

= 0.018.R 

,r2 )( 1.38 X 10-23 X 300 R 
2 X 11.3 X J0-19 

Ans. 

Ans. 

The eleclmn contribution to specific heat is very small. For solids, the priinary 
contribution to specific heat is by lattice vibration. 

REVJEW (lUESTIONS 

l9.I What aR the discrepancies of classical mechanics? 
19.2 Explain the qu.u:itum theory of thcnnal radiation. What is quantum numbet'! 
19.3 What is the action integral of Bohr-Sommerfeld'! 
19.4 Eilplain the quantum principle applied lo a system ofpanicles. 
19.5 What is the difference between the quantum view and continuum view? 
19 .6 Explain energy levels of panicles, quantum states and degeneraey. 
19. 7 What do you mean by wave-particle duality'! Explain how photons and electrons 

exhibit this duality . 
. 19.8 What is de Broglie Jaw? What does it signify? 

19.9 Derive the wave equation of the transverse vibration of a stretched string. 
19.10 How did Schrodinger apply the differential wave equation to lhe matter waves of 

de Broglie? What do you mean by time-dependent and time-independent 
Schriidinger wave equation? 

l'J.11 What is probability distribution function? How does quantum mechanics 
basically differ from classical mechanics? 

19.12 Whai is probability density? Whal is the nonnali:mtion condition'? 
I 9.13 How arc the discrcie energy levels of a panide in a boJl derived with the help of 

Schrodingcr \v-.tve equation? 
19.14 Whal arc degenera1c and non-degenerate particles? 
19.1 S Give the discrete energy levels of a rigid rotator and a hannonic oscillator. 

,, ' ' 
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19.16 What do you mean by phase space? What are cells and compartments? How do 
they relate t.o energy levels and quantum states'? 

19.17 What is the significance of h3 in phase space? 
19.18 What are the constraints on the most probable distribution ofpanicles in phase 

space? 
19.19 Explain the tenns: microstate, macrostate and thecmodynamie probability. 
19.20 Explain the statement: All roicrostates are equally probable. 
19.21 Whi.ch macrostate ref en; to the thermodynamic equilibrium state? 
19.22 Derive the thermodynamic probability for distinguishable particles based on 

Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. How does the exprcssio.n get allered for 
indistinguishable patticles? 

19.23 What is Stirling's appro11imation? 
19.24 Show that the Maxwcll0 B0ll2!IWII\ distribulion function of particlei 11111ong cells 

in phase ap;u;c at cqllilibriwn is givc:n by: 
N/g; = 1/(B,/'<,) 

where fJ is a consWlt. 
19.25 Explain lhe physical model of Bose-Ein&tein s!.atistiai. Show that the number of 

micros!.ates for a givm macrostatc of indistinguishable pllllicles is given by: 

w~ 1t((g;+ N; - l)!)/((g1- I)! N1!J 
i 

19.26 From the above relation of IV, show that the Bose-Einstein distribution function 
is given by: 

N/g, = 1/[BJc. - I) 
where B is a constant. 

19.27 What is Pauli's exclusion principle? What arc fermions? 
19.28 Derive the expressions of thennodynamic probability and distribution function 

for Fenni-Dirac statistical model. 
19.29 Give a comparison ofM0 8, B-E and F-D statistics. 
19.30 What do you mean by partition function? What is the most probable distribution 

of the molecules in a gas among the possible energy levels? 
19.31 Explain the relation of entropy with thermodynamic probability. Establi.sh: S a 

KlnW. 
19.32 Why is second law called a law of probability? 
19.33 Show that tJ = IIKT. 

d 
19.34 Show that: (a) U= NKT1 dTln Z, 

(b)S=.u{ln ~ +t]+ ~. 

19.35 Show that the partition function ofa monatomic id~l gas {or tnsnalational K..E.) 

Z...,, • :, [2KmK1lll2 

19.36 Derive the Sackur. Tetrode eq11ation for the absolute entropy ofa molllltl:lmic idcaJ 
gas. 

19.37 Establish the principle of equipartition of ener::." by showing that ihe energy 
associated with a particular coordinate being a quadratic function of that 
coordinate is equal to 1/2 KT. 

!1 I I II 
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19.() Ao argon atom (atomic weight 40) is moving between two walls 10 cm aparL If 
its quantum number is 108, how much energy is required to change its quantum 
number to(a) 108 + I, (b) 109? 

19. 7 Consider a triatomic water molecule (atomic weight 18.02). It is contained in a 
cube of 10 cm side. Find the kinetic energy of the molecule ifils tran.slational 
quantum numbers are n, = 109

, ny = 1010 and. n, ,. 1011 . What arc the 
wavelengths asso.cialed with each of the quantum numben? 

I 9.8 Calculate the rotational energy levels for a diatomic hydrogen molecule for the 
first five valuesofj(i .c.,j= O, I, 2, 3. and4). The mass ofa hydrogen atom can 
he considered 10 be equal to that of a proton (r = 0. 742 A). 

19,9 It is observed that light emitted from a rotating oxygen molecule must come 
from adjacent rotational states, i.e. 6j = I. Determine the frequencies of the four 
lowest transitions if I = l.95 x 10-39 g cm2. 

19.10 If an argon atom vibrates about an equilibrium location in simple hannonic 
motion, how much energy is required to change its vibrational quantum number 
from IO to 11 'l Assume ihc constant K in the force acting on the atom F e - Kx as 
2 kN/m. 

19.11 The equation ofa translational system 

11! 11; 11: 8m£; 
7+b2+7=,;r 

is anal.ogous to the equation of an ellipsoid 

t2 \12 .1 , 
..:.-+~+~ er 
a 2 h2 C Z • 

where,) is identified as (8111 eJ/112. Realizing that only 1/8 of the volume of the 
e!Upsoid is defined by positive values of the variables necessary to determine the 
number of states of energies between O and e, prove that the number of states 
between e and e + de is 

4trml' Ill 
g, = ---,;r- [2m £i] de,. 

where r is me volwne of the gas. 
19 .12 For a particle in a cubical box of side L, find me nwnber of quantum states at 

each of me following energy levels: 
h: h2 1,2 

(a)l28mLI ,(b)258mLz and(c)368mLz 

A,u. {a) I. (bl 9. {c) 6 
19.13 If II particle has a translational energy 31,2/(SmL 2), what are the possible 

directions for its velocity? 
AIIS. 8 

19.14 A particle with a mass of 10..,n g is moving in a small cubical box with edges of 
length I om. Find the spaci.ng between succes.,ive pennissiblc values of the 
velocil)' component~. 

19.15 The uncertainty in the position of an electron is given by M ,: 0.5 A. 'Determine 
the unecnainty, ,\i>, in the linearmomenrum of the electron. An electTOn is placed 
in a cubical box of side a = 0.5 A. Estimate the lowest energy. £ 0, avai'lablc to the 
electron. 

,1 



Irreversible Thermodynamics 

Classical thennodynamics deals with reversible processes in which transition of 
a system from one equilibrium state to another occurs. A system is said to be in 
equilibrium when no spontaneous change in the system takes place and all the 
thennody.namics properties.remain constant and uniform throughout the system. 
The properties are spatial and time invariant. The branch of thermodynamics 
which deals with irreversible processes under steady state condition where the 
properties vary with space coordinates, but are conslant wilh respect to time 
is known as irreversible thennodynaml'cs Denbigh caned it thennodynamics of 
the steady state. 

20.1 Entropy Flow and Entropy Production 

Let us consider a lhin copper rod connected between two heat reservoirs at 
iemperatures T1 and T2 (Fig. 20.1). The rod is thermally insulated. Heat nows 
steadily from the hot to the cold reservoirs. The temperature varies from point to 
point along the rod, but the temperature at any point is constant with time. The 
temperature at a point is defined as !he final equilibrium temperature of an 
isolated small volume element, enclosing the point in contact with the recording 
device, say, lhermocouple. The volume element is small compared to the 
dimensions ofthe system, but large enough to avoid molecular fluctuations. 

Let J0 represent the rate of heat flow per un.it area from the bot to tbe cold 
reservoir (W/m2). In unit time, the hot reservoir undergoes an entropy decrease 
Jq!T1; the copper.rod suffers no entropy change, because, once in the steady state, 
its coordinates do not change with time; and the cold reservoir undergoes an 
entropy increaseJq'T2• So tbe entropy change of the universe per·unit time is: 

6~...,. = Ll.SH<11,....rvoit + LlSit.,.i + LlSc.,1<1~NOit 

! I I 11 + I,, ·sM 
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Fig. 20.1 Suady irTmtrsihk flow of latat along a thin rod 

Jo 

Cold 
reservoir 

(20.1) 

Let us focus our attention on the rod, rather than on the universe. Since the hot 
reservoir underwent an entropy decrease, it may be sa_id that it lost entropy to the 
rod, or that there was a flow of entropy into the rod equal toJ(/T1 per unit time. 
Since the cold reservoir underwent an entropy increase, it may be said that the 
reservoir gained entropy from the rod, or that there was a flow of entropy from 
the rod equal toJift2 per unit time. But sinceJQ/T2 > JQ! T1, the entropy outflux 
from th.e rod exceeds the entropy influx to the rod. The difference must have been 
generated within the rod due to irreversible heat transfer through a finite 
temperature difference. So the rate of entropy production, a, within the rod is: 

_ dS _ JQ JQ _ 1j - 7; 
<7- - - - - - - JQ - -

dt T2 1j 7j 1i 
Ir T1 = T + l:!,,~d T2 = T, so that a small tempe111ture difference exists across 

the rod, 

AT 
u=JQ r2 (20.2) 

If J5 represents the entropy flow per unit time (W/m2K), equal to JQIT, 

AT 
a = J5 T (20.3) 

As I:!,, T ~ 0, <1 ~ 0, so that when the temperature difference vanishes, the rate 
of entropy production becomes zero, and the heat transfer process becomes 

, 1 I ~ r 11 P 
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reversible. The rate of entropy production is thus a measure of the extent of 
irreversibility inherent in 'lhe process. 

Let us now suppose that an electrical cnm:ntJ1 (ampere/m2) is maintained in 
the same rod by virtue of a difference of potential 6£ across its ends. while the 
rod i.s in contact wilh a reservoir at temperature T(Fig. 20.2). Electrical energy of 
amountJ1AE is dissipated in the rod per unit time, and at the same rate heat flows 
out of the rod, since at steady state the rod undergoes no energy change. There is 
an increase of entropy (J1tiE)IT of the reservoir per unit time, while there is no 
entropy change of the rod. Therefore, the entropy change of the universe per unit 
time is (J1 ArJIT, which is positive. lfwe now focus our attention 011 the rod, it 
may be said that there was no flow of entropy into the rod, but lhat entropy flowed 
out at the rate (J1t:,E)IT, which must have been produced internally. So, the rate of 
entropy prodnction is: 

l20.4) 

If now a temperature difference !J.T and a potential differenc.e AE 
simultaneously exist across the rod with both the heat _cwrent and the electrical 
current flowing along the rod, the total rate of entropy generation would be: 

AT AE AT AE 
e1=1Qy -t-J,7 =Js-=, +117 (20.s) 

,(Q 
/ 

Fig. 20.2 Sttady flow of eftttri~l CIITTnll in lne rod 

.20 • .2 Onsager Equations 

f ·. 
It has been found experimentally that in the absence of AE JQ depends only on 
ti.T. but when there is a6.Eas well, lbenJQ (and alsoJ5) depends on both AT and 
llE. Similarly, when bothATandM exist across the rod,11 also depends on both 
of these differences. The heat flow and the electrical current flow are irreversible 
coupled flows, which exist because of the finite potentials across the rod. If the 
departure from equilibrium conditions in the rod is not too great,J 5 andJ1 may be 
assumed to be linear functions of AT and llE, as given below 

AT AE 
Js=L11T +L12 y (20.6) 

. AT AE 
J, "'L:ti - + L22 - (20.7) 

T T 

!11 i ! 11 
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where L's are called phenomenological coefficients. The above equations are 
known as Onsager equolions, which express the linearity between the fluxes and 
the forces. The L's are coefficients connected with electrical resistance, thermal 
conductivity and the thermoelec.tric properties of the rod. Only three of the four 
L's are independent, for it can be proved that, if the departUre from equilibrium is 
not great, 

L12 =L21 (20.8) 

This is known as Onsager reciprocal relation. 

20.3 Phenomenological Laws 

A large number of phenomenological laws exist, which describe Ute irreversible 
processes in the form ofproportionalities, e.g. Fo11rier 's law between heat flow 
and temperature gradient,Fick 'slaw between flow of matter of a component in a 
mixture and its concentration gradient, Ohm 's law between electrical current and 
potential gradient, Newton's law between shearing force and velocity gradient, 
the chemical reaction law between reaction rate and chemical potential. The 
causes which are responsible to the occurrence of these irreversible phenomena, 
such as, the temperature gradient, potential gradient, concentration gradient, and 
chemical affinity arc called the generalized forces, denoted by Xh = I, 2 .... , 11). 
The irreversible phenomena, such as heat flow, electrical current flow, dilTusion, 
chemical reaction rate, et.c. caused by thefi>rces arc called.fluxe~·, symbolized by 
.Ji(i"' I, 2, ... , 11). A thermodynamic force may be defined as a quantity which 
measures the extent to which the system is displaced from equilibrium. 

When two or more of these phenomena occur simultaneously, they interfere 
and give rise to new effects. The examples of such cross-phenomena are: 

(1) The two reciprocal phenomena of thermoelectricity arising from the 
interference of heat conduction and electrical conduction. viz., Seebeck effect and 
Peltier effect. 

(2) The coupling of diffusion and heat conduction giving rise to thermal 
diffusion, called the Sorer effect (concentration gradient fonncd as a result of a 
temperature gradient) and its inverse phenomenon, theD1ifo11r effect(temperature 
difference arising when a concentration gradient exists). 

Two coupled transport processes can be e-xpressed in the generalized form 
J 1 =L11 X1 + L12X2 (20.9) 

J2 = L21X1 + L12X2 (20.10) 

For two primary processes (say, heat conduction and flow of electricity) the 
basic or primary laws will be of the form: 

J1 = l 11 X1, for process I alone, say, heat conduction, where J 1 = JQ, X1 = 
dT!dx and L11 is the thermal conductivity, and, 

J2 = L2i)(2, for process 2 alone, say electrical flow, whereJ2 = J1,.X2 = dE/dt 
and £.i2 is the electrical conductivity. 

Iii I 
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If process 2 influences process 1 and vice versa, 
J 1 = L12 X2 (the quantity of heat now J 1 due to electrical potential X1); 

J2 = L21 X1 (the electrical current flow J2 due to temperature gradient X2). 

The latter two processes are called coupled processes, and the coefficientsL12 
and.Li I are called coupling coefficients. The first digit in the subscripts of the L's 
refers to the flux and the second digit refers to the force. If L 12 = L21 = O,. lhe 
fluxes are dependent only on the primary forces and are uncoupled. 

20.4 Rate of Entropy Generation: Principle 
of Superposition 

The rate of entropy generation is the product of forces and fluxes. From 
Eq. (20.5), 

(20.11) 

where 

liT liE 
or T a.ndX2 ~ ~ 

The rate of entropy generation in irreversible steady state coupled processes is 
thus the sum of the entropy generation for each of the processes, i.e. 

er= J1X1 + J~2 + J~3 + . . . (20.11 a) 
This is known as the principle of superposition as stated by Verschaffelt 

(Prigogine, 1961). 
Let us consider a control volume (fig. 20.3) in which the properties vary from 

point lo point and wilh time. Toe internal energy: 
u ""j{z, y, z:, t) 

Fig. 20.3 Htal a11ti work flow i11 a mlllrol oolu!M 

! I!! ii I + II 
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or, div Jw = E div J1 + J1 grad E 
By Kirchhoff's law, divJ1= 0 

divJw - .fa grad E 

By substituting in Eq. (20.19), 

Therefore, p :; = - div J0 -J1 grad E 

as - div JQ JI grad E p------
01 T T 

=-div Jo -Jo grad T - J, grad E 
T T2 T 

p ds + div Js = - JQ grad T - J gmdE a, f2 1 T 
Therefore, from Eq. (20.16), 

C1=-JQ grad T - 11 grad E 
r2 T 

20.4.3 Entropy Generation d».e to Heat and Mass Fl.ows 

-=833 

(20.20) 

For a system of variable composition Gibbs entropy equation is given by: 

T ds = dU + p d J' - I, >'k dm1, 

or per unit mass 

T ds ,. du + p dv - I, µ1< dck 

where ck =m,!m = mass fraction of component It: andµk is the chemical potential 
of componentk. 

Let us consider a region of fixed volume and. rnass in a motionless fluid 
mixture. Then, 

T dJ = du - L }.lit dck 

or T ds a ~-2! - I µk dck_ 
dt dt dt 

(20.21) 

For the control volume (Fig. 20.4), the continuity equation for the component k 
gives: 

~ .C (p dl')ck = - 1 Jk dA = - 1 div Jk d J' 
dt '!v JA 1v 

where Jk is Che rate of flow of substance k per unit area of lhe surface. 
Therefore, 

dck d' , p-+ IVJk=O 
dt 

(20.22) 
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[~; l;c = ~ -~ 
(20.43) 

L12 "'Liz~ = J..T~ (20.44) 

The ratio of the heat flux to the electric current at constant temperature is 
c:lllc:d lhe heat of tra1111port, Q•. the heat transported by the current. From 
Eqs (20.35) and (20.42) 

[ 
Jo ] .. T .!:ll._ .. Q• 
J, r-. Ln 

or, ! 12 =lQ• 
From Eqs (20.44) 1t11d (20.46), 

cr-r~ 
From Eq. (20.40), 

(20.45) 

(20.46) 

(20.47) 

(20.48) 

Substituting lhe expressions of L11• L12, L21 and L22 in the equations (20.31 to 
20.33), 

J =- k+ATS• dT -AS•~ 
s T dx dx 

(20.49) 

dT d£ Ji:-J..S•--A-
dx dx 

(20.50) 

J.0 = - (k + J..rs•21 ~ - .t.rs• dE 
dx dx 

(20.51) 

These an: lhe governing equati<ms of thtrmoelectricity. 

20.6.1 Thermoco11ple 

A thennocouple is a device for recording the tempemture at a point within a 
system (Fig. 20.5). 

See'back Effect Two wires of dissimilar materials A and B, such as copper and 
constantan, are joined together, say by soldering. to form the hot junction a, which 
is kept in contact with the system whose temperature is to be measured. The cuds 
band c are connected to the leads of the material D (ofteo copper). The joints b 
and c are immersed in an ice bath to fonn the cold junction. The leads are 
connected to a potentiometer atd and e. When the temperature at the hot junction 
T11 is dilTercnt from the temperature at the cold junction re, an electric current 

I I ,, ill I I II 
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From Eqs (20.45) and (20.47), the rate at which beat is transporied into the 
junction by the cwrcntJ1 is: 

(JQ)A =J1Q~ =J1TS~ 
and the rate at which heat is transported out of the junction by the current is: 

(JQ)s = J, Q; = Jj TS~ 
At steady state, from the first law, 

f2R-
JQ = 7 + (J~,. - (JQ)e 

I 2R; • • 
= A + J, T (SA - s 9) (20.55) 

[ 
Jl R- ] JQ - 7 is the rate at which excess beat is to be removed per wiit area, 

i2R-
over and above the Joulean heat --1 , to keep lhe junction isolhermal, and is 

..4 • 
called the Peltier heat. Therefore, 

Peltier heat .. J1 T (S~ - S~ 
The Pelrler heat (W/m2) is proportional to the cwrcnt J1 and the constant of 
proportionality is called the Peltier coefficient, tr. 

Therefore, 
(20.56) 

The Peltier coefficient is called the Peltier emf, since its unit is volts. The 
Peltier emf at a junction depends 011 temperature and the materials of the junction. 

If Ohmic (or Joulean) heating is neglected, then Eq. (20.55) reduces to: 

JQ =Ji T(S~ -S~ =J1 Ku (20.57) 

If the current is reversed.. in direction (Fig. 22. 7), 

JQ = (JQ)a- (JQ),. = J1 T (S~ - S~) 
= - ,rA. B JI (20.58) 

Peltier heat is, then!fore, absorbed in the junction to keep it isothermal at 
iemperature T. Peltier effect is thus rellef'sible. 

8 

Lo 
Fig. 20. 7 Iuomal of nmml i11 tflt jundion of diJsillWDr maurialJ 
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Thomaon Effect Let us consider an element of length Ill of a rod or a wire 
through which heat is flowing steadily by conduction due to a temperature 
difference AT (Fig. 20.8). If an electric current I is sent through the element, it is 
found that the temperature distribution in the element is altered by an amount that 
is not entirely due to Joule effect. The rate, at which the electrical energy is 
dissipated into internal energy increase of the element, is greater or less than the 
f R beating, the difference depending on the magnitude and direction of the 
current, on the temperature, and on the material. This phenomenon is known as 
the Thomson effect. Allowing for Joule effect, the heat that must be supplied or 
extracted laterally at all places along the element to restore the initial temperature 
distribu.tion (without electric current} is called the Thomson heat. 

x---... 

Flg. 20.8 Coupltd flow of Atat and tuctricil'j in an elnnnit 

Let JQ represent the beat that must be removed laterally per unit area in unit 
time from the element carrying a current to restore the element to its original 
temperature distribution. If M is the potential difference across the clement, the 
rate at which electrical work is done on the element is/t:.E. The rate at which heat 
is transponed per unit area by the electrical current into the element is (JQ>r+AT 
= J1(Q*)r + AT, and the rate at which. heat is transported bl the current out of the 
element per unit area is (JQ}r = J1(Q•)r, both in kW/m . The conduction heat 
flowing into and out of the clement is the same and need not be considered here. 
By first law, 

Now, 

Therefore, 

JQ = J, t:.E + J,(Q")r + Ar - J,(Q*)y 
= J, [A£+ (T+ An (S*)r . ,1. r- TS*] 

dS 
(S*)r+ AT =S* + dT AT 

,, I 11 H 1 ,I 
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or 

Basie afld Applied Thmnodynamies 

+ ds• (~r)2 - rs•] 
dT 

Jo =J{~E + T ~s; ·4T + s• llT] 

neglecting the small quantity ds• (ii7)2• 
dT 

From Eq. (20.50), 

or 

Also, 

Substituting tlE i.n Eq. (20.59), 

(20.59) 

(20.60) 

J'Q=J,[:!l...llx-S*llT+T dS* llT+s·~r] 
A. dT 

J2 dS* 
=-t!i.x+J,T dT A.T (20.61) 

The current density J 1 is given by 

dE l:!.E J,=-A.- =A.-
dx llx 

Therefore, the Joulcan heat per unit area is: 

J1A.E·J1= J,r~ = 1 llx 

From Eq. (20.61), 

{20.62) 

This is the excess heat that must be removed per unit area from the element 
laterally, over and above the Joulean heat, and is the Thomso11 heat. The quantity 

T dS • A.Tis expressed in volts and is called the Thomson emf. Thomson heat is 
dT . 

proportional to J1 as well as A..T and the constant of proportionality is called the 
Thomson coefficient, a. If beat is added to keep the same temperature, a is 
positive. If heat is removed, a is negative. So, 
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dS• 
a=-T--

dT 

The Eq. l20.62) becomes 

J2 
fo --t-11.r =-uJ1 /J.T 

-=845 

(20.63) 

(20.64) 

The, difference in Thomson coefficients for the two wires A and 8 in the 
thennocouple 

(20.65) 

Thus, all the thennoelectric effects can be expressed in tenns of the entropy 
transport parameter S- and the temperature, as given below: 

Seebeck effect: 
T11 

EA.a= J [S~ -S~J dT 
Tc 

Peltier effect: 11'A,B = T(S~ -S~J 

Thomson effect: 
d • • 

c,A-as =-T dT [SA-S el 

Differentiating E,., 8 with respect to T. 

d£A.e - s· s· 
--- A- B 

dT 

d2 £ d ~=-cs· -s;J 
dT2 dT A 

and 

Therefore. 

and 

(20.66) 

(20.67) 

The above equations are known as .Thomson ·s jirst and second relations, 
which were derived by Thomson (Lord Kelvin) by a different procedure. If for a 
given thermocouple, the relationship between the emf and the temperature is 
known, e.g., 

EA, e =- a 1t, a2r2 + a/ 
where I is the C,eJsius temperature and the a 's are constants depending on the 
materials, then both the Peltier coefficient of any junction and the differenc.e. in 
Thomson coefficie.nts of the two wires at any temperature can be computed. 

The Seebeck emf of a lhennocouple can also be expressed in tenns of the 
Peltier emfs at the junctions and the Thomson's emfs in the wires, as gi'llen 
below: 

• I ,, Ill I I II 
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[
llp] = Jr-L12 /L11 

AT Jw•O VT 
(20.7S) 

This quotient is called the thermomolecular pressure difference. A temperature 
difference between the two vessels causes matter to flow thus setting up a pressure 
difference. 

The thennomechanical effect may be connected with thennomolecular 
pressure difference from Eqs. (20. 74) and (20.75), 

[
~] =h-U•=_Q• 
AT s,.. •O 'OT TJT 

(20.76) 

whe.tc Q• = u• - h called the heat of transfer. 
The above equation is very important in the thennodynamics of irreversible 
processes, some applications of ii being given below. 

20.7.1 Knudsen Gas 

Let us coasider an ideal gas contai.ncd in a vessel divided into two parts by a 
capillary whose diameter is small compared to the mean free path of gas 
molecules (fig. 20. l O). Every molecule a,riving at the hole of the capil.la.ry will 
pass through it freely. 

Therms velocity ofa molecule passing through the capilla,y is ((4KT)lm)112, 

instead of((3K1)/m]112 {see Lee, Sea,s and Turtotte, 1973). Therefore, the mean 
energy of the molecule is: 

.lmvl = .!.,,, 4K·T = '2KT 
2 rms 2 m 

The energy transferred with each unit of mass is 

CJf' =2KT=2 R T 
µ ' 

whereµ is the molecular weight. 
The enthalpy ofa monatomic ideal gas is 

3 'ii R s R lt=u+pr,=- -T+=- T=--T 
2 µ µ 2 µ 

Fig. 20.10 Two vwtls m11tl«IM IJJ 41 ct1/)il'4ry 

(20.77) 

I I ti !! 1 



Therefore, from Eq. (20.76), 

1,RT_ 2 RT 
t:.p .,. 2 µ . µ 
t:.T v T 

which leads to 
(20.78) 

20.7.2 Ordi11a'1 ldtal Gas 

If the diameter of the hole is large in comparison with rhe mean free path, the 
energy transfened with an element of gas is the whole energy of the gas or its 
enlhaJpy, so lhat 

~ =Ir 

or, !J.pl!lT= 0 or p1 = p2 

Thus, there is no tberroomechanical effect for an ideal gas under ordi.nary 
conditions. 

20.7.3 Other Applications 

A temperature gradient giving rise to a pressure gradient and mass transfer is also 
demonstrated i.n fountain effect, in which liquid helium below the A-point 
(2.18 K) upon being heated flow from vessel I to vessel 2. The same effect 
manifests itself in. gases or liquids when a membrane separates the two vessels. A 
difference. in concentration ( or lip) arises as a result of temperature difference. It 
is called tl1ermo-o.tmosis. 

20.8 Stationary States 

In the domain of irreversible thermodynamics, a stationary state is defined as the 
state of a system when all the thennodynamic properties of the system get 
independent of time. 

All natural processes are characterized by certain forces X1, X2, ••• , x. and 
fluxes J 1, J2, ••• , J 0 • Let usj'u a number k ofthese forces, viz., X1, X2, •.• , Xk at 
constant values ·by means of external constraints. The remaining forces 
Xk+I• Xkf2, . •. , X0 are kept free. The system will under.go a naturq/ ,,,volution tiU 
the free forces are destroyed and finally arrive in a state of minimum entropy 
production compatible with the constraints imposed. Thus we have, 

[ ;:.] =O(wherci=k+l,k+2, ... n) 
I .lt••J•••.l'tc 

We call this state as the S18tiona.ry stale of k-th order. Since a is a quadratic 
function of X's, it can be proved that when k's of the forces m= kept filu:d, the flwt 
Jr:.+ 1, Jk • 2, ... , J .. vanish. 

Ii I i. l>.1a1cria 
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SoLvm ExAMPI..Es 

Example 20.1 Show that in lhe case of ineversible coupled flows of heat and 
electricity. 

(a) 'ra = L11(.1n2 + (L12 + li1) 6.T 6.E + L22 (6.E)2 

(b) o!E (T<r)4T= U1, o!T (Ta)~£= 2/s 

(c) Show that with 6.T fixed, the equilibrium state obtained when J1 = 0 
involves a minimum rate of entropy production. 

(d) Show lhat with 6.E fixed, the equilibrium state obtained when ls = 0 
involves a minimum rate of entropy production. 

Solution 

From Eqs (20.6) and (20.7). 

From Eq. (20.11), 

(a). 

From Eq. (20.J I), 

Provcd(b). 
Similarly, 

I I +!• !!I I! I 
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=J8 + !J.T .!ll. !J.E .fn 
T T 

=Js +Js=2Js Proved(b). 
From (a), 

t1= L11 (1!.T)
1 

+2L !J.T!J.E +L (6£)2 

rz 12 1 2 22 r2 

For minimum rate of entropy production, 

[ ae1 ] !J.T L:u -- =0+2Lu-+2-6£e0 
al!.E u 12 12 

l!.E 
L12--lu !J.T 

Substituting in Eq. (20.7), 

!J.E !J.T !J.E 
J,, =-Lu !J.T "T + L'.12 T = O Proved(c). 

Again, 

[ dCT ] = 2 .!:Ji. !J.T + 2L12 _!! + 0 = 0 
d!J.T u T2 T2 

!J.E 
Lu --Liz l!.T 

Substituting in Eq. (20.6), 

Proved(d). 

Eu.mple 20,2 The difference between Seebeck coefficienlS for bismuth and 
lead is given by 

-43.7 (µV/deg)- 0.47 (jiV/deg2)t 

where tis in °C. 
(a) Calculate the emf of a Bi-Pb thermocouple with the reference junction at 

°C and the test junction at I00°C. (b) What is the Peltier c.oefficient of the test 
junction at I 00°C? What Peltier heat would be transferred at this junction by an 
electric current of IO amperes in S min? Would this heat go into or out of the 
junction? ( c) What is the difference between the Thomson coefficients at points at 
50°C? 
Solution 

(a) s~ -s; = -43.7 - .41t 
100 

EAJJ "' - J [43.7 + 0.47t]dt 
0 

1 I +• nl h ! II 
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where tis in °C, a1 = - 5.991 x 10- 6, £ri ~ - 0.036 x 10-6, a:i = 5 x 10-12• 

Calculate (a) the Peltier heat transferred at a junction at (i) 1000°C, (ii) S00°C by 
a current of0.001 amp in one hour, (b) the temperature at which Peltier beat is 
uro, and ( c} the difference in Thomson coefficients at the above temperatures. 

Solution 

dEA.B • • 
1fA, B = T dT = T(S A - S 9] 

Given: E = a1(T- 273) + ~ (T- 273}2 + _!!t (T- 273)3 
2 3 

dE = a1 +~ (T-273) + ~ (T-213''f 
dT 

,rA. 9 = 1273 [- S.991 x 10-6 
- 0.036 x 10-<> x 1000 + S 

Peltier beat at 1 OOO"C = ,rA. 9 Jt = 0.04 7 x 0.00 I x 3600 
=-0.169 J 

AtS00°C, 

"°A.B = - 0.0286 volt 
Peltier heat =-0.0286 x 0.001 x 3600 

=-0.103J 
When JrA, B = 0, 

T(a1 + ~t+ a,i) .. o 
or a1 + crit+ ~t2 =0 

t= -a2 ±[~ -4a1a3]"
2 

2a3 

X 10-12 X (1000)2} 
=-0.047voh 

,4,u, (a) 

Am. (a) 

_ 0.036 X 10-6 ± [(0.036 X 10-6)2 - 4 X (-S.991 X 10-6)(5 X 10-12 ) ]"2 
- 2xsx10-12 

0.036 X 10-6 ± [1.296 X 10-IS + 119.82 X 10-istl 
~ 10-11 

0.036 X 10-6 + 37.63 X 10-9 

10-11 

"' (0.036 ± 0.037) X 10-
6 = 0.073 x I OS 

I0-11 

I I I It! 11 I ~1 I 
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e = degree of reaction, 
A ,,,chemical a.ffin.ity = (v3µ3 + v4µ4 - [v1µ 1 + v2µ 2] or (v1µ 1 

+ Viµ iJ - (V3µJ + V4 µ4). 

20.14 Whal will be the entr.opy generation for multiple fon:es (temperatun: gradient, 
ele¢tric potential gradient, concentration gradient and chemical affinity) 
simultaneously existing in a system? 

20.15 Why is Onsager' s reciprocal relation often called the fourth law of 
thermodynamics? 

20.16 What do you 111e.10 by enttopy of transport? 
20.17 f.stablish the governing equations of thenno-elcetricity as given below: 

Js=- k+.\rs•
2 

dT -.ts• d£ 
T dx dx 

dT dE 
JI =-,lS•--_l.-

d.r d.r 

JQ=-(l+4T.s"2) dT -4TS• d£ 
dx d.r 

20.18 Explain lbe "Seebeck effect". Show thai the Seebeck emf is given by: 

EA,B a Tr [Si-S~)dT 
tc 

2-0.19 What is thennoclectric power of a thermocouple'! Show that it is given by the 
difference of the entropy transport parameters of the two wires. 

20.20 Explain what you undersland by Peltier effect What is Peltier heat'! 
20.21 Show that the Peltier ernfis given by: 

ll'A,ll = T[S~ -S~) 

20.22 Show that Peltier effect is reversible. 
20.23 Explain Thomson effect. What is Thomson heat? 

20.24 Show lhat the Thomson emf is given by T ~; .t. T. 

20.25 Show that the difference in Thomson coefficients for the two wires A and 8 is 
given by 

20.26 Esiablish Thomson' s first and second relations of thermoelectricity as given 
below: 

I I !I !! I 



Kinetic Theory af Gases 
and Distribution of 

Molecular Velocities 

The kinetic theory of gases attempts to explain the macroscopic properties of a 
gas in tenns of the motion of its molecules. The gas is assumed to consist of a 
large number of identical, discrete particles called molecules, a molecule being 
the smallest un.it having the same chemical properties as the substance. 

21.1 Molecular Model 

The kinetic theory is based on certain assumptions regarding the molecular nature 
oflhe gas. 

I. Any finite volume of a gas consists of a very large number of molecules. 
The number of molecules i.n I kgmol of a gas is 6.023 x I 026

, which is the 
Avogadro's number N0. At standard conditions of 760 mm Hg and 0°C, 
I kgmol of gas has a volume of 22.4 m3, so that there are approximately 
3 x 1016 molecules in 1 mm1 ofvolwne. 

2. The molecules are like identical hard spheres moving about continuously 
in random directions. They are separated from one another by distances 
about JO times the molecular diameier (2 to 3 x 10-10 m). 

3. The molecules move only in straight line paths, the directions of which 
change only by collisions. 

4. Collisions of molecules are perfectly elastic, so that. there is no decrease in 
kinetic energy during a collision. 

S. The molecules arc disiributed uniformly throughoui the container. lftbere 
are N molecules in a container of volume V, Lhe average number of 
molecules per unit volume, n, is equal to N/V and dN = ndV, where the 

Ii , M " 
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volume clement dV is small compared to the dimensions ofihe container, 
but large enough to contain many molecules. 

6. All directions of molecular velocities are equally probable. 

21.2 Distribution of Molecular Velocities in Direction 

Let us imagine that to each molecule is attached a vector representing the 
magnitude and direction of its velocity: When all these velocity vectors are 
transferred to a common origin, we have a distribution in velocity space 
(Fig. 21. l ). Let us now construct a sphere of arbitrary radius r with its centre at 
the origin (Fig. 21.2). The velocity vectors, extended if necessary, intersect the 
surface of the sphere at as many points as there are molecules. The average 
number of these velocity points per unit area is NI( 4 tr?). An element of area on 
the surface of the sphere of radius r in an arbitrary direction specified with 
reference to a polar coordinate system by the angle 8 and ~ (Fig. 21.2) is given 
by: 

Fig. 21.1 Vtl«ilJ D«tors of moltr:ules in oelocitJ spare 

dA =? sin 8·d9·d~ 

The number of molecules having velocities in a direction between 9 and 9 + d 9 
; and ; + d;, which is denoted by d2 N8•, is 

d2N .... =_!!__?sin 9·d8· d; 
"" 4Rr2 

=Ji.sin 8·dB·d9 
41l' 

(21.1) 

f h., 
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Fig. 21.2 Elrmtnlal area on tit, surface of a sphere in 11tlodty spact 

When we divide the two sides of the equation by volume V and substitute 
n -= NIV, we get: 

(21.2) 

The magnitude of the molecular velocity is the speed. Not all the molecules 
have the same speed. The speed of the molecules can vary from zero to the speed 
oflight. However, for mathematical convenience, we will assume the molecular 
speed varying from zero to infinity. 

21.3 Molecular Collisions with a Stationary Wall 

Any surface in contact with a gas is constantly bombarded by the gas molecules 
from all directions and with all speeds. Let us consider th.e area dA of such a 
surface (Fig. 21.3) with the angles 6 and 4' so specified. The nurober of molecules 
travelling in the 64' direction and with a cenain velocity v are designated by 
dne;,· The collision of any one of these molecnles with area dA is called a 64Jt) 
collision. The slanted cylinder (Fig. 21.3) has edges in the direction 8, 4' and a 
length vdt, equal to the distance travelled in the 84' direction with speed v. The 
number of IJ;v collisions with area dA in time di equals the nwnber of 64'V 
molecules in this volume. 

Let dnv represent the number of molecules per unit volume with speeds 
between v and v + dv . . From Eq. (21 .2), the number of 94Jt) molecules per unit 
volume is: 

d)n...., = - 1-dn sin 9-d9·d"' 
'°"' 4Jl' V " 

The volume of the cylinder is: 
dJI = dA vdr cos 9 
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The number of 8,r, molecules io. the cylinder, and hence, the number of ~v 
«illisions with area dA in time dt, is: 

Normal 
J 

Fig. 21.3 8-ucolllsion ofmoucwlu witlt o 1tlQU 

d3n ..... dJ'- z,dAdt dn sin 9-co:, 8-d9·d; 
"""' 41f V 

The number of collisions per unit area and per unit time is 

-
1-vdltv sin 8cos 8d8d~ 

41%' 
(21.3) 

The total number of collisions per wiit area and per unit time made by 
molecules with speed vis found by integrating over 8 from zero to 'll/2, and over 
; from z.eni to 2,r. This gives: 

I a:12 2 ir l l 
-v~J~h~9Mf~=-v~-~ 
41" 0 0 41%' 2 

= l.v dnv (21.4) 
4 

The total number of collisions per un.it area Md per urut time made by 
molecules having all speeds is given by: 

I V "'1- .. _ l -- v"" = -nv 4 V 4 
v•O 

where v is the arithmetic mean speed defined by: 

- -f vdnv J vd11. 
ti = _o __ = _o _ _ 

~ 11 

f d11. 
0 

Multiplying the numerator and denominator by volwne V, 

(21.5) 

(2J.6) 

1 h I 
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Here, 

-
2 

'{" N.v~ 
V =""" I l 

I,N; 
N1v; + N2v} +··· = I,nivf 

Ni +N2 +··· n 

21.5 Absolute Temperature of a Gas 

Since n ~ NIV, Eq. (21.15) can be written as: 

1 -
p'Y= -mNfJ2 

3 
For an ideal gas, 

p'Y=niiT, 

(21.16) 

where n = number of moles, ii = universal gas constant 8.3143 lcJ/(kgmol-K.) and 
T= absolute tempcmture. Now, 

n =NIN0 , 

where N0 is lhe Avogadro's number, 6.023 x !026 moleculcslkgmol. Therefore, 
lhc ideal gas equation of siate is: 

p'Y= N R T =:NK.T (21.17) 
No 

where K = Bolt:unBM constant= 1.38 x I 0-21 J/(molecule-K.). From Eqs (21.16) 
and (21.17), 

NKT= .!.mNv2 

3 
- 3KT 
r,2 = -- = (VJ 

m 
or v_ = (3 KT1ml12 (21.18) 

where v,w is c:aUcd the root-mean-squate (nns) velocity of molecules, which is a 
function of temperature. Now, 

.!.mv2 = .!m JKT =1.xr (21.19) 
2 2 m 2 

The mean ttllnslational K..E. of a molecule is proponional to the absolute 
temperature, or conversely, the absolute temperature ofa gas is a measure oflhc 
K..E. oflhe molecules. 

The total translational K.E. of the molecules, U, is 

U=l.NKT 
2 

The speed of a pressure pulse in an ideal gas is given by 

v, = Cr RTJ112 

r I I 

(21.20) 
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or [p+:, ]iv-bJ.., RT (21.25} 

where vis I.he molar volume (m311tgmol). This is known as ihe van der Waals 
equation of state. 

21.9 Maxwell-Boltzmann Velocity Dbtrlbution 

Ct was shown that the nns velocity of lhe molecu Jes of a gas is related to the gas 
temperature. If all the molecules of a gas at a certain temperature move at the 
same speed, then the nns value describes the velocity magnitude of all the 
molecules. However, the speeds of gas molecules vary widely, and. it is thus 
necessary to detennine the velocity distribution of the molecules, so that the 
number of mo.lecules moving with any particular velocity can be determined. 

Lei us consider a volume of gas at a constant temperature, the molecules of 
which are moving at different velocities. The instantaneous velocity vector of 
each molecule is resolved into componentsv,, Vy and Vz· Let us imagine a velocity 
space (Fig, 21. 7) so that the surface area of a sphere represents, at an instant of 
time, all molecules of equal velocities. Each molecule has a representative point 
in velocity space. The number of molecules whose velocities lie between v and 

Fig. 21.7 ~tlocity S/J4U 

v + dv would be represented by the spherical strip of thickness dv, and be denoted 
by dNv. Since the total number of molecules N is very forge, the strip dv, although 
small. still contains a large number of molecules. Let dN.,, represent the number 
of molecules whose x-component velocities lie between v, and v, + dv ... Then the 
fr.iction (dNv.)IN is a func.tion of the rnagnjtude ofvA and the distance dvx, or 

dN. N = tci,.)dv. (21.26) 

"' 
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wbere/(v.J is called the distribution function fou-corupooent of velocity. 
Similarly, 

dNv 
__ , =f(r, )chi (21.27) N y y 

dN 
and ---1 = f(v) dv N z z 

{21.28) 

Some of the molecules of dNv, have y-component velocities lying between Vy 

and Vy+ dvy, and let this be represented by d2 N.,., ., . A differential of second order 
<t" N~ v has been used, since this is a small fracti~n of an already small fraction, ..... ., 
but still large enough to contain many molecules. Since the number of molecules 
is large, the following relation holds good. 

d2 N dN 
v,,vy = _.:.i._ 

dNvx N 
(21.29) 

or d2N ""dN dN. . .l. v •• v1 "• Vy N 

= Nf (vJf(vy) dr,1 dvy (21.30) 

Similarly, d3Nv., v.,. v, n:present the number of molecules whose velocity 
components would lie between Vx 8Dd Vx + dvx, Vy and Vy + dvy and v 1 and 
'fJ1 + dv

1
• Therefore, 

d)Nv V V = N/(Vx)/(Vy)/('fJJ dt\ doy chi,. ,, .,. t (21.31) 

The number of representative points per unit volume, or the density of poi.tits in 
velocity space, repree;ented by(). is: 

d3N,, v ,, 
p= •· '' • =N/(vJ/(vy)/(vJ 

dv .. dvyd'fJ1 

(2 1.32) 

Since the velocity distribution is isotropic, the density is the same in any volume 
element so that: 

or 

dp = Nf(v.)/(v1)/('fJJ dvx + NJ ~v.J/'(vy)/('fJJ 

dvy + Nf (oJ/('fJy)/'(vJ dt>t = O 

f'('o.) d'fJ + /'{vy) dv + /'(v1 tdv =O 
/(v.) • /(vy) Y /('c,~) • 

At a radial distance v from the origin, 
v1 = v: + v2 + v2 = constant 

• y " 

(21.33) 

v,dv, + vydl?y + vi<f11i = 0 (21.34) 

To solve the Eq. (21.33) subject to the constraint of the equation (21.34), 
Lagrange's method of undetermined multipliers is applied. Multiplying 
Eq. (21.34) by ,t and adding to Eq. (21.33), 

, Iii It 
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(21.35) 

where.tis called the Lagrange's multiplier. 
Since u, .. Vy and v" a.re now independent variables, the coefficients of dv,v dvy 

and dv1 are individually equated to zero. 

From Eq. (21.36), 

or 

Similarly, 

and 

f'{v.) + ,tu = O (21.36) 
/('u.) lt 

r<v.,) 
/(v.,) + lv., = 0 

/'(Va) + ,\v = 0 
/(TJ,) z 

-(A~)12 /(v1)= a· e 1 

/(vJ = a· e-().~)'2 

(21.37) 

(21.38) 

(21.39) 

(21.40) 

(21.41) 

where a is the constant of integration. The symmetry provides the same 
integration constant for atl the three equations. 

Substiwting the expn!ssions for /{r,x)./ (v1) an.d/(r,J in Eq. (21.32), 

or 
where 

>.Ji • d' NV V V 
p=Na3e- [v" t-v2 + v2J= x• r• • 

" 
1 dv" dv,. dv., 

p = N al e~
2
.J (21.42) 

pl= l/1. 
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The density is found to be a function ofv only, and it is maximum at the origin 
where v = 0 and falls off exponentially with v2 (Fig. 21.8). To calculate the 
number of molecules with speeds between v and v + dv, the volume of the 
spherical shell of thickness dv at a distance v from the origin is multiplied by the 
density of points, so that 

Q. 

t 

-v 

Fig, 21,8 De,uity of vtlocity poinJs 

dNv=4mrdvp 

Substituting for p from Eq. (21.42), the total number of molecules: 

N = j 4nv2 N a 3 e-41Y dD 
0 

= 4 KNtr j .,; e-fiV dv 
0 

To integrate the above expression, let z = /JY, so that 

dr - /J2 2 J d'O"" 2/J Ji dv. 

-f 2 ,-jlY d _ f- X -• d:r v e v- -e --o off Z{J.fi 

I -f 13121-1 -l<ct. 
--- Z ' e 2/P 0 

I (3) I Ji 
= 2/33 r 2 = 2/33 -2-

-

(21.43) 

(21.44) 

whenff (n) = J x,...1 e--" dx (11 > 0) is callcdgamma/111tction, the values of which 
0 

are given in Table 21.l. 

I I !!I ii I + II 
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Now, 

From Eq. (21.45) 

U= lNKT-= 3mN 
2 4/J2 

-[ 1'f ]Ill /J- -
2KT 

-[ m ]112 a- ---
2,rK.7' 

Substituting these values in Eq. (21.43), 

or 

dNv ""4,rvl dv N It' e-112vl 

= 4tcN [-m-])'Z rl e-<m121C.Ti,,l dv 
21CKT 

dNv = 4N [2!.._]311 
i,2e-1ft--.l 

dv ./ii 2KT 

(21.47) 

(21.48) 

(21.49) 

This equation is known as Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distributionfimctian. 
Plots of dNjdv vs. v are shown in Fig. 21. 9 at three different temperatures. The 
areas under all these three curves are the same, since the area represents the total 
number of molecules. The area of the elemental strip of thickness dv at a distance 
v from the origin under the curve, say, at temperature T1 represents the number of 
molecules dNv having velocities lying between v and v + dv, which on integration 
from v = 0 to v = co becomes N, the toial number of molecules. It an be shown 
that the maxima of these curves (Fig. 21.9) fall on an equilateral hyperbola 
(see Ex.. 21.5). 

-v 

Fig. 21.9 Ytlocity dislrib11tion fanction at three dijftrenl umptrature, T3 > 1i > r, 

I I ,, ill I I II 
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Substituting a and fJ in Eq. (21.42) for p, 

(21.50) 

The speed distribution function for each of the three velocity components may 
similarly be determined. From Eqs (21.26) and (21.39), 

dN =Nf(vJdv = Nae-(Av~m dv 
YJ: ,C X 

= N(-111-)112 e-zffv!dv 
2nKT z 

dNv, = N (___!!!_)112 e -,fr! 
dvx 7'ic 2KT 

(21.51) 

A plotofdNvJdv. vs. v. at a certain temperature is represented in Fig. 21.10. 

, 
]

112 

Toe curve is i)'Dllllc:tnc aboutvx = 0 and has a muimum value of -"'-
2 ttKT 

Fig. 21.10 M(l)(wdl-Bo/k.mann di.Jtril,111ion f11nction for x·componcnt velocity 

21.10 Average, Root-Mean-Square and Most 
Probable Speeds 

lbe average speed. ii, of a gas molecule is defined as the swn of the speeds of all 
molecules divided by the number of molecules. 

" ' 
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Leh' = fJ2u1 then t1dt1 = -
1
- d.r • 2/P 

- = iff_ -J_!__I_ .,_ -.. 
and v Ji o 132 2/32 .... e 

= 2 J" x2-1 e-• di= 2 f(2) 
7f7,i O 7fJ'ir 

or 

=-2-
/3./i 

ii = _J_ [ 2KT ]"
2 

Ji Ill 

v =[~~rz (21.52) 

The root-mean-square speed is defined as the sum of the squares of the 
velocities of all molecules divided. by the number of molecules. 

Putting 

or (21.53) 

The most probable speed is the speed at which the largest number of molecules 
is moving. U is the speed which occurs most frequently. To detennine vmp, the 

I ! I! I 
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expression of dNjd,, is differentia~d with respect to v and equated to zero. From 
equation (21.49), usingp, 

or 

.!!.... ( dN, ) = .!!.... [ 4N fv2e-p2,2],,. 0 
dv dv dv Ji 

4N ff [E-.112,1 211 + v2(- p2 2v) e-~2·1 .. 0 
..fie 

vmp = 11/J 
VIIIP = [2KT/m)112 (21.54) or 

The relative magnitudes of the Chree speeds are shown in Fig. 21.11 and their 
values are in the following proportions: 

v.,.. V V'""' 
--..v 

Fig. 21.11 &/JJtir,, rt1apitudts of ump• vand t>nn,· 

vmp: v: Vrms = 1 : 1.128 : 1.224 

21.11 .Molecules in a Certain Speed Range 

(21.55) 

To calculate the number of molecules with speeds in a certain range, it is 
necessary to integrate the speed distribution function between the limits of that 
range (Fig. 21. I 2). The number of molecules having speeds between O and v is 
given by: 

"I"' i ... 

1 
---v 

Area ;H0 - v 

T 

Fig. 21.12 Number of moucults in th, sprtd range of o and. o 

1 I 11• t 111• I ,I 
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N0-v = j dNv"= ~ j /j3tf' e-fibv
1 
dv 

0 0 

Let x = fjv = vlvllll) and ch = /jdv, then on substitution. 

No.. = 4N j x1 e_,.2 d:J 
y Ji" 

= _ 2N j uJ (e-x2) 
Ji 0 

Integrating by parts, 

N _ 2N [ _"2 1" -.2.,_] --- xe - ~ ..... 
0-V Ji 0 

_ N[ 2 Jx -xJ_._ 2 -•l] - Ji 
O 

e u.s. - "J'; re 

= N[e,f(x)- k xe-•
2

] 

where X = [ 
2

~ rz V and erf (.t) is the e"or function defined as: 

m(x) = _!_ j e-•2 dK 
Ji 0 

The values of erf(x) as a function of x are given in Table 21.2. 

Table 21.2 Values of tht Error Function 

" erf{1t) = ~ J f", dx 
"tl 0 

X etf(x) X etf(1:) X 

0 0 LO 0.8427 2.0 
0.2 0.2227 1.2 0.9103 2.2 
0.4 0.4284 1.4 0.9523 2.4 
0.6 0.6039 1.6 0.9763 2.6 
0.8 0.7421 l.8 0.9891 2.8 

(21.56) 

etf(x) 

0.99S3 
0.9981 
0.9993 
0.9998 
0.9999 

To compute the number of mole<:uJes having velocities lying between O and 
v.,.,, the value of'x will lie between O 11J1d l. Then, from Eq. (21.56), 

No.,.,..., =N[crf(l)-J; 1,:-
1

) 

=N[0.8427- 2 ] Ji X 2.718 
r I 
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= 0.4167 N 

i.e. 41.67 per cent of the molecules have speeds between O and vo,p· 
Similarly, to find the number of molecules having .x-components of velocity 

between O and v,. 

From Eq. (21.51), 

.Putting 

dN. = N _j}_ e-Jll..i, dv 
v, .fii X 

:x = fJ v. = v/vrr,p, where dx = fJ dv, 

dN-.: _!!_ e-•2 dx 
..fii 

N N 1' _,1 ..,_ 
O.x = .fii e .... 

0 

N J~ .• 2 ... _ - .fii .tY ) ow, e .... - 2 e .. ,x, 
0 

so, N No.. = 2 e.rf{x) 

For x= I, 

N 
Nr>-1 = l x 0.8427 = 0.4214 N 

For 

No - ~ =Nn. · 

{21.57) 

(21.58) 

The number of molecules having.x-component velocities betweenr and ... 

N = !!... - !!.. erf (x) 
•- • 2 2 

= ~ [ I - en (x)) (21.59) 

21.12 Energy Distribution Function 

The molecules of a gas at a certain temperature have different velocities and hence 
different kinetic energies. The translational kinetic energy£ of a molecule of mass 
m moving with a velocity v, is 

Di ffcrcntiating, 

£= .!. mrr 
2 

t I ,, 111 
' " 
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d£= m v dv = m J¥ dv = .J2mE du 

An expression for the number of molecules with translational kinetic energies 
within a certain range, say between e and £ + de will now be derived. From 
Eq. (21.49), 

dN. = -- -- - e-tl):.T __ ;....._ 4 ( m )312 2E d£ 
' ./ii 2KT 111 (2m£)112 

Therefore, 

dNc _ 2N £112 ~/KT ---------e 
dt ./ii (KT)3' 2 (21.60) 

The nolation of dNv has been changed to dNu since the distribution is now 
expressed in ienns of£. The above equation is known as the Ma:xwell-B0/1%mam1 
energy distributio11 Jiindion where dN,: represents the number of molecules 
having energy between£ and t + cit. Figure 2 l .13 shows the distribution of energy 
of molecules. The most probable energy of the molecules is given by making: 

112 I 

-""1 ~ - d&-KT 

-t:ll(T 

Ftg. 21.13 Maxwtll-Boltq,rann nurgy distribution fanction 

d [ dNc] 2N 
d£ d£ = ./ii (KT)312 

[ e-tl Kt f e-112 

+£112 (- ;T) e-£1KT J =O 

On Simplification, 

(21.61) 

II I 
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Chapter 19. The kinetic energy associated witb vx is e quadnttic function ofvx, 

and the mean value of e,., as found earlier, is f KT. For rotation, the kinetic 

energy is f /(Jf and the mean rotational kinetic energy associated per degree of 

freedom is l. KT. Similarly, for a simple harmonic oscillator, the potential 
2 

energy is { h 2
, when: k is the fo~e co~tanl, and the mean potential energy is 

l. KT. Therefore, for all the degrees of freedom in which energy is a quadratic 
2 
function, equal amounts of energy are associated, and the total energy of a 
molecule is shared equally among all the degrees of freedom. This underlies the 
principle of equipartition of energy. 

21.14 Specific Heat of a Gas 

Following che equipartition principle, the mean total energy of a molecule having 
f degrees of f'r:ecdom is: 

£ = {. KT (21.62) 

and the total energy of N molecules is: 

U= Nl = f NKT-= f nRT 
2 2 

or, molal internal energy, u = ; RT 

and molal specific heat at constant volume: 

C =[1!!.] =LR 
v ar v 2 

(21.63) 

For an ideal gas, 

and (21.64) 

It is to be noted that cv, cp and rare all constants and independent of 
ten,perature. 

For a mo.aatomic gas which has only translational kinetic energy .f = 3. Thu.s, 

3- 3- s- 5 
11-= 2 RT,c.,"" 2 R ,cp= 2 Randy= J = 1.67. 

Iii It ,, I II 
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Petit treated a solid as consistiDg of atoms, each regarded as a bannonic oscillator 
oftlm:e degrees offrccdom. For simple harmonic motion, the energy associated is 
partly kinetic and partly potential. If the equipartition principle holds good for 

solids, ~ KT is assigned for kinetic energy and I KT for potential energy, so 

that for each degree of freedom the energy associated is KT, and for three degrees 
of freedom it is 3KT. So the total energy ofN molecules is: 

U=3NKT=3 nRT 

or u=3RT 

and the molar specific heat at constant volume is: 

. c. = 3 R = 24.9 kJ/kgmol K (21.65) 

This is known as the Dulong-Petit /aw which states that the molar specific heals, 
at constant volume, of all pure substances in the solid state, at temperatures, 
which are not too low, are nearly equal to 3 R. This agrees well with practical 
values. But as T ~ 0 K, c., ~ 0. So the classical theory of specific heat of a 
solid fails at very low temperatures, and the solution requires the methods of 
quantum mechanics as proposed first by Einstein and then improved. by Debye 
(Chapter 19). Figure 21.15 gives the variation of c.f3R with 86/T, where BE is the 
Einstein temperature hylK . .It shows that as T ~ 0, c. ~ 0 and as T ~ «, Cv 

~3ii. 
1.0 

'tl 0.5 

i 

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
9e/T---,.. 

Fig. 21.15 Specific luaJ of solids 

SOLVED EXAMPLES 

Example Zl,l Calculate the nns speed for oxygen at 300K. What is the mean 
translational kinetic energy of a molecule of oxygen? 

,, 
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lt CU I ,4.-l - = J -2:.dt 
x=N 2·x ••O 4JI 

In 
2N1 - N Av _..._ ____ , 

N 2Y 

2N1 -N ( Aiit) 
N =exp - 2JI 

2N1 = I + exp (- Aiit) 
N 2JI 

N [ ( Avt )] N1 = 2 l+exp - lJI 

Since,pV= NKT, 

N1 = ;; , wherep1 isthepressu.rcofgasintheleftcba.mber,andN=P0Y/KT 

where p0 is the initial pressure. On substitution, 

Pi ,a p; [ l+ exp (- ~~)] 

Similarly, on the right side ofthe membrane, 

Aii [Ni N2] 
dNz=+4 7-7 di 

Av 
- 4V(N-N2 -NiJ di 

Av 
= 4V [N-2N2) di 

= A.ii di 
4Y 

Let.x=N-2N2, so that dx= -2dN1• 

initially, N2 - 0 (evacuated), :. x = N 

ll•l'l-lN2 dx I A.V 
J --= J -dt 

ioN 2x t"O 4Y 

In N- 2N2 =_A.Vt 
N 2Y 

2N2 [ Avt] 1-N=exp -lV 

N2 = ~(1-exp(-~~')] 

(1) 
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or Po [ ( ,Hit)] p1 = 2 1-exp -2V (2) 

Equations ( 1) and (2) show the variations of pressure witb rime in the left and 
right chambers. 

AJ t =O,p1 =p0 andP,= 0. At t= "",Pt =p, =p012 AIU. 

Eumple 21,4 A spherical satellite is moving in the onter fringes of the earth's 
atmosphere where the molecular free paths arc very much large compared to ihe 
satellite radius r. By ~ating ihe satellite as moving with velocity u through a 
space with particle density n of statiooary molecules of mass m, derive an 
expression for lhe drag due to elastic collisions with these molecules of lhe 
rarefied gu. 

Solution lt is the case of collision (elastic) of a molecule with a moving wall 
and it will be assumed that the relative velocity of the molecnle before and after 
collision remains unchanged (Anicle 2 l. 7). The loss of kinetic energy in one 
collision is: 

l.m (v cos (1)2 
_ 1. m (v cos 8- 2u)2 = 2 '""" cos 8- 2mu2 2 · 2 · 

Loss of K. E. in all collisions per unit area per unit time 

= lJ J[-1- vdn. sin 6 cos 6 d8 d,] {2 mw cos 6- 2mu2J 
+&v 4K 

= -mu J v2dnv J sine cos2 6 d8 J d' 
l [.. lf/2 :u 

2K o o o 
- ll:/2 21f ] 

-11 J vdnv J sin 6 cos 6 d9 J d' 
0 0 0 

= -1-munu2 l. 211' - - 1-mu2 ii n l. 211' 
2,r 3 21r 2 

= l mnv2 u _ l. "'"vu2 
3 2 

The drag on the spherical satellite due to collisions of molecules: 

-mnv211- -mnv112 4n:r2 
[

I ~ l ] 
= 3 2 

II 

= 2 lfll'lnr2[fv2 -11v] Ans. 

bample 21.5 A thin-walled vessel of volume V maintained at constant 
temperature contains a gos which leaks out slowly through a small hole of are/!. 

,, lol I 
' " 
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A. The pressure outside is low enough so that back leakage into the vessel is 
negligible. Find the time required for the pressure in the vessel to decrea.~ to lie 
of ics original value, expressed in terms of A, V and v. 

Solution Rate of molecular collisions per unit an: a = l,, u. Neglecting back 
4 

lca.kage of gas into the vessel from ou&sidc, the net rate of flow of gas molecules 
through the hole of area A is given by: 

dN .. .!.noA=-l!!'..i;A 
dt 4 4 V 

NI dN I I A-J_ ,._ J _id, 
Ho N ,.o 4 I' 

where N0 and Nt are the initial and final nwnber of molecules of gas in the veuel 
and t is the time. 

In N, =-l. .4-ot 
N0 4 JI 

Agam, p JI .. NKT, BS8uming the gu to be ideal. Since JI, K and Tare constant, 
PIPo-N/No 

Tbcref'ore, 

I Aot l T. uiied, o· --- = :. ,mereq t=-4 JI • ,4jj 
Ans. 

Eumple 21.6 Taking the speed distribution law, 

dN. - 4 n; N [-m-]312 

e~m,J)ll21CJ} V dv 
v 21rKT 

and setting y = dN.)dv, show that the maxima of the curves for different 
temperatures fall on an equilateral hyperbola given by 

4N 
Y. v..., = e..fii • 

where vmp is the most probable velocity. 

Solution 

__ v = y.,,. 4 II: -'"- e-<m.-1~:ixn y2 dN ,{ ],,2 
dv 21CKT 

For y lo be maximum, dy/drl.,,. 0 when 

o-vmu = v"" 



or 
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The most probable velociry vmp = (2KT!m J 112 

Substituting V111p for v and for [2KT/m )112• 

y=4irN(Jlv ]3- 1-e-(v~Jt<v2..,>v2 
fflP ,rl/2 mp 

4N I I 
y=---

.Jir v111p e 

4N 
y-v =--
~ e.fi 

Therefore, the maxima of the isothenns fall on an equilateral hyperbola given 
by the above equation (see Fig. 21 .9). 

Eu.mple 21,7 Compute the most probable speed. the mean speed, end the root
mean-square speed for helium at 0°C. 

Solution Mass of an helium atom= 4.00S = 6.65 x 10-24 g 
6.023 X 1023 

v = [2KT/mJ112 = [ 2 x 1.38 x 10-16 x 273.15 ]1;2 
nip 6.65 X 10-24 

-= 1064 mis Ans. 

ti= [SKT/irm)t/2 = [ 8 x 1.38 x 10-
16 

x 273.15 ]
112 

3.14 X 6.65 X 10-24 

= 1201 mis. Ans. 

v,.,.. = [3KT!mit'2 = 1303 mis. Ans. 

Example 21.8 Calculate the collision rate of oxygen molecules on the wall per 
unit area at I atm and 0°C. 

Soilltion 

m02 = 
6

_
02
:! 1023 = 5.31 x 10-23 g,'molecule 

v = [SKThr m }"2 

Rate of molecular collision 

{211' X 5.J I X 10-26 X 1.38 X 10-2J X 273.l5f2 

= 2.845 x 1021 collisionslm2s. Aru. 



Transport Processes in Gases 

Collisions between molecules we~ not considered in Chapter 21 while deriving 
lhe expressions for pressure and temperature of an ideal gas in tenns of its 
molecular propecrties. Intermolecular collisions will now be considered. 

22.1 Mean Free Path and Collision Cross-section 

Let us single out one particular molecule represented by the black circle and Ira.cc 
its path among the other molecules, which wonld be assumed to be frozen in their 
respective positions (Fig. 22.1}. The distance traversed by a molecule between 
successive collisions is called the free path, denoted by x, and the average length 
of these paths is called the mean fru path, denoted by A.. The molecules are 
assumed to be perfectly elastic spheres of radius r. As two molecules collide, the 
centre-to-centre distance is 2r, which would remain the same if the radius of the 
moving molecule is increased to 2r and the stationary molecules are shrunk to 
geometrical points, as shown in Fig. 22. l The cross-sectional area of the moving 
molecule is called the collision cross-section a, and it is given by 

a-4 .irr2 
The moving molecnle sweeps out in time t, a cylindrical volume of cross

sectional area <1 and length v t, where ii is the average velocity of the molecule. 
The number of.collisions it makes during this time, will be the same as the number 
ofmolecules whose centres lie within this volume, which is aniit, wheren is the 
number of molecules per unit volume. The number of collisions per unit time is 
known as the collision frequency, denoted by z, which is: 

z=anti 
The r.nean free path oflhe molecules is given 'by: 

l= Distance travelled in time t 
Number of collisions in time t 

I I I• I'' 

(22.1) 

Ii, M II 
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0 
n 0 

0 >.,...-.._, X2 0 
(J , , T O ')O 

0 0 
C ~J/3 I o 

0 
,. 

0 
0 

Fig. 22.1 F,n pat.Ju ef a gd.l molww: 

VI 
=--=- (22.2) 

O'nvt (In 

On an average, ihe diameter (d) of the molecules is (2 to 3) x 10- 10 m, the 
distance between molecules 3 x l 0-9 m ( or I Od), and the mean free path is about 
3 x 10-s m (or IOOtf) 

If motion of all the molecules is considered and all the molecules move wilh 
the same speed, a correction is required and ,t is obtained as: 

,t = 0.7S/un (22.3) 

If the Maxwellian velocity distribution is assumed for the molecules, 
,t = 0.707/an (22.4) 

For an electron moving among molecules of a gas, the radius oftbe electron is 
so small compared ·to that of a molecule that in a collision the electron may be 
treated as a point and the centre-to-centre distance becomesr, instead of2r, where 
r is radius of the molecule. Also, the velocity of the electron is so much greater 
than the velocities of the molecules that the latter can be considered stationary. 
As a result, no correction is required, and the electronic mean free path A., is given 
by: 

(22.5) 

where 

22.2 Distribution of Free Paths 

The distance travelled by a molecule between S1.1ccessive coJlisions or the free 
path x varies widely. Ir may be greater or less than A, or equal to it. Just like 
distribution of molecular velocities, we will now determine how many molecules 
will have free paths in a certain range, say between x and x + dx. 

Let us consider a large number of molcculesN0 at a certain instant (Pig. 22.2). 
lfthe molecules collide, they will be assumed to gei removed from the group. Let 
N represent the number of molecules left in the group alicr travelling a distancex. 
Then these Nmolccules have free paths larger than.r. ln the next short distance 
dx. let dN number of molecules make collisions and get removed from the group. 
So, these dN molecules which have free pad1s lying between x and x + dx are 

"' 
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dN 

Fig. 22.2 MollClllu tolliding arid g,tting mrwutd from tht group 

proportional to N and to dt. Since N is always decreasing, dN is negative and it is 
given by: 

(22.6) 

where P, is the constant of proportionality, known as the co/li.,ion probability. 
Then 

dNJN=-Pcdx 
lnN=-P.x+A 

where A is a constant. When x = 0, N = No, and so A = ln N0• Therefore, 
N = N0 e-P,• (22. 7) 

The number of molecules that remains in the group falls off exponentially with 
x. From Eq. (22.6), 

dN = -P. N0 e-Pc"- dx (22.8) 

Using this expression for dN, the meaa free path A becomes 

JxdN J-xP.N0 e- Pc xdx 
.:t=---=o - -

JdN No 

Since A= I/an, Pc= un. The collision probability is thus proportional to the 
collision cross-section and the number of molecules per unit volume. The 
Eq. (22.7) can thus be written as 

N = N0 e-~J. (22. 9) 

It is known as the survival equation which indicates the uumber of molecules 
N, out of N0, which survive collision and have free paths longer than x. A plot of 
NIN0 vsxl:I. is shown i.n .Fig. 22.3. lfa/:l.:a I, i.e.,x=..l, NIN0 = 0.37. The fraction 

II f 
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Fig. 22.3 Plot of swroival tqwalio,i 

of free paths longer than l is, therefore, 37% and the fraction shorter than l is 
63%. 

Differentiating Eq. (22.9) 

or, (22.10) 

This equation represents the distribution of free paths. It is plotted in Fig. 
22.4. The area of the narrow vertical strip of thickness dx at a distance x from 
die origin represents d.N, the number of molecules with free.paths of lengths 
between x and x + dx. 

----x 

Fig. 22.4 Distrib11.tio11 of fret pallu 

I I +! It jph 
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22.3 Tra.mport Properties 

A simple treatment based on the concept of the mean free path will now be 
given for four transport proper1ies of a gas, viz., coefficient of viscosity, 
thermal conductivity, coefficient of diffusion and electrical conductivity, which 
govern respectively the transport of momentum, energy, mass,. and electric 
charge within the gas by molecular motion. 

22.3.1 Coefficient of Viscosity 

Let us consider a gas flowing over a nat stationary plate. Due to viscous effect 
there is the growlh of a boundary layer over the plate surface. 

The velocity of nuid at the surfac.e will be zero, and it gradually increases to 
free stream velocity as shown in Fig. 22.5, drawn for laminar now. Let us imagine 
a surface P-P within the gas at an arbitrary height from the plate, where the fluid 
velocity is u and the velocity gradient duldy. The velocity u is superposed on the 
random thermal motion of the molecules. 

Fig. 22.5 Flow of a gas over a flat pllilt 

Let us consider a volume clement d Vat a distance r from an element of area 
dA in the plane P-P, making an angle 6 with normal to d.4 (Fig. 22.6), the plane 
P-P being the same as shown in Fig. 22.S. The volume element is very small 
when compared with the physical dimensions of the system, but large enough 
to contain many molecules. The total number of molecules ind Vis nd V, and the 
total number of collision.s within d V iu time dt is + Zn· d v. dt, where z is the 
collision frequency of a molecule, n is the number of molecules per unit volume, 
and the factor t is required since two molecules 1.1re involved in each collision. 
Since two uew free paths originate at each collision, the total number of new 
free paths, or molecules, originating in d Vis ZndVdr. If we a.ssume that these 
molecules are unifonnly distributed in direction throughout the solid angle 4,r, 
then the number headed towards the elemental area dA is: 

rndVdt dw 
4,r 

where dw is the solid angle subtended at the cent.e of dV by the area d.A and is 
equal to ( dA cos 8)1r2. 

!, !!I I! I t..1 !I 
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p 

Fig, 22.6 T,ansfn of mommtum 111:ms the planL p.p !,y mouct1lts 
in random tltnmal motion 

The number of molecules that leaved V and reach dA without having made a 
collision may be found from the survival equation, Eq. (22.9), as given below: 

zndYdt d -rll we 
411' 

Since dV-,; sin 9 · d8 · d;dr, the number of molecules leaving dYin rime 
dt and crossing cU without any collision is 

-
4
1 dA e:s 9 Z11 ,; sin 9 d8 d; dr dt e-~ 
1f r 

The total number of molecules crossing dA in time dt from the top is 

(22.11} 

Since the dimensions of the physical system are very much larger than the 
molecular tree path, the integral over r bas been extended to infinity. 

Butz ,.. v /}.., so the number of molecules crossing the plane P-P from the top 

(or bottom) per unit an:a and per unit time is f nv. This is the same result 
obtained earlier in. Sec. 21.4 without considering any intennole~ular collision. 

These molecules crossing the plane P-P may be visualized as canying 
propenies characteristic of an average distance y, either above or below the 
plane at which they made their last collisions before crossing. To :find ji, each 
molecule crossing from dV is multiplied by its distance r cos 9 from the p.p 
plane, it is integrated over 6, ¢ and r and then divided by N10,,.1 crossing the 
plane. 

__ JydN _ J rcos9dN 
y----J dN N..,,,.1 

I I ,, Ill I 
' " 
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= -f-[ JI J -1
- 2nd A dt. e-rl>.. sin 8. cos 9. d9 d~ dr r cos8] 

Mal r f 6 41" 

=-- J sin9cos2 9d9 J d¢, J re-,J).dr 
l [ Znd.4 dt lf/l · llf " ] 

N'<DuJ 41" 6,,0 f=O r=O 

:z,, d.4 dt .!. 21C·):, 

41C 3 = .! J. (22.1 2) 
l. Zn A. dA dt 3 
4 

The velocity of gas at a height y above PP is, 

11+.!A.~ 
3 dy 

if the velocity gradient is considered constant over distances of lhe order of a 
free path. 

The net momentum in the direction of flow canied across the plane by the 
molecules crossing PP from above per unit area and per unit time is: 

l.nvm[u+.!A.~] 
4 3 dy 

Similarly, the net momentum transfer from below is; 

.!.nvm[u-.!A. du] 
4 3 dy 

The difference between the above two quantities is the net rate of transport 
of momentum per unit area and per unit time, given by: 

I - , du -nmv .,,._ 
3 dy 

From Newton's law of viscosity, this is the viscous force per unit area 
du h . ... ffi . r . . T= µ -, w ereµ 1s u1e coe cumt o v1scos1ty. 
dy 

lb ere fore, 

Putting 

µ=l11n1v.t 
3 

a= J/An from Eq. {22.2), 

1 mv µ=--
3 (J 

where a is the collision cross-sec:l.ion. 
For a gas with a Maxwellian velocity distribution, 

v "'(8 K77nm]112
, J. = 0.707/an 

Therefore, from Eq. (22.13), 

I ! !I 

(22.13) 

(22.14) 

\ 

II I 
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The net rate of energy transfer per unit area is the ditTerence of the above 
two quantities, which gives: 

ln v f K). dT 
6 dy 

By Fourier's law, this is given by: 

dT q=k
dy 

where k is the thennal conductivity of the gas. Thete(ore, 

k.,,.lnv/Kl 
6 

or, k=l v/K 

6 " 
For a gas with a Maxwellian velocity distribution, :· 

(22.17) 

(22.18) 

v = [8KT/ll'lll)112 and .t = 0.707/an 

k = l I K [KThr111]11l 

3 " 
(22.19) 

The above equation prodicts that the thermal conductivity of a gas, like 
the viscosity, is independent of pressure or density, and depends only on 
temperature. It increases as the temperature increases. · 

For a monatomic gas,/"" 3 and putting a= ,rd2
, 

k = __ l_[K1T]11l 
,r112 d1 m 

Dividing Eq. (22.15) by Eq. (22.19), 

µtit= 2mlfK 

But 111 =MIN.0 K= RIN.0 c = LR = f R 
' ' • 2 2 M' 

(22.20) 

where Mis the molecular weight and N0 is !he Avogadro's number. Therefore, 
on substitution in Eq. (22.20) 

µ cjk= I (22.21) 

or, Prandtl number, Pr= µc/k = r (22.22) 

The n:suha given by the Eqs (22.21) and (22.22) agn:e with !he experimental 
values only as regards order of magnitude. 

22.3.3 Co,j/idnt of Diffiuion 

In a gaseous miiu:un:, diffusion results from random molecular motion 
whenever there is a concentration gradient of any molecular species. Le~ us 
consider two different gases A and B at the same temperatun: and prc.ssurc on 
the two opposite sides of the partition in a vessel (Fig. 22.8). The nwnber of 

I ! I! I 
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molecules per unit volume (p/KT) is, therefore, the same on both sides. When 
the partition is removed, both the gases diffuse into each other, and after a lapse 
of time both the gases are uniformly distributed throughout the entire volume. 
The diffusion process is often superposed by the hydrodynamic flow resulting 
from pressure differences, and ihe effects of molecules rebounding from the 
walls of the vessel. When more than one type of molecule is present, the rates 
of diffusion of one species into another are different. To simplify the problem 
we assume: ( I) the molecules of a single species diffusing into others of the 
same species (self-diffusion}, (2) the c-0ntaining vessel very large compared 
with the mean free path so lhat collisions with the walls can be neglected in 
comparison with collisions with other molecules, and (3) a uniform pressure 
maintained so that there is no hydrodynamic .flow. Of course, if all the molecules 
are eitactly alike, there would be no way eitperimentally to identify the diffusion 
process. However, the diffusion of molecules that are isotopes of the same 
element is a practical example of the self-diffusion process. 

Panition / ,, / / / / .LLLLt 
0 0 • • / 

,. A O O e e / 
/ 00 0 • •B V. . \~ 

0 0 • • !/ 

Fig. 22.8 Diffesio11 of gastS A and B when Ille partition is rmioved 

Let n denote the number ofmolcculcs per unit volume of one gas. blackened 
for identification (Fig. 22.9). Let us consider diffus.ion across an imaginary 
vertical plane y-y in the vessel. Let us also assume that n increases from left to 

y 

~\dv 
'~< 0 0 0 0 

i "" \ 
0 

0 
I • • 

' ; ', 0 ; 
0 

! 
0 

•,').'\ 0 
0 C, 

i dA 
" i • • I 

! rcosll 0 
0 

• 0 • 
y 

Fig. 22.9 Diffesi<>11 amiss 011 ima,iury plo11, 
, I 1• nl I 11 I I II 
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From Eqs (22.23) and (22.27) 

Putting z o: v I).. 

D~ l. Zl2 

3 
(22.28) 

D .. l. v .t (22.29) 
3 

For Maxwellian velocity distribution of the molecules, 

v "'[&KT/nmt12 and .t"' 0.707/c, n, 

D= - 2- [KT!n:m] 112 (22.30) 
30'n1 

or, - 2 l J'/2 D - ,r:3'2 2 KT/m 
3 d n1 

(22.31) 

The equation applies to diffusion in a binary mixture of almost identical gases. 
Dividiog Eq. (22.15) by Eq. (22.30), 

µID "' n1 • m = p · 

or, Schmidt numbe.r Sc= µtpD = 1 (22.32) 

Measured values of Schmidt number for the diffusion of iwtopic tracer 
molecules yield values between 1.3 and 1.5, which indicate qualitative agreement 
of theory with measured data. 

22.3.4 Eltttrlcal Conductivity 

Conduction of electricity in a gas arises as a result of motion of the free electrons 
present in the gas. When high-energy atoms in the gas collide, some collisions 
cause ionization when an electron is separated from its atom, so tha.t a negatively 
charged electron and a positively charged ion are produced from the neutral 
atom. Most gases at room temperature do not have many such high-energy 
molecules and thus have very few free electrons. At high temperatures, 
however, an appreciable number of electrons may be liberated and the gases 
may bec.ome highly conductive. In absence of external electrical fields, the 
electrons will be distributed unifonnly through.out the gas volume. As an 
electrical field is impressed on the ir.is, the charged particles are accelerated 
with a force 

F=qcE=mo dv., 
dt 

(22.33) 

wheni qe iB the charge on tbe electron and Eis the electric field streng1h (vollS 
per metn:). Integrating Eq. (22.33) 

_ dx,. _ q,.Et 
Ve-di--;-

• 
At I= 0, Ve"" 0, x,"" 0. Similarly, the velocity of a single charged ion is: 

I !!I ii I + II 
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Using 

V = q. E ....1_ [ !rm, )112 
.,. m., Un SKT 
n=-p!KT, 

v = 4qt E ( ,rKT]
112 

c.i ap 8m. 

where a is the atomic cross-section. 

(22.37) 

The flux of charge across unit area per unit time is called. the current density, 
J. The current density is defined with respect to the average drift velocity by the 
fol.lowing equation, 

J- ne q. V 04 (22.38) 

where n0 is the nwnbcr density of electrons. The motion of the ions is neglected. 
From Eqs (22.36) and (22.38), 

(22.39) 

The CWTCnt density is proportional, to !he electric field and !he constant of 
proponiooality is called the electrical conductivity, a. 

J"' a0 E 
From Eq. (22.39), a. is given by 

Putting 

- q;n. i-. a.---
'"· · 

2 [ ]"2 q,. n. 4 Trm, ~~--
m., '1ri 8KT 

= q; n, [.2L)1,2 
c,,. ~KT 

(22.41) 

The eleccron drift velocity v., is also proportional to the electric field and the 
proportionality constant is called the electron mobility,µ. 

v •• =µ.E 
From Eq. (22.36) 

µ,, .,. (qt/r.)lm0 

Again, using 

(22.42) 
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N, 10 
N = - - 0 J e-v'A dx"' zero 

A JO 

-=913 

Ans. 

Example 22.4 Calculate the coefficient of viscosity of oxygen at I aim pres
sure and 300 K. 

Sollltion 

From previous examples, we have 

Therefore, 

m = S.31 x 10"26 kg/molecule 

v = 44S mis 
C1 = 3.84 X IO- l9 m2 

I mv 
µ=Ju 

_ ( 5.31 X 10-26 ) kg/ molecule x 445 mis 

- 3X3.84X10-19 m2 /molccule 
= 2.05 x 10-s kg/ms Ans. 
= 2.05 x 10-s Ns/m2 Ans. 

Example 22.5 Calculate the thennal conductivity of oxygen at l aun, 300 K. 
Solution 

For oxygen, a diatomic gas, the degree of freedom f = S. 

ti = (8 KT/rrm]112 = 445 mis 
a= rrrl- = 3.84 x 10·19 m2 

t=.!. 'fifK 
6 (] 

1 445m/s XS X 1.38 x 10-23 J/molecule K 
= 6 3.84 x io-19 m2 /molccule 
= 0.0133 W/mK Ans. 

lfthe gas has Maxwellian velocity distribution, 

k = .!. f K [KT/rrm]112 

3 (] 

1 5 X 1.38 x 10-ll J/molcculc K 
= 3 3.84 x 10-19 m2 /molccule 

x [ 1.38 x 10-23 (JI molecule K) X300] 
1t' X 5.31 X 10-26 kg/molecule 
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= 5Xl.38Xl0-1J _J_ [l.38Xl0-2l X300]
112 

mis 
3X3.84Xl0-19 m1 K /t'X.S.31 XI0-26 

= 0.0095 W/mK Ans. 

~ample 22.6 Determine the pressure in a cathode-ray tube such that 90% of 
the electrons leaving the cathode ray reach the anode 20 cm away without 
nuking a collision. The diameter of an ion is 3.6 x 10·10 m and the electron 
temperature is 2000 K. Use the electronic mean free path A. = 4/<Jn, where <J is 
the cross-section of the ion. 

Solution 

The survival equation is 
N=N

0
e·sJ1. 

where N = 0.9 N0 and z"' 0.2 m 
0.9 c:e·sJl. 

.r/l = 0.1053 
A.= 0.2/0.1053 = 1.9 m 
O'"' 4,r,l: 4,rx (1.8 X 10-1°)2 

"'40.715 )( to·lO m2 

A. = _i_ = 4 = 1.9 m 
• c,n 40.71Sxl0-20 xn 

n"' 
4 = 5.17 x 1018 molecules/mJ 

40.715Xl0°20 Xl.9 

Pressure in the cathode ray tube 

p=nKT 
= 5.17 x 1011 x 1.38 x 10-n x 2000 N/m2 

= 14.27 x 10-2 = 0.1427 Pa Ans. 

Example 22.7 Oxygen gas is contained in a one-litre flask at atmospheric 
pressure and 300 K. (a) How many collisions per second are made by one 
molecnle with the other molecules? (b) How.many molecules strike one sq. cm 
of the flask per second? (c) How many molecules are there in the flask? Ta.Ice 
radius of oxygen molecule as 1.8 x 10· 10 m. 

Solution 

(a) Number of molecules in the flask at 

J atm, 300 K = NIV = 11 = pf KT 

101.325 ;>< 1000 N/m2 

1.38 X 10· 23 J/molecule - K X 300 K 

1 I +• nl h ! II 
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anode, 20 cm away, without malting a collision? Ta.Ice for ion o-= 4.07 x l(J"19 

m2 and T"" 2000 K. 

Solution 

The survival equation is 

Herc, 
N = N

0 
e·-,J>. 

N= 0.9 N0, x = 0.2 m 
0.9 = e-,,.;;. 

r = Ull 
xll = In 1.111 

= 0.2/0.105 = 2 m 

Electronic mean free path i. = -
1- = 1 

19 "' 2 m 
'1n 4.07XIO- Xn 

n = 1.23 x 1018 moleculesfm·1 

Now, pnl981.U'e p .. 11K.T 

= 1.23 X 1018 mol~ules X 1.38 X 10-23 J X 2000 K 
m molecule K 

"" 3.395 X 10-2 N/m2 Ans. 

Example 22.10 A iube 2 m long and 10-4 m2 in cross-section contain CO2 at 
aunospheric pressure and 0°C. The carbon atoms in one-half of the CO2 
molecules are radioactive isotope C14

• At time t = 0, all the molecules at the 
extreme left end of the tube contain radioactive carbon, and the number of such 
molecules per W1it volume decreases uniformly to zero at the other end of the 
tube. (a) What is the initial concentration grad.ient ofr11dioactivc molecules? (b) 
Initially, bow many radioactive molecules per sec cross a cross-section at the 
mid-point of the tube from left to right? (c) How many cross from right to left? 
Whal is the initial net rate of diffusion of radioactive molecules across the cross
section? Take <1 = irr2 .. 4 x 10-19 m2. 

Solution 

(a) Nwnber ofmolcculcs/m3 at 1 atm, 273 K 

"=p/KT= 101.325 X 1000 = 2 69 x 1025 molecules/m3 
1.38 X I0-23 X 273 . . . 

Concentration gradient, dn/dx = (- 2.69 x tol'f 
- - l.34S x lo" molecules/m4 Ans. 

(b) v = [2.S.S K.TlmJ 111 

= [ 2.55 X 1.38 X 10"21 

4
:273 X 6.023 X 1026 J'2 

i:i = 355 mis 

I II 
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A.= - 1- = I = 9.3 x 10-6 m 
Un 2.69 X 102S X 4 X 10-19 

Number of molecules crossing from left to right per unit area per unit time: 

1 1 dn r = - %no .t - - z -l2 -
- 4 6 dx 

1 - I - , dn =-vn0 - -v11,-
4 6 dx 

= _!_ x 355 x 2.69 x 1ois - _!_ x 355 x 9.3 x J0-6 x (- 1.345 x 102S) 
4 6 

= 2.39 x 11>27 + 7.4 x 1021 molecules/m1s .A,u. 

(c) Number of molecules crossing from right to left per unit area per unit time: 

1 I dn f "' - Vn0 + - ZA. -
'"' 4 6 dx 

= 2.39 x 1027 
- 7.4 x 1<>21 molcculcs/m2s Ans. 

Net rate of diffusion: 
= 7.4 x 1021 x 2 = 14.8 x 102 molecules/m2s 

14.8 x 1021 x 46 molecules x .2L_ x kgrool 
6.023 x 1026 m2s kgmol molcc;u.les 

= 113 X Hr$= I J.3 X 10-4 kgfm2s 
= 1.13 gfm1s Ans. 

REVIEW Q.U&mONS 

22.1 Define mean free path, collision cross-section and collision frequency. 
22.2 Show that .A. = l/11 n. What is electronic mean path? Why is it is equal to 4/ 

un? 
22.3 What is collision probability? Show that it is reciprocal of the mean free path. 
22,4 Derive the survival equation: N = N0 e· • l'l. and el(plaio its significance. 
22.5 Show that 37"/o of the molecules in a gas have fn:c paths longer dUlll A. 
22.6 Explain graphically the disuibution of free paths of gas molecules. 
22.7 What arc transport properties? What do they signify? 
22.8 Show that the number of molecules crossing a plane in a gas per unit area and 

per unit time is equal to ±nii. 

22.9 Show that the avenige distance from a plane in a ga.s where the molecules 

made their last collisions before crossing that plane is eqlllll to f .t 

22.10 Show lha1 lhe coefficient of viscosity ofa gu is equal to f nmii l. With a 

Muwellian velocicy distriblitioo of gas molceules, show U\111 

2 [ mXT ]
112 

p.• 30' -tr-
I ! !I !! I 
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PROBLEMS 

22.1 Clikulate I.be collision froque.ncy of a nitrogen molecule (a) at 300 Kand I aan 
pn1ssure, (b) Bl 300 K and I micron Hg abs. prcssun1. The radius or nitrogc:n 
moleeule is i.88 x I 0-10 m. 

,(,u, (a) 7.3S x 10~ rollisions/s (b) 9.63 x 103 colli&ions/s 
22.2 Cak:ulatc !be collision 111tc of a mol~ulc in a Maxwellian gas. 

Ans . ..fi <In [8 KTflrmJ111 

22.3 The mean free path of a certain gas is l 2 cm. If there ~ I 0,000 free paths, how 
many are longer than (a) 5 cm, (b) 15 cm, (c) 50 cm? (d) How many are longer 
than 6cm. but sbonertban 12 cm·? (e) How many are between I LS cm and 12.5 
cm in length? (f) How many are between 11.9 and 12.1 cm in length? (.g) How 
many have free paths ex.actly equal to 12 cm? · 

22.4 The mean free path of the molecules of a certain gas at 20°C is 3 x I o-s m~(a). 
If ihc radius of the molecule is 3 x I o-10 m, find the pressure of the gai: 
(b) Calculate the number of collisions made by a molecule per metre of path. 

22.5 The mean free path of the molecules of a certain gas at 298K is 2.63 x I o..s mm, 
the radius of each molecule is 2.56 x I 0-10 m. Compute the number of collisions 
made by a typical particle in moving a distanc,e of I m, and also the pressure of 
the (!a&. ' 

22.6 Dct.ennine Che pressure in a ca1hode ray tube such that 95 per cent of the 
electrons leaving the cathode lllY reach the anode 25 cm away without making 
a collision. 'The diameter of an ion is 3.6 x I 0-10 m and the electron temperature 
is 2000 K. Use the electronic mean free path ;t• = 4/<u,, where a is the cross
section of 
the ion. 

22.7 A beam of electrons is projected from an electron gun into a gas at a prcss\UC 
p. and the number remaining in the beam at a di.stance x from the gun is 
determined by allowing the beam to strike a collecting plate and measuring the 
current to the plate. The electron cum:nt emitted by the gun is I 00 µa. and the 
cum:nt to the plalc when:r= 10cm andp = Imm Hg is 371',l!. Determine (a) U1e 
electron mean free path, and (b) the current at SOO µ Hg pressure. 

Ans. (a) 10cm,(b)60.7µa 
22.8 A singly charged oxygen ion stans a free path in a direction at right angles to 

an electric field of intensity 1. 00 volts/cm. The pressure is one atmosphere and 
the temperature 300 K. Calculaie, (a) the distance moved in tbe din::etioo of the 
field in a time equal to that required to traverse one mean free path, (b) lhe rat.io 
of the mean free path 10 this distance, (e} the average velocity in the direction 
of the field, (d) the .ratio of tbe thennnl velocity to this velociiy, and (e) the 
ratio of tbe energy of thermal agitation to the energy gained from the field in 
one mean free path. 

A,is. (a)J.87 x 10· 10 m, (c) 340 mis, (c) 104 

22.9 A spherical satellite d metre in diameter moves th,ougb the eanh • s atmosphere 
with a speod of v mis at aiJ altitude where the num~r density is II molecules/ 
m3

• How many molecules strike the satellite in I ~nd? Derive an C!(pression 
for !ho drag experienced by the !14tellite, assuming that all molecules which 
smu the sphere adhue to it. 

Ii I It l>.1a1cria 
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22.10 Positive io.ns of nitrogen are subjected to an electric field of I 06 volis/m. The 
ions move through nitrogen at I atm, 300 K. Calculate the average drift 
velocity of the ions and compare this velocity with the ,:ms velocity of the gas. 
Also, calculate the distance an ion moves in the direction of the field in a time 
equal to that required to ttaverse one mean free path. 

22.ll The viscosity of nitrogen at I aim pressuce and 0°C i$ 16.6 x to~ Ns/m2• 

Estimate the effeciivc molccul.ar diameter of nitrogen. 
22.12 For a gas having molecular weight of28.96 and the mean free path at 0°C and 

I aim pressure as 6.4 x 10-1 m, determine the coefficient of viscosity of the gas 
atN.T.P. 

22.13 Estimate the thermal conductivity of niirogen at 300 K, I atm pressure. The 
diameter of a nitrogen molecule is J .85 x I 0-10 m. · 

22.14 Given that the standard density of air is p % 1.29 x I o-l g/cm\ u - 46-0 mis and 
the thermal conductivii:y is Ko, .. 0.0548 x I 0-3 caVcm-s-K, estimate the 
viscosity of air and compare your result with the measured value of 18.19 x 10-
s g/cm-s, at p .. I otm and T .. 298 K. 

22.IS (a) Show how the concenuution of a vapour varies when it diffuses into free 
air from the surface of an evaporating liquid at distance h below the moufh of 
a test tube to the mouth where the vapour concentration is zero. 
(b') Calculate the coefficient of dilJusion of ethyl alcohol (C2H:;0H) vapour in 
air at 40°C when its swfucc si:nlts 2. 7 mm/day and iis surface is 20 mm from the 
mouth of the test tube. Its vapour pressure is I 34 mm Hg. The density or liquid 
is 0.772 glrnt2. 

A111. {b) 0.139 cm1/s 
22.16 A ·tube of length SO em and diameter S cm contains methane. Half of the 

molecules contai.n the radioactive carbon isotope, C14
• At time t = 0 there 

ei1ists a linear concentration gradient in the tube, the methane al the extreme 
left consisting of I 00% radioactive molecules . .Determine the initial rate of 
diffusion of the radioaetive isotope across a plane drawn through the centre 
of the iube, when p • I atm and T • 300 K. The viscosity of gas is 11 x I o-s g/ 
cm-sec. 

22.17 Detennine an ei1pression for the electric field strength that will result in an 
average electron drift velocity which is l 0% of the average thermal velocity. 
Wbat is the value of the electric field strength in air at I atm and JOO K? 

fll I 
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APPEND.IX A 

Steam Tables* 

Table A.I.I Saturated St,am : Temperature Tobit 

Sptciftc Yolume, mJ/kg Internal Energy, kJ!kg EAl!ttJJp;1 kJ!kg EnrropY. kJ/kg K 

Temp. Pressure Sat. Sat. Sat. Sat. Sat. Sat. Sat. Sat. 
•c Ir.Pa. MPa Liquid Yapaur Liquid Evap. Vapour Liquid Evap. Vapour Liquid £11ap. Vapour 
T p i; v, Ur 11ra u, hr hr, It, s, sr, .fg 

0.01 0.6113 0.001000 206.132 0.00 :ms.3 2375.3 0.00 2SOIJ 2SOl.3 0.0000 9.IS62 9.1562 
s 0.8721 0.001000 147.118 20.97 2361.3 2382.2 20.98 2489.6 2510.5 0.0761 8.9496 9.0257 

10 1.2276 0.001000 106.377 41.99 2347.2 2389.2 41.99 2477.7 2519.7 0.1510 8.7498 8.9007 
IS 1.7051 0.001001 77.925 62.98 2333.1 2396.0 62.98 2465.9 2528.9 0.2245 8.5569 8.7813 
20 2.3385 0.001002 57.790 83.94 2319.0 2402.9 83.94 2454.1 2538.1 0.2966 8.3706 8.6671 
2S 3.1691 0.001003 43.359 IO-t86 230<1,.9 2409.8 IO<I.87 2442.3 2547.2 03673 8.1905 8.5579 i 30 4.2461 0.001004 32.893 125.77 2290.8 2416.6 1:zs.n 2430.5 2556.2 0.4369 8.0164 8.4533 ... 
35 5.6280 0.001006 25.216 146.65 2276.7 2423.4 146.66 2418.6 2565.3 0.5052 7.8478 8.3530 ;,, 

40 7.3837 0.001008 19523 167.53 2262.6 2430.1 167.54 2406.7 2574.3 0.5724 7.6845 82569 [ 
45 9.59)4 O.OOIOIO 15.258 188.41 2248.4 2436.8 188.42 2394.8 2583.2 0.6386 7.5261 8.1647 
50 1.2.350 0.00!012 12.032 2()1).30 2234.2 2443.5 209.31 2382.7 2592.1 0.7037 7.3725 8.0762 
55 15.758 0.()01015 9.568 230.19 2219.9 2450.1 230.20 2370.7 2600.9 0.7679 7.2234 7 •. 9912 
60 19.941 0.001017 7.671 251.09 2205.5 2456.6 2S1.1 I 2358.5 2609.6 0.8311 7.0784 7.0015 
65 25.033 0.001020 6.197 272.(l() 2191.1 2463.1 272.03 2346.2 2618.2 0.8934 6.9375 7.830') 
70 31.188 0.001023 5.042 292.93 2176.6 2469.5 292.96 2333.8 2626.8 0.9548 6.8004 7.7552 
75 38.57& 0.001026 4.131 313.87 2162.0 2475.9 313.91 2321.4 2635.3 1.0154 6.6670 7.6824 

=- 80 47.390 0.001029 3.407 334.84 2147.4 2482.2 334.88 2308.8 2643.7 1.0752 6.5369 7.6121 
~ 85 57.834 0.001032 2.828 355.82 2132.6 2488.4 355.88 2296.0 2651.9 1.1342 6.4102 7.5444 

90 70.139 0.001036 2.361 376.82 2117.7 2494.5 376.90 2283.2 2660.1 1.1924 6.2866 7.4790 
,1 95 84.554 0.001040 1.982 397.86 2102.7 2500.6 397.94 2270.2 2668.1 1.2500 6.1659 7.4158 

JOO 0.10135 0.001044 1.6729 418.91 20$7.6 2506.S 419.02 2257.0 2676.0 1..3068 6.0480 7.3548 ! • Adapted from Joseph H. Keenan. Frederick G. Keyes, Philip G. Hill, and Joan G. Moore, Steam Tables, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 
1969. 



T•b.le A.l.2 Sa111rattd wattr: Pressurt Ta.bk ~ 
OI 

Specific Vo/11mc. m1/kg lntema/ E:.'nerg_v. kJ/kg &tha/J~v. kJ!kg E11rropy, kl/kg K II Pressure Temp, Sat. Sat. Sar. Sar. Sat. Sat. Sat. Sat. 
Ir Pa •c Liquid Vapour liquid Evap. Vapour Liquid E1•ap. Yapour Liquid Evap. Vapo11r 

p T v, v, u, u,, ", hr hri h, s, s,, s. 
0.6113 0.01 0.001000 206.132 0 2375.3 237S.J 0.00 2S01.3 2SOl.3 0 9.IS62 9.IS62 
1.0 6.98 0.001000 129.208 29.29 2355.7 2385.0 29.29 2484.9 2514.2 O.IOS9 8.8697 89756 
l.S 13.03 0.001001 87.980 S4,.70 2338,6 2393.3 54.70 2470.6 2525.3 0.1956 8.6322 8.8278 r 2.0 17.50 0.001001 67.004 73.47 2326.0 2399.5 73.47 2460.0 2533.5 0.2607 8.4629 8.7236 
2.5 21.08 0.001002 54.2S4 88.47 2315.9 2404.4 88.47 2451.6 2540.0 0.3120 8.3311 8.6431 

~-.. 
3.0 24.08 0.001003 45.665 101.03 2307.5 2408.5 101.03 2444.5 2545.5 0.3545 8.2231 8,5775 g_ 
4.0 28.96 0.001004 34.800 121.44 2293.7 2415.2 121.44 24329 25S4.4 0.4226 8.0520 8.4746 :l s.o 32.88 OJ.'J01005 28.193 137.79 2282.7 2420.5 137.79 2423.7 2561.4 0.4763 7.9187 8.3950 i:,, 

7.S 40.29 0.001008 19.238 168.76 2261.7 2430.5 168.77 2406.0 2574.8 0.5763 7.6751 8.25.1 4 a. 
10.0 45.81 0.001010 14.674 191.79 2246.1 2437.9 191.81 2392 .. 8 2584.6 0,6492 7.50!0 8.1501 ~ 

~ 
15.0 53.97 0.001014 I0.022 225.90 2222.8 2448.7 225.91 2373.l 2599.1 0.7548 7.2536 s .. 0084 SI 

20.0 60.06 0.001017 7.649 251.35 2205.4 2456.7 251.38 2358.3 2609.7 0.8319 7.0766 7.9085 .!, 
25.0 64.97 0.()01020 6.204 271.88 2191.2 2463.1 271.90 2346.3 2618.2 0.8930 6.9383 7,8313 t 

;I 

30.0 69.10 0.001022 5.229 289.18 2179.2 2468.4 289.21 2336.1 2626.3 0.9439 6.8247 7.7686 i'l' 
40.0 75.87 0.001026 3.993 317.51 2159.5 2477.0 3l7.SS 2319.2 2636.7 1.0258 6.6441 7.6700 
50.0 81.33 0.001030 3.240 340.42 2143.4 2483.8 340.47 2305.4 2645.9 1.0910 6.5029 7.5939 
75.0 91.77 0.001037 2.217 384.29 2112.4 24%.7 334.36 2278.6 2663.0 1.2129 6.2434 7.4563 

: MPa 
-

0.100 99.62 0.001043 l.6940 417.33 2088.7 2506.1 417.44 2258.0 2675.5 1.3025 6.0568 7.3593 
0.125 IOS.99 0.()()1048 1.3749 444.16 2069.3 2513.5 444.30 2241.1 2685.3 1.3739 5.9104 7.2843 
0.150 111.37 0.001053 1.1593 466.92 2052,7 2519.6 46W8 2226.5 2693.5 1.4335 5.7897 7.2232 
0.175 116.06 0.001057 1.0036 486.78 2038.l 2524.9 48697 2213.6 2700..5 1.4848 5.6868 7.1717 
0.200 120.23 0.001061 0.8857 504.47 2025.0 2529.5 504.68 2202.0 2706.6 1.5300 5.5970 7.1271 
0.22S 124.00 0.001064 0.7933 S20A5 2013.1 2533.6 520.69 2191.3 2712.0 l.570S 5.5173 7.0878 
0.250 lI7.43 0.001067 0.7187 535.08 2002.1 2S37.2 SJS.34 2181.S 2716.9 I.W72 S.4455 7.0526 

-----



~cljlc l"olu111e. ,,,'Ag Internal Ener,ry. lcJ/kg Ltllrtipy. k.Jlkg Entropy. k.Jlkg K 
<D 
t,O 
QO 

Pressure Temp. Sat. Sat. Sat. Sat. Sat. Sat. Sat. Sat. II MP a oc liquid Vapour liquid Evap. Vapour Uquitl Evap. Vapour Liquid Evap. Vapour 
p T Vr V "r "rs Ur, lit ''rs Ir# Sr s,, .i, I 

2.50 223.9') 0.001 197 o.oms 9S9.09 1644.0 2603.1 962.09 1841.0 2803.1 2.5546 3.7028 6.2574 
2.15 229.12 0.001207 0.07275 982.65 1621.2 2603.8 985.97 1817.9 2803.9 2.6018 3.6190 6.2208 
3.00 233.90 0.001216 0.06668 1004.76 159'>.3 2604.1 1008.41 1795.7 2804.1 2,6456 3.5412 6.1869 
3.25 238.38 0.001226 0.06152 1025.62 1578.4 2604.0 1029.60 1774.4 2804.0 2.6866 3.4685 6.1551 
3.50 242.60 0.001235 0.05707 1045.41 1558.3 2603.7 1049.73 1753.7 2803.4 2.7252 3.4000 6.1252 8' 
4.0 250.40 0.001252 0.049778 1082.28 1520.0 2602.3 !087.29 1714.1 2801.4 2.7963 .3.2737 6.0700 ;;;• 

5.0 263.99 0.001286 0.039441 1147.78 1449.3 2597.1 1154.21 1640.1 2794.3 2.9201 3.0532 5.97.33 .. 
l 

6.0 275.64 0.001319 0.032440 1205.41 1384.3 2589.7 1213.32 1571.0 2784.3 3.0266 2.8625 5.8891 i 7.0 285.88 0.001351 0.027370 1257.51 Dao 2580.5 1266.97 1505.1 2772.1 3.1210 2.6922 S.8132 
8.0 295.06 0.001384 0.02351& 1305.54 12<,4.3 2569.8 1316.61 1441.3 2757.9 3.2067 25365 5.7431 [ 
9.0 303.40 0.001418 0.0204!!4 1350.47 1207.3 2557.8 1363.23 l'.378.9 2742.1 3.2857 2..3915 5.6771 ;;I 

IO.O 311.06 0.001452 0.018026 1393.00 1151.4 2544.4 1407.53 1317.1 2724:7 3.3595 2.2545 5.6140 
.. 
i1 

11.0 318.15 0.001489 0.015987 14.33.<,8 1096.1 2529.7 1450.05 1255.5 2705.6 3.4294 2.1233 5.5527 ,!. 
12.0 324.75 0.001527 0.014263 1472.92 1040.8 2513.7 1491.24 1193.6 2684.8 .).4961 1.9962 5.4923 :, .. 
13.0 330.93 0.001567 0.012780 1511.09 985.0 2496.1 1531.46 1130.8 2662.2 3.S604 1.8718 5.4323 ;I 

14.0 336.75 0.00.1611 0.011485 1548.53 928.2 2476.8 1571.08 1066.5 2637.5 .3.6231 1.7485 5.3716 
s· 

1;.o 342.24 0.001658 0.010338 1585.58 869.8 2455.4 1610.45 1000.0 2610.5 3.6847 l.6250 5.3097 
16.0 347.43 0.00l711 0.009306 1622.63 809.1 2431.7 1650.00 930.6 2580.6 3.47(,() J.49')5 S.2454 
17.0 352.37 0.001770 0.008365 16(,0.16 744.8 2405.0 1690.25 856.9 2547.2 3.8078 1.3698 S.1776 

=- 18.0 357.06 O.iXJl840 0.007490 1698.86 675.4 2374.3 1731.97 777.1 2509,1 3.8713 1.2330 5.1044 ~ 

19.0 361.54 0.001924 0.006657 1739.87 598.2 2338.1 1776.43 688.1 2464..5 3.9387 1.0841 5.0227 
20.0 365.81 0.002035 0.005834 1785.47 507.6 22.93.1 1826.18 583.6 2409.7 4.0137 0.9132 4.9269 
21.0 369.89 0.002206 0.004953 1841.97 388.7 2230.7 1888.30 446.4 2334.7 4.1073 0.6942 4.8015 
22,0 373.80 0.002808 0.003526 1973.16 108.2 2081.4 2034.92 124.0 2159.0 4.3307 0.1917 4.S224 
22.09 374.14 0.003155 0.0031S5 2029.58 0 2029.6 209').26 0 2099.3 4.4297 0 4.4297 



....... . - •r., .. - .......... -r"'-· 

P "' 10 kPa (4S.8J) P = 50 kPa (81.33) P "' /00 kPa (99.62) 

T -~· ll h s V u h s " ll h s 

Sat. 14.674 2437.9 2584.6 8.1501 3.240 2483.8 2645.9 7.5939 1.6940 2506.I 2675.S 7.3593 
so 14.869 2443.9 2592.6 8.1749 

100 17.196 2515.5 2687.5 8.4479 3.418 2511.6 2682.5 7.6947 1.6958 2506.6 2676.2 7.3614 
ISO 19.513 2587.9 2783.0 8.6881 3.889 2585.6 2780.1 7.9400 l,9364 2582.7 2776.4 7.6133 
200 21.825 2(,61.) 2879.5 8.9037 4.356 2659.8 2877.6 8.157') 2.1723 2658.0 2875.3 7.8342 
250 24.136 2736.0 2..977.3 9,1002 4.821 2735.0 2976.0 8.3555 2.4060 2733.7 2974.3 8.0332 
300 26.445 2812.1 3076.5 9.2812 5.284 2811.3 3075.5 8.5372 2.6388 2810.4 3074.3 8.2157 
400 31.063 2.968.9 3279.5 9.ftJ76 6.209 2968.4 3278.9 8.8641 3.1026 2967.8 3278.1 8.S434 
500 35.679 3112.3 3489.0 9.8977 7.134 3131.9 3488.6 9.1545 3.5655 3131.5 3488.1 8.8341 
600 40.295 3302.S 370S.4 10.1608 8.058 3302.2 3705.1 9.4177 4.0278 3301.9 3704.7 9.0975 
700 44.911 3479.6 392l!.7 Hl.4028 8.981 3479.5 3928.5 9.6599 4.4899 3479.2 3928.2 9.3398 
800 49.526 3<163.8 4159.t 10.6281 9.904 3663.7 4158.9 9.8852 49517 3663.5 4158.7 9.5652 
900 54.141 3855.0 4396.4 10.8395 10.828 3854.9 4396.3 I0.0967 5.4135 3854.8 4396.1 9.7767 ~ 

1000 58.7S7 4053.0 4640.6 11.0392 11.751 4052.9 4640.5 101964 S.8753 4052.8 4640.3 9.9764 
~ 
~ 

1100 63.372 4257.5 4891.2 11.2287 12.674 4257.4 4891.1 10.4851! 6,3370 4257.3 4890.9 10,1658 ' 
.... 

1200 67.987 4467.9 5147.8 I. 1.4()()0 13.597 4467.8 5147.7 10.6662 6.7986 4467.7 5147.6 10.3462 
§' 

1300 72.603 4683.7 S409.7 11.5810 14.521 4683.6 5409.6 10.8382 7.2603 4683.5 5409.5 10.S182 
P = 2(/(J kPa (120.23) P = 300 k.Po (/33,5.5) P ~ 400 /cPa (143.63) 

Sat. 0.88573 2529.5 2706.6 7.1271 ll.60582 2.543.6 2725.3 6.9918 0.46246 2553.6 2738.5 6.8958 
ISO 0.959(14 2576.9 2768.8 7.2795 0.63388 2570.8 2761.0 7.0778 0.47084 2564.5 2752,8 6.9.299 
200 1.08034 2654.4 2870.5 7.5066 0.71629 2650.7 2865.5 7.3115 0.53422 2646.8 2860.5 7.1706 
250 1.19880 2731.2 2971.0 7.7085 0.79636 2728.7 2967.6 7.5165 059512 2726.1 29642 7.3788 
300 1.31616 2808.6 3071.8 7.89"26 0.87529 2806.7 3069.3 7.7022 0.65484 2804-.8 3066.7 7.5661 

- 400 1.54930 29(,6.7 3276.5 8.2217 1.03151 - 2965.5 3275.0 8.0329 0.77262 2964.4 3273.4 7.8984 
500 1.78139 3U0.7 3487.0 8.5132 1.18669 3130.0 3486.0 8.3250 0.88934 3129.2 3484.9 8.1912 

11 . 600 2.01297 3301.4 3704..0 8.7769 1.34136 3300.8 3703.2 8.5892 l.00555 3300.2 3702.4 8.4557 
700 2.24426 3478.8 3927.7 9.0194 1.49573 3478.4 3927.1 8.8319 J.12147 34n,9 3926.5 8.6987 

(0 

800 2.47539 3663.2 4158.3 9.2450 1.64994 3662.9 4157.8 9.0575 1.2372.2 3662.5 4157.4 8.9244 ~ 
(0 



P = 1.00 MPa (179.91) P = 1.20 MPa (187.99) P = 1.40 MPa (195.07) 

T V u I, s V u h s V u h s 

600 0.40109 3296.8 3697.9 8.0289 0.33393 3295.6 3696.3 7.9434 0.28S96 3294.4 3694.8 7.87!0 
700 o.44n9 3475.4 3923.1 8.2731 0.37294 3474.5 3922.0 8.1881 031947 3473.6 3920.9 8.1160 
800 0.49432 3660.5 41S4.8 8.4996 0.41177 3659.8 4153.9 8.4149 0.35281 3659.1 4153.0 8.3431 
900 0.54075 3852.S 4392.9 8.7118 0.4S051 3851.6 4392.2 8.6272 0.38606 3851.0 4391.5 8.5555 

1000 0.58712 40505 4637.6 8.9119 0.48919 4050.0 4637.0 8.8274 0.41924 4049.5 4636.4 8.7558 
1100 0.63345 4255.I 4888.5 9.1016 0.52783 42S4.6 4888.0 9.0171 0.45239 4254.1 4887.5 8.9456 
1200 0.67977 4465.6 5145.4 9.2821 0.56646 4465.1 5144.9 9.1977 0.48552 4464.6 5144.4 9.1262 
1300 0.72608 4681.3 5407.4 9.4S4,2 0.60507 '4680.9 5406.9 9.3698 0.518(>4 4680.4 S406.S 9.2983 

P = 1.60 MPa (201.40) P = 1.80 MPa (207.15) I' = 2.00 Ml'a (212.42) ~ ..... 
Sat. 0.12380 2595.9 2794.0 6.4217 0.11042 2598.4 2797.1 6.3793 0.09963 2600.3 2799.5 6.3408 

.. 
~ 225 0.13287 2644.6 2857.2 6.5518 0.1 1673 2636.6 2846.7 6.4807 0.10377 2628.3 2835.8 6.4146 e 

250 0.14184 2692.3 2919.2 6.6732 0.12497 2686.0 2911.0 6.6066 0.11144 2679.6 2902.S 6.5452 
300 0.15862 2781.0 3034,8 6.8844 1).140'11 2776.8 3029.2 6.8226 0.12$47 2772.6 3023.5 6.7663 
350 0.17456 2866.0 3145.4 7.0693 0.15457 2862.9 3141.2 7.0099 0.13857 2859.8 3137.0 6.9562 
400 0.19005 2950.1 3254.2 7.2373 0.16847 2947.7 3250.9 7.1793 0.15120 2945.2 3247.6 7.1270 
500 0.22029 3119.5 3471.9 7.5389 0.19550 3117.8 3469.7 7.4824 0.17568 3116.2 3467.6 7.4316 
(iOO 0.24998 3293.3 3693.2 7.8080 0.22199 3292.l 3691.7 7.7523 0.19960 3290.9 3690.1 7.702j 
700 0.27937 3472.7 3919.7 8.0535 0.24818 3471.9 3918.6 7.9983 0.22323 3471.0 3917.S ;.9487 
8(1() 0.30859 3658.4 4152.1 8.2808 0.27420 3657.7 4151.3 8.2258 0.24668 3657.0 41S0.4 8.1766 

a 
900 o.33m 38S0.S 4390.8 8.4934 0.30012 384,9.9 4390.1 8.4386 0.27004 3849.3 4389.4 8.3895 -

1000 0.36678 4049.0 4635.8 8.6938 0.32598 4048.4 4635.2 8.6390 0.29333 4047.9 4634.6 8.5900 

11 1100 0.39581 4253.7 4887.0 8.8837 0.35180 4253.2 4886.4 8.8290 0.31659 4252.7 4885.9 8.7800 
1200 0.42482 4464.2 5143.9 9.0642 0.37761 4463.7 5143.4 9.00% 0.33984 4463.2 5142.9 8 . .9606 $ 
13QO 0.45382 4679.9 S406,0 9.2364 0.40340 4679.4 S405.6 9.1817 0.36306 4679.0 5405.1 9.1328 -



P ~ 9.00 MPa (JOJ.40) P = J.0.00 MPo (JI 1.06) P = 12.50 MPa (327.89) 

T V II 
,, 

$ V u ,, s V u It .r 

800 0.05409 3632.5 4119.4 7.4597 0.04859 3629.0 4114.9 7.4077 0.03869 3620.0 4103.7 7.2965 
900 0.05950 3829.2 4364.7 7.6782 0.05349 3826.3 4361.2 7.6272 0.04267 3819.1 4352.5 7.5181 

1000 0.06485 4030.3 4613.9 7.8821 0.05832 4027.8 4611.0 7.8315 0.04658 4021.6 4603.8 7.7237 
1100 0.07016 4236.3 4867.7 8.0739 0.06312 4234,.0 4865.1 8.0236 0.050<!5 4228.2 4858.8 7.9165 
1200 0.07S44 4447.2 5126.2 8.2556 0.06789 4444.9 5123.8 8.2054 0.05430 4439.3 5118.0 8.0087 
1300 0.08072 4662.7 5389.2 8.42!B 0.07265 4660.4 5387.0 8.3783 0.05813 4654.8 5381.4 8.2717 

P = 15 MPa (342.24) P : 17.5 MPa (354.75) P = 20 MPa (365.81) $' 
Sat. .ot0338 2455.4 2610.S 5.3097 .0079204 2390.2 2528.8 5.1418 .0058342 2293.1 2400.7 4.9'269 l 
350 .011470 2520.4 2692.4 5.4420 .0017139 1632.0 1662.0 3.7612 .001fl640 1612.3 1645.6 3.7280 

... 
400 .015649 2740.7 2975.4 5.88!0 .0124477 2685.0 2<J02.8 5.7212 .0099423 2619.2 2818.1 5.5539 

ff 
450 .018446 2879.5 3156.2 6.1403 .0151740 2844,2 3109.7 6.0182 .0126953 2806.2 3060.1 5.9016 
500 .020800 2996.5 3308.5 6.3442 .(1173585 2970.3 3274.0 6.2382 .0147683 2942.8 3238.2 6.1400 
550 .022927 3104.7 3448.6 6.5198 .0192877 308).8 3421.4 6.4229 .0165553 3062.3 3393.5 6.3347 
600 .024911 3208.6 3582.3 6.6775 .0210640 3191.5 3560.1 6.5866 .0181781 3174.0 3537.6 6.5048 
650 .026797 3310.4 3712J 6.8223 .0227372 3296.0 3693.9 6.7356 .0196929 3281.S 3675.3 6.6582 
700 .028612 3410.9 3840.1 6.9572 .0243365 3398.8 3824.7 6.8736 .0211311 3386.5 3809.1 6.7993 

- 800 .032096 3611.0 4092.4 7.2<MO .. . 0273&49 3601.9 4081.1 7.1245 .0238532 3592.7 4069.8 7.0544 -
900 .035457 3811.9 4343.8 7.4279 .0303071 3804.7 4335.1 7.3507 .0264463 3797.4 4326.4 7.2830 

1000 .038748 4015.4 4596.6 7.6347 .0331580 4009.3 45895 75588 .0289666 4003.1 4582.5 7.49'25 

II 1100 .042001 4222.6 4852.6 7.8282 .0359695 4216.9 4846.4 7.7530 .0314471 4211.3 4840.2 7.6874 
1200 .045233 44.33.8 5112.3 8.0108 .0387605 4428.3 S106.6 7.9359 .0339071 4422.8 5101.0 7.8706 

"° 1300 .()48455 4649_1 5375.9 8.1839 .0415417 46435 5370.S 8.1093 .0363574 4638.0 5365.1 8.0441 Cl> 
<I, 



P= 15 MPa P; 30MPa P; 35 MPa "° c.,, 
0, 

T V u h s II u h s V u h s 

11 375 .001973 1798.6 1847.9 4.0319 .001789 1737.8 1791.4 3.9303 .001700 1702.9 1762.4 3.8721 
400 .006004 2430.l 2580.2 5.1418 ,002790 2067.3 2151.0 4.4728 .002100 1914.0 1987.5 4.2124 
425 .007882 2609.2 2806.3 5.4722 .OOS304 24S5.l 2614.2 S.1503 .003428 2253.4 2373.4 4.7747 
450 .009162 2720.7 2949.7 5.6743 .006735 2619.3 2821.4 5.4423 .004962 2498.7 2672.4 5.1962 
500 .011124 2884.3 3162.4 5.9592 .008679 2820.7 3081.0 5.7904 .006927 2751.9 2994.3 5.6281 
550 .012724 3017.5 3335.6 6.1764 .010168 2970.J 3275.4 6.0342 .008345 2920.9 3213.0 5.9025 
600 .014138 3137.9 3491.4 6.3602 .011446 3100.5 .3443.9 6.2330 .009527 3062.0 3395.5 6.1178 g, 
650 .OIS433 325L.6 3637.5 6.5229 .012596 3221.0 3598.9 6.4057 .010575 3189.8 3559.9 6.3010 
700 .016647 3361.4 3777.6 6.6707 .01366i 3335.8 3745.7 6.5(,()6 .011533 3309.9 3713.5 6.4631 

;:;-.. 
800 .018913 3574.3 4047.1 6.9345 .015623 3555.6 4024.3 6.8332 .013278 3536.8 4001.5 6.7450 ~ 
900 .021045 3783.0 4309.1 7.1679 .017448 3768,5 4291.9 7.0717 .014883 37S4.0 4274.9 6.9886 ~ 

1000 .023102 3990.9 4S68.5 7.3801 .019196 3978.8 45S4.7 7.2867 .016410 3966.7 4541.1 7.2063 ~ 

~ 
1100 .025119 4200.2 4828.2 7.5165 .02()1)()3 41892 4816.3 7.4845 .017895 4178.3 4804.6 7.4056 ... 
1200 .0271.15 4412.0 5089.9 7.7604 .022589 4401.3 5079.0 7.6691 .019360 4390.7 5068.4 7.5910 ~ 
1300 .029101 4626.9 53S4.4 7.9342 .0242()6 4616.0 5344.0 7.8432 .020815 4605.1 5333.6 7.7652 i ., 

P O 40 MPa P = 50MPt1 P = 60MPa ~ 
"' .. 

375 .0016406 1677.1 1742,7 3.8289 .0015593 1638.6 1716.S 3.7638 .0015027 1609.3 1699.5 3.7140 :11 

400 .0019077 18S4.5 1930.8 4.1134 .0017309 1788.0 1874.6 4.0030 .0016335 1745.3 1843.4 3.9317 a· 
425 .0025319 2006.8 2198.1 4.5028 .0020071 1959.6 2060.0 4.273'3 .0018165 1892.7 2001.7 4.1625 
450 .0036931 2365.1 2512.8 4.9459 .0024862 2159.6 2283.9 4.5883 .0020850 2053.9 2179.0 4.4119 
500 .0056225 2678.4 2903:3 S.4699 .0038924 2525.5 2720.1 5.1725 .0029557 2390.5 2567.9 4.9320 
600 .008()1)43 3022.6 3346.4 6.0113 .0061123 2942.0 3247.6 5.8177 .0048345 2861.1 3151.2 5.6451 

~ 6SO .0090636 3158.0 3520.6 6.2054 .0069657 - 3()()3.6 3441.8 6.0342 .OOS5953 3028.8 3364,.6 5.8829 
700 .()0()9415 3283.6 3681.3 6.3750 .0077274 3230.S 3616.9 6.2189 .0062719 3177,3 3553.6 6.0824 
800 .0115228 35i7.9 3978.8 6.6662 .1)090761 3479.8 3933.6 6.5290 .0074588 3441.6 3889.1 6.4110 
900 .0129626 3739.4 4257.9 6.9150 .0102831 3710.3 4224.4 6.7882 .0085083 3681.0 4191.5 6.6805 

1000 .0143238 3954.6 4527.6 7.1356 .0114113 3930.5 4501.1 7.0146 .0094800 3906.4 4475.2 6.9126 
1100 .0156426 4167.4 4793.l 7.3364 .0124966 4145.7 4770.6 7.2183 .0104091 4124.1 4748.6 7.1194 
1200 .0169403 4380.1 5057.7 7.5224 .0135606 4359.1 S037.2 7.4058 .0113167 43382 5017.2 7.3082 
1300 .0182292 4S94.3 5323.5 7.6969 .0146159 4572.8 5303.6 7.5807 .0122155 4551.4 5284.3 7.4837 



Table A.U ComflrtSJtd li911id Watn 

P -= 5.00 MPa (263.99) P m 10.00 MPa (311.06) P-= 15.00 MPo (342.U) 

T V u Ir s V u I,. $ V u h s 
Sat. .0012859 1147.78 11S4.21 2.9201 .0014524 139).00 1407.53 3.359S .0016S81 ISSS.58 1610.4S 3.6847 

0 JXXYR11 0.03 5.02 0.0001 .0009952 O.IO 10.05 0.0003 .0009928 0.15 15.04 0.0004 
20 .0009995 83.64 88.64 0..2955 .0009972 83.35 93.32 0.2945 ,()()()9950 83.05 97.97 0.2934 
40 .0010056 166.93 171.95 0.5706 .0010034 166.33 176.36 0.5685 .0010013 165.73 180.75 0.5665 
60 .00101.49 250.21 255.28 0.8284 .0010127 249.34 259.47 0.8258 .0010105 248.49 263.65 0.8231 
80 .0010268 333.69 338.83 1.0719 .0010245 332.56 342.81 1.0687 .0010222 331.46 346.79 1.0655 

100 .0010410 417.50 422.71 1J030 .0010385 416.09 426.48 1.2m .0010361 414.72 430.26 1.2954 
120 .0010576 SOl.79 507.07 1.5232 .0010549 500.o? 510.61 1.5188 .0010522 498.39 514.17 I.S144 
140 .0010768 586.74 592.13 1.7342 .0010737 584.67 595.40 1.7291 .00!0707 582.64 598.70 1.7241 
160 .0010988 672.61 678.10 1.9374 .0010953 670.11 681.07 1.9316 .0010918 667.@ 684.07 1.9259 ::.. 

~ 
180 .0011240 759.62 765.24 2.1341 .0011199 756.63 767.83 2.1274 .0011159 753.74 770.48 2.1209 s 
200 .0011530 848.08 853.85 2.3254 .0011480 844,.49 855.97 2.3178 .0011433 841.04 858.18 2.3103 ... .;• 

220 .0011866 938.43 944.36 2.5128 .0011805 934.07 945.88 2.5038 .0011748 929.89 947.52 2.4952 ~ 

240 .0012264 !031.34 1037.47 2.6978 .0012187 1025.94 1038.13 2.6872 .0012114 1020.82 1038.99 2,6nO 
260 .0012748 1127.92 1134.30 2.8829 .0012645 1121.03 1133.68 2.8698 .0012550 1114.59 1133.41 2.8575 
280 .0013216 1220.90 1234.11 3.0547 .0013084· 1212.47 1232 .. ()9 3.(1392 
300 .0013972 1328.34 1342.31 3.2468 .0013770 1316.58 1337.23 3.2259 
320 .0014724 1431.0S 1453.13 3.4246 
340 .0016311 )567.42 IS91.88 3.6S45 

=-
~ 

11 
co 

"' ~ 



Table A.2 '11tmnodyna,nk Propntia of Rtfrig,rant· 12• 
(Di&ldo,odijluoromelliane) 

Table A.2.1 &tllrlUld R,/iil,mml· 1 Z 

S~cific Yoiu11te Enthalpy Entropy 

Temperature ~&sure Sat. Sat. Sat. Evap. Sat. Sat. Sat. 
oc MP a Liqufd Vapour Liquid Vapour Liquid Vapour 
I p v, v, hr hr, h, .,, '• C11tJlg /ffJ/kg Ulkg kJ/1:g K 

-90 0.0028 0.608 4.4\S545 -43.243 189.618 146.375 -0.2084 0.8268 
-85 0.0042 0.612 3.037316 -38.968 187.608 148.640 -0.!8S4 0.8116 
-80 0.0062 0.617 2.L38345 -34.688 185.612 IS0.924 -0.1630 0.7979 =i 
-75 0.0088 0.622 1.537651 -30.401 183.625 153.224 - 0.1411 0.7855 I -70 0.0123 0.627 1.127280 -26. 103 181.640 155.536 -0.1197 0.7744 
-65 0.0168 0.632 0.841166 - 21.793 179.651 157.857 -0.0987 0.7643 
-60 0.0226 0.637 0.637910 -17.469 177.653 160.184 -0.0782 0.7552 
-ss 0.0300 0.642 0.491000 -13.129 175.641 162.512 -O.OS81 0.7470 
-so 0.0391 0.648 0.383105 -s.n2 173.611 164.840 -0.0384 0.7396 
-45 O.OS04 0.654 O.J02682 -4.396 171.5S8 167.163 -0.0190 0.7329 
-40 0.0642 0.6S9 0.241910 -0.000 169.479 169.479 -0.0000 0.72b9 

• Adapled from FuMDJnentafs of Cla,1fcal T1tem1ody,wmlcs by -G. J. Van Wylen and R. SO!llllllg. Johll Wiley, New Yol'k 1976, P. 667-673 (with 
the k.il.ld permiaaion of the publisben, John Wiley & Sons, Inc, Nt\lll Yort). 

11 



Table A..2.2 S11fJtrh,a1,d &frigerant-12 

V h s V h s V It s 
oc ,,,1kg J:.1/kg /rJ/kg K ,,t1/kg Ulkg lrJ/kg K mlkg /cJ kg /cJ kg K 

0.0.S MPa 0.10 MPa 0.15 MPa 

-20.0 0.341857 181.042 0.7912 0.167701 179.861 0.7401 
-10.0 0.356227 186.757 0.81.33 0.175222 185.707 0.7628 0.114716 184.619 0.7318 

0.0 0.370508 192.567 0.8350 0.182647 191.628 0.7849 0.119866 190.660 0.7543 
IO.O 0.384716 198.471 0.8562 0.189994 197.628 0.8064 0.124932 196.762 0.7763 
20.0 0.398863 204.469 0.8770 0.197277 203.707 0.8275 0.129930 202.927 0.19n 
30.0 0.412959 .210.557 0.8974 0.204506 209.866 0.8482 0.134873 209.160 0.8186 
40.0 0.427012 216.733 0.9175 0.211691 216.104 0.8684 0.139768 215.463 0.8390 
50.0 0.441030 222.997 0.9372 0.218839 222.421 0.8883 0.144625 221.835 0.8591 :i.. 

60.0 0.455017 229 . .344 0.9565 0.225955 228.815 0.9078 0.149450 228.277 0.8787 ~ 
70.0 0.468978 2J5.774 0.9755 0.233044 235.285 0.9269 0.154247 234.789 0.8980 s 

~ 
80.0 0.482917 242.282 0.9942 0240111 241.829 0.9457 0.159020 241.371 0.9169 ~ 

90.0 0.496838 248.868 1.0126 0.247159 248.446 0.%42 0.163774 248.020 0.9354 

(J.20 Ml'a 0.25 MPa O.JO MPa 

0.0 0.088608 189.669 0:7320 0.069752 188.644 0.7139 0.057150 187..583 0.6984 
10.0 0.092550 195.878 0.7543 0.073024 194.969 0.7366 0.059984 194.034 0.7216 
20.0 0.096418 202.135 0.7700 0.076218 201.322 0.7587 0.062734 200.490 0.7440 
30.0 0.100228 208.446 0.7972 0.079350 207.715 0.7801 0.065418 206,969 0.7658 

- 40.0 0.10398.9 214.814 0.8178 0.082431 214.153 0.8010 0.068049 213.480 0.7869 
- 50.0 0.107710 221.243 0$381 0.085470 220.642 0.8214 0.070635 220.030 0.8075 

60.0 0.JJl397 227.735 0.8578 0.088474 227.185 0.8413 0.073185 226.627 0.8276 

II 70.0 0.115055 134.291 0.8772 0.091449 233.785 0.8608 0.075750 233.27J 0.8473 
80.0 0.118690 24-0.910 0.8962 0.094398 24-0.443 0.8800 0.078200 2J9.271 0.866S 
90.0 0.122304 247.593 0.9149 0.097327 247.160 0.8987 0.080673 246.723 0.8853 

<C 
~ ... 



t V It /I " It /I V It II : 
t,:I 

100.0 0.125901 254.339 0.9332 0.100238 253.936 0.9171 0.83127 253.530 0.9038 

11 110.0 0.1294&3 261.147 0.9S12 0.103134 260.770 0.9352 0.08SS66 260.391 0.9220 
{UOMPa O.JO MPa 0.60 MPa 

20.0 0.04S836 198.762 0.7199 0.035646 196.935 0.6999 
30.0 0.047971 20S.428 0.7423 0.037464 203.814 0.7230 0.030422 202.116 0.7063 
40.0 0.050046 212.095 0.7639 0.039214 210.6S6 0.7452 0.031966 209.154 0.7291 
50.0 0.052072 21s.m 0.7849 0.040911 217.484 0.7fi67 ' 0.033450 216.141 0.7511 
60.0 0.054059 225.488 0.8054 0.042565 224.315 0.7875 0.034887 223.104 0.7723 r. 70.0 0,056014 232.230 0.8253 0.044-184 232.161 0.8077 0.036285 230.062 0.7929 
80.0 0.057941 239.012 0.8448 0.045774 238.031 0.8275 0.037653 237.027 0.8129 "' " 90.0 0.059846 245.837 0.8638 0.047340 244.932 0.!1467 0.038995 244.00') 0.8324 ' 

100.0 0.061731 2S2.707 0.8825 0.048886 251.869 0.8656 0.040316 251.016 0.8514 i 
110.0 0.063600 259.624 0.9008 0.050415 258.S45 0.8840 0.041619 258.053 0.8700 ~ 

' 0.70 MPa 0.80 MPa 0.90 MPa r 40.0 0.026761 207.S80 0.7148 0.022830 205.924 0.7016 0.019744 204.170 0.6~ 
50.0 0.028100 214,745 0.7373 0.024068 213.290 0.7248 0.020912 211.765 0.7131 .§. 
60.0 0.029387 221.854 0.7590 0.025247 220.558 0.7469 0.022012 218.21.2 0.7358 l: 

:!I 
70.0 0.030632 228.931 o.n99 0.026380 227.766 0.7682 0.023062 226.564 0.7575 5· 
80,0 0.03184·3 235.997 0.8002 0.027477 234.941 0.7888 0.024072 233.8S6 0.7785 
90.0 0.033027 243.066 0.8199 0.028545 242.101 0.8088 0.025051 141.113 0.7987 

100.0 0.034189 250.146 0.8392 0.029588 • .. 249.260 0,8283 0.026005 248.355 0.8184 
110.0 0.035332 257.247 0.8579 0.030612 256.428 • 0.8472 0.026937 255.593 0.8376 

=- 1.00 MPa 1.20 MPa UOMPa -

so.o 0.018366 210.162 0.7021 0.014483 ~661 0.6812 
<iO.O 0.019410 217.810 0.7254 0.015463 214.80:S 0.7060 0.012579 21 l.457 0.6876 



-.,,.. .. 

Table A.3 T/tm,,od]lf41Nit Pr<ifHrlits of Rlfrigrra11J· 12 (M1111"'M1mxiijbioromtthaM) t Table A.3.1 Sat11r,ud Jufripront·ZZ 

II Specific volumt(r,h/,.g) Entholpy(lcJ/kg) Entropy(kJ/kg K) 

Abs. 
Press. Sat. Sat. Sat. Sat. Sat 

Tcmf>. MP a Liquid Evap. J'apour Liqui<I El•ap. Vapour Liquid Evap. Vaf>')11r 
oc p i•, Vr, v. hr ,,, "· .~ .fr,. s 

- 70 0.0205 0.0()()670 0.940268 0.940')3 - 30.607 249.425 218.180 - 0.1401 1.2277 1.0876 tl, 

-65 0.0280 0.000676 0.704796 0.705478 -2.S.658 246.925 221.267 -0.1161 1.1$62 1.0701 e 
-60 0.0375 0.000682 0.536470 0.537152 -20.6S2 244JS4 223.702 -0.0924 1.1463 1.0540 

):,· .. 
-SS 0.0495 0.000689 0.414138 0.414827 -15.585 241.703 226.117 -0.0689 1.1079 1.0390 "' .... 
-50 0.0644 0.000695 0.323862 0.324557 -10.4511 238.965 228.509 -0.0457 1.0708 1.0251 

:,.. 
~ 

- 45 0.0827 0.000702 0.256288 0.256990 -5.262 236.IJ2 230.870 -0.0227 1.0349 1.0122 ~ 
-40 0.1049 0.(J007{J9 0.205036 0.205745 0 233.198 233.197 0 1.0002 1.(1()02 .... 
-3S 0.1317 0.000717 0.165683 0.166400 5.328 230.156 235.4ll4 0.0225 0.9664 0.9889 r -30 0.1635 0.000725 0..135120 0 .. 135844 I0.72S 227.001 237.726 0.0449 0.9335 0.97ll4 
- 25 O.ZOlO 0.000733 0.111126 0.111859 16.191 223.727 239.918 0.0670 0.9015 0.9685 t 
-20 0.2448 0.000741 0.092102 O.O'J2843 21.728 220327 242.055 0.0890 0.8703 0.9593 ; 
-IS 0.2957 0.000750 0.076876 0.077625 27.334 216.798 244.132 0.1107 0.8398 0.9505 a· 
-10 0.3543 0.000759 0.064581. 0.065340 33.012 213.132 246.144 0.1324 0.8099 0.942.2 
-5 0.4213 0.()()()76.~ 0.054571 0.055339 38.762 209.323 248.085 0.1538 0.7806 0.9344 

0 0.4976 0.00()778 0.046357 0.047135 44.586 205.364 249.949 0.1751 0.7518 0.9269 
~ 5 0.5838 0.000789 0.039567 0.040356 - 50.485 201.246 2.Sl.731 0.1963 0.7235 0.9197 

10 0.6807 0.()()()800 0.033914 0.034714 56.463 196.960 253.423 0.2173 0.6956 0.9129 
15 0.7891 0.000812 0.029176 0.029987 62.523 192.495 255.018 0.2382 0.6680 0.9062 
20 0.9099 0.<n)824 0.025179 0.026003 68.670 187.836 2S6.S06 0.2590 0.6407 0.8997 
2.S 1.0439 0.000838 0.021787 0.0"-2624 74.910 182.968 257.817 0.2797 0.6137 0..8934 
30 1.1919 0.000852 0.018890 0.019742 81.250 177.869 2S9.l 19 0.3004 O.S867 0.8871 



Table A.J,2 Suprt/1111/td Rtfrigtr<ml·22 "' t 
TeMp. V It $ V h $ V h s 

11 oc nl"lkg kJ!kg k.Jlkg K mJ/kg kJlkg kJ!kg K ,nJ/kg kJlkg kJ!kg K 

0.05 MPa 0.10 MP" 0.15 MPt, 

-40 0.44()633 234.724 1.07616 0.216331 233.337 1.00523 
-30 0.460641 240.602 1.10084 0.226754 239.3-59 1.03052 0.148723 238.078 0.98773 
- 20 0.480543 246.586 1.12495 0.237064 245.466 1.0.5513 O. l5.S851 244.319 1.01288 
- 10 0.500357 252.676 1.14855 0.247279 251.665 1.07914 0.162879 250.611 l.03733 

0 0.520095 258.874 1.17166 0.257415 257.956 1.10261 0.169823 257.022 1.06116 ttr 

10 0.53977[ 265,180 1.19433 0.267485 264.345 1.1.2558 0.176699 263.496 1.08444 ~-.. 
20 0.559393 271.S94 1.21659 0.277500 270.831 1.14809 0.183516 270.057 1.10721 l. 
30 0.578970 278.l 15 1.23846 0187467 277.416 1.17017 0.190284 276.709 1.12952 :i 4() 0.598507 284.743 1.25998 0197394 284.101 1.19187 0.197011 283.452 1.15140 
so 0.618011 291.478 1.28114 0.307287 290.887 1.21320 0.203702 290.289 1.17289 i 
60 0.637485 :?98.319 1.30199 0.317149 297.772 1.23418 0.210362 297.220 1.19402 r 70 0.656935 305.265 1.32253 0.326986 304.757 1.25484 0.21691)7 304.246 1.21479 
80 0.676362 312.314 1.34278 0.336801 311.842 J.27519 0.223608 311.368 113525 ,!. 
90 0.69Snt 319.465 1.3627S OJ46S96 319.026 l.29524 0.230200 318.584 l.2SS40 i:: 

!I 
0.10 MPa 0.25 MPa O.JO MPa a· 

-:?O 0.115203 243.140 0.981114 
-10 0.120647 249.574 1.00676 0.095280 248.492 0.98231 0.078344 247.382 0.96170 

0 0.120003 256.069 1.03091! 0.099689 2.sS.097 1.00695 0.082128 254.104 0.98677 

= 10 0.131286 262.633 I.OS458 0.104022 261.755 1.03089 0.085832 260.861 1.01106 
-



Table A.3.2 Superheated Rtfrigerant·22 

Temp. V " s \I " s V Ii s 

•c 11l!kg kl/ kg k.flkg K ,r,3/kg k)lkg k.Jlkg K m1/kg kl/kg k.flkg K 

0.20 MPu 1).25 MPt1 0.30 MPa 

20 0.136509 269.273 .1.07763 0.108292 268.476 1.05421 0.089469 267.6(,7 1.03468 
30 0.141681 275.992 1.10016 0.112508 275.267 1.07699 0.093051 274.531 1.05771 
40 0.146809 282.796 1.12224 0.116681 282.132 1.09927 0.0%588 281.460 1.08019 
50 0.151902 289.686 1.14390 0.120815 289.076 1.12109 0.100085 288.460 1.10220 
60 0.156963 296.664 1.1651(, 0.124918 296.102 1.14250 0.103550 295.535 1.12376 
70 0.161997 303.731 1.18607 0.128993 303.212 1.16353 0.106986 302.689 1.14491 
80 0.167008 3!0.890 1.20663 0.133044 310.409 1.18420 0.110399 309.924 1.16569 
90 0.171999 318.139 1.22687 0.137075 317.692 ).20454 0.113790 317.241 1.18612 

100 0.176972 325.480 1.24681 0.141089 325.063 l.22456 0.117164 324.643 1.20623 
110 0.181931 332.912 1.26646 0.145086 332.522 J.24428 0.120522 332.129 1.22603 ~ 

0.40 MPa II.JO ,\If Pa 0.60 MPa 
..... 
" " 

0 0.060131 252.051 0.95359 ~ 
11 

10 0.063060 259.023 0.97866 0.1)49355 257.108 0.95223 0.040180 255.109 0.9294.S 
.., 

20 0.065915 266.010 1.00291 0.0517SI 264.295 0.97717 0.042280 262.517 0.95517 
30 0.0687!0 273.029 1.02646 0.054081 271.483 1.00128 0.044307 269.888 0.97989 
40 0.071455 280.092 1.04938 0.056358 278.690 1.02467 0.046276 277.250 1.00378 
so 0.0741(,{J 287.20') 1.07175 0.058590 285.930 1.04743 0.048198 284.622 1.02695 
(i() 0.076830 294.386 L00362 0.060786 293.215 1.06963 0.050081 292.020 1.04950 
70 0.079470 301.630 1.11504 0.062951 300.552 1.09133 0.051931 299.456 1.07149 
80 0.082085 308.944 1.13605 0.065090 307.949 l.11257 0.053754 306.938 1.09298 

=- 90 · o.084679 316.332 1.15668 0.067206 315.410 1.13340 0.055553 314A7S 1.11403 
~ 

~ 100 0.087254 323.796 1.17695 0.069303 322.939 1.15386 0.057332 322071 1.13466 

11 110 0.089813 331.339 1.19690 0.071384 330.53() 1.17395 0.059094 329.731 1.15492 
120 0.092358 338.961 1.21654 0.073450 338.213 1.19373 0.060842 337.458 1.17482 co 
130 0.1»489() 346.664 l.23S88 0.07SS03 345.963 1.21319 0.062576 345.255 1.19441 .... 

--1 



Table A.3.2 Suprrlttattd &frignant-ZZ ID .. co 
Temp. V h J V " s V h s 

11 •c mJ/kg JcJ/ Jcg k.J/Jcg K mJ/kg kJ /lcg kJ/kg K m·1/ kg kJ/kg kJ/kg K 

0.70 MPa 0.80 M'Pa 0.90 Pa 

20 0.035487 260.661 0.93565 0.030366 258.737 0.91787 0.026355 256.713 0.90132 
30 0.037305 268,240 0.96105 0.032034 266.533 0.94402 0.027915 264.760 0.92831 
40 0.039059 275.769 0.98549 0.033632 274.243 0.96905 0.029397 272.670 0.95398 

0.70 MPu 0.80 M'Pa 0.90 .Mpa 

50 0.040763 283.282 1.00'}10 0.035175 281.907 0.99314 0.030819 280.497 0.97859 ~ 
(iO 0.042424 290.800 1.03201 0.036674 289.553 1.01644 0.032193 288.278 1.00230 

;:;• .. 
70 0.044052 298339 1.05431 0.038136 297.202 1.03906 0.033528 296.042 1.02526 

:0 ... 
80 0.045650 305.912 1.07606 0.039568 304.868 l.06108 0.034832 303.807 1.04757 ~ 

'S 
90 0.047224 313.527 1.09732 0.040974 312.565 l.08257 0.036108 311.590 1.06930 ~ 

100 0.048778 321.192 1.11815 0.042359 320.303 l.10359 0.037363 319.401 1.09052 A. 

;;l 110 0.050313 328.914 1.13856 0.043725 328.087 1.12417 0.038598 327.251 1.11128 " 
120 0.051834 336.696 1.15861 0.045076 335.925 1.14437 0.039817 335.147 J.13162 ; 

C> 

130 0.053341 344.541 1.17832 0.046413 343.821 1.16420 0.041022 343.094 1.15158 ~ .. 
140 O.OS4836 352.454 l.l9770 0.047738 351.778 l.l8369 0.042215 351.097 1.17119 .. 

:,I 

150 0.056321 360.435 1.21679 0.049052 359.799 1.20288 0.043398 359.159 1.19047 5· 
1.00 MPa 1.10 MPa 1.40 MPa 

30 0.024600 262..912 0.913S8 
40 0.025995 271.042 0.93996 0.020851 267.602 0.91411 0.017120 263.861 0.89010 

- 50 0.027323 279.046 0.96512 - 0.022051 276.011 0.94055 0.018247 272.766 0.91809 
(iO 0.028601 286.973 0.98928 0.023191 284.263 0.96570 0.019299 281.401 0.94441 
70 0.029836 294.859 1.01260 0.024282 292.415 0.98981 0.020295 289.858 0.96942 
80 0.031038 302.727 1.03520 0.025336 300.508 1.01305 0.021248 298.202 0.99339 
90 0.032213 31059<) .1.05718 0.026359 308.570 1.03556 0.022167 306.473 1.01649 

100 0.033364 318.488 1.07861 0.027357 316.623 I.OS744 0.023058 314.703 1.03884 



Tt1"'P· 
,,. Ir Ir 

ID 
V $ \I s V :J ~ 

m1/ kg 11/Jkg 111Jl kg 
C 

•c Ir.JI kg kJ/kg K kJ/kg kJ/kg K kJ/kg lcJ/kg K 

11 2.50 1\-/Pa J.00 MPa 3.50 MPa 

JOO 0.011598 302.935 0.95939 0.009098 296.663 0.92881 0.007257 289.504 0.89872 
110 0.012208 312.261 0.98405 0.009674 306.744 0.95547 0.007829 300.640 0.92818 
120 0.012788 321.400 1.00760 0.010211 316.470 0.98053 0.008346 311.129 0.95520 
130 0.013343 330.412 1.03023 0.010717 325.955 1.00435 0.008825 321.196 0.98047 
140 0.013880 339.336 1.05210 0.011200 335.270 1.02718 0.009276 330.976 l.00445 
150 0.014400 348.205 1.07331 0.011665 344.467 1.04918 0.()(1')704 340.554 1.02736 r 160 0.014907 357.040 1.09395 0.012114 353.584 1.07047 0.010114 349.989 1.04940 .:· 
170 0.015402 365.860 1.1 1408 0.012550 362.647 1.09116 0.010510 359.324 1.07071 .. 
180 0.015887 374.679 l.13376 0.012976 371.679 1.11131 0.010894 368.590 1.09138 l 
190 0.016364 383.508 1.15303 0.013392 380.695 J.13()9') 0.011268 377.810 1.11151 ~ 

"6 

200 0.016834 392.354 1.17192 0.013801 389.708 .l.15024 0.011634 387.004 1.13115 ?:, 

" I'>. 
4.00 MPa 5.00 MP<1 6.00 MPa ;l 

90 0.005037 265.629 0.82544 
... 
i 

100 0.005804, 280.997 0.86721 0.003334 253.042 0.78005 .. 
-!} 

110 0.0.06405 293.748 0.90094 0.004255 275.919 0.84064 0.002432 243.278 0.74674 "' .. 
120 0.006924 305.273 0.93064 0.004851 291.362 0.88045 0.003333 212.385 0.82185 ·;a 

130 0.007391 316.080 0.95778 0.005335 304.469 0.91337 0.0038()() 290.253 0.86675 
6' 

140 0.007822 326.422 0.98312 0.005757 316.379 0.94256 0.004345 304.757 0.902.10 
150 0.008226 336.446 1.00710 0.()06139 327.563 0.96931 0.004728 317.633 0.93310 
160 0.()()8610 346.246 1.02999 0.006493 338.266 0.99431 0.005071 329.553 0.96094 

- 170 0.008978 355.885 l.OS199 0.006826 348.633 1.01797 0.005386 340.849 0.98673 -
180 0.009332 365.409 1.07324 0.007142 358.760 1.04057 0.005680 351.715 1.01098 
190 0.009675 374.853 1.09386 0.007444 368.713 1.06230 0.005958 362.271 1.03402 
200 0.010009 384.240 1..11391 0.007735 378.537 1.08328 0.006222 372.602 1.05609 
210 0.0!0335 393.593 1.13347 0.008018 388.268 1.10363 o.0064n 382.764 1.07734 
220 0,0106S4 402.925 I.JS259 0.008292 397.932 1.12343 0.006722 392.801 l.O'n90 



TallleA .. U S11p,rlllcld R·TJ4a 

Temp. V h s V h s V h I 

oc m1/kg kJ/kg k)/kg K m·1/kg fcJ! kg kJ/kg K mJ/kg lc}lkg Id/kg K 

0./1} MPa 0./5 MPa 0.20 MPo 

- 25 0.19400 383.212 1.75058 
-20 0.19860 387.215 1.76655 
- 10 0.20765 395.270 l.79775 0.13603 393.839 1.76058 0.10013 392.338 l.73276 

0 0.21652 403.413 1.82813 0.14222 402.187 1.79171 O. IOSOI 400.911 1.7(,474 
IO 0.22527 411.668 1.85780 0.14828 410.602 1.82197 0.10974 409.500 1.79562 
20 0.23393 420,048 1.88689 0.15424 419.111 l.85150 0.11436 418.145 1.82563 
30 0.24250 428.564 l.91S45 0.16011 427.730 1.88041 0.11889 426.875 1.85491 
40 0.25102 437.223 1.94355 0.16592 436.473 1.90879 0.12335 435.708 1.88357 
50 0.25948 446.029 1.97123 0.17168 445.350 1.93669 0.12776 444.658 1.91171 
60 0.26791 454.986 1.99853 0.17740 454.366 1.96416 0.13213 453.735 1.93937 
70 0.27631 464.096 2.02S47 0.18308 463.525 1.99125 0.13646 462.946 1.96661 
~ 0.28468 473.359 2.05208 0.18874 472.831 2.01798 0.14076 4n.296 1.99346 ~ 
90 0.29303 482.777 2.07837 0.19437 482.285 2.04438 0.14504 481.788 2.01997 "I:> .. 

100 0.30136 492.349 2.10437 0.19999 491.888 2.07046 0. 14930 491.424 2J>4614 ;s ... 
u.t3 117Pa 0.30 MPa 0.40 M.Po ~· .. 

0 0.082637 399.579 1.7421W 
10 0.086584 408.357 1.77440 0.071110 407.171 1.75637 0.051681 404.651 1.72611 
20 0.090408 417.15 1 1.80492 0.0744 15 416.124 1.78744 0.054362 413.965 1.75844 
JO 0.090139 425.997 1.83460 0.077620 425.0% 1.81754 0.056926 423.216 1.78947 
40 0.007798 434.925 1.86357 0.080748 434.124 1.84684 0.059402 432.46.5 1.81949 
50 0.101401 443.953 1.89195 0.083816 443.234 1.87547 0.061812 441.751 1.84868 
60 0.104958 453.094 1.91980 0.086838 452.442 1.90354 0,064 169 451.104 l.8nJ8 

~ 70 0.108480 462..359 1.94720 0.089821 461.763 1.93110 0.066484 460.545 1.90510 
- 80 0.1 11972 471.754 1.97419 0.092774 471.206 1.95823 0.068767 470.088 l.93252 

90 0. 115440 481.285 2.00080 0.095702 480.777 1.98495 0.071022 479.745 t.95948 

11 100 0.118888 490.955 2.02707 0.098609 490.482 2.01131 0.073254 489.523 1.98604 
110 0.122318 500.766 2.05302 0.101498 500324 2.03734 0.075468 4.99.428 2.012.23 
120 0.125734 510.720 2.07866 0.104371 510.304 2.06305 0.077665 S09.464 2.03809 ~ w 



T~mp. h h " 
<O 

" s V I V s (n .. 
"C ,,,J;kg lt./llrg kl/kg I( m1/lcg lrJl/cg 1,;J/Ag K. "'}/kg kJl/cg kl/kg I( 

II O.JOMPo 0.60MPo 0.70 MPo 

20 0.042256 41J.64S 1.73420 
30 0.044457 421.221 1.76632 0.036094 419.@3 1.746!0 0.030069 416.809 1.72770 
40 0.046557 430.720 l.79715 0.037958 428.881 1.77786 0.031781 426.933 1.76056 
50 0.048581 440.205 1.82696 0.039735 438.589 1.80838 0.033392 436.895 1.79187 
60 0.050547 449.718 J.85596 M41447 448.279 1.83791 0.034929 446.782 1.82201 
70 0.052467 459.290 l.~26 0.043108 457.994 1.86664 0.036410 456.655 1.85121 r 
80 0.054351 468.942 1.91199 0.044730 467.764 1.89471 0.0371148 4(,6.554 1.87964 ;:;· 
!JO 0.056205 478.690 1.93921 0.046319 477.611 1.92220 0.039251 476.507 1.90743 .. 

100 0.058035 488.546 t.96598 0.047883 487.550 1.94920 0.040627 486,535 1.93467 t. 
110 0.059845 498.518 J.99235 0.049426 497.594 1.97576 0.041980 496.654 1.96143 ~ 

~ 
120 0.061639 508.613 2.01836 0.05@51 507.750 2.00193 0.0433 14 506.875 1.98777 a: 
130 0.063418 518.835 2.04403 0.052461 518.026 2.02774 0.044633 517.207 2.01372 ..... 
140 0.065184 529.187 2.06940 0.053958 528.425 2.05322 0.045938 527.656 2.03932 "" .. 

0.80 MPo 0.90 MPa 1-00 MP" ~ .. 
40 0.027113 424.860 1.74457 0.023446 422.642 1.72943 0.020473 420.249 1.71479 

~ 
~ 

50 0.028611 435.114 1.77680 · 0.024868 433.235 1.76273 0.021S49 431243 1.74936 l! 

(,() 0.030024 445.223 1.80761 0.026192 443.595 l.7C),t31 0.023110 441.890 1.78181 
5· 

70 0.031375 455.270 1.83732 0.027447 453.835 1.82459 0.024293 452.345 1.81273 
80 0.032678 465.308 1.86616 0.028649 464.025 l.85387 0.0254 17 462.703 1.84248 
!JO 0.033944 475.375 1.89427 0.029810 474.216 l.88232 0.026497 473.027 l.87131 

- HX) 0.035180 485.499 1.92177 0.030940 484.441 1.910!0 0.027543 4&3.361 1.89938 -
110 0.036392 495.698 1.94874 0.032043 494.726 1.93730 0.028561 493.736 1.92682 
120 0.037584 505.988 1.97525 0.033126 505.088 1.96399 0.029556 504.175 1.95371 
130 0.038760 516.379 2.00135 0.034190 515.542 t.99()25 0.030533 514.694 1.98013 
140 0.039921 526.880 2.02708 0.035241 526.096 2.01611 0.031495 52S.30S 2.00613 
ISO 0.041071 537.496 2.05247 0.036778 536.760 2.04161 0.032444 536.017 2.03175 



TeMp. Ii h Ii '° V s I' s V s <.A 
O> "C 11.11kg Ulkg k.1/kg /( 1111/kg kJ/kg k.llig K m1!kg kJ/kg k.lllrg K 

II J.OMPa J.50 MPa 4.0 MPa 
90 0.005755 436.193 l.69')50 

100 0.006653 453.731 l.74717 0.004839 440.433 1:70386 
110 0 .. 001339 468.500 1.78623 0.005667 459.211 1.75355 0.004277 446.844 1.71480 
120 0.007924 482.043 1.82113 0.006289 474.697 1.79346 0.005005 465.987 1.76415 
130 0.008446 494.915 1.85347 0.006813 488.771 1.82881 O.OOS559 481.865 1.80404 
140 0.008926 507.388 1.88403 0.007279 502.079 1.86142 0.006027 496295 1.83940 r 150 0.009375 519.618 1.91328 0.007706 514.928 1.8.9216 0.006444 S®.925 l.87200 ;:;· 
160 0.009801 531.704 1.94151 0.008103 S27.496 1.92151 0.006825 523.072 1.90271 .. 
170 0.010208 543.713 1.96892 0.008480 S39.890 1.94980 0.007181 535.917 1.93203 ~ 

180 0.010601 555.690 l.99S6S 0.008839 SS2.185 1.97724 0.007517 S48.S73 1.96028 ~ 
~ 

190 0.010982 567,670 2.02180 0.009185 564.430 2.00397 0.007837 S61.117 1.98766 [ 
200 0.0113S3 579.678 2.04745 0.009S19 576.665 2.03010 0.008145 573.601 2.01432 r .. 

~ 

I 
i:I' 



Table A.& 
1Tl#mod],i,a111¥ Pn¥rtiu wf A1111nonia 

Table A.5.1 Saturated A,n,nonia Tabk 

S~cifit: vo/umt (mJ l1rg) Enthalpy (k.llkg) Entropy (kl/kg K) 

T p Sat. Sat. Sat. Sat. Sat. Sat. 
(OC) (kPa) liquid vapour, liquid, £vap .• vapour, liquid, vapour 

"' vg Its htg hg st sg 

-50 40.88 0.001424 2.62S4 -44.3 1416.7 1372.4 -0.1942 6.lS6l 
-48 45.96 0.001429 2.3533 -JS.S 1411.3 1375.8 -0.1547 6.1149 
-46 51.55 0.001434 2.1140 -26.6 1405.8 1379.2 - 0.1156 6.0746 
-44 57.69 0.001439 1.9032 -17.8 1400.3 1382.5 -0.0768 6.0352 
-42 64.42 0.001444 1.7170 -8.9 1394.7 1385.8 -0.0382 5.9967 ~ 

"6 
-40 71.77 0.001449 1.5521 0.0 1389.0 1389.0 0.0000 5.9589 .. .. 
-38 79.80 0.001454 1.4058 8.9 1383.3 1392.2 0.0380 5.9220 ... :;;• 

-36 88.54 0.001460 12757 17.8 13n.6 1395.4 0.0757 5.8858 ~ 

-34 98.05 0.001465 1.1597 26.8 1371.8 1398.5 0.1132 5.8504 
-32 10837 0.001470 1.0562 35.7 1365.9 1401.6 0.1504 5.8156 
-30 119.55 0.001476 0.9635 44.7 1360.0 1404.6 0.1873 5.7815 
-28 131.64 0.001481 0.8805 53.6 1354.0 .1407.6 0.2240 5.7481 
-26 144.70 0.001487 0.8059 62.6 1.347.9 1410.5 0.2605 5.7153 
-24 158.78 0.001492 0.7388 71.6 1)41.8 1413.4 0.2967 5.6831 
-22 173.93 0.001498 0.6783 80.7 1335.6 1416.2 0.3327 5.6S15 
-20 190.22 0.001.s04 0.6237 89.7 1329.3 1419.0 0.3684 5.6205 

- -18 207.71 0.001510 O.S743 98.8 1322.9 142).7 0.4040 5.S900 

11 

-

IO u, 

" 



Table A.5.2 Superheated Ammonia Table <D 

~ 
Abs. Prtss. Temperature ("C) 

11 (kPa) 
(Sat. temp.. °C) - 10 - 10 0 /0 10 JO 40 50 60 70 80 /00 

\t 2.4474 2.S48l 2.6482 2.7479 2.8479 2.9464 3.0453 3.1441 3.2427 3.3413 3.4397 
so Ir 1435.8 1457.0 .1478.1 1499.2 1520.4 1541.7 1563.0 1584.5 1606.1 1627.8 1649.7 

(-46.54) s 6.3256 6.4077 6.4865 65625 6.6360 6.7073 6.776(, 6.8441 6.9099 6.9743 7.0372 
V J.6233 1,6915 1.7591 1.8263 l.8932 1.9597 2.0261 2.®33 2.1584 2.2244 2.2903 

75 Ir 1433.0 1454.7 1476.1 1497.S 1518.9 1540.3 1561.8 1583.4 l<i05.I 1626.9 1648.9 ~ 
(-39.18) .~ 6.1190 6.2028 6.2828 6.3597 6.4339 6.5058 6.5756 6.6434 6.7096 6.7742 6.8373 .:· 

V 1.2110 1.2631 1.3145 1.3654 1.41<,() 1.4664 1.5165 1.5664 1.6163 l.6659 1.7155 1.8145 .. 
it 

100 It 1430.1 1452.2 1474.1 1495.7 1517.3 1538.9 1560.5 1582.2 1604.1 1626.0 1648.0 1692.6 t (-33.01) s 5.9695 6.0552 6.1366 6.2144 61894 6.3618 6.4321 6.5003 0.5668 6.6316 6.6950 6.8177 
V 0.9635 1.0059 1.0476 1.0889 1.1297 1.1703 1.2107 1.2509 1.2909 1.3309 13707 1.4501 t 

125 It 1427.2 1449.8 1472.0 1493.9 1515.7 1537.5 IS59.3 1581.1 1603.0 1625.0 1647.2 1691.8 .... 
(-29.08) s S.8512 5.9389 6.0217 6.1006 6.1763 6.2494 6.3201 6.3887 6.4555 6.5206 6.5842 6.7072 i:' 

~ 
V 0.7984 0.8344 0.8&)7 0.9045 6.9388 0.9729 1.0068 l.0405 1.0740 1.1074 1.1408 l.207.2. ., 

ISO Ir 1424.I 1447.3 1469.8 1492.1 1514'1 1536.1 1558.0 1580.0 1602.0 1624.1 1646.3 1691.1 
,.!} 
g 

(-25.23) II 5.7526 5.8424 5.926' 6.0066 6.0831 6.1568 6.2280 6.2970 6.3641 6.4295 6.4933 6.6167 l1 

V 0,6199 0.6471 0.6738 0.7001 0.7261 0.7519 0.7774 0.8029 0.8282 0.8533 0.9035 6' 
200 Ir 1442.0 1465.5 1448.1 1510.9 1533.2 1555.5 1577.7 1599.9 1622.2 1644.6 1689.6 

(-18.86) s 5.6863 5.7737 5.8559 S.9342 6.0(1)1 6.0813 6.1512 6.2189 6.2849 6.3491 6.4732 
V 0.4910 0.5135 05354 0.5568 0.5780 0.5989 0.6196 0.6401 0.6605 0.6809 0.7212 

2S0 It 1436.6 1461.0 1484.5 IS07.6 1530.3 1552.9 1575.4 1597.8 1620.3 1642.8 16881 
. (- 13.67) s 5.56()() 5.6517 5.7465 5.8165 5.8928 5.9661 6.0368 6.1052 6.1717 6.2365 6.3613 -

V 0.4243 0.4430 0.4613 ·0.4792 0.4968 0.5113 0.5316 0.5488 0.5658 0.5997 
JOO Ir 1456.3 1480.6 1504.2 1527.4 1550.3 1573.0 1595.7 1618.4 1641.1 1686.7 

(-9.23) s 5.5193 5.6366 S.7186 5.7963 S.8707 5.9423 6.0114 6.0785 6.1437 6.2693 
i• 0.3<,()5 0.3770 0.3929 0.4086 0.4239 OA391 0.4541 0.4689 0.4837 0.5129 



Alu. pnss. Temperatunt ("C) 

(kPa) 
(Sat. temp., °C) - 20 - JO 0 /0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 JOO 

350 h 145L5 1478.5 1590.7 1521.4 IS47.6 1570.7 1593.6 1616.5 1639.3 1685.2 
(- 5.35) s 5.4(,()() 5.S502 S.6312 5.7135 5.7800 5.8615 5.9314 5.9990 6.0647 6.1910 

V 0.3125 0.3274 0.3417 0.3556 0.3692 0.3826 0.3959 0.4090 0.4220 0.4478 
400 h 1446.5 1472.4 1497.2 1521.3 IS44.9 1568.3 1591.5 1614.5 1637.6 1683.7 

(- t.89) s 5.3803 5.4735 5.5591 5.6405 5.7173 5.7907 5.8613 5.9296 5.9957 6.1228 
V 0.2752 0.2887 0.3017 0.3143 0.3266 0.3387 0.3506 0.3624 0.3740 0.3971 

450 h 1441.3 1468.1 1493.6 1518.2 1542.2 1.565.9 1589.3 1612.6 1635.8 1682.2 
(1.26) s 5.3078 5.4042 5492.6 5.5752 5.6532 5.7275 5.7989 5.8678 5.9345 6Jl623 

20 JO 40 50 60 70 80 100 120 140 160 ./80 

V 02698 0.2813 0.2926 0.3036 0.3144 0.3251 0.3357 0.3565 0.3771 0.3975 :.. 
~ 

500 h 1489.9 1515.0 1539.5 1563.4 1587.1 1610.6 1634.0 1680.7 1727.5 1774.7 " "' (4.14) s 5.4314 55157 5.5950 5.6704- 5.7425 5.8120 5.8793 '6.0079 6.1301 6.2472 ... 
V 0.2217 0.2317 0.2414 0.2508 0.2600 0.2691 0.2781 0.2957 0.3130 0.3302 s· 

600 h 1482.4 1508.6 1533.8 1558.5 1582.7 1606.6 1630.4 1677.7 1724.9 1772.4 
(9.29) s 5.3222 5,4!02 5.4923 5.5697 5.6436 5.7144 5.7826 5.9129 6.0363 6.1541 

V 0.1874 0.1963 0.2048 0.2131 0.2212 0.2291 0.2369 0.2522 0.2672 0.2821 
700 " 1474.5 1501.9 1528.1 1553.4 1578.2 .1602.6 1626.8 1674.6 1722.4 1770.2 

(13.81) s 5.2259 5.3179 5.4029 5.4826 5.5582 5.6303 5.6997 5.8316 5.9562 6.0749 
V 0.1615 0.1696 0.1773 0.1848 0.1920 0.1991 0.2060 0.2196 0.2329 0.2459 0.2589 

800 h 1466.3 1495.0 IS22.2 1548.3 IS73.7 IS98.6 1623.1 1671.6 1719.8 1768.0 1816.4 
=- (17.86) 5.1387 5.2351 5.3232 5.4053 5.4827 5.5562 5.6268 S.7603 S.8861 6.0057 6.1202 - !I 

" 0.1488 0.1559 0.1627 0.1693 0.1757 0.1820 0.1942 0.2061 0.2178 0.2294 

11 
900 h 1488.0 IS16.2 1543.0 IS69.I IS94.4 1619.4 1668.S 1717.1 176S.7 1814.4 

(21.S4) s S.IS93 5.2S08 S.3354 S.4147 5.4897 5.5614 S.6968 S.8237 S.9442 6.0S94 
V 0.1321 0.1388 0.14S0 O.ISII O.IS70 0.1627 0.1739 0.1847 0.19S4 0.20S8 0.2162 00 

OI -
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Tt"'P· CarlHm Carbon H)vlroge11, H2 Te,,,p. 
K diazide, C01 monoxide, CO K 

250 0.791 0.602 1.314 1.039 0.743 1.400 14.0SI 9.</27 1.416 250 
300 0.&46 0.657 1.288 1.040 0.744 1.39') 14.307 I0.183 1.405 300 
350 0.895 0.706 1.268 1.043 0.746 1.398 14A27 10.302 1.400 350 
400 0.939 0.750 1.252 J.047 0.751 1.395 14.476 10.352 1398 400 
450 0.978 0.790 1.239 1.054 0.757 .1.392 14.501 10.3n 1.398 450 
.500 1.014 0.825 1.229 1.063 0.767 1.387 14.513 I0.389 1.397 500 
550 1.046 0.857 1.220 1.075 0.778 1.382 14.530 I0.-405 1.396 550 
600 1.07S 0.886 1.213 1.087 0.790 1.376 14.S46 10.422 1.396 600 
650 1.102 0.913 1.207 1.100 0.803 1.370 14.571 10.447 1.395 650 
700 1.126 0.937 1.202 1.113 0.816 1.364 14.604 10.480 1.394 700 
750 1.148 0.959 1.197 1.126 0.829 J.3S8 14.645 10.521 1.392 750 
800 1.169 0980 1.193 1.139 0.842 1.353 14.695 10.570 1.390 800 
900 1.204 1.015 1.186 1.163 0.866 1.343 14.822 10.698 1.385 900 

1000 1.234 1.045 1.181 1.185 0.888 1.335 14.983 10.859 1.380 1()00 

Source: Adapted from K. Wark, Thermodynamics, 4th ed., McGraw;Hill. New York, 
1983, as based oo ''Tables of Tbennal Propenies of Gases;· NBS Circular 564, 1955. 
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Carbon Dioiide (COz> Carbon Monoxide (CO) 
(h1Jiu ~ - J9J511 k.Jllr:mo/ fh,Ji~s : - I 10519 k.Jllr:mol 

M e 44.01 M c 28.01 

Tt"'P· (h" - hf98) so {h"-h29s) -,, s 

K kJ/lwwl kJ//1.1110/ K le.Ilk mo/ k.likmol K 

0 - 9364 0 -8669 0 
100 - 6456 179.109 -5770 165.850 
200 -3414 199.975 -2858 186.025 
298 0 213.795 0 197.653 
300 67 214.025 54 197.833 
400 4008 225.334 2975 206.234 
500 8314 234.924 5929 212.828 
(JOO 12916 243.309 8941 218.313 
700 li765 250.773 12021 223.062 
800 22815 257.517 15175 227.271 
900 28041 263.668 18397 231.006 

1000 33405 269.325 21686 234.531 
1100 38894 274.555 25033 237.719 
1200 44484 279.417 28426 240.673 
1300 50158 283.956 31865 243.426 
1400 55907 288.216 35338 245.999 
1500 61714 292.224 38848 248.421 
1600 67580 296.010 42384 250.702 
1700 73492 299.592 45940 252.861 
1800 79442 302.993 49522 254.907 
1900 8.5429 306.232 53124 256.852 
2000 91450 309.320 567J9 258.710 
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Index 

Absolute entropy. !J\1. 6M 
Absolute temperature scale, W 
Absolute Zero, !..ll., Ll1, ~ 866 
Absorbents m fil 
Absorption refrigeration cycle, 5-2.1 
Absorptivity, 142 
Action integral, ill 
Activity, ill 
Adiabatic compressibility. Ml2 
Adiabatic demagnetisation, ill 
Adiabatic cooling, 62.1 
Adiabatic dissipation of work 
Adiabatic evaporative cooling, 628 
Adiabatic flame temperature, 6fil 
Adiabatic process, ll, lli 
Adiabatic saturation temperature, 620 
Adiabatic wall, il 
Adiabatic work, rn 
Affinity. ill 
Afterburner. ~ 
Air cycle refrigeration, 59fl 
Air crall cabin cooling, ill 
Air craft propulsion, fil 
Air standard cycles, ill 
Air water vapour mixtures, 611 
Analyzer, fil 
Anergy, 2.16 
Apparatus dew point, 624 
Approach, ill 
Aqua-ammonia refrigeration 

system, ill 

Atmospheric air, 6.11 
Available energy, 2H. 2.1B 
Availabilily, 23n 

Non-flow process. lll 
Steady flow process, 210 
Chemical rcac1ions. ill 

Availability function, llfl 
Avogaoro's law, .l2l! 
Avogadro's number ill 

Back pressure turbine. AX1 
Barometer, 11 
Bcattie-Bridgcmann equation, ~ lli4 
Benediat-Webb-Ruben equation, ~ 

:l6!l 
Bernoulli equation, !ll 
.Benhclot equation, 3!49 
Binary vapour cycles, ill 
Biot number, 11S 
Black body radiati.on, 15il 
.Bohr-Sommerfeld rule, rn 
Boiler efficiency, 42.1 
Boltzmann constant, ~ ill 
Bose-Einstein statistics, 122 
Bose-Einstein distribution 

function. ID 
Bonoming cycle ~ 5L8.6 
Boyle temperature, ill 
Brake efficiency, 4.9 1 
Brake: power, M 
Brayton cycle, ill 
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Brayton-RAnlcinc cycle, ill 
Buoyancy force, '.Ml 
Bypass ratio. 550 
Byproduct power, 481 

Caloric theory of heat. 6.5 
Calorimeter, 29.8 

throttling, 22.8 
separating and throttling, 300 
electrical, 3fil 

Cvatheodory principle, 1..5& 
Carnot cycle, 120. 521 
Carnot efficiency, ~ 
Carnot refrigerator, il2 
Carnot's theorem, ill 
Cascade n:frigeration cycle, l20 
Causes of irreversibility, W 
Celsius temperature scale. 3l) 
Characteristic gas constant, ll1 
Chemical dehwnidification, 6l8 
Chemical equilibrium, S 
Chcmfoal cxcrgy, 6f{l 
Chemical irreversibility, Ll8 
Chemical potential, il9. 
Choking in nozzles, m ™ 
Claude liquefaction cycle. 600 
Clausius equation of stale. 868 
Clausius inequality, ill 
Clausius' stalement of second 

law. L16 
Clausius' thco.rem, W 
Clausius-Clapeyron euqtion, !t.M 
Clearance, H1 

volume, ill 
Closed system, 2 
Coefficient of diffusion, 205, 
Coefficient of perfonnance, 118 
Cogeneration plant, 1fil! 
Collision frequency, ID 
Collision cross section, m 
Combined convection and 

radiation, nfi 
Combustion. 6S2 
Compressed liquid region. 2&l 
Compressible tluid. 626 
Compressibility chart, fil Jjfl 
Compressibility factor, ill 
Compres,,ion ignition engine, 52.8 

Compression ratio, ill 
Compressor, ID 
Conden.ser, ill 
Conditions of equilibriwn, i, 126. 42S 
Conditions of stability, ill 
Conduction, 1.21 
Configuralion factor, 150 
Continuity equation, 8A 
Control surface. 3 
C,ontrol volume. 2 
Convection. ll1 

fon:ed, m fnee, ill 
Cooling nnd dehumidification, 62A 
Cooling tower. 622 
Continuum, 1 
Corresponding states, law ol~ ~ 1ll 
Counterflow heat exchanger, N4. 
Coupled cycles, ill 
Co-volume, lli 
Criterion of stability, ill 
Crilical pressure, 2112 
Critical pressure ratio, 103. 
Critical properties, ~ 2.02 
Critical state, 2.82 
Critical volume, 282 
Curi.e's law. lli 
Cut-off ratio, 52.7. 
Cycle, definition, l 
Cyclic heal engine, ill 

DallOn's law of panial pressures, Jfill 
De.Id Sl31e, ~ 

De.lmtor. m 
De Broglie equation. 21ti 
Dcbyc temperature. ill 
Debye's Tl law, 818,433 
Degeneracy, :z&1 
Degradation, lli 
Degradation of energy, 221 
Degree of reaction. ~ 
Degree of saturation, ill 
Degree of subcooling, ~ 
Degree of superheat, ill 
Dehumidification, 62A 
Density. U 
Dew point temperature, 618 
Diaootic flow, ill 
Diathennic wall, SJ 
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Diesel cycle-, ill 
Dieterici equation, JA2 
Di.ffusor, :ZOO 
Dimensional analysis, m ill 
Qimensional velocity, 104 
Directional law, 182 
Disoraler, 1.82 
Displacement work, l2 
Dissipation, ill 
Dissipative effects, 123 
Distribution of free paths, 8!i& 
Dittus-Boelter equation, 232 
Dryair, ill 
Dry bulb temperature, ill 
Dry compression, fil 
Dry ice, 600 
Dryness frac;tion, 2.2 
Dual cycle, il!l 
Dufour eJTect, &29 
Dulong-Petit law, W 

Effec1iveness. ~ ill 
EfTectiveness-NTU method, lli 
Efficiency, 

boiler, .4.2J 
brake. 421 
camot, 1.12. ill 
compressor, ill 
tin, 1.l3 
generator. '421 
internal, 490 
isentropic. !1M 
isothermal, li6 
mechanical, ill 
overall, !122 
propulsive, 542 
pump, Mt!! 
sec-ond law, 2!0 
turbine. ~ lli 
volwnetric, ~ ill 

Einstein temperature, 8.1B 
Electrical calorimeter, 301 
Electrical conductivity, 2llll 
Electrical resistance thermometer. 31l 
Electrical work. !l::!l 
Electron gas, 806 
Emissivity, lli 
Endothermic rcac1ion, ill 

INilx -=919 

Energy, 66 
available. ill 
high grade, lli 
internal, 68 
low grade, lli 
kinetic, 61. 
potential, 61. 
quality of, 2.12 
unavailable, 2ll 

Energy balance, 2J1 
Energy level , lli 
Energy cascading, lli 
Energy distribution function, 8J!O 
Energy equation, 402 
Energy interaction, l1 
Energy modes, 61. 
Energy reservoirs, I IA 
Engine indicator, l1 
Enthalpy, 10 

of air-water vapour mixture, 621 
of combustion, 663 
of formation, 660 
of gas mixtures, ~ 162 
of ideal gas, 15.l 
of transfer, W 

Entropy, ill 
change, ill 
absolute, 1.&3 
Oow, 812 
generalion, U3 
increase, W 
of gas mixture. m-1& 
of ideal gas. ill 
principle, W 
transfer, 111 

Entropy and direction, Lll2 
Entropy and disorder. 1..82 
Entropy and infonnalion, I.B3 
Entropy of transfer. 8.1! 
Eniropy generation, fil 811. 83b 
Entropy generation number, 211 
Environment, 2 
Equations of ~'tale, fil .3:l2 

Beathie-Bridgemann, 150 
Benedict-Webb-Ruben. lli 
Be.nbelot, 3!l9. 
Dieterici, 342 
ideal gas, ll, J.31 
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Redlich-Kwong, lli 
Saha-Bose, li!.l 
van der Waals, 3;19 

virial, lID 
Equilibrium, 4 

chemical, ~ 

criteria for local, ill 
me.cbanical, 4 
met111,1able. ill 
neutral. ill 
phase. ru 
reaction, full 

stable, 42A 
thermal, 5 
thennodynamic, ::l 
unstable, ill 

Equilibrium constant, 6:48 
Equipartition of energy, 8!l2 
Ericsson cycle. ill 
Error function, 812 
Euler equation, !LI 
Evaporative cooling, ill 
.Evaporator, ill 
Exact differential, 3.2n 
Exergy, 220 
Exef'gy analysis of vapour power 

cycles, m 
Exergy balance. 231 

.,exothermic reaction. Mil 
Expander, fil 
Expansion ratio, i22 
Expans.ioo valve, 180 
Expectation energy. 1.82 
Extensive property, :l 
External irreversibility. L18 

Fanno line, 102 
Feed water heaters, 4ll 

closed, ill 
open, ill 

Fermi-Dirac s1atistics. ™ 
First law of thermodynamics, 63 

for a closed sy~'tem, 65 
for a cycle, 6,1 

for a slCldy now system. 82 
for reactive sy~. 66.l 

Finns, lll 
Fixed poinu of tbmnometry, J2 

Inda 

Flash intercooler ~ SSH 
Floating node, 1lS 
Flow work, Mi 
Foldback isotherm, ill 
Force of cohesion. lli 
Forced convection, lli 
Fourier's law, 111. 
Fourier number, lli 
Fourth law of thermodynamics, 8.lfi 
Fowler-Guggenhein's statement, lli 
Free convection, ID 
Free energy change, 6il 
Free expansion, ~ ill 
Free shaft turbine, ill 
Fuel cells, 6.Zll 
Fugacity, 6i6 
Fusion curve, 4.1fl. 4.1.J 

Oas compression, ill 
Gas constant, lll 
characteristic, lll 

universal, 122 
for gas mi,1turcs, 3!i1 

Gas cycle refrigeration, i2.6 
Gasmixturcs,- lS2 
Gas power cycles, ill 
Gas tables, 1!ll! 
Gas lhennometers, 2.8 
Gas hltbinc plant, 53.4 
Generalizi:d compressibilicy chart, ~ 

,ill, lS6 
Generator, ill 
Generator efficiency, 421 
Gibbs-Duhem equation, A.19_ 

Gibbs entropy equation, ill 
Gibbs function, 23.J 

change, ill 
of formation. 666 
ofmixters, 365 

Gibbs phase rule, m 
Gibbs theorem, 362 
Gouy-Siodola lhcorem, 2..li 
Grashof number, ID 
Grass!IIIIM diagram, 2l4 
Gray body, ill 

Hannonic oscillator, 71!6 
Heat. SJ 
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enetgy transfer as, 52 
latent, 5.l 
of reaction, M.8 
of soluiion, 522 
of transfer 8.48 
apecific, ~ . 62 

Heat capacity, i3 
at COJUIAllt pressure. 10 
at constant volume. 62 
ratio, ill 
of reacling gases, ill 

Heat conduction. lli 
Heat engine, ill 
Heat cir.changer, :M2, 354, ~ 1iCi 
Heat pump, 175. 95 
Heat rate, 4.62 
H'eat transfer cocfficienr, '.Z.l!i 
Heating and humidification, 621. 
Heating value, 

higher and lower. 6M 
Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, ill 
Helmobltz function, 232 
Hete.rogencous system, ~ 

History of theirnodynamics, ll 
Homogenenous system, :1 
Hot air engines, ill 
Humidification, 626 
Humidity ratio, {i 18 

I 

Ice l,oint. 2l'i 
Ideal gas, 13.1 

enthalpy. m . ' 

entropy, ill 
internal energy, ll2 
mixtures, 352 
properties, 130 
specific heats, lll. ill 
temperature scale, Jfi 

Ideal regenerative cycle, ~ 
Ideal working fluid, 4&1 
Impulse function, 1lil 
Indicated power, 4A 
Indicator diagram, ~ 
Inequality of Clausius, I..S2 
lndexact differentials, l!l6 
Information theory, I..R3 
Intensive property, .3 
lntercooling, ™ 

Internal efficiency, 42il 
Internal energy, !IB 

of gas m~ture5, lli 

-=981 

of combustion, 663 
International temperature scale, J2 
Inversion curve, 4.06 
Inversion temperature, ~ 
Ionization, tii.l 
l.rradiation. 1il 
Irreversible process. L21 
Irreversible thermodynamics, 826. 
lrrevenibility, 121 

causes of, Ul 
chemical, ~ ill 
external, ll.8 
internal, ill 
mechanical, i l.18 
thermal, i. l.18 

lsenthalpes, !lll6 
lsentropic efficiency, 16:1. 
lsentropic flow, Zllil 
lsentropic ptocess, ill 
Isolated system. 2 
Isothermal compressibility, !lill 
lsothcrrna.1 dissipation of work, 169 
Isothermal efficiency, JA6. 
lsothennal process, 339 

Jaynes' formalism, W 
Jct propulsion, ~ 
Joule-Kelvin coefficient. ,106 
Joule-Kelvin effect, 405 
Joule-Kelvin expansion, Ml1 
Joule's law, ill 

Keenan function, 226 
Kelvin-Planck statement, 11 S 
Kelvin temper.iturc scale, ill 
Kinematic viscosity, 'll8 
Kinetic lbeory of gases, 86!1 
Kirchhoff's law, M9 

· Knudsen gas, 4M 

Laminar·flow, 138 
Latent heats, ~ 

fusion, !l1.0 
sublimation, ill 
vaporization, i1.0 
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Latent heat load, 623 
Law of corresponding states, ill 
Law of degradation of energy, 221 
Law of mass action, MS 
Law of probability, 7!J1. 
Limited pressure, cycle, fil 
Linde-Hampson cycle, 5.2& 
Liquefaction of gases, 52.8. 
Liquid yield, .522 
Lithiwn bromide-water 

absorption cycle, ill 
Log-mean temperarure difference, 

744,746 
Lost work., l '.ZA 

Mach number. 628 
Macroscopic energy mode, 61 
Macroscopic view point, I 
Macrostate, 18..& 
Mllllimum work., lfil!, 222 
Maxwell 's equations l28 
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics, 18.8 
MaxYr·ell-Boltzmann distribution 

function, 1!ll 
Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity 

distribution, 810 
Mean effective pressure, 43 
Mean free path, 821 
Mean temperature of heat 

addition, ill 
Mechanical efficiency, ru 
Mechanical energy l'C6ervoir, I IA 
Mechanical equilibrium, 4 
Mechanical irreversibility. l.lB. 
Mechanical stability, ill 
Metallurgical limit. !16.6 
Metastable equilibrium, ill 
Microscopic energy mode, fil, 68 
Microscopic viewpoint l 
Microstate, 18.& 
Minimum prejudice principle, 1.8.6 
Mixed cycle, ill} 

Mixture of gases, lli 
Mixtures of variable composition, ill 
Molal chemical potential. ill 
Mole, l28 
Mole fraction .llill 
Molecular model, 8fill 

Molecular collisions on stationary 
wall, 8fil 

Mollierdiagram. m,m 
Monatonic ideal gas, 122 
Multistage compress.ion, ill 
Multistage vapoar compression 

cycle, i8.6 

Natural, convection, ~ HI 
Nemst-Simon statement of third 

law, ill 
Nemst's equation, 6.5..l 
Neutral equiljbrium, 425. 
Ne"1on 's law of cooling, 1ll 
Newton's law of viscosity, m 2lll 
Normal boiling point, 2.8.3 
Normal shocks, Z0.8 
Nozzle, ~ :ZOO 

1 converging-diverging, 1Jlll 

1 
subsonic, 1fil 

\ supc.rsonic, 1ll2 
throat, 1Jlll 

Nurnber of transfer units, fil 
Nusselt number. :M2 

Ohm;s Law, 8ll 
One dimensional now, 100 
Onsager equations. 818. 

. Onsager reciprocal relation, 822 
Optimum regeneration, 412 
Otto cycle, fil 
Overall efficiency of plant, ill 
Overall heat transfer coefficient. ll1 
Ozone depletion potential i8!i 

Paddle-wheel work, 45. 125 
Parallel flow heat exchanger. :Ml 
Panial pressure, 360. 
Partial volwne, .16.J 
Partition function, ~ 125 
Pascal, 10 
Passout turbine. i8.8 
Path, 3. 
Path func-iion, 4£l 
Pauli· s exclusion principle, 12!1 
Peltier effect, M2 
Penect inter cooling. ill 
Perpetual motion machine 

of the first kind, 11 
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of the second kind. I Hi 
Perpetual motion of the third kind, ill 
Phase change of the fir.;1 order, ~ 
Phase equilibrium. ill 
Phase cquilibrium'diagrams. 283. 2fil!.. 

w 
Phase rule. ill 
Phase space. 2.8fi 
Phenomenological laws, &22 
Photon gas statistics, 8lM 
Planck·s constant. ill 
Planck's law, 75(!, 8Jl6 
Point function, ~ 
Polytropic process, 112 
Polyttopic specific heat, li2 
Postulatory lhennodyoamics. l21l 
Power, 1J 

brake, M 
ind.icated, ~ 

Pnmdtl n.umber, lli.. ill 
Pressure, 2 

absolute, Ul 
measurement, 11 
partial, lli 
reduced, ill 
stagnation, ft2& 

• Pressure ratio, H1, ~ ~ 
Principle of caratheodory, Li8 
Principle of increase of entropy. L.63 
Prin.ciple of equipartition of 

energy, 802 
Principle of minimum prejudice, 1 Rn 
Principle of superposition., 830 
Probability function. 28J 
Probability, law of 1!n 
Probability, thennodyn:unic, 183, 18& 
Process. ~ 

irreveo;iblc, l2I 
iscntropic, lM, l3b 
issothem1al. ill 
quasi-static, ~ 

reversible, 11!! 
Process heat, ill 
Property, 3 
Propulsive efficiency, 5:1:2 
Propulsive power. ill 
Psychrometer. 62D 
Psychrometrio chart. ill 

Psychrometric proceases, 6ll 
Pure substance, 1 212 

Quality, 2fil 
measurement. 225 

Quality of energy, 212 
Quantum hypothesis. T12 
Quantum number, 182 
Quantum state, TH 
Quasi-siatic process, S 

Ratliotion, 126 
Radiation pl'l!lisurc, ~ 
Radiosity, 15 L 
Ramjet engine, ill 
Range. 631 
Rankine cycle, ill 

with regeneration, 412 
with reheat. 468 

Rayleigh line, 1ill 
Reaction equilibrium. 6:l1 
Reactive systems, M.4 
Reciprocal relation, ill 
Reciprocity theorem, ill 
Rectifier, S22 
Rcdlich-Kwong equation of state, ~ 
Reduced properties, ill 
Reference points in t.empcrature 

scale, ~ 32 
Reflectivity, lli 
Refrigeration, ill 
Refrigeration cycles. S 

absorption, · ill 
ga:s cycle, 5.2.6 
vapour compression. ilill 

Refrigerants, ~ 
Refrigcr.iting etlcc1. i8.l 
Refrigerator, 116 
Regenerative c,yclc. ill 
Regenerator, ill 

cIT"tivencss, ill 
Rchcai cycle. ~ 
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Reheating, ill 
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Resistance concept, lli 
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Reversed heat ensine cycle, ill 
R.eversibility, UO 

conditions Ufi 
Reversible process, UO. 
Reversible work, 167,272 
Reynolds number, m ill 
Saba's equation, ill 
Saba-Bose equation, :Y2 
Sackur-Tcuode equation of state, lill2 
Saturated air, ill 
Saturated solid, 2&0 
Saturated state, 2&0 
Saturated vapour, 2fill 
Saturation dome, 2.82 
Saturation pressure, 283 
Saturation temperature, 28!l 
Schrodinger wave equation, lSil 
Second law efficiency, ;MO 
Second law inequality, li2 
Second law of them1ody11amics, ill 
Seeback e lfect, 832 
Sensible beating or cooling, ill 
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calorimeter, JOO 
Shall power, 44 
Shaft work, 45 
Shannon's fonnula. W 
Sink, UA 
SJ unit system, & 
Sol id ice, 6llll 
Sonic velocity. 621 
Sorel effect, -829 
Source, 11..4 

- Spark ignition engine, ill 
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of gases. 33-2 
at constant pressure, ID 
at constant volume, 62 
polytropic, ill 
of solids, lli..J!M 

Specific humidity 618 
Specific volume, 12 

ofmii(ture, lfil 
Stability, conditions of, lli 
Stable equilibrium, ill 
Stagnation pressure, .628 
Stagnation properties, .628. 
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Stagnation temperature, .628 
States, 3 

changes of, 3 
S1atiatieal formalism, U!.6 
Statistics of electron gas, 806 
Statistics of photon gos, 8!M 
Steady flow process, 82 
Steady flow energy equation, &5 
Steady stale, 82 
Steam point, 26 
Steam power plant, ill .' 
Steam rule, 4fil 
Steam tables. ID 
Stefan-Boltzmann law, llQ. 806 
Stirling cycle, ill 
Stirling's approximation. 2!.lll. 
Stirring work, 45 
Stoichiometric air, 652 
Stoichiometric coefficients, MA 
Stored energy, ~ 61 
Space resistance, 1Y. 
Steamline, ll8 
Strength of shock, ill 
Sub cooling, SM 
Sublimation, curve, ill 
Subsonic flow, 1fil 
Suction line heat exchanger, ill 
Superheat. SM 
Supersonic flow, 1ill 
Supp.lementary firing, ill 
Surface i:esistance, ill 
Surroundings, 2 
Symm, 2 

closedc, 2 
isolated, 2 
open, 2 

TdS equations, ~ 
Terminal lemperatuff/ difference, ill 
Temperature, M 

absolute, ~ 86!1 
adiabatic saturation, 620 
Celsius. 1il 
critical, m 202 
dew point, 61.S 
dry bulb, W 
ideal gas. l1! 
Kelvin, ill 
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Thennomcchankal effect, Sil 

phenomcnM, 8A6 
Thcnnomctcrs, 25 
Thermometric 

propcny, 2!l 
Thennomolccular pressure 

difference, MB 
Third law of thermodynumics, l 3S. 42!1 
Thomson effect, &!1..3 
Thomson coefficient. ~ 
Thomson relations. ill 
Throttling calorimeter. m .lQQ. 10.l 
Tonne of refrigeration, 183 
Topping cycle, ~ :1116 
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Transmissivi1y, lli 
Transport properties. ~ 
Triple point, 2§. 2.82 
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Turbof.m engine, 5jJ) 

Turboprop engine, ill 
Turbulcut now, 2.l8 

Unavailable energy, ill 
Uncenninl)I. l.lt3 

Units and dimensions, 8 
Universal gas constant, J.29. 
Univcrx, W 
Unsaturated air, 6.11 
Unslablc equilibrium, ill 
U!ieful work, 211 
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V:in der Waals equation. ll2, 862 
Van't Hoff equation 642 
Vapori1,ation CUNC, ~ 
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Vapour power cycle, ill 
Vapour press11tt. ill, g_i I 
Variable Oow process. 21 
View factor, llO 
Virial coefficients, .l5fl 
Vi rial expaosion. J5!l 
Viscosity, TIB 
Volume. critical, l.82 

rcJuccd, ill 
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Volume cxpansivity, illlO 
Volumetric cfficicricy, ~ ill 
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Wave-particle duality, ill 
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Wc:t compression. 580 
Work transfer. 11 

various fonns. ~ ~ 

Zero1h law of thermodynamics, 2A 



THERMODYNAMICS 
This htxl is the only book lo present the Macroscopic (Classical! and 
Microscopic (Statistic.al] Thermodynamics in a single volume. Th• first 
eleven chapters contribute to the basic theories of Thermodynamics 
beginning with the first chapter on Introduction thot provides a historical 
background of the subject. The next seven chapters provide applic~tions of 
these theories. The Microscopic concepts of thermodynamics are furnished 
!!!._ the last four chapters. 
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